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^ F the treatise at the head of this list, there would be diffi-

^culty in determining whether it is most remarkable, that it

should have been printed ht^ore the events of last duly, or that
it shotild have been kept under a bushel iiftcr. To drag it from
its unjust, and indeed unscriptural, hiding-place, and to garnish
it with such small fiy of ephemeral productions as may illustrate

its importance and extend its effects, will be the object of the
Article that follows^^
A military forego has always b^i a mystery. It was

a thing that a nation oughtT to have.^and pught not to have.
When the public is in bodily fear,—as, for instance, when its

sleep is disturbed by the apprehension of gun-boats in tlue

Channel, or the dread of waking with its capacious throat cut
from ear to ear by internal insurrection,— flien a military force,

like Edie Ocliiltree in tlie is cockered up as something
exceedingly worthy to be praised. Bul.^'^ffien the fit of fear is

over, it is found out (as..may be true enough) that the guest is

what most people courfdo without, and at bestT^ut a dangerous
kind of vagrant in masquerade, viewed everywhere with sus-
picion not unmingled with dislike. «

In this state of things it was matter of no ordinary intefest,

to his own country and the world, to see a great publicist step
forward to take the dilemma by the horns. But the importance
w^as incalculably enhanced, by the unparalleled conjuncture

VOL. XIV,— VFestminster Review. b
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under which the circumstance took place. It is manifest tlmt

or ever the violet" had blossomed, or the vine put forth her

tender grapes, a vision had fallen on the seer and a sight upon
the aged, and he had seen—not a he-goat that pushed north-

ward and southward, nor ^.ram that pushed eastw^ard and west-
ward—but two c millions of National Guards inarching to the

sound of the Marseillaise, and all nations, and languages, and
tongues, applauding in their ti'ain. In brief, he had beheld a
free people in the paulo postfutarum: and he indited it in a
book, and caused it to be engraven as on a rock, that they that

come after may read, and the bands of the oppressed be loosed.

If a disinterested spectatdvi were asked to what single

circumstance in the history of the existing European generation

he would attribute the greatest mass of human suffering,—the

longest list of broken bones, and they* are evils, and broken
hearts, , and they are greater, — the largest crop of hopes
destroyed and expectations trampled on, of cities ruined and
families dishonoured,—the heaviest freights of worldly happiness

wrecked and scattered, to gratify the appetites of the smallest

number and those the most unworthy,—the result could hardly

fail to be, tliat next after the ,existen(i? of the great Moloch in

whose name and to whose honour these sacrifices have been
made, he would' ascribe it to the preponderating physical force

which has been concentrated in the hands of regular or stipen-

diary armies. From w.hich conclusion the step would be a

small one to the nex-f,—that in proportion as the force of

regular armies has beem neutralized and kept in check by
either the actual or virtual operation of a superior strength in

the hands of the rest of the community, l{as been the degree of

safety, honour, freedom tTad all other goo^' things, which has
" fallen to the share of those in whom is the real fee simple of the

interests of the society. In so much that the ratio betw^een one of

these forces and the other, (under certain limitations through
the necessity for some positive quantity of that from which
danger arises), may 'be considered as the measure of all public

good, so far as the same is depentk^nt on the just regulation of

the physical powers e^i«*ing within a'giVen political community.
And if the countrids in which this ra^^io is the greatest, may
be considered occupying the highest places in the scale of

human improvement,— it seems to follow that one in which the

pi;oportion should be none at all, (as would be the consequence
of toe removal of all counterbalance, or in other w^ords the dis-

arming of the mass of the community), would present the zero

or lowest depth, to which all other nations might refer, in cal-

culating their rates of comparative degradation.
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As intimated above, the dangerous force cannot be entirely

removed. If it were removed tomorrow, if would only be to

remake it, or something equivalent,# the day after. Whether
the case may be altered at some future period, it is not easy

absolutely to determine
;

though there liiay be many reasons

to suppose it will. W'hen mankind shail have fuither

emerged from the mists in which they have been born, and
which they have been taught to take^ for light ;—when new
phases shall have been witnessed of the grand process by which
man has been raised from a grovelling barbarian to his pre-

sent degree of partial information and improvement;—when
something like reasonable govidrnments shall have been estab-

lished throughout the influ^itial masses of the human family,

and it shall have been generally discovered, first, that govdtn-

nienthas an object, an<> secondly, that the way to obtain this ob-

ject is to go the way that leads to it and not the opposite ;—when
men shall have admitted, and shall have ceased to persecute one
another for believing, that common sense and reason may be
applied to the direction of a government as of a line-of-battle

ship, and that something may be done better than letting it

drift before the wind, «r than ^committing it and all on board
to the arbitrary direction of an hereditary pilot ;—when they
shall have found out tlie gross folly, the profound blunders,

the desperate inanity, and^ the low fraud, of all or most of the

]>rctoxts on which wars have been habitually waged and
contests erected ;—when they shall have thoroughly convinced
themselves that nine-tenths of these disputes, and ninety-nine

hundredths of the remainder, were begun, carried on, and pro-
longed, with no verib^ble object but that of finding keep ( ' pre-
vent/ as Capterffii Dalgctty lias ''h) for a certain few out
of the purses of the rest, and that the wai;-cries brought to aid

have been so many clumsy frauds, in which * patriotism’ meant
* Open us your pockets,’ an4 ^*courage’ meant * Throw your-
selves under our Jaggernaut upon the signal —wdien they
shall have been penetrated and soaked* tvdth the persuasion,
that wars have always hoaxes on one side and gene-
rally on two, and that, notably, the^-^ngest and heaviest
with which our own countrymen have any personal ac-
quaintance, were fouil^dcd on nothing but fhe resolution of
one description of persons, that not a shilling in the hands of
the industrious classes should remain unspent as long aft it

could be expended with the prospect of securing the pow^r of
taking another shilling for themselves;—when nations shall

have compared notes, and have found out, in the words of the
old presbvterian Colonel who fell at Preston Pans, how ^ shaine-

B 2
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fully and scandalously tliey have been befooled
;

’— it would be
ham indeed, if som& progress was not made towards diminishing
the demand for arms andnnen*'to carry them, and reducing the
magnitude of the perHous e^jement in the measure of the public
safety. As sure as sheep are bred in Leicestershire with little

heads, the fools <rf the next generation will be smaller fools than
the fools of the present. There will be an awful reckoning for

the wisdom of ancestoj^s, when ours is grown old enough to

come under that predicament; and it would be fearful folly to

measure the imbecility of future generations by the standard of

our own.
It is conceded however, that for the present at least, some-'

body must be kept to fight. If, il^en, men are to fight, whom
are* they to fight ? secondly, whom are they tiot to fight? Cer-

tainly not those who pay for them. Buf if the fighters are set

to do it, how can it be helped ? Only as men help themselves

against those who rob on the highway,—by waiting till they

can get rid of it, and no longer. And how can it be got
rid of? Heaven knows. But there is an easy way to keep it

down, if ever it should be down
;
and that is, to keep a stronger

force of honest men. If indeed the public could be persuaded

to say to the rogues, ** O rogfies, keep us. We beg you to eat

of our meat, and^ drink of our beer
;
and thus shall you be fat

and well-liking, to fire upon us when there shall be occasion.

Above all things visit us, we pray you, and see that we have
no arms

;
for so might we be tempted, and your purpose concern-

ing us fail. We are poor rascals, and wish to be poorer

;

our daughters also are exceedingly at your service, whenever

you may please to require them. We Iqjbw, and have been

told by authority, that suclfthings are the nec^sary consequence

of your coming among Gad forbid that we should blame
you for a necessary consequence,’^^—if there was any chance of

finding a community with brain’s pf calf and hearts of hound
to speak in this manner, the vocation of the spoilers might
-last for a time thal*^has no limit. But then, every body
knows that the chance is nothh«g. v It is only in matters

included within the^im^agic sound of * politics/ that men
can be persuaded to lay aside their wits. No man is

bound to be an a'ss, except upon publi^Ssccount. Neither the

squirehood nor the priesthood can persuade any body to prop
open his gates, that the pigs may run into his potato-field. It

is odly when the thing is to be done on a national scale, that

they can persuade men to pay both for the props and for the

herd of swine.

Such is the state of things as it ought not to be ; next, for the
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state as it ought to be. The object then, one, to wit Naiipnal

Dejince; against enemies from' without mid within; neither

against enemies from without to Ihe fxcliision of those who are

within, nor the opposite, but against bftth
;
by land and by

water ; abroad and at home. For which object, branches two
j

the Radical [fearful word], and the Stipendiary. Stipendiary

to fight for Radical; and Radical to frighten Stipendiary.

• Of the Radical force the members naturally unpaid

a

poor

invention, what can there be got by that? 'I'he Stipendiary, as

the name imports, paid
;
which undoes the mischief, by taking

money from one person and giving it to another, which is what

political economists call putting money in motion. Never-

theless it may be dpubted whether it be enough to undo it

altogether ;
for

* Of the land-service force, the Stipendiary portion is but as a twig

growing out of, and nourished by, the Radical branch. Though in

respect of its quantity capable of being augmented, and but too liable

and apt to be augmented to excess, the existence of it is the result

and evidence of a considerable progress made in the career of civiliza-

tion
;
forasmuch as thus, by means of a comparatively small portion

withdrawn from the care ijf producing the matter of subsistence and
abundance, the whole’remainder of the population is left free, without

obstruction, to employ itself exclusively in maximizing the aggregate
mass of the matter on which life and prosperity depend/—p. 3.

The object oT government is not to maximize the aggregate
mass of the matter on which life and prosperity depend

;
but to

maximize the matter on which the prosperity of the governors
depends. If this was not so, nobody would be a governor

j
and

consequently there^vould be anarchy. With this exception
the passage is probably correct.

' But while the number of them«is tbns comparatively small, their
power of exerting force with effect,—and this for the purpose not only
of defence, but of offence likewi^,—will, in equal numbers, be compa-
ratively great. And it being necessary not only for the actual exercise
of their appropriate functions, but also foi* She putting and keeping
them at all times in a stat^ of preparation for it, that they should be
kept together in bodies morc^dr less numerous : hence it is, that they
are at once a source of security on one ad^unt, and of danger on
another.*—p. 6. •

* In the stipendiaries^elonging to the sea-service branch, no such
source of danger is perceptible. The element on which they act
keeps them in a state of comparative separatedness

; and at the siwne
time mostly at an uninfluential distance from the seat of the legislfftwre.*— p. 7.

,

The process of obtaining the greatest good, is therefore re-
duced to the following rules :

•
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* Rule 1. Minimize the stipendiary forcc^ so far as is consistent with
security against hostitity from without.'

' Rule 2. Miiximize the radical force,— to wit, so far as is consistent

with the non-employml‘nt of compulsory means for the formation or

maintenance of it.’—p. 21

.

If prophecy nofeans speaking of a thing beforehand, this is

undoubtedly the National Guard by prophecy.
The Reasons also contain much in brief. To begin with the

diminution of the Stipendiary :

* Reasons.—1. Minimization of danger to the constitution from in-

subordination on the part of these functionaries, and from resistance

to, and even forced ascendancy over, their respective superordinate

authorities, whether in the military llns^ or the non-military
5

to wit,

the* army minister, the navy minister, the prime minister, and the

legislature.
"

»

2. Minimization of expense,—of the (piantity of the expense be-
stowed upon the service of this compound siib-dcpiiitment.

3. Minimization of power and disposition, on the part of the go-
vernment, to engage in offensive aggression against other States, and
thence to invohe this State in needless and internally pernicious war-
fare.

Reasons for the maximization of the Radical

:

1. Maximization of security, and sense of security, against danger
of insubordinatioiVand ascendancy on the part of the stipendiary force.

2. Giving increase to the chance and facility of affording, without

expense of bounty of enlistment, or at less expense, as well as without

compulsion, increase in case of need, to the stipendiary force.’—p. 21.

As some persons have declared the style of the author to be

to their apprehension occasionally peregrine and difficult, it

may be useful to remark that ^ maxiiniaQ^’ means ^ have the

most you can of,’ and ^ minimize ' means * have as little as you
can of.’ • /

"

The above is the great discovery of the book ;
which, though

like Columbus’s egg, it is easy to say it was within every body’s

knowledge when they ^are told—yet leaves the question, of why
people have been so long in making any practical employment
of it. *

These extracts are^^»om the Sections entitled Branches, what,

and Leading Principles, The next ar^ from that surnamed
Radicals, tvno. t’o which the answer is,^^ot that they are all

who drink Roasted Corn, or attend the meetings at the Rotunda,

orsvear tricoloured cockades, or beat the New Police when they

catdli them in small quantities
;
but that

^ Exceptions excepted, to the Radical branch of the Defensive Force

will belong, at all times, all who, being apt with respect to the per-

forniaiicc of the u])propriate excreW, are willing to join therein
3
none
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who are not willing. Approj)riate denomination^ accordingly, voluiu

teers/—j>. S2,

It will present itself at once as*an <ibjection to this plan, that

it can be used only in very limited circunfetances. It contains

no provision for the interest of any but 'the community
;

it is

applicable, therefore, under none but popular governments.

Consider, for example, what the consequences would be-in

England, if every individual who was ‘•willing to join therein,’

had a musquet of forty inches barrel, and arntnuiiition hanging by
it in a pouch. In six months there would not be an abuse a man
could live by. The mine of wealth which consists in the power
of appropriating the public money, would be ruined and dried

up ;
and the conseqjience^ would creep downwards into all

classes of society, ramifying themselves like a plague, find

preying on the wholesome frame of social order like a leprosy.

If the rich were impoverished, it is clear the poor would starve

;

for it is the rich that feed the poor and not the poor the rich.

The aristocracy and higher classes would be reduced to the

state in which they are found ‘ in a neighbouring country,’ of

being obliged to keep their children instead of feeding them out
of the public purse. Wealth would lose its best rewjjrd, which
is the power of taking other people’s

;
and industry its surest

recompense, which is the certainty of being allowed to continue
its exertions. To aver thg.t such a plan would answer under
better circumstances, is Utopian; that is to say, it belongs to

an ideal state of things, where tubs shall be made with bottoms,
and every cat have claws. Whatever is not present, can only
be seen in vision, therefore it is visionary

;
and every thing is

wild, which any mqja would be mad to expect. The whole voca-
bulary of dj/stoghf.ic statesmen, may be poured out upon
a scheme so unlicked and barbarouj^ as tjiat of giving arms to
‘ all who are willing to join therein.’ There would be no amuse-
ment in the world, after suftha consummation as this. There
would be nothing in it worth taking,^—that is to say, that could
be taken. Instead of every man’s house 4)eing his castle, every
man’s purse would be his ^altle ; which would have much more
serious effects on the existing order of things. Society would
be one collection of unmanageable men, too strong tej be robbed,
and too self-willed be muzzled. Chaos vfould come again,
and the earth be without form and void

;
till at last the survi-

vors would cast lots for a Royal Guard to fire on the remainder,
and club their last sixpences to hire Swiss regiments in aiti|

‘ The legislature will not, it is supposed, look for Radicals in the

character of volunteers elsewhere than in towns of considerable size,

and in the near neighbourhood oi^such towns. Reasons : avoidance of
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tile expense in labour and money, of journeys to and from the place of
exercise.—Principle, <the expense^minimizing.’—p. 35.

No imperative reason ^appears, why an insulated Radical
might not usefully e»ercise himself in learning to hit * six feet

by two’ at a hundred and eighty yards, against his own hill side

if he has one in his neighbourhood. 13ut the legislature, as is

properly observed, would not expect it of him if it was accom-
panied with any extraordinary degree of personal fatigue.

* To qualify the great body of the members of the radical force for

attaining the ends of the institution, two sets of directing function-

aries will be necessary : commanders and appropriate instructors. The
instructors being but assistants to thq commanders, will naturally act

as such under their direction
; as in private life, instructors in the

scvfral branches of art and science act'' under ‘die direction of parents

and guardians, their employers. Principle, tjie aptitude-maximizing.’
‘ In the case of the privates, service in this line being purely volun-

tary, the natural course of things is that, in them, that is to say in the

majority of them, should be the choice of both commanders and
instructors

3
for unless in this choice a vote were allowed to him,

many a man whose service would have been useful, might decline

to serve. Principles, 1. The Aptitude-maximizing. 2. The Num-
ber-maximizing. 3. The ConteQtment-mrximizing. 4*. The Ine-

quality-minimizing.’—p. 49. •

This mode ofreiommendiiig for commissions, is a cold prospect

for the higher orders. In fact an inattention to their interests,

is one of the defects with which the author is most liable to be
charged.

The next Section is headed tStipendiaries, who.
* A Stipendiary is every person, who, having by authority of govern-

ment, ns per Art. 2, been located in any part of the aggregate
corps composed of stipendiary defensive force fTinctionaries, has not

been, as per Art- 3, dislocated out of it.’—p. 51.

On the nature of these functionaries more light is thrown in

a following paragraph, where the'y are divided into such as serve

by land on foot, armed with fire-arms and bayonets ; who
are subdivided again frtto infantry of the line, intended to act

in close order, and for the most pavt ii\close combat, which the

ancients were wont to call cominus,—and light

infantry, or say rifleifien, destined to act by their dispersed

force, and for the- most part at a distan(^ w hich the Romans
entitled eminus. Likewise those who serve on horseback ; of

whom some are Heavy Horse, or as we say in French Cavalerie

f{*6/Ttf ; and those who are not Heavy, are Light. Also Horse
Artillery, including Rockets, — to which last, little that is

analogous can be found in antiquity, excepting tlic thunder and
ligblniiig which certain Indians jclid lancc at Bacchus, iii the
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dxHt atid last campaign he made in tliose parts. Nor is the

story so devoid of likelihood, may at« first appear. For

though some have thought that &accl|us was Noah, because he

is the first whose drinking is commemorated, and others that

he was Moses, because he had horns, which Michael Angelo
also lias represented in his figure of the latter

;
it is exceedingly

probable that he was neither the one nor the other, but some
hard-drinking soldado who penelratec^ into India, as many
others have done since ;

neither is it any \yay incredible, that

such a person should have horns, at least in a figurative sense,

which is enough for the explanation of history, especially of

ancient dales, it having, as is ^well known, been the custom of

those times to speak much in metaphors and types, so that the

account must not be Construed too literally, and there may have
been many circumstances leading to a full understanding,

which as the ancients would express it, prce vctustate deperiSrnnt,

And of the functionaries there are also that serve amphi-
biously {dfxffi and jSioc) on foot or horseback

;
which are called

dragoons. QuarCi may not posterity conclude from this, that

the Horse-Guards Blue lived always in their saddles ? They also

which serve for attack ^r defence of fortified places, are mani-
fold

;
as Military Engineers, Artillery-men including such as

handle Rockets, Miners, Sappers, Military Artificers, Pontoon-
eers (for making bridges by boats and otherwise). Finally

those who may be held to*be the veritable amphibes, or such as

serve amphibiously by land or sea, videlicet Marines; to whom
by reason, as would appear, of the mirthfulness of their occupa-
tion, the vulgar do ordinarily attach an epithet indicative of the

same. These are the species enumerated by the author
;
but

the learned have distinguished others, as the grenadier, whose
function was to throw a hollpw ball filled with gunpowder,
entitled a grenade

;
which is undouBtedlyTrom gt'anata a pome-

granate, the grains of powder* lying inside and the hard shell

upon the out, in the same%rder as in that fruit. Also the
fusileer, w^ho was in old time armed with^ weapon lighter than
the rest; which some^calb harquebuss. But as there is no
limit to the number of ways in which men may be slain, so there

is none to the number of functions whicli may arise out of the
same

;
on which ac^&unt it may be considered infinite, or as

the mathematicians more correctly express it, greater than any
quantity that may be assigned.

' Officers are distinguished into— 1. Ordinary ; 2. Erud^fe, or

say Select.’—p. .06. In which it is not meant to affirm,*that

there are a great many ordinary officers
; but by ‘ Ordinary’

are shown to be intended, jiist, corporals, secondly serjeants,

while the ‘ Erudites’ begin at the rank of ensign, which is
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sometimes styled 5(rcomif anti in the horse cornet. It

will be plain that this is not. taken from the existing state of
things, for there are as y^t many ensigns who are not erudite

;

but IS rather to be considered as pointing to some slate which
in the mind of the author was commendable and to be desired.

Neither are all fictive representations of this kind to be too ab-
solutely blamed

;
for they may usefully set forth that which is

desirable, though it lyay never be entirely compassed and
obtained. Thus book of Longinus Ilfpl 'Y^sc> or On the
Sublime, was written to assist men in their endeavours after that

mode of writing
;
but is not culpable because all who read it

have not yet arrived at the mark.
,
So that even though it could

be proved that ensigns would neve-r be erudite within the lives

of the present generation, no blaine can* be attached to the
having set forth, that it were well they should be, or at all

events should be put into the way of being.

In addition to this claim that they shall be erudite or in the
W'ay of being so, the prospect for ensigns of good family is in

other manners rendered dark and unpropitious. For example,
few of them will look over the following quotation, without
seeing in it something of sinisteir and sad.

•

^ Art. 31.—Officers. Mode of location. Exceptions excepted,
after the lapse or expiration of the preparation period (as per Ch. IX.
Ministers Collectively, § 15, Locablt, who )—no person who has
not place in the General Locahle to which he cannot have been
aggregated without passing through the course of examination under-
gone before the Examination .Tudicatory, will be locablc in any grade
of the Erudite class.'—p. 5i).

The remainder of the book is devoted to flie questions which
affect the interests and wcll-beigg of the Stipendiary ; and there
is scarcely any thing relating to his term and conditions of
service, enlistment, recruitment, furlough, discharge or disband-
ment, promotion, discipline, protection from oppression, sub-
sistence, pay, pension^ prize-money, powers as to non-military
persons, military judicature, and toUaferal or occasional em-
ployments, which is not discussed at length. In so much that
if any should be taken with a curiosity to know how a
great jurisconsulU would frame an army,^hey can do nothing
better than make themselves masters of Ihe whole.
A Supplement at the end contains a Section on Courts

Martel and another of Subsidiary Observations on military
subjects, which a])pear to he the work of aides-de-camp at home
and abroad. The following extracts from the last, are given
solely with a view to the circulaUou of their contents in the
existing state of Europe.

jafcrtrwt
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^ Art. 2.—On the Rifle, for Defensive Force*

' It has been asserted that the invention of bombs decided the supe-

riority of standing armies over citizen levies, aryl gave a blow to civil

liberty in most of the states of Europe*. The invention of the rifle

appears calculated to reverse the superiority.

' On this head, (question may be the followings—If an army of

citizen defenders were opposed to an invading regular force, in such

numbers on the two sides respectively as shc^rld balance the difference

in the habit of acting in organized masses, ai^i make the chances

equal,—would not a relative advantage be given to the citizens, if

both sides were to receive the power of arming themselves with rifles

at discretion, with time for learning the mechanical use of the instru-

ment ? *

‘ It may be maintainevl that There would :—1. Because, the citizens

being the greatest numb^, the sum of all the additions that could*be

made to the efficiency ot individuals on their side, would be greater

than the sum on the other.-— 2. Because the additions to the power of

the individual citizens, are in the same direction in which the advant-

age of the aggregate lay before : but the additions to the power
of individuals in the regular force, (if extended beyond the compara-
tively small number who might be employed as irregular combatants
b^folpe), are in a diffcreitit direction, and consequently for every

addition to the strength of the aggregate in one direction,* there is a
4ijninution in another. Or if it be clearer, say—tjjie tendency of the

change upon the whole, is to transfer the mode of combat from
that in which the regular foree has most advantage, to that in which

..the citizens.

' The Aide-Memoire for the use of the French Artillery (edition of

1819) contains the only known statement of the relative powers of the
rifle and the common inusquet.

‘ The result of experiments there stated is, that the superior effi-

ciency of the rifle (circumstances for and against, all taken into

account) is, in situations appropriate to its use, as thirteen to five.t

For practical evidence of the effect of \he rifle for Defensive
Force, reference may be had ta America, Who will make any
permanent impression on the O^nited States, with their population of
riflemen ? Who would dictate forms of government to France, if in

addition to her stipendiary arn\y, she had an equal number of volun-
teer riflemen^rom her radfcid force ?

* Montesquieu, Lettresp Persanes.
t *Dcs dpreuves coii^)aratives, fuites a Magdebourg, en mars 1814, par

JMM. le C. de B. Diissaussoy, etc., OlKcicrs d’Artillcrie, avee le Fusil
d’liifaiiterie tire avccballes de 18 ctde 20 ^lalivrc ; ct la Carabine, dite du
calibre de 22, rayee de 7 raics en spirale, tiice avee bullcs de 26 ?i la Tivre,

tantbt nuc, tantbt envclopp^-e de papier ou de calepin, tirce a 1-40 tic*livrc

de poudre, pointer horizontaleinciit h 70 toises du but, out domic Ics

resiillats suivans :

1°. La Carabine a plus de portec que Ic Fusil >ivec balles de 20, et.
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' Art. 3.

—

On Military Economy'
* A point which *liiay be usefully insisted on, in connexion with*

a treatise on Defensive l^orce/ is the great economy, so far as

relates to the Stipendiary branch, of having every thing oj the best

that is procurable.
' Take for example the armature of the Infantry. The cost of

an infantry^inan hi the Stipendiary branch, including pay, clothing,

food if supplied distinct from pay, and armature with the common
musquet, is ordinarily estimated at 30/. sterling (730 francs) a year.

The cost of an ordinfiiry musquet is about \l. sterling, and that of a
rifle is, on a large estimate, 10/.; hence, if the rifle is supposed to

last only fifteen years (which is much under the truth), and to require

renewing continually at the end . of that period, the additional

expense of arming and keoping a maivperpetually armed with a rifle,

wiAh due calculation of the value of money at 5 per centum, may be
1

presque aiitant que le Fusil avec balles de 18;
2®. La justessc dii tir de la Carabine, et sa portee, sont d'aiitant

plus grandcs, que la balle a etc plus forc^e, pourvii cependant qu’on
n'outre-passe pas certaincs liinitcs ;

3^ La Carabine a 4 fuis plus dc justessc que Ic Fusil avec balles dc 18,

et 12 fois que Ic Fusil avee balles de 20

;

4®. Avec de bans tireurs, et duns le mcm^ temps on tire : 20 coups de
Fusil, et on touche 5 foh une Cihle de 5 pieds tie hunt sur 3 de lurffe . . .16

coups de Carabine, et on touche 13 /b?> le mcme but.—Aide-i\kunoire i
Tusa^ye des Oflicierj* d’Artilleric dc France. Seine edition, 1819. Table
des Mati^jres, p. xxxii.

* (Technical Remarks, inserted by the Editor.)—^The number 26, vvhere it

appears in the first paragraph of the above, has been substituted for 16

which is a manifest misprint in the original.
* The result in favour of the rifle would probably have been considerably

greater, if instead of the rifle of small dimensions (as described in other
parts of the Aide-Memoire), had been employed the English military model,
vrith barrel of thirty French inches, and ball’s of the same size as the French
musquet.

‘ The above statement is curiously at variance with the objections pre-
sented in preceding editions of the Aide-Memoire, and allowed to continue
in the last : the whole of which are founded on the supposition of misma-
nagement, There is no necessity for the b&ll being driven with violence

;
all

that is required being, that by means of its greased cloth it should go down
smoothly like the sucker of a pump. Hence the loading is easy, either on
foot or horseback. The powder to be in'iiljnb cartridges, like those used
in exercise ; the balls covered with their greased cloth, twisled together at

the ends. The ramrod of hard wood, cylindrical, of nearly the diameter of
the bore

;
any bruise from an iron ramrod makiqg the barrel useless ever

afterwards. It is eai»‘y to add a bayonet of 28 or^O inches long; making
the vvholc length the same as in the musquet, and without removing
the power of taking aim. Many other suggestions might be added,
tendhig to increase the ratio of the comparative efficiency of the instru-
menu f

One of the most important of these, is the simplification of the sights,

(«i point ill which the artillery, Imth by sea and land, is, or was, capable of
mucli iinpnvcmciit). The front sight f premier viseur) should present a
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estimated as equal to a continual payment of 1/, per annum. Hence
by a nation \vlnch has considerable capital at command, thirty rifle-

men may be raised, armed, and jiermanently* kept on foot, for

the same expense as thirty-one common <nfantry-men. But it has

been shown that in appropriate circumstances,•the advantage of the

rifle over the common musquet is as 13 to 5. •Hence if riflemen arc

raised to the extent that can be employed under such circumstances,

and to no greater, .0 of these riflemen will be as useful as 13 men
witli musquets

5
or, preserving the same projmrtion, 30 riflemen will

do the service of 78 common infantry-men. But 30 riflemen arc

only the expense of 31 of other infantry. The expense therefore of 47
infantry-men out of 78 will be saved

; or a given expense will be

applied, with an increased final result in the proportion of 78 to 3J, or

upwards of 5 to 2. •

^ Jn the same manncf a ca^lry soldier is ordinarily supposed to

cost about 751. a year. Let the horse be assumed to last f>ii

right angle, like the gable-endof a roof; and he ofsuch a height that the line

drawn from the angular point to the breech {culasse) shall be parallel to the

aa'isov central line of the bore. It should be far enough from the muzzle
to he clear of the bayonet

;
and if the bayonet is formed and fixed like the

French one, it will he no impediment in taking aim. The rear sight {second

viseur) should be on the fals^-breech (aj^ri^re.-culasse) and not on the barrel

;

and should consist of a perpendicular cqjumii or prism, three quarters of an
inch high, of which one corner of the base stands upon the line drawn from
the front sight to the middle of the falsc-hreech, and the column itself is

on the right. In this manner, 1;^) aim at an object close at hand, the top of
the front sight has only to be brought into one with the bottom of the
rear sight ; and greater heights must be taken along the side of the co-
lumn, in proportion as the distance is increased. For want of this, a rifie-

man may shoot well at a certain distance he is accustomed to ; but if he
was brought, like the Leather-stocking,’’ to shoot at a panther’s head at

twe.nty yards, he would be uncertain of his mark. In this manner the
taking aim at different distances is redjiired as nearly as possible to the
same process as throwing a stone at greater and greater angles in pro-
portion to the distance it is to go ; find is as esasily learned by practice.

After the rear sight is established, t1^ parts of it not actually employed in
taking sight, should he rounded^ into any form that may best prevent
it from scratching the hands or catching obstacles

; and to prevent the
possibility of using the wrong side, it will be l>es4 Jp give it a curved outline.

Tlie secret of learning to upe a pile, is in beginning at 60 paces with a
large target (8 feet square), *aifd increasing the distance by 20 paces at

u time.

These suggestions are from an officer who entered the English army five

and twenty years ago inyhe Rifle Corps, and was witfe it at llie events of
Buenos Ayres, which may perhaps in some sort be called the cradle of the
present liberties of Europe. He pledges himself that all the objections
which are made to the Rifle, cither on foot or horseback, are founded on
mismanagement

;
and that it will be found to be a ftod-^end for the heap

defence of nations.* Think only of a weapon which multiplies the forte of
any given citizen in the proportion of 13 to 5 ; and the use of which may
be learned either in concert with others or alone.
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an average six years
;
and let the question be, of the effect of addiitg

20/. to the purchase-money of the horse. The additional cost of

purchasing’ and from time to time replacing such a horse, may (with

allowance for the interest fcf money as before) be rate<l as equal to a

continual payment of*4/. per annum. Hence 75 horse soldiers mounted
in the improved manner, may be maintained for the same expense as

79 of the other
j
or by striking off six or eight men and horses per

squadron, the regiments of new cavalry will cost no more than the

old. The question therefore will be, whether for certain services,

such squadrons will not be more effective, than squadrons of the

common kind with* six or eight men and horses more in each 5

or whether the efficiency of the new squadrons, with equal numbers,
will not be increased in a greater proportion than that of 79 to 75.

^ On the same principle, if it was proposed to give the rifle to a
portion of the mounted troops, the comparative expense would only be

in^the proportion of seventy-six to seventy-five.
‘ These considerations throw light on the ea'pensiveness of any thing

that is inferior, in a permanent or Stipendiary force.
' In the arming of the Radical force, the economy of using the im-

])rovcd instrument is not so demonstrable, nor so reducible to practical

effect. If every man of military age in the United States of America
can be induced or obliged by law to arm himself with a musquet of
the cost of 1/., it does not follow that it w;ould be feasible or proper

to direct him to arm himself witK a rifle of "the cost of 10/. But still,

the advantage derivable from the weapon in the proportion of 13 to 5,

is capable (more (rspecially in a time of public alarm) of being held out

as an effectual inducement to a great number of individuals, to arm
themselves voluntarily in the improved manner.’— —304.

There is a story of a pedestrian, who when invited to mount
upon the coaches, used to reply that he could not stop. In the

same spirit it appears that a government, to a certain extent,

might declare that it could not afford twenty-shilling musquets.
On examining the details of the various struggles which have

taken place between regular troops and popular forces since the

memorable July, it may be gathered, that an extensive city is a
slaughter-house for any number ot* troops who may attempt to

penetrate into it, provided the citizens are determined to make
the most of their advantages. Thqse advantages, in addition to

the almost certain fact of a superiority of numbers, consist in

their being in the actual occupancy of a position, which if they

stand to tkeir work, must be taken, like an artichoke, leaf by
leaf. If it is asked why the soldiers ^hnnot fight with as
much prospect of success as the citizens, it is for the same
reason that a force outside a fortified town cannot take it by
assault from a force within ;—because the position is strong, and
the defenders occupy it first. The power of supplies, of relief,

of shelter, and of assistance to the wounded, are also shown by
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experience lo have been very generally in favour of the citizens.

Artillery appears to have been more useful to the citizens than

to the troops, wliich may be accj>unted for by the last being

obliged to act in greater masses ; and cavalrv, nearly useless on
both sides. A pile of bricks five feet high, a few carts and
coaches overturned, or even a rope stretched across a street from
window to window, flanked by a dozen or 4wo of resolute

iiiusquetcers, and backed by more of the like impediments at

short distances, form a cnl de sac which the best regiment of

cavalry in the world will not enter if it catf help it. Paving-
stones also from the tops ofhouses, have beenmuch distinguished

;

whereupon all arbitrary powers should Mac'Adamize. A mili-

tary friend has suggested, that the contents of a wine-mer-
chant’s store, (or beer would ^o as well), would furnish in the

bottoms of bottles an eqi^ valent to the ancient caltrop, an engifle

in which much confidence was put by our forefathers for faking

off the edge of cavalry; but on this there cannot yet be written

probation est, though it may be assumed as certain that it would
be a painful visitation to the veterinary surgeon. On the whole
there seems little doubt, that future kings will abstain from
attacking their ca])itals \2

ith cavalry; for the same reasons that

cavalry is not employed to mount a*breach. The writerof thisknew
a village in India, where a body of cavalry that engaged itself in

the streets, was beaten out with long poles**^
;

and if the
people of Manchester had •been moved to try their yeomanry
after the same sort, it would probably have had the same result.

And your dragoon, even on plain ground, is not so “ fearful a
wild-fow'l” as men take him for. It is only because he is afraid,

if a man with a musquet is not more than a match for him.
Men are not j)ut on horseback because they thereby become
intrinsically superior to those on fobt, but because they become
capable of being employed underldifferent circumstances. Every
thing therefore leads to the conclusion, that at all events
cavalry is not a good instrument to execute Ordonnances in a
great town. ,

But the greatest advaijtag^ of all, on th*e side of the people,
is in the morale. Every soMier knows in his heart, without the
corporal being sent to tell it him, that he is not made to fire upon
the citizens. It may be disguised by any quantity ofisopbistrj%
and any conceivable fhass of folly may be evinced in the framing
of the oaths by which he is attempted to be bound,—^but a frag-
ment of God’s grace given to all men continues to survive, and
whispers to the poor musqueteer as he bites his cartridge, Xjlial

* A fact of the same kind is stated in the accounts from Paris,

—

JJherte
reconquise. p, H9.
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his teeth were not bestowed on him for that. Scarcely a man
has placed himself in the ranks^ however much he may have

,

repented afterw^ards, withoirt being led on by some vision of
patriotism, or som^ prospect of bein^ applauded by approving
friends; and none oY this, he knows, is likely to b6 his lot. The
citizen on the contrary, when once he has been fairly shown
blood, is in a state of excitement that hardly admits of the sense
of fear

; or if he is feebly constituted, he takes his post accord-
ingly, and allows the better men to crowd into the front. Of all

bitter, painful, and’abomiliable situations, God preserve an honest
man from being set in opposition to an armed people.

Another immense advantage, connected with moral force,

is in the number of ancient soldSejrs who infallibly throw them-
selves into the popular ranks. ** There are tw^enty causes
Which will always make an ancient sol4*er more likely to throw
himself into the people’s ranks than into the other. In the first

place the others do not want him
;
they have already trampled

him under. foot, as one of the broken tools that serve the trade

of war. New men have superseded him; and the place that

once knew him in his squadron, knows him no more for ever.

If he has served arbitrary powers, the p^robability is too, that he
carries away no pleasing recdllections^ of his history. He is

anxious to show his countrymen, that he has not lived for

nothing
;
and tiie widest field is opened for his ambition. A

corporal in an army is nothing but sk corporal ;
but in a popular

contest, a corporal who has seen war is at the very least a
captain by brevet. It cannot be wondered at, therefore, that all

the old swordsmen are on the side of their fellow-citizens.

If the assailants of a capital should withdraw and occupy po-
sitions to cut off its communications with the country, then the
military question reduces itsdf to whether the country will come
to the rescue, in sufficient time and force to overpower the assail-

ants. And here history seems to show that the modes in which
a body of citizens can act with effect against a regular force,

reduce themselves to two ; one, the obstinate defence of towns
or other positions highly favourable for the defensive ; the other,

resolute and reckless attack, in which the science of the leaders

may be displayed in arranging the direction, selecting the

points, and keeping masses in reserve for particular purposes,
out after the movement is once begun, the Vesult must be chiefly

left to the courage and zeal of individuals to complete. This
last made the strategics of the first French revolutionary armies,

and^of their opponents in Vendee.
On the whole, however, the inference seems to be, that

governments had much better abstain from fighting with their
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people. The chances have gone greatly against them hitherto

;

and will go worse, if they try ag^in. Men have become cap-

tious on the conduct or their rulers; and feel a general suspi-

cion that ‘enlightened sovereigns’ are such^is set their houses

in a blaze, and ‘ paternal government’ means violation of their

daughters. They see much surer ways to safety than trusting

to tiiese phrases
;
and the future world will be governed by

something else than that feeblest of all cq/its, the cant of kings.

Abt. II .—Histoire Naturelle de VHonime. Par R. 1*. Lesson. Paris.

1828—1830.

piCTURES of savage life, ^hen drawn with ability, have in

general a very remarkable charm for nations which have
attained a state of high intellectual and moral cultivation

; iti

like manner as pictures ^f infancy and boyhood delight the full-

grown individual. Tacitus, a great master in the science of

human nature, amused and no doubt instructed the Romans, by
his inimitable description of the savages of ancient Germany

;

and modern voyagers and travellers, without possessing the
philosophy or the style of Tacitus, contrive, by pictures simi-

lar in kind, however inferior, at least to entertain the, curious

readers of England and France, •There are, in fact, few sub-
jects so well calculated to rouse and fix attention as barbaric

manners and barbaric arts. ^By looking carefully into these we
see naked the roots of all our peculiarities, of all our passions,

of all our follies
;
and may, if we please, learn to appropriate

exactly the amount of our debt to philosophy and laws.

The public, however, not perhaps so much from indolence as
from absolute want of leisure, shrinks from the examination of
voluminous narratives or treatises, liowever interesting in them-
selves, and requires, like the half^starved w^eaver, in the Tale of
a Tub, that these bulky affairs should be reduced to ft “reason-
able compass.” For this reason It has been deemed worth while
to pass the labours of M. Lesson through our critical alembic,
and, having extracted their quintessence,*the residuum may re-

main for those who hap])^ loliave a taste for it.

Though terming liis work the “ Natural History of Man,” M.
Lesson is very far from intending that it should be regarded as

a general history of tlm species
;

it being, in reality, little more
than a collection of the observations made upon the manners
and customs of the South Sea Islanders, during the stay of the
Coquille in the Pacific, on its voyage round the world. TJhis

circumstance, however, is one of the greatest recommendations
the work possesses. Had it pretended to any thing more, it

must at once have degenerated into a mere compilation ;
for,

VOL, xiv .—Westmimter Review. c
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although exceedingly ciever and ingenious in his way* the author

by no means possesses the gfnius or the knowledge which might

.

have qualified him to ^generalize philosophically from known
facts, or to perceive the exact value of the observations of others.

Philosophers may, nevertheless, derive abundant advantage from
his useful and curious researches, which, bounded as they are,

have certainly added very considerably to our knowledge of
man during the earliej; stages of his civil and political existence.

Without inqiiiijing how, when, or by what races of men the

various archipelagoes of the great Pacific Ocean were originally

peopled, which might demand the exhibition of a great deal of

learning and ingenuity to very little purpose, we come at once
to the islands as they are—habitable and inhabited by men in

different stages of civilization. The soil, climate, productions,

&c. we shall mention only incidentallyf Our business is solely

with the inliabitants.

M. Lesson remarks, on entering upon his subject, that the

moral features of these singular races of men already exhibit

traces of the effects of their intercourse with the nations of
Europe; new habits, new opinions, new manners growing up out
of these relations, which mi\^t, in an inconsiderable lapse of
time, totally obliterate their original physiognomy. As man is

never at a stays never, as far as his civilization is concerned,
abiding in one place, the business is, to catch e^er it change
the Cynthia of the minute to paint the prevailing system of
manners, the forms which the emanations of the mind assume
when they transform themselves into what are called “ the

creations of art and that peculiar metamorphosis of the reli-

gious spirit, which circumstances have operated among the un-
couth barbarians with which at present have to do.

The first thing which presents itself to the thought, or to the
eye, whema new race of men are under consideration, is the

beauty or ugliness w'hich their form and features exhibit. When
we have formed to ourselves something like a notion of their

style of countenance,*' of the colour of their eyes and hair, of
the make of their nose, mouth, chin, tec. we appear to be some-
what contented, and can go on to other matters, generally propor-
tioning the interest we feel in their concerns, however, to the mea-
sure of their personal attractions. Nqt that we can at all

explain wdiy the affairs of ugly people ^lould be a matter of
more indifference to us than those of more favoured mortals,

unless in my uncle Toby’s way, the matter is out short, by
saying it is God’s will it should be so which may, perhaps,
be as philosophical a mode of explaining the thing as any other.

Of the various races into which the population of the innu*
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merable islands scattered through the vast extent of the Pacific

Ocean have been divided, the first, as well in personal beauty as in

civilization, is that termed by M. l^ss(i#i The Oceanian. In the

features of this race our naturalist conceives that something of
the grace, delicacy, softness, and pleasing effeminacy of the

Hindoo style of countenance may be detected ; and this resem-

blance, which appears to be not altogether fanciful, constitutes,

in his opinion, a sufficient ground for deriving these voluptuous

savages from the Caucasian or Japetic stocky though he by no
means pretends to explain bow, passing the Polynesian isles

without leaving any permanent marks of their migration, they
could have projected themselves as it were to so vast a distance

from their parent country as tlkk Poniootoo islands, one hundred
and fifty degrees of lorTgitude* east of Cape Comorin. •

However this may be^tlie Oceanians are, as has been already

observed, superior in beauty of form and features, to the other

races inhabiting the South Sea islands. Their stature is in

general lofty, their muscles finely rounded, iheir head of a
peculiar structure, but handsomely formed, their countenance
expressive of mildness blended with energy, although sometimes
the traces of warlike ferc^ity are discoverable. The eyes though
large are not prominent, and the ey^-bvows are thick anU bushy,
like those of Mrs. Radclifte’s ill-famed heroes, ifhe complexion
is bright yellow, darker among those exposed to the action of
the sun^s rays, and lighter athong the superior classes, and among
the women. So far the resemblance between these people and
the Hindoos is not remarkably striking, for the latter have
neither bushy eye-brows nor yellow complexions ; and as we
proceed, the traces of similitude become more and more faint.

The Oceanians, since the truth mustJ>e told, have flat noses, large

nostrils, wide mouths, and thick Ups ; but, on the other hand,
their teeth are singularly white and beauftful, and . their ears

delicately small. M. Lesson does not agree with Bougainville
and Captain Cook, in attribufuig a high degree of beauty to the
Oceanian women ; and insinuates that the^ taste and judgment
of those celebrated navig^alors were somewhat clouded by the
warmth and vehemence of their desires ; but he, nevertheless,

acknowledges that, just at the period in which they become
nubile, they are distinguished for considerable i^harmsT, such as
large dark eyes, exqiifsite teeth, smooth soft skin, a profusion of
black hair, and a finely-formed bosom. It is added, however,
that the figure is not upon the whole well proportioned

;
that the

nose, like l^istram Shandy's, is flat, and that the mouth, wlKch
all connoisseurs allow to be the most important part of the face,

is large. As some compensation for such grave defects, these

c 2
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fair dames have a complexion which strongly borders upon white^

and a voluptuous^ good-natured expression. The inhabitants of

the islands of Mendoga^ anci Rotouma are considered the most
beautiful of all theOceanian race : next to these are ranked the

Tahitians; then the«natives of the Sandwich Islands
;
then those

of the archipelago of Tonga ; and, last of air, taking the women
as the standard, the inhabitants of New Zealand

;
while the

men, on the contrary, possess finer and more robust forma than
any other branch pf tne whole race.

Though second to the natives of Mendo<ja and Rotouma in

beauty, theTahitians, or Otaheitans, are considered by M. Lesson
. to be the type of the Oceanian race, notwithstanding that some
writers have imagined the chiefs and the body of the people to

be descended from two different "stocks. The same idea has
been started with respect to the Brahmius, and the inferior castes

of Hindoos
; but the Bedouin Sheikhs, whom no one has ever

suspected to be of any other race than that of Ismael, differ no
less in stature and appearance from the common Arabs, than the

Brahmins from the ordinary Hindoos, or the chiefs of Otaheite
from the people. But the differences observable may very

rationally be accounted for by the difference in their food, and
their greater or less exposurcoto the sun. Be this as it may, the

menot Ohaheite are said to behandsome almost without exception,
with limbs robust but well formed, tall of stature, their counte-
nance expressive of luilcTness and good nature, their hair black
and coarse, their skin peculiarly smooth and soft to the touch.

Whether owing to some peculiarity in their diet or not, their

skin emits, however, a powerful odour, which even their daily

practice of bathing fails to remove. All nations which consume
much animal food possess more or less of this offensive odour,

as the Patagonians of South America, who surpass pole-cats in

stink
;
while the rice-eating Hindoo, accustomed moreover to

continual ablutions, smells like a nosegay. Both men and
women w'ear the hair of the head short ; but neither sex practises

depilation, though jtl>a men are in the habit of plucking out
their beard by the roots, leaving only^a small mustachio on the
upper lip. Owing, perhaps, to the indolence of their character,

which equally disinclines them to manly exercises and to labour,

their gait is tottei-ing and unsteady, and whatever force or energy
they exhibit is of short duration. From' this general imputa-
tion must be excepted that portion of the youth, who are
actuated by a passion for swimming, and who float and sport
about for hours untired, in those sparkling waters which .flow,

among the coral reefs that surround and protect the coasts pf
the island. These barbarians possess the senses of sight and
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hearing in extraordinary perfection, and discover a bird con-
cealed in the foliage of a distant tr,ee, or a small lizard rustling

under a stone, when no European «oulil see or hear either the

one or the other. But this superior perfection in the organs of

sense they possess in common with all other nations in similar

stages of civilization. It is a circumstance perfectly unaccount-
able that, contrary to what is found to be the*case among all

other uncivilized people, there should be found a great number
of hump-backed persons among the Tahitiiyis, who, like the
Thersiteses of all other countries, are remarkable for their gay,
witty, and satirical humour.
The sole business of man in this life being, according to some

philosophers, to eat, dress, an<famuse himself, it is highly im-
portant, in examining the pretensions of any people to civiliza-

tion and refinement, to^observe the mode in which they cook
their dinners, and, if we may borrow a word from the Shandean
vocabulary, manufacture and make their breeches. M. Lesson
himself appears to belong to that sect of philosophers vulgarly
termed gourmands, for, like Homer, he is never so well pleased
as wheri enlarging upon the savoury viands and delicious pota-
tions with which his hnroes regale themselves

;
and remarks,

that of all the arts to which civilization gives birth*, that of
cooking* is the most important. Not wishing tp controvert M.
Lesson^s opinion, we shall leave our friends without their bonnets
and breeches, and attend for a moment to their dinners.
Among all the inteitropical islanders of the South Sea, the

same domestic practices prevail. They all, without exception,
make use of subterranean ovens, in which, by the aid of hot
stones, they bake their meat deliciously

;
employ the leaves of

trees for various domestic uses
; convert the bread-fruit and the

cocoa-nut into soup or pottage
;
jnd extract from the juice of

a species of pepper-tree a liquor, denominated kam, which
enables them to enjoy the sw^et* oblivion produced by intoxica-
tion. The natives of Otaheite make but three regular meals in
the day

; but having no new novels or po^ms, and but few balls
or parties, to aid them inf killmg time, they devote tlieir nume-
rous leisure hours to eating. It is, in fact, a rare thing to meet
with one of these assiduous disciples of Comus, without a fresh
cocoa-nut or a piece ^ bread-fruit in his hand^ which,* like lord
Peter, in the Tale of a Tub, they appear to imagine contains the
quintessence of beef, mutton, veal, plum-pudding, and custard.
Iheir system of cookery, however, is not as yet very recondite,
nor are the materials extremely numerous or far-fetched, ^or
seven or eight months in the year loaves, ready for the oven,
drop upon their heads from th^ mayore-tree

;
when these fail,
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the cocoa or the taro, ecarcely inferior in nutritiveness, supply

their place
;
and, <in addition to these, they have the tgnama, or

root of the tacca pinnilifida. For the sake of variety, and to

provide, as the old proverb has it, against “ a rainy day,*' they
prepare a beautiful flour, known among the Gods by the name
of arrow-root, b,iit the name by which it is distinguished among
mortals we forget

;
besides which they manufacture a species

of pudding from breadrfruit and cocoa-nuts, and a sort of dish,

which, says M. Lesson, is incontestably the king of all dishes,

composed of bread-fruit and mountain or wild bananas baked
together.

Since the arrival of Christiaji Missionaries among them, or

rather, since those Missionaries Ifave acquired power over their

ininds, they have,weknow not why, contracted the habit ofputting
their subterranean ovens in operation cAily once in seven days,

(on Saturday) when, like rigid Methodists, they cook victuals

enough not merely for the Sunday, but for the whole week.
Even when the provisions thus prepared run short, they seldom,

except on the eve of some festival or holiday, have recourse to

their ovens ; but kindling a few charcoals before the doors of

their houses, roast a few roots, or a lifrtle bread-fruit, and, like

Death in Paradise Lost, snuff the savour of Sunday across the

abyss of half a week. To those who are deeply read in South
Sea voyages, the subteti*aneau ovens to which we have alluded,

and, indeed, whatever else wt* have to mention, must of course be
familiar

;
but for the interests of authorship, hope it may be there

are still in the world some dozen or two of people, wno do not

know every thing, and it is for these that we would be supposed
to write. Besides, as the French Government thought it worth
while to send the Coquille r.oiind the world expressly to obtain

an exact account of these curjous instruments of cookeiy, and
similar things, in order, perhaps, that when driven out of France,

Charles X. and his ministers might know where to find the next
best Elysium of gluttons; the least thing we can do is to pause
a moment in admiratio'ii of this chef iVauvre of barbarism,from
which M. Lesson t(?ars himself awWy with regret, and not with-

out casting many a longing, lingering look behind.*’

This method, says our author, is so admirably adapted for

giving an' exquisite flavour to meat, at the same time so
extraordinarily simple, that it is impossible to pass it over with-
out deseribiiig it, at least briefly. This is most true. At a
little distance from their dwellings, the Oceanians dig a large

round shallow pit, the bottom of which they cover with stones.

They then kindle a large fire in it, and, in order to prevent the

heat from escaping, cover over the whole with a layer of earth.
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When the heat is supposed to be sufficiently intense, the oven

is opened, a layer of banana leaves is spread upon the hot

stones, and a whole pig, the belly df wl^ch is also filled with hot

stones, is placed upon the leaves, and covered with another layer

of similar stones, upon which a new fire isikindled with the dry

bark of the cocoa-tree. The smoke ascends in thick columns

from small openings left for the purpose. A stratOm of bread-fruit

is frequently placed over the hog, and the whole being closely

covered over, a great fire is kept up Tor about half a day.

When the process is thought to be nearly Completed, a thick

covering of earth is heaped upon the oven, which, by concen-

trating the heat, gives the finishing stroke to the operation.

The stones of these islands, ^lAcanic in their origin, and conse-

quently very porous, kre exTremely well calculated to receive

and distribute heat. Tiie ovens are opened just as the dinner

is to be served up ; and the meat thus cooked exhales a deli-

cious perfume, and possesses a nutritive quality which, accord-

ing to M. Lesson, the vulgar cookery of civilized nations might

in vain endeavour to produce.

Being by no means Jewish in their tastes, they prefer pork

to all other kinds of megt ; but as they appear to lake no care

of the breeding and fattening of hggs. the mass of the pbpulation

are but seldom enabled to taste this luxury^ Formerly the

flesh of dogs was esteemed a dainty
;

but this, somehow or

other, has latterly fallen *into discredit. According to our
author, they are guilty of the absurdity of rearing poultry, and
gathering eggs in the thickets, and yet make no use of them

;

but we imagine there must be some mistake in this. Even
savages are generally gifted with too much wit to labour for any
length of time in vain. They are particularly fond of fish ; but,

contrary to the practice of all ojher ichthyophagi, ancient and
modern, we believe, these barbarian Apicirdevour their dolphin

and porpoise raw, as we do oysters.

The real bases of the foorTof the Oceanians, however, are the

bread-fruit and the cocoa-nut. The strergin of population, in-

deed, is said to follow religicfusly in the track of the latter over
the vast archipelagoes of the Pacific, where, as soon as the

cocoa springs up and yields fruit upon a new island, man in-

stantly appears, and^takes possession of the soil. {?nrrounded
by groves of these useful trees, man may sit down at bis ease,

and bid defiance to famine
; and if high intellectual cultivation

and poetical feeling were compatible with idleness and inac-

tivity, the fables of the Golden Age might be realized ftpon

these fertile and beautiful islands. The rima, or bread-fruit, is

not eaten raw
\
but for eight inonths in the year, the tree pro*
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dyces plentifully, and the fruit is gathered as it is wanted.
During the montl^s of November, December, January, and Fer
binary, when this splendid tnee ceases to be covered with bread,

the natives eat a kind of paste, formed from its pulp, of a slightly

acid taste, together with bananas dried in the sun, and squeezea
by powerful ligatures. Our sailors greatly admire this latter

preparation, which they take as an excellent anti-scorbutic. A
very agreeable and refreshing drink is made by steeping the

pith of the bread-fruit tree in water.

The cocoa-nut tree is to these islanders what the date-tree is

to the Arabs, or wheat to us
;
they could not subsist without

it. While fresh, its nuts are their favourite meat and drink.

The kernel is eaten as it is gath>s?ed, and they sip with delight

tl^e rich milk contained in its centi*e. The tender young fruit,

or rather the buds yet unformed in the husk, are regarded as a
great delicacy

;
and when ripe and dry, the kernel is reduced to

a kind of paste, which is made up into balls to be eaten like

bread, or used in the cooking of other articles of food.

Among the principal fruits of these countries, must be enu-
merated the vy, or fruit of the spondias dulcis, which, if eaten
with the skin, is at first unpleasant, o^*^ account of a sort of

resinous taste which this part of the fruit possesses
;
but when

peeled like an ofange, is truly exquisite. When ripe, it melts
upon the lips

;
but, as it cannot be preserved in this state, it is

gathered while green, in order to be shipped in that state, and
allowed to ripen on board.

The ordinary drink of tlie Otaheitans, is pure w^ater. Before
the arrival of the Missionaries, however, an intoxicating liquor

w^as obtained from the root of the piper niethysticum, which at

first produced profound sleep, then violent perspiration, and
lastly, the most furious paroxysms of drunkenness. This tre-

mendous spirit is now chiefly used as medicine
;
and so far,

whatever M. Lesson may say to the contrary, the Missionaries

have been useful, whether they be ex-artisans or not. That
branch of the Oceanian race which inhabits New Zealand, and
has been compelled, by the rigours of the climate, and other

circumstances, to adopt a system of manners almost diametri-

cally opposite to that prevailing among the Tahitians, has ven-
tured to eke out its scanty list of edible materials with human
flesh. Attacked by intense cold, and buffetted by furious

winds, these savages have gradually assimilated their character

to that of their climate, and become rude, fierce, boisterous, and
unpkying. Their country producing little or nothing during

the winter months, they are forced, during summer, when fish

is abundant, and easily caught upon their coasts, to smoke and
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dry vast quantities, which are laid up against inclement wea-
ther, as well as to provide against the chancta of being besieged

in their abodes by inimical trmes.l Nature not producing

spontaneously a great variety of alimentary substances, and the

natives being by no means inclined to supply, by the eiforts of

industry, the niggardly contributions of natur^ the food of the

New Zealanders is extremely simple, consisting chiefly of the

root of a species of fern, which grows in^profusion on the plains,

of potatoes introduced into the country by ljuropcans, radishes,

shell-fish, and the flesh of pigs and dogs.

Though acknowledging that they devour with extraordinary

pleasure the flesh of the enemies they kill in battle, M. Lesson
attributes their cannibal ha]^s, not to hunger but to supersti-

tion. Superstition, h'owever, has enough to answer for, witheiut

being saddled with the horrors to which hunger alone has
prompted, as our author might, without any extraordinaiy

degree of sagacity, have inferred from the circumstance that,

in proportion as other food becomes more plentiful and accessi-

ble, savages lose the habit of preying upon their fellow-crea-

tures. Their anthropophagy, says M. Lesson, the effect of

their religious prejudicts, has di^^appeared from various islands

in which food is abundant, thougli the horrid practice remains
in full force wherever the rigour of the climatef and the poverty
of the soil cause the necessity of substantial nourishment to

be felt. Here, without tlic aid of “ religious prejudices,” we
have the whole theory of cannibalism. Men, tortured by insuf-

ferable hunger, cast wolfish eyes” upon each other, and by
degrees, conquering the strong repugnance which all animals
feel to prey upon their own species, learn to kill and devour
their fellows, exactly from the same cause which impelled the
African hyaenas, mentioned by l^ruce, to eat their companions, or

the Cape Spider, imprisoned 1^ Le Vaillant, to sup upon his

own legs. There is no natjpn, however, so openly and disgust-
ingly addicted to anthropopliagy as the New Zealanders. Their
unnatural and ferocious appetite delights in the taste of a
human victim

;
in whidi particular they are not very different

from the Roman ViteJIius, who, prowling about the field over
which his victorious legions had strewed the carcas^ of many
an Othonian, remarked, that “ nothing smelled so sweetly as a
slain enemy P An observation whicli proves, that although
civilization, by multiplying the means of subsistence, renders it

unnecessary for men to eat each other, the cannibal propensijy re-

mains, nevertheless, though it contents itself with the sweet
savour” of that which its owner dares not taste.

In consequence of these abominable customs, says M. Lesson,
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these people have acquired a decided preference for human
fleshy and reckon among the ** white days’’ of their lives those
solemn festivals, in whicU the^ can eat their fill of this favourite

food. A chief of the village of Kaouri, on the island of Oumo-
tou-arohin, confessed «to the French oflicers that he experienced
extraordinary gratification in devouring a corpse, and informed
them that the brain was the most delicate bit, though the

haunches were the most substantial. Observing them to

be somewhat horrified at his naivete, he added, in order to

re-assure them, that he never ate Europeans ; but merely the

mischievous inhabitants of the banks of the Thames River and
Mercury Bay. ** The people of Europe,” said he, are our
fathers, since they furnish us V^-ith powder to destroy our
enemies.” Those who fall in battle are ihvariably cooked, and
eaten by the victors

; but it does not appear to be certain that

they devour the slaves whom they sacrifice on various occa-
sions, though it is extremely probable that they are kept and
fattened expressly for the purpose, as hogs and oxen are with
us. A very laughable, but very natural mistake was made by a
troop of these cannibals, who cue day came on board the Co-
quille, from one of the islands. After making various other inqui-

ries, respecting their customs and manners, the Europeans intro-

duced, as delici'tely as they could, the question of anthropo-
phagy

; at which the savages appeared thunderstruck, imagining
that the French also were cannibals, and that in reality they
had been enticed on board, in order to be hashed up into soups
and ragouts for the officers and crew of the Coquille ! This
idea having once entered their heads, they immediately imagined
they felt the knives and forks of the naval artistes in their

tendons and muscles, and slipping rapidly over the sides of the
ship, got into their canoes, aqd pulled away with might and
main towards their island, fully persuaded that all Europeans
were cannibals. It may be sui^pected that several families of
mankind have, been accused of this" abominable custom upon no
better grounds. ,

*

Being anxious never to lose sight of Che pleasure which their

cannibal repasts afford them, they manage by various inge-
nious little contrivances, to awaken frequently in their minds
those agreeable associations which their imagination connects
with such exquisite treats. Among other things, they manu-
facture those instruments, which, when they do not use their

fingers, serve them instead of knives and forks, of the bones of
an eSemy, and adorn those choice utensils with sculpture and
inlaid ornaments of mother of pearl. It was, we presume, a
feeling not altogether dissimilar which led Lord Byron to

despise glass and metal,* and select a human skull for a goblet.
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The fern-root, of which they make their bread, is collected by
slaves, and exposed to the sun to dry. It ia then pounded in a

wooden mortar, and reduced to^ a* blown paste, viscous like

glue; and containing considerable quantises of a woody kind

of rind, which covers the root. This paste is then kneaded in

small wooden troughs, and baked for use. The bread of the

fern-root is far from being very nutritive, resembling, in some
measure, that which is made in Finland, from the bark of the

fir-trees ;
though certainly superior to the Ipaves of clay which

certain subjects of the Russian empire are reduced to devour.

Hunger, however, is not nice; and M. Lesson, remarks that he
has beheld the New Zealander eating, with the sensuality of a

f
ourmand, fish which was ^t only stinking, but half rotten.

o preserve a certain kind of small fish, for which they

appear to have a strong predilection, they press them together,

as the Tahitians do their bananas, until nearly all their moisture

is drained out, and in this condition preserve them for future

use.

The food of a people has certainly some connexion with
the national character, either as cause or effect; mild and
peaceful tribes preferring simply and bloodless repasts, while
the warlike and the ferocious loae, like the lion and* the tiger,

to satisfy their fiercer appetites with the flesh ef animals. The
inhabitants of the island of Rotouma, offer in this respect, a strik-

ing contrast to those ofNew Zealand. The former rise early in the
morning and, before tasting any food, issue forth from their huts
to enjoy for a few moments the delicious freshness of the
dawn. About eight o’clock they breakfast upon fruits

; and
having performed some trifling labour, meet together again
about eleven, to collect the co^oa-nuts, and other articles

which constitute their second^ and principal meal. These
articles consist chiefly of vegetables, or of* shell and other fish.

These simple people, howeverj are great gourmands in their

W'ay
; and, like tlieir bretlu'en of Otaheite, love to vary the

pleasures of eating as much as possible. • They cut one of the
bread-fruit in tw'o, tak« quf the central portion, and having
filled up the hollow space with the milk of the cocoa, of four
different ages, cook the whole in a banana-leaf. Their beverage
consists of rain wat^, the island possessing n© springs, and the
milk of the cocoa nut.
The Mongol-Pelagian tribes, who, according to M. Lesson,

inhabit the immense Archipelago, termed, from Charles II of
Spain, the Caroline Islands, are found in almost every §tage
of civilization, from the savage who does not even think of
concealing the parts of genefation, to the man who marches^
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pari paz$Uy with the natives of China and Japan. The reason

why our naturalist^lerives these people from the Mongol race,

is sufficiently curious, i Discovering among them traces of

inventions, which surpass any thing of a similar description

possessed by the Oceanians, he forthwith concludes that they
must therefore be the descendants, not of the children ofBrahma,
but of the Chinese, as if these essentially quaint and mediocre
people had ever equalled the Hindoos in refinement or inven-
tion! But if the natives of the western portion of the immense
chain of the Carolines have made some progress in the knowledge
of the useful arts

;
their brethren of the eastern extremity are

still plunged in the lowest depths of l)arbarism. The inhabi-

tants, for exam])le, of Gilbert’s AYehipelago, of Sydenham and
Henderville Islands

;
and in fact, of all the small archipelagoes, and

islands in the neighbourhood, possess sci^rcely any thing human
but the form

;
neither arts, nor manners, nor feelings. Their

food consists almost entirely of fish, and even of this, the

supply is so much below' the demand, that, according to

Mr. Malthus’s interpretation of the practice, they compress the

abdomen with a sort of cord, wound many times round the body,
to impede the passage of their foodit and thus lessen the

cravings of hunger. Was it from these refined people, that our
fashionable exquisites took the hint of compressing their abdo-
men with stays, for the purpose of lessening their butchers’

and bakers’ bills, in order to allow that of their tailor to be
increased.

Perhaps the principal reason why these various tribes of men
make so very slow a progress in civilization, may be discovered

in the circumstance, that they are clothed, as it were, by the

sunshine of their climate
;
anej. fed witliout labour, by the sponta-

neous bounty and fertility of their soil. In our northern regions

W’e are in a state of continual warfare with the climate, which
changing perpetually like Proteus, attacks us now under one
form, now under another. This compels us to have recourse

to various inventions, to guard against the open or insidious

approaches of our enemy
;
and oUr diUss, our dwellings, oiir

umbrellas, our cbvered carriages, &c., are merely so many shields

and bucklers, with which we protect ourselves against the incle-

mency of the weather. People who suffer no inconvenience from
going naked, are slow in inventing clothes'; and when nature
herself takes the business of agriculture out of the hands of man,
and with her sunshine and her benignant showers, ploughs and
sows^ in his stead ; man naturally enough stands by idle, shrugs
up his shoulders, and allows his provisions to drop, as it were,

into his mouth.
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The greater number of the South Sea Islanders, whether we
denominate them Mongol-Pelagians, Oceani|ins, or Papoiis, are

very nearly in the position abovel des|ribed. “ They toil not,

neither do they spin/' for the most part ; and yet, with very few

exceptions, they live like princes ; that is, they eat and drink

and do nothing. With dress, however, none of them are greatly

incumbered, being in general of Thomson*S opinion, that

people when unadorned are adorned the most
;
that is, prefer-

ring Nature's manufacture before their*own. The beaux and

belles of Otaheite, have latterly formed an ejfiception to this rule;

for ever since they have become Christians, their passion for

finery has been extreme, it being, apparently, a received opinion

among them, as it is among^many other nations, that a man
puts on civilization afld refiflement with his coat and breeches ;

the meanness or magnificence of the latter, being the standard

by which we are to estimate the former. Throughout the ofcher

intertropical islands of the Pacific, however, both sexes are in

general content with concealing the pudenda with a small piece

of stuff* or cotton, which is manuractured of finer or coarser

materials
;
and variegated with mdre or less brilliant colours,

almost exactly in prouprtion as^ the wearers are more or less

removed from the savage state. ^

The inhabitants of the Marquesas and Sandwich islands wear
extremely light and imperfect garments, or rather wear nothing
but the small piece of stuff above mentioned, which, among ail

these islanders, is denominated the maio. They understand,
however, the art of manufacturing from the interior bark of the

broussonetia papyrifera, a remarkably line stuff, which, with
much taste and gallantry, is commonly set apart for the use of
the women. This circumstance accords but badly with the
notion, that in these countries the women are despised and ill-

treated
; men seldom reserving !he choice;?t and most valuable

productions of their industry for the objects of their aversion
or contempt. Their coarseT stuffs are manufac^red from the
interior bark of the bread-fiuit-tree. Like the natives of the
Society Islands, they djie their maros of a orilliant red, with the
fruit of the ficus tinctoria, or with the bark of the morinda citri-

folia
; and obtain a fugitive yellow from the curcuma. This

fabric, however, is rather a species of papei; than tloth
; not

being woven, but foftned by beating flat the bark of which it is

composed, and glueing the whole together by a viscous sub-
stance, which exudes from various plants and trees. The
description of this process given by M. Lesson, though int^est-
ing, is too long to be here introduced, and must therefore be
read in the wohl itselfi Besides this kind of paper-cloth, the
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natives of all these islands fabricate another kindjwhich, by being
covered with a sort of caoutchouc, or Indian rubber, is rendered
completely water-proof, t Frdlm this and similar circumstances,
M. Lesson concludes, that the arts of these tribes are tradition-

ary, and prove the descent of the whole from one common stock.

This is an exceedingly common mode of reasoning, but it will

be found upon ' examination to be altogether unsatisfactory*

All men are similarly organized, possess similar propensities, and
have, therefore, nearly the same wants, and the same powers.
If, therefore, tw'o families of mankind, placed at an immense
distance from each other, find themselves, nevertheless, in

much the same circumstances, they will inevitably, since they
possess exactly the same instruments, and are actuated by like

motives, hit upon the same inventions, though the one sliould

never have heard or dreamed of the either. All men know,
without teaching, what their eyes, their hands, tlieir feet, and
the other parts of their body are for; yet we might as reasonably
imagine ourselves to be descended from the old Egyptians,
because we walk with our feet, and see with our eyes, as they

did, as derive the savages of the South Sea from the Hindoos,
or Chinese, because they possess certj»in rude instruments of

art, similsfr to what are found among those ancient nations of
the Asiatic continent.

To proceed, however, with our subject : such tribes of the

Oceanian race as are induced by the rigour or vicissitudes of

their climate to have recourse to more ample garments than
the maro, adjust their light drapery about their forms in the

most graceful manner. The women frequently throw a large

t

)iece of stuff over their shoulders, which, descending in undu*
ating folds to the feet, resembles in a very striking manner
the costume of the ancients.' The chiefs alone enjoy the pre*

rogative of wearing the Tipoota^ a garment similar to the Poncho
of the South Americans, described by General Miller and
others. The New Zealanders, placed, as M. Lesson observes,

beyond the tropics, l}a\e been compelled by tlie rigour of their

climate to adopt a more warm and ample costume than their

brethren of the equatorial regions
;
and finding, in the silky

fibres of the Phorniium, a substance admirably adapted for

their purpose, they have applied themselves to the fabrication

of fine, but thick mats, in which, notwithstanding the sim-
plicity of their instruments, they exhibit considerable skill.

Their mantles are still thicker and warmer than the mats, and
generally descend half way below the knee. They are often

composed of dog skins, sewed together, with the fur outwards.
Tnough sparing, even to indelicacy, in their dressy the Ocea*>
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nians are remarkable for their passion for ornament. The Tahi-

tians, and the inhabitants of the Sandwich islands, delight,, like

the Greeks of old, to crown themlelve| with flowers, and inva-

riably select for this purpose those which are distinguished for

the most brilliant colours, or the sweetest,odours, such as the

hibiscus rosa sinensis, and the gardenia florida. These they

twine about their heads, like Anacreon, in Wreaths, or pass

through little holes made in the lobes of their ears, in order

the more easily to inhale their deliciofis fragrance. The in*

habitants of the Marquesas and Washingtdh islands, as well

as those of Rotooma and the Fidjis, attach the highest value

to the teeth of the Spermaceti whale, which, rendered sacred

by we know not what superstitious ideas, are in their eves,

says the naturalist, exactly Ivhat diamonds are with us. TJ^e

New Zealanders, and the natives of Easter Island, adorn their

tresses with tufts of feathers instead of flowers, and suspend

small round bits of painted wood in the lobes of their ears.

Several of these islanders manufacture a kind of mask or vizor

with tlie leaves of the cocoa-tree, to defend their faces from the

scorching rays of the sun ; and this species of armour has a
somewhat pleasing and graceful appearance when worn by
young persons.

The habit of anointing the body with oil js, as might be
expected, universal among the Oceanians

;
those living within

the tropics making use of c*iocoa-nut oil, .while the rest are com-

C
elled to put up with fish or seal-oil. This fashion, which the

eat of the climate excuses, if it does not render it necessary,

communicates an unsavoury odour to the bodies of these

savage belles
;
which, however, has one advantage, for, as Prior

says—
^

** Before you sec, you«smell your tpast,

And sweetest she w)ip stinks the most.”

At Rotooma, and in the Sandwich islands, the women have
the extraordinary practice of powdering their hair with coral

lime
; while in several of these same islands they streak their

bodies with the yellow powder of the curcuma, and daub their

faces with owe. Another practice, of which no traces are

discoverable among any other wild people, except a* few scat-

tered tribes of Noithern Asia and America, is to wear large

patches of black or sky-blue on the face, like the fashionables
of the last century. The practice of tattooing, for which these

islanders are celebrated, we have described on a former occa-
sion. Among the people of the Sandwich Islands a very ex-
traordinary ornament is found $

this is, a helmet, surmounted
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by a crest, ingeniously fabricated with straw, and fashioned

exactly after the n^odel of the Greek or Roman helmet. Neither

we nor M. Lesson can I conjecture whence they could derive

the idea of such antornament—for here the explanation given
in the case of articles of absolute utility will not serve.

Did they, inquires our author, bring with them from India the

notion of such helmet, where it must have been a sufficiently

familiar object after the invasion of Alexander? There is no
replying to this question, especially as the other branches of

the Oceanian race,* all, in his opinion, equally descended from
the Hindoos, have no idea whatever of this kind of military

head-dress. The question must, therefore, rest for the present

with that of the Longitude and the Origin of Evil.

,In several of the Caroline Islands the inhabitants wear a
sort of Chinese hat, fabricated from a«»species of grass ; and
their ornaments, which are numerous, are formed of shells.

This race, no less than the Oceanian, delight in ornamenting
their tresses with flowers or fragrant leaves, selecting most
commonly tlie deep red blossoms of the ixora, or the perfumed
leaves of the arum. The miserable natives of New Ireland,

ignorant of even the rude arts of the ,Mongol Pelagians and
Oceanians, cover the pudeneja with the floral envelope of the

cocoa-tree, or wjith the membraneous sheath of the banana leaf.

The tribes who wander on the north coast of New Guinea,
having continual communications Nt'ith the Malays, and par-

ticularly with the Guebeans, receive from them in exchange
for slaves, or other commodities, birds of paradise, tortoise-shell,

or red or blue cotton, which are set apart for the use of the

women. Finding it somewhat difficult to obtain ornaments
and finery external to the ^body, they l)etake themselves to

operating upon their own skin, and endeavour to improve their

appearance, and add force to fheir natural charms, by making
incisions on their shoulders and <)reasts, the cicatrices of which
are artificially raised into knots and bumps, like the organs of
thinking on a phrenological skull. The Papouas, whose Frizzled

hair is so abundant that they appear tat a distance as if they
had put their heads into bee-hives, or Scotch porridge-pots,

adorn their woolly locks with a mixture of grease and ocre,

with which they, likewise make streaks upon their face and
breast, and thus greatly improve upon tHeir natural ugliness.

Man, almost every where, employs the leisure which Providence
bestows upon him in foolery of some kind or another. Here,
the time and ingenuity which might produce a more comfort-

able hut, better clothing, or more savoury or nourishing food,

are thrown away upon toys formed with feathers, mother-of-
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pearly or shells, which are stuck upou ihe head, the girdle,

or on the arms they use in battle. Another qjrnament, univer-

sally in use among this race, is a spiecieJof bracelet of dazzling

whiteness, fabricated with the teeth of the barbirossa, or with

ivory, and exactly resembling the bracelets found upon the

arms of Egyptian mummies. Another extraordinary resem-

blance between their customs and those of the Ancient Egyp-
tians is discoverable in the wooden pillows, adorned with the

head of a sphynx, upon which they repose the head when
sleeping, and which, when compared with t^ose found in the

catacombs under the heads of mummies, and brought to France

by various travellers, have been found to be exactly similar.

The most remarkable feat^i/e, perhaps, in the costume of

the Otaheitans is, the fhixture of European and native articles

which it sometimes exhibits ; for, as the number of ships trading

to those countries, compared with the amount of the popula-

tion, is small, the majority of the natives can seldom procure

a complete suit of European clothes. Accordingly, you will

sometimes encounter a gay savage with an English shirt, hat,

and silk handkerchief as a cravat, while the native maro, with
its scanty proportions, si^jplies tli^ place of breeches, and the

tipoota, or poncho of artificial papyrus, waves its ample folds

over his shoulders. The tipoota is generally white, but the

edges and corners are variegated with a border of leaves of
brilliant red.

The women who, for the most part, have abjured as far as

possible all native manufacture, begin to dress in the English
fashion, wearing gowns, Indian silk handkerchiefs and ribbons

;

which, our naturalist assures us, disfigure them confoundedly.
We suppose he would have found tljem more agreeable in puris
naturalibus. Among the few ar|icles of home manufacture
which the dames still tolerate, from necessity, are the beautiful

straw hats, which are as fine, ^Iky, and brilliant as the best

Leghorns. These they fabricate with their own fair bands,
and we trust the missionaries will teach tlte^, for the interests

of morality, that it is one of thfe duties of Christianity to make
straw hats, or something of that kind, for there is nothing so
favourable to chastity as constant employment. Another arti-

cle of Tahiti fabric is the water-proof mantle which they throw
over their shoulders ifi rainy weather, and will pfobably con-
tinue to prefer to English cottons or silks, as tropical showers
are great logicians in matters of this kind. On account of
the heat of the climate, these dashing ladies go half naked\l
home, and even in the streets the unmarried women merely
cover, but do not conceal, theirJbosoms with a kerchief of light

VOL. xiv.--^Westminster Review. n
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gauze, no less transparent than the multitia or Tarentinidian

vests of the anci<=^nt Roman ladies, who did not go naked be-

cause these dresses shelved 6ff their forms better, and rendered
them more piquant'. One of their aboriginal practices these belles

still assiduously maintain, and, as it greatly sets off’ their per-

sons, aie likely to continue; which is, the habit of wearing
garlands of beautiful flowers upon their heads, while others

pass a single stem through the lobe of the ear, leaving the

flower pendant like a star by the cheek. They perfume their

garments with the sweet-smelling* nuts of the tomanou.
So soon as man begins to feel the desire to wear a better

coat, or inhabit a better house than his neighbour, he may be
regarded as having fairly entered upon the high road to civil-

ization. Nations that build their houses and fashion their

garments after a received model are stationary, and can, in fact,

have few motives for being otherwise. This is pretty nearly

the case with all the nations inhabiting the islands of the South
Sea. Each tribe has one original type, bequeathed to them by
the wisdom of their ancestors, according to wliich every mother’s
son among them, whether he be poor or wealthy, wise or

foolish, erects his hut. In determinir-g the order of these huts,

the climate may be said to- have been the Vitruvius. In the
Society, Tongr, and Marquesas Islands, where space and cool

air are a desideratum in a house, the habitations are vast,

spacious, and airy
;
wliile in New Zealand, where the winters

are cold and long, and where the winds and storms frequently

rage with irresistible violence, the huts are exceedingly small

and low, being entered by a hole, like the den of some wild
animal.

In the construction of their dwellings, as in every other art,

tlic Tahitians take the lead of their whole race. Unfortunately,

although between flie hut of a chief and that of a peasant there

is a considerable difference, th^re js here, as elsewhere, a model,
from which it is unfashionable to depart. Even in working after

the same model, however, it is extremely possible for two men
to induce a difference

;
as Quakers Contrive, by the materials

and make of (heir single-breasted coats, to mark the rank of the
wearer in the vseale of wealth. Tlie houses of the common
people m Otaheite are formed with bamboos, one extremity of
wliicli is driven deep into the earth, or of* branches of trees of
equal size. These are placed nearly close to each other, leaving
only a small space for the passage of light and air; and a few
srnall poles |)laced transversely keep the whole together. The
roof is formed with small rafters which meet above, and simport
the species of leaf which serve them instead of thatch. These
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leaves are first tied to small rods, which are then laid upon the

rafters, the lanceolated end of ,the leaves# remaining loose.

M. Lesson says the process is begiftn at*the top; but as, in this

case, the point of the leaf would fall under life stem of the next,

and thus offer an obstruction to the free d<?scent of tlie water,

this statement is probably a mistake
;
the more especially as he

observes, that roofs formed after the Tahitian method are greatly

superior to those which, in civilized coiyitrics, are made with

slate or tiles. When completed, the whole l^as very much the

appearance of the thatched roof of our peasantry.

These dwellings are, as we have said, of large dimensions, and
owing to the manner in which they are built, tl\e air circulates

through them freely. Indeec^ in the houses of the poor, the

rain often intrudes with the wind, and renders the interi(fi-

extremely uncomforiabft. Those who have more wealtli, or

greater industry, hang mats round the walls to keep out the

wind and rain. The elevation of these houses is not great; and
a narrow aperture, which looks as if it had been left in the
wall by chance, serves for a door. As the Tahitians are a
sociable people, they have already discovered the secret that,

when a man’s house is too large feu’ his own family, he may turn
the circumstance to account by taking in lodgers. In this way,
probably, it happens that several families are f«ind inhabiting
the same dwelling

;
and, as was anciently the case in France,

and perhaps other countrfes, the whole family, father, mother,
and children, with grand-cliildren, and great-grand- children,

when there are any, sleep together in the same apartment. This
common bed-room, which was expressively termed ckamhre de
manege in France, is not very carefully closed against the in-

trusion of strangers
;
for M. i^essoi^ remarks, that he has often

seen young newly-married pairs j^lretched Ujion the same mat
with their fathers and mothers.
These houses are surrounded by a wattled enclosure, about

three feet high, over which you puss, when entering the house,
by means of short poles driven into the ^asth. This enclosure
is meant to keep out the •pigs* and other animals, and prevent
their intruding, along with loss ceremonious visitors, upon the
privacy of newly-married people. Around the hut, on^the out-
side of the wattled enclosure, trees of various kmds are planted,
as is the case in Mcflabar, which fiirnish the inmates at once
with shelter and food. The dwellings of the chiefs, which of
course are larger and more spacious, though constructed
exteriorly after the same fashion, are divided into a greater num-
ber of apartments. These divisions do not, as with us, consist
of firm partitions, but of light,trellice-work, which rises about
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half way the height of the house, the whole of the upper part

being left open for the better circulation of the air.

Besides the houses ot> the^cliiefs and the people, there is a

third sort of structure, which being appropriated to the casual

use of any strangef who chooses to spread his mat and sleep

there, may be termed caravanserais. These are of vast dimen-
sions, but consist merely of a roof supported by a number of
bread-fruit trees arranged as pillars. The villages of the Tahi-

tians, which are chiefly situated on the sea shore, consist of a
considerable number of these huts thinly scattered over a large

extent of ground, for as yet they have exhibited no disposition

to draw closely together, as men do in those countries where
the dread of hostile tribes acts as ,au instrument of civilization.

«> The furniture of the Oceanians is particularly scanty. A
mat or mattrass for a bed

;
a net-bag fbr holding various small

articles of utility
;
hollow bamboos for containing water or oil

;

a hollow gourd for a smclling-box
; cocoa-nuts wrought into

vases, cups, and bottles
;
with a ])estle and mortar for bruising

the bread-fruit, in order to convert it into paste—such are the

whole of their utensils. Where commerce with Europeans lias

not furnislied them with tools, their lionises and their pirogues,

or canoes, are still constructed with axes of stone.

Their iiidustcy is neither very inventive nor very persevering.

Their mats, the most important and curious article of their

manufacture, are fabricated by women. Their caijpes, formerly

constructed with considerable skill and elegance, when the only
tools in use were stone hatchets, are now turned out of hand,
as a ship-carpenter would say, in a much more slovenly manner
since their tools have been of iron. M. Lesson attributes

this circumstance to their peglect of naval architecture, con-
sequent upon the great fertili,ty of tlieir soil. But since their

soil is not now' more fertile than formerly, it may, perhaps, be
moie just to attribute it to their being as yet unaccustomed to

our better tools, which are only better in hands skilled in the
use of them. The emblematical sculpture which formerly
adorned these pirogues, having ’ been closely connected witli

their Pagan superstitions, have necessarily disappeared since
their conversion to Christianity.

Among those •islanders who have received from Europeans a
knowledge of the use of fire-arms, the ancient instruments of
war have necessarily been neglected. Their long-pointed lances
their deadly slings, their light javelins of bamboo, have all

been laid aside, in favour of the more destructive musket, which
these demi-savages regard as the most sublime invention of
civilized man. M. Lesson complains, that no civilized nation
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has hitherto condescended to collect and preserve those curious

memorials of the ancient condition of these islanders, which, he

fears, will soon be sought in vain,*excq)t in the descriptions of

authors : but on this point he may console hfmself. A collection,

which may perhaps be regarded as complete, exists in England,

partly at the British Museum, partly at the rooms of the Mis-

sionary Society, where the curious student of the history of

man may contein])late them at his leisure^

One of their most important warlike iustrujnents is that with

which they combat euuui, an enemy which appears to be no

respecter of persons, but to attack all men alike, whether

civilized or savage— this is the flute. In the use of this instru-

ment the Oceanians sjiow a^ faudable disposition to turn every

part of their body to account
;
for, instead of applying the mourtx

to the business, wdiiclf they perhaps regard as being rather

hardly tasked in having to receive and transmit to the lower

regions all the food they think it convenient to swallow, they

call upon the nose to perform this office, a lazy member, which
neither cats nor drinks, and, unless it be employed in flute-

playing, or in kissing, as among the New Zealanders and
others, may be accused «of being »f little use to a man, notwith-
standing all the hue and cry which Tristram Shandy\ father

raised over the downfall of his son^s. Our prejudices may prob-
ably lead us to think slightingly of a nosc-Jiute, but M. Lesson
assures us that, whatever we may imagine to the contrary, the

nose is no bad musician
;
and that although among us it is

chiefly employed in that most unmusical art, vulgarly called

snuffling, its performances are by no means inelegant. This is

very satisfactory, and the time may not be distant when patents
will be taken out for nose-flutes, and they will be introduced,
together with tlie mouth-harmonica, and other such exquisite
instruments, among the stock of the Philharmonic Institution.

The details given by travti^ers and navigators resj)ecting the
manners, customs, and arts of barbarous nations, being the
result of actual observation, may in ge’^iai’al be relied upon

;

but when they would pedetrafe into the souls of these savages,
and discover the exact nature of their religious belief, they are
so extremely liable to misconception and error, that we must
receive their testimony on such subjects with the utmost
caution. Few are competent, even when they possess the lan-
guage of a foreign people, to penetrate rapidly into the character
of their creed

;
but when we find men pretending to paint the

obscure notions of savages, with whom they could only com-
municate by pantomime, concerning the first cause of things,
the future fate of the thinking principle which for a time
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inhabits the luinian body, 8cc. we with difficulty restrain our
risibility. It is net one* writer in a thousand who, notwithstand-
ing all the aids wc possess, is competent to form a tolerably

correct notion of the religions of antiquity, much less to elicit

from signs and dumb-show a system of metaphysics, for such
a system every p,eopIe possesses, however barbarous and imperfect
it may be. The few particulars which follow upon this subject
are, therefore, to be .considered rather as approximations to

truth, than truth i/self.

M. Lesson’s assertion, that the religious ideas of tlieOceanians
attest their descent from the Hindoos, is a mere gratuitous

assumption, and would almost lead us to suspept that his ac-
quaintance with Brahminism is as blender as his knowledge of
tile faith of the savages he describes. It is among the New
Zealanders, the most uncivilized and brhtal of all the Oceanian
tribes, that our author discovers the strongest traces of Hin-
dooism, which he appears to regard as the invention of Menii,
and with just as much reason as others have thought the

Paganism of Greece and tlorne to have been the invention of
Homer. The sculptures which adorn the pirogues of these

savages represent, in his opinion, the Kireo great divinities of
llindoostan—Brahma, ISiva, and Vishuoo, surrounded by nu-
merous circles. Which he terms endless, as if there were some
other sort of circle which really had an end. These circles he
takes undoubtedly to represent the great serpent Calingam,
which, had it not been prevented by Vishuoo, would formerly

have devoured the world. But as he does not condescend to

inform us how lie came to conclude that the principles he
saw represented on the canoes, or on the palissades of the

villages, were leally meant to convey an idea of the three prin-

cipal gods of lliiulpoism, we may, perhaps, he permitted to

suppose it jiossiblc that lie may have been mistaken, notwith-
standing the endless circles by w.hich they were surrounded.
From the presence of the Lingam among these emblematical
ligures, he appears tf> derive another argument in support of his

hypothesis of the Hindoo descent* of this people
;
but by the

same argument, all mankind might be proved to be descended
from the .same source, as, under difterent names, the Lingam
has been an ol)jt*ct of worship among all barbarous nations.

The poetry, moreover, of the New Zealanders, and the other

Oceanians, seems, in our author’s opinion, to contain traces of
the '' mystic Sabean and Brahminical ideas of their ancestors;

as if the extremely imperfect knowledge he possesses of their

language enabled him to pronounce an opinion upon so abstruse

a subject ! He likewise discovers traces of a Trinity in their
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creed j
and, in fact, it is not difficult *for a man to discover

whatever he chooses in a thing so multiform and unsettled as

the creed of a savage.

M. Lesson himself appears to be perfectly sensible that the

opinions of barbarians are liable to be niQlamorphosed by the

persons who collect them ;
but then he seems to think, that this

takes place only when the collectors are ignomnt navigators

and we, on the other hand, believe that it always lakes place,

more or less, even when the collectors afe modern philosophers.

What appears to be tolerably certain is, tliatthe Oceanians, like

all other nations and tribes of men on the face of the earth, be-

lieve in the existence of a Supreme Being, who created the world,

and still preserves it in existence for the benefit of his creatures.

This Spirit, which they endow with beneficent attributes, goveyis

the w'orld only during ilie day, however, his empire declining

with the decline of light
;
and another spiiit, the genius o( dark-

ness, of accidents, and of death, comes upon the scene with

night. This seems to be that rude mixture of Manichsean and
Sabean ideas which obtains among all uncivilized nations in the

first stages of their progress, and arises spontaneously out of

their contemplation of ^ic natural plienomeua daily presented to

their eyes. The genius of good, ^Orimazes, Osiris, or whatever

it may be called, is no otlier than the sun deifie(J ;
and Ahriman,

Typhon, Siva, See. the genius of darkness, which, by hiding the

creation from the eyes of ntan, ap|)ears to blot it out of existence.

The worship which barbarians oUer to other objects is nothing
more than a modification of what is vulgarly called can/, oxblarnet/t

intended to mollify and propitiate the fierce and mischievous,

and keep the mild and beneficent in good humour. It is, for

example, mere absurdity to imagine, with many learned men,
tliat by the worship of the serpent, tlie pagans mean to adore
some occult power of nature, of tvhich thatinischievous reptile is

the emblem
;
they observe that, among mankind, the most de-

structive and hardened uatttre may be mollified by persevering
flattery and submission, and not uniierstanding exactly the

difference between a bwl man and a serpent, they try upon the

latter the arts which succeed with ilie former. Upon the same
principle all the fanciful vagaries of superstition, by which, if

we can believe what appears to be a mere jok^ of Ju renal, even
oniotis came to be fieified in Egypt, may be satisfactorily ac-
counted for.

All nations appear to entertain more or loss vague notions of
a future state. The inhabitants of the Society Islands believe
in a species of Paradise, whither the souls of good men are con-
yeyed upon the wings of their beneficent divinity. The people
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of the Friendly Islands^have imagined a delicious abode, where
the souls of the arjstocr^cy enjoy eternal happiness, while those
of the vulgar, like the golden-mean people of Tom Paine, ** are

dropped entirely,” 'or, in other words, anniliilated. The New
Zealanders, who, in Kpite of their cannibalism and destructive

]nopensilies, appear to have more poetry in their souls than any
of their neighbours, imagine that the spirits of their victorious

fiithers hover in the blast over their native villages, and then,

plunging into the glittering waves of the sea near the North Cape,
repair to the Elysium prepared for them, which they denominate
Atamira. The souls of those, on the contrary, who are slain in

battle, and devouied by their enemies, are eternally unhappy

;

and it is said to be for this reas6n^ from a species of revenge
which would do honour to the heart of a Grand Inquisitor, that

the New Zealanders are so diabolically anxious to feed upon their

foes. They are desirous to have them not only dead, but
damned.
The manners of these tribes vary with their climate. In all,

however, if we can rely upon the correctness of M. Lesson, there

is a strong tendency to love, contrary to what is asserted of the

wild Tartars, and the North Ani,erican Indians, whose indifference

for women is said to be remarj<.able. We consider M. Lesson’s

view of tlie caso, to be strongly siij)ported by the prevalence

among almost all savages, of lascivious dances, representing,

with still greater naivete than the ch’eironomia of antiquity, the

whole pantomime of love
;

ajul of wanton songs, for which, ac-

cording -to our naturalist, all mankind have a natural predilection.

Montesquieu supposes that the eating of fish is highly favourable

to fecundity, and by the same rule it should promote lascivious-

ness. JSo that it may be stated as a truism that Venus
still springs, if not from the fqani, at least from the fish of the

sea.

Dancing is essentially the amusement of savages, and civilized

nations j)rescrve a taste for it, merely, we presume, from respect

for the wisdom of theiv w ild forefathers, who, when they had
eaten a piece of raw fish, or the limb of an enemy, felt their

blood kindle in their veins, and expressed their uncouth delight

by sporting tlie toe round the fire which had cooked their dinner.

For this reason, au assembly of bipeds of both sexes, increasing

the rapidity of tlieir circulation with delicaVe viands and wine,

and frisking about in various postures, now bounding like

fanatical jumpers, and now gliding along the floor like ghosts,

have always appeared to us an extremely ludicrous sight, and
have infallibly carried back our minds to those days when
we were familiar with the relatives and friends of Robinson
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Crusoe’s Friday. Nevertheless we are 0y no means inimical to

these primitive sports
;
and are not a iot the less delighted to

observe a dance, because it is comiectfd in (Jur mind with can-

nibalism and blazing fires, than if it had originated at Almack’s.

Another habit which tends no less powethilly than the above

to promote obedience to the first great commandment—“ in-

crease and multiply”—prevails universally among the Oceanians

;

which is, the hai3it of licentious conversation. Forsyth wittily

denominated the Neapolitans the most iitgenuous people in the

world, because they do not pretend to be virfuous
;
and, in like

manner, it may in general be predicated of the Oceanians, that

they do not pretend to be chaste, though M. Lesson allows that

the women, both married and single, appear to blush and be em-
barrassed when assaulted vvifli obscene or ribaldrous languagp.

Why our worthy naturalist should conclude that their embarrass-

ment was merely fictitious is more than we can explain
;
since

even though they be unchaste, it does not follow that they must
likewise be immodest.

In speaking of the New Zealanders, M. Lesson betrays that

imperfect acquaintance with antiquity which is perpetually giving

birth, among modern writers, to improper comparisons and foolish

approximations. These ferocious ^jarbarians exhibit, hesays, the

most 1 einarkable features of resemblance to the aijcient Spartans

;

and these remarkable features of resemblance, when they come
to be enumerated, consist ifi the single circumstance of their

facing death with intrepidity. Hut he should have remembered
that contempt of death was only one of the Spartan virtues

;
that

they were as mild, and hospitable, and cheerful during peace, as

they were heroic in war; and that, while the brutal New Zea-
lander sutlers his son to lift his hand against his mother, and
strike the bosom that nourished hisficlpless inlancy, the Spartan,
to whom this two-legged aniniafis compai*ed, enteitained the
most profound reverence, not only for his own parents, but for

old age in general. That, wTtereas women are roughly and un-
feelingly treated by the Oceanian of Nmv^Zealaud, they were
regarded at Sparta almost as so many divinities

;
where the

wretcli who should have raised his hands against his mother
would have been branded with infamy and thrust forth from
society. These remarks are made merely tq show ^the folly

of indulging in such4oose-jointed comparisons, which can have
no other effect than to “ amuse, (or rather mislead) the unlearned,
and make the learned smile.”
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Abt. llX.^^IIannihars Passage of the Alps. By a Member of the

University of Cambridre. London. Whittaker and Co. 1830.

post 8 VO. pp. 15/;.
^

^

T ET not the imposing title of this article alarm the reader

unnecessarily. He will not be inflicted with a disserta-

tion on the invasion of Italy by Hannibal, or the tracing his

route from New Carthage in Spain, to his descent among the

Insubrians on the pla'ins around the Po. All the lights which
learning, research', and ingenuity are likely to discover, have
already been collected and concentrated upon this subject

;
either

by General Melville, who first opened up the true path of in-

quiry, or by those able expositors of his views, M. de Luc of
Qeneva, and Messrs. Wickham" and Cramer, in their joint

Dissertation on the Passage of Hannibal over the Alps.'’ Nor
should we have dreamt of so much as adverting to a ques-

tion which we considered to have been “ fairly, if not finally laid

to rest,” had not our attention been forcibly attracted to it by
the captious and petulant little brochure before us, in which
some nameless Cantabrigian essays to disturb the received

opinions of the learned, to discredit ^the liistorical veracity of

Polybius, vindicate the cons^istcncy ot Livy, and, above all, to

pour out the vials of his learned wrath on the devoted heads of

Messrs. Wickham and Cramer, who are the objects of incessant

attack and abuse. But when any one chuses to push himself
forward in the character of mi assailant, not merely of the

opinioujgJ, but the reputation of other men
;
and when, assuming

an air of superiority, under cover of a mask, he presumes to

dogmatise and vituperate; it becomes a sort of duty to take a
fair turn up with such an aggressor, and to endeavour to ascer-

tain whether his pith, pluck, and mettle, bear any reasonable

proportion to the loaducss and vehemence of his pretensions.

Quid diguum lanto fcrel hie jn'omissor hiatu t is the question
which people generally ask in such teases; and accordingly, all that

purpose is doing at present is, simply to put together a few
critical remarks, calculated to prover how very far indeed the

performance of the worthy Cantabrigian comes short of his

promise.

Our learned Qz/wstary sets out with this observation :

are subjects of no earthly importance to any one, and of interest

only to a very small portion of society, which have still, within
those limits, been discussed with greater zeal than matters of a
higher and more useful description and he adds, that of this

nature is the passage of Hannibal over the Alps, the exact spot

where he crossed having excited curiosity and minute examina-
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tion from the time the event occurred lo the present.*' But,

there is reason for thinking, in ojujositipn even to the

great authority before us, that HannibaA passage of the Alps is

not an event of the nature here described. Historical truth may
be ‘‘of no earthly importance" to our Cantabrigian, and we feel

indebted to our author for the candour with which he makes the

avowal. But other men have thought and fell diflerently
;
and

the best evidence of the sincerity of their opinion consists in the
“ zeal” with which they have entered into the inquiry, as well

as the " curiosity and minute examination ” wliich it has excited,

“from the time the event occurred to the present."

The memorable achievementof theCartliaginian leader has also

been considered of some impgrtance in a military point of view.

Polybius, a soldier anef tactician of the school of Philopoemen,
regarded it in this light ffor, little more than half a century after

the event, he took the trouble of exploring personally the whole
of Ilannibars route, particularly that part of it from the point
where he etfected the passage of tlie Rhone till, descending
from the Alps, he encamped in the fertile plains around the Po,
among his allies the Insubrians. There is undoubted evidence
that Cicsar and Pompay were both greatly interested by this

achievement, and ambitious of an occasion of imitating it. The
Chevalier Folard,* in his valuable work on PolyUius, has consi-
dered it deserving of a long and elaborate military commentary,
the principal object of which is not vso much to illustrate the
text of his author as to point out, for the instruction of tacticians,

the transcendant military genius and resources displayed alike
in the conception and execution of tlie enterprise. General
Melville, thinking a soldier, like Polybius, who had personally
surveyed the ground while the evept was comparatively recent,
a better authority than a mere cejmpiler, like Livy, traced the
march of Hannibal, with the work of the former historian in his
hand, and was thus enabled^ ndt only to determine the route
which that great commander had followed, but to strike out a
number of new lights, which M. de Lucfliiis collected together
in his valuable work, founded chiefly on the General's notes.
And lastly, Napoleon Buonaparte, no mean judge of military

'

exploits, is known to have cherished an intense admiration of
th^enterprise in question, and to have in some »ieasure*biodelled-
npon it his own memorable passage of the Alps, when he sur-

f
rised Melas on the Bormida, and conquered Italy at Marengo,
t may be added that, as the first act of a mighty historical drama

about to be performed on a new and mighty theatre ; or, to
speak plainly, as the commencement of a struggle, which at one
time threatened the very being of the Roman republic, although
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eventually it issued fa the triumph of Rome and the utter

destruction of hej most ])owerfuI and dangerous rival
;

its im-
portance can be doubted only by those who are incapable of

deriving either pleasure or advantage from one of the most
instructive chapters -in ancient history.

But, without dwelling longer on mere generalities, let us attend

for a little to some of the specimens which our learned Cantabri-
gian has been pleased to afford us of his critical skill, as directed

against the authors of uie “ Dissertation’’ above-mentioned. The
charges he bi ings against them are grave and manifold. They are

accused of having “ deserted their guide (Polybius) precisely at

those very passages on which their theory is built, pleading as

their excuse his w'ant of accuracy —their work is represented

a« disfigured by partial quotation ” and ‘‘ false translation

—

they are taxed with venturing on construction of their

author, which differs from that given by the Greek geographer,

Strabo —and, to crown all, it shall be proved,” says the

Cambridge critic, ** that on the point on Avhich so much stress

is laid, Polybius is decidedly inaccurate, and by the recorded

judgment of antiquity, was so considered.” If our author were
able to “ prove ” only tlie onechalf of what he here asserts, w^e

frankly concede to him that* the credit of the Dissertation,”

and the scholarship of its authors, would be very seriously

damaged, if not altogether demolished ; but it is happily one
thing to accuse, and another to substantiate accusations by
proof, as will be probably shown, in a very conclusive manner
before we have done. In the meanwhile our author seems to

consider the question as decided by the very act of accusation
;

for, liaving enumerated his charges, he adds, “ When all these,

together with various othej collected errors, are made by the

authors of the Dissertation tp favour their argument and to

constitute the proofs of their hypothesis, it will be felt that in

refusing our assent to their contlusions, and in adhering still to

the opinions of Strabo and Livy, we shall be guilty of no great

or unpardonable pre^uTnption.” Tliere is no “ presumption ” in

adhering ” to the opinions of any man or number of men, but
there is something worse in accusing respectable and blameless

individuals of wilfully perverting the text of an author “ to favour

their argiiment, •and constitute proofs (as this elegant writer

ex])resses it) of their hypothesis,” except flpon the clearest and
most unquestionable evidence. It will soon be seen how the

matter stands in this respect.

1. The Cantabrigian’s first charge is, that the authors of the

Dissertation,” after insisting on a strict attention to Polybius,

because of bis supposed accuracy., abandon their guide as often
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as difficulties come in their way, pleading/ his incorrectness as an
excuse for deserting him. And he quotesjn pr^of of it the follow-

ing version and comment :— From the fthone TroptvofxlvoiQ Trap'

aifTov Tov TTOTapov oic t?ri tiiq rrriyag^ for thosd who are travelling

along the river in the direction of its source to the ascent

of the Alps, there are 1400 stadia,^’ or 176 Roman miles; and
they add, in a note, This remark, cl>c rag Vrjyac is of im-
portance, inasmuch as it goes far to prove that the army
marched constantly along the Rhone, till it reached the Alps.”

Here our author makes two objections
;
lst.*That the above is

not *'a fair version of the original and 2nd. That the authors of
the Dissertation,” finding it impossible to reconcile the

above statement of Polybius, j\dth the angle or curvature formed
by the Rhone at Lyons have deserted the guide, whom they

S
rofess to follow, witX invariable strictness and fidelity.

Tow, w^e answer in the first place, that the above is not only
a fair version of the original but the only one which the

words can possibly admit of. Polybius, as Mr. Letronne long
ago remarked, is s])eaking of the general direction of the
route, but by no means says or insinuates that the 1400 stadia

are to be measured aloug the bo,^)ks of the river. The words
iropivofxivoigTTap^ avrbv tov TTora/ioiiarc not to be constriled abso-
lutely, but must be taken in connection with eTri rdc nvydg,
by which they are qualified and explained. It is not proceed-
ing along the river,” of which the historian speaks, but pro-

ceeding along the river in the direction of its source and,

if the reader consult any map in which the course of the Rhone is

accurately laid down, he will find that this general direction

excludes the angle formed by the river at Lyons, and implies, as

a matter of course, that the invading army, avoiding this bend
or curvature pushed right across, iin rng Trriydg, observing the
general direction of the stream. And it is Tiiot a little remark-
able, that if aline be drawn from Valence, (Valentia) a little

below the confluence of the ’“Isere with the Rhone, to Aouste
(Augusta Allobrogum) the extreme points^ of the Peninsula,

formed by the sweep of tlie Rhone to Lyons, such line will be
in the general direction of the Rhone, with reference to its

source, and will indicate the course which Polybius represents

Hainnibal as having followed. Secondly, it may be j^erfectly*^

true, as the authors df the Dissertation” suppose, that Poly-
bius was ignorant of the angle made by the Rhone at Lyons
but, from the explanation just given, this supposition is altoge-

ther unnecessary, because, even if the historian had surveyed
the river throughout its whole course, from its source to

its embouchure, he could have jased no other form of expression
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than that which he has actually employed, to convey the pre-^

cise idea which ^he wished to communicate of the general
bearing and direction ^of the Carthaginian general’s march.
But although this hypothesis might well have been spared, it is

the very tte plus ultra of silliness and trifling, to found upon
such a circumstance as evidence of bad faith, or a proof of
distrust of theii guide on the part of authors, who have written
a most learned, ingenious, and satisfactory book, in vindication
of the superior accuracy and precision of his information.

It would appear, however, that there are few things more
perilous than dogmatism. The accuser of Messrs. Wickham
and Cramer has adventured upon a translation of this very
passage, in which there are two gross and palpable blunders.

IJis version is as follows :— For those who take the road leading
up stream ctti rac wr)ydg) by the banks of the river, the
distance is 1400 stadia, from the passage of the Rhone to the

ascent of the Alps.” Now, u>€j Itti tcu; Tnjyac,* does not merely
mean, " up stream,” as the Cantabrigian elegantly expresses it,

w^hich might be predicated of one proceeding from Vienne,
(Vienna Allobrogum) to Lyons, but in the direction of, or

towards its source, which ne^vcr couhil be predicated of such
a route ; while the words ^\by the banks of the river,” are a
gratuitous intc;rpolaiion of our author, involving an hypothesis,

and to which there is nothing corresponding in the original.

In the one case, an important qualification is altogether omitted

;

in the other a statement is ascribed to Polybius which he never

made
;
and in both, the utmost ignorance is displayed of the

true meaning and import of that author’s text. Nor is this all

:

for almost immediately after, he renders the expression, wap
avrbv rbv worajubv, constantly along or near the very banks
of the Rhone;” a version which is too absurd to require

a single remark from us, after what has just been said. So
much for the critical accuracy of the little martinet, con-

stantly along or near the very banks of the Cam !’'

His next stricture, is remarkable for nothing so much as its

excessive silliness. When Hannibal Irad arrived with his army
at th(» Rhone, and had fixed upon a spot where he intended

effecting the passage, Polybius informs us that he was then

'about foCir days’ march from the sea, u/iepwv TBrrdpwv 6Sbv

awlxiitv (Trparo7rcOf£» OaXdrrutt 5
from wltich expression it is

manifest, as the authors of the '' Dissertation” have noticed,

that Polybius does not here speak with precision,but merely gives

an approximate estimate of the distance. On this, however,

our brisk little Zoilus sets up a loud shout of triumph, exclaim-

ing that they sacrifice the vaulted exactness of Polybius/’ in
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the first instance; and next conduct Hannibal across the

Rhone at a spot which was more than four davs’ march from the

sea.*' Neither of these assertions is mie. The expression of

Polybius is purposely vague, because this |)articular distance

had not been precisely ascertained
;
but bis ‘‘ vaunted accu-

racy’^ will motilt no feather by his anxiously avoiding positive,

unqualified statements, when they were not wilrranted by the

nature of his information. In the next jdace, even admitting
that limits the distance to something less than four days'

march from the sea, Roquemaure, where tTie authors of the
“ Dissertation " suppose Hannibal to have crossed the Rhone, is

only about seventy-five Roman, or less than forty-three English
miles from its embouchure, and thus answers, in the strictest

manner, the conditions of the statement. Lastly, ourhopeful critio,

who never accuses otheri of mistakes without blundering most
egregiously himself, carries Hannibal across the Rhone, at a point

distant from its embouchure, little more than two days’ march;
thus setting aside the authority of his idol Livy, as well as that of

Polybius, and involving himself in inextricable difficulties

respecting the distance betwen the point where the passage was
effected, and the commencement pf the Insula Allobrogum at

the confluence of the Isere with the Rhone.
II. The Cambridge critic’s second charge, ^tthat passages

brought forward in support of the theory proposed in the
* Dissertation,’ are quoted partially,” is supported by proofs in

all respects worthy of those which we have been considering.

A specimen or two will suffice to make this very evident. The
translation of distances, as given in the Dissertation,” is as

follows From the Pillars of Hercules to the Pyrenees,

there are 8000 stadia; from the Pillars to Carthagena, whence
Hannibal set out, the distance is 3000 stadia ; from thence to

the river Ebro, there are 2600 stadia, from "the Ebro to Empo-
rium, 1600, and also from thence to the passage of the Rhone,
there are 1600 stadia : for all these distances have been
measured in steps, and accurately divided at intervals of eiglit

stadia, by the Romans. From the passage of the Rhone, for

those who proceed along the river, as if towards its source, to

the ascent of the Alps on the way to Italy, there are 1400
stadia. There remains the passage of the mountains, a'^distanco^

of about 1200 stadih, which, being crossed, Hannibal would
reach those plains of Italy that are adjacent to the Po.” But
mark what it is to discover a mare’s nest. “ On referring to

the original, (says our critic) it will be seen that a sentence,

involving consequences of importance, is omitted altogether

:

clierr’ ilvcu (Polybius goes on^to say) roue Travrac ex Kaivijc
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TToXccuc (TtaSiovc 7rcpL\ ivvaKi(r\iX[ovc, oSc tSci SuXObiv avrov,

which, being literally y^terpreted, runs thus : so that there

were in all about y0t>0 stadia, which he (Hannibal) had to

march from New Carthage/' Let us now see whether this be
not a simple nunierieal deduction from the foregoing statement of
distances.

From the Pillars of Hercules to the Pyrenees, Polybius
gives 8,000 stadia, and from the Pillars to Carthagena,
whence Hannibal set out, 3000; so that, according to

this statement, the distance from Carthagena to tlie Stadia,

Pyrenees, is ....... 5000
From the Pyrenees to the passage of the Rhone - . I6OO
From the passage of the Rhone to die ascent of the Alps ^ 1400

^
The distance .across the mountains ' - - - li200

Total distance ... f)200

So that the whole distance which Polybius describes gene-
rally as about 9000 stadia, is, in point ol' fact, 9200, as any one
might discover who chose to examine the translation of
distances given in the Dissertation but, because the
authors of that work chose to omit a clause, wholly immaterial
in itself,’ inasmuch as it mcv>:ely states tlie sum-total of given
numbers, our mge critic turns round, and charges them with
the wilful omission of a sentence involving consequences of
importance.” We may add, that, by an arithmetical process

peculiar to himself, the critic makes the whole distance only

8400 stadia, leaving a defect which he judges fatal to the credit of

Polybius
;
and that he fancies he has detected Messrs. Wickham

and Cramer in a flagrant error in translating ra ircpl rov fJaSov

TTcSia Ti)g ’IraAuic, those plains of Italy that are adjacent to

the Po the tendency of this small but significant error,"

being as he opines, altogether mischievous.

It is not necessary to multiply instances ofour critic’s talent for

nibbling and blundering
;
for our space is limited. The following,

in addition to that which we have already given under this head,
must therefore suffice. In the Dissertation,” the latter part
of the 55th chapter of Polybius is thus translated :— Having
desisted from this attempt, Hannibal encamped on this narrow
tedge, arid having cagi^ed the snow to be cleared away, he set

his army about propping up and re-cons'tructing the road, a
task attended with great labour and dilFiculty. In the space of
a day, however, sufficient progress was made to allow a passage
for the beasts of burden and horses, when these were imme-
diately led down to the plains, which were free from snow, and
sent to pasture/’ From this it is^ argued by Messrs. Wickham
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and Cramer, that the Carthaginian genial must have effected

his descent among a friendly people, \vh|bli tljfc Iiisubrians were
known to be, and not among the disaftecicd Tauriiii

;

‘‘ for

would Hannibal (they ask) on entering^ a territory whose
inclinations towards him were at least doubtful, have dispersed

his army, and left himself entirely without defence in the manner
described by Polybius ?” Here our critic fancies he has the

authors of the Dissertation’* on the hip.» You have omitted

a single word (says he) which is the key to the whole
passage, and thus made out an argument, which is frequently,

and exultingly brought. But 1 appeal from your partial

translation to Polybius himself^ and what does he really say ?

Why, Toiq ii\v oSv koL roXq iTnroig ikavijv

TrapoSov io fiiil K*at ravra jliIv tvdiu)c Suiyoyiot/ kui

icaTaarparoTreScucrac irept CK(pevyovrac ijSij rfji/ ytdya tottovc,

SiaifinKE TTpoq rag vopcig : leading down the beasts of burden
and horses, and encamping on some spots, which luid as yet

escaped the snow, he dismissed them to jiasture.** Our critic

adds; He (Hannibal) takes the precaution of encamping—
this is the word omitted in the ‘ Dissertation,* and turns out the

tired cattle to pasture, of* course lAider the cover of entrench-

ments where they would be as safefls by the walls of a fortified

city,**
*

Now here, we observe, in Uic Jirsl place, that our critic mis-

understands and mistranslates the very passage which lie pro-

duces, in order to convict Messrs. Wickham and Cramer of

partial translation :** for the meaning of Polybius evidently is

that “ Hannibal having in the course of a day cleared a passage,

sufficient for the beasts of burthen and the horses, immediately

led them down to the places which were free from snow, and
having also encamped there, dismissed or sarit the animals to

pasture.** It is true, that in the sgmewhat free translation given

in the Dissertation,*’ the eiKamping is not mentioned; 1st,

Because the object of the authors was merejy to give the leading

or pvominent statement, without its accessories
;
and, 2ndly,

because the encamping was necessarily implied, inasmuch as

Hannibal had still to cover and protect the advance of the ele-

phants, for which a passage had not yet been fqtmed, and had

no alternative but to ejicamp and wait for them, unless he liad

chosen to abandon them to their fate. Secondly, our critic’s

notion that the "tired cattle** were turned out to pasture,

" under cover of entrenchments, where,** he adds, " they would

be as safe as by the walls of a fortified city,** is most umiuestion-

ably not derived from Polybius, and seems to be a pure iinngina-

tion of his own. Polybius saysT not one word of " ontrench-

voL, XIV.

—

Westminster Review, 12
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ments/* or any thing of*thokind ; but he does say that Hannibal,
having conducted the l^jeasts of burthen and the horses to a

place free from snow, and having there taken up a position

(evidently for the purpose of waiting until the elephants should

be disengaged), he sent the animals forward to pasture. Now, the

simple questionjs, Would Hannibal, so renowned for his prudence
and sagacity, have ventured to send forward his tired and ex*

hausted cattle to pasture amidst an unfriendly or hostile people,

and thus risk the ioss of his baggage and the destruction of his

cavalry? The idea of beasts of burthen and horses pasturing

amidst “ entrenchments’^ thrown up on the lower ridges of the

Alps, is an absurdity which never entered the brain of any man
except tlie Cambridge ciitic. From th^ very nature of things

they must have been sent forward to the plains, whore alone

pasture could be found, and where Hannibal, compelled to wait

for the elfi])hants, and to cover their advance, could not, for some
time at least, afford them any protection. Is not this, then, a

proof that the descent was eHecled among a friendly people
;
in

other words, among the Insubrians or Insombrians, as stated by
Polybius ! Had Hannibal made his descent among the Taiirini,

as Livy asserts, and as our learned critic strenuously maintains,

is it likely that he w'ould horVe ventured upon such a dispersion

of his army, or that this hostile tribe would have fiiiled to profit

by it ! They lost not a moment in,}Utacking him when he came
within their reach ; a favour wliich he repaid by assaulting their

capital, Augusta Taurinorum (Turin), and taking it by storm.

But this took jdvice after his descent had been effected, and
consequently, that descent could not Iiave been made among
the Tauriui, who never surely would have waited till the inva-

ding force had rccoveied ffom the fatigue, disorder, and disor-

ganization produciid by the passage, and thus foregone the ad-

vantage of attacking it when exhausted, dispersed, and in some
measure broken up. Fn a word^the omission charged against

the authors of the ‘‘ Dissertalioii’' is wholly immaterial, while
their reasoning reruains untouched and unshaken by any thing
our critic has advanced.

Ill, Tlie limits to which this article is confined prevent our
examiiwig the “ instances of false translation ’’ which our critic

has brought foAvard : nor indeed is this ntjpessary : for, generally

speaking, they either consist in the merest quibbles, or in op-
posing the literal rendering of the words to the amount or effect

of them, as given by the authors of the Dissertation.’* Of this

there are very convincing specimens in his strictures on the well-

known passage of Cornelius Nepos relative to the Graius Saltus,

by which that author states Hasmibal to have crossed the Alps,
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but which our critic denies (upon what jtroimds he has not been

g
leased to inform us) to be identical withJThe A)[jis Graia, or Little

t. Bernard ;—in his commentary bn the fra^ijnient of Pompey’s

Letter, preserved by Sallust, in which the writer says, per eas

CA/pesJ iter aliud atque llnmnbal, nobis opportnnius paiefeci,

taken in connection with the statement of Appian, relative to

the same subject ;—and, indeed, in all that he says under this

head of dittay, consisting of a string of Mtaiseries, unworthy of

a schoolboy. ^

The charge of knowingly venturing upon a construction of

Polybius different from that given by Strabo, admits of a very

short and conclusive answer, ^trabo informs us, that according

to Polybius, Hannibal passed»by the road leading through the

country of the Taurini
;
but Polybius himself ])Ositively asserts

that Hannibal descended among the Insubrians before he invaded

the territory of the Taurini, and consequently, could not have

stated that he passed the Alps of the latter without contradicting

himself. The authors of the " Dissertation have preferred the

distinct and precise statement of Polybius himself, to the incor-

rect representation given of it by the geographer of Amasia

;

and for this they are gftivcly reprehended by our Cambridge

friend, who, in tlie excess of his aihniiation of Strabo, charac-

terises his blunder as “ the recorded judgment oPantiquity !*'

If the critic, however, htg^l been at all conversant with the

writings of Strvibo, upon whose authority lie is disposed to place

so great a reliance, he would have found enough in them to

shake his confidence in the accuracy of tlie geographer. ^Ve

shall just mention one inslaiico out of many which might be

brought forward to demonstrate his ignorance, petulance, and

dogmatism. Herodotus had statet^, on good authority, very

])robably on personal observation find knowledge, that the Cas-

pian was an inland sea, totally ^lisconnected from the ocean,

with another sea (the Aral\at the head ot it, of the same

description. Strabo, however, rejects tins information as uu-

wor(hy of the least attention; rates Heroflotus soundly as a

mere dreamer and fabulist; and stoutly maintains that the Cas-

pian is merely a gulf of the Northern Ocean ;
an assertion which

unfortunately imposed, by its confident dogmatism, •on the^

superior science and good sense of Ptolemy, who adopted it in

preference to the truth, as stated by Herodotus.

From what we have already had occasion to say, on the subject

of the distances given by Polybius, it can scarcely be necessary

to say almost any thing in refutation of the charges of inaccuracy

in this respect, so frequently brought against the historian by

our anonymous critic. We sliaU therefore content ourselves with
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noticing a single obsitrvation towards the conclusion of his

strictures, which vdll p<))bably aid the reader in forming a judg-
ment of their real yidue. After enumerating the occupations of

each of tlie fifteen days spent in crossing the Alps, which he
does in pp. 40, 4J, and 42, the critic concludes tlius :— Out of

these fifteen days, then, Hannibal encamped and rested seven/*

from which it follows, that the passage must have been efiected

in the remaining eight. And yet,” he adds, if w^e are to pay
any attention at all to the statement of distances, in these eight

days a hundred and fifty miles were accomplished, at the rate

almost of a rapid retreat.” [p. 4.] Who w^ould not infer from this

cunningly ambiguous statement, that the poor devils of soldiers,

under the command of the one-eyed Cfirlhaginiaii chief, were
compelled to scramble over the Alpine rocks at the rate of nine-

teen English miles a day; or, at least,* that such a supposition

is necessary to the hypothesis of Messrs. Wickham and Cramer?
The miles spoken of, liovvcver, are Roman miles, 150 of which
are equal to only 85 English miles, which, divided by 8, give

about 104 miles as the rate ofdaily march ; no very extraordinary

distance, certainly, for soldiers to accomplish, who had been con-
tinually marching for five months prevh>usly, and were inured to

the greatest fatigues and priv-ations. But even this is beyond the
truth

;
for, did our limits permit, it might be easily shown, that

considerable progress was made on ^ome of those days of alleged

rest, during which the critic supposes the invading force to have
been altogether stationary. Scd,ohe,jam sails!

TV. We cannot take leave of this j)evformance without

bestowing a slight notice on the theory of the passage which its

author has proposed, and which has at least the merit of

originality, to recommend U. After perplexing and mystifying

himself with the account given by Polybius, which he evidently

does not understand, apparently Viy reason of its clearness,

he adds, ‘‘ With these facts before, ns, we have a clue, though a
slight and frail one, to lead us out of the labyrinth we are now
in

;
and having attended Hannibal in his entrance to the island

[that is, the peninsula formed by the Iscre and the bend or

curvature of the Rhone at Lyons, called vt]<yo<j by Polybius, and
^fnsula ^^llobrogum by LivyJ, and there seen his valour and
policy rewarded', if we venture now to conduct him across the

Isere at Grenoble, and along the river ^Drac to the Durance,
making due allowance for the historian’s wonted mis-statement
of distance,—if we then cross the latter river near Tallard, and
march for some miles through the plains leading by the side of
the Durance to the valley of Ubaye, we cannot, I apprehend,
according to the statement of Polybius, be far from the route of
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Hannibal to the great chain of the Alps?” We may atld, that

from (Jbaye, or rather Barcelonette, thc/criti^^ carries Hannibal,

by Embrnn (Jimbrodunttm), across the Monte Viso, and along

the course of the Po to Turin, whence his route is traced, by
Chivasso to Vercelli (VerceUte) on the Sesia, and thence across

the Gogna to the banks of tlie Ticino, where tlio first buttle was
fought. Such is the critieV theory. The objections to it are

these:— 1. Had the author taken the til)uble to look into his

own map of Ilannibars route, and to measures it with his com-
passes, according to the scale there laid down, he \vould have
found, as we have done, that its length is nearly thrice as great

as that of the route indicated *by Polybius, and consequently,

that no army could haive matched such a distance within tli^

time specified. 2. The| critic has forgotten to explain liow

Hannibal came to march northward in the direction of the course

of the Rhone for 175 miles, then wheel round and march south-

ward, for nearly an equal distance, to Barcelonette, when he
might have reached the latter place in three or four marches, by
cutting across from Tarascon, where he is supposed to have
passed the Rhone, by Cavaillon (Cahellio), St. Etienne

( Alaunium), and Listerofi (Legustero)
;
thus saving both time,

which is of so much importance in all military movements, and
unnecessary fatigue to his troops. 3, At the period of Hannibars
passage of the Alps, and forJong after that event, there was no
practicable road along a considerable part of the route traced by
our critic

;
nor would it have been possible, if there had, for

Hannibal to subsist liis army, owing to the general sterility of

the region through which he is supposed to have passed.

4. The localities of the route traced by our critic in no res])ect

agree with those of the route actually followed by Hannibal, as

described both by Polybius and* Livy
;

it •contains no deep,

difficult, and dangerous ravine, answering to the (jinpnyya tiv^

Suaftarov K(u KOI] wberc^ 80 large a portion ol the army
was destroyed by the barbarians

;
no Aj^uxoTrtrpoi; o\vpov, or

Jiocf/c Blanche, commanding such a pass, wlferoa skilful general

might take up a position, and thus cxtriivate his troops, when
caught in a trap, and threatened with annihilation; to say

nothing of a variety of other remarkable localities mciUionetU

particularly by Polybius. 5. The theory under consideration is

wholly inconsistent with the account of the passage giveii by
Livy, whom our critic professes to follow im])licitly, although

according to the Roman historian, it may easily be demonstrated

that Hannibal must have crossed by Mont Genevre, instead of

the Col de Viso, When the affair of the Allobroges had been
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settled, and (pinmJam pateret, non recta reglone iter insti-

fait, sed ad L<nvam in l^icastinos Jlexit, says Livy. Our critic,

however, makes l^im turn ‘sharp to the right at Moirans

( Morginna?nJ, and niY^di to the southward, along tlie course of

the Drac, as far as Bdrcelonette on the Durance, thus leading

him entirely out of the direction mentioned by Livy.

A variety of other objections might t^asily be brought for-

ward, but those alre^idy specified will ])robably be sufficient

to satisfy our reaiKus that, wliatover be tlie route wdiich Han-
nibal actually took, he could not ])Ossibly have entered Italy by
that marked out in the volume before us. The (piestioii to be dis-

cussed, as has been again and again observed, is not what was
tjie best or the worst, the longest or the .sliortest road, but what
was the road which, according to the best historians, Ilanijibal

was actually induced to take across the Alps; and this (piestion,

so far as our critic is concerned, still remains untouched. Han-
nibal had good reasons for ]>ushing away to the northward after

crossing the Rhone. The Boii, and his other guides, were de-

cidedly opposed to an action with Scipio before passing the

Alps: policy required that he sliould afibrd immediate aid to his

ally, the AUobrogian princej who wa'si contending with a more
powerful brother for the sovereignty : and he could not be blind

to the .advantage which he would derive from the support of

allies, bound to him by their invete rate hostility to the Roman
name, both at tlie coimnenccment and conclusion of bis difficult

enterprise. Induced by these motives, he entered the territory

of tlie Allobioges ;
dcMuded the contest in favour of the prince

his friend
;
and having achieved this important object, imme-

diately made preparations for effecting the passage. It is evi-

dent, therefore, that Ilannibars determination as to the road he
was to take must have been regulated by the position into

which he was tlius necessarily led : the question with him
must have been, Wliat is iio\v\ the best route for me to

take, in order lo anticipate Scipio, and be prepared to contend
for empire w ith RoVne u])on the soil of Italy ! To this question,

we apprehend, only one answer could he given. Having reached
Chambery, or at least its immediate vicinity, no course abso-
lutely remained for him but to advance up the rich and fertile

valhiy of the Isere, and to cross by the J/pis Craiu, or Little St.

Bernard. 1! a pris la route la plus courte'' said Napoleon
;

and this is strictly true, with reference to the position in which
he then stood. He took the shortest and best road open to him,
namely, that across the Little St. Bernard

;
and this is the only

one which it is possible to reconcile with situation, time, dis-
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tance, and all the other facts and cinjlirastances reported by
historians.

* The critic s faith in Livy ia imliinited. lie even stands up for the
vinegar story, observing ‘'that the experiments of modern times afford
reason for the supposition that the incident was n(#t entirely without
foundation,^* We should have been glad had he condescended to specify
the experiments ** to which he refers,—or to explain how the summits
of the mountains, described by Polybius as reXeccjc ahvtna kui \pi\d,

supplied the timber necessary for the mighty lire requisite for heating rock,

the worst of all conductors* of caloric, charcoal alone excepted,—or to

account for Hannibal liaving a quantity of vinegar sulficicut for rending or
Softening the heated rock, even s*lpposing the operation to have been
otherwise practicalde. Oi^ all thc^ie points, lu»wever, he hu'i oI»scrved a
prudent silence. Further, us his distrust of Polybius C\\ bicli he fc els “ suB-
jects him to the charge ofti <lanng and ungracious siuaularity**) is as

violent as his confidence in Livy is hliiid and iiuliscriminating, we take

leave to inform him, that if be will give himself the trouble of examining a
little more closely tlic account of this memorable passage contained in the
2 1 8t hook of the history of the latter, he will find tliat the greater part

of it has boon borrowed, or rather, literally copied, from Polybius
(some chapters being little else than mere Uunslations)

;
with this (Hffer-

ence merely, that Livy has i|^’bitrarily iiiMuteil u number of proper names,
which, so far from colitrilmting any ’thing to the clearness or perspic uity

of the narrative, serve, in many cases, tti involve it in inexplicable mys-
tery. It maybe added, that Livy^s atfcctcdly careless mciltion of Polybius,

at the end of this hook, where he quotes him as authority for some iritiUer

of no earthly importance, and 'calls him auctor haudquuqmun spentemlus,

while he stucliously avoids acknowledging the licavy obligations we have

just alluded to, does not say much for his honesty or good faith, and as

little for the penetration or discernment of those who have lahoiircd to

exalt the copy above the original. For an unanswerable exposition of the

value, or we should rather say the worthlessness, of Livy’s anllmrity in

military matters, see J/emohrs ^Iil^^a}trs snr les (t/rcs el

les Romains y tom.i. c. v. p.SJL where ite criliclses Livy’s rambling and
unintelligible description of the caviiry fight near the Lieino. J^ee aUo
Polybius, ]« iii. c. G5, and Coniinent. de M* Folard, tom.iv. Liii. 13, p.

99, €t seqq.
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Art. IV.—An American Dictionary of the English Language ; intended

to exhibit t The Origin, Affinities, and primary Signification of
English Words, as far as they have been ascertained*—$2. The genuine
Orthography and Pronlinciation of Words, according to general ("sage,

or to Just Principles of Analogy.— ‘5. Accurate and discriminating

Difi nitions, irith numerous Authorities and Illustrations. To which
arc prefixed, an Introductory Dissertation on the Origin, History, and
(Connection of the Languages ffiP^'stern Asia and of Europe, and a
concise Grammar of the English Language. , By NoaliWebster, LL.D.

' In two vols. ito. New York ; 1828. London; 1880.
I

appearance of a new, and what may be considered a rival

Dictionary, naturally induces the recollection of the Dic-
tionary of Dr. Johnson. That work appeared as long ago as the

year 1755. It was the first attempt at exhibiting a complete
vocabulary of the language, and the various senses attached to

each word, with authorities and etymologies. It was a first

attempt, and as a first attempt it was eminently successful; nor,

till the appearance of the present work, lias there been any
thing whicli pretended to any rivalry with it. By the unthink-
ing many, the work is regarded as if it were perfect

;
as a kind

of court of ultimate appeal. The Master has said it ! It is not
in Johnson ! And by tliose whose opinion concerning it is a
little chastened, it is regarded as being so complete a treasury of
the English language, that subsequent inquirers must think of
nothing higher than to thro\x into it a few additional mites, and
that all attempts at founding a great Dictionary anew upon
another perusal of English Authors, would be mere waste of
time, and idle presumption. This i,s far too high an estimate.

Dr. Johnson’s Dictionary cannot now be regarded as being in

every respect worthy of the nation, and the language. The
field is still open to competition, and we are not sorry
when wc see another, tliough in one sense a stranger, descend
into it.

The a'lithor of the two large quartos now before us is an
American gentleman, and his work is published at New York.
There is now in the course of publication an English edition.

This is prepared under the superintendence of one of our most
industrious scholars, and it is patronized by a numerous and
most respectable body of subscribers. The English edition is

in some respects superior to that ^irinted in America.
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The prejudice in favour of Dr. Joljlnson has been of long
standing : and it operates as an injuriois check upon the enter-

prise of those who are willing io devote /themselves to the
unprofitable pursuits of the philologist, ^Many causes have
contributed to produce it

;
and not the least efficient of these is

the extraordinary merit, and the attractive character of the work
itself. Not but that every person, who has made even but small
advances in the critical study of the lin^lisli language, has been
sensible to its many and great deficiencies as a dictionary

;
not

but that every person who resorts to it for etymologies, or for

assistance when he meets with obscure passages in our early

writers, has found reason for disappointment. Nor have the
critical students in our langliagc forborne to call the public
attention to the fact. * Tooke is too severe. Johnson’s me/it
ought not to be denied him

;
but his Dictronary is the most

imperfect and faulty, and the least valuable of any of his pro-

ductions
;
and that share of merit which it possesses, makes it

by so much the more hurtful.”
[ Purfey, i. 223.] ‘‘ Of all pub-

lications,” says Mr. Mason, in the Preface to his large Supple-
ment, perhaps no one can be mentioned, where scrupulous

exactness should bo w^re peculi;irly observed, than in a Dic-
tionary. Yet Johnson’s abounds ^vith inaccuracies, as much as

any English book whatsoever, written by a sfdiolar. Demon-
strating this in the ])resent place may be considered wholly

unnecessary, since so gredt a portion of those articles which
form the ensuing vocabulary, contain in themselves incontestible

proofs of the assertion. Nor need these manifest defects at all

be wondered at, in one who took every opportunity of testifying

a dislike to his task, and complaining of it as a drudgery

;

whereas to those that are intent upon their employment, and
attached to literary investigation— ipse votupias.'^—These
judgments are too severe

;
but near the m(5rc sober judgment of

gentler minds, However valuable in other respects,” says

Mr. Boucher, in the Prospectus of his Thesaurus of Archaical

Terms, Dr. Johnson’s Diotionary confesjedly is, his warmest
admirers cannot deny it to be still incomplete, as leaving unex-

plained many good and significant words, only because they

liappcn to have fallen into disuse
;
notwithstanding their being

yet spoken by a large portion of the community, and Stilt fowid

in authors on whBse works the nation has long rested no

ordinary portion of its high literary fame.” Mr. Coleridge thus

speaks :
“ Of this celebrated Dictionary I will venture to

remark once for all, that I should suspect the man of a narrow

disposition who should speak of it without respect and gratitude,

as a most instructive and, entertaining book, and hitherto,
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unfortunately^ an indisp ensable book
; but I confess that I should

be surprised at hearing \Vom a philosophic and thorough scholar

any but very qiuilir'ed praises of it as a Dictionary. I am not

now alluding to the number of genuine words omitted
;
for this

is (and perhaps to a greater extent), true, as Mr. Wakefield has
noticed, of our best Greek Lexicons, and this too, after the

successive labours of so many giants in learning. I refer at

present both to omissions and commissions of a more important
nature. \Vhat these arc. me salternjudice, will be stated at full

in the Friend, republished and completedr*’* — Biographia
Literaria.

In fact. Dr, Johnson’s Dictionary oiight to be looked at, not
in respect to the present advanced state of philological know-
ledge, but to the state of it at the time when the Dictionary
appeared. The Dictionary itself raised the public expectation
above the works that preceded it, and has tlius created a feeling

which operates against itself.

The English Dictionaries before his time had been the works
of men of small attainments

;
Bulloker, Cockerain, Cole, Kersey

and Bailey, There was also the fVorld of Words by Pliilii)s, a
man of better note, {Some of them ])roJt‘essed to explain only
hard ” words, and the wholepf them had not even the merit of

presenting a tolerably complete vocabulary. Whoever wished
to know what words we had, by an easier method than selecting

them for himself from the writers who had used the language,
found his best resource in the Dictionaries of foreign tongues,
such as Palsgrave’s, Cooper’s, and Florio’s, or the Polyglots of

Baret, Minsheu, and llowoll, with some of later date. There
were also Dictionaries of particular Arts

;

and History, and
Geography, the Mathematics, Law, and Medicine, witli Bio-
graphy, Poetry, and Mytholo'gy, had each been presented to the

public before the time of Johnson, under an al])habetical arrange-
ment of their terms. Glossaries* also there were to some of the
old Poets; and those learned antitjnaries Spelman, Twisdeu,
and Watts, and after them Gibson and Kennett, had prepared
Glossaries adapted to‘ the Chronicle>s. Junius and Skinner had
entered at large into the etymological department of English
Lexicography,

^
irhe^o were the^writers to whom our countrymen had to go

for any information concerning the words which composed the

language which they spoke. We need not say what a change
must have been produced on the appearance of Dr, Johnson’s
Dictionary. A ready means of solution for many a question was
provided, and for many a question which must have remained
unresolved if his work bad never existed. But we should not
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give to Dr. Johnson what is indisj^itably his due, if we
regarded his work in the light of an Inlargement or improve-
ment of any of the works of any q{ his predycessors, or even of
such a Dictionary as a man of ordinary powers might have
compiled from the joint labours of them all. Dr. Johnson’s
Dictionary was eminently a new and oiiginal work

;
grand in

its conception, felicitous in its execution. Tine result of much
reflection on what the dictionary of a living language ought to

be, followed out by great labour in research, and much painful

exercise of the finer faculties of the mind in discriminating

senses and framing apt descriptions of them. It threw into

thick darkness all the Knglish Dictionaries which had preceded
it : and when it is compared^with tlie contemporary Dictionaries

of Franco, Spain, anef Italy, its great merits will become t^ie

more conspicuous. •

That it was a work of admirable public utility, was also at

once perceived. The success was complete. Four editions

appeared iu the life-time of its author, and a fifth in the year of
his decease. It was in advance of the state of philological know-
ledge, and philological curiosity of the age. This is apparent
from the attacks widely were ma^le upon it. They were malig-

nant, yet feeble. The writers of yiein were incapable of disco-

vering the capital defects, and seized upon Hj;tle and trifling

matters, which have the appearance of having been but baits

purposely hung out to catfih the smaller fry.

Yet the number of genuine English words which have no
place in liis Dictionary is truly surprising

; and the number of
genuine and unnoticed senses is still greater. We do not
speak here of mere fantastic terms, or pedantic terms, or poeti-

cal compounds, (of the two last we have too many) or of senses

applied in all the boldness of ofatory or poetry ; but current

English, and if the words arc not foun(> in the few writers

whom Dr. Johnson consulted*, it is only because they had
no occasion to use them

;
ahd if the senses are not found there,

it is because the course of Uieir thinking never led them to use

tlie words in those senses. In fact, Dr. Johnson lived before

there had been much attention paid to the inquiry after

English words and senses. Ilis “ Remarks on the Tragedy
of Macbeth,**’ published two years before he if^sued his *1)1^)084118

for a Dictionary, shew how narrow was his acquaintance with the

writers of the language of which he was about to be the lexico-

grapher
;
and his edition of Shakespear is confirmatory of this

deficiency. The present advanced state of our knowledge, is in

a great measure owing to those who succeeded Johnson in the

illustration of the works of England’s favourite bard. Capell
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showed how the difficiijit passages in his plays were to be made
intelligible : it was by[roing, not to Johnson^s Dictionary for

the meaning of w^rds wherein the difficulty lay, but to the

writers contemporary with Shakespear, who wrote and spoke the

same language with him, and who had been entirely over-looked

by Dr. Johnson, lyrwhitt and Farmer, Percy, Steevens, and
Malone followed out the hint of Capell

;
and the labours of

these men are to be regarded, in the first instance, indeed, as

elucidatory of the text of the great author to which they are

appended
;
but in the second instance, as contributions to the

history of the English language, as materials for a Dictionary.

We know not on what sound principle Dr. Johnson could

admit the words of Shakespear aifc^ Spens^er, and exclude those

of-their contemporary poets, and prose-writers, who were gen-
tlemen and scholars, writing the English language with at least

equal purity. But it is not merely the want of words and
senses which may be regarded as in some degree archaical,

though they were in common and universal use within the

period at which Dr. Johnson considers the KngUsh language
to have been spoken in its purity, but there are a multitude of
words and senses to be found in much later writers, of gieat

authority,•which possessed claims not to be disputed for admis-
sion into the Dictionary. The reader may be convinced at once
that this is the case, by com])aring a few pages of Johnson with
the corresponding pages of the Supplements of Mason, Joddrel,

and Seager. These writers may have gathered up some words
and senses that arc not worthy of Dictionary honours

; but it

will be at once ap])arent that they have many words, and many
senses, which, upon any principle of propriety, or of uniformity,

ought to have found a place in the Dictionary of Dr. Johnson.
Oil this capital defect we shall ^^say more when speaking of the
Vocabulary of Dr. Webster.

if there needed any other ])ro6f of the deficiencies in words
and senses of Dr. Johrlson^s Dictionary, it would be afforded by
tile improved edition by^Mr. Todd. -That edition is nearly twice
the size of the genuine Johnson, a plain evidence that in the
opinion of Mr. Todd, who yields to no one in admiration of his

master, there was much to be supplied.

. The’k'e is also much to be subtracted. It is not every word,
which every person who puts pen to papei^chuses to invent,

which is entitled to a place in a Dictionary : not even when the
inventor is one of distinguished name. The Spenserian words,
of which there are so many in Johnson, are for the most part
better adapted to a particular Glossary of that Author than to a
place in a Dictionary which professes to exhibit what is the
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English language as used within a defined period. Many of
them are worse than decided arclmisms^vhich might, if neces-
sary, have been collected in great nuinbersyfrom Chaucer and
his contemporaries, for they are counterfeit/ of archaisms, the
new coinage of Spenser himself, with the rust of antiquity arti-

ficially induced upon them. Nor do such words as all-night^

hirth-strang/ed, ditch-delivered, blood-hollered, amd many other

ana^ Xeyofxiva deserve a place in a Dictionary.

Nothing can exceed the felicity of many of Johnson^s defini-

tions. If he had done no more than struck out these, he would
have performed a work of incalculable utility, and which would
justly entitle him to the Lasting gratitude of his countrymen.
But here he sometimes fails^ ^nd more particularly in his ex-

planation of terms of science, he betrays the absence of th^^t

knowledge to which he €id not pretend.

To much etymological lore Dr. .Johnson did not make any
pretension. He was content to follow Junius and Skinner, and
he has rarely improved upon their attempts at etymology. It

is little information which can be gained from his work in the

higher etymology, that which responds to the question. Why
have we and our forefathers, for fij'teen hundred years and more,

been applying a particular vocable^to a particular object, quality,

or action '! Why, for instance, we call a Horse 9, Horse, a Man
a Man, or use good^ bad, long, short rather than any other sounds

and correspondent combinaxions of letters, to express the quali-

ties indicated by those words ? Where Junius and Skinner

supplied him with this information we have it : but he had
not that acquaintance with the roots of the English language,

and the congenerous languages of the continent, w hich enabled

him to throw much originai information of this kind into his

Dictionary. Nor in the lower qjt^mology, that which respects

the derivation of one word from another in Wie same language,

or rather the different slates in tvhich a root presents itself wdth

terminals added, or initial syllables, he appears not to have had
any clear and systematic ideas. Whil^ that w'hich is an

extremely interesting and important part of a Dictionary of such

a language as the English, the account of the time when, the

manner hoWj and the persons by w^honi, new words were

assimilated from the languages of the continent, or flOTIt the

ancient languages, •seems scarcely to have presented itself to

Dr. Johnson as belonging to the duty of a Lexicographer.

We stand indeed in this department on much higher ground

than that on which Johnson and his contemporaries stooci. And
it is chiefly owing to the genius of one man. There have been

since the time of Johnson noj; only persons who have made a
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more diligent search ol words and senses^ but there have been
others who have soughVor general principles in the structure of

language, and thei^ has been» at least one person, who has found

them. When he said that the first aim of language was to

communicate thought, the second to do it with despatch/^ in

that second principle he introduced a new power into philology,

by the aid of fi^hich he has reduced to order what was before

confusion, and seemirjgly the most hopeless confusion. His
second volume contains much that is very important to the

maker of a Dictioiiary. Let the numerous words, which he has

there first examined, and what is more, classed, be compared
with the account given of them by Dr, Johnson : or let the

valuable contributions to an ih>jDrove(J Dictionary by Mr.
Bichardson, in which he has embodied many of the principles

of Tooke, be compared with corresfjonding articles in the

Dictionary of Dr. Johnson, and it will be seen how much lexico-

graphy owes to the philosopher of Parley. But the fame of the

illustrious discoverer of these principles rests mainly on his new
doctrine of the particles. Tooke, like every great inventor,

has those who affect to depreciate his labours, and to deny
the originality of his discoveries. Do they pay sufficient

attention ‘to what was the slate of things when he began his

inquiries? Do« they observe how later grammarians have fol-

lowed in his footsteps ? The folly we perceive has extended to

America. True it is, that his principles are obvious
;
they are

presented to every eye as clearly as is the sun in the firmament

:

obvious as it was, that if the mariner sailed westward on the

western ocean, he would in time find land. But they are all in

preceding grammarians. Yes, Columbus had the benefit of the

Voyage of Madoc. Few persons in England would speak of Tooke
in the manner of Dr. Webster:^ and there are many, who look

upon his philological discoveries as they do upon the brilliant

discoveries of. men in other* sciences, as contributing to

constitute the highest glory of the age which 'has just passed

away. •

• Dr. Webster says :
—“ To llorue Tooke are we indebted for the first

explanation of certain indeclinable words, called Conjunctions and Prepo-
sit[on%s:..a«d for this let him have all merited praise. But his researches

were very limited, affd he has fallen into most matej^Ial errors, particularly

in his second volume. I have made no use of his writings in this work.*^

Now, surely the first clause of this passage is unjust to the memory of this

distinguished philologist. Who would hot suppose on reading it, that

Tooke’s merit consisted in having hit upon the true etymologies of some of

the Conjunctions and Prepositions ? whereas, the fact is, that he first

unfolded the true nature and character of those two classes of words. This
was a far nobler achievement. Anotl^er American writer, speaking of
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The twilight, of which he speaks at the close ofa work, which
is as beautiful as it is convincing and original, was soon closed

in the darkness of death. Peace .and nonotfr to his memory !

Whether he had much more to communicate^may be doubted.*
More, we mean, of principles, for the principles already established

admitted of almost indefinite illustration. We incline to think

that he had delivered his whole mind. Nor do know that in

this department of mental philosophy there have been many new
principles discovered beside his, applicable as guides to the com-^

pilation of a Dictionary. What has been since done, has been
rather to extend the power and applicancy of Tooke’s principles,

the successful application of them to particular words, sometimes
even to correct the particular^pplication of them by Tooke him-
self. Yet the grammatical writings of Gilchrist, and Crombie,
of Taylor, Kigan, and FeRrn, of the anonymous author of Encly-
tica, and of several other persons, should be carefully studied

by any one who should now attempt an English Dictionary, and
w'ho is desirous to give to a work of so miscellaneous a character

that stability and uniformity of which it is capable, and which
will be the natural result of the possession of sound and exten-

sive grammatical principles in the mind of him by whom it is

undertaken.

Tooke’s Theory of the Particles, says, ** of which he inif^ht have been a
discoverer, thouj^h the same theory had been applied l)efore to other
languages on the continent of liinropc, and was not unknown to the

ancients.” [^American Qmrterlif Review, vol iv. No. VII.] Indeed ? How
strange that this should liave been unknown to AdeJung. Writing a little

before the appearance of ” The Diversions of Puricy,” that great philologist

says :— The Particles are throughout considered as Adverbs
;

since they
denote either a circumstance in general, in which case the precise meaning
of them results from those parts of speech >with which they arc immediately
connected j or they point out a circumstance of itself, and indenendent of
any other part of speech, in which situation they are called adverbs ; or

they relate to particular kinds of cin^umstauccs : thus the Prepositions

denote the relation .^bsisting between two substantives, in which relation

they have been placed by the verb
; as the Conjunctions mark the relation

bet\yeen sentences and their members,”

—

Philosophical Essays^

p. 120.

Wc happened to nuw&t with this passage of Adclung on the same day, on
which we read what Mr, Southey has said on the character of Tooke’s dis-

coveries at the 22.8th page of the first volume of Oraniana.’* Tlisw^Wiaati^

seems to be—whether there is sufficient reason to belfeve that we should
have understood at this tlay the true doctrine of the Particles, if it had not

been unfolded by the genius of Tooke ? Mr. Dngald Stewart does not

withhold the tribute of high admiration, even while he notices what appear

to him mistakes, and defects, and dangerous positions, in ” The Diversions

of Parley.”
• [His MS. alterations and additions have been introduced into the recent

edition put forth by Mr. R. Taylor. , EditorJ]
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There was a collateral result of the studies of Tooke, which is

of considerable import^ce in its bearinp;s on English lexico-

f
raphy. He was !ed to the {liscovery of some of his principles

y a comparison uf words as they are now written, with the

form in which they appear in the writers medii levi, and back-
ward to the time when we call the same words Saxon. And
this has shown* the great importance to every one who under-
takes a Dictionary of the English language, especially in respect

of the derivative and elymological portions of it, that they study
such writers as Chaucer, Wickliffe, Robert of Gloucester, and
Robert of Brunne, not that they may bring forward in the pages

of the Dictionary the long-forgotten words with which these

writers abound, but that they should be able to give a satisfac-

tory account of the progress in form and 'signification, of words
which are still in use. Of this we have- nothing, absolutely no-

thing, in Dr. Johnson. Indeed as the study, foi^philological pur-

poses, of the writers of the Elizabethian age began after the time

when Johnson had finished his Dictionary, so the study of the

writers really obsolete^ and the revival of the English 9nedii avi, is

to be referred to the time of the Rowley controversy, and of the

labours of Mr. Tyrwhitt upon,Chaucei\.
Admiration ot Dr. Johns(;in himself and admiration of his

Dictionary, are,^ two cj^uite different things. He is not to blame
that he did not anticipate discoveries which had lain hid from
the beginning of philological study, and which might, and pro-

bably would, have been concealed at this moment, but for the

perspicacity of one gifted mind. He is not to blame that he did

not foresee the course of curious inquiry which English criticism

would take, and anticipate all the new views, and all the new
words and senses, which would arise among us. We repeat,

that Johnson’s Dictionary is to be compared with the other

Dictionaries, and with the state of knowledge, in its own time.

Mr. Todd has undoubtedly greatly improved it. He has availed

himself of no small portidta of the lute discoveries of subsequent
inquirers, and has consequently made his work more valuable

than the original, lie has added also much from his own stores.

Why did he not seize the prize which seemed to be presented

to him, and by a complete new-modelling^)af the work, and by
Kiiore extensive reading, make his ^Dictionary in all

respects correspondent to the now reasonable expectations of

the public? We ^say new-modelling of the work. For the

time is come, when a work which professes to be a Thesaurus
ofjUte language, should not be a mere word-book, the whole of

itin strict alphabetical order, but in a scientific arrangement
of roots, derivatives, and compounds, in the manner of the Greek
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lexicons of Scapula and Stephens. In no other way can a Dic-
tionary exhibit in a lucid manner the realfextent, the real limita-

tions, and the actual wealth of our language. /The roots only in

an alphabetical arrangement. We mean only what we may call

the proximate roots ; that is, the word in its simplest state as ex-
isting in our own tongue, and considering our simple substan-
tives, verbs and particles in the light of roots, though it may
be possible to shew that they are very ancient derivatives from
some word which is still existing in the language. The objection

which will present itself to most minds is, the inconvenience
which would attend consulting a Dictionary upon this plan. But
surely in a vast majority ot instances the word sought could
be found at once througl^ the kodwledge of its ropt : and in other

cases an Index, like that in the Scapula, would supply all thatr

was wanting. But the Systematic arrangement of the Dic-
tionary should not end here : the senses should be systematically

arranged also, beginning 'with the root-sense, and the derivative

senses placed according to their nearness to the root-sense
;
that

is, whether springing immediately from it, or branching out from
some sense which had itself shot out from the root-sense

;
the

whole accompanied with suitable notes of the operation of mind,
in deriving one sense from another, lin the manner of which we
have a beautiful example in the Lexicon for the New Testament
by the German Schleusner.

Such a Dictionary would be a great, a useful, and an im-
mortal work. It is plainly within the limits of human power;
and Dr. Johnson’s work would be a Storehouse of collected

materials which might be used in the preparation of it. But
there must be great original reading, and especially of the con-
temporaries of Johnson’s favourite .authors. More, Sp^pser,
Sidney, Shakespear, Raleigh, Bacon, Hooker, *Jpnsoii, and
Milton, if it was intended to regard the * English ' their time
as being genuine English, and not to fixy as some appear inclined

to do, the beginnkig of the English language with Dryden,
Addison, Swift, and Pope. •Men they Vsre of admirable

powers, and their writings are full of sense and truth, and
nave upon them^;^e freshness of vigorous youth, and the

strength of natii^^^ght. They are of less note thaa^t^ir

illustrious conietJ^l^^ies mentioned above, uUumph
veniet pnrm ?^tSlt tnSy are full of eloqUence^aS wisdom, wits,'

getiUemen, poefs, and scholars
; not indulging in affected terms

and holiday phrases, but writing our admirable language, with'

taste and judgment, in simplicity and purity. These men have

never been read for lexicographical purposes. Why, even that

short and exquisite poem, the " Christ’s Victory and Triumph,’*

VOL. XIV.— Westminster Review. »
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of Giles Fletcher, which had scarcely seen its century when
Johnson began his Dl|itionary, has at least six words which are

not to be found in the dictionary,

—

latch, orgials, orizal, calls,

spatigelets, and oousing-can, l5vcn the ShSkespear-comment-
ators have neglected many of the writers of that age, and have

looked principally at the more obscure writers of those times,

whose works have almost perished. When new words were
not to be found, new senses would be discovered, sometimes
lost and intermediate senses, of the greatest use in placing

existing senses in their proper relation to the primitive or root

sense. The older writers should next be read with equal care

for the lights which they afford respecting existing words
; and

lastly, all the historical iuformatjon respecting the introduction

cof words, and the use of them, which is dispersed through our

literature, should be carefully gathered together.

Bold would be the man who should undertake such an
Atlantean labour. He must be patient of toil, and full of the

spirit of curiosity. The latter would carry him through ; for not

an hour would be passed in this employment in which he
would not meet with novelties, and in the earlier part of his

progress with very interesting surpri.^s. But he must also be

a man bf great self-devotiqn. Other labourers have their re-

ward, but tke literary, labourer abandons such expectations,

and must live upon the prospect of distant renown. Govern-
ments are yet but committees of tvar and finance, and the last

subject of their consideration is the encouragement of literary

industry and enterprise. It was said, that the Royal Society of

Literature was to take theEnglish language into their particular

protection ; nobody has heard what, in this character, they have
yet done.

There is, however, greal encouragement to any one to under-

take the preparation of such a Dictionary as this in the present

prospects of the English lan'guage. Our branch of the great

pircassian family is likely soon to overshadow half the earth.

Such a work woujd now carry its author’s name to the utmost
•limits of the civilized world, and in a few years it would be‘ con-
sulted and valued on the banks of rivers unknown alike to

geo^aphy or song. Dr. Webster calculates, tjxat in little more
‘tlSnltwo centuries, there will be not fewer three hundred
millions of people inhabiting the North Ameitean continent,

forming the great American republic, and speaking the English

08 their native tongue. We may also look to our North Ame-
rican possessions, to South Africa, to the Indian Peninsula, to

New Holland, and to the great multitude of the islands, as
about to receive a population of English desceni and Bngtiah
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tongue. No language was ever spoken by a number of people
equal to those who, at no distant period,|vill speak the language
of England ; and all of these who. are not jjhe most ignorant

and illiterate (and the number of this class is every day dimi*
nishing), will look to the banks of the Thames for authorities in

verbal propriety, and for information concerning the origin and
autient usages, the structure, and the exact fordb, of that noble
language, which will be their best inheritance.

We are mistaken if we suppose that all interest upon this

subject will be confined to the mother-country, or that our
colonists will not be quite as anxious as we are to maintain the
language in its purity, and to know why and how the language
is what they find it to be^^The encouragement which Dr.
Webster has received to publish this great Dictionary (he hack
we are informed, two thousand two hundred subscribers), shows
that in one great branch of the English family there is a solici-

tude conceruiiig the language; and the contents of this Dic-
tionary, and of some other grammatical writings which we have
seen, prove that the enlightened inhabitants of that country are

anxious to prevent any wide deviations from purity of speech,
and to lay a restraining band upon the propensity, which will

always exist in a new country, to the formation of ne\^ words.
Dr. Webster’s Dictionary, saving a few little rfanciful pecu-
liarities of his own, will, certainly contribute much to this

object. This, however, is but one ol the least of its merits.

Its claims upon the public attention there, and in this country,

are of a far higher character. It is, to a great extent, an original

work. It abounds in information adapted to the ordinary cir-

cumstances of life, and it abounds also in most curious philo-

logical observations. It is not^ sufficiently historical or

systematic, to be the Dictionajy* which is adapted to the

present feeling and expectancy of the many enlightened and
curious philologists of this countr^^, but it is a work of admirable
practical utility, and in the department of the higher etymology
there is much to enlighten and inform thef mr?st profound of our

phifologists

It may well be doubted, indeed, whether it would be possible

for a person, noj^']l|^g in the mother-country, to execute such a

work as a comf^m^ictionary . We doubt whetlver any AmeriSaii

Ubrary contaifts'^lhe fery books which must be read
;
nor must

such fk person confine himself to the writings which have been
printed (even Wickliffe’s Old Testament, one of the most import-

ant writings for such a purpose, is not yet printed), but he must
be a sear<mer out and diligent peruser of the early monuments
of the English tongue which ^xist in our great depositaries of

* V 2
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iJ&nuscripts. That perfect familiarity with our institution^^

which is to be expecfed in such a person, can hardly be ac-

quired except by\ a native *and constant resident. STor can
many of the nicer peculiarities of pronunciation, and of existing

senses, be exactly caught except by one who has opportunities

of mixing habitually in the educated society of England.
America o^s riot, we believe, contain among all her citizens

one who is so well qqalifiedvto present to his countrymen an
English dictionary as Dr. Webster. His whole life, now a long

one, has been devoted to the study of language. The compU-

.

rative tables which he has constructed of all known languages,

and the other collections which he has made for the general

history of Speech, exceed, it %<^said, any thing ever before

accomplished by any single philologist. But, for the last twenty
years his attention has been directed peculiarly upon the English

language, with a view to the preparation of the work now before

us. Indeed, during the whole of his life, that language has

been the peculiar subject of his contemplation. The schools of

America have long been supplied with elementary books of

instruction in the language, prepared by Dr. Webster forty

years ago ; and in an advertisement prefixed to the Dictionary

he complains, with an appearance of justice, of the use made
of his writings and the advantage taken of his observations by
Mr. Lindley Murray, who was also an American, in the Grammar
which has been, and still is, though undeservedly, so popular in

England. The better to qualify himself for his undertaking. Dr.

Webster visited this country, and resided for eight months in

London and at one of the Universities.

Like Dr. Johnson, he has prefixed an Introduction and a
Grammar. These are indispensable accompaniments of a Dic-
tionary. In the early part /)f bis Introduction he carries us

back to the beginning of time, and sets before us views of the

origin of language, and of the origin of the diversity of lan-

f
uages, in which, to say the least, there is much that is very

isputable. We c^n •scarcely reconcile this part with the more
enlightened and juster views of the operation of mind in pro-

ducing languages, and effecting changes upon languages already

existing, which open upon us as we proq^ocl^ Much of the

Ibtrodhction is highly instructive to anyone t^^is intent ujpon

that great question, the alliance and depeitdency of the ancient

languagies of civilized man \
and it must be carefully studied

by all who would thoroughly understand the higher etymology
of the Dictionary : for with respect to the older words of bur

ifinguage, those which were used by our Saxon forefathers. Dr.
Webster is not content with sh9wing that tjiie existing W9r4 i*
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the Saxon word a little changed in ks orthography, but h$
penetrates the palpable obscure which 'is beyond the time of

the formation of the Saxon language, and dhdeavours to show
whence our Saxon or Gothic ancestors acquired the word. Some
may object that this is; not suitable inquiry for a Dictionary of

so modern a tongue as>the English. But it musl^be remembered,
that though in its present state it is modern—not more than three

or four centuries old—and indeed greatly altered from what it was
at the beginning of that period—yet that the great staple of the

English tongue is a language of high antiquity—one branch of
the great Teutonic language, spoken in times far beyond the

reach of any chronicle, coin, or^inscription, by the people W*ho in-

habited Central Europe. Wd\iannot think such disquisition mis-

placed; but we could hijve wished that Dr, Webster had shown
us more fully the changes which, in successive centuries, took
place in the vernacular language of Englishmen, as the Saxon
gradually became the language whicli is now called English.

Dr. Johnson gave in his Introduction a valuable series of speci-

mens of the language in its different states. Mr. Todd enlarged

the number. It would have been well if Dr, Webster had
presented us with new %pecimen5, and accompanied them with

such remarks as Iiis extensive plfilological attainments would
have cnabled'him to add. There should also hat^e been tabular

exhibitions of the numerica] relation of words of Saxon origin to

those which are of French, Latin, and Greek origin, or rather

of that which was the real language of England, to the words
which were taken in by assimilation from other languages in

the successive centuries. These specimens and these tables

should be of writers in all the various departments of literature.

Another deficiency there is in •the Introduction. There is

no general view of the various tmalogies of composition and
derivation, which are to be foun<i in our language; of the origin

and meaning of the syllables^or rather little words,which are not
found in an uncompounded state, but on^y as prefixes or termi-

nals of polysyllabic words
;
or of the mor^ important changes

w^hich have taken place in the orthography of wordsi and in the

grammatical stjructure of the language in the several centuries

during which tb^kinguage has been gradually^ advanciiiiffr

pure Saxon f^wh^ we must call pure English. Though as

Saxon it is indisputably a very antient language, as English it

is very modern, and its. gradual formation a.s a modern language,

is a most important topic in an introduction to a dictionary.

We have something, but far from being sufficient, on the

changes which words have undergone in their literal ibrm in the

section of the introduction,whi^h is entitled On Orthography.”
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And we have also some ^valuable remarks on the changes in oar

accentuation and mode of speaking.

The Grammar is^too much*tipon the old plan* The parts of

speech are still the orthodox number, eight. We have an
elaborate display of moods and tenses

j
and an abundance of

rules of syntax, though Dr. Webster very fairly shows us

that our best writers have taken the liberty to violate them all.

The tia.e is come wheit even our children should be taught that

the first division of w^ords is only into substantive and verb

(to which the genuine, not the substantive, interjection, if it be
allowed to be a part of speech at all, is to be added), and
that the other clvisses of words ,are not to be considered as

correlative to them, but only as cel'tain modifications of them,

to facilitate discourse. The true natu**^e of what we have long

been taught to call auxiliary verbs should be now explained

in every giammar; and the freedoms of construction which we
have derived from our forefathers, and in which resides much
of the grace and beauty of our language, should not be sacri-

ficed to the power of grammar-writers, whose tendency is, to

introduce into every language a cold formality, a Quaker-like

plainness and uniformity.

In examining tlie Dictionary itself,and endeavouring to make
our readers acquainted with its nature and design, and the

information to be expected from it, our attention is first called

to the VOCABULARY. This, Dr. Webster tells us, is the most
extensive that has appeared in any dictionary. The number of

words in the American edition of Todd’s Johnson is fifty-eight

thousand. The number is here extended to seventy thousand.

On carefully exaininiug this vocabulary, we find that its basis

is the vocabulary of Dr. Johnson. Dr. Webster has taken Dr.
Johnson’s Dictionary, and then added to his collection of words
such new words as fell in his way, and were not already in the

Johnson. Whatever sins of commission there may be in the

vocabulary of Dr. Johijson, will be found in this of Dr. Webster.
We could have wished that Dr. Webster had given an inde-

pendent consideration of this important point in a dictionary.

We can, however, excuse him for having here so much followed

He probably thought that no diCj^lnary would^e
tolerated which did, not contain every word,whic1i Johnson Md
advanced to dictionary honours

; and, in the present state of
the public mind, he may have judged rightly. The tyranny
of the Johnsonian prejudice is yet t ‘O strong but it is beginning
to pass away.
Tbe consequence of this subserviency is, that we have all that

poetical compounds wl^ich Johnson admitted, leaden^
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stepping, storm-beat, &c.; to which Dx. Webster adds, corse*

encumbered, and some others. These are not properly words

;

and if they were, there is great *want of Hiligence shown in

gatheiing them together, for many thousands more might
doubtless easily be found.

We have the verbs occurring twice, in what gjraminarians call

the active and neuter, or the transitive and intransitive sense.

This is a needless multiplication of the avticles of a dictionary,

for the word is the same, and it is only that there is some pecu«
liarity, like a new sense, in the use of it.

We have a great many participles. To this there is the same
objection. The participle is ^only the verb used adjectively.

It is still the verb : the sens<?s of the verb adhere to it : and if

it acquire senses which (Jo not belong to the verb from which It

springs, those are still, it must be admitted, senses belonging
to the verb in one particular application of it.

We have all Johnson’s pedantic words, such as discalceate,

discalceated, discalceation. We know not on what principle

these words, which are never used, can be admitted into a dic-

tionary, unless upon the principle that every word which every

educated person has irftroduced *into his writings, should be
placed immediately in the dictionaries. There is no objec-

tion to have them gathered together, but they are inconve-

nient in a dictionary, and ase, aher all, but a slender specimen
of the words of this class which might be collected. There
has ever been a disposition among scholars to adorn, as

they considered it, their writings by sesquipedalian words,
borrowed from the languages of antiquity. Wilfrid Holme,
one of our older poets, would himself half fill a dictionary.

He speaks of the Earl of Westmorland lying sick at home of
the podagree- Sir John Feme wl-ites, deprwnpted, inlromissive,

pervulgale, maniciples, grammalications. But the University-

men of the seventeenth century are the people for words
of this kind. We have taken up by accijlent a sermon, bearing

the following title ;—

A

Greek in the Temp/le : some Common*^
places delivered in Trinity Colledge Chapell in Cambridge,
upon Acts xvii. part of the 28lh verse, by John Sherman,
Bi^helour in IJwJfhity, and Fellow of the saiije Colled^,4*0.
1641.” It is xml Qf eloquence and learning. We find the

following words in the book, as we turn over the pages p. 7,

Afastuous, affected, swelling exercise doth at once undo thy

conimendation p. 8, taking off from himself the envie of

much reading and in a couchednesse granting that they them-

selves were very well read in .such books p. 21, from hence

also the teacher of the Gentileii^ instructeth us Christians not
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•to (&’sm6r«rce,goodness tin any^ nor truth in any/’ He,, we see,

jndulges in Saxon as 'well as Roman sesquipedalians. We
;aiust forbear furtlter quotation

; but we find as we proceed the

words, connotation, sermocination, cognoscibility; disacknowledge,

signrficativeness, connexive, interpunction, superefficiency, trans^

animation, ana^ceuastical, resultance. There have been many
Shermans among our scholars.

,
Dr. Webster has followed Dr, Johnson in admitting the

Spenserian words, such ns aby, adatv, cerUs, cosset, derring,

galage, gripple, royne. Many of these are counterfeit antiques

:

and those which are really parts of the language of England,
as it was spoken one or two cen^jiries before Spenser was born,

are peculiar to him of all later writers, and belong decidedly to

the class of words which are archaicaU and out of use. The
admission of them, to maintain consistency in a Dictionary,

should have let ife.the whole family of Chaucerisms.
,• Dr. Webster Has also followed Dr. Johnson in admitting the

Shakespearian words. Far from us to insinuate that words used
by Shakespear are not parts of the English language,, or that

they ought not to be found in a Dictionary. But we do contend
that there are a multitude of words belonging to the same family

;

that is, words in familiar use ih the time of Shakespear, and found
in the writers contemporary with him, which have an equal claim

to admission into the dictionaries, nor can there be any well-

weighed principle which can admit the one and reject the other.

We will instance a few : advite, aivk-end, belsire,^ blenchar,

^occoni, brokle, cangeant, dowers, corzy, crained, carats,' de~

Ipave, gait, hame, helme, horsedoaves, bounces, Janinies, lash, lue^

mynchen, oase, organippe, orsoy, pompey, pouldern, purfled,

rear-de-main, shay4e, shraming, spirgel, strigges, syllabery, tres*

qile, anneth, wanzet The writers of what is called the Eliza-

bethian; period would supply many hundreds more. They are

not words tainfod with either affectation or ancientie, but the

current langua^ of t^e times; not revived Chaucerisms, but
words in use when the language is supposed to have been spoken
in its purity. They have since, for no good reason that can be
assigned, fallen into disuse, but so have many of the Shakspearian

wo«dsi<^hich are nevertheless in the Dictionaries. A
;
We search in vain in Dr. Webster’s work for any addition-^

words of this class.^ He has not been a reader of early English
lit§rature. But we also search in vain for a principle by which
he wa^^ guided eitherjin admitting or rejecting words, which have

V* '.This is on extraordinary omission in Dictionaries, which give us heU
agn^^tnour, bclgard. / ,
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been sufferers in the hard times whic^ England has known.
We fear be had no principle, and that he is merely a follower of

Johnson. Dr. Johnson's principle is not fa satisfactory one.

Such as^it is, we present it to the reader:—" Obsolete words
are admitted when they are found in authors not obsolete.”

Whom does he mean by " authors not obsolete;?” Is it really

the six or eight writers whom he quotes out of all the fine spirits,

who adorned the Elizabethian period ? Vf^ suspect it is, and that

he was not unwilling to leave all the rest in the predicament of
dbsoleteness. We know with what name his biography of (he
Poets begins.

.
Obsolete they were at the time when Johuson

wrote, when the national taste; was notoriously depraved, when
the public could endureRymePs criticisms, andwhen a critic, VLud

a poet to boot, could putfforth such a sentiment as this :
—" "lls

my opinion that blank verse may be written with all due eleva-

tion of thought in a modern style, without boi^rowing anytiring

from Chaucer’s tales, or running back so far as Ihe daysoi Colin
the Shepherd, and the reign of tlie Fairy Queen.” Our great

writers had entered into a cloud. This is a kind of apology for

Dr. Johnson
;
but it is none for Dr. Webster, who lives in the

day when they have bAken through the cloud, scattering the

mist and vapour, which composed It, and shining forth to amaze
the beholders. No one now regards such writers as Ascham,
Burton, Chapman, Daniel, Drayton, Feme, Gascoign, Golding,
Googe, Green, Ilarington, Lillie, Marlow, Nash, Peachani, SaCK-
ville, Sylvester, or those later names Fuller, Ilacket, and llowell

as obsolete, or would hesitate to vouch them to justify a word
and keep its memory, from oblivion. Take only Sir John Har-
ington

; his translation of Ariosto abounds in words not in the
Dictionaries. But why shall not words sanctioned by his au-
thority be found there, when we Consider tlrat he was a man of
refined taste, a courtier, a wit, a poet, and a scholar; and the
words, besides, the cuirent language of the age ? But there is

another reason why these aythors should be read . for the^ pur-

poses of a dictionary. The Shakespeariaif words themselves
were never half understood till they were illustrated from the
writings of his contemporaries : and at present-many of them
sjU^id in the dictionaries but half explained, ^r not trqf}y'^«6ie«

f^med at all. Let the reader turn to the >;^ords, abridgement^

carve, cranking, ungle^ten, sxm-burned, windlace, and we defy
him to understand truly the passages of the great bard ip^which

they occur. The humour of placing the^ass’ head upon the

shoulders of Bottom the weaver is lost through the absence from
the dictionaries of one particular sense of the word brake* The
curious reader .will at once pera^ive into what kind of brake it
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was that Bottom enter^ if he consults that pleasing picture of

rural life, The whole Art and Trade of Husbandry, by Batiiaby

Qooge*”
Dr. Webster has, however, added 12,000 words to Dr. John-

Son*^s vocabulary. Of these many hundreds are in constant use,

and found in the current literature of the day. What kind of

words these are will be understood from a specimen of them^
which Dr. Webster himself put forth. They are,—Nouns
grandjuty, grandjuror, eulogist^ consignee, consigner, mammoth,
maltreatment, iceberg, parachute, maUpractice,fracas, entailment,

perfectibility, glacier, Jirewarden, safety-valve, savings-bank*

Adjectives

—

gaseous, lithographic^ peninsular, repealable, retalia-

tory, dyspeptic, missionary, nervine^'meteoric, mineralogical, reim^

bursahle. Verbs.—to quarantine, redolutionize, retort, v. i.,

patent^ explode v. i., electioneer, reorganize^ oxydite, magnetize*

For the absence o§|ome of these we can account, but it surprises

us to find that sc!l^ of them are not in the improved Johnson.
W^e do not recollect to have met with grand-juror, orfire-warden
or nervine* Fire-warden is ])robably an American word

;
it

stands in company with fire-ward without an authorit^^ We
never heard the verb to patent, and if" is to us oflensive ; we
hesitate ^oot repealable and reimbursable, which a good writer

would scarcely use. To quarantine, is not English : the proper

form of the intransitive verb being to perform quarantine, and
of the transitive to put on quarantine*

Many of these words, however, thouglrof recent formation,

are decidedly English, and entitled to a place in any work which
professes to exhibit the English language. The list might be
enlarged. We^.are aliapst licentious in the invention of new
words, and new words once*used by a writer of good reputation

soon find their way into coram'bn discourse. There is scarcely a
new work issues from the press, or a number of any periodical

work, which does not contain soiwe words that are not in the

Dictionaries. In the first volume of Mr. Southey's Colloquies,

for instance, we fibd worsen, dispathies, contrarient, hebetale,

detrude, . malignified, fiood-lands, charity-monger, bibliolatry*

Some at least of these are not current English, and yet they are

att«wofds property foimed, and if not already in the Dictionaries,

not unworthy of a place there. A gentlepian who has kepgiiEi

sharp look-out for the exuberances of the modern press,

made a list of fourteen or fifteen hundred words in frequent use

good writers, which are not to be found among Dr. Webster’s
additions to Johnson’s vocabulary. The list is exceedingly

and we shall indulge the reader with a specimen, taking

good aiid bad as they occur /in the order or the alphabet;
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atatwdt ablare, abolitionUis, abBcnteeUmi^ abysmal, accidentality,

aceiimature, accordantly, acherusian^ achromaticity^ achroma^
turn, acquaintanceship, acquirabilfty, actudlize, adaptedneu,

adducer, adjacence, adjustable, adjustage, adornment, adven^

turefuL The last is Mr* Bentham’s, who has many ex:pre8si?e

and well-formed words on Saxon and Roman apalogies^ Per-
haps this curious list may appear in the Appendix. There are

other words, not of new formation, thougli part of the current

language, which we are surprised not to tind. Embathe was
pointed out long ago by Sir Herbert Croft as an extraordinary

omission in the Dictionaries. Black-art does not occur. Ths
substantive interjection paw is^ genuine English ; so is prial, a
contract ofpair-royal, nwanin^ “ three of a kind,*’ and mess, ** a
party of four.” Gore, % term in semstresy, is found in out
poets as well as in common discourse

;
and semslresy itself, W6

submit, is genuine English. We cannot spe^^^to the standing
of minim, a word of diplomatics, but it is so Ifl^f^ily invented to

denote the M’s and the N’s of the old couit-hand, that it well

deserves a place ii|^>the Dictionaries.

Some of Dr. Webster’s additions have been the coinage of
the American mint. Vii^il and Varius are no doubt entitled to

the same privilege with Cecilias ^Ind Plautus. Terms w^hich

arise out of their peculiar institutions, or even ott of their pe*

culiar habits of life, when they are generally received throughout
their country, and are not, like some of our provincial words^
confined to a small district, are evidently proper for a Dictionary.

But let her citizens, let her writers beware. We consider such
a wwd as Co-bishop too vilely formed ever to be tolerated. Some
kind of precedent might perhaps be found

;
but bad precedents

are not to be followed. Rantism i» still worse. It stands in

this Dictionary on the authority*of an Anu^rican bishop. It

ought at least to be Uanterism, but we never desire to see either*

pr. Webster’s explanation is*as bad as the word. He defines

it, “ the practices or tenets of ranters,” w^iich word ranter is it-

self defined a noisy talker, a boisterous prifacher.” Lengthy
is admitted by Dr. Webster, who has one English and three

American authorities. Mr. Pickering, a gentleman of Boston,
w||p has written on words supposed to be the coinage of Ai?seri^,

saw that the word is/)f more frequent use in flngland than in

Africa. The history is somewhat remarkable. When first

introduced into England, it was as a specimen of the manper in

which the Americans w^ere proceeding to debase our language.

It was used not without this reserve of meaning, and in this

manner w'e make no doubt that lord Byron used it in the pass**

age quoted by* Dr. Webster, Bijpquency of quotation, together
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a feeling of its convenience^ for the genuine word long^

some had fallen into disuse, gradually reconciled the English to^

it, and it is no doubt sometimes used without a secret glance of
the mind to the strange dealings with the English

.
language

supposed to be going on beyond the Atlantic.

. We have also a great number of historical and geographical

words, which never before found their place in what was
entitled ** A Dictionai;y of the English Language.” If we write

Johnsonian^ or talk of a Pittite, and a Foxite, or a Benthamite,

a century at least must roll over those words, and during

the whole of that time they must be in familiar use before they
can be in a state for introduction into a Dictionary. Augean,
Augustan, Epicurean, Herculean, are proper for a Dictionary

;

they are old, and they are familiar, and they
,
have senses,

which are not strictly and closely their etymological senses.

No^ so Aquitanian, Acroceraunian, and Antosiandrian, and
others in countless profusion. These have no pretension to be
accounted paits of the English language

;
they serve only to

swell a number, and raise a momentary feeling of the

diligence of a man who runs up 68,000 to 70,000i|;^Ke wish
the English Editor had swept them* all away intd'^e great

limbo of an Encyclopedia ; *and if Artotyriie, and a vast num-
ber of other \^ords of like form and class, were to accompany
them, we should think the Dictionary relieved of a great mass
pf quite irrelevant and useless matter.

, But the largest portion of the new words are terms of

Science. Nothing is more trying to the skill and judgment of

the Lexicographer than these. One thing we think indisput*

able, that all words pertaining to science, or to the arts, wdiich

have been long in use,the language ofthe common people, and not

of the philosophers, such as terms in mining, nautical affairs,

commerce, as they are in all probability parts of the traditionary

language of England, should be inserted and explained. We
entirely agree with Adelung in thinking that what Johnson
says in his Preface concerning words of this class, is an
insufficient apology for what was perhaps in reality indolence :

I could not visit caverns to learn the miner’s language, nor

^.voyage to perfect my skill in the dialect of navigation;

nor visit the waVehouses of merchants, and shops of artificer|| to

gain the names of wares, tools, and operations, of which ‘ no
mention is found in books. What favourable accident, or easy

inquiry brought within my reach has not been neglected
; but

it hnd'been an hopeless labour to glean up words by courting

Uyiw Jhformation, and contesting with the sullenness of one,

we toughness of another^’ This is one of the cases, in
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which Johnson seeks to hide a defect by a figured and gaudy
robe. But the difficulty is respecting terms, not of native

growth, the coinage of erudite lujen, and often, but of recent

introduction into the vocabulary of science itself : words formed
in the analogies of extinct languages, oreven on thename of soixie

lucky person, to whom a plant or a mineral had happened first to

present itself. They cannot all be excluded
; they cannot .all

be admitted. That would now be an imperfect Dictionary;

which should not contain the word oxygen. Even rose and
lily are exotics, together with myrtle, mignionette, hyacinth,

tulip, mezerion, and many other words as delicate and beautiful

as are the objects betokened by them. Hydrangia and Dahlia
are now lisped by every l^whr of flowers

;
and if these are

admitted into the Dictionary, why exclude Banksia and
bertia, or even the namei? of the flowers of the latest importa-

tion ? There is a real difficulty. We suspect that no belter rule

can be found than to refer them to the ques$mn, whether the

word which asks admission is one to which the general ear is

famili^^^^^an uncertain guide we admit, but perhaps the beat

that ci^^^^/ound. •

Dr. vfp^ster has leai^d rather *10 admission than rejection.

He has introduced many words which appear to utfnot yet
entitled to a place in a Dictionary

;
words indeod never heard

but by those who have gone deep into the arcana of science;

This has, however, enabled liim to introduce much information

into his Dictionary, and to give it something of the character of
a compendious Encyclopedia of the sciences. Terms of ex-

ploded sciences, as astrology and alchemy, are sparingly in-

serted
;
and we perceive that he has found no place for the

words brought in by the phrenologists. By giving adjectival

terminations, for which there ai^ authorities, to some of « his

scientific terms, as didynamian, dicotyledonous, he has pre-

pared them to take their place aifiong genuine anglicisms.

II. When the author of an*English Dictionary has presented

us with a vocabulary, founded on just* pynciples, the next
thing which is required of him is, that he show us the words in

a* correct Orthography. This is not so easily done as it

may appear, for here he himself may require a better guide than
it is easy to find. •

-

Of the great maj<^ity of words, indeed, there is one esta-

blished mode of writing them, which has been th^ invariable

practice of the educated part of society for a century, or a^cen-

turyand a half. There are few words for which we can go
back'; beyond the century and half, without finding sotno

diversity pf the mode of vrriting them# From this no ope
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ever departs without giving warning that it is bis intentidii io

do so, and assigning reasons for the departure, in dealing with

these words, the d^ty of tli^ lexicographer is evident ana easy.

He may see that the mode of writing a word is not in consis-

tence with the etymology, that it varies from what is usual in

words of the class to which it belongs, or that it would be an
improvement ifsome unnecessary letters were withdrawn ; these

may be all good subjects for remark in his notice of the word,
but he cannot be at liberty to place it in his alphabet, in a form
iirhich is opposed to all existing usage.

But there are many English words, the orthography of which
cannot be said to be settled and invariable. We see dispatch

and despatch t intreat and entreat, expense and expence, in-

sirueter and instructor,favor andfavour.
We go to a Dictionary for information upon this point; and it

is reasonably expected that questions of orthography will have
engaged thei attention of the Lexicographer, and that we shall

find in his work that which may serve to guide the practice.

Dr. Johnson was content to select that form which appeared
to him to have the greatest number of votes in its favour, with-

out referring to the questions of descent or of analogy. Dr.
Webster has not allowed tfee matter to rest there. He has
adopted certain principles of orthography, to which words of

dubious orthography are made to conform
;
and he has in some

instances gone so far as to collect within his net of analogy
some words, which had, as far as we know, hitherto preserved

one invariable form.

The chief of his principles arc these :

—

1. The words in our, or or, as labour, labor, are made to

assume the latter form.

2. The final k is omitted words of Greek and Latin origin^

as public, music. In this, he but conforms to what has been
long the established practice hi England.

3. The words defense, offense, expense, and all of that class

are written with in conformity to their originals, and
in correspondence with the derivatives, defensive, &c.

4* Hlamahle, abatable, debatable, and all similar words are

written without the middle e; except where e follows c or^, as

itTserviceable, changeable.

6. All verbs formed from the termination of Greek and Latin

verbs in izo, and such as are formed on the like analogy, are

written with net while words from the French, priser and
elbete^ ere made to retain the s of their orimnala.

ft When a verb of two or more syllables ends in a single

ana<^eAted consonant, precede^ by a single vowel, the final
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consonant is not doubled in the derivative; thus wo have
equaled, traveler, and some others.

Where words are decidedly of uncertain orthography, these

rules perhaps might be admitted to guide the usage. But it

should be clear that the usage is divers. Concerning other

words we much doubt the propriety of bringing them to the

Procrustes-bed of analogy. It will be long before the public
eye is satisfied with et^eavor, savior, color, ardorJ^ And if

once analogy is allowed to prevail againsi custom, how many
more words are there which, will be curtailed of their fair pro-»

J
ortipns ? There is one class of words which we wonder that

)r. Webster’s love of uniformity, did not lead him, to chaaiUe
We mean the words derived ^pm the Latin verb cedo. He gives

precede, but exceed. • *
^

In fact this is a muclf more difRcult matter than ou a hasty
view of it would appear. There have been various attempts,

before this of Dr, Webster, to make our orthography more
stable

;
and to reform it where it was notoriously corrupt. One

of the most successful of these is found in an elegant little

volume,. >printed but not published, the llEPI MOYSIKHS of
Plutarch, translated, 12i:^o. 1822, . The author, the rev. J. H.
Bromby, of Hull, adopts the followyig principles :

—

1.

He agrees with Dr. Webster in writing laboji, See. Ritson,
we may observe, was also one wdio in modern times has sought
to reform the orthography. * He, on the contrary, would retain

the u in all words of this class, wiiting even Per-
haps a reference to the historical question, whether we had the
word originally from the Latin or the French, would be, after all

the best guide; and it would leave us w^ith the advantage of
this graceful variety.

2.

He retains the Teutonic er, ^iif lieu of the Pelasgic’o^*, in

verbal nouns which have their root in the English verb^cw/-
tivater, imtructer, translater, Br. Webster in these V^ords

adheres to the modern usage,*and writes cultivator, &c.

3.

Of active participles, ancLparticipials»from Latin verbs, not
of the first conjugation, he has made the fiinaT syllable ent ; and
of nouns similarly derived ettce, and easy:—ascendent, depen*

dent, dependence. Here also Dr. Webster agrees with him*
4. Defense, expense, 8cc. as by Dr. Webster. »

6, Verba from ced(p, uniformly in cede.

6. Adjectives from etus, in ete, as complete.

7. From orius or the radical noun in or, in ory, as acc^tfqry.

8. From abilis, together with all those that are formed ftom

^ la works edited by Mr. Valpy, the u is always excluded.^Ba«
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the English verb, in able, as estimable, convertable. Dr, Web-
ster has convertible.

9. From ibilis, with the exception of those from the English

verb in ihle, visible, discernible. *

10. The initial syllable iw from the Latin, which had given

place to the French en, he has restored: inlarge, inquire.

11. As also the syllable ti in the middle of words where the

sound had occasioned the substitution of ci: antient, negotiate.

These are the suggestionsof an accomplished scholar, and they

well deserve to be known beyond the confined circle to whicn
the modesty of the author has restricted them. They are well

considered, sound, practicable, and gentle. Still there is a

word well known to the learners 'of grammars, Exception, and it

may not perhaps be any real inconvenience if we admit excep-
tions to our orthographical analogies.

Dr.Webster has a few words, in which he is very adventurous
in his orthography. Thus, instead of bridegroom, we have
bridegoom, as being the successor of the Saxon bpybguma.
No doubt the rmiay be a corruption, though something may be
said bn etymological grounds for groom

:

but bridegroom has
so long been established, that it ought to have stood in the

alphabet, and bridegoom assuredly ought not to have been
there. Dr. Webster gives bridegroom with a reference to

bridegoom, but the English editor, with better taste and judg-
ment, has rejected bridegoom, and given what Dr. Webster
has to say on the subject under the proper word bridegroom.

Dr. Webster inserts in his alphabet icland as well as island,

and highth as well as height. Partial reforms of this kind do
no good. He is not, we suppose, prepared to restore leng

where we now have long, or to make the substantive, longth in

conformity to the modern form of the adjective, or rather verb
from which it springs, long, Alas ! for much of our fine

poetry, if any great change ever takes plvice in the orthography
of the language.

There is one point in respect of» the orthography to which we
thifik that more attention should be paid. We mean that lost

orthographies, when there is in them any thing which is re-

markable, should be preserved in a dictionary. Thus, for

Ee, often found in the writers of the Elizabethian

and even down to the"Revolution, Svritten statna. This
U origin, and it s^ws also bow we ought to read the

when we meet with it in Shakespeare, and not attempt to

his supposed imperfect metre by the introduction of
yeaning monoayUable,

want of.eaaet'^onfi^rmity between Orthography and
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Pronunciation^ renders it necessary that a dictionary should

afford informatioix respecting the manner in which words are to

be pronounced, or on what is called the Orthoepy of the lan-

guage.
The cause of this want of conformity between the written

word, and the sound of which it is the representative, seems
to lie in that constant effort after supposed rehndment, which
has been a part of the English character /or many centuries.

We have been ashamed of* the rough sounds uttered by our

forefathers, and of what some one contemptuously calls the

Dutch origin of our language. We would be more like the

Frenchman and the Italian. Speech being more easily changed
than writing, the change^ in s}TO#ch have outrun those in writ-

ing, and ill many words we^speak in a mitigated manner, while <

we write in that which is antient and accustomed.
It is the same in other languages. The Frenclnnau docs

not actually utter the sound which the written word represents

;

and it would be as absurd in us, as in him, to seek to make
great alterations in our orthography, to make it conform to the

sound, or in our utterance to make it conform to the orthography.

There is a conventional agueement, which is easily understood
by all who are native to either language.

But the writer of a dictionary, who wishes his •work to be
useful to the world at large, will endeavour to convey to the

minds of children, of persons who Iiave few opportunities of
hearing the conversation of educated men, of those wlio live

remote from the scenes in which the language is spoken in its

purity, and even of foreigners,—an idea of the manner in which
words are spoken, when there is a great want of cougruity

between the written w'ord and the word niteied. This lias

usually been done by annexing to the word itself another word,
made up of letters which in their union more nearly, and per-

haps exactly, represented the sound of which tlie original

word is the conventional representative. We have seen very

strange-looking lackeys thus* waiting ifJ)ou their masters,

iingktyur, mjuhtual, mujthollodsc/ii, and ardzhyz. TJic reader

would hardly guess what word is concealed in the last we
have named. Adelung tells us that it is our mode of pro-

nouncing orgies. Dr. Webster has an edifying lilst of wwds of
this kind, collected frdhi Pronounerng Dictionaries. They are

intended to show that there is variety in the previous author-

ities on this subject. There is in fact some variety in

the mode in which particular words, and even classes of syl-

lables, are pronounced by the most correct speakers. When
Captain Basil Hall corrected the American school-mistress,

VOL. XIV.— Westminster Revie^ ' o
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who appealed to him if one of her scholars had not repeated a
little poem with all due discretion in the pronunciation, in t|ie

words combat and chivalry ^ he would no doubt, when ]ie re-

turned home, find many persons in England, and educatpd

persons too, pronouncing those words as the little girl pro-

nounced them*. The common word virtue is differently pro-

nounced by persons who pride themselves upon the nicety arjd

correctness of their pronunciation. It is the fashion to pro-

nounce the substaritive wind with the i short; but we have
many couplets in which it rhymes to such words asJind, It is

in pronunciation as in orthography—all is not settled.

Dr. Webster’s plan of representing the mode in which words are

pronounced, is, on the whole, siin])ler and better thap any before

j adopted, llis page is not disfigured by the appearance of such
ill-looking vocables as are sonietiiijes made to represent the

sounds in other dictionaries. Occasionally we have the word in

a second orthography, as commumon, communion : but more
commonly all that is needful is done by—1, the use of an accent,

as in defegaie; 2, marking some of the vowels as long or short;

and 3, annexing particular marks to certain letters, which
indicate that they arc to b,e pronou\iced in a certain manner,
previously described.

We have .observed nothing peculiar, nothing fantastical, in

Dr. Webster’s orthoepy, lie rejects that sound of the u to

which the authority of SliericUiii gave a temj)orary popularity,

by which virtue became vert-shve. The only remarkable devia-

tion from the usual mode of speaking which we have observed,

is in the word horizon, which he would have spoken with the t

short : this is contrary to usage, and there is no advantage in

the change. It docs, however, appear to have been unsold
pronunciation of the word

"The lotos dives, deeper and deeper ay.

Till midnight
j
then remounteth tow'ard day:

But not above the water, till the sun.

Do re;iascencl above the horizon.’*

Sylvester’s Du Dartas, week 1, day 3.

IV. There is no information for which the educated portion

ef society so pften apply to a Dictionary as that which respects

the origin and history of words, or what, in the most compre-
hensive sense of the term, is included in Etymology. Few
return satisfied from an application to Johnson. There are

some additions in this department in the improved edition by
IV^r. Todd : but thp most abundant information is to be derived

ffopft this Dictionary o( pr. Webster’s.
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The !|5i)gUsh language ponsists of two grand divisions. The
largest and most interesting portipa is that which has come
down to us from our Saxon forefathers, which has been, little

qfiangpd, the language of the common people since the Con-

quest; which before that event was the language of court and
people ; and which was spoken by our whole nation before the

tifhe of our settlement in England, when we werp wanderers in

the great forest of Germany. The second portion consists of a
great assemblage of words introduced ftom all people, and
nations, and kindreds, and tongues, many by our scholars,

aiid many by our travellers, but many, perhaps the most, by
the persons who translated from other languages, and whq
fount! not, or supposed they found not, in the native language

of England terms which werc'precisely equivalent to the original

before them. There is wh%t may be considered a third division :*

words which have been formed by derivation or comj)osition,

either in the Saxon department or the miscellaneous depart-

ment, and sometimes by a corrupt union of the two.

In respect of the words in the first department, it has been
usual to say, that the English word is derived from the Saxon.
The more correct expression would be, is a Saxon word still in

use. The slight changes tu the orthography are not material in

this respect. It has also been iisuad in Dictionaries to produce
the Saxon word, and there to leave it. Hut this is in tact no
etymology at all. It is at best mere orthography

;
a re|)resenta-

tion of the different literal elemenfs by which the same word
has been represented at different periods by the same nation.

The etymology is all beyond this : and the essence of the sub-
ject lies in this question. Why did our Saxon ancestors—that

is, why did wc—adopt that particular combination of letters to

express that particular idea i A question, often, to which it is

extremely difficult to return an aiTswer, antUa question which
must often be left unanswered, J}ut the time is gone by when
inquiries of this nature are to be met by the ridicule of Swift,

or when it is to be seriously maintained that there can be
nothing sound in the higher ef^mology, •

Where that question is not the one proposed, there can be
nothing which deserves the name of etymology. Why is corn
called corn, wheat, wheat, and thejiarvest the harvest ? When
this can be shown iji a manner which leaves the mind in no
state of dubitation, there is scarcely any thing more gratifying

;

and a considerable collection of facts of this kind opens views
of the mqdps of thinking, and the modes of life of human beings
ip the remotest times, who have left no other memorial of them-
selves but the words which they have bequeathed to their pos-
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terity
;

and even opens views of their laws, liberties, and
religion. It lets in light upon the varieties of character in

nations inhabiting different climates : we see through it what
circumstance most forcibly struck the minds of different people
contemplating the same object. We believe that we are here

but at the beginning of knowledge; that there are a multitude
of etymological facts, that will be discovered in addition to

those which are already in our possession
; and that there will

be classifications of* these facts, and the discovery of general

principles, which will surprise and delight as much as the

advances which are making towards the explanation of the
nail-head^ the arrow-head, and the hieroglyphic characters.

Dr. Webster has adopted the jiight mode in the Comparative
^Tables, of which he s]jeaks in his introduction : and it is heartily

to be wished that his countrymen mdy afford him sufficient en-
couragement to give to the public those great general principles,

which the contemplation of tlie words, as placed in his Tables,

seems to have suggested to his mind.
In investigating the origin of our antienl words. Dr. Webster

has made great use of the congenerous languages of modern
Europe. This was right

; and it is the first time that this has
been done to any extent for the English language. How suc-
cessfully, th^ few extracts which we give from the work will

shew
;
but we must apprize the reader, that before he can fully

enter into the merit of them, he should peruse the Introduction

to the Dictionary, of which it is impossible to give any intelligible

abstract within our limits :

—

1. Hazel. Sax. hacpel, a hat orcap ;
limpl, hasel

;
heepl-nutu,

hazel-nut
;

German, hasel

;

Dutch, hazelaar

;

Dan. hassel,

hassel~no(l; Swed. hansel. By the Saxon it appears that the

word signifies a cap, and the name of the nut a cap-nut.

2. Nut. Sax. Ivaut; Dutch, noot; Germ, nuss
;
Swed. not

;

Dan. nbdd
;

Irish, enudh
;
Welch, cna, cnau. It seems to be

allied to knot, a bunch or hard lump.
3. Dress. Fr. dresser, to ma|fe straight, to set up, to erect

;

Armoric, drecza,^dregzein

;

lial. rizzare, to erect, to make
straight ; dirizzare, to direct, to address

;
Span, enderezar ;

Port, enderezar, to direct
;
Norm, adrescer, to redress. The

primary sense, is, to make straight, to strain or stretch to

straightness. The It. rizzare is supposed to be formed from
ritto, straight, upright

;
Latin erectus, rectus, from erigo, rego.

4. Dragon. Lat.rfrflco ; Gr. Spaicwv; \i.dragone ;rx. dragon;
Dutch, draak ; German, drache; Irish, draic or draig

;

Welsh,
draig; drake; Doxi, drage. The origin of this word is

not obvious. In Irish drag is fire
;
in Welsh, dragon is a leader.
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chief, or sovereign, from dragiaw, to draw. In Scotch the word
signifies a paper-kite, as also in Danish

;
probably from the

notion of flying or shooting along, like a fiery meteor. In Welsh,
draig is rendered by Owen a procreator or generating principle,

a fiery serpent, a dragon, and the Supreme
;
and the plural

dreigiau, silent lightnings, dreigiaiv, to lighten silently. Hence
I infer that the word originally signified a shooting meteor in

the atmosphere, a fiery meteor, and hence a fiery or flying

serpent, from a root, which signified to shoot or draw out.

5. King. Sax. cynj, cynij or cynmS ;
German, konig

;

Dutch, honing: Swedish, konung, hung; Danish, konge

;

Welsh, cun, a chief or leader^ pne that attracts or draws. If

the Welsh word is the same, or bf the same family, it proves that

the primary sense is a leader or guide, or one who goes before,

for the radical sense of the verb must be to draw. It coincides

in elements with the Irish cean, head, and with the Oriental

khan, or kaun. The primary sense is probably a head, a

leader,

6. Mood. Goth. anger; Sax. Sw. CDob, the mind, a
lofty mind, pride, violence

;
mobij, proud, spirited

;
German,

muth, mind, mood, courage, mettle, spirit; Dutch,
Danish, mood, mod, heart, courage, mettle. We observe these

words unite the sense of mind with that of spirit, courage, anger,

for the primary sense is derived from moving, driving or rushing
forward, or from exciting. We observe analogous cases in the

Latin animus, and Greek Ovpog.

7. Husband. Sax. hupbonba
;

huj*, house, and bueiib, a

farmer or cultivator, or an inhabitant, from byan, to inhabit or

till, contracted i’rom bujian; Danish, huusbonde

:

Sw^edish,

husbomle

;

Svvedish, hi/ggia ; Danish ,*6^gge;*, to build ; Dutch,
houwen

;

German, hauen, to build, \o till, to plow or cultivate
;

German, hauer, a builder, a counttyman, a clown, a rustic, a
hooY

;

Dutch, bnur, the last component part of neighbor. Hand,
bond, in this w^ord, is the pafticiple of -buan, byan, that is,

buenb, occupying, tilling; and husband is the ftxrmer or inhabit-

ant of the house, in Scottish, a farmer; thence the sense of
husbandry. It had no relation primarily to marriage; but
among the common people, a woman calls her copsort, my man,
and the man calls his» wife, my woman, as in Ilebrcvv, and in

this instance, the farmer or occupier of the house, or the builder,

was called my farmer ; or by some other means, husband came
to denote the consort of Ihe female head of the family.

These arc admirable articles
;
and he must be very insensible

of the value of literary favours such as these, who does not

regard the venerable author with vppect and gratitude.
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In the second, or modern division of our language, there will

be found in Dr. Webster’s^ Dictionary much etymological lore.

He gives the word as it appears among the people from whom
we borrowed it; but in many instances he does not stop

there. He inquires from whence that nation derived it, and he
performs for that part of another language what he has done for

all the Saxon part of our own. Thus, extricate, is evidently

from the Latin exlrtco, and with giving that information most
writers of Dictionaries would rest satisfied. Not so Dr. Webster.
He shows the probable aflinity of trico^ the lost simple verb,

of wliich extrico is a compound, with the Greek
hair or bush of hair, from iivte»weaving, intangling, wnence
.the Italian treccia, 'a lock of hair,’ the French tricoter ‘to weave,’

and tricher ‘ to cheat and the Eniflish trick and intrigue.

—

Column is the Latin columna, but he does not leave it there,

but shows a Celtic parent of Columna still remaining in the

Welsh coho, ‘ a stalk or stem, a prop,’ whence cohvyn, ‘ a

column;’ and in the Irish colbh, ‘a stalk.’ We need not, how-
ever, add that there are multitudes of words in this department,

as there are indeed in the, other department, which cannot be
satisfactorily accounted for.

But in respect of the modern words of the English language,
it were to be wished that Dr. Webster had given us some
information of another kind. W^ should have valued the Dic-
tionary more if it had shown us wdien these words were assimi-

lated, or the class of writers, or even the individuals, by whom
they were first introduced. Much might be done in this depart-

ment of English philology, by a careful perusal of our older

writers
;

for the great iiiHux of new words which kept their

ground, took place in the' Elizabethan period, and in the age
before it. There 5lre also many occasional notices in our writers

of the history of these new words. Thus, Sir Thomas Elyott,

writing in L^3 4, speaks of the '^low familiar frugality,

temperance, sobriety and magnanimity, as being then not in

general use in England. Fuller tells us that the word plunder

was first introduced by the soldiers who had been sent to the

assistance of Gustavus Adolphus; Roger North that the word
mob originated in a certain club in London, in the time of

Charles If., where it was used facetiously for the mobile vtilgus.

Admiralty was first used among the retainers of the Lord
Admiral Seymour, as we are informed by the son of one of them.

Tarrier, in a poet contemporary with Sh'akespear, appears with a
marginal explanation as being an unusual word. Skater is

called a Dutch word by a writer of the time of Charles II., and
at no more distant period tl^un that reign, hurricane, portrait^
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iynipathy, are often found printed in such a manner, as to show
that they were not perfectly naturalized. Tour is printed loilr

as Idte as 1712. Selfish we owfe to the Puritans
;
and the word

Puritan itself is said to have been first used by Parsons, the

Jesuit. Deism was a wbrd scarcely khown in England irt^^lj392i

when Bentley published his Sermon on ‘‘The Folly of Atheism,

and (what is now called) Deism.” Information \)f this kind

all matter for a Dictionary.
^

It would also have added to the value of the Dictionary, if

information of this kind had been given respecting the terms of

science. We have them all traced very satisfactorily to their ety-

mological base, and the explanations of them are full and instruc-

tive
;
but we should have liked*to have known whose invention

they were, and the time v^en they first gained admittance into

the nomenclature of science.

On the third class of words, the derivatives and compounds
formed wdthin ourselves, there is little to be said in the etymo-
logical part of a Dictionary. They for the most part speak

their own history, as far as their formation goes ; but, if the poeti-

cal compounds are introduced at all, it should have been shown
in what poet they first appeared

;
«and the various processes of

composition, and derivation found* in this department of the

language, it seems to us, should have been more lucidly ex-

hibited.
^

V. The Senses in which words are used is the next kind of

information which is reasonably sought at the hands of the

maker of a Dictionary
;

that is, what are the ideas which the

vocable is customarily used to express.

If the rule had been one idea one word, there would in this be
tio great difficulty

;
and originally that was the case. But there

has been great extension of the meaning of many of our words,
and they have been applied by metaphor to* so many objects,

which resembled that of which they w^ere at first the representa-

tive, that the senses are very numerous, and we can never be
sure that w^e have gathered tllbm all. *•

^

Dr. Johnson in this department greatly eased the labour of all

his successors. With little or no assistance from those who
preceded him, he has gathered an inconceivable number of sig-

nifications, leaving, however, (as what can be perfect ?) still

tUany that were in use, to be collected by the more close ob-
servers, who have followed him.

Still in this department of English lexicography, the great

labour has been performed by him, and the first honours are due
to Kim. There may be deficiencies,—there may be superfluities,

—he ma;^ feveri sothetim^s have^ mistaken for new senses, what
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in fact arises from the connection of his word with others in the

sentence, (as he certainly sometimes does in his attempt to ex-

plain the particle with only.the antieiit lights), but still we must
reg^r^ jvith the liighest respect the diligence in the collection of

them) no less than the felicity of the description of them.
Dr. Webster shows throughout this department of his work,

that he has not been disposed to follow Johnson with the servi-

lity which is manifested in the vocabulary department. He has
evidently given no snmll portion of thought to the consideration,

of what senses were so independent of others as to be fairly con-
sidered senses worthy of notice in the Dictionary, and his whole
system of explanation may justly be pronounced the result of
thought. The consequence is, ‘that some of Johnson’s senses

,2mve disappeared. We have also senses not admitted by Dr.

Johnson, senses which we must suppose had escaped the re-

search of his predecessor. Dr. Webster says, that his new senses

amount to 30,000
;

but it is to be remembered that many of
them are the senses given of words which were not within the

plan of Dr. Johnson, or not thought worthy of admission, or

which have come into use since the death of Dr. Johnson.
The next thing is to describe the, senses with brevity and

clearness. Dr. Johnson h^s in this set a noble example to all

who shall attempt to frame a Dictionary. Here and there may
be sonielhing that shall provoke a smile,—it was perhaps in-

tended to do so—and there may be instances in which the de-

finition or the description may be a little too refined for ordinary

readers ; there may also be failures :—but these are spots only.

Too much j)raise can never be bestowed upon the manner m
which this part of his work is in the main executed. Dr.
Webster has sometimes borrowed the explanations of Dr. John-
son

;
and when he has been called to define or to describe with-

out assistance froifl his great predecessor, we can perceive that

the spirit of Johnson has its iiittuence over him, and we must do
him the justice to say, that in clearness, terseness, and com-
pleteness, he comes not far behind the great master in this art.

When he has substituted his own definitions or descriptions for

those of Johnson, in the instances in which we have compared
them, we see no reason to regret the change ; and there is not

only a manifest, but a vast, improvement in all the words per-

taining to science. These are so full of information, so admir-
ably given, that we must present the reader with a specimen.

1. Earth. In Chemistry, the term earth was till lately em-
ployed to denote a simple elementary body or substance, taste-

less, inodorous, uninflammable and infusible. But it has also

been applied to substances which have a very sensible alkaline
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taste, as lime. The primitive earths are reckoned ten in num-
ber, viz. silex, alumin, lime, magnesia, baryte, strontian, zircon,

glucin, y ttria and thorina. Recent experiments prove that most
or all of these are compounds of oxygen with bases, of

which appear to possess the ])roperties of metals. In this case

the earths are to be considered as metallic oxyds.

. 2. Trap. In mineralogy, a name given to rocks characterised

by a columnar form, or whose strata or Ijeds have the form of

steps, or a series of stairs. Kirwan gives this name to two fa-

milies of basalt. It is now employed to designate a rock or

aggregate, in which hornblend predominates, but it conveys no
definite idea of any one species

;
and under this term are com-

prehended hornblend, liornHehd slate, greenstone, greenstone

slate, amygdaloid, basalt, wacky, clinkstone porphyry, and
perhaps hypersthene rock, augite rock, and some varieties of

sienite.

3. Prussic. The prussic acid is a compound of kyanogen or

cyanogen, prussic gas and hydrogen, and Jience called hydro-
cyanic acid. It is one of the strongest poisons known.
The truly philosophical arrangement of the senses is a work

yet to be performed. There is little or nothing of it in Johnson,
and far less than we could desirejn Dr. Webster. He does,

indeed, profess to give what he regards the foot-sense the

priority, but we are not told \^hether the secondary senses, which
follow, proceeded immediately from the root-sense, or from
senses themselves derivative

;
nor have we, except in a few rare

instances, any attempt at showing how the more modern senses

grew out of the root-sense, or any other re])resentation of the
several species of which the root-sense is often the genus.

A want of acquaintance with earlj^ senses is frequently appa-
rent. Thus of apparel^ he does n«t seem to be aware, that as

applied to dress, it is but a specific, the generic sense being the

keeping any thing in nice order, as a house, a farm, and that it

was so used in the time of Elizabeth. What we now call a

cannon^ is only one species of the old cdfinou which was used
no longer ago than the time of James 1st., for the barrels of guns,
pistols, &c., as well as for the greater pieces of ordnance.

Chruten was used in the sense of making Christian
;
and as

applied to the baptism of infants, is. but a specific. Moment
was formerly a defined sub-division of the hour.

It cannot be supposed that we have examined every article in

this large Dictionary ; but in those which we have examined, we
have seen reason in the main to admire the accuracy as well as the

extent of Dr. Webster’s acquaintance with the usage of terras.

Even those which relate to peculiar institutions of England, the
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law-terriis for instance, are explained as well as they could be by
a native. The language of blazonry, we perceive, is little

‘

understood in America. We are told that the chief ** represents

a man’s head.” The ogress is not a cannon-ball ; but this is

nearer the truth than Gibbon’s notion of the heraldric ogress,

who very fairly^cohfounds it with the ogresses of fairy-lana.

VI. We proceed in the last place to speak of authorities.
There is in this respect a great difference between the Dictionary

of Dr. Webster and that of Dr. Johnson. In the latter the

senses are supported by a great array of authorities. They are

selected from our great writers with admirable judgment. They
are floWers of English literature set in this great garden of

words
;
and if he who consults the Dictionary finds not always

ifhat of which he was in search, he can scarcely fail of being
regaled with their fragrance, and delighted with their beauty.

People have been heard to declare that tliey knew not a more
entertaining book than Johnson’s Dictionary. A valuable moral
purpose is also answered

;
for the quotations often convey

admirable instruction. The question is, whether they are in

place in a work of lexicography; whether, as Dr. Webster
asks, we need authorities for the use bf the word hand. But
Johnson amuses and instrftcts by his quotations under that

word
;
and we profess that we should part with his authorities

^ith regret.

It cannot, however, be denied that there are more than are

required by the just exigencies of a dictionary. An authority,

we think, should be given for every distinct sense; sometimes
more than one; but to make a Dictionary complete, there should
be at least one authority, or, if it be a word of speech, not of

Writing, it should be shown in what glossary it has been found.*

. ..I. ——
• We can conceive of worded ])eing entitled to a place in a dictionary for

which the authority of a great writer cannot be produced. And in fact

there are many sueb.^ '’fv5rni3 of seamanship, for instance
5
terras of com-

merce
;
and some trivial words. The universal use, or the use by a great

multitude of persons speaking the language, may be, in the eye of the
pbilolopher a better authority than a single writer, however eminent j and
W^ are (juite sure that such a word as sleat, for instance, has a far better

claim to admissiem than nocUvagation, or Sir Thomas Brown’s, disculcea^

tion, though no written authority can perhaps he produced for it. The
archaical terms nrosefved in speech, but scarcely ever found in writing,
should all be collected. Something has been done by the compilers of
provincial glossaries.^ The words found in the North of England liaVe

been collected by Willaii, Brockett, Carr, Hunter, and others. Mr. Wil-
.
braham has collected the Cheshire words ; Mr. Forby and Major Moor the
Bast-Anglian words

j and Mr. Jennings those of Somerset. Wc wish
tnferc were more of these small ana really entertaining Volumes. The
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Df. Johnson is too abundant
;
but Dr. Webster, we think, is

here defective. He has authorities, but they are sparingly

given, and they are sometimes not 'found when they are most
wanted.-.

Dr. Webster has retained some of Johnson’s authorities

;

better could not easily be found. But the peculiar character of
this Dictionary ill the department of authorities is, that they are

very frequently given from American writers. He writes with
a patriotic feeling :— do not indeed expect to add celebrity

to the names of Franklin, Washington, Adams, Jay, Madison,
Marshall, Ramsay, Dwight, Smith/rrumbnU,Haniilton,Belknap,
Ames, Mason, Kent, Hare, SilUman, Cleaveland, Walsh, Irving”

(why—why is Dr. Channing omitted?), ‘'and many other Am^
ricans distinguished by fheir writings or by their science; but
it is with pride and satisfaction that 1 can jdace them as author*-

ities, on the same page with those of Boyle, Hooker, Milton,
Dryden, Addison, Ray, Milner, Cowper, IJavy, Thomson, and
Jameson.”

—

Preface, But ifnew authoiities were to be sought,
we would venture to suggest that the writings of Parr, and of
Johnson himself, are rehjarkable fgr tliat precision in the use of
words, which is most especially to be desired in a writer, whose
sentences are to stand as authorities in a Dictioi^ry ; and that

there are many noble sentences, full of eloquence and instruc*

tion, to be culled from the ^eeches and the writings of such
men as Fox and Burke. Nor has England lately been without
her bards.

There is another peculiarity in this dej)artment of Dr. Web-
ster’s work. He is for ever citing the received translation of the

Scriptures as an authority for the meaning of words. This is

good to a certain extent
;
but Dr.^Webster appears occasionally

to prejudge some of the most important questions in theology,

and to sink the impartial philologist in the party-polemic.
We would suggest, that iif the selection of authorities for a

Dictionary, search should be. made for -passages in which we
have a definition or a description of the woref. There are many
such dispersed through our best writers.

But the'^subject of English Lexicogra[)hy is so extensive that

many points must be left untouched. We hasten to conclude.
The American edition of Dr. Webster’s work is before us, and
five parts out of the twelve which are intended, of the edition

which is in the course of publication in England. The American
edition is creditable to the press of that country, but we observe

iaforraation contained in them will not be despised by the philologist,

Who knows that the perfection of his science, as of every other, depends
Upon the closeness and tlife accuracy o^ the observations.
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with some surprise, that though they have Hebrew, Ethiopic,,

Arabic, and Persian types, the Gothic words and the Saxon
words are printed in the common letter. We know not whether
this arises from the want of proper types, or is designed

;
and

if it is designed, the author is but complying with wh^t is the

wish of many persons in this country, who think that it would
tend much to the encouragement of the study of the Saxon,
and also of the Gothic, if they were printed in the Roman type.

The opinion, however, of the majority of scholars in this country
would incline to the retaining of ,the accustomed character, as

is done in the English edition
;
and there could be no difficulty

in obtaining any assistance here, at the hands of Mr. Taylor,

whose press has been long celebrated for its correct production
bf works connected with the history amd literature of our Saxon
forefathers.

Not only is this improvement introduced
;
but the English

edition is executed with great exactness ;
and the price at

which the Numbers of this most useful and valuable work is

delivered to the subscribers, is unusually moderate.

The English edition has the advantage of some MS. improve-
ments by the hand of Dr. Webster. Thus, under the word
cannibal^ we find an addition, containing some curious informa-

tion :
—“ This’ word is probably of Indian origin. Columbus, in

his narration of his discoveries, mentions certain people called

canibah ; but in the Isles, he remarks, the natives lived in great

fear of the caribah, or people of Cariba, called in Hispaniola,

carib. Hence it seems that canibul and caribee are the same
word differently pronounced.” On the same page we have,

under the word canoe, a valuable addition, in which is shown
the first appearance of that tlndian word in Europe.
The superintendence of the English edition is committed to

Mr. Barker, of Thetford, and in better hands it could hardly be
placed

;
for he is a man of imn>ense industry

;
he has that

accuracy of mind which generally accompanies eminent classical

attainments; and he is possessed ofvery various erudition. He
has interposed a few remarks to correct mis-apprehensions, or

to supply that which was wanting. Thus, the woxdn colambme
in the theatrical sense, was omitted

; and is supplied by Mr.
Barker, with a valuable illustration of it. We would wish for

more such. Mr. Barker promises an Appendix ; but the
intended contents of it are not stated in the Prospectus.
Modern words in common use omitted ;—the words in use by
our best writers two centuries ago, and which are of genuine
English descent, not admitted into the Dictionaries;-—pedantic
words used by scholars, which .escaped the researches of Dr.
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Johnson poetical compounds of the same character with
those which are too freely, but improperly, admitted the words
of art not yet admitted ;—the relics of our antient language to

be gathered from the glossaries of* the provinces : all these, it

seems to, us, would be proper subjects for the Appendix
;
nor

would a good collection of the genuine proverbs of the English
nation, in which there may often be discerned phUological pecu-
liarities, be more out of its place than such a collection of
Greek adages is as appended to the GreeK Lexicons.

We have entered very fully into the examination of this

work, because we regard it as one of a very important charac-
ter ; and amongst the effects of the extensive circulation of it

in England, will be the reduction, in some degree, of the unrea-

sonable prejudice in favour of Dr. Johnson’s Dictionary. But
the critical student in 8ur language will not find that his

wishes are obtained, and his hope satisfied
;
but will still look

forward to that happy hour, when he will behold in one great

Thesaurus, the treasures of his native tongue laid up in lucid

and beautiful order, with every thing of history belonging to it.

•

AiiT. V.—1. Report from the Select Committees of the House of Com^
mofis on the Affairs of the East-India Company, China Trade ,

—

London. Piirbury, Allen, & Lo. 1830.

2. Mmiiies of Evidence taken before the Select Committee of both

Houses of Parliament, appointed to enquire into the East- India

Company's Affairs, and the Trade between Great Britaint the

East-Indies, and China.—London. Parbury, Allen, & Co. 1830.

'^HE publishers of the following remarks are practical men.
In the management of their jrrtlividual concerns, the only

safe guides they ever found, were plain fact, physical and
arithmetical proof, sober reason, mid humble expediency

;
and

they honestly confess their doubts, whether any others can be
trusted to, in the more complicated affairs of societies and
nations. Whatever may in the present times be the obloquy
attached to it, they set theories and theorists at defiance

; and
mean to stand or fall by the rules of single and double entry,

and the vulgar decision of a profit-and-loss account.

They are at the same time aware of the modifications, which
on a subject so extensive as ' The Trade between Great Britain,

the East-Indies, and China,’ may arise out of the difference of

climate, of religion, of domestic habits, and of progress in

science and in the arts of common life. They are most ready to

assent to the principle, that no fact should be acted on at home.
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it has been ascertained in what degree its validity ^ay be

effected by the same circumstances which have given rise PQ
the complicated structure of the Chinese alphabets tb€i

burning of wido\ys at Benares. W}iat is foupdcd on partial ex-

amination must always be incomplete
;
and what i^ iqcojja-

plete, can never be perfect. It is under the fullest impression

of these truths, that the authors of the remarks bring forward,—
as being in accordance with the whole of their experience, and
iincohtradicted, so f?r as their personal information has ex-
tended, by even a solitary exception,—the practical inference

which follows. And that is, that {/ /u the prosecution of ani^

commercial speculation, more is lost bi/ those who lose, than t$

gahiecl buj those %vho gain, the speculation is a had one upon the

whole. If indeed reasons coula be shown, why those who gain

'ought to gain, though at the avowed *‘?xpcnse of greater loss to

those who lose,—as for example if it could be demonstrated,
that tlie two parties belong, not to the same, but to different

communities, so circumstanced that there is some allowed fitness

and propriety in the one appropriating to itself the posses-

sions of the otlier,—the question would assume another form.

But till this pica is distinctly raised, there appears to be no
necessity for combating itf The reasoning will therefore be
confined to the ground above stated. It has been advanced with
caution, and' will be supported with moderation; and in par-

ticular, the most unbounded attention will be paid to any
arguments which may be adduced to show, that the circum-
stances of the East-lndia (company are such as to constitute an
exception to the rule,

^ THE SELECT COMMITTEE appointed to inquire into the

present state of the Affairs of the East-India Company, and into the

Trade between Great lirit((in,<he East-Indies, and China, and to report

their Observations thereupon t6 the House ; having from time to time
rqmrtedthc Minutks of Evidi^nce, and having now closed that part

of the inquiry which respects the CiyxA Trade, deem it expedient to

place before the House a Sunnnary of all the Evidence which has been
taken upon that s;vibj&t.*

—

Report^from the Select Committee of the

House of Commons, p. 1

.

The reason of the Committee's beginning at this particylar

part of their matter, which so far as may be gathered from the

form in which \t was laid before them w^a manifestly the end,
is stii^ted in the following paragraph:'

* Your Committee directed their attention, in the first instance, to

the papers relating to the finances of India, laid before the lionse ip

February last by the King's command ; but having found it necessary
to cpll for further statements, your Committee determinjed to proceed
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to Jwi (jx^mination of the state of the trade with Chinoj postponing,

until that should be completed, their incpiiry into the Company’s

finances/

—

p. 1

.

The effect of tliis untoward necessity, is to direct an increased

interest to any particulars in which a connexion may be found

between the China Trade and the finances of India. Neverthe-

less the Committee immediately return to a subject relating to

Indiefn finance
;
and subjoin the following statement

:

f The present report, therefore, will embrace only the China Trade ;

but as in the course of it there will frequently be occasion to use the

term 5^ Board’s Rates of Exchange,” it may be desirable so far to

refer to the first day’s Minutes of Evidence, which relate exclusively to

financial matters, as to cxplaiiutlmt phrase to mean, that in ilje plan

for the separation of the territorial and commercial accounts of t}ig

Company, framed in obedidhee to the Act of the 5M Geo. III. c. 155,

S.64*, the Board of Commissioners for the Affairs of India (contrary to

the opinion of the C-ourt of Directors) determined to use the old rates

of excliange, according to which,
the Sicca Rupee is equivalent to 9s. fid.

the Madras Rupee to 9s. fid. *‘108.

and the Bombay Riqicc to 9s.

and which as they now ina^criitjly exceed either the bullion par or the

market exchange, have the effect of giving to the Indian territory a
great advantage from the Company s trade, independently of any direct

benefit which may accrue to it from the appropriation of the surplus

profits of that trade, as i)rcscriljbd in the 57th section of the Act of the

5fid Geo. 111. c. 155. It is however stated that, if that advantage had
not been derived by the territory in this form, there would have been
a corresponding increase of tlic surplus so to be appropriated.’

—

p.2.

All parts. of this paragraph are not equally lucid; but the
object of the Committee appears to have been to impress upon
their readers in the outset, tnat wljat is gained by the Company
in the Chinese part of their concern, goes to Support the Indian
part

; and that consequently the question for the British corn-

piunity is, whether the wholcf concern, Chinese and Indian to-

gether, is, as respects the pommunity inigeneral, an iinpositiou

or a benefit.

The evidence on the China Trade is classed under the follow-
ing general heads, viz.

^ The disposition of the Chinese in respect to Foreign I’radc, and
the mode in whiclf their transactions with foreigners are conducted
at Canton

:

The state of the British trade with China, particularly of that in

tea :

The mode in which the Company's sales of tea in England are con-

(lucted, and the effects of the laws which regulate the trjide
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in that article upon the Company and upon the public respec-

tively :

The trade of the Americans and of other foreigners with China

:

and
The effects expected from the abolition of the Company’s exclusive

privilege.

Multifarious are the topics referred to in the evidence, they may
all be comprised under one or other of these divisions

5
while by

adopting this simple a^crangement, your Committee hope to bring
before the House, without troubling it with unnecessary details, a
clear and comprehensive summary of the information they have
obtained, abstaining from the expression of any opinion.*—p. 3.

The last words are of importance
;
because they leave room

for any latitude of comment upon the statements of the con-
flicting parties, without compromising the respect due to the

Select Committee of the House.
The disposition of the Chinese in respect to foreign trade,

and the mode in which their transactions with foreigners are

conducted at Canton, are described as they are collected from
the evidence. In which it is only requisite to substitute the

words England and English for China, and Chinese, with a few
other occasional changes qf local designations, to be struck

with astonishemnt at the uniformity of natuie's operations, and
the similarity which exists among their effects in different

quarters of the globe.

* The people of China are represented to be intelligent, industrious,

and persevering 5 and although said to be in some measure indepen-

dent of foreign trade, owing to their success in agriculture and to

their extensive inland commerce, yet highly sensible of its value, and
anxiously disposed to cultivfitc it \_Hhat an eHruordinory people].

This disposition, indeed, is striaingly manifested in the Chinese set-

tlers on the Eastern islands, whosfobject in emigrating is the accumula-
tion of wealth with a view to returning into their own country [how
wonderful] j to which they have a strong attachment [Jiow peculiar]

j

and a further proo^, of this spirit is to be found in the number of
Chinese junks which frequent the various ports of the Archipelago

[J)nly think, — that Chinese junks should frequent the various ports

of the Archipelago']*
* One witness has certainly said that the Chinese are anti-commer-

cial,” IMust get at the truth^
; but this termrhas been explained to

apply, not so much to the disposition of the people as to that of the

government [//are they Corndaws P] , whose policy, as it is stated, is

adverse to foreign trade and to all foreigners, even though they [the

* Order'] are aware of the advantages derived [by the people] from
that intercourse. Towards the English, it is by some apprehended,

that there exist peculiar jealousy and distrust, arising from a know-
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ledg^ of their territorial acquisitions and military achievements in

India, especially those in Nepaul and Ava.
' The government of China derives from the foreign trade a

revenue, estimated at the most at 650,000/. per annum, [about the

same as the English government derivesfrom the tax on corn], besides

the advantage resulting from the patronage of Canton, said to be the

most valuable in the empire, and to be sold by the government to the

highest bidder. Hence it follows that the local autlioi^ties are greatly

interested in maintaining the trade, which, from the same cause, is sub*

Jected to heavy taxes and extortions. The inhiibitants also of Canton
and its neighbourhood, as well as the numerous classes employed in

the culture and manufacture of tea, have a deep interest in the trade

[meaning, probably, in whqt is left of i€], every interruption of which
consequently causes great individuq} distress. [The poor inhabitants of
Canton and its neighbourhood ! 'fhinic only of the sufferings of the in*

habitants of Canton and its neighbourhood, if the rest of China should *

cry outfor Free Trade^—p. 4.

The never-sufficiently-to-be-admired coincidences here dis-

played between what takes place in China and in other countries,

can only be explained upon the principle which makes it

credible that an apple falls in the gardens of Koo-yoong in the

same manner as in those where Newton learned his theory.

* Tea, although cultivated in maritime districts, is brought* chiefly

to Canton through the interior, the government prohibiting it from
l>eing transported by sea in native vessels, [tnoved evidently by a con*

sciousness of the importance of the inland trade which is thus created.

The Chinese were always our masters in internal polivy.'], in which,
however, in spite of that prohibition, tea is conveyed in consi-

derable quantities [[i/ <5 astonishing how difficult smuggling is to repress,

in the best regulated communities.] to the Kastern Archipelago, and even
to Canton.'

' Foreign ships arc not permitted to trade at Canton until security

is given to the government for the •payment of its dues; which
security also involves responsibility for the good "conduct, and sub-
mission to the laws, of the ship's comi*any. The only persons whom
the government accepts as suclf security arc the Hung merchants
[recollect, the Hotig], formerly tei^ in number,4)ut reduced by bank-
ruptcies to seven. These, with the exception of Ae senior, excused
upon the ground of his numerous avocations, become security for tlie

Company’s ships in turn, the whole of the Company’s triide being
apportioned among the seven Hong merchants in shares.'—p. 6.

How the Hong maintain their numbers against the other
accidents of life,-—as for example, whether they are chosen by
a house list, or are hereditary,—has not been clearly established
by the evidence. It is stated, however, that at Christmas 1829,

* the Hong, generally, were in such a deplorable condition as to

render necessary either a radical change of systqm/’ [io in the ori*

VOL. XIV.— Westmimter Review. h
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ginoT^ or an increase in tiie number of Hong merehants. With a
view to this object, a negotiation was commenced by the Select Com^
xnittee with the local authorities

; and advices have recently been
received, dated the ^2'id of February and 2d of March lasti announcing
that this negotiation had led to the addition of three merchants to the

Hong, nud to the expression of a desire on the part of the Viceroy of
Canton further to increase the number/^p. 8.

An inference from this would be, that the Viceroy of Canton
is the propagator of tthe Hong; and that his exertions may be
stimulated by an application of the' Select Committee. But
the evidence is perhaps scarcely sufficiently direct, for the

establishment of these points.

* The Hong merchants form the* body through which the go%'ern-

^ment of China permits the tbreigo trjule to be carried on, allowing,

however, other persons (designated irt the evidence as " Outside
Merchants*' and Sliopmen*’) to trade with foreigners; but not
in certain articles, such as tea, raw silk, cloths, and woollens, all

of which are by the Chinese edicts reserved exclusively to the Hong
merchants, they being responsible for the duties of the outside

merchants.*
‘ The Hong merchants are by law mutually responsible for each

other, to a limited amount ; but that regjilation does not appear to be
always enforced.'

* No one responsible for (he debts of the outside merchants
\^How ingenious ; responsible for the duties, hut notfor the debts^, and
traders are warned of this in official notilicntions.*

—

p. 7.

^ U'he object of the Chinese government in their several regulations

affecting foreign trade, is stated to be that that trade should be always
within their own control. This would have been more completely
secured than at present, had that government accomplished a plan,

proposed in 1814, under the sanction of an imperial edict, for giving
to two or three of the senior Hong merchants, as the agents of the

government, an absolute |fmver to fix prices. Tlie attempt was
resisted by the Coilipany's Supercargoes, who, after having, recourse
to the measure ( adopted usually by the Chinese when they have an
object to attain) of stopping the trade, succeeded in defeating an
arrangement which must have proved injurious to all foreigners in

China.’—p. 9. •

* Smuggling in various articles is carried on in China to an
immense extent, and to the injury of the Hong merchants, who are
never concerned in it. It takes place chiefly in the contraband
article of opiubi, which is imported into China in country and
American ships, and much of which is purdhased at the Company's
^)ea in India.*

* The Chinese government prohibits the use of opium upon a moral
principle

; but this prohibition, although frequently reiterated in

imperial proclamations, is not only disregarded by tbe people, but
also by the government officers, who appear systematically to coinaive
at the smuggling of opium, and to derive a laige profit from the
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bribes of the smugglers. The Company's servants in India and
China are cognizant of the fact that the opium sold at their saies is

conveyed to Chinai but they arc expressly prohibited from having aoy
dealings vrhatever in that article [Tliat*i$, the Company^ servants gray)

opium with all their might for the China market, but they let others

be the carriers, because the Chinese government has prohibited opium
upon a moral prmcipleli ,—p 10. ,

So ends the report upon the disposition of the Chinese in

respect to foreign trade, and the mode in which their transac**

tions with foreigners are conducted at Canton. The repre-

sentatives of the people have weighty duties ;
and a full con-

sciousness of this must have been present, to enable the Mem-
bers to have proceeded thuS tar as befitted the gravity of a

Select Committee, without bursting into laughter at the solemif

absurdities of the most absurd nation under the sun, always
excepting the nation that copies them. Nothing but official

dignity could have carried men through the examination of such
an enormous farce. A government in China that restrains

foreign trade, in order that it may collect a revenue of 650,000/.

and sell the patronage of a single port to the highest bidder

;

and a government in England that does the same. Tea pro-

hibited from being carried in the wessels that could ‘carry it

cheapest, in order that it may be carried iif some other

that shall be dearer. A IJpng with pigtails, in Canton
; and

another without, in Leadenhall-Street. “ Outside-merchants
” and Shopmen” allow ed to trade with foreigners, but not in

certain articles, as tea, &c. which must be reserved for the

Hong, ilonga, after all, ' in a deplorable condition.' Hongs
never smuggle, because smuggling is ‘ to tlujir injury.' Govern-
ments in both countries, much n^ved by ‘ niovnl principle.'

Concluding question, this
;
whetker if the Chinese should be

found some morning to have sent.the Hong to sea upon empty
tea-chests, and to have conveyed tlieir moral government
canal-wise to the other side of the Great Wall, they would not

have done the most sensible thing recorded iu their history.

If there was not perpetual evidence at hand, it would be incre-

dible and past the powers of human persuasion to establish, that

men whose whole life is given to commerce,—who live and move
and have their being in one continual round of*experiments on
the nature and consequences of trade and barter,—who are as

sharp as hawks to the perception of any the smallest advantage
or disadvantage in a negotiation with an individual antagonist,

and as tenacious as ferrets to hold their gripe when they have

got it.—it would be utterly incredible, that jnen like these

%ouIa be completely baffleo and unable to trace the fact, that

. n 2
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every thing which is paid for at a higher price than need be
paid for it^ causes a simple loss of the difference in price to the

consumer, in the same manner as if he was directed by his

government to throw it into the sea
;
and that further all gain

or advantage to the receiver of the dishonest price, is obtained

by the equal loss and damage, 6rst, of the Outside merchants
and Shopmen*^ who would have supplied the goods at an
equitable price by a ^ir trade, and secondly, of those traders

wherever they may be scattered, with whom the difference of

price which is given for nothing to the monopolists, would have
been laid out in something else. So that all restrictions of this

nature do really amount to somebody robbing somebody
;
and

not only one somebody, but thrde ^somebodies ; to wit, first the

consumer, and afterwards the two sets of individuals who ought
to have traded with him in an honest way.* Manchester does
not know this

;
Liverpool has not yet found it out

;
or Man-

chester and Liverpool would join the consumers in so loud a
note, as should frighten all Hongs from the Mersey to Canton.
The Americans are trading prosperously without a Hong, and
carrying out the very goods to China which the Liverpool man
may not

;
and all because the American has too much hold

upon his’ government to allow himself to be hindered. No doubt
there is in America disposition enough to make a Hong ; but
the American is able to resist it, anjd the Englishman is not.

Of tlie arguments brought forward on both sides (which are

mustered by the Committee with an equanimity truly admirable),

those which go to prove the evils tliat would result from the

removal of the Hong in England, are in the main reducible to the

apprehension that other people would not know how to leave off

a trade when it was a bad one. The Hong wants to be a
paternal government

;
and tiy; infant simplicity of Liverpool ia

to travel in a go-cart under its direction. All these reasonings

are met by the example of tile Americans
;
who use their own

legs, without being the worse for ft.

One argument ^ hot^ever demands notice apart; and it is

connected with the reason whicli induced the Committee to

begin with its business at the end. The profit of the Company
upon the China trade for the last fifteen years, is stated to have
amounted to nearly 17 millions of pounds sterling {p. 38). But
in order to reconcile the consumer to this, Sie is told

' that these profits have afforded to the Company the means not
only to pay the dividend upon the East-1 iidia stock, and the interest

of the bond debt (the latter of which however, it is contended,

should not be charged on the commerce of the Company), but also

8ee the Art. on Fre.e Trade, in No. XXIII.
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of materially aiding the finances of the Indian territory, which are said

to be in such a situation as to render that assistance necessary/-—

p. 38.

The whole of which being analyzed amounts to a representa-

tion, that if the Hong have a good trade in one place by the

loss and damage of the community, they have a bad one
in another, which neither does good to theiftselves nor the

community, by the token that it does not; pay its own expenses.

And therefore the Hong argue, that they have the ingenuity to

tack these two trades together, and that a trade by which the

community loses, and a trade by which nothing is gained, in

conjunction make a benefit. And this brings on the inquiry,

of what is the good of India?-^who gains by it, and how. For
the Hong have demonstrated, and with some success, that they

do not pocket the profits of the China trade directly, but pour
them into the great mash-tub of India. Who then profits by
India ? And here the secret is found to be, that the residents

in India, and those who accumulate fortunes there to bring

home, are an offset supported in the main by a land-tax

screwed to the extent of taking away all property in the soil

from the natives of tlv2 country, but still unable to make
both ends meet, without taking seventeen millions ih fifteen

years from the consumers of tea in England* to aid. The
hong therefore gain, not directly but indirectly. 'Those of them
who have returned with fortunes from India, have for their

share the fortunes they have made, or such part as has
come out of the tea-pots of Great Britain and been thence

transferred to Indian account. And these and the others,

have moreover all that is drawn, had, and received, by their kin,

clan, and connexions, who may in any shape make part of the

great out-lying detachment
;
so fs^ at least, as what a man has

the power of giving to his connexions, may be justly said to be
given to himself. Here then is the ultimatum of the process ;

a general officer in India weafs a coat paid for by the half-pence

of English washerwomen, »nd the iuage^and magistrate’s

palanquin is borne by the sinews of the operative whose soul

aspires to tea. It is part and parcel of the general plot, by
which the aristocracy of England are to be supported by the

commonalty. They dare not take it from them directly
;
they

dare not take it witlfout the trouble of going to China or India

to fetch it. But they do take it; and trust to the hocus-pocus
of the circuit, for the concealment of the fact. An individual

may get his living very honestly in India or China, and so far

as his insulated conduct has been concerned may have hardly

earned the competency he biings home. But that does not make
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it honesty that washerwomen in England should be robbed to

enable gentlemen to bring home competencies from abroad.

But so it is; the government has been given up to the higher

classes ; clergy, lawyers, squires, and till of late years ever^

man who wore a good pair of small-clothes, have joined their

eflPorts on one single point, which was, to persuade the In-

dustrious that' they had nothing to do with the laws but to

obey them. And thecons^uence has been, that in one shape
or other, and under various degrees ol' transfusion, modification,

perplexity, puzzle, an^^cuitousness, the industrious classes

nave been saddled witn Ihc keep and maintenance of those

which have been the law-makers; the oppressive classes all

the time keeping up an outcry of danger to property, while
behind it they were oiganizing the mevns of taking every body’s

property themselves. One set of men is to be maintained in

the East, and another in the West; and by an avowed and
specific rule, no man is to be admitted into the house of

representatives, unless he can prove that he has a personal

interest in supporting the great injnsliceof all,the maintenance
of the landlords by a tax on bread. The people of this country
know perfectly the situation dn which ‘they are; and the know-
ledge is" not confined to iVe weak and ignorant who may be
injured with impunity. The men who are now coming forward

with a demand for justice, are not the poor imps who may be
cut to pieces by yeomanry and a bill of indemnity be passed the

week after
;
but they are the men of one thousand a year who

ought to be men of two. They are the Garde Bourgeoise of the

society ;
and if they stand by the otheis, it will be hard if they

do not make theniselves attended to. Learned lords may well

say there is a glut of manufactures
;
when there is a law to pre-

vent them from being soldW what is wanted in return. The
manufacturing and trading interests are nearly extinct by act

of parliament ; for the greatest part of what go by those names,
are only pumps to pump out the moisture of the industrious

classes, and pour it iitto the vessels of the favoured few. Com-
mercial polity is one matted fraud

; a plica polonica of inter-

twisted wrongs, in which nothing is palpable but that the patient

pays for all. But the end is at hand ; the government has ac-

knowledged the necessity for amendment, and the injured masses
are halted to see what measures it pursuesl' If the present men
do nothing, somebody else will. After all that has been said in

scorn, the inarch of intellect will be loo strong for the oppressors

;

and political economy will be the stripling to lay the hands of
the eyeless giant upon the pillars of their pride*
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Art. Vr.— I . George /F., Memoirs of his Life and Reign, By H. E.

Lloyds Esq. London. Treuttel and Wurt2^ TteutteL Jun., and
Richter. London. 1830.

2 .—Life and Times of George IV, <5’c. By the Rev. .Geo. Croly>

A. M« James Duncan. London. 1830. •

the above compilations the fiift is m unpretending narra-

tion, composed chiefly of newiq^per details of birth-

day balls, and levees, reviews, proces^l^s, and other pageants^

interspersed with notices of the birth of one royal pefton, the death
of another, and meagre accounts of various political events, that

took place in the late King’S life. The second work is ambi-
tiously written. The auihor assumes a very high tone, ancf

evidently considers himself a very fine writer. His production^

however, and that of his more modest compeer, are both below
mediocrity. We dismiss them, therefore, without further com-^

ment as to their general merits.

The purpose of the present urticlie is to attempt an estima-

tion of the character of George IV
;

to learn what that

character really was, and the degi^e of respect to which it ia

properly entitled. An inquiry int(^ the manner by wRich his

character, whatever it may have been, was prodtfced, forms no
part of our present plan : that inquiry is connected with ques-
tions of high political importance, which cannot be discussed in

the form of incidental topics. Let us learn what the man’s
character W'as, and leave it to others to determine whether it be
wise to place a human being in a situation which will almost
necessarily produce it.

It must be carefully kept in min^, that the object proposed
is to estimate the character of Qe^^e IV., apd not George IV.
himself. It is one thing to form qur judgment of the man, it is

another to determine wdieth^r the class of mind, intellectual

and moral which he possessed, was such as it were desirable

that all men should possess. * The latter’^s tiie object now in

view.

It is obvious that no judgment as to a man’s character can
be framed without reference to his acts

;
we must, therefore,

discuss the acts of the late King, and names mdst be employed
to distinguish the degree of praise or blame to which they
are entitled.— It must be recollected, however, that these

names are used to characterise the acts, and are not used as

applicable to the individual who performed them. To deter-

mine in what degree he deserves approbation or reproach in

consequence of having performed them, is another, and totally
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distinct consideration, which we at present are not called upon
to entertain.

A man who by his situation is called into public life, has of
necessity a public and a private character ; an estimate of his

character as a whole must be framed on a consideration of
both the one portion and the other. It will be requisite, there-

fore, in discussing that of the late King, to view him in his

private life, and in hi^ offidfel capacity.
In the performance of this task, the late King will be consi-

dered as completely matter of history. The opinions about to

be expressed? will be stated with the same freedom and unre-
serve, as would be observed were a despotic Henry, or a
crapulous Charles the subject oV Observation. The late King,

much as they, has now become the legitimate theme of the

historian
;
and respecting him, as respecting every other histo-

rical personage, truth and freedom of speech are undeserving
of reproach. If it be requisite, that the history of mankind
should be correctly told, it is absolutely necessary that contem-
poraneous history and contemporaneous opinions should exist

;

and also, that such history should be complete, and such
opinions unreserved. We must notcwait till time shall have
effaced all traces of those«< minute but important events, the
history of which is whispered from one man to another

;
but

which few are bold enough to write. If it be wished that

history should be the faithful chronicle of the times, these

fleeting evidences should be seized on, and the various opinions

which resulted from them, should also be eagerly sought after.

It is well known, that contemporaneous opinions respecting the

character of public men, are often founded on evidence not to be
found in books

;
but which lives in conversation alone. It is

also known, that in the va^majority of instances, such opinions

are well founded, though not apparently justified by those acts

which are consigned to written records. Every contemporary
opinion is a piece of evidence—and as such ought freely to be
admitted. Who .^s there that does not desire that such opinions

could be obtained respecting every character which has in-

fluenced in any degree the destinies of mankind ? Who is there,

that does not, for example, deem the private letters of Cicero, the

most important fragment of Roman History ? And why, but
because they are the undisguised opinioiis of a contemporary ?

To make such opinions, and contemporary history to the

greatest degree trustworthy, perfect license ought to be
permitted, and unreserved discussion willingly allowed. More-
over, the characters of public persons^ persons intrusted with

power over mankind, are of right the property of mankind.
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Intrusted with command^ and calling on the people to obey
and respect them, they should ba fully open to public animad*
version, so that men should know those in whom they have
confided, and should thoroughly understand the worth for

which their respect is demanded. At no time is such animad-
version so desirable, as when based upon the fullejst evidence :

at no time can evidence so complete be obtained, as during the

lives of living witnesses. If thesen^observations be correct, and
if the character of the late King is at any period to be dis-

cussed, this above all others is the period for thoroughly
investigating it. Acting on this opinion, we proceed to our
task without further observations on the perfect unreserve with
which it will be performed. • '

The King’s first appearance in the world of fashion was igi

the character of a lover. At the age of eighteen, in the very
flush of boyhood, with all the warm feelings ne ever possessedf,

then it may be supposed in their very spring-tide, he became
enamoured, or fancied himself enamoured of the beautiful

and accomplished Mrs. Robinson. As this transaction is

remarkable on many accounts, it deserves to be particularly

described. * *

Mrs. Robinson, as is well ki^vvn, was a handsome and
talented actress. Her husband being unwilling, or unable
to provide for she was compelled to obtain her own
livelihood

;
young and inex*perienced, she went upon the stage,

to be assailed by every temptation which wealth and art could
command. She, more than other women, was destined to a
trying ordeal. The Prince of Wales saw and admired her

;
but

being a sort of prisoner at Kew, could not sue in person. A
Prince of Wales, however, has means beyond most inen^ he
obtained as his go-betweens Lor(^Ialden, and, as is sometimes
asserted, the celebrated Charles James Fbx. These persons

were of such supereminent loy&lty, that they deemed it their

duty to pander to the appetites of the Heir Apparent. Having
full powers to treat, they entered into» negotiations with the

lady, who, captivated by the glittering prize held out to her, in

due form and time acceded to the wishes of her royal lover

as expressed by his right honourable diplomatists. The con-

nexion continued, till the Prince grew tired ;• he then cast off

the woman of wh(5m he had deemed himself so rapturously

enamoured, without explanation, and with insult, almost

amounting to brutality. He left her without a provision, till

one was actually wrung from him
;
and even then the small

stipend nominally allowed, was never regularly paid.

This transaction gave earnest of a character which the King’s

sfter-life but too well verified.
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At an age when generous feelings are usually predominant^

we find him absorbed by an all-engrossing selfishness
;
not merely

careless of the feelings of .others^ but indulging in wanton
cruelty. The forming such a connexion was not then, is not

how, deemed in the class to which he belonged, any other than

a very venial oflence : no inference, therefore, can be drawni from
its existence, which necessarily would lead to an unfavourable
opinion respecting tli^ tone and character of his mind. But
what can be said of the state of that man's mind, who in youth
can be cruelly insulting to the first object of his affections ? The
connexion between the Prince and Mrs. Robinson had been
attended with some degree of romance—it took not the characterof
coarse sensuality. The parties were 'young—they were educated

;

elegant in their tastes—and on one side, at least, perhaps on both,

there was much personal beauty. All these things tended to

make the affair one rather of sentiment than mere animal pas-

sion. Allowing that these connexions are from their nature
doomed to be ^ort-lived

;
attaching no blame to the Prince for

changing his mind, and growing tired of his beloved
;
what mode

we ask would have been adopted by one of generous feeling, one
alive to the pains and pleasures of othevs, to break off this con-
nexion? Tnere is no man of a refined, delicate, and generous
mind, who caw regard without peculiar and strong emotion the

woman with whom he fust fancied himself in love. Let h\^

love wear away, let him even become attached to another, still

this first emotion has left traces in his mind, which time and
succeeding emotions cannot efface. We may suppose, then,

that a man endued with such feelings, would be careful, although
the first fervour of his love were abated, so to put an end to

the;^connexion, that no unnecessary pain should be inflicted on
her who had once been the ou^ct of his affections and the loved
participator in his m*ost exquisite delights—he would be solicitous

to soften the misery of separation
;
to soothe her wounded self-

love ; to allay the bitterness of disappointed hope—and above
all he would have eiideavoured to shield her from want hereafter.

A generous-hearted boy would have done this—and we should
have augured well of the future man in consequence of such
kindness. But he who when the fit was over insulted his poor
mistress—who concentrating his considerations whollyon himself
forgot her and her wants—who without a thought, without a
pang, let her fall from affluence to poverty—who when his own
purpose was obtained, without explanation, with brutal abrupt-
ness left her at once and for ever—he who does this, and doeS
it being yet a very boy, gives earnest of a heartless, selfish^

reckless man. It will be hereafter seen if the seqiuel belied
the commencement*
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We cwnot here avoid remarking on another portion of this

affair# •England is the land of decorum
;
her high places are the

abodes and fastnesses of superetninent and canting decency and
religion. They who are dissatisfied with the constitution of this

country, are overwhelmed with every epithet which our language
affords, expressive ofan absence of decency,ofan absence ofgood
taste, of an absence ofreligion. We beg to ask what in the highest

classes of society in this country, what ^mong our well con-
ditioned prelates, among our elegant and delicate and high-bred
women, our high-minded and independent gentry, was, and is,

the feeling with respect to the part which Lord Malden and
Mr. Fox are reported to have taken in this afthir ? -We are told

of the dreadful effects of repftblican and levelling institutions—*

one effect is usually forgotten, (perhaps not forgotten, thouglv

never specified) the higher classes would in virtue be raised to the

level of the other portions ofthe community. Does any one believe,

that in republican America a great statesman and a senator

could be found to play the pander for any young man ? There are
many who would rank the name of Fox with that of Washington
and Jefferson. Is there any one who for an instant, without
shame at the libel his thougnts im|iHied, could fancy Washington
or Jefferson degraded to the occupation of the Right Honourable
Charles James Fox 7 But where is it that suc4i degradation
flourishes, where is it that this outrage against decorum,
against the outward doctrines of morality, ol' religion, is permitted,

nay sanctioned ? Why in England : amidst the most decorous
classes, and by the censorious aristocracy themselves. The
Reverend biographer of the late King has totally omitted any
mention of this proceeding—his iiiiiid was of too delicate a class

to be employed in relating *nhose early errors into which «he

(the King) was drawn by the stroll^ temptations that beset a

Prince.”—Such are his notions^ respecting the duty of an
historian ! Would the same delicacy have been displayed, had
the subject of his memoirs been less than a Prince ; nad he been
marked out for vituperation, instead of fulSomi; eulogy ? Such,
however, is the convenient mode by which in this decorous land,

offences against all the canons of their morality, when committed

by the powerful, are glossed over and forgotten ; the foremost

in the ranks of the worldly-wise censors beiifg usually some
godly son of the esttfblished church.

Tne next circumstance which calls for consideration, as

indicative of the general character of the late King's mind, is

the conduct he pursued on his marriage. For the better under^

standing the moral of this affair, it is requisite to consider the

various parties as private individuals ; to judge them by the
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rules we should employ in estimating the conduct of persons of
our own condition in life. So long as they are pl#9.d at a
distance, and invested with^the trappings of royalty, we shall be
led involuntarily to consider them a different order of beings,

endowed with difierent feelings, and subject to different laws
from those which we ourselves acknowledge. Let us then suppose
a young man in ordinary life indulging in every species of
extravagance, and so pressed by his debts, as to be ready to

take any desolate course to escape from them. He applies to

his father for assistance. The father's answer is, marry, and
you shall be freed from your difficulties.” At this period the
young man, besides other indulgences, permits himself the

luxury of two mistresses. In' spite of tlie blandishments of

(these ladies, in spite of the love of w^at he terms liberty, the

debts drive him to marriage. A wife is found and proposed to

him—he accepts her. She is young, a stranger
;
about to be

separated from her family, and to confide herself and her happi-

ness to the guardianship of one whom she supposes to be a
high-minded gentleman. It is requisite that this young and
comparatively helpless stranger should be escorted to the house
of her future husband, and that when^,there, she should have a
number of female attendants. What would be said of any man
in private lifej who should choose for the escort of his bride one
of his former mistresses

;
who should place that mistress as

an attendant on his young wife
;
should point her out as a sort

of instructress in the ways of her newly-acquired country ? Be-
sides having one mistress under the same roof with his wife,

besides placing that mistress at his wife’s table, he renews his

former connexion with his second mistress, provides her with a
splendid establishment, and for this second mistress completely
separates himself within a months after his marriage from
the poor young woman, whom for his own selfish purposes he
had made his wife. He does this on no pretext, but that of

his own wishes. He does it openly and totally regardless of

the misery he creates^in the bosom of his innocent and cruelly-

neglected wife. iVow let it be remarked that any man who had
acted thus in private life would have been hooted out of society,

while there are few epithets expressive of disgust and abhorrence,

that would not have been used to characterize his conduct. It

is customary to admit without dispute the daim that is generally

made to politeness, as a quality peculiarly remarkable in the

character of the late King. They who make the claim, and they
who admit it, seem to have strange opinions on the subject of

politeness. If the term be used merely to signify grace in

making a bow, knowledge of the petty observances inTasbion*
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able life which mean nothings but are employed only as a
specie^s^ef free-masonry to distinguish those who belong to the

class> possibly, though here we are inclined to doubt, the King
might have been polite'**'—but if by ‘politeness is meant careful-

ness to render one another happy, in as far as petty observances

and little services in society permit, if we mean watchfulness not
to wound the feelings of others, an ever-wakeful«desire to lend

an aid to those who need it, to shield the weak, to gratify the

wishes, to study the convenience, and to soothe^ petty misfor-

tunes of others, in short if by politeness is intended a wish to

make, and the making, the intercourse of life in as far as we aie

able a means of happiness, then it may be boldly asserted that

the late King was not polite. • To be polite in this sense, a man
must to a great degree cease to be selfish, but no act of the#

King’s life seems to have been guided by any principle but that

of self-gratification—and to such lengths did this principle lead

him, that in boyhood it made him brutal to his mistress
;
in

manhood forgetful even of common decency to his wife. One of

the grand tests ordinarily used to distinguish a polite and
courteous gentleman is his treatment of women. But it is not
merely in mannerly courtesy that he js distinguished—a thousand
observances of idle respect and i^ocking deference will not

atone for one insult, one act of ungenerous wantoniforgetfulness.

What artificial courtesy could so well distinguish the character

of a man’s mind, could so w^l lay bare his real feelings, and
mark the worth of his so-styled polite observance, as the cruel

insult, nay brutality of making a strumpet the companion of his

wife ? ’Tis strange that such things should be before the public,

and at the same time, that nauseous panegyrics respecting the

finest gentleman in liurope” should be a moment tolerated.

Excusing for aninstanthis neglecto^rts wife, excusing hismaking
her a sacrifice to his convenience, excusing his having two

mistresses and his not discarding those mistresses, but super-

adding a wife to his establishiflent—waiving all mention of these

grave delinquencies, why, it may be asked not treat that wife

with decent respect ? Why make his house a*brothel, and put

• Mon ^ventail rcsta hier une grande secondc ^ terre, sans qu’il s* dlanc&t

du bout de la chambre, corarae pour Ic retirer du feu.” Kousseau, in a note

to this passage, says, ^Taris on se pique snr>tout dc rendre la soci^d

commoue et facile, et e'est dans une foulc de regies de cette importance

qu*on y fait consister cette faciiitd. Tout est usages et loix dans la bonne
compagnie. Tous ces usaj^es. naissent et passent comme un dclair. Le
savotr vivre consisted se tenir toujours au guet, ales saisir au passage, h les

atfecter, k montrer qu’on sait celui du jour. Le tout pour dtre simple. Za
Neuvelle Heloue, iv. Part, Lettre ix.
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hU young wife into it ?* Why, if his own extravagancies led

him to marry, should he make his wife bear all the inconteniences

and miseries of theunion,—Ageneroiis man wouldhave said, ‘•my
own folly has led to this painful situation—it is but just, there-

fore, that I should bear the burthen—the union is not agreeable

to me, but nevertheless I alone ought to suffer the misery result-

ing from it, thus paying the price of my own folly and extrava*

!

ranee. Others, and those innocent, ought not to be punished
or my misdeeds.’* He would consequently have lived in

harmony with his wife and behaved to her with kindness and
respect. If his love for his mistress bad been too strong to be
resisted, one commonly careful, one but ordinarily alive to the

feelings of others—would at lef^sti have practised secrecy and
jdecorum in the illicit connexion ; thi^s shielding his poor wife

from the misery of knowing his criminal faithlessness. But no,

such was not the mode in which the Prince was accustomed to

reason. Self was his god, and self alone he worshipped. It was
convenient to liave his mistress in his own house, therefore he
had her there. It would have required care and some little

trouble to have practised secrecy, therefore he blazoned his

neglect. It was gratifying^ to his yanity to have a dashing
establishment for his seconrl mistress, Mrs. Fitzherbert—there-
fore he had ope. But let any father put the question to himself—
what would be my feelings if my daughter were treated thus ?

What should 1 say of liiiu, being of my own rank in life, who
thus cruelly neglected and wantonly insulted her?’' If the

conduct be revolting in private life, by what art can it be
extenuated, wlien the parties are a Prince and Princess, If the

daughter of a private gentleman, if the daughter of a peasant
would be sheltered from such treatment by the indignant voice

of public opinion, j>s there reason why the daughter of a
Duke should md be equally defended. If the rude bind, who
should have been equally reckless in his behaviour, would have

Even the Heverend Mr. Crolv is obliged to allow the truth of these
statements ; merely statifig with liis nssal foppery of language, that the
royal marriage was^ iinuispickms ; and it was 'soon rumored that the
disagreements of hai)its and temper on both sides, were too strong to give
any hope of their being reconciled.'' [p. 260.

j
Doubtless the haoittofthe

Princess had not beep prepared for the admission into her house of one
mistress of her hu!}bund, and for the constant visits of her husband to the
other. U may be conceived tlmt her temper was‘*ruffled by such proceed-
ings. But it was not habits that were wrong, nor her temper that was
or ait Improper description, though the reverend personage would insiiiuati

as much : allowing, nevertheless in the very next paragrapn, that the
rj^Mcting l/ady Jersey must he considered as correct. It is an iattmi^ve
srgnt, to behold how the historian of a King can gel over royal dhlifiv

quencies,
^
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been visited b; the execration ofhis people^ what is thecircum•**

stance wjiich exonerates the conduct of a Prince from equal

animadversion ?

jIVmidst these grave evidences of tm all-absorbing seld^bness,

another may be adduced of an equally striking, though mtich

lighter character. The evil here fell indeed upon an insect, a
court beaUf and thus it is difficult to feel much sj^mpathy with

the sufferer ;
still it is instructive to remark the nature of him

who could treat even an insect thus cruell;i^. We allude to the
well-known story of beau Brummell. Brummell had been the

Prince^’s favourite, he lived upon his royal patron’s smile$-r-had

been indulged by him, had been privileged to use many
familiarities, and enjoyed niuqhtlhe same sort of license as that

allowed in earlier time to the royal fool. In an evil hour^

the beau trespassed beyoRd the mystic boundary with which
his patron chose to be surrounded

;
and W'as for ever banished

from the royal presence There is something inexpressibly little

in this mighty, long-enduring anger of the Prince of Wales. It

shews however the character of his mind, and his exquisite

sensibility when he himself was concerned.^ The silly coprtier

had said, Wales, ring the bell.” The royal Prince’s dignity was
so injured by this sally, ifiat forgiveness was impossible. The
same man who without scruple had^ subjected hif wife to the

insult of having her husband’s mistress at her own table, felt

himself wounded to the soul ^dlen a poor parasite became too

familiar. A few months since, the newspapers announced with

becoming eulogy, that the King hearing that Brummell %va8

starving on the continent, made him consul for some foreign

port. This was mentioned as an amiable trait. "The Kipg it

w^as said does not forget old friends ” Thus is the name of
friendship prostituted ! For a tij^ing folly you chase your
friend from your presence—you wgot his very existence for

something approaching to a quarter of a century, and then by
accident bearing that he was sborving, you give him two hundred
a year out of the pockets of people, for tilling a situation^

the duties of which he is totally unfit to perforhi

!

The fate of Sheridan is another exemplification of the cha-

racter of the King’s friendship. While of service, Sheridan was
the friend of the Prince; when the Prince became Regent,
Sheridan was no longer of use, therefore he was discarded. IJe

• The ^uffbty, overbearing ewigeant behaviour of the Prince in private

llf^, makes Miraneau’s sarcastic description of the Duke of York, applicable

to kia brother. " Pour moi je lui tronve toute Pallure d'un prince

alltmaad double d'insolence anglaise, mais depourvue de la libre cordialitd

4f ^ite astion.’’
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was now no longer needed to fight the battles of His^Royal High-
ness in Parliament^ since money was to be obtained in a different

way than by opposing the Ministry. Besides, to get rid of Whig
associates now became desirable. As is well known, the Prince
did get rid of them without scruple

;
his former connexions were

cast off and totally forgotten. Among these the case of
Sheridan was jjeculiar. He had been the private as well as the

public friend of the Prince: he had laboured for him in his

most intimate concerns; he had been intrusted in the most
delicate and difiicult private n^tiations, and had proved himself

a steady, and, to the Prince, anhonest adherent. Yet this man,
thus tried, was discarded without a pang, without a scruple,

when no longer needed by the*Piince, who never forgot old

rfriends.” Let it not be supposed t^iat any apology is here

offered for Sheridan. His character is indeed no subject of ad-
miration : the public voice has long since consigned it to

a merited obloquy. But for the Prince this is no excuse:
to him, Sheridan had been a faithful friend, and had claims

which a generous spirit could never have forgotten. The
punishment inflicted upon Sheridan, was such as all men deserve

who make personal considerations the guide of their political

career. He who inflicted that punishment, however, i^ entitled

to no applause, but adds another stain to his tarnished reputation

even by the very good he effected.^

These instances of selfishness, and flagrant opposition to the

dictates of common decency, are usually avoided (to use a law
phrase) by declarations respecting the general spirit of bene-

volence which characterized the late King : his spirit of

benevolence being inferred from the numerous acts of public

charity which he is known to have performed.

To judge correctly of aV.an^s benevolence, it is necessary to

know the amoiintlof the sacrifice of personal advantage induced

by the charitable act. A person of very moderate means, sees

a case of distress and is desirous bf relieving it. His moderate
means restrain him • *10 carry inta effect his cnaritable wishes, he
must not only forego many pleasures, but absolute necessaries.

In spite of the. great sacrifice of personal convenience and com-
fort, he relieves the distress : this is evidence of great bene-
volence of spirit. One twenty times as rich as he sees the same
object

;
out of his carriage window, withouii one atom of sacrifice^

he throws twice the sum given by his poor benevolent neighbour.

Is he twice as benevolent 7 Can we conclude that he is beiievo-

lent but in a very moderate degree from this act 7 So with His
Majesty’s donations. He sends a thousand pounds to the poot
weavers at Spitalfields. The act is extolled to the skies : but
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does any one believe that the King sacrificed ought by this act

of ostentatious charity ? Did one wish go ungratified in conse-

quence ? Did one bauble go unpurchased ? Was one idle

whim unsatisfied ? Was there a statue less on Buckingham-
house ? A facing the less 6h the dress of the guards ? A race-

horse the less in the royal stables? We know well there

was none of this. Where, then, was the charity? During
the late King’s life, the people of this ^country, at various

periods, suffered grievously from want. Tliousands died

of starvation, and millions linge^ out their lives in hopeless,

direful penury. Much of this wafit was supposed to arise from
the wasteful extravagances of the government. Did the Prince

unnecessarily increase an already lavish expenditure, or did he,

uided by that spirit of bqpevolence so vehemently insisted on, i

iminish in as far as his personal expenditure was concerned, the

sum torn from the people ? The answer to this question will be

found highly instructive.

From July 1783 to July 1786, the sums expended by the

Prince were as follows ;

—

Debts-

Bonds anil Debts •• £13^000
Purchase horses . • 4',000

Expenses or Carlton House 53,000
Tradesmen's bills • • • • 90,80't

lG0,804f

193,648

Expejises paid.

Household, 8cc. . . £29,277
Privy Purse .. .. *16,050

Payments made by fJol. \
Hotham 5

Other Extraordinaries • • 1 1,406
Salaries 54,734
Stables 37,919
Mr. Robinson’s . . • • 7,059

Total .^354,452.

In three years he thus expended 160,804/. more than his

income. When his first establishment was formed, 50,000/. per
annum were allowed him, besides the revenues of the Duchy
of Lancaster, amounting to 13,000/. per annum*, and 100,000/.

for outfit. This was not sufficient: 160,000/. was in three

years added in the shape of debts. This would suffice to make
many displays of charity, even at the rale of that«o generously
bestowed on the Spitalfields’ weavers. There is yet more to be
added : the King, his father, after the year 1783, granted him
10,000/. per annum in addition to his income. In spite of this,

in 1796, on his marriage, came forth another estimate of debts

amounting to the enormous sum of 642,890/. 45. 4d. The spirit

of benevolence must have been weak in the royal breast, since

VOL. XIV.— Westminster Review, i
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it permitted the Prince to wring from a suffering people this

extraordinary expenditure, to be lavished in worthless amuse-
ments, in degrading pursuits, and often criVninal indulgences.
What could lie, what did He offer in return for this extravagant
waste ? What benefit did he produce ? What service did he
render ? Had he ought in his own bosom to justify this flinging

away of other men's w^ealth; could hpl say, I have done this

good, I have performed that service—I am being paid for my
labours, am enjoying the reward of the many good deeds I have
performed for my country ? Truth would have held another
language : she would have bade him say

—

I am a burthen to

the people : at their hands I deserve nothing. I am an idler, a
spendthrift, a follower after debasing pleasures

;
my hours are

,
spent in riot and debauchery, in dunking, in horse-racing, in

visiting prize-fights, in gaming; I 'spend what I have never

earned
; I am lavisli of other men's gains

;
and, careless of their

misery, indulge in wild and reckless extravagance." Qujb
Charybdis tam vorax? Charybdin dico ? quin si fuit, fuit

animal iinum
;
Oceanus (medius fidius) vix videretur tot res

* * * tam cito absorbere potuisse. Nihil erat clausum, nihil

obsignatum, nihil scriptum. Appthecic totse nequissimis

hominibus condonabantur^: alia mimi napiebant, alia mimm
;

domus erat« aleatoribus reperta, plena ebriorum : totos dies

potabatnr, atque id locis pluvibus : suggerebantur etiam seepe

(non cniui semper ipse felix) damhaaleatoria. * * * Quamobrem
dcsiuite mirari haec tam celeriter esse consiiiiita. Non raodo

uuius patrimonium, quaiiivis amplum (iitillud fuit) sed urbes, et

regna, celeriter tanta nequitia devorare potulsset.''

llitlicrto the character that we are examining has offered few

attractiv(3 qualities^ The sequel if possible is of a still graver

complexion.
The passion of the Prince for horse-racings led to exceedingly

disagreeable results : in consequence of certain transactions

respecting a race in which he was concerned, he thought fit to

retire from the turf other versipiis of the same story, say that

he was expelled. The reverend biographer of his Majesty
touches tills affair with a very delicate hand ;

making the dis-

pute arise solely out of the conduct of a jockey, and describing

the Prince ast indignantly retiring in consequence of the ill-

treatment of his servant. Other account?i give a different com-
plexion to the matter. The jockey was accused of fraud of some
sort, and whatever the imputation was, it extended also to

the jockey’s master. Rumour says, that on the night previous

to the race some person obtained "an entrance to the stable of

the favourite, and gave him a pail of water. The horse in con-
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sequence lost the race. The Jockey Club, whatever might have
been the offence, decided against the jockey, and it is often

asserted, cast blame at the same tipie upon the Prince. It is

well known that the Prince was openly insulted in consequence
of this transaction, a threat being expressed that his rank alone

shielded him from per^nal chastisement. That the Prince was
suspected, by some of King a participator in the fraud is certain,

that such suspicion was openly avowed i^ equally certain.— It

is reported, though for the truth of the report we would not

pledge ourselves, that the Prince was expelled in consequence
from the .lockey Club. A slur was evidently cast upon his

character, which neither he nor others have even yet effaced.

Retiring in indignation was no satisfactory answer—men seldom
flying to their dignity for support, till most other defences have*
failed.

The public papers teemed with accounts of the transactioir,

and the following extracts from letters and pamphlets of the

time, mark that an opinion was abroad unfavorable to His
Royal Highness. In a letter published in the World/’
December, 1791, the writer says, ‘Mt was he alone who
absorbed the guilt and i^ifamy of the transaction

;
he alone

sustains the odium
;
for his situation in life deprives him of the

1

)Oor and sorry consolation of an associate in the •crime laid to

fls charge. Were there a thousand accessaries he would eclipse

them all: he alone would be considered as the principal, and
stand alone exposed to public censure and derision

;
for who

among the most necessitous and profligate of his pretended

friends would have presumed to suggest so foul, so iniquitous,

an expedient; and he that gave that advice will he have the

effrontery to avow it? I am positive he^ill not, though it

were to screen the deluded youth tohn reproach and ignominy.

The fraud was no sooner committed, than it blazed forth in all

its turpitude: vice felt herself honoured by the audacity, as well

as by the atrociousness of the* trick, and gloried in what has

been matter of profound grief ami astonislnnent^to every virtuous

mind in the kingdom. It was at first imagined, that the

splendor of rank would have dazzled tfie million, and afforded a

sllield to the dignified perpetrator: those who counted upon
this security, paid but an ill coni])liment to the •morals of the

nation. These gentnf (meaning the tnvf associates of the

Prince) have since been taught that the morals and manners of

the people are not to be violated with impunity. They have

found that even the public prints, whose mistaken lenity has

hitherto spared their persons and their crimes, disdained a

criminal taciturnity upon the occasion, and demonstrated their
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E
atriotism by stigmatising what they justly considered a dis-

onour to the country. Their zeal and their clamour appear to

have penetrated into the very sanctorum of turf-swindling,

and to have frightened even the stoutest of the Banditti.
" A mean and pitiful request was made in a succession of

anonymous paragraphs, that the public would suspend their

judgment untiha certain Soh, or combination of men, gave their

report.’^

This club was the Jockey Club, and they gave their report
against the Prindli

;
thus affixing on him the accusation, that he

was participant in the fraud. A groom was made to swear before
a magistrate respecting the affair, and a species of defence set

up, upon which the above-quoted writer declares, that “ the
ctory, so far from being elucidated, seems by this lame and
nameless defence, to be more than ever perplexed

; so far from
being brought into the clear and brilliant atmosphere of truth,

it seems to be more envelloped than ever in dark and sulphurous
clouds which blacken even to the complexion of Erebus* the hap-
less object whom it is pretended to bleach and purify.^’ And as

to the testimony of the groom he observes, “ 1 think it was in-

decent if not dangerous, ‘"to make thq character of one of the
most elevated men in the kjngdom depend solely on the credit,

which may or* may not be given to the testimony of a man in

one of the very lowest and certainly least honourable occupations
in life, (he was jockey as well as groom), and who
tnnately, though no doubt undeservedi;^, involved in the same
censure that oJfWts his royal master, will find it difficult to escape
suspicion.’^ In another portion of the same collection it is said,

"It was with a view to reclaim his royal highness from bad com-
pany, that the letter signed !Nej)tune was addressed to him in

1784, and when at the distvince of seven years the scandalous
adventure at Newmarket proved that admonitions were without
effect, when it appeared that ’’bad habits and bad examples had
taken strong and deep root in a’lnind, on the purity of which
the fate of millions might hereafter depend, it was surely justifi-

able in the writer*who signs himself Legion to expose in all the
severity of language, a conduct, in which guilt and meanness
disputing the superiority aimed at depriving the nation of its

fairest hopes and promises.’'* Mr. Croly's account of this
**

,
* See " A Letter to the Prince of Wales on a second application to Par-

liament to discharge debts wantonly contracted, since JMay 1787,*' the fifth

edition of which may be found in the British Museum, under the title here
given. The reader who is inclined to the task, would do well to look also

at a work published in \7d2, styled ^^The Jockey Club, or a sketch of the
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transaction would not lead any one to suspect that suspicion

had attached to the Prince. He,^ like a loyal person, and a
sincere lover of agreeable truth, leaves out every thing not favor-

able to his royal idol. The next time he attempts to become an
historian, it would bc^ well if he altered his conduct. Let him
attempt to write a triffe" history : witn some pairfs he may prob-

ably succeed.

One other instance of want of faith on the part of the Prince,

is as flagrant as the one already mentioned, more strongly

evidenceciU, Of his marriage with Mrs. Fitzheibert, there is now
no doubt. Though this fact be perfectly notorious no surprise

needs be excited by the bold*as’sertion of Mr. Croly to the con-

trary. A bold denial of an evident truth, being by cerlaji^

classes of persons deemed judicious policy. Mr. Fox and the

party of which he was the head had painful reasons to .know
that the accusations respecting this piece of imprudence were

but too >vell founded:

When the Prince applied to Parliament for money 1o pay
his debts, Mr. Pitt endeavoured to frighten off the claimant,

by threatjiining to mak^ his marriage public. At this time

Mr. Fox was ignorant of the expeedingly injudicious con-
duct of the Prince, Mr. Pitt’s threat led him* to inquire of

the Prince, and to ask what course was to be pursued. Upon
the assurance of his royal higlmess he came down to the house,
and boldly denied the marriage. ‘‘ His royal highness had au-
thorized him to declare, that as a peer of parliament lie was
ready in the other house, to submit to any the most pointed

S
iestions

; or to afford his majesty or his majesty’s ministers,

e fullest assurances of the utter falsehood of the statement in

question, which never had, and whiph common sense must sec
never could have, happened.’’ Fox afterwards discovered the

falsehood,, and as is well known to t!hose who were his intimates,

never forgave the Prince for making him the bearer of it. It

may be conceded that the maiyiage, though considered by the
law a gross delinq.uency, is in fact, if any, a very slight offence.

It was an indiscreet act, and that was all.—But the making his

friend assert a solemn falsehood for the purpose of denying it,

was a piece of treachery which nothing could palliate. It

tended to throw doubt upon the most sacred ties which bind
man to man, to induce suspicion where the most perfect trust

ought to prevail, and thus to destroy some of the sweetest sym-

manners of tlie which may also under the title quoted, he found iu
the British Museum. These books tell the tloating rumours of the time,
and are in many parts exceedingly well written.
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pathics of our nature ; making friendship but a hollow name,
and confidence a mockery. .^/.There are few if any temptations
which ought to induce us to took with a lenient eye^on such
a transgression. When, however, we call to mind, tn^ a desire

to gain money to support his unbounded extravagance, led to

commission of this offence, the nat?ire of the temptation,*
seYves but to heighten our disgust.

The exempla^ piety of the King during the later years of
his life, is usuany adduced both to serve as an edifying ex-
ample, and as a splendid illustration of the worth of the royal

character. The Duke of York also is considered another
shining light, and his opposition to the Catholic Relief Bill,

**ha« been deemed a memorable instance of pure principles of
religion. Among numerous anecdotes respecting the piety of

George IV, and his correct estimate of Christian duties, the

following is often quoted with a species of exultation. ** The
King one Sunday Morning having discarded a servant in a
passion, and for no serious offence, was respectfully told by the

Bishop of Winchester, that he was not in a proper frame of
mind to receive the sacrament. His, Majesty instead of being
displeased, thanked his monitor, and by restoring the man to

his place, recl)vered his own peace of mind.’’* His Majesty was
also remarkable for his regular attendance at church, for his

participation
j
in the mystery of the sacrament, and for his

correct and ortliodox belief. Thus far all is well, and if we look

no farther, nothing can appear more edifying than the royal

piety, and the martyr-like spirit of opposition manifested by
the Prelates of the church.

* IlLs IMiijeaty’s l^iognipUcrs,^*think requisite in every case, to cast

hluuie, if any be due, oii any body,, rather than that the King should receive

it. Mrs. Fitzherbert is sentfed at, and lier scruples deemed idle, solely for

the purpose of exonerating^ the Kingr The elergynian thinks proper to

laugJi at the lady for bciiiig old, and considers himself severe because he
forgets tlie mannerj of a gcntleinan* And although a clergyman, and
therefore probably knowing tliut marriage is hy the Romish church con-
sidered an act,^the religious legitimacy of which is without the cognizance
of the civil power, yct lauglis at the supposition of the scruples of Mrs.
Fitzlicrhert bciiij^ satisfied by a re;^ular dispensation. Mr. Lloyd does the
same thing, and shews himself as ignorant us the churchman. The sin is

in illicit connexion, illicit because not preceded by certain religious obser-
vances. To avoid this, Mrs. Fitzherbert, a roman catholic, obtains a dis-

pensation from her church, and precedes her connexion by the religious

ceremony. Put aside the religious feeling, and there was no sin in the

matter, whether marriage occurred or not, was inditicrent. The scruples

were religious scruples, and could only be avoided by the church, to which,
as a good catholic Mrs. Fitzherbert <yppealed, and was by it, armed against

the invasion of sin,
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Persons who are excessively orthodox in their belief, and who
vehemently insist that others shdl be so, ought at least to set

the exai^Ie of a strict and full srelherence in acts to the conse-
quenceJ«duced as principles from that belief. It is not enough
that in mere formal observances, there be conformity to prin-

ciple—it must extend^to the substance of the law
; for exaiu-

ple, a Ohurch-of-England Chrisnan should be not only a regi^r
attendant on church, but also a steady rdsister of the lusts of
the flesh. The first observance, if commanded at all, is almost
a matter of indifference

;
whereas, the infringement of the latter

is a mortal sin. That piety therefore which is confined to llie

former observance, is but a poo? apology for religious feelings. To
a truly religious nynd there is something exceedingly revolting^

in an outward cant and ^Dretence to piety
;

in a godliness in

minute and indifferent matters, and an open breach of the lead-

ing doctrines of religion with pretended fervour on our Ii]).s, and
super-sublimated piety of comportment. Louis XIV surrounded
by a host of mistresses and illegitimate offspring, listening with

every symptom of devotion to the ascetic discourse of Bourda-
loue or Massillon, and fasting acconling to the law, exhibits no
very edifying example of piety. Neither did the prelate who
reprimailHed this king’s grand-daughter, for apj^iaring at mass
in any thing but full dress, betray any very exalted opinion of

his mission. Like our preldte of Winchester, he liad the ex-

traordinary courage to reprimand, where he knelv full well there

was no danger. But was there nothing else, that it would have
been better to amend before the reception of the saci ament?
The following picture of other courts and times bears a re-

markable resemblance to some not so distant. ** Ici, Louis, le

module des rois, vivait (e’est le mot u la cour), avec la femme
Montespan, avec la fille lAvalii*re, avec toutes les lilies quo
son bon plaisir fut d’oter h leurs mavis, i leurs parents. Cetait

le temps alors des tnaurs, de*la religion; et if commiiniait tons

les jours. Par cette porte entrait su luaitressc le soir, et le

matin son confesseur. Lii, Henri faisait penitence entre ses

mignons, etses moines
;
maurs et religion du bon temps This

religion of the good old times is now correctly estimated by
our neighbours let us hope that we also ma^ gather wisdom
from experience, and learn properly to appreciate U.

A man, though he may hold opinions inimical to the interests

of mankind, is not therefore necessarily vicious. IJe is a dan-

gerous person, and when his opinions lead him to pernicious

acts, he becomes a criminal, and for the act deserves puiiisli-

* Paul Louis Courier, Simple Discours.*'
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ment. But the punishment is applied to repress the act^ and
by no means proves, or supposes, the culprit vicious. He is

vicious, who, having a fixed ^set of opinions, fixed j^rinciples,

acts in opposition to the dictates of those principles ; a moral
frame of mind, not consisting in holding opinions correctly

framed, but in that strength of purpose which enables a man
to resist all temptations leading to what he believes deviations

fiom the path of duty; One, steady in error, and imdeviatingly
j)ursiiing a iDcrni^ious course, may claim our respect on the

score of probity, though possibly we may have a contempt for

his uWlerstanding. He however is most of all deserving of

reproach, who, yielding assent by his understanding to correct

principles, giving in his adherence, and claiming respect for

rhat adherence, yet swerves from thc/path Re knows to be the

path of duty, and by wily arts tries to hide his dereliction. He
essentially, above all others, is vicious. This, above all others,

is the tone of mind most injurious to the interests of mankind.
Now, every species of Christianity, even that modification of it

sometimes termed Church of Knglandism, most vehemently
forbids, even to royalty, all gratification of the sexual appetite,

excepting under peculiar forms : and ilbt only does the Christ-

ian, but so also does every’vsystcm of morality deserving the

name, prohibit adultery. We beg to remark here, that no
accusation is being made; certain well-known principles are

called to mind, and in juxta-position certain facts are placed.

From such statements no conclusion is here drawn : if any can
be found to follow, the fault is not in us, but the facts. The
only fact now to be stated, after the above exposition, respect-

ing adherence to principles, and one portion of the Christiali

doctrine, is, that the late king was well known to be a staunch
adherent to that doctrine. Fraise is, as already observed, often

claimed for him on account of such adherenoi^, and his exceed-
ingly pious demeanour. After the above observations it may
perhaps be easily determined to what extent such praise is due.

Besides being gentle, benevolerii, and polite,'ever considerate

of the feelings, and solicitous respecting the happiness of those

around him, > and pursuing no seln^sh gratification when
inimical to the interests of others; besides being firm in

honest purposes,^' frugal in his habits, generous in his friend-

ships, of spotless integrity, and eschewing all arts of mean
hypocrisy, besides all this a finished character should in his

thstes and pursuits give evidence of a cultivated and exalted

mind. The finest gentleman in Europe,” even on this point

is hardly deserving of admiration. In early life his association^

with the leaders of the opposition threw a lustre over his career.
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which has blinded many of his historians- That association

was the result of selfish views, both on tl|e one side and the

other; and even brilliant as wcro-.-the talents of many of the

persons vrho composed his circle, the tastes which predomi-

nated among them were of a grovelling description. The
Prince associated witlilhem because they were useful to him

—

not because they were talented. He and they spent their

hours in the worst species of debaucliery^ drinking, gambling,

horse-racing, boxing were the chief amusements of this crapu-

lous assembly. In later times when these talented associates,

or others like these would have been of no service, liuthbler

and vulgar spirits were selected as the fit partakers in the

same sensual orgies. When*tlie Prince became thoroughly his

own master, freed ftom tile trammels of a subordinate situation,^

he withdrew from every thing that could be called talented

society. The humble dependent, who required no consider-

ation, who was satisfied with the honour of losing his senses at

a royal table, became alone the sharer of his intimacy.* With
the exception of the leaders of the opposition party, who, of

the many great men that adorned the reign of his father and
himself, could be ranked* among the friends and associates of

the late King ? It is true tliat the •really great would have fled

such society as surrounded him
;
but stilbwe see ho endeavours

to win them to his circle. • There were no manifestations of

interest in those pursuits and investigations which are con-

nected with the great inteiests of humanity. The many disco-

veries in moral, political and physical science, which occurred

within his life, seem to have attracted no attention, appear
not to have lured him for an instant from important investiga-

tions into the capacities of the various competitors for the St.

Leger, the elevated indulgences of* eating and drinking, or the

equally worthy consideration of, the chances of the hazard

table. The sum of his private munificence to the professors of

science or of art, is confined to a few scanty pittances to a broken
down play-wright or a superjfnnuated fiddler. But, when was
seen an interest in the progress of science, an anxious solicitude

for its success—a kind and friendly cheering on of the student

and professor through times of doubt and despondency and
want? Where was evinced a love of scieflee for science

itself? Where, unless some paltry interest of personal vanity

was involved, was any science or any art made a matter of consi-

* It is well known, that during the latter years of the King’s life, tlic

conversation at his table was not only levvd -hut absolutely disgusting.

The coarsest jokes conveying most pleasure to a faded appetite.
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deration ? It is not by buying books, collecting pictures and
statues, or building houses, that an interest is evinced for the

arts and science. N’avezivous jamais oul parler du Marquis
Tacconi a Naples, grand-tr4sorier de la couronne, grand amateur
de livres,et inon grand ami, que Tonvientde mettre aux galires?

II avait 100,0.00 livres de rente, et il faisait de faux billets;

c’etait pour acheter des livres et il ne lisait jamais. Sa biblio-

theque magnifique etuit plus a moi qu’il lui : aussi suis-je fort

fach6 de son aventure. * * * * Mais, dites-moi, auriez-vous

cru que la fureur bibliomaniaque put aller jusque-hX ?

Tamour fait faire d’etranges choses ; ils aiment les livres char-

nellement, ils les caressent, les boisent.’** A man who forges

to buy books he never reads may have an extraordinary love

for books, or may be vain of jiossessiii'g them
;
but assuredly he

cannot be said to have a love of the knowledge which those

books contain
;
which love alone evinces a cultivated mind and

a true and worthy interest in the progress of science. His col-

lection considered as evidence respecting the character of his

mind or pursuits might as well be a room surrounded by
shelves, adorned with painted backs of books. So with pic-

tures
;
it is not merely by possessing thtmi, that a taste is evinced

for the art itself, or an understanding of its principles, or an
interest in its success. Of his Majesty‘’s interest in literature

besides the possession of books he never read, we have no
evidence. As to official donations to literary-job-societies, they
are matters of mere observance

;
done in a public capacity as

part of the duties of that capacity; the money also coming
directly out of the pockets of the people, and being used
matter of patronage. Moreover the societies themselves are,

with very rare, perhaps it may be truly asserted with no excep-
tions, hindrances to the advance of science. To foster them is

to render literature and art, like every thing else in this

country, a job, an instrument of personal undeserved advantage,

and not a public benefit. These societies arisj^ out of, and are

conducted with a*' view to personal interest
;;
and high patron-

age is afforded to them from personal variity, or for political

purposes. Make every thing, and above all literature, a job, and
you take the niost effectual means of maintaining the great

dominant parent job, the government.
^

There was one taste of the late King which may be correctly

said to be an elegant taste, viz. his supposed love of painting.

The disposition of his mind, the class and character of his ideas,

were here evinced in a no less remarkable manner than in his

* Lettre de Paul Louis Courier h M. et Madame Clavier.
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debasing amusements. As is well known to every one^ the

beauties of the art may be, and are usually divided into two
distinct classes

;
first, such as result from the depicting scenes,

whose interest depends upon moral causes ; and second such
as result from a correct imitation of mere physical objects. To
the first class belong all the grand conceptions of the art

; con-
ceptions which make its professors often for intellectual power,
take a rank with the leading minds which from time to time
elevate and do honour to our species. They who take delight
in the works of these men

; tJiey who do so, not from fashion,

but from a thorough understanding of the high intellectual

characteristics which distingukh llieni, are, and must be them-
selves, pro tanto, men of cultivated and exalted tastes. The
second portion of the aiM? may again be, and is usually subdi-®
vided. In depicting mere physical objects it may happen, that
those are chosen, whicli, though they are not immediately the
results of human passion and thought, still by association come
to be intimately connected with them. Such, for example, are
the landscapes of Claude, lie who takes an interest in these
productions, an interest based upon an understanding of their
intellectual character, he*also evinces pro tanto, a cultivated and
elegant taste. But there is anoflier portion of this' second
division, which is in no way, or very slightly, c&nnected with
human emotions, or if conne\)ted with tliem, it is with those of
the least elevated description. Such, for example, are those
exquisite imitations by the Dutch painters, of brass pans, large
cabbages, glasses of wine or beer, or the light of candle. Such,
to make one step higher in the art, are drinking, dancing, and
amorous boors. These are admired in the one instance, merely as
excellent imitations—we admire the ingenuity—nothing more-^
the artist is little if at all superior to the maker of a pretty toy.
In tlie other with some singular* exceptions, the class of the
painter’s mind, is not of necessity so far as the art is concerned
much above the jank of a low and clever^ buffoon, while that of
his admirer may ,.take its sfation with lhaV of the buffoon’s
applauders. It is well known, that the pleasure which the
late King took in painting was almost totally confined to
an admiration of the lowest class. His collection of the Dutch
masters chiefly occupied such portion of fiis attention as
was l^stowed upon painting. His painted brass pans are the
best in the world

;
in fact in the vulgar walks of the art he is

reported to have the best collection in Europe.
When praise is claimed for his late Majesty on the score of

^te, let it not be whispered by any that his MajesW had a
building taste, and a dressing taste ; let Buckingham nouse be
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passed by, as if it were a spectre, let every one turn away his

^es and dread to behold it, let no one say, that there is a
Pavilion at Brighton, let no one raise the laid ghost of the

Chinese Bridge, let all forget the guards, be silen{ as to the

tenth; and bury in oblivion those numerous and^ainportant
orders issuing from the Horse Guards, to determine the position

of a button, the conduct of a sash, and the colour of a facing.

In charity we say, letno man speak of these things.

Such was the man “ whose manners’’ according to the Duke of
Wellington “ received a polish, whose understanding acquired
a degree of cultivation, almost unknown to any individual, and
who was admitted by all to be the most accomplished man of
his age.”^ This most accomplished man of his age, could not
avrite his own language correctly, (tho noble Duke as may be
seen below is nearly in the same predicament,) he whose under-

• The Duke of Wellington, who thus coolly takes upon himself to deter-

mine the degree of cultiviition to which tlie people of this age have attained,

in the next sentence gives the following proof of his own degree of culti-

vation as to English. “ My Lords, he carried those advantages to the
government to which he was afterwards called, and trhich he 60 eminently
displayed when on the throne** I^ow the gnimmatieal construction leads us
to suppose that the noble Duke iiKcnded t9 say, tliat the King when on the
throne displayed* tlie government to which he was afterwards called. This
being flat nonsense, we, out of charity, ipust suppose that the duke meant
something else. Well, then, let UvS suppose him to intend to say, what the
sentence hy no means warrants, viz. “ that he displayed when on the
throne, those advantages, which he carried to the government.'' This
with all the straining is nearly unintelligible. What" advantages ? Pos-
sibly the advantages were “ polished luaiiners, and an understanding,
which had aeouired a <lcgrcc of cultivation almost unknown in any
individual.” But if so, how can the duke correctly say a few sen-

^tciices after—** But these advantages (always advantages) which shewed so

conspicuously the polish of maimers which he possessed, were not only
observed by persons immediately around him— for I appeal to many of
your lordships who have transacted the business of ^he country which
required an interview with the sovercigw—Avhether big Majesty did not on
every occasion evince a degree of knowledge and of/^lcnt much beyond
that which could reas^mahly be expected of an individual holding his high
station.” Now he it remarked the advantages shewed the polish of man-
ners—therefore it is evident the polish was not one of the advantages.

But if not. what wero the advantages which the King displayed on the

throne? It appears from the second quotation, that these advantages,

which shewed the polish were not known to those merely around the King,

for the Duke'^ appealed to certain Lords, whether the King did not manifest
talent above wliat was reasonably to be expected from a King. In truth

this eulogium would disgrace a school-boy called upon to make exhibition

of eloquence on the breaking up of school : It proves that the noble Duke
' cannot speak his own language correctly, and thus determines his fitness

for the task he so gratuitously took upou himself. Measured by tj^e

Duke's standard the King might have appeared an extraordinary perscht
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standing was cultivated beyond that of all other men never

said, wrote, or did a single thing which as a proof of intel*

lectual power would entitle him to rank above the poorest

dabbler in wit, science or literature. ‘ This is an assertion made
advisedly, ,^nd one that we wish to have scrutinized to the

very letter?^' Look through the 4ate King’s life in his public

and his private character, take every, or any act^well authenti-

cated as his, and then let the question be asked how many men
in this country could do and have done things immeasurably
superior. Is be to be the most cultivated man of his age, whose
life must actually be ransacked to find even one act evincing

mental power—and that too when the world teefhs with men
whose whole lives have beeti ti series of long, uninterrupted

efforts of intellectual labouj
;
who day after day have added to the ^

stock of human knowledge, and have rendered service to human
nature ? Shall we look back and compare him as to a culti-

vated mind even with his own political associates ? Where
is the man who placing him by the side of llurke, does not see

the royal compeer shrink to the dimensions of a pigmy ? Can
we liken him to Fox, to Sheridan ? To go still higher, did not

Hume live within his daj^? Was not Smith of his age? To
descend from this high estate (for the mere mention of these

two names seems a bitter mc/bkery) let us go to sesnething even
below the ordinary level, Louis XVI and Louis XVIII were
both far the superiors of his late Majesty in every portion

of their education : and their tastes, particularly those of
Louis XVI, were for the most part the tastes of educated
men. To make the assertion of the Duke of Wellington
still more ridiculous, let us take as a comparison a man of
high rank, brought up in dangerous indulgences, in the en-
joyment of wealth and without a jruler

;
one of dissolute and

idle habits
; let us in short take Lord Byron, and place him

beside the King, to be judged &s to the cultivation of his

mind. In what single circumstance could the King claim
superiority ? Change their si^iations

; make Byron the King,
and the King a peer, and who is there that cfoes not see that
his late Majesty would have been undistinguished from the
herd of right honourable mediocrity, while Byron for mental
power would have stood almost alone in the \w3rld’s annals of
Kingship ? But it may be said, this is not what is meant by a
cultivated mind

;
neither knowledge nor intellectual power is in-

tended. But if not, are we to understand by it a power acquired

We know not what poor savage took au apothecary’s apprentice for a con-
juror, In sober sadness it is a melancholy thing to see the destinies of a
nation confided to such ignorance.
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by care over our desires— a good government, in short, of our-

selves in life, obtained by watchfulness arid training ? A review

of the late King's career at once proves, that no such meaning
could have been in the speaker's thoughts. Truly polished

manners cannot be supposed to be the cultivated understanding

spoken of, for those are expressly added in the list of advan-
tages. Let U3 cut the matter short and at once avow^ that

the Duke, determined to eulogize, let his imagination get the

better of his judgment, and throughout was more solicftous of

making flattering than correct assertions.

It may possibly be objected that the whole of the above obser-

vations respecting the private character of the late King and
the mode pursued throughout in forming our estimation, have

,*been based upon an incorrect princi|:)Je. It may be said, that

to take isolated transactions, transactions happening at long

intervals of time, and on them to form an estimate which
includes the whole of a character, is to pursue an unfair, and
deceptions method : that a cliaracter can only in fact be cor-

rectly estimated upon a contemplation of the whole of a man's
acts, and that any one formed upon consideration of less than
the whole must be erroneojjs. That,

,
for example, in the case

of the hie king, allowing t% acts adduced to be far from praise-

worthy, it maijr have happened that the intervals of time between
them may have been passed in tlie most exemplary and meri-

torious manner
;
and, consequently, it may be asserted that the

impression likely to be left on the mind of the reader by our
observations, Avould be wJiolly incorrect.

To this apparently plausible objection (which indeed is often

pressed into service on this subject), the answer is easy.

There are certain classes of acts, the commission of which,
without further evidence, is, sufficient to prove the existence of

peculiar states of mind
;
for example, a single assassination, in

the present stage of civilization, would of itself be sufficient to

establish the existence of a criminal carelessi^^tf of human life,

of the well-being of society, and of the gene^| feelings of man-
kind. The turnfiig of your family out of wofs, and leaving

tliem to starve, would alone, and without additional evidence,

prove you cruel and criminally hardened against reproach. Thus
isolated acts mey be sufficient to justify an opinion respecting

certain ptrtions of a man's character. The isolated acts we
have adduced as evidence of certain portions of the late king's

character, to us appear to possess this quality
;
and, it must ne

remembered, that although they be isolated, and happening at

various periods of his life, they point, many ofthem, to the same
conclusion, and thus form the strongest chain of evidence that
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could be desired. Certain passages of his youth, were brought
forward which seemed to indicate a strong tendency to selhsh

considerations
;

of his manhood, many were adduced which
forcibly evidenced the same disposition

;
in old age his acts

bore the same characteristic. Thus, step by step throughout

his whole life, the evidence has been sought, and not confined

to any one isolated portion of it. Many of the circumstances,

besides proving this strong selfish feeling, evinced a cruel

recklessness concerning others. This recklessness is not made
to result as a conclusion from any one act, or from acts per-

formed in any one ^portion of his life
;

here, as in the former

case, the evidence extends from boyhood to old age. In addi-

tion to these traits of charactej*, the conduct mentioned, in many
points, proves extravagance, debauchery, low and vulgar tastes,

habitual opposition to {fcknowledged principles of virtuous’*

action, contempt of public opinion, contempt of decency, con-

tempt even of an outward shew of decorum. Many of the acts

described, of themselves would be sufficient to prove all this,

although in no case does the opinion rest on the support of one
alone. If the conduct of the late king connected with his mar-
riage be alone taken, who docs not see, that he who, like the

king, sacrificed the happftiess of a*'^oung helpless stranger to

his private convenience, who first itiade her his wife so*that he
mignt rid himself of his debts

;
who, when this end was accom-

plished, neglected and insulted her
;
exposed her to the arts of

his own mistress, and finally in a few months separated himself

from her, leaving her a widow though a wife, and indulging

himself in the full unblushing enjoyment of his former illicit

connexions—who, to rid himself of his wife openly braved
the public indignation, forgetting all decency and decorum,
forgetting every manly, every generous sentiment; who is

there, we ask, that does not see that this conduct alone is suffi-

cient to mark the real character of•the king? Who is there so

blind, that doe^ tfot at once discover, that a habit of mind was
the cause of alt this flagrant deviation frpinduty? Who can
believe that the c^facter wasliot depraved when the deviation

was so steadily, so unblushingly continued ? In one not habit-

ually wrong, there would have been some one feeling of re-

morse; one generous wish, one generous act,^at least would
have betrayed itself djiring the transaction. Can any such be
found? In'what, from the beginning to the end, could there

be seen ought but the most confirmed and reckless selfishness ?

Need we require more damning evidence, and extend the nauseous
ino^uiry through a whole life ?

it should be observed, moreover, when all that is known of
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a man’s acts are for the most part marked deviations from duty,

any one is justified in supposing, that the unknown conduct is

in accordance with the known ; and no one is justified in calling

in qhestion that supposition, by a mere surmise to the contrary,

Su^ evidence as exists favours the" first hypothesis, and evi-

dence, and not surmise, is required to refute it. If it can be
shewn, not n>erely surmised, that the conduct of the king,

which intervened between the acts w^e have adduced was, not

simply harmless, bui absolutely in direct opposition to that on
which we have founded our opinion, then, but not till then, shall

we be willing to acknowledge, that these grave derelictions from
duty are not deserving of the severe rebuke, which, under the

present circumstances, they so viohly merit
;
and also to allow,

^that the character whicli those derelictions now justily, must in

a great measure be differently drawn. But where is the evidence

thus potent? And how lias it happened that such blazing

instances of merit have so long been hidden from the world ?

If, however, none such can be discovered—if, in examining
closer, we find that where absolute and open violation of estab-

lished morality was not practised, there existed low debauchery,
debasing indulgences, vainj|gd haughty insolence of demeanour,
and an overweening self-osTOnation, we have little inducing us
to believe tha/. the small portions of the royal life, not yet laid

bare to public inspection, would do credit to himself, or add
mueh support to the too willing admiration of his admirers.

The previous examination has been confined to the private

character of the late king
;
his conduct in public life now claims

attention.

There would without further evidence be much reason to

believe, that a mind constituted like that of George IV. was little

fitted to take a beneficial pgrt in the government of any coun-
try, much less in that of one, the interests of w|kich are so ex-
tensive and complicated as that of England. enabled to

govern any country with wisdom, much kij^^^^e must be
acquired, much labour must be gone enabled
to govern it with "probity, there should be,^^l^™|^elf-command
of no ordinary description, an active prin<!^WO>f benevolence
to excite and to guide the ruler

;
and a deep and strong feeling

of the duty imposed on him, of the great trust confided to bis

hands, of the solemn obligations conuec/.ed with ,his station

should dominate over all other feelings, and be unto him as a
species of religion. In him wjjo ran the frivolous race above so
often alluded to, whose mind was occupied by the petty plea-

sures of fashionable life—who when at eighteen he was freed

from the dominion of his tutors, believed his education finished.
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and acted on that belief—who dedicated himself solely to tlie

follies and enjoyments of a life of mere pleasure—who believed

his only duty was the gratification, of his own wishes—ia^ this

man it would almost appear idle, to look for the great qualities

of a worthy ruler. The fop cannot by intuition gain those

exalted powers, which even to a well-trained, laborious, and
capacious mind, are matters of difficult attainment and the

idler, accustomed to yield unbounded license to his desires, is

little calculated to resist the temptations which beset the path
of a kin^, freed on many important points from all real respon-

sibility. It now remains to discover, whether this general prob-

ability was belied by the result..

Until the time of the Regency, the Prince of Wales appeared
seldom as a public man, Except in the character of a suitor for

money. The Opposition, with Fox at their head, made use of his

name, and derived a species of countenance for their political

schemes, by joining him to their party ;
in return for this service

they were ready at all times to ask money of the Commons, to

defend the Prince’s conduct, and to attack his opponents. This
mutual service continued ti^l the of George HI, and the

consequent Regency of the PriiicJP* Wales, who then for the

first time appeared in the capacity Of Ruler. The ministers of

the king had always been the declared political enemies of the

prince, while the friends of the prince were the regular opponents
of the king. Now that the prince had in fact mounted the

throne, it was fondly hoped by the Opposition, that their term of
expectation was at an end, and that the long-wished-for time of
enjoyment had arrived. Vain were these anticipations. The
ministry, for the first year of the regency, were retained, it was
stated, out of respect for the king. When in 1812 the Prince
became Regent, without restriction, he declared, that he had no
predilections fe^^dulge, no resentments to gratify, no objects

to obtain, b^^K^ as are coipmoii to the whole empire.” In

other wordsf/^H^^^, were discarded. As^a matter of political

importance/ indifferent as regarded the nation;

whether the their opponents were intrusted with
power. The sudd^ change in the opinions of the Prince
derived an interest solely from the evidence it afforded, respect-

ing the principles which must throughout have governed his

• Mr. Lloyd, carryitiff his eulog^y still farther than even the Duke of

Wellington, when speaking of the king, says
—‘'IIK majesty, whose

observation nothing could escape,”—^froin this possibly vvV arc to conclude,
that his majesty having left off study at the age of eighteen, was inspiro<l

with all knowledge, and.gifted with super-human intelligence. It is difficult

to conceive how men bring themselves to utter such fulsome nonsense.

VOL. XIV.— WeUminster Review^ k
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political conduct. If during the time previous to the illness of

the kino-, the difference existing in the opinions of the Ministry

and the"Opposition was sufficient to justify the marked conduct

of the Prince, in openly giving llu}' latter ])'arty his name and

countenance, for the purpose of counteracting to the utmost the

proceedings ojf the ministry, this same ditforeiice in opinion

ought to have had the same effect when (he Prince became

Regent. Tiic intere^s of the nation were the same
;
at the one

permd as well as at the other the people rerpmed a good govern-

ment
;
and if the principles of tlie so-called Tories were opposed

to good government before 1811, they being the same, must
have had the same pernicious eilV;ct after tliat period. One of

^tvvo suppositions under this hypothesis must be correct;

either the Prince changed Ins opiin(!ons without reference to

the interest of the people, or if he did guide his conduct
witli reference to tlie general welfare, he must have disco-

vered tliat his political doctrines up to the mature age of

forty-nine, were utterly erroneous. The first supposition seems

])y far tlie most plausible. It is a curious circumstance,

that since the accession of the House of Hanover, every
priticcpf Wales (George HI, who \v<!s but a child during the
reign of his j^andfalher, extfepted) Jias been in violent opposition
to the reigning king

;
and that George II, who was surrounded

by the Opposition precisely as was George IV^, left his friends

and his sup[)Osad principles on his accession to power, exactly
afier the sarne manner, and with as little scruple as George IV.
'i h(‘se coincidences, whicli will appear the more striking and
coni|)letG, the more minutely they are examined, strongly favour
the opinion, that personal and not general views, led to the
clvange in both cases

; since it is extremely improbable, that
both George II and George IV should, by a singular fatality,
be kept in political darkness, one fo the age of forty-four, the
other to that of forty-nine

; Jhat both should suddenly l)e

enlightened, and op the same event, viz. accession to power;
and that both skoidd at once get rid of disagreeable friends, in-
fluenced solely by a wish to promote the pulBlic welfare. How-
ever, let it be supposed that the regent did change his opinion
on public groipids, it is remarkable, to say nothing more, that
the evidence wliich led to such change bad never before been
seen and considered by him. There must Imve been extreme
baste in taking up his opinions, and something approaching to
criminal neglect in maintaining them for so long a period, seeing
that the evidence by which to correct them could so easily have
been obtained. Under this supposition, therefore, the Prince,
up to this period of his political life, appeared only as one hunt«
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ing after the public money, and supporting with criminal

facility and obstinacy, a set of political opinions, utterly

erroneous. Whilst rendering this great national service. Ire ex-

pended some millions of the people’s money. Thus careless in

his younger days as to his principles both of public and private

conduct, his example by elevating the tone and character of the

reigning morality, must have tended greatly to the solid irn-

jnovenient of the British youth.
•

In the government, which is vaguely denominated the con-
stitutional monarchy of England, the part that can be played by
the monarch is of a very peculiar description. If his desire be
to do good, he finds the greatest caution, labour, and talent re-

quired, to put his good intentions into practice
;

if, on the con-

trary, his wishes be evif, nothing is more easy to a certain

extent, than the fulfilment of them. Should a philosophic and
philanthropic monarch by accident be placed on the throne of

England, it is more than probable that bis desire would be to

reduce the expenditure of the government, to educate the people,

to free them from the oppression of tyrannic laws, to relieve the

poor from the cruel domination of tljie rich. He would wish to

see justice within the reacli of all, and dealt equally to all
;
the

game-laws and game-preservkig magistrates would iie the objects

of his abhorrence. Quarter-sessions justice, and the influence of

every local aristocracy, he woflld wish to have destroyed. These
abuses, and a hundred others, however, having powerful support-

ers, could not be reformed through the means of any monarch,

without serious pain and disturbance to himself. The aristocracy

would wage war with him, render his life a burthen, and perhaps

drive him into the arms of the people. On the other hand, in

the present state of things, the people have acquireil some
power—oppression extends only to a certain point—hitherto to

gnnd them by Jhe exaction of enormous sums to be spent by
the aristocracy,i;itas been no very ditRcult matter ; but there is

a step beyond which, whey attempted,•becomes dangerous.

To keep the peOpi^jui subjection, then, is an aitluous task
;
and

the king who should attempt it, or who should assist the

aristocracy while they attempted it, would find his peace now
as much disturbed by the clamour of the peeple, as, when
endeavouring to do giiod, he was disturbed by the clamours of

the aristocracy. Any one, therefore, merely desirous of personal

comfort, and careless of his duty, would steer a middle course
;

he would share with the aristocracy the plunder, which the

people are accustomed to yield quietly
;
he W'ould aid them in

all oppressions patiently submitted to
;
while, on the other hand,

he would abstain from such outrage as would endanger his own
K 2
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quiet
; he would neither exasperate the aristocracy by attempting

to do good, nor the people by any unusual endeavour to do evil.

George IV was essentially a lover of personal ease—during

the later years of his life, a quiet indulgence of certain sensual

enjoyments seemed the sole object of his existence. Although
the whole frame of his mind was of a haughty despotic charac-

ter, and although, in consequence, he loved and sought obedience
to his will, still thelovfe of ease predominated over this and most of
his other passions, and led him to take that middle course described
above. A sort of compromise was made, his love of power was
gratified by making those who approached him servile in their

bearing, and apparently the slaves of his will, while his ease

was carefully preserved by attempting no very outrageous
oppovsition to the public will. The mbde of life he had pursued
up to his regency, had deadened (if we may use the expression)

the springs of his existence—his energy both mental and bodily

was destroyed, or nearly so—as age crept upon him, the effects

of his dissolute career became more and more apparent, by his

increasing fear of any disturbance of his quiet—His life in fact

became that of an old man, who had lost all taste for boisterous

animal .indulgences, and who never hrfd any mental ones.

With this ^morbid love Jf case or fear of disturbance begin-
ing to make its appearance, he came into power. For some
years, though a strong, it was not the dominant feeling. In the

years of the Regency, therefore, he manifested a much stronger

disposition to go to dangerous lengths in oppressing the people
than in later times. In Lord Londonderry he had an active

co-operator in any scheme proposed for mal-treating the many
;

and while this minister lived there were few plans left unat-
tempted to enslave the people throughout the whole of Europe.
Though the name of the King of England was not with the
Holy Alliance, his spirit. Iris good wishes were. While the
members of that blessed fratcrnit)^were sedulously, though vainly,

endeavouring to forge chains for the continental nations, the
ministers of Gc6rge IV were equally busy iri the same nefarious

practices here. The Six Acts were passed^—the Manchester
people were murdered—plots were hatched to punish, and get
rid of the troublesome, and those who were not cut down by the
swords of the dragoons, were judicially sacrificed

:
juries were

packed to condemn those who exclaimed against these proceed-
ings

3 spies were employed ;
terror reigned throughout the land

;

We hope that some conscientious member of the legislature will press

upon the present ministry, the necessity of repealing those infamous
enactments, as well as that, by which a man may be transported upon a

second conviction for libel. This last act is the work of Mr. Peel.
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the confidence even of private life was shaken : and never were
there seen in England times of greater misery, dread, and doubt.
In a moment, auspicious for the people. Lord Londonderry com-
mitted suicide, and the King, now robbed of the support of this

bold bad Minister, was still called upon to fight the battle of

despotism. But age was now coming upon him, and his love of
ease had been rapidly increasing. In the former contests with
the people he found he had gained little, more than universal

dislike. His greatest admirers allow, that he was exceedingly

unpopuplar. (Such is the mild expres^iori !) Whatever benefit

the aristocracy liad derived from these struggles, the con-

sequence to himself, he but too plainly saw, was disagreeable,

not to say dangerous. The public indignation grew every

moment louder—day by clay the people becoming more instruct-*

ed, grew in their demands more united—more steady, and more
impatient of opposition. To stem this increasing torrent

required one firm in purpose, quick in resources, careless of

danger, careless of trouble. George IV decrepit through a
premature old age, was totally unequal to the task. He* deter-

mined, as far as he was concerned, therefore, to pursue a different

course, and avoid the dangerous encounter. His ministry in

accordance with these wishes adopted milder measures,

and as the aristocracy themselves had been alsfrmed by the

fierce resistance of the people, little opposition was manifested

towards these more peaceable proceedings. In this obedience

to the popular will there is nothing to be admired, while in the

previous despotism there is much deserving of the severest

reprehension. The principle of the one portion of the King’s
conduct and of the other was the same

;
a desire for his own

personal convenience led to both, the welfare of the people was
considered in neither case. So long as it was deemed that there

was nothing dangerous or disagreeable in oppression, oppression

was practised,—when, indeed, alarm came upon their oppressors,

the people for ^ ^l^ile were freed from molestation. But is this the

object for whicn.a'jgovernment or a governor chosen ? And
shall they claim praise for abstaining from mischief, and being
merely useless ?

“ Quale autein beneficium est quod te absti-

nueris nefario scelere” ? But thus it is ever, with the Govern-
ment of this country. So long as they are criifil and oppres-
sive, they demand acKniration for the courage with which they
resist the dangerous demands of a misguided people. When to

resist these self-same demands becomes impossible, then our

rulers lay claim to equal admiration for the liberality of their

conduct.' Thus, whether actively vicious, or yielding a reluctant

and forced consent to beneficial changes, and thus being merely

useless, they demand, and too often receive, laudation.
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Btjfoie ptoceeding further in the discussion of such matters

a.v lire persoiiul to vie late king, it will be well to w^ke a few

observations respecting the ^extent to which the military acts

which occurred duriiiji^ bis reign, ought to be considered con-

nected with his character as a sovereign : the language com-
monly employed when speaking of these and other remaikable

events being likely to lead to exceedingly erroneous opinions.

If, during the reign of a given king, events have taken place

which are deemed " glorious,’^ the reign itself is called glorious

and, by a natural transiticyi, the epithet is applied to the monarch.
If this be mere matter of formal observance, no harm can be
considered to arise from it ; but if, as is too often the case, per-

sons are really led to believe that' the character of the king is

allected by events happening duringthis reign, which events
he in no way contiibuted to bring about, then a serious evil

does flow from this absurd application of epithets. It may,
and does happen, that in the reign of a monarch essentially

stupid and vicious, many acts are performed, many discoveries

made, which conduce greatly to the welfare of the country he
governs. If, in spite of his own vicious conduct, the monarch
may come to be considered worthy of admiration, in consequence
of these beneficial acts and discoveries, our notions of right and
Avrong are petverted; a false and fictitious standard of morality
is set up. It is requisite, therefore, completely to separate the

acts in which the monarch took a part, from those in which he
had no share, and to judge him solely by the former class.

Thus, during the Regency of George IV, many proofs were
given by the British army of extraordinary valour, and by some
of our generals, of great military skill

;
but, as the king had

no share in these achievements, they redound not to his credit,

and personally no^ admiration is due to him on their account.
In ^uch portions of the planning the campaigns as really re-

sulted from the ministers, the king might have had a part.

There is, however, no evidence 5f this
;

neither is there any
evidence, that t\ie plans, as far* as regarded -(he share of the
ministers, deserved any praise. For the oonduct of the cam-
paigns, it is plain that no praise is due but to the general and
his army. No admiration, for example, is due to George IV,
from the circuifistance that the Duke of Wellington at Waterloo,
Avas not completely out-manoeuvred by N^jjoleon, and that the
soldiers of the British army, by4|MBir unconquerable courage,
turned the fate of the jday. This victory has no more con-
nection with the consideration personally belonging to George
IV, than has the discovery of the spinning-jenny by Ark-
wright f tkfU of the safety-lamp by Davy

;
the principle of .po*»
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pulation by Multhus, or that of foreign trade by Ricardo. The

king is as completely separated from the military as from the

philosophic renown.*

The same observations hold as to the various attempts lately

made, to reform the law. Whatever credit results from these

attempts on the part of the ministers^ in as far as the ministers

are concerned, is due to Mr. Peel. A still higher praise is due
to those who, against years of oppositign and contempt, set

forth the evils of our law, and who, by creating a general de-

mand for its melioration, forced the government to commence
the difficult task. Take away the share of merit due to Mr.
Bentham, to Sir Samuel Romilly, and Mr. Peel, and what will

be left as the portion of hts ‘majesty ? His majesty existed

when the reform was attempted, and so did St. Paul’s.

indeed may be the historical sign by Which the time of the re-

forms can be marked
;
and such will be the only service ren-

dered by him on the occasion.

Catholic Emancipation, which will be cited as an instance of

the liberality of the king, is another of those acts which, though
happening in his reign, do no honour to himself. The measure
itself was a highly beneficial one, and the ministry, by yield-

ing wisely to the pressure of circumstances, deserves* a little

praise for policy—but for policy alone. So longjfe the measure
could be resisted, it was resisted; when opposition became
dangerous, emancipation was granted : the principle of our

government being, not to do all the good possible, not to ad-

vance cheerfully with the people, and even to precede them in

improvement, but steadfastly to resist every advance, obsti-

nately to maintain every pernicious privilege as long as possi-

ble
;

to yield a benefit only on compulsion. However, what-
ever be the approbation due, it is well known, that the measure
was, even by the ministry, forced ^upon the king

;
that he was

frightened into compliance, and that he never ceased to intrigue

against the measure till the bill had actually passed. The share

he really did taft^n the proceeding had Ifttle^vvorthy of public
approbation.

Leaving, then, aside these various acts in which the king had
no share, what, it may be asked, is really attributable to him ?

The king, for his private satisfaction, prosecuted*thelate queen

;

thus, for the purpose of gratifying his selfish desires, setting

• This observatian must be taken with one limitation
; so much of

military renown as results from the late various chancres in the regimentals

of the array should, we are given to understand, he shared between the

king and the army tailors. Perhaps this was the circumstance which in-

duced Lord 8tewart to style his nitgesty the first cavalry ofiicer in Europe,
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the whole kingdom in a dame. The king, for the purpose of

playing a part in a pageant, got up a coronation at an unparal-

leled expense. The king squandered enormous sums in fitting

up Carlton House, which was afterwards pulled down : he also

expended some hundreds of thousands of pounds in repairing

the palace of St. James, which he visited not half a dozen times

after. He speftt still more in repairing Windsor Castle, which
was only fit to receive, him a few months before his death

;
and

lastly, he commenced rebuilding Buckingham Palace, which
he left unfinished. This last abomination creates a blush even
on the fiice of official hirelings

;
the extravagance, impolicy, and

injustice, which attended this precious proceeding, utterly

overwhelmed the long-tried impudence of Downing Street. The
^ninisters one, and all, shrunk at the very mention of this scan-

dalous attack on the pockets of the people.* The statement
of childish, yet criminal wastefulness, may yet be increased by
a list of sundry changes and grotesque exhibitions of taste at

Virginia \ '^ater
;
not to mention the expenditure entailed upon

tile nation by the costly household military establishment, the

decoration of which occupied such portion of the royal attention

as was not devoted to the more arduqus task of adorning his

palaces and cottages, laying^out his fish-pond, and other simi-

larly iniportai^t considerations.

These were the personal acts of tjie late king. If future ages
mention his name with leverence, and consider his achieve-

ments as doing honour to humanity, these are the deeds which
must justify their applause. His character, neither as a public

nor private individual, will demand honour from mankind, be-

cause he was endued. with exalted feelings; because he was
strenuous in the performance of the great duties of his station

;

because, as a ruler of the people, he was frugal, just, laborious;

because be made private yield to public convenience
;
was great

in intellectual power, and possessed of the knowledge requisite

for the head of a great nation
;
because sedulously careful of the

public weal, he devoted his lioursr to constant study, so that he
might acquire all such lights as improving science daily pro-

duced
;
because, in his private life he set a bright example of

self-restraint, adherence to duty, of elegant and elevated tastes.

These are not the sources from whence George IV deserves, or

will derive applause. If poste^ty award approbation to his

Mere extravagance was not the only offence connected with the re-

building of Buckingham House. The money uniiistly withheld from the

Baron de Bode, Is believed upon evidence painfully cOicient, to have been
squandered on this frightful palace 5 the principles ofcommon honesty being
utterly scouted on the occasion.
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memoiy, the task of discovering the grounds on which it is to

rest may be well left to their labour and ingenuity.

Art. VII.— Treatise on the Election Laws in Scotland, to which is

added an Historical Enquiry concerning the municipal constitution

of Towns and Boroughs, S^'C. Hy Arthur Connell, TSscj. Advocate.

Svo. Blackwood, Kdinburgli. 1830. ,

voice of Reform has reached us from Scotland : loudly

and deeply it rings in our ears ;—an augury that it will now
be effected. The pledges of the new Ministry have given room

for hope. Our object is not so piuch by reasoning to demonstrate

the necessity for.Reform in the northern half of the island, a task

wearisome from its veryobViousiiess,as to place before our readers

abrief sketch of the wrongs and mockeries to which its peoplehave

been subjected, in order to interest English sympathy in their

cause, and to remind themselves that it is no timid, elusive half*

reform, that can serve the present generation or satisfy the next,

Scotland contained, in the year 1821,^- according to the

government census, 447,960 families, averaging from four to

five persons each. Of thfise, 130,699 were chiefly employed in

agriculture
;
190,264 in trade and irftinufactures ;

126,997 were

not comprised under either class,—that is to say, their adult

males were either annuitants^ soldiers, lawyers, clergymen, or

schoolmasters, and beggars.

This population is represented in the House of Commons by

45 members ;
of whom 30 are returned by the counties and 15

by the Royal Burghs. The number of persons having votes in

the counties in the year 1821 was 2987. The 15 members

for the burghs are chosen by 67 self-elected town-councils, each

averaging 20 persons. In other words, in. the year 1821,

the 45 Scotch members, representing a population of more

than two millions, were elected by 4327 individuals. Were
we addressing suQh persons only us had ^either interests nor

prejudices opposed to reform,* we might stop here and say
“ The tale is told but as our admonitions are intended for the

benefit of those also who have faith in what they call "" virtual

representation,” it may be necessary to go a littje further.

It is not very easy to understand exactly what “ virtual

representation” means ;
the wflfld knows, however, that it is a

sort of hocus pocus phrase, employed in cheating men out

• We have taken for the basis of onr calculations the eensus of that

year ;
the population has since increased materially, but we are not aware

that the proportions of the enumerated classes have varied.
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of their rights : its advocates, perhaps, define its operation

as follows :—By virtual representation, the component mem-
bers of a legislative body, who, although not elected by the

whole, nor perhaps even by the majority of the people, are

so chosen that we find among them men who from their social

relations are inclined to support the interest of one or other of

the great clashes (mercantile, agricultural, and so forth) into

which the community resolves itself, and from their talents, in-

tegrity, and information, are capable of doing this with efi'ect.

There are two tests that may be applied to the Scotch repre-

sentation in order to ascertain whether it is possessed of these

requisites :—What is the individual character of the members
chosen ? lly whom are they elebted, and do their legislative

'acts prove them, to be tied down to^the will of their electors?

The nrst is rather invidious
;
we, therefore, prefer the second.

The counties, then, let it be presumed, represent the agricul-

tural, and the burghs the mercantile interest. Assuming for a
moment that they do, a question very naturally occurs. The
number of families interested in trade and manufactures out-

numbers those interested in agriculture, and of the remaining
inhabitants, such as are not public ser^vantsand alike dependent
upon both classes, must, in the character of monied men, be
understood belong more to the former class than the latter.

How comes it, then, that to the agriculturists are allotted 30
representatives, to the merchants and manufacturers only half

that number ? It is not that the mass of property is in the
hands of the former, for, taking into consideration the baneful
eflfects of the entail system, there can be little doubt that the

merchants and manufacturers engross by far the largest portion

of the wealth of the community. It is not that they have a more
permanent interest in the soil, for the manufacturer is as firmly

rooted as any landholder in the country.

But why this trifling ? The simple, the undoubted fact is

that the electors in the Counties^’and Burghs do 7iot represent
the agricultural and'* commercial classes of Scotland, nor have
they any interest or feeling in common with them.

birst of the counties, all land in Scotland is held either

.mediately or immediately of the king. The elective franchise
is possessed by those persons only who hold land immediately
of the King. A man may possess half a c6unty, without having
a vote upon it if he hold it by a charter constituting him a
.vassal of the'person who holds it of the Crown. On the other
band a person who holds a large estate immediately of the

Crown may sell every acre of it, and if he make his bargaii^

with the purebaser, so that the buyer consents, in virtue of a
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charter granted in the name of the seller as feudal over-lord, the

right of voting remains in the seller though he no longerpossesses
a foot of land. Further ;

the right of voting is attached to a cer-

tain value of land held in chief, and if the superiority (as it is

called) possessed by this landless vote exceed that sqrn, he
may create as many votes as his superiority can be divided
into, and sell them to othefs as landless as himself. Finally a
Scottish peer, ivho dares not even shew hi^ face at an election,

and who it may be has a seat in the House of Loids, either as a
liritish Peer, or as one of the Representatives of the Scottish

Peerage, can create over-lords upon his land, and thus give to

his dependents votes at the elections of a county in which they
possess no land. Nor is this'merely what may or can be done,
it is what is daily practised.

And looking now at the manner in which the representatives

of the agricultural interest are elected, the numbers of persons

really possessed of land in Scotland, amounted according to Sir

John Sinclair in 1811 to 7637. But in addition to these there

are in that country an intelligent and wealthy body of farmers,

who holding large quantities of land upon lease, have vested

capital in their agricultuml speculations, to an amount which
renders their interest in the soil scaicely if at all secondary to

that of the landlord. This is not the place to inefuire whether
agricultural labourers have not a right to be considered as form-
ing a part of the agricultural interest

;
but taking the word in

its usual restricted acceptation, let us see whether the persons

above enumerated are any thing like adequately represented.

The number of electors in the counties in 1821 was 2987, the

proportion of this number who are merely fictitious, or parch-

ment voters is about one fourth. Then of the remainder some are

in the army and navy
;
others, members'of the faculty of advo-

cates, a body of from four to five hjundred persons from among
whom must be chosen the holders of at least sixty offices in the

gift of the Crown. It is calculated it may be also observed,

that one half of the land in Scotland is at^ present held under
the fetters of strict entails, and such is the nature of the law
respecting that species of holding, that there is scarcely an,

entailed proprietor who is not labouring under many difficulties.

Facts like these inevitably infer and produce corruption.

But such a result, (afid we speak it more in sorraw than in

anger) is no matter of doubtful speculation alon^.,/ Instances

of the grossest want of principle are known to us, aM have been

witnessed by us, not among the parchment voters, from whom
nothing else was ever expected

;
but among the bona fide land-

holders of Scotland, Will any one just cast his eye towards^
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the flourishing little Presidency of Madras and calculate, the

number of younger sons of Scotch Landowners upon that estab-

lishment? A wealthy (and liberal) Director of Leadenhall-Street,

was lately returned for a County in the South of Scotland, and
made great parade of his having ousted the nominee of a noble

lord. Cadetships may not have been given by him for votes

but we know that votes were offered liim upon the condition of
his procuring cadetslpps. Nay, there is an instance in a neigh-

bouring county, in which a sum of GOO/, was coolly pocketed
in vulgar bank notes, by one of the oldest families in it

; and
in virtue of the vote so gained did the father of the present

member obtain a status in the county, which seems to have
become hereditary in his family. Before leaving this subject,

• it maybe as well to explain to oup> English readers what is

meant by the term independent interest’'* in a Scotch county.
The great mass of most counties is about equally divided into two
different parties pretty nearly alike in point of numbers, who are

each thirled'” to the support of some noble lord, or wealthy
commoner. In ^addition to these there is generally a small

balance of men, chiefly practitioners in the lower walks of the

law, who have saved enough to pur^:hase small estates with
votes attached to them. These men become of importance
during seveivly contested elections from possessing the power
of giving the majority to either ^side. They call themselves
independent, because being attached by the usual family ties

to no leading interest, they are at perfect liberty to sell their

vote to the highest bidder. The county of Ayr has not been
contested for many years. One of this class said to the

writer not long ago with great naiVete, in allusion to this cir-

cumstance, “ only think, Sir, I paid 500/. for my vote 20 year^

ago, and I have never yet been able to make a farthing by it.”^^.

And what is ‘the state of the burghs ? They are, eveq
according to the population returns, and taking for a moment
the best view of affairs, but a small portion of the mercantile
and manufacturing interest, and» therefore, their representatives

are but the “ virtual representatives,” even of their own class.

The number of inhabitants of the burghs was in 1821, 432,207

;

the number of persons at that time engaged in trade, and
manufactures, ’“(exclusive of annuitants) was 913,672. This
can easily be accounted for. Greenock, one of the chief com-
mercial depots, a wealthy and populous town, is not a royal
burgh. Peterhead, the principal scat of the whale-fishery, is

not a royal burgh. Paisley, the next manufacturing town
after Glasgow, is not a royal burgh. And many others similarly

circumstanced might be mentioned. But it is needless, for the
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manufacturing industry of Scotland is not confined to towns,
but has its chief seats in many instances in the rural districts.

The cotton mills of New Lanark, the Carron, Clyde, and Shotts
iron-works are not located in any town, Nay, more, the weavers
employed by the manufacturers Of Glasgow, are spread over
the whole surface of the country. They are to be found
filling the villages and lonelhouses, in every nook*and corner of
Galloway, and of the farthest isles of ^he Hebrides. And
here be it asked what share even this ‘‘ virtual!^” represented
minority, have in the election of Members for Parliament.
The 15 members for the burghs are returned by the self-

elected* town-councils of the JS7 royal burghs: that of the
City of Edinburgh choosing one member, and the remainder
clubbing together in fours* and fives, into 14 districts to choose
the rest. An early opportunity will be found, for an expo-
sition of the internal municipal government of Scotch burghs

;

and, therefore, we omit at present any account of the con-
stitution of the town-councils which govern them ; in the

mean-while the reader may rest assured of tlic fact, that except
in one or two instances where the abuses of the magistracy
had been so gross, as to'*render necessary the interference of

Courts of Law; and where ^he new* sets have yet befofe their

eyes this wholesome lesson ; the inhabitants of SSotch burghs
have no effective voice in the election of their magistrates, in

whom, however, is reposed the trust of electing the Member of

Parliament.

These town-councils, as has been already slated, average

twenty persons
;
and as the institutions of the burghs are such

as to throw the power into the hands of the rich, one should

expect that In the manufacturing and ipercantile districts, the

wealthier merchants would bear rule. Let^ us look at the

Glasgow district. There are four burghs in this district, Glas-

gow, Dumbarton, Renfrew, ajid Rutherglen. Each of these

appoints a delegate, who repairs to the head-burgh for the time,

to concur with the delegates fbr the othe/thr^e, in choosing a
Member of Parliament. The burgh in which the election is

held, and it is held in them all in rotation, has the casting vote.

Well, suppose a man who is well known to the merchants

of Glasgow obtain a majority in the town-council, and have

a delegate named, wlio is in his interest. There is a chance,

though a small one, that t\m wealthy merchants of Glasgow
having a character to support (sucli as it is) may wish to

send a man of respectability to Parliament : but there are

still three burghs, each having a voice equally potent to be

dealt with. In Dumbarton, the town-council consists of
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fifteen persons. They are self-elected, and for many years all

its offices have been filled by one family. Rutherglen and
Renfrew have but a ^inall population, the former indeed is

bat a suburb of Glasgow. They are inhabited exclusively by
the labouring classes, who have no time to spare for the close

attention to burgh matters required in a magistrate. The
consequence Is, that the government of these burghs has

fallen into the hands qf a few men, who, too idle to live by
honest industry, suck nourishment from the profession of a
magistrate, “ as a weazel sucks eggs.’* Now, be it kept in mind,
that in three out of every four elections, the casting vote is

possessed by one of the three .magistracies, constituted as we
have now described

;
consequently, that a person who, by

open bribery, or by that conjoined 'with unlimited indulgence
to the tippling habits of the patres conscript! ” of the two
burghs last-named, will be quite secure against any faint

shadow of danger likely to result from the compunctious
visitings of the Glasgow dignitaries.

On looking further down the roll of Scotch burghs, it will be
found that a majority of the districts are composed exclusively of

such materials as the three stars of the fifth magnitude in the

constellation we have just keen describing; they have not even
one such constituent member as Glasgow. Their magistracies

are either the dependents of some wealthy neighbour, sometimes
a retired merchant, sometimes a landed gentleman, sometimes
a peer; all their places of po\ver and trust being filled by
himself ill person, or by his led-captains, or they are composed
of a junto of self-elected bankrupts, who live upon the revenues
of the corporation

;
and give their voice to the aspirant for par-

liamentary honours, who pays them best, and makes them most
frequently drunk.
A few illustrative facts may here be stated with advantage.

In the report of the Select Committee appointed to examine
into the state of the royal burghs of Scotland laid before the

House in 1820, \ve find the evid^ce of Colonel Francis William
Grant, at that time, and we believe still, sitting in the House of
Commons as representative of a Scotch county. That gentle-

man was, by his own account at one and the same time Pro-
vost of the bui^h of Cullen, Preses of the burgh of Forres, and
a member of council in the burghs of Elgin and Nairn. At that

time he resided only part of the year in the north of Scotland :

and even while there his place of residence was 21 miles dis-

tant from Fonres, 30 from Nairn, 36 from Elgin and 40 from
CuUeni In 1819 the sum of 3000^. was expended in improve**

inents upon the town of Cullen and that sum was paid by Mr.
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Grant. Now on looking to the list of the Royal Burghs we
find that Forres and Nairn belong to a district in whi<^ there

are only four burghs
;
in other words ki two elections out of

every four they name the Member who is sent to Parliament by
that district. The burghs of Cullen and Elgin belong to a dish

trict in which there are five burghs. One of these belongs to

Lord Kintore, so a noble Lord and an hon* M.P. have the power
of returning for that district.

,

Turn to the Wigtown district of burghs. The^magistrates of
Wigtown and Withorn are the creatures of the Earl of Gallo*

way, the Provost of New Galloway is the nephew and heir of
Lord Kemnure. Turn to the Dumfries district. The magis-
trates of Dumfries have malifully met the wishes of tneir

fellow-citizens and petitioned for reform
;
those of Sanquhar

are equally well disposed ; but Kircudbright is an appanage
of the Selkirk family; the Provost for life, of Sanquhar
is Chamberlain to the Duke of Buccleugh; the Provost
of Lochmaber is at this moment a bankrupt spirit-merchant,

the two baillies are the innkeepers of the place, and what is

worse, it is said that these three and the town-clerk are the only

resident burgesses who Ir^e education enough to qualify them
for filling their oiBces. .

One statement more, and \Ve quit this disgusting subject for

the present. We have mentioned above, that the electionis made
by the delegates from the burghs of a district, meeting at one of

them, and there giving their votes for a member. We pass

over at present, all ^the chicane, debauchery, and sometimes
even violence which are employed in candidates in order to

obtain, the nomination of a delegate in their favour; for, the

hustings in England, with all their outrages, are a scene of

purity when compared with the low, j^ordid and brutal ex-

cess, which stamps with its dull^ brawling h Scotch burgh
election. We dw^ell upon one fact alone. So totally are these

people demoralized that they htive not even that honour which
18 said to be found among thieves, and ccfnse^uently no con-

fidence in each other. It is customary for the candidate (who
cannot trust one of them) to have himself named delegate for

one of his burghs, his agent or confidential friend for the others,

who meet and go through the mummery of electing himself.

The inevitable inferAices from what we have now stated, and
no fact has been advanced for which we could not produce

documentary evidence or parole testimony, are:—That the

Scotch members in parliament, are returned by a very small

minority of the rich land-owners of the country, containing,

however, many Peers ; that the complex system of machinery by
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which that small junto exercise their power has not only de-

f
raded the political character of all who are connected with it,

ut has injured even their domestic morals, and in many in-

stances their physical health : that the division of the country
into burghs and shires can no longer be esteemed equivalent to

a division into agricultural and commercial districts, even
though it were advantageous to keep up any such distinc-

tion. ^
"

Having thus ascertained the character of the, electors we
turn to their representatives. We say nothing of their general

apathy to the concerns of Scotland, to their ignorance of its

institutions, to their uniform subserviency to power; oneesiia^ple

of their conduct will suffice for their condemnation. Thd^BjiBirgh

Reformers of Scotland petitioned parliament for the first time
in 1784. They could not get one of their own countrymen to

present their petition. Dumpster of Dunnichen, who was at that

time esteemed the beau ideal of an independent statesman, told

them openly that he believed their assertions, and sympathised
with their grievances, but that regarding himself as the parlia-

mentary advocate of the corporations complained against, he
must act for their interest. From that time the cause of Burgh
Reform has been coldly advocated by a few and warmly opposed
by all the test. Not one of the grievances alleged by the
petitioners has been denied, their complaints have uniformly

oeen got rid of, with cool gentlemanly insolence, upon points

of form. The elected have proved themselves right worthy of

their electors.

Let the Reformers of Scotland keep t’liese important facts

steadily in their eye, now that the ball is at their feet. The
change in thek elective system must be a radical one, though
many excellent and well-intentioned men will startfe at this

word. They misapprehend its true meaning. It means nothing
more than that the country shall be really, truly, efficiently re-

S
resented, and that the child’s play of frivolous and fruitless

iscussion, by which attention is-distracted from the true sources
of existing evil, must be laid aside. -

There has been a great deal said in the late Scotch Reform
i^aetings against going inta details.. This timidity is deplorable*-—

if it be noibihg w^oVse ,than‘ timidity the language is full of
Mlacy— and we fe^r jias* o, portion of dishonesty too. In
fills way the question* of the ballot was shuffled off, at the

Sdmburgh meeting. The ballot is a question of principle ond,

HfiSi !3$ detail. It i^ the question—the all-important question
^iwity ia beginning every where to be understood

$
and the

oottVtcUon of its omnipotent necessity is spreading through the
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country like the light of a summer day. We are convinced

that no scheme of reform without the ballot will satisfy public

opinion^ and that any delay which impedes the obiainment of

this primary security, will only make the demand for it louder

and louder. Those in Scotland who have, been most clamor-

ous about principles have not confined themselves to broad
and general statements, but have entered into details of their

petty individual grievances, and let enough peep out to show
that if they did not bring forward a specinc plan of reform, it

was not because they had not one in petto, but because they

feared it might not be generally acceptable;

^ pl^ of reform somewhat like the following has, wo know,
in i&. favour the opinions of mfhiy able and honest Scotsmen,
and is also sufficiently explicit wdiile it is free from all embarrass-
ing details. Let every county continue to elect a Member of

Parliament. Let fifteen of the most populous burghs elect

each a Member. Give a vote for a Member of Parliament
to every householder in a county who has not a vote iir a
represented burgh, and who occupies house or lands valued at

a yearly rental of 10/. or upwards. Give a vote for a Member
of Parliament to every householder in a represented burgh who
has not a vote in a county, and who, occupies house ov lands

at a yearly rental of 10/. or upwards. Let the votes in election

be given by ballot. ,

By adopting this.plan we obtain forty-five districts sufficiently

well proportioned in their population for all procticftl ))urposes
;

the inhabitants of which are already habituated to the division.

The complex machinery of burgh election, which is acknowledged
on all hands, to be of no use but to give employment to lawyers

and to perpetuate heartless and brutish debauchery, will be got

rid of. Representatives will be gained,* not of this . or that

interest, but of the nation at large.
^
Lastly, tlfe vote by ballot

is perhaps more peculiarly requisite in Scotland than in any
country 111 the world. The slaifish deference of the lower orders

to the aristocracy in many distmets, the poWer possessed by the

money interest through the instrumentality of the cash-credit

system, the circumstance that the affairs of all the land-owners
are managed by law-agents ^resident in Edinburgh, and many
other local peculiarities, give facilities to the speedy and effective

organization of a sy^ein of undue inffuehcerf But of these

topics we intend to discourse hereafter.^ -

And will it now be objected that such a plan of reform is

too sweeping, too sudden. To the fallacy concealed under the

first assertion we have already alluded. Those who employ it

wish to excite terror in the. minds of their hearers by leaving

^ VOL. iLi\.^Westminster Review. l
.
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them impressed with a notion that we are proposing by one mea-*

sure, to alter the whole system of civil government, whereas we
are only speaking of a very important, but certainly subordinate

instrument of national institutions— the mode of exercising the

elective franchise. Sudden it is not. The Reformers of ScoUand
have now, to use one of their country phrases, " been simmering
it and wintering it” for fifty years. They certainly are by this time

ripe for a real instead^of a mere nominal melioration. The fallacy

involved in this objediton is wrapped up in a phrase which is

a prodigious favourite with a numerous class, who have a vague
feeling that they are aggrieved, and a vague wish for redress,

but have never taken the trouble to form an accurate notion of

what they want. They say we want a " gradual reform.** Now
if this means anything, it means that men's minds must be
allowed gradually to ripen for it. A measure of reform cannot be

carried into effect by sucli insensible gradations, as those through
which the trees push out their buds, and the autumnal leaf

changes its tints. Reforms in government are more analogous

to the breaking-up of ice in large rivers—an event gradually

prepared by the thaw, but which is generally accompanied with

more or less noise. But the plan here, proposed is neither sudden
nor sweeping. It merely Igps off* those branches of abuse which
are already dead. The country's institutions have long been in-

sensibly verging to this conclusion, the people’s minds are pre-

pared for it, It can only annoy the delicate susceptibilities

of that drowsy race who expect society to vegetate into the

miilenium.

To the Reformers of Scotland we say : you have grown to

your present numbers without the countenance of any political

leaders, do not now bind yourselves down to any. Know your
own minds; be tempertite

;
be decided. The moment Is favour-

able, aiid must not be lost. Insufficient remedies will only
aggravate the disease.. Keep a fixed eye upon the selfish in-

terests that would disarm and thtj timidity tliat would dishearten

you. England is iftaking common cause with you, and the
energy of her co-operation will be measured by the energy of
your demands.

Art. VIII.—The Heiress qf Bruges ; a Tale of^le Year Sixteen hundred,
ByThoinas Colley Grattan. London. Colburn and Bently. 4 vols.

1830.

we consider the very important uses to which fiction

may be turned, without defeaiing a main object of it, vw.
the amusement of the reader, it is always with regret thut we
lay down the work of a man of talent who has applied his gifts
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to stnali purpose. Fiction^ for reasons obvious enough, is a
mine that latterly has been most assiduously worked, and it is

lamentable to perceive that the undertakers are guided by no
principle of science or calculation; that hazard alone is their

director, and whether they produce metal rubbish is an affair

left to the stars.

The writers of novels on morals should at least *be moralists :

of historical novels historians, and the productions of fiction in

either of these branches should be as stHctly addressed to the

great ends of morals and history as treatises on history them-
selves. We cannot pardon a novel that attempts a picture of

mnnneilSi for not putting the reader into a right way of thinking

of the scenes it describes, not b^ any formal essay or signpost-

system of instruction, but by directing the sympathy of the reader,

which is done imperceptibly towards the just and useful quarter.

The same truth holds with the fictions tliat turn upon scenes of

history : it is not enough to verify chronicles and re-animate the

dry bones of antiquity; the fictionist ought to know better at

this time of day than to waste his best efforts in painting tyrants

in amiable colours, and gilding atrocities with fine names.
Above all men, he shouki be instructed in a few principles of

political and economical science, /)r in a few ruling ideas

respecting the true interests ‘of mankind, by which he might
bring events and scenes to the tost, and thus be enabled to

avoid the glaring eiTor so frequently fallen into by our writers, of

misdirecting public sympathy.
Whether it be owing to the better education of the French

litterateurs or to the greater activity of their moralists and
publicists who shout wisdom almost in the streets, it is certainly

a truth that the greater part of the writings in France, whether
light or serious, erudite or occasional, in their nature, have tended

towards one great end, the establishment of ^ popular govern-

ment t sometimes they have striven openly, but most commonly
the effect expended itself in producing a strong under-current in

their works which carried along with it dlmost unconsciously

the sympathy of the reader.
*

Mr. Grattan has taken up the history of a great struggle on
the part of a people in order to cast off an atrocious tyranny,

and has occupied four volumes with matters connected with it

;

and yet at the close of his work it- would be utterly impossible

to say to which side he leant or even which were in the right.

The princes and governors oppress, the citizens rebel, armies

fight, besiege, conquer, and are defeated ; heroes distinguish

themselves in battle, common people die by thousands, the

population is not beard of except as it produces soldiers ; or
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popular rights except as a bye word against them, or as the

device of a banner ;
and all this time we are led to no conclusion :

the writer evidently sees nothing but action, and his reader feels

nothing but confusion. If an historical novel
j|f

.any thing else

than the chorus of the geniuses of evil,

" H^ble, bubble, toil, and trouble,”

then is Mr. Grattati'«6Kist egregiously wrong in the conduct of

his " Heiress of BrifgS^/*

At the same time JVff. Grattan’s writings are not deficient in

a certain species of animation which produces its effect upon
the reader. The complaint is not that lie is dull, but^tha^ he
is wild.

The story of the Heiress of Bniges” is of the times of

Spanish domination in Flanders. The events turn upon
some attempts to shake off the foreign yoke (for the Flemish
yoke has always been a foreign one) as they were aided by the

Dutch, under Prince Maurice. The tale ends with the famous
battle of Nieuport, gained by that prince against the Spanish
Arch-Duke Albert. The body of it is as usual an intrigue

grafted upon the stock of public histpry. The hero is a leader

called .De Bassenveldt, wjio joins the popular cause and
manages to ,inake love and war in the same breath. The
Heiress is the daughter of a Burgomaster of Bruges, of great

wealth, whose fortunes, for he was originally a gold-beater,

arise from tlie discovery of a treasure in an old sack among the

ruins of a place in which he is at work. The street where this

building existed is said to have thence received its name of Ouden
Zak (old sack), and whether the street took its name from the

treasure or the name of the street has suggested the idea of it

to the author, certain it is that a considerable street in that old

town is so named. Van Rozenhoed, the Burgomaster and
father of the heiress, becomes involved in the resistance made to

the Spanish authority, and he and his daughter are thrown into

a very interesting state of distress. De Bassenveldt, the brave,

the accomplished, the almost omnipresent, is always at hand to

save, and out of the embers of an •unsuccessful revolution the

Burgomaster is lucky enough to rescue a sufficiency from his

fortune so as siill to entitle the bride of De Bassenveldt to be
called the Heiress of Bruges.
A principal charm of the work is its seasonableness. The

fnterest at this moment excited by the struggle of the Belgians,

to shake off an odious dynasty, and secure the public liberty,

has a retrospective effect upon similar scenes engaged in with
similar objects. The Belgians are said to be a turbulent people.
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because they have always been an oppressed one. We here

see them rising up against a tyranny of an odious character.

We see this fine country made the theatre of pillage, riot, and con-
fusion, of military exaction, and civil suffering : these are the

scenes which Ire now passing, have been or will pass on the

very same spot, and the descriptions qf th^in by at least an
energetic pen combines the dignity of his with Ithc familiarity

of a Newspaper, The passage which folloWs^is a spiritual descrip-

tion of an attack on Nimuegen, by the ^¥tizan leader Schenck,
who had been induced, he being a mere mercenary and soldier of

fortune, fo range himself under the banners of Prince Maurice,
who etttployed him in such expejditions as the one which ended
so fatally to him. It is a scene which will afford a favourable

specimen of the author’s iftirrative power.

^ As the travellers now moved on, they observed a number of
canvas-covered boats stealing quietly along the course of the river

under the opposite bank, and listlessly carried with the current towards
Nimeguen, whose spires were visible before them in the morning haze.

Claassen and Jlrocklaer remembered having heard the preceding night,

that this morrow was the market day of the neighbouring town, and
they concluded that the boafs in question were freighted with peasan-
try an<l their rural merchandise. Yet there was a regularity in the

compact and silent order of their liquid march, whi% spoke some-
thing more than the straggling^train of open barges following the

truck of this first flotilla, and evidently filled with country people and
their stores of live and dead stock. Claassen and Brocklaer were but
civilians, unlearned in the stratagems of war

j
and even the peasants

and farmers whom they overtook, or who joined them on the road,

more accustomed than the citizens to its wiles, seemed unsuspicious

of the important and memorable expedition whose progress tliey now
gazed on. But in a short time they were all made involuntary wit-

nesses of a brief but animating episode of civil wtv*.

^ A considerable winding in the roat^ caused by the intervention of a
ferry, and some local obstruction^ then existing, gave the boats, car-

ried on smoothly by the stream, a considerable start of the land travel-

lers; and by the time these latter bad gained abeigjit overlooking the

eastern entrance of the town, the former were in the very act of being
moored in close line, by the sloping beach which led down from the

open suburb. With a simultaneous movement of practised discipline,

every awning was now at .some concerted sign{il torn*down, and each
boat shewed at the same instant a freight of mail-clad men, while,

lances, swords, and targets glistened thickly in the beams of the risen

sun. A shout of triumph burst from every boat. One warrior, rapier

in hand and helmet in air, sprang on shore, and in a minute more
thag three hundred gallant followers tracked his advancing stops, up
to the gate of the surprised and unsuspecting town. The terrified iii-

babitanta of the Faubourg fled along its straggling streets or hid
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within their houses^ while the lazy guard that had lounged about the
beach instead of standing to their arms, fell instant victims to their

too great confidence of safety. The town itself and its garrison were
also (]uite unprepared. Had the attack been made at nigiit, every
man would have been found at his post

j
but so daring an attempt in

the oj)en eye of morning was not to have been looked for, and .could

only have been, imagined by such an intrepid and audacious partisan

as Martin Schenck.
*
lie, the leading chieftain wlio had first sprung on shore, now

pushed forward to secure the object which had ^ug occupied all

ins thoughts, in the safe shelter of his fort on thdj^er, in his bold
inroads upon the Archducal territories, in his scanty rmt on
his hard soldier-bc(i, or in the saddle, where much lialf of
his unquiet life had been |)assed. The guard at the gate>‘ pauic^strock
at the fierce pageant of advancing enemies, but still more so at the
utterance of the dreaded name which the chieftain's followers shouted
in a stunning yell, abandoned their post, threw away their arms, and
fled into the town

>
and the towers and walls rung with loud shouts of

''Schenck! Schenck! Schenck!"—while the tr(>f>ps and citizens

mingled together, in a confusion of alarm that a legion of demons
could not have more forcibly aroused. :

^ Pride, vengeance, and cruelty, were in the heart “bf Martin
Schenck us he rushed onwards to the opCli gate

3
and in an instant

more, pillage and ruin would have glutted liim and his fierce band,

but for the dating conduct of one man, whose arm was nerved with
the giant vigour of revenge. Just as the foremost of the assailants

were putting their feet on the drawbridge which separated them from
complete triumph, an individual whom chance brought to the spot, a
fellow' of fierce aspect, in attire half civil, half military, whose face

shewed the workings of terrible passion, and who displayed the bald

and disgusting aspect of an earless head, threw himself up towards

the chain that moved the bridge, and swinging from it with^v|plent

gesture, raised it abruptly, casting Schenck and his near<^,.icom-

panions back upon those close behind him. Several pistol shbts were
immediately discharged across the ditch which now gaped between
the assailants and their mutilated opponent. He was, however, un-
harmed by the assault

3
and quickly Securing the chains, he run und$r

the shelter of the portalj rang for u few loud peals the alarm-bell with
which the gate was furnished, and then as rapidly seized a^^ghted
match which the coward sentinel had flung down as he and
rades fled, and applying it to the touch -hole of the nearest gun, sent

a sliower of bullq};s into the ranks of the disappointed and furious

enemy.
,

^This intrepid and unexpected conduct saved the town, and was the

signal of utter discomfiture to the well-planned and bravely-f^xecutcd

enterprise. Gun after gun in the imme<liatc defence of tlve east portal

was successively discharged by this solitary cannoneer 3 and while

Schenck and his furious soldiers stormed, swore, and inotle frafitic

c^ts to scale the wall, the garrison and citizens crowded towards
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thern^ to ^ain courage from the eight of their scanty numbers and

desolate condition.

^ A hastily-formed sortie was soon made from two of the other gates>

and the assailants taken in flank, were obliged to retreat into some
houses of the suburb, anci turn their late attack into a feeble and hope*

less defence. The bells of the city rang out their assembling* peals.

The shouts of men, the screams of women and children, the roar of

fire-arms, the clash of weapons and rattling of armour combined to

complete the scene. Priests, carrying tiie ll^st in one hand and a

sword in the oth^^ rushed out at the several gates at the head of the

furious multitud^i*. and the air rang with cries of vengeance against

the hated '^ecrated Schenck.
‘ jfothjBS^iTi^S now left to this still-undaiinted adventurer but a re-

treat to his l^ts, and reliance on flic chances of the river to escape

the perils of the shore. accordingly gave the word
j
and all that

remained safe and sound of his men sallied from the houses, and

slowly wended their way back to the beach, lighting inch by inch, but

exposed to assaults of every possible missile from the open streets or

the thronged windows under which they passed. All those whom
wounds disabled from following*, were quickly butchered, and many
fell on the dk&iastrous retreat. But still numbers gained the boats, and

crowding ih, seized their oars md pulled away in all the selfish energy

of ruin. Schenck, as he had* been the first man to land, so was he the

last to re-imbark. He had gained the elver’s edge unarmed 5 and at

length stepped over the edge ot the crowded boat, which a feather’s

additional weight seemed sufficient to overturn. He had been close

followed along the whole line of his retreat by the man before noticed,

to whom his discomfiture was wholly owing, and who, armed with a

small hatchet and a shield which he hud picked up in haste, dealt blows

I of violent intention against the enraged but still cool and undaunted

chief, whose rapier’s point gave buck each assault, with a well-directed

aim thftt left its track in his furious enemy’s blood.

* An^ow, while Schenck stood on theedg^ ofthe boat, and the oars-

men gave it a final shove into the deep stream, thjs desperate wretch,

streaming with gore, and brandishihig bis savage weapon, sprang

from the beach, and in tlie unerring grasp of vengeance he seized

Schenck round the body. Both l:oltered, stumbled, and fell into the

water, while the boat was instai»tly upset andttbe whole of its crew
subtij^l^d. Schenck and lus destroyer several tihies sank and rose

agaitf^lne latter in the very pangs of death pouring out a mingled

pression of gurgling curses and suiTocating laughter, and striking with

his weapon at the now defenceless head of his drowned enemy.
* Down, down to Uie pit, fell villain !” muttered he, know you

not Louis Drankaert, who now pays you back his debt ! To hell ! to

hell—I
promised you death by fire or flood—choke, villain, choke—

Ha, ha, ha, ha
* And then a sudden lapse of sinew—a faint struggle—a last gasp

-^nd both sank together^ in the deep-locked and double embrace of

hate and death.
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' Ere an hour elapsed, the ferocious populace, diving as though
tlicy sought pearls in the bottom of the flood, dragged up the bloated

body of their enemy, and its sundered quarters were instantly placed
over the four principal gates of the town, mementos of the brutal

spirit of tlic times, and the horror inspired by him, whose one grand
(quality of courage has made him in the page of history almost half a
hero. A very ffw of the shattered expedition regained the fort, to re-

count the fate of their commander and comrades, and raise up a bloody
spirit of retaliation.

The similarity ofSchenck’s end to that of Balfour of Burley, in

Old Mortality has called forth an apology from Mr. Grattan,which
he has affixed to the last volume of his own work. Mr. Gr^tthn
never ha])peued to react Old Mortality till within th^ jl^t tfer$e

^

days” (July 28th 1830.) To imitate Ol'l Mortality
' not to have read it an offence, for one who deals in fictionV- ^The

apology was unnecessary, for Schenck’s fate is strictly historical,

and a reference would have done better than such an apology.

The sacrifice of the Moriscoe girl Beatrice, the co-heroine of

the story, by the inciiiisition in Brussels affords another animat-
ed specimen of Mr. Grattan’s talent at description, though it is

description of a very different kirfd from that of the death of

Martin Sclienck. Like the former scene it is easily detached
from the rnaiq story, and consequently better adapted than many
other passages that may perhaps^ more deeply interest in the

perusal, for quotation.

* A law of the emperor Charles V, passed half a century before, had
decreed the frightful punishment of living burial against female
heretics, aud many executions of tlie kind had varied by their

bloodless atrocity the liorrid butcheries committed all through the

Low Countries during the tyranny of Alva, After that period such
sacriflees had been less frequent ; but as late as three years before the

date of our story, an instance of this barbarity had publicly taken
place in Brussels, by the orders of Albert, who at that time held the

highest dignity of the Christian priesthood, next to that of .Us

supreme head. A poor servant gii*!, named Anne Vandcrh6>®,
arrested on a charge of ‘neresy, refused, in all the pride of martyrdom,
to renounce her faith. She was condemned to the grave—not to the

common occupancy of that cold refuge of the lifeless body, but to all

the horrors of living contact and hopeless struggles with the suftb-

cating clay. She suffered her punishment, in the midst of a crowd of
curious fanatics

3 but such was the disgust inspired by the spectacle,

that it was thought impolitic to hazard in the face of day another
exhibition of the kind. Beatrice’s judges, therefore, after a summary
hearing, decreed that she too should be buried alive—but at night.

8he heard her sentence, in just sufficient exercise of reason to com-
prehend and shudder at it. But her mind, wandering and unsettled,

had not force enough to dwell on the contemplation of what awaited
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her^ and unconsciousness of her approaching, fate gave her the

semblance of indifference.
* But Beatrice, with all her pride and almost unfeminine force of

character, was not proof against a fate so horrible. As the hour drew
nigh when she was to he led forth to execution, the blood in her
throbbing veins seemed suddenly frozen, like the hot streams of lava

checked in its molten How. Her blanched cheek and starting eye-
balls, told that her fever was quenched, and her insensibility awakened
to a full sense of her terror.

^Jn darkness and silence the sad procession moved from the
prison’s most private door, on the night fixed for the execution, the
^third after the hapless girl’s arrival in Brussels. The persons
employed were few

;
no sympathising crowd attended to strain the

and courage, and make her for very shame’s sake brave
the Lone anM desolate she was led along by two brutal «

meh, wjltl^ taunt and execration 5
they, dressed in tlie dark habits of

their office 5
she, bare-footed, and clothed in the yellow garment called

a san boiito, her beautiful jet locks cut close, and her disfigured head
and pallid face surmounted by the conical cap in which the inquisition

decked its victims for sacrifice. Four naasked men walked first in the

procession, two carrying spades, and two bearing the insignia of the

Holy Office. Next followed the secretary, with a book and materials

for writing, ready to rccorfl the particulars of the execution. Then
came Beatrice, dragged onwards by her supporters, and urged towards
the closing scene by the odious voice of Dom Lupo, pouring a strain

of pious blasphemies into her reluctant ears. He stepped close in her
track, and leant his head forward, determined that she should not have
a moment's respite till the damp earth closed those ears for ever. A
dozen armed men brought up the march ; and no suspicion of the

inquisitor’s proceeding aroused the citizens, in the narrow and unlit

streets through which it moved.
* In less than half an hour, Beatrice’s bruised and lacerated feet,

felt a sudden relief that spread up refreshingly through her whole
frame, on pressing a grass-plot, moistened by the night-dew. At the

same moment, a gleam from a lanthorn opened by one of <he men
close to her, shewed that she stood on the brink of a newly-dug grave.

Sjife started back at the appalling sight—and was upheld from falling

by her attendants, on whose faces she saw a iHalignant grin, while the

*tones of Dom Lupo's voice seemed to hiss in her eSrs, like the serpent

triumph of a fiend.
' ** Erring daughter of the only true and most merciful church,”

gloomed he, unrepented sinner, on the verge of d^th—ere the grave
close over thy living ijgony—ere the arm of Almighty wrath shove

thee into the pit of Hell, and eternal flames enfold thee—listen

to the last offer of the mother thou hast outraged, of the faith thou

hast defiled. Recant thy errors—renounce thy false Gods—confess

thy crimes—and return into the blessed bosoin of the church !”

* Beatrice, rousing the whole force of her latent energy, pushed the

inquisitor from her, with a look of scorn, burst from her keepers*

armSj und sprang into the open grave.
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^ Lost and condemned for over and ever—let the earth He heavy

on her head !’^ exclaimed the furious priest^ stamping his foot with

rage, and motioning to the familiars^ who instantly commenced to

shovel the earth into the grave. Not a sound was heard but the soft

rustling of the leaves over head> for this scene took place in the open
ground above the Sablon^ formerly mentioned as the scene of some
earlier executions

3
and Beatrice’s grave was dug at the very foot

of the tree, where the Jews in 1S70 had expiated their imputed
sacrilege.

^ Not a murmur, not a movement betrayed an instant’s shrinking

from her fate, as the cold heap of clay covered Beatrice to tte;|pSy

neck. Her face was still above ground, and the infuriatein':itm^,

,

whose word was to save her or stiije her voice for ever, once fiMmfe

approached. He knelt beside her—thrust his crucifix close to her still

€ straining eyes—and in accents that falterefi from rage, he cried out,
‘ Dost thou still dare refuse ? Death is on thy lips—hell giipes

for thee! Wretched woman, say but one word—kiss the blessed

relic and thou art saved.
”

^ ** There is but one God,* and Mahomet is his prophet!” said

Beatrice, in hollow and broke*! accents.
' *Mt is done ! Cover her quick ! Let her perish in eternal fire !”

cried the inquisitor.

* The executioners heaped the earth s*till higher—the head was
covered in—and only then a srtiotheretl. scream burst upwards, while

the struggles of natural agony shook the mound to and fro. Still the

legal and consecrated inurdercr.s went*on, with trembling hands and
quaking hearts. But as they hastily closed their work, a deep and
heavy groan came upon the air from a not distant part of the w^aste

ground
3
and the group looking round in guilty terror, saw a man

close wrapped in a cloak, but struggling with another—of aged and
decrepit stature—as if he would break from his hold, and rush upon
their unholy labours. A weapon gleamed in his hand

3
and the

whole group of guilt, inquisitor, familiars and guards, struck with
panic, and imagining rescue and revenge from a hundred indignant

arms, hastily fled from the scene*with loud cries for help.
* In a moment the grave wus torn open, and Beatrice still pantiqg

in the struggle between life and death, snatched from its re-opened
jaws, and about tp be^ borne oif in the close-locked arms of her
brother, when the insatiate inquisitor, his ardent vengeance over-

coming his fears, turned from his flight to give one assuring glance
upon his victim’s grave. By the light of the lanthorn which
streamed on the gsound, he saw that, instead of the indignant crowd
his apprehensions had imagined, only two mentwerc on the spot, one
of them old and diminutive, and the other encumbered with the

exhumed body. In the glow of fanatic fury, he forgot all personal

fears, and, while his dastard creatures held on their terrifled course,

he sprang back alone to the burial ground, and seizing the old man
with one hand, he stretched forth tlie other to grasp from the

Moriscoe’s hold his still insensible burthen.
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' Sacrilfgiou* villains!’* criad ^^give up your impious pur-
pose^ and resign the body of the recreant lost one. Let it rot in iu
earthy prison^ till the last trumpet rouse it in resurged life to burn in

eternal fire.*’

' A deep and silent plunge of the Mr)riscoe’s poignard struck the
blaspheming bigot in the throat. Another blow pierced his hearty as

he tell into the imperfectly liollowed grave
;
and while he lay there

several strokes were dealt on him by the feeble hands of the old man>
with one of the spades which he tremblingl/ seized. And then, in

the instinct of terror at the deed, he shovelled the loose earth over the

ble^i)^ carcase, while the Moriscoe’s pale profile looked stern and
r>|^%''iihe expiring light. The work was soon complete

; and the

mouii^of earth thus hastily thrown up (soon covered with as rank
weeds as ever sprang from a polluted soil) were long marked by
shuddering superstition as the grave of tlie Mahoinmedan girl.*' »

The fate of the inquisitor was quite unsuspected ; and lie niight have
been still believed to have disappeared supernaturally, or perished by
some legs awful visitation, had not unerring records thrown light on
his fate.

* The tottering steps of the old man quickly led the way across the

thickly-planted site of the little Sablon, and by many n winding lane

and alley towards the hill of Caudenburgh, till the Moriscoe, with his

beloved burthen, found a %afe refuge in the old man’s dwelling, in

the narrow street on the side of the lill, not a hundred yards below
the house of the Marquis of Assembourg,’—^Vol. iv. pp. 150, 159.

Mr. Grattan is an Irisliinan, and consequently is more
abundant in his figures than correct in the use of them;

After the hurry and confusion of which we have complained in

the conduct of the story and the evident want of end, or aim in

all he writes, we object to the author’s carelessness and inaccu-

racy of style. Persons who read with modern haste, are content

with as it were the complexion of a paragraph : the writer’s

meaning is felt and his expression is not criticised. But let any
one try the experiment of translatmg any characteristic passage

into French or Latin, and the Confusion and looseness of thought

wilf become immediately upgarent. Mr^ Grattan’s education

has not been scliolastic, and ne has not made «p by subsequent

application the defects of early instruction.

Art. VS..—Maxu'elli By the Author of Sayings and Doings.—-Svo#
12mo.—Colburn and Bentley.^ 1830.

^'^HERE is at least one virtue in Mr. Theodore Hook, hp does

not dose us with fashionable novels, on the strength of some
familiarity with the great ; he might have told us all about the

intrigues of the Lord Johns ana the Lady Georgianas, and
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their houses, horses, carriages, first, second and third coach-

men, wheel and fore postillion. But, on the contrary, we hear

nothing of Grosvenor Square : the author understands middle

life and he describes it. Maxwell is a Novel full of such
people as we all know, for there are few persons who among
their acquaintance do not possess a character or two.

Cheapside is not a genteel place, nevertheless thousands tread

its classical pavemeKt daily who have equal claims to be
recorded in Romance with Maxwell, Apperton, Moss and the

remaining dramatis persojitt of this new effort of the author

of Sayings and Doings. Maxwell is a surgeon of eminence,
without a single peculiarity beypnd a violent prejudice against

his daughter’s marrying any man not born in lawful wedlock.
•‘Apperton is a stock-broker who is nol peculiar enough to be
honest : he turns out a rogue and absconds. Moss or

Mousetrap, as he is called, is undoubtedly an original : he is an
idle old do-nothing, who amuses hiinseif with grumbling in

a style not to be expected from a person of education and
condition for such undoubtedly is the brother of the rector of

Fudley cum Pipes. This gentleman has a language of his own
;

English unlike the pliant Italian is not* rich in diminutives or in

those adscititious terminatiovis which mark the temper of the

speaker. MoUsetrap adds to the name of such objects as he
loves the endearing affix urns

:

thusdiis gin is ghmumSy his Kitty,

Kitlums. To which pec\iliarity he joins that of preferring

the dialect of English spoken by the wayfaring individuals

who have the guidance of the public carriages : a free-masonic

order who converse by signs, innuendos and slang. All this it

must be confessed implies no great stretch of genius : but we
do not cry low becausp it is common : on the contrary, we
confess to have been pleased with the homeliness of the heroes

of Maxwell. We could not charge the author with affectatiqn,

at least, of all faults that which;, most ruffles the tempeir^’Qf

a critic.
*

‘

But if Mr, Hook is content t6 go into the streets for feis

characters : he is not so easily satisfied with his events. They
are not impossible, tliey have probably each taken place in

their turn, but when huddled together in three volumes they
truly cut a most improbable figure

;
they as^nearly represent life

as a collection of wild beasts represents nature : the lion and
the tiger are found in# the same jungle, but Pidcock’s neither

resembles India nor South Africa. Maxwell turns upon such
events as these : a man who has been hanged at Horsemonger
Gaol coming to life again : on a man’s picking up a wife in

the street : on a first-rate London surgeon being obliged to flee
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his country from having speculated in foreign funds : on a gen-
tleman, who has a vehement prejudice against natural children,

giving his daughter to a suitor without inquiring who his father

was, and after years of acquaintance discovering that his son-in-

law is a bastard, and that his mother keeps the Cat and Cauli-

flower in the Commercial Road or some such place. But these

are only a few of the violences to probability in »the course of

this tale, which was intended by the authqr to contain a picture

of every-day life. To say that a novel is composed of common-
place characters, and improbable events, seems at first sight to

ne making a fatal objection to its success. It is not, however,
exactly so.' a lively style—a pointed manner of expression

—

a talent at catching the general Teatures of daily life, and a great

facility at caricaturing vulgarity, and ridiculing the awkward
attempts of pretenders who aim to appear something they are

not—these merits are sufficient in the present age of hasty
reading and more hasty writing to ensure popularity. Cha-
racter and story in fiction are now held merely as a species of

machinery for compacting and arranging together a series of

scenes which are sufficient to amuse, provided they are what
is called spirited, or rapid, or witty, and follow each other fast

enough. Parodying a saying of ^ celebrated political cha-

racter, it may be observed oP a novel, it is worse than absurd, it

is dull. Now Mr. Hook is not dull except when he writes upon
morals or politics : he is utterly unequal to discussion : but in

description he is perfectly at home. When he writes of society

as it lives and moves, he is full of spirit : when he would
analyze its component parts, and reason upon its structure, the

rector of Fudley cum Pipes never hushed ,his congregation to

repose in a more soporific drone. This is ignorance not

stupidity. Mr, Hook has learned his learning from the world,

and among people not accustomed ,to search vfery deeply into its

constituent parts. It is not .surprising, therefore, that when
urged to write on political subjects, and when acting under

poTiticafprejudices, he shoulcUwrite both"^dull^ and absurdly.

When he keeps to his part of skirmisher, there are few readier

with his shot or surer in his aim. But Mr. Hook when serious

is not always heavy, a circumstance which proves that his

prosing when he does prose arises from ignorance : for when he
speaks of that which he understands, his observations are not by
any means destitute of good sense.

Of the style of the humour of Maxwell a few pages of

conversation between Mousetrap and Maxwell will abundantly

satisfy the curious reader.
* Maxwell was one of those who .had mixed generally with the
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world, and knew it well. There were points upon which, like all the

rest of us, he was blind : and, amongst others, perhaps, the promised
happiness of his daughter, and the extraordinary talents of his son,

were two.. However, so long as his friend Moss continued an inmate
of his house, there was no great chance of his either continuing well

satisfied with himself, or extremely proud of his children. Plain

speaking was Mousetrap’s distinctive characteristic ;
his conversation

abounded in blunt truisms, fomuled upon a course of thinking some^
what peculiar to himself, but which, when tried by the test of human
vice and human folly, proved very frequently to be a great deal more
accurate and agreeable.

* Are you sure, Mack,” continued Moss, ns he commenced the

fresh bottle, that that Apperton is as rich as he makes himself out

to b€? I know some of them brokering boys arc worth a million on
Monday, and threepence on Thursday—qll in high feather one week,
and poor waddling creturs the next.”

*
I tell you he is a man of great property,” said Maxwell.

' Ah !” said Moss, “ you tell me, because he tells you, I never

saw anything tlie day we went to call on him bnt a dark hole of a

counting-house, with a couple of clerk chaps, cocked up upon long-

legged stools, writing out letters—a smoky fire-place—two or three

tiles, stuck full of dirty papers, hanging against the wall—an alma-
nack, and a high railed desk, with a slit tbi a pannel, with ‘ bills for

acceptaacc' painted over it ;—J[hat’s all stuff’—gammon—trash. I like

to see warehouses and hogsheads, and casks and crates, and bales, and
boxes.—Don’t you understand ?*’

' But Apperton has nothing to uo with bales and boxes,” said

Maxwell
j
“he is a stock broker, of first-rate eminence.”

^ “ Oh ! that’s ii,” said Moss, shaking off’ the snuff again—

a

bull

and bear boy!—VVhy, I suppose now, that chap >vould not belong to

Crockford’s for the whole work!—and yet all’s fair in the alley. C)h !

—marry Kitty to him by all means—they are the chaps * wot* makes
time-bargains—they speculate for thousands, having nothing in the

world; and then at the wind-up of a week or two, pay each other

what they call the difference / that is to say, the change between what
they cannot get, and what they have not got.”

*

'
. .

''

The character of vold Moss’s humour is still furthef OTOpght
out in the follou^ing passage, which commences with a discus-

sion between the calculating Stock-broker and his intended, as

to where they shall spend the honeymoon.

‘ “ AVhere shall it be then ?” said Katherine
,

you have only to

fix, and I shall be happy to accede to your projiosition.”
* “ No, by no means,” replied the lover; you must decide and I

shall obeyi”
‘ This was with reference to the watering-place to which they were to

retire to pass the honey-moon— since watering-place, by the influence

of Moss, Maxwell had announced it to be.
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* What say you to Hastings V* said Miss Maxwell.
‘ ** Hastings ?’* said Apperton, snarlingly,
* “ The country about it,’* said Kate, ‘‘ is pretty, the situation

sheltered to suit my father ; there are many agreeable objects in the

neighbourhood, and the spot itself is historically interesting.*’
* “ So it is,” said Apperton, “ and I dare say it is a nice place

enough; but they gave some friends of mine, last year, an infernal bad
dinner at an inn there- thirteen shillings a bottle for claret—and the

fish not over good.” ^
‘ “ Well then,” said Kate, the Isle of Wight,—a perfect paradise?”
* ‘‘ Yes, the pictures I have seen of that^ are very pretty,” said

Apperton ;
“ but then there’s all the trouble of the sea, and additional

expense and uncertainty.”
‘ “ Well then, Brighton?” said the nymph.
< « Why, yes, Brighton, I ^link, is besf,” replied the swain. “ It’s

nearest to town.”
‘ “ Not so secluded as it might be,” sighed the bride elect,
‘ “ Not quite secluded,” said Apperton, ‘‘ but sufficiently so. If you

like retirement, any of the small streets away from the sea, would
answer ; and the rents, I suppose, are much lower in those parts of the

town, than on the cliffs.”
‘ “ Ah !” sighed Kate again.
‘ They tell mo the beef* isn’t good at Brighton,” continued the

Stockbroker ;
“ but I dare say we shall# be very happy : the mutton,

my friend Hopkins says, is famous, and fish 1 know Is uncommon
cheap; and besides there are stages to town almost every hour, so

that one can run up to business when it gets dull.”

There was no romance in this—hardly enough of pleasurable

anticipation to make Apperton’s objections interesting—however,

whenever he came out with his matter-of-fact prosing, poor Katherine

sighed, and thought of
,
but I have promised not to say

whom.
‘ Amoret and Phillida,” cried Moss, fromdhe front drawing-room ;

“come, come, tea-time, tea-time; surely you have had enough of

your honey stuff and twaddle. Ring the bell, Stockbroker, let’s have

up j^^toast, and the twanky : y^u have plenty of time for cooing

whefrj not here— I like none of your 'turye work, unless with

plenty of green fat,” ^ •

‘ “ We must go,” said Kate, “ or my dear Mousetrap will be

angry.”
* “ Where’s your father, Kiltunis?” said Moss, “ pottering about in

the surgery, I suppose ? Well—if 1 had his money—his nibble, as I

call it—I’d leave the deefd creturs in their graves.”
‘ “ Science requires the exertions of scientific men,” said Apperton :

“ no man could mend a clock, if he did not know how it was made- -

he must look at the Works before he can regulate the machinery.”
* “ Mighty good,” said Moss ;

“ but the simile won’t hold
;
you

can't work it out. If I were you, I’d never attempt to be figurative

except in 'Change Alley.”
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‘ Mr. Moss/* said Miss Maxwell, let us consult you about our

retreat.”
‘ “ What retreat V' said Moss.
‘ Why after our marriage,” said Apperton.
‘ “ Ugh/* said Moss, thrusting half a handful of snuff into his

already curled up nostrils ; “ your retreat ! there’s no retreating after

marriage.”
< “ Now don’t be cross,” said Katherine, who saw that Moss was

about to exhibit, in plainer terms than she thought would be agreeable

to Apperton, his real sentiments upon their union, “ you know what
we mean—where shall we go to ?”

* Oh, to spend the honeymoon !” said Moss. Into solitude,

with four horses and two postillions, a man servant, and a woman
servant, all covered with white ribbons, by way of privacy,

—
’gad, I

don’t know —thank my stars, I never tried that scheme of happiness.”
* ‘‘ We were thinking of Brighton,” said Apperton.
‘ ‘‘ By way of seclusion !” said Moss. ‘‘ Well, Brighton will be as

good a residence as any other ; there’s nobody there knows much of

either of you; and the place has got so big, that you may be as snug
as you please ; a large town and a large party, are the best possible

shelters for love matters. Aye, go to Brighton—the prawns for break-

fast, the Wheatears (as the cocknics delicately call them, without

knowing what they are talking about) fol* dinner, and the lobsters for

supper, "With a cigar, and a little ginnums and water, whiffing the wind,

and sniffing tKe briny out of one of tlie bow-window balconies— that’s

it—Brighton’s the place, against the xsorid.”
* ‘‘ Well then, Brighton let it bo,” said Apperton ;

“ and you, who*
seem to know all the advantages of the place, shall be appointed

caterer. For as to trusting to servants in a place like that, I declare

I would as lief be hanged.”
‘ Hanged, would you,” said Moss ; what like the respectable

merchant who suffered, as they call it, for murder this morning ?”

‘ “^Oh, my dear Mr. Moss,” cried Katherine, “ don’t talk of that.”
* Talk of it, why there’s nothing else talked of, that I hear,” said

Moss; “ a gentleman criminal is too rich a treat to be overlooked;
and a murder in good society forrai^ a tale of middling life, much too

interesting to be passed over in a hurry.”
‘ Ah!” said lApperton, “ I knew Hanningham very well; and

certainly I should have said he was the last man likely to commit
such an act—but there’s no trusting to appearances.”

‘ True, Stockbroker,” said Moss, ‘‘ I never rfo trust to them, though
others do.” Arid here he cast one of those eloquent glances across the

table at Kate, in which he was accustomed silently to express hia un-
conquerable dislike of her betrothed,’

We will confess that though for manifold reasons the author of
Maxwell is not a favourite of ours, and that though we may
approach his writings with some prejudice, still it is seldom that
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he fails to amuse us. If amusement were the end of all

things then this would be high praise : it may, however, without
doing great violence to the greatest happiness principle be held

as the end of one of Mr. Colburn’s novels.

Aht. X.

—

L'Insurrection. Chant Beige. Bruxelles. 1830.

^|nHERE are many reasons why the late ifevolution in Belgium
has been so ill understood in England. The sources of

information both official and popular, have been for the most
part Dutch. English travellers passing through or resident

in Belgium, occupied themseltes but little with its adminis-

tration. The English papers^ whose attention was directed to

subjects of more immediate importance, only casually and
slightly noticed the ])roceedings of the States General

;
and the

Fre^nch press which was directing all its efforts against a Jesuit-

ical tyranny, was not tempted to go out of its way to notice a
Protestant one.

This Revolution, therefore, which burst u])on us with-

out any preparation, has l^eu generally considered as the effect

of chance and caprice, originating in^the movement of a drunken
mob, and a few foolish young men, whom the* newspapers
Irorn Paris had rendered patiiots, and a revolutionary opera

roused into rebellion; ideas of this sort, however hastily adopted,

are difficult to remove. Here we undertake to do so
;
not with

the inconsiderate Avarmth of partisans, but in tlie calm investi-

gation of lovers of truth.

In the conference between the Ministers of the Allied

Powers in 1814, itAvas agreed as a consequence of the treaty

of Paris, but Avithout any previous reference to the citizens

of either country, that Holland and^Belgium s*hould be united.

A protocol Avas accordingly drawn up, stating the terms of

that union—these terms contained eight articles
;
forming a

basis of the strictest iinparti^ity ;
in coivforraity with Avhich,

Article I. declared that the Constitution of Tlolland should

be so modified by common accord as to suit the wants and
Avishes of the United Provinces. Much may be said of the

manner in Avhich Belgium Avas treated relative* to this modi-
ffcation. None of its* articles Avere allowed to be discussed or

changed. It was to be accepted or rejected as a Avhole

and although these circumstances rendered the thorough under-

standing of its general spirit so essential, it was published

only one Aveek previous to the meeting of the Belgian Notables.

These Notables, moreover, were not chosen as might be sup-

voL. XIV.

—

Westminster Beview, M
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posed, after a general law by the nation. They were named
by the government. Of 1603 thus called together, 1323
met—Voted for the Constitution 627 ;

against it 796 ; absent
280. The King, notwithstanding, declared it to be accepted,
in these words :

—

“ IJn sixieme environ des personnes couvoquees n’apas assiste

aux reunions des Notables, et quoique leur absence piiisse £‘tre

envisagee comme une prenve de leur adhesion au projet de loi

fondamentale, il eut die plus satisfaisant pour nous qu’aucun
d’eux n’eut neglige I’occasion d'emettre franchernent son veeu

sur des interets aussi graves. Des 796 Notables qui ont des-

approuve le projot J2G ont forniellement declare qiie leur vote

etviit motive par les articles relatifs au culte
;
articles qui con-

formes li une Legislation depuis longtt^rnps existante, foiules sur

les trailes et en liarmonie avec les prinoipcs que les Souverains

les plus rcligieux ont intioduits dans le systeme Europcen, ne
pouvaient etre omis dans la constitution des Pays-Bas sans

remettre en probleme Texistence de la Monarchie, et sans aff'ai-

blir la garantic des droits de ceux la mdiiie que ces stipulations

ont le plus allarmes. Si cette verite u’eut ete obscurcic par

quelques homines de qui le corps
,
social devait au contraire

attendre I’exemple de la cliarite et de la tolerance evangelique,

les susdits vottes se seraienl^joints a ceux des 527 Notables qui

ont approuve le projet. Les Etat^s Generaux nous ont aussi

communique leur approbation, d’autant plus reinarquable que
donnee ti rnnanimite dans une asseniblee tres nombreuse, elle

doit etre regardee comme ropiniou claireinent exprirnee de tons

les habitants des provinces septentrionales. Et comme d’apres

cette enumeration et comparaison des votes respectivement
einis, il ne pent y avoir aucun doute sur les sentiments et les

vocjux de la grande inaj-orite de tons nos sujets, el qu'il conste

evidemment de rassentiment de cette inajorile, nous n’hesitons

)

)oint a remplir notre obligation en sanctionnant d’une manicTe
ormelle le projet qui a cte remis de notre part aux Etats-

G6n6raux et aux Notables, et cn d6clarant corame nous
declarons par c^s presentes que* les dispositions y contenues
forment des a present la loi fondamentale du Royaurae des
Pays-Bas.”’*'

* “ About a sixth part of the persons suinuioiicd did not attend the

meetinpfs of the notables, and though their ahsenbe may be considered as a
proof of their adhesion to the Fundamental Law, it would have, been more
satisfactory to us if none of them had neglected the opportunity of frankly

expressing their opinions on so important a matter. Of the 796 notables

who have disapproved of the project of law, 1 26 have formally declared that

their vote was induced by the articles referring to religious matters ; articles,

which, as they are conformable to a legislation long existing, founded on
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This was the manner in which Belgium approved of that

modification which was to have been the effect of common
accord. Nevertheless, the constitution thus adopted seemed in

some measure to have considered as its object— the maintenance
of that equality and impartiality between the Government of the

Northern and Southern Divisions of the Kingdom, which was the

fundamental principle of their union. In tins spirit several of its

articles were conceived
;
some guarantee, however, was necessary

for their observance. The best that could be given was the liberty

of the Press—and this was accordingly granted by an article

(227) which allowed all persons to express their opinions, under
the responsibility ofanswering for such writings as might attack

the rights of society or of an intlividual. But the preservation

of these rights is the veiy definition of Constitutional liberty

;

it was impossible, therefore, for a Constitutional government to

grant anything more satisfactory in this particular. Still the

author might ask what security he had, that in exposing any
act of ministerial injustice, the meaning of this article should be
strictly observed, or not in fact misapplied against him ;

he was
given such a security in the inimoveability of the Judges, as

well as in the popular system of their appointment ;
since, every

Judge was to be chosen from a listpf three names presented to

the King, either by the lower Chamber or the Provincial States:

thus, that impartiality which it was the main object of the

Constitution to secure, was connected with and confirmed by two
articles—one providing for the liberty of the Press— the other the

recommendation of the Judges, by the lower (-liamber or the

treaties, and in liannnny \\ilh the priiieiples wliieh the most rcliifinus

sovereigns have introduced into the Enropoun ^sy^lcln, could not be oinited

in the Constitution of the Netherlands, without making problematical the

existence of the monarchy, and witjiuint weakehiiig the guarunlecs

of the rights of those to whom these siipulations liave eause<l most
alarm. If this truth had not heeniobserved by some from whoni the social

body might have expected an example ol* charity ami Evangelieid

tolerance, tlie above votes would/ha'c hecui added J:o those of the 5‘J7

notables, who approved of the project. The States (icnerul have also com-
municated to us their approbation, which is the more remarkH]>lc, as it was
unanimously given in a very numerous assembly

;
and must he regarded as

the clearly-expressed opinion of all the inhabitant| of the Northern
Provinces, And, as afjer this enumeration and comparison of the votes

respectively given, there can be no doubt of the sentiments and wishes of

the great majority of our subjects ; and that the consent of this majority is

obvious, we do not hesitate to fnlftl our obligation by sanctioning in

a formal manner the project submitted by us to the States General, and tt)

the Notables ; and by declaring as we declare by these presents, that the

dispositions contained therein, form from the present moment the Funda-

mental Law of the kingdom of the Netherlands.*'
m2
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Provincial States, and the continuance of their functions during

life.

It so happened, however, that shortly prior to the publication

of this Constitution, an event took place which threatened the

repose of Europe, and of the Low Countries in particular. Bona-
parte returned from Elba, and the King of the Netherlands, under
the provisional** state of things which then existed, published an
ordonnance threatening with the severest punishments,* any
who should attempt to pervert the loyal disposition of his

subjects. The terms of this ordonnance were purposely vague,
inasmuch as it was meant to be comprehensive

;
its effects,

therefore, were doubly severe. Still the crisis in the King’s
affairs was urgent, and if when the circumstances which called

r for this law had ceased, the law itJ>clf had been abolished,

its enactment would simply have been condemned as one of
those arbitrary acts of expediency, which the present moment
sometimes seems to justify, but which never fail to furnish

bad examples for the future. Bonaparte, however, fled

from Waterloo. He was an exile in the midst of the seas

at St. Helena, he died— but this law still remained in ex-
istence. It existed, and was mainkiined in practice, from
1825 to 1829.t Had it oply been confined to its original

end, and reserved for some occasion, should such unfortu-

nately occur, similar to that it had been created for, less might
be said against it. But this ordonnance, called for by the most
singular circumstances, and expressly levelled against acts of
rebellion and sedition, and such writings, as, according to the

text,J pointed out their author as the agent of a foreign power,

was applied in the most ordinary times to every production of

the press; and since in its wording all persons were charged
against creating quarrels and spreading dissensions, it was made
impossible to attack the acts gf a Minister, or in short to express
any political opinion whatsoever, without coming within the

scope of its oppression. Let it i\o'i be supposed there is exagge-
ration in this statemeiit : let it n^t be thought, either that the
ordonnance was not such as we have described it, or that it was
put, under other circumstances, into execution.

* Branding, the galleys, death,

t Five months after its suppression it was replaced by another little less

severe, although during this interval not one single case of a violation of
Article 227 (regulating the liberty of the press, and providing for the rights

of society) had been brought before the Courts.

J These arc the words
: " Qiic I'^crit sigualc Pauteur comme par-

tisan on instrument d’une puissance ^Crangbre, ou qu'il ait occasionnd un
Houl^vement.^'
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There are facts which speak more strongly than ourselves

—

In October, 1828, Messrs. Bellet and Jador, two foreigners,

placed however in the same civil position as Belgians, by
the 4th Article* of the Constitution, underwent the sentence of

one year's imprisonment, for the publication of a trumpery song
in a newspaper.
The king remitted their sentence of one year's imprisonment

into one of perpetual banishment, which was naturally felt by
the prisoners to be more severe. It was*in vain, however, that

they petitioned against this act of royal indulgence. They
were told there was no choice but to obey and be gone. Mons.
Ed. Duepetiaux, a young lawyer of considerable ability, pub-
lished a remonstrance against tJie government,whom he accused
of persuading the king tp an abuse of the constitution, which

^
could never have intended that power to be applied to the ag-

gravation of punishment, which was expressly granted for the

purposes of mercy. The ordonnance of 1816 was, as usual,

brought forward, and Mons. Duepetiaux in his turn condemned
to imprisonment and fine. Protesting against his judgment,
Mons. Duepetiaux consulted the different courts of law, and
received the result of ^heir various deliberations. From Lou-
vain, from Liege, from Luxembourg, from Maestrich, from
Bruges, from all the quarters to wlfich he applied, came one un-
animous apinioii against lys sentence, as tortured out of an
ordonnance formerly passed under peculiar circumstances, and
which was then altogether contrary to the constitution of the

kingdom.
But where was that system of judicature which was to pro-

tect the press ? Where were the judges presented to the king
by the LowerChamber or the provincial States, and holding their

offices during life ?

For above thirteen years a provisional judicature was the only

one which existed, nor has any other up to this time sat iii

Belgium—a provisional judicature, in which the judges were

selected as well as named the king, und entirely dependant
upon his good will and pleasure. Thus the Article which con-

ferred the liberty of the press was rendered null—the Article

which regulated the appointment and the existence of the

judges evaded. Yet these were the tw'o articles which more
especially guarantetd the impartiality which w^as the funda-

mental principle of the Union. Still that impaitiality might
have existed

;
and many may be disposed to think it possible,

Tout iudividu qui se trouve sur Ic territoire du royaume, soit regni-

cole, soit Stranger, jouit dc la protection accordee aux personnes et aux
biens.
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that a spirit of unwise dissatisfaction, justified in some degree

the important changes in the constitution, which we hftve men-
tioned.

Here then is the place to inquire, what causes the Belgians

really possessed for complaint. Whether their representations

were the murmurs of the fiactious, or the remonstrances of the

oppressed.

The taxes of a country should necessarily be upon its means
—in |)roportioii to its wealth, not in proportion to its population.

Holland is more wealthy than Belgium. If this required any
proof we might observe, that the inhabitants of towns, taken on
a general estimate, are richer than those of the country, and that

this class of population is more lumierous in the northern than
tin the southern provinces.*

Tlie larger sum which tlie property-tax brings to the revenue
from the former division of the kingdom, is a still stronger fact.

f

But what proof of this nature is required ! When it was
asked why Holland should send the same number of deputies

to the States Cjeuenil as Belgium, was it not said, ** True, the

people of Belgium are the greater number, but the people of
Holland are the most wealthy, and property is to be represented

as well as population.'*' If a c^jintry ought to be taxed according

to its riches, llieii Holland ought to have been more heavily taxed
than Belgium : and this, in fact, was at first the case. In 1821,
however, the budget (passed for ten years) changed the system
of imj)osition: for taxes upon colonial luxuries (paid by the

wealthy and commercial ])coplo) wore substituted others, which
pressed upon the poorer and agricultural class. This change is

more remarkable for having introduced into Belgium the odious
which, in becoming tlm cause of a temporary tumult,

ended by bringing about the Revolution. Nor did the Belgians
even then submit to this detested tax, without making every
legal resistance.

Tlie following are the divisions ia the two Chambers :—
For Diitcli Against Delgians Dutch

Upper ... '‘21 2 w 17 17 0
Lower ... 55 2 53 51 51 0

Thus out of 72 Belgians who voted on this question, 4 voted

for, 68 against it; while the Dutch were unanimous in its favour.

By these and similar means, in 1827, when, since 1821, a

* Dutrh population 2,2H 1,78.9 — in towns, 770,1)91: in country,

1,611,098. Belgian population 3,777,735—-in towns, 651,341; in coun«

try, 3,126,3^4.

t In 1827, Propertj-tax, North, 8,601,()5() florins; 1. ef. 3 florins 77 cents,

per head. South, 7,/93,197 florins ; i. e, 2 florins 6 cents, per head.
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general augmentation of four millions of taxes had taken place,

Holland i»as augmented by one million, Belgium by three mil-

lions
;
and in the aggregate of impositions Belgium paid the

greatest proportion.* Thus we see tlie poorer country taxed

more heavily than the richer ;t J^ud this injustice will become
more striking as we enter further into the subject, and show,
that from all the offices and establishments which Belgium was
contributing the most largely to support, [t was almost an ex-
clusion to be a Belgian.

Nor was this partiality confined to persons—it extended to

localities. Osteiul, Ghent, Antwerp. Antwerp so favoured

under the French empire, and by the natural advantages of

its position, received no mark of attention from the Dutch
government, •

There were two societies of Commerce—both in the north :

of various pul)lic establishments, the vast majority were in tlie

same part of the kingdom.—La haute cour inilitaire was in the

north. Les (‘coles niilitaires were in the north. Le conseil

supreme de la Noblesse was in the north. La Chancellcrie tie

Tordre inilitaire de Guillaume was in the north; and who would
think it possible. La Clnmccllerie de Tordre du Lion Belgique
was in the north also. Nor is this ipore extraordinary than that

the administiation of the mmes was in Holland (although there

is not a single mine in thatl country), and their administrator

moreover a Dutchman.
Our readers will imagine, perhaps, tliat this functionary had

been brought up to, and was peculiarly calculated for his

department. Let us not mistake the spirit of the Dutch
Government! The administrator of tlie mines was an ancient

secretary of the Admiralty. The only public establishment in

Belgium, which was placed there after t^n years of expectation,

was the bank at Brussels. In this, at all *evcnls, we might
expect to see Belgians. The, director was a Dutchman, the

secretary was a Dutchman, the chiefs of the different bureaus

w^ere Dutchmen, and so on. / . *

111 a table of the different persons in public employment in

the year 1829, we find*—

* In 1821, the sum total was about 72 million ofllorins; of which
Belgium paid 35, Holltfnd 37* In 1827, the sum total was 71) niill.

859,424 doriiis
;
of which Belgium paid 38 mill. 80S,319 florins

; Holland
38 mill. 051,102 dorins. Dcigiiirn, surplus, 7*^>7«'^17 florins.

t Nor Avas this all ; the interest of the debt during these six years had
been also augmented above 3 millions of florins

;
the" capital of which had

been chiefly expended in the Avar in the Dutch colonics, and the improve-

tuoiit of the dykes and canals of Holland.
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Ministers and Secretaries of State, not including Bcigiaus.

Prince Frederick •• ••• •• •• 12 •• 3
Council of Ministers «• •• •• •• •• 6«*0
Councillors of State ... •• •• •• 12 •• 11

Extra Councillors of State, two foreigners • . •• 27 •• 18

Kcferendaircs of first class • • • • . • 8 • • 5
Heferendaires of second clsas ... •• •• 12.*10
Administrators and Directors, two foreigners . . .. 13 •• 1

Secretaries General,,and Greffiers •• .. 19 .. 1

Heferendaires of the ministerial departments . • 2^1? • • 3

Principal Clerks, two foreigners •• •• 106 •• 11

Council of Nobility ... •• •• •• 5.«1

244 o* 65

DIPLOMACY.

Ambassadors, three • •

Dutch.

.. 2 ..

Belgians.

.. 1

Envoys, twelve .. •• ./ 9 .. .. 3
Charges d’affaires, five 5 . • .. 0
Resident Ministers, two . . 2 .

.

.. 0
Minister Plenipotentiary, one • • 1 • • .. 0
Consuls, eighteen, two foreigners .. 11 .. .. 5

r Result 30 .. .. 9

Generals in Chief • • • • • • . .

Dutch.

4 *

.

Belgians.

.. 0
Lieutenant Generals • » .

.

• • 16 .. ... 4
Colonels of infantry « • • • • • . • 13 . . • 4
Colonels of artillery • . .

,

* • • • 6 .. .. 0
Directors of engineers ... .

.

• *1 4 ... ... 0

43 • • • • 8

To palliate tliifi'injustice in the army it has been said, that

many of the Dutch had served under the French empire, and
that their rank consequently pl^Dceeded from priority as well

as favour. All receilt nominatiqus, however, as the Army List

will shew, have been in the same spirit
;
and Belgians who had

remained during ten or twelve years as cadets, saw the Dutch
put over their heads of three or four years standing.

In a military school at Breda, formed in 1828, of eighteen
military employments therein, two only, aild these the least con-
siderable, were given to Belgians or Catholics—of twenty-one
civil employments the Belgians had only four, and one of these

was French master, which no Dutchman was calculated to fill.

Of the 170 cadets admitted, 132 are Protestants, and 38
Catholics, among whom are thirty, or thirty-one Belgians. If
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we had time or space to continue on this subject, we might
shew . that the same system prevailed in the appointments of

the magistracy,* and the pay and pensions of the clergy of the

different religions.t

It is now time to notice one of the most singular perversions

of words, that power ever yet employed. One of.the articles of
the constitution declared, que rinstriiction publique scrait un
objet constant des soinsdu Oouvernement.** So it ought to be of
all Governments. Who would ever think that this article, so

simple in itself, and so natural in its meaning, could be con-
strued into the gift of an arbitrary power over the whole
education of the kingdom. This was actually the case how-
ever. It was commanded that all existing seminaries for

education should cease within a certain time, unless they re-

ceived the approbation of the king, without which none in future

should be established. At least it might have been expected
that certain qualifications would be stated for obtaining this

approbation. No : it was entirely arbitrary in the king to

grant or to withhold it. A distrust was every where shewn for

the Catholic, a prefereyce for the Protestant religion. In
North Brabant, almost entirely Catholic, eight out of eleven

inspectors of schools are Protestants ;
and this is more remark-

able, since under the old sjjstem, when these inspectors were
chosen by the provincial administration, five out of six in-

spectors were Catholics. In the other provinces of the North,

among all the inspectors there is only one Catholic. So
that in the Northern Provinces, including North Brabant,

there are altogether out of seventy-nine inspectors, five Catho-
lics

;
and yet in these provinces the Catholics according to a

census in 1815, form about a third of the whole population.

Protestant professors, moreover, German well as Dutch,

were appointed in the Universities*in the South, and were even

found in the “ College philoiiophique,” the ostensible object of

• Twenty places successively vacant in the “ coin* sujpdrieure** at the

Hague, were given to Protestants. In North Bral)ant, where the popula-

tion is almost entirely Catholic, out of twelve places successively vacant,

eight were given to Protestants ; anti finally the High Tribunal so long

delayed was to have been estalilished at the Hague, though, during the

last ten years more thaA eight times the number of causes were tried by
the cour superieurc of Brussels alone.

f The payment of the Protestant ministers varies from 800 to 2,000

florins; the payment of the Catholic ministers varies from 100 to 975

florins. The former receive a pension after forty years of service, the latter

after fifty; and there are other details respecting the receipts of these

pensions, all in favour of the Protestant Clergy.
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which was the education of Catholics for the Romish Church.

But stronger objections may be made to the assumption of

this power than even to the use that was made of it. It was
not a casual act of violence proceeding from a temporary cause
and likely to have a mere temporary effect

;
it was a well-aimed,

a long sweeping blow against independence—the effect of

which was to.be felt by a future generation.

If other acts of injustice and oppression were not in violation

of any express article of the constitution, it was because the

persons wlio framed that constitution could hardly have fore-

seen their possibility. They could hardly have thought it con-
ceivable that the king would commit the most partial act of
which he could be guilty, the actual imposition of the language
of one part of his subjects on the other, when the system of
Government he had sworn to observe was that of the most
perfect impartiality. lie did, however, positively declare, not
only that Dutch should be used in all public documents, but
that all persons speaking in the public courts should employ it.

The language of society—the language of the bar—the language
of a great portion of the people of all ra^ks—was French, but this

did not signify. It was in vain that a lawyer had consumed
the best years of his life in t’lie study of his profession. He was
to teach himself a new tongue, or the capital of his labours, of
his education, was to be wrested from him. Some quitted the

bar, others, induced by long habit, still continued at it, but pre-

pared themselves to see the honours, the applause, and the

practice they had been accustomed to, transferred to others, so

fortunate as to have been born on the northern side of the Mor-
dyke. The loss of these persons was not merely that of
an honorable livelihood, it is necessary to penetrate our minds
with a sense of those higher feelings of pride and ambition
which animate men who have reached the head of their profes-^

sion in order to appreciate the extent of that oppression and
injustice, which thisfeolish and tyrannical ordoiiimnce inflicted.

Still the measure was not full. The minister who urged his

master thus headlong to his ruin, in the midst of his designs

did not feel easy respecting his accomplices. He desired to

see those whom he employed completely in his power. But
how was this to be effected ? Nothing sa*easy, said Mr. Van
Maanen, and out came another ordonnance, which declared

that every person who was dismissed from, or who voluntarily

quitted office, must have a satisfiictoiy testimonial from t;be

king, without which be was deprived of all his public rights as

a citizen. He could neither vote for, nor be eligible to the local
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magiatrature or the chambers. He Was a stranger in his native

land. Did Charles X, in the height of bis folly or his power

ever dream of such an ordonnance as this ?

But why were there not petitions against these abuses ? this

has been asked before—it may now be answered. The Chambers
were overwhelmed with petitions, they came in hundreds and
thousands from all the provinces. But the king’s ministers

were forbidden to attend the States General without an express
order from himself. They were supposed,* therefore, to know
nothing of these petitions ; the complaints of the people were laid

upon the President’s Table as so much waste paper, and
Heaven only knows what use they were finally put to by the

members of the Chambers. •

t

At length came the famous speech of the 1 1 th of December,
when William, forgetful of the protocol of 1814 ;

and the con-
ditions on which he held his kingdom, declared the Constitution
to be an act of his particular grace, which he might yet modify
according to his pleasure.

This is the eve of the Revolution—at length it broke out. It

broke out under the encouraging inHuence of the events at

Paris, (that is not disputed) but from causes long existing

and as perfectly national, as apy whi^h ever yet roused a nation

to resistance. The Revolutio^^ broke out— and its first move-
ment made by the people was attended by those popular vio-

lences, wliich should teach Ministers and Sovereigns to listen

in lime to the people’s representatives. The cause is stated to

be a municipal tax. But it is necessary to know all the odious
circumstances of this tax, in order to understand the real

nature of the revolt. The MotUin'elv^d been at length abolished

by the Chambers as a general tax. One of the usual mandates
allowed the Regencies (in order to supply some deficit in the

revenue) to impose it as a local one! Vv e should mention that

this was contrary to the CoAstitutioii, which conferred the

power of fixing all local charges on th"* Provincial States,

which were not then assembled^ •

Many towns, Mons for one, would not take upon them-
selves an illegal authority, others supplied the deficiency from
more legitimate sources. The Regency of Brussels, however,
the one most under tlw influence of the Ministers, established

the odious imposition ;
and the people of that city found they

were oppressed by a tax, partial to themselves, and which,

detected throughout the country, had received the formal repro-

bation of the Legislature. When this tax was first imposed it

was carried, as we have said, by a Dutch Majority
\ 68 Belgians
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out of 72 in the two Chambers voting against it. With the

cry, then, of the Brussels mob for its abolition should be blended
the voices of the sixty-eight Belgian representatives. It was
not the clamour of a rabble, it was the appeal of a nation—and
events proved it so.

The Bourgeoisie who had put down the riot, took occasion of
it to demand the redress of their grievances, and at this time the
King declared himself willing to submit their complaints to an
extraordinary assembly of the Legislature.

It has been said, that the Belgians should have awaited
quietly the decision of the States General. But it must be
remembered that their cause was not going to be tried before an
assembly of their own nation alone. It was going to be tried

before a joint assembly of the two^couiitries, an assembly that

was to meet in Holland, while the greatest part of their

complaints were against the influence of that country.

It was only necessary for the Dutch to vote together, and three

or four Belgians to vote with them, in order to legitimatize the
refusal of their requests. It may be said a majority of this

kind was not likely to occur, and would not have sufficed. By
the table subjoined it appears that similar majorities occurred—
which did suffice in all instances to overpower the interests of
Belgium. '

^

VOTES OF THE CHAMBERS (TiF THE STATES (GENERAL.

Ayc^’.

Laws for t!ic Introduction of tho>
Moiiturc and Abbattage Taxes. . . . >

Budget of 1S29

The Ten Years* Budget from 1830 >

to 1840* $
Law for declaring the Chase a Royal 5 ^yr

IVivilcgc (Droit regalien) y
**

Law against the Press 52

Law for Tax on Beer 30

Project of Law respecting' the CofToe )

Trade J $

Noes.

53 Hollanders ? ri 5 ^ Hollanders
2 Belgians $ 5 1 Belgians

i

49 llolIaiHlers ? ri S 4 Hollanders

4 Belgians > C 47 Belgians

5

48 Hollanders? .ip • S ^ Hollanders
13 Belgians > J 41 Belgians

' 25 Hollanders ? -a $ 0 Hollanders
0 Belgians y J 50 Belgians

40 Hollanders ? r.^ J 4 Hollanders
6 Belgians J

’
s J 48 Belgians

39 Hollanders ) ro S Hollanders

0 Belgians $ ,
(55 Belgians

13 Hollanders 7 in > 0 Hollanders

47 Belgians J
*

J 30 Belgians

We, see that to expect any thing from the justice of the

chambers was out of the question— their decision in fact

depended upon the king
;
nor had any thing happened" pecu-

liarly calculated to put his majesty in go6d humour.

• This was a vile system, wliicli enabled the Ministry to get prospective grants for

ten years in advance
; notwithstanding which, there was always a large additional

annual Budget. The. government would, therefore, calculate on the minimum'
of its means ; the people never could estimate the maximum of their responsibilities.
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If the Belgians obtained any seeming attention from him
now,—it was not simply because they complained, their

complaints had been unattended to for years : it was because
they Complained with arms in their hands. These arms,
however, they were commanded to lay down, in a singular

Declaration ;
which while it promised that their requests should

be treated with favour, threatened to hang tho^ by whom
they had been induced to make them. No^; was this all. Just

E
rior to prince Frederick's march upon Brussels, a pamphlet
ad been published at the Hague, which had created some

sensation on account of its author. This person had long
been known as the protege of Van Maanen, and the defender
of his administration. In a pass*age of the pamphlet alluded

to he complains of those wlio had commanded in Brussels at

the commencement of the insurrection, and states what it ought
to have been. Brussels,” says he, ought to have been bom-
barded, so that not one stone was left upon another, until such
time as the most notable citizens, their feet naked, a cord about
their necks, had delivered up those from their body, whom the

government had pointed out to them, in order to suffer an imme-
diate and ignominious death before their eyes.” Nearly at the

same time appears the proclamation, of prince Frederick, con-
taining almost similar threats,»almost similar demands.
We have now almost done v^ith this question. We took it up

in the first place from friendly sympathy towards a people whom
we had seen in a variety of interesting circumstances, and whose
cause appeared to us totally misunderstood in this country. We
had a second motive, however, which we also felt to be an im-
perative one. We felt /it as a duty in these times, to shew,

where we had the power, that Revolutions are not the mere work
of chance and accident, or likely to break out in those countries

which have every reason to be satisfied with their government
and their rulers.

When it is asked what cause§ Belgium had for a revolution,

we would reply by asking wha> causes a cfluntjy can possibly

have for a revolution, which the Belgians had not ?

- Tlie impartiahty, which was the basis of their Constitution,

had never been observed. The liberty of the press, which that

Constitution guaranteed them, had been annulldtl. The inde-

pendent system ofjudicature, by which they ought to have been
protected, had been evaded. The education of their children

had been taken out of their hands. Their very language had
been proscribed ;

and they saw the minister who had done all

this—assume, as if for further designs, an arbitrary power over

those in his employment.
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Surely the cause of a people whom all these grievanceji drove

into rebellion is a holy and legitimate one.
^

Surely a people so aggrieved were permitted^ were com-
manded, were obliged, if they possessed a spark of personal

honour or national feeling, to revenge the contempt, by casting

off the yoke of their ruler.

And if thc' Revolution, whose progress we have traced, whose
principles we have shown, and whose acts we have characterised,

be legitimate and just, who shall claim the right to interfere

with it.

Let those "who arm for the battle weigh all the chances, and
pause upon all the consequences of defeat.

Here will be a struggle, not 'for the power of a state, but the

preponderance of an opinion : the riglits of men, the preroga-

tives of monarclis will be at issue
;
and the Despot may expect

to find his bitterest enemies even amidst the martial hosts

of his adherents.

Will Italy, long suffering under strangers, wage a war of

foreign interference ? Will parcelled-out Poland, already in

arms for its own liberty, maintain the principles of partition?

Will intelligent Prussia combat the effects of intelligence ?

The small states of Germany, long ashamed of their degrada-
tion, pant to release themselves from the expensive state and
proud prerogatives of their petty tyrants.

Every heart burns, every arm Is ready, every ear is attentive

;

and the first cannon that is fired gives the signal for a general

Revolution tliroughout Europe.

Art. Journal of (4 Tour in Italy, and also in a part of France

and Switzerland. From October 1828, to September 1829, by
James P. Colibett. London. 1830.-

"DEARING the name it bears, thi.s Volume, unpretending as is

its appearance,*promised a great deal of solid information
concerning Italy, on the scores of Agriculture and Politics ; but
this was perhaps too much to ask of a touiist who skimmed over
the country with the usual rapidity of an Englishman. Mr.
Cobbett’s book does not differ in its plan from that of his pre-

decessors who have published their experiences during a forced

march across a land which to see and comprehend would require

years. His book is unpretending, it is individual, and remark-
able for its impartiality and general correctness ; and above
all for its appreciation of the merits of Italy, undismayed by
dirty ruins and bad dinners. Mr. Cobbett has traveilad a gr^at
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deal
;
^nd great travellers are indulgent to the deficiencies and

observant of the advantages of various countries. He is an
agriculturist ; and as we do not often find our farmers straying

from their native homesteads, we were curious to learn how the

sunny fertile Italy would strike one who looks on tracts of land
with an eye to profit, and regards a landscape with the scrutiny

of an estimator of its production of nourishment for man. On
this point as on all others, Mr. Cobbett is superficial, and yet
it is the principal one in his volume. Of pictures he tells us
nothing—of statues only enough to prove his admiration-^and
on architecture, with the exception of St. Peter’s, he is silent—
he enters into no details concerning the governments, the style

of living of the inhabitants, the manners, customs, and literature

of the various states
;
ther€»are very few anecdotes to be found

in his pages. Hut he tells us what he saw, and that is much,
and sometimes he tells us what he felt, and as his remarks never

rise into the sublime, so they are usually interesting from their

liveliness and truth. The climate of this favoured land strikes

him with admiration : he describes well the manners and appear-

ances of the peasantry—and thenaivetc ofsomeof his observations

exhibits the spirit of indulgence with which he is inclined to view
the difference that exists between his^own ideas and prejudices,

and those of the people of whmo he is a guest. He is a good-
humoured and an intelligent traveller—but neither inquisitive

nor critical.

He enters Italy by Marseilles, Nice, and Genoa, having gone
down the Rhone to the first-named city, uninspired by the soul

of Petrarch, he describes the country about Avignon as ‘'very

barren
;
a good deal of mountain of mere rock.”—[p. 1 1

.] Again
on approaching Nice, over “ pine-covered hills,” he tells us

' Most of the country barren. So much pine rock that there are

only some small spots having a sufficient depth of soil to get in the

plough.*—p. 19. .

And again,
.

»
* •

‘There must, in such an immense range of rocky mountains,

necessarily be many thousand acres altogether uncultivated
3 but this

is hardly to be called barrenness in the usual sense of the word. The
bare rocks, though capable of producing not even a aatural blade of

grass or a weed, do not give you that disagreeable idea of inanity which
arises in looking over some tracts of arable land, where the plough

might go, but where the trouble of sticking it would be useless.—p. 36,

This exculpation from the charge of inanity, as appertaining

to the aublime scenery of the Riviera between Nice and Genoa,

is generous. He makes amends, however, on entering Tuscany,
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and views her fertility with greater admiration even than that

usually accorded by the picturesque tourist. He eulogises the

style of farming in the Lucchese territory of which he says

:

'This is not farmings according to our custom
j

it is literally market-
gardening all the way. Not one inch of ground seems neglected. We
have nothing properly called farming at all to be compared to the field

outline here diJ?played.’

But his chief ap|51ause is expended upon the country sur-

rounding Florence : and taking his account as that of a farmer,

it is interesting from the peculiarity of its view.

' To admire Florence/ he says, ‘ as it deserves to be admired,
you must look down upon it frorfi the high ground in its vicinity.

You must consider its situation—the inuuntains, far and near, that

overtop its buildings, the river that divides the city, the rich vale it

flows into beneath
3
the olives, the vines, the gardens and orchards

that dress every elevated spot : look over the city at some distance

from it as we did this morning, have the whole of it, and all that

encompasses it, in your eye at one time, and you will confess that the

capital of the Florentines is what they call it

—

lu hello, the beautiful.

An Englishman with whom 1 went to Hollosguardo to-day told me
that an acquaintance of his from London, in whose company he had
once taken the same walk, did not like the scenery of this country
comparing it with that of England. Il'hc cockney discovered a lack of
woods, live hedges, and hedge roWs, and green-fields. Such lack
there certainly is here

;
and our common idea of the rural in England

is, indeed, very different from anything to be seen here. Our country
is a green one

j
it is not for iioihing that we have so many showers

of rain, and that the sun with us is so shy
;

verdure is the charac«

teristic in our rural picturesque. A meadow, a thatched cottage
and a coppice : here are the components of an interesting landscape
in England, though the greater part of it consists of mere grass and
leaves. Our landscapcs^'arc full of softness : here on the contrary a sort

hardness appears. Rouglu stone . walls, instead of hedges, cause
much of the difference. There is i)ot so much foliage in general as

with us, and the leaves of the evergreens, to which class a large part

of the trees in Italy bt;longs, arc ^ever so delicate as the dendrioiis.

The ol^ve tree, {vhich the inhabitants of southern climates admire
so much, is an evergreen ; but its leaf has always a great deal of
the grey (the glaucus) in it. Then there are the vineyards, and who
would not admire these ? But some of us say that they gre too arti-

ficial, that every vine is found to grow in a particular way, and that

the vineyards, unlike our woods, are monstrous both in shape and
in hue. Can we, however, venture to bring anything we have in

contrast with the olive and the vine, without apprehending the pity
of those who possess th^se two ? Can we see these flourish, and
not congratulate the Italians on their glorious sun, every ray of which
seems to assure them that both ease and plenty are their birthrights }
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these are beauties on the face of England, which we cannot help

marking the absence of here, and nature has given her land the

advantage of producing the things which are solid objects of envy
to other nations ; but what greater triumph couki an Italian derive

from the comparison, than that of being told that ours is a country on
which nature Inis not bestowed the olive and the vine.—p. 129,

The farther south Mr. Cobbett travels, the uiofe encomiums
he lavishes on the fertility of the land—the.Campagna di Roma,
in its wild and desolate beauty, moves him not at all

because,

' the far greater ])art of it bears nothing but a poor grass, brambles
and high weeds. Only a few patghy crops of wheat and lupines.'

—p. 171.

but then as he approaches Naples, his enthusiasm revives, and
it is impossible not to participate in the fervour with which he
exclaims,

^ Only think of fifty or sixty acres of land in this way
j
high

poplars standing in rows with wide intervals
5
vines clambering uP

every tree, their long shoots led from the branches of one tree to

those of another, crossing in all directions,* some of them hanging
down towards the ground. One w’oiild suppose that the land must be
sufficiently drawn upon by the vines ifnd the impoverishing poplar

roots. Nevertheless there are '‘luxuriant crops, growing under the

trees
j

capital wheat* now all fcut in ear and turning yellow
5

fine

Indian corn planted in drills from two to three feet apart, besides

oats, beans, and other things. The country was level ; we had
nothing else in view on cither side

j
but what could be more delight-

ful than to look, as far as the eye could carry, between the sterns of

the poplars, the bright sun shining through the lofty branches and
shoots of the trees and vines, down upon the crops growing under

them.’—p. 207.

With such a taste for the fruitful jii a landscape, no wonder
that Mr. Cobbett fully sympathizes with three Italian gentlemen
whom he saw, just returned fi>5m England, whose judgment of

our country, he says, , ^
^

^ Was expressed in six words, which said at once more -for and
against our country than perhaps the same number of w'ords in any
labguage can say, non vi manca che il sole,^* i,€. You want nothing

but the sun’—p. 371.

Mr. Cobbett’s judgment of the Italians is favourable and
therefore praiseworthy, since it shews that he was not carried

away by the differences that might shock his habits—nor put
but of temper by paltry annoyances. His view is eprsory but
it is just. He has discovered their inherent courtesy, which is

so greatlhat the bitterest reproach you can make to an Italian

VOL. XIV.— Westmimter Review. n
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is saying, Sieie poco cortese.*^ He laughs good humouredly at
their sloth which is trying to a traveller. He defends their

love of money. But he is wrong in excusing this their worst
fault. While i miei quattrinV' sit so near an Italian’s heart, he
will never rise from his present state. In this respect, the Italian

women are far superior to the men ; the duties of housekeeping
do not devolve on them, and they therefore only regard money
as the means of proQuringpleasures, while the men love the coin,

love the name, and make good at each hour of their lives, their

attachment to the vulgar English proverb, a ** penny saved is a
penny gained.” So kindly, even, is Mr. Cobbett inclined, that he
asserts the courage of the Italians, on the score of their prone-
ness to assassinations, which is in fact the symbol of cowardice.
That their pusillanimity arises from ftie defects of their various,

but all bad, governments, we do not doubt; it is our faith

that bad governments arc the parents of the crimes of their

subjects, and our belief that the removal.of misrule will be the

removal of misconduct—but then Mr. Cobbett very discreetly

or very obstinately will not find fault with their governments,
and where it is difficult to find any thing to praise he is gene-
rally silent. «

Tuscany, indeed, offers flome scope for praise and he indulges

in it. «

* If the Tuscans, * he says,* do not enjoy the most glorious state of
liberty in the world, if they have not a great deal to boast and brag
of in their political institutions, I (|ue:;<tion if they are not just at this

time infinitely better off than we are. The government though
dependetiyt upon a foreign power, deals in none of its niaster*6 severi-

ties at second hand. The vulgar notion among the people is, that

their Grand Duke can do as he likes with their country. They re-

spect him as a prince absolute in will, and who cannot act but injus-

tice 5 and there is a sort of understanding between the two, grounded
on custom and tradition, which makes the one feci satisfied to render

obedience, and tlie other in knowing that he deserves it
” ’—p. 14*9.

There is tr^th ni these remarks. When Italy was revo-

lutionizing itself, Tuscany alone was perfectly tranquil. The
Austrian minister presented at that time a list of sixty-

three Carbonari to the Grand Duke Ferdinand advising their

arrest. The Duke refused to look at it, saying,' that he had
not heard that there was one Carbonado in his territory, but

that he was sure that he should make at least sixty-three, if he
made prisoners of them. On the other band, a few years before,

he forbade the Students of the University at Pisa to go on with

a project they had arranged, for the Carnival, of a Masque
which should display in procession all the great people tnpdern
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Italy had produced* dressed in the fashion of their times* and
with marks which should be portraits

;
it was feared that the

very feigning to be the heroes of the republics would inspire

thoughts too little known to the necessary acquiescence with
things as they are. The government of Tuscany is king dog*
inasmuch as it will not touch you, but it is not vso innocuous if

you approach it. Ihe smallest judicial procesi is stamped
with tyranny and injustice. The criminal ^Droceedings are car-

ried on in a style at once cruel and farcical, the rank of the

accused being his acquittal or his crimination. We remember a
process of this kind of the most important nature, wlieie the sin-

gular awkwardness displayed in punishing the innocent, and
setting free the guilty, excited our indignation, while in the

details, the examination of witnesses, &c. every sort of favoritism

was visible. About a hundred written questions were proposed
to each witness, who ought to have been examined separately,

but as they were gente d'onore, they each heard the testimony
of the other. The questions themselves were so happily con-
cocted, that without the sin of perjury, it became the most
obvious thing in the world to shield the accused, who would have
been too hardly dealt with, Imd he been condemned on the evidence;

It is not till near the conclusioi> of his volume that Mr.
Cobbett shews the cloven foot*. His style is peculiarly inelegant

for one who can appreciate and feel the fine arts as he does;
but we perused the major partofJiis Journal with great pleasure

and some instruction
;
when suddenly he turns amanuensis to

his father, and rogalt's us with diatribes drawn from his Kegis-

ter.’’ Fearful that the dispraise of any governmenib should
involve the idea of |)raising our own, he goes so far as to defend
the locking up of the Jew's at Rome m the^Ghelto

;
his reasoning

displays the singular capacity the most acviinomous partizatis of

liberty have, of being the worst of tyrants when they choose.

After quoting a most rigid and .cruel enactment against these

people, he says : ^
^

^ The treatment of the Jews has Rcen a sjibject of great outcry with
English Protestant visitors at Pome. Rut if we are to judge by the

vicious example of this people, in all that relates to dealings between
man and man, how could the liomaii government justify itself for

placing them on a footing with their Christian subject!??.

The very reasoning of all persecutors—Why? Because,

slavery makes them what they ai*e, and liberty would render

them just and virtuous. If that be not the case, liberty is an
idol, unworthy of the blood shed at its shrine. More—it is not
only that the Jews are enslaved, so also are the Catholics, but
they are made oittcasts and aliens, and no truth is more evident
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in morals or political justice, than that the branding and forcibly

debasing a tribe of men, transforms them at once if not to

villains, yet to be the natural enemies of their branders, and
incapable of exercising towards them the social virtues. But
then Mr. Cobbett adds :

* Have we !|pen no poor people in our own country as badly off, in

a condition an hundred times worse than that of the Jews here ? Is

it any more cruel for Catholic inquisitors to endeavour to prevent

Christians from getting to be like Jews* by separating them from
each other, than for parish officers to treat paupers as they do in

England ?

And, therefore,

^ What wretched cant it is for us ta make a clamour about the

cruelty of the Catholics towards these poor people/

What wretched cant to think a man ill used who when he
arrives in a foreign city, is forced to inhabit the worst part of it.

Mr. Cobbett tells us

^ A rich Jew of distinction, who lately arrived at Rome, took up his

quarters at one of the other streets of the city ; but the police became
quickly aware of him, and handed him off to the Ghelto. The situation

of the place is said to be unhealthy : it certainly is not such as 1 should

like to be obliged to dwell in/—p. 266.

We fancy that Mr. Cobbett \vould not have been equally

moderate in his terms, if before the repeal of the Catholic

question, we had forced Catholic princes and bishops to lodge

in St. Giles’s. But all this, and much more to the same pur-

pose is the fruit of Mr. Cobbett senior’s work on the Reform-
ation. His son should be aware that false reasoning can only

hurt a good cause—apd that the parroting of vituperation is

more contemptible than that vituperation in its original form.

We are sorry -to i)ass thio censure, for until we came to these

repetitions of his father’s opinions Mr. Cobbett’s book appeared

to us to have many^ claims to"^ approbation. In fine, tnough
our author is singularly deficierft in the reasoning faculty, he is

a correct and agreeable observer of nature, both human and in-

aniiriate. Expunge about a dozen pages from his volume, and
he becomes a pleasant fellow-traveller m a country in which we
delighted to journey with him, ai\d woulfi fain have avoided the

discovery how often his opinions ere atnsound—and how often

they are supported with a coarseness that atPts^hes disagree-

able sensations .to the writings of his father-*-end which have
so greatly diminished his influence and interfered with his

utility.
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Art. XII .—The Life of Bruce, the Abyssinian Traveller. ByMajor F. B.
Head. (Family Library No. XVII.) London. Murray. 1830.

^HE plan of this book was a happy thought. Bruce's travels

occupy five 4to. volumes ; and though they contain a most
spirited narrative of his adventures^ they are unluckily so mixed
up with details of jibyssinian history, and antiquarian and my-
thological theories, that the work is in a manner se&led to the
public. Besides which, the time had come when the interests of
truth demanded that some one should stand up to vindicate the
memory of the insulted traveller. Bruce, after twelve years of
absence, and six years of hardships, enterprise, courage, skill,

energy, and hourly risk of life, bringing with him astronomical

observations, scientific remarks, and moral facts, and all this

done in a noble spirit, and with the lofty aim of benefitting

his country and the world by penetrating where European had
never penetrated, and where conquerors at the head of armies
had failed to reach, returned home—to be disbelieved, to

be ridiculed, to be abused. When we read of his reception we
are ashamed of our forefathers, and congratulate ourselves on the

progress of knowledge. A Chinese could not have been more
conceited or more prejudiced, than Dr. Johnson, who disbelieved

that Bruce had ever been in ^byssinia. Subsequent travellers,

timidly and evidently under 'the influence of the tide of public

opinion against Bruce, have confirmed him in all that was most
contemptuously discredited, in all, let it be observed, which
never ought to liave been doubted by philosophers possessed of

experience of the world and capable of reasoning. It was
time that this evidence should be collected and examined. It

was time that the lights of the present century should be
brought to dissipate the darkness of the last. All this W'as

capable of being done in conjunction with a narrative of Bruce’s

adventures, with extracts of his most spirited descriptions, and
intermixed anecdotes of his life derivec^ from other sources.

Such is the design of this work. «

Its execution has been intrusted to Major Head, who, of an
enterprising genius himself, it was justly thought would
sympathize with the sufferings and the sujccesses of an
adventurous traveller, In, an early number we printed an
account of this gentleman's " gallopades' across the thistly plains

of South America, and gave him credit for the power of enduring

fatigue, for energy in contending against difficulties, and spirit

in describing them. He has entered upon his task with some-
what of the enthusiasm with which he undertook his expeditions

across the Andes. Major Head effervesces at every step
; no
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one can say his book is dull, or that he is flat. Amusement is

the great aim of readers of the present day, there is also a thirst

for information, and he who can convey both together is sure to

become a popular author. Major Head has carried his heart

into the task, and no one can listen to the pleadings of so eloquent
and deeply interested an advocate without becoming an attentive

auditor. And though his manner is rapid, and his method of

discussiomhasty, wei are not sure tliat he has not as thoroughly
examined his questions as more sedate writers. JBut it would
have been more satisfactory in a mooted point, or at least one
that has been mooted, if he had arrayed the topics of attack and
defence somewhat more methodically. The biographer’s ex-

tremely hurried style—his habit of appealing to the feelings, his

contemptuous manner of dealing with his adversaries, though
they will carry the greater part of the world along with him, still

may dissatisfy the cautious, and somewhat delay the result our
author would wish to produce. We ate deeply anxious both for

the interests ofscience and the honour of the country,that the fame
of Bruce the noble and high-spirited traveller should stand
upon the conspicuous pedestal it deserves, and therefoie we may
be more harsh than others, in criticising the endeavours of his

biographer, but it is sorely to be lamented that in numerous
instances he has permitted spirit *iO degenerate into vulgarity

and that frequently, he has sacrificed propriety and decency of
language to eflect: instances of coarseness occur, strictly

confined, however, to language, which vve should be loath to

admit into our Family Library, and which in a subsequent
edition (for such it w ill reach) we recommend for revision.

The British world was undoubtedly greatly to blame in their

treatment of Bruce, but the fault w as not only on their side. It

was weak and unworthy to have rejected the story of a traveller

because some jealous critics conceited of their feeble lights led

the way in abusing him, but Bcuce himself was an ungainly
person. Proud, irritable and unbending, he quickly took the
alarm at the ^rst symptoms of incredulity, and haughtily
abstained from setting those right w ho had made but one step
in error, and who would have been but too happy to have
retracted. Those very qualities whicli contributed to Bruce’s
success in his 'hazardous expedition impeded him at home.
Six-foot-four in bodily height, and ^tVi-a corresponding altitude

of spirit, gifted with all kinds of accomplishment, corporeal and
intellectual, jealous of lus honour, proud of his success, glorying

in bis ancestors, and not by any means esteeming himself least

of bis race, he was not a person to win his way where he was
contemned^ and that more particularly in the quarter where he.
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rashly deemed he had laid up immortal honour. Some idea of
the temper in which he returned from Abyssinia may be
formed Irom the fact of his travelling to Rome immediately on
bis arrival in Europe, to chastise an Italian Marquis w'ho had
presumed during his twelve years absence to marry his Maria—
the lady he had arank to at the source of the Wile, and the
woman he had sighed for in the mountains of Abyssinia, his

hope and spirit’s consolation wlien sinkinguvder the simoom of the
desert of Nubia, and whom he considered as betrothed to himself.
The agreeable anecdote of his making a disbeliever of his travels
swallow a raw beefsteak saying ^ eat that or fight me/ simply
proved his antagonist’s unwillingness lo risk his life, aiid his own
readiness to do so. His admirable reply to Single-Speech
Hamilton, his cousin aiidTviend, who said to him one day after

dinner, “ now Bruce make us some of those drawings the people
think you got Baldgani the Italian artist to paint for you.”
“ Gerard” replied Bruce very gravely, “ you made o//efme speech,
and the world doubted its being your own composition, but if

you will stand up now here and make another speech as good,
we shall believe it to have been your own.” Such an answer set
down one objector and proved the •author's talent at repartee,
but left the question of the drawings*exactly where it was.
On Bruce’s return, worn d^pwn with fatigue, beset with the

diseases of the desert and bearing about him all the marks of
long and arduous travail, the world naturally expected some
extraordinary narrative of his proceedings, and the savans and
philosophical quid ttuncs of the day eagerly crowded round the
imiveau debarqui for his intelligence

;
he told them the most

striking facts of his experience without softening tliein down
or preparing the minds of his auditors^ and they laughed
incredulously. Such a reception was enougli to drive the proud
Scot into eternal silence, and for* seventeen* years lie never
attempted to publish a written account of his travels. This
was a fatal naistake : bis retreat seemed like the escape of a
fainthearted impostor, another hiven tor of l^ornjosa islands, and
when at length his book did make its app^earancc, it appeared
like the tardy bolstering up of an old story : every wretched
scribbler was prepared to refute the elaborate lie. Thus the
book was condemned pefoi*^ it appeared

;
it is painful to inorti*

fication even at fhis time^olj^ay, lo hear that the copies of the
history of Bruce’s arduous travels and singular discoveries,
were sold in Dublin for waste paper almost immediately after
their appearance. ^ Such a fact coming to the ears-of a traveller
who had encountered the hardships that Bruce had, and in the
spirit of nobleness and patriotism that was always uppermost in
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his breast, were enough to break the heart of an ordinary man.
Bruce was now getting into years, his gigantic form had be-

come proportionately large, he lived in retirement on his estateat

Kinnaird, amusing himself with astronomy, the perfecting of

his drawings, and the management of his estate
;
he freq^uently

assumed the turban and the relics of his Eastern attire, and
indulged in lohg fits of apparent contemplation, at which time he
was probably reverting to the most stirring period of his lifj,

the SIX years of Abyssinian adventures, during which every day
had its event, when he was dwelling amidst scenes the

commonest of which were too extraordinary to be credited in

England, and when he was called upon almost every hour for

some effort on the result of which his existence depended, and,

what was far more to him, the honcftirable termination of his

enterprise. These moods naturally astonished his neighbours
who used to exclaim, when they observed him in these moods.
Eh ! the Laird’s gaen daft.”

Such was the course of Bruce’s life after his return
; and cer-

tainly this plan of dealing with the public, was not the most
politic, but Bruce disdained to manage the world which he
was entitled to instruct, artd for whoso information he had gone
through sb fiery an ordeal. «

^ There is surely nothing which, im(<;he opinion of liberal men, can
more degrade a country—nothing which, at the great tabic of the

world, more deservedly places it * below the salt'—than its unreason-
ably disbelieving an honourable man. A man’s opinions may be
canvassed, his theories may be opposed, his arguments may be
resisted

j
l)Ut, without rhyme or reason, to disbelieve his statements,

is at once to sever the band which holds society together ! it destroys

the allegiance which a well-disposed individual would willingly feel

that he owes to public opinion 5 it tells him that his only defensive

weapon is contempt. ‘ Sir, you are no gentleman !’ exclaimed a
passionate, irrational mhn.—^ Sir, you are no judge !’, was the calm,
contemptuous reply.

^ That a certain proportion of men are base, no one can deny, and
Bruce, it is true, piigh\ have belonged to this number

j
yet in his

favour, it ought to have been recollected, that there is no class of
people wdio have less reason to exaggerate than those who in their

travels describe the great features and phenomena of nature. In
a crowded, populous, and civilized country, for our general welfare,

the division of labour pervades all classes 'of ‘society
5
and from the

country squire to the countryman—from the head to the tail of every

department of the state—from the man who wears silk stockings to

the poor wretefi who makes them—the attention of each of us is

unavoidably tethered to an object of very small, insignificant dimen-
sions. The whole country, it is most true, bears a high polish ; but,

like a mosaic tablet, it is composed of very minute parts. Living
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under such circumstances^ the natural tendency of our minds is to

exaggerate the importance of the little objects which surround us
;

but when a man like Bruce—hungry, thirsting, and weatherbeaten
—has had no other companion than Nature herself, he most surely

will feel no disposition to be deceitful—no cause nor reason to ex-
aggerate for, do what he will, his imperfect picture must always be
too small. Who can describe the lightning as vividly as it Hashes, or
echo the thunder as loudly as it roars } Can any mdn describe the

ocean from his inkhorn, or put into his pocket a picture of the
world ?

* The scenes which Bruce witnessed—the real dangers which he
encountered—the hardships he underwent—the fatigue he endured,

required no exaggeration
^
and as he was lying prostrate in the desert,

fainting under the simoom, he could have had no feeling more just,

than that it was out of his pawer to make any one feel by description

the sensation under which he was suffering. However, though his

drawing was imperfect, and its scale very diminutive, yet when he
brouglit his picture to the civilized country, people all cried out that

it was too large ! But the real truth was, that it was not as large as

life, but that the mind of his enemy, like the Vicar of Wakefield’s

fusty room, was too small to contain the picture—and as the Arabs
who inhabit villages have a mortal hatred towards those wandering
tribes who live in tents, so did the garret critics of the day feel

‘jealous of the man whose tether w^as so much longer than their own :

and as soon as Bruce’s work was publislied, he experienced most
severely how completely party spirit, whether in religion, politics, or

science, destroys both the heart and the head.
' His enemies, with pens in their hands, had impatiently waited for

his book, like Shylock whetting his knife
>
and it was no sooner pub-

lished, than Bruce was deprived of what was actually dearest to his

heart—his honour and his reputation.

* It was useless to stand against the storm which assailed him
5

it

was impossible to resist the torrent which overwhelmed him. His
volumes were universally disbelieved : aiuryet it may be most con-

fidently stated, that Bruce’s travels do^ not cqntaia one single state-

ment which, according to our present knowledge of the w'orld, can

even be tegued improbable. We do not allude to the corroboration

which his statements have received from the writings of Jereme
Lobo, Paez, Salt, Coffin, Pearce, Burckhardt^ Brown, Clarke,

Wittman, Belzoni, &c. ;
for, whether these men support or contra-

dict, their evidence would be only, say ten to one, for him or against,

him—which, after all, is no certainty—but we apueal unto Caesar,”

we appeal to our present vknowlcdgc of the world* upon which we
live.

^ Bruce has stated that men eat raw flesh in Abyssinia : we know
that men in other countries eat raw fish-blubber, and even eat each

other; we ourselves eat the flesh of oysters raw. Bruce's statement,

therefore, is not and never was improbable.
^ Bruce has given a picture of the profligacy of the Abyssinians,
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which> from its disgusting features^ we have purposely withheld (to a
well-constituted mind such details are only disgusting)

,
yet it can very

easily be shown that it is not at all improbable* In northern coun-
tries, a female possesses personal attractions at an age in which she
is also endowed with mental accomplishments ; she has judgment
w«^ll as beauty, ballast as well as sail, and, like the orange-tree, she

thus bears fruit^and flowers on the saqie stem : but, in the precocious

climate of Abyssinia, this is not the case ; and it surely need only be

hinted, that there children of ten years of age are women^ to explain

what must be the sad effects of human passions working in such an
uneducated, and, consequently, irrational state of society. There is

no one of Bruce’s assertions which may not, -by similar reasoning, be
supported ; but the public, instead of judging, nt once condemned
him j bis statements were only compared with the hpbits and customs
of England—which, at that time, were *tis narrow and as harsh as

the bed of the tyrant Procrustes
;

and because the scenes which
Bruce described differed from those chez 7ious, they were most
unreasonably and most unjustifiably discredited/—p.

Such are the very natural sentiments of ^Major Head on this

painful subject, he proceeds to enumerate the only real ob-

jections that laid against Bruce’s book^ and he certainly estimates

them very fairly. «

* Nevertheless, in attentive^* reading the latest edition of Bracers

Travels, it must be evident to every orjfc that, in point of composition,
the work has very great faults. Bruce had an immense quantity of
information' to give, but he wanted skill to impart it as it deserved :

and certainly nothing can be worse than the arrangement of his

materials. In Ids narrative, he hardly starts before wc have him
talking quite familiarly of people and of places known only to him-
self j himself perfectly at ease and at home, he forgets that his reader

is an utter stranger in the land.
* He also forgot, or ra'thcr he seems never to have considered, that

the generality of mankind were not as fond as himself of endeavour-
ing to trace a dark, 'speculative ^juestion to its source. His theories

which, whether right or wrong, are. certainly ingenious, constantly
break the thread of his narrative ; and, like his minute hiotory of ail

the Kings of Abyssinia \;upposcd to ihave reigned from the time of
Solomon to his day, they tire and wear out the patience of the reader.

Yet these were evidently very favourite parts of his volumes : and,
eager in detailing evidence and arguments which he conceived to be
of great importance, he occasionally neglected his narrative, jumbled
his facts and dates, and, from his notes having<been made on separate
slips of paper, he made a few very careless mistakes. For instance,

the beautiful Welleta Selasse, long after she was poisoned. Is dis-

covered by the reader making love with Amha Yasous! Teela
Meriam, also, reappears some months after he had been droWned.
Arkecho is described after the reader has left it ;

and the palace of'

Koscam^ in which Bruce lived do long, id not described until he bad
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actually bidden adieu to Abyssinia. But Bruce's attention was evi-

dently engrossed by great objects
;
and though his descriptions are

often brilliant, and his sentiments always noble and manly, yet he
cared comparatively little about certain parts of his narrative

j and in

the enormous mass of notes and memoranda which he brought home
with him, he arranged a very few of them in their wrong places.

But his mistakes, excepting one, were harmless, and .absolutely not
worth notice, although to the critic .they were, of course, gems of
inestimable value. The only one which requires exfilanation is, that,

in describing Gondar, he mentions the dcatii of Balugnni (his Italian

draughtsman) before he mentions his journey to the sources of the
Nile; and as Balugani died after this journey, Bruce's enemies in

general, and Salt in particular, have endeavoured at great length to

j)rove that this error was deliberately intended to rob Balugani of the
honour of having accompanied him to these fountains

; whereas, it

being perfectly well known that Bruce engaged Balugani at a salary

of thirty-five Roman crowns a-month, for the express purpose of
accompanying him in his travels, it is !U)t likely that he sl^uld have
been jealous of his own servant, particularly as, if he had wished to

have gone to Geesh Without Balugani, Ijc had only to have ordered

him to remain at Gondar. But every trifling mistake which Bruce
made was distorted, and construed into fraud and deceit. His dates

are occasionally wrong 5
buit in his notes, which he brought to Eng-

land, they are often inserted in so tremWing a hand, that it is but too

evident they were WTitten on w bed of sickness. Besides this, it

must surely be known' to every' one that, when a man visits such
immense countries as Bruce travelled across, his great difbculty is to

overlook detail ; for, like a hound, if once he puts his nose to the

ground, he gets puzzled. No man attempts to conduct a trigono-

metrical survey, and to fill it up, at the same time : if he is to deter-

mine the grand features of the country, it is impossible that he can

be very attentive to its detail : and if he minute in his detail, he can

have looked very little to the general character of the country ;—

a

mail cannot study astronomy and botany at the same time.*

—p. 525-7.

Every body remembers iijp witty sneer of Peter Pindar,

which was a thousand times more efficient in propagating

slander than even the heavy edbnonading of Jcdinson.

* Nor have 1 been where men (what loss, alas !)

Kill half a cow and turn the rest to grass.'

This alludes to a w’ell-known anecdote in Binice, which, by
way of specimen of ttfe camel-swallowing and gnat-straining in-

credulity of the world, we shall quote in his own words.

^ Not long after our losing sight of the ruins of this ancient

capital of Abyssinia,' says Bruce, ‘ we overtook three travellers

driving a cow before them.; they bad black goat-skins upon their

shottlc^s, and lances and shields in their hands^ in other respects they
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were but thinly clothed
)
they appeared to be soldiers. The cow did

not seem to be fatted for killings and it occurred to us all that it had
been stolen. This, however, was not our business, nor was such an
occurrence at all remarkable in a country so long engaged in war.

We saw that our attendants attached themselves in a particular

manner to the three soldiers that were driving the cow, and held a
shprt conversation with them. Soon after, we arrived at the hither-

most bank of the river, where 1 thought we were to pitch our tent.

The drivers suddenly tripped up the cow, and gave the poor animal a
very rude fall upon the ground, which ivas but the beginning of her

suiferings. One of them sat across her neck, holding down her head
by the horns, the other twisted the halter about her forefeet, while the

third, who had a knife in his hand, to my very great surprise, in place

of taking her by the throat, got astride upon her belly before her

hind-legs, and gave her a very deep wound in the upper part of her

buttock.
' From the time 1 had seen them throw the beast upon the ground,

I had rejoiced, thinking, that when three people were killing a cow,
they must have agreed to sell part of her to us 3

and I was much dis-

appointed upon hearing the Abyssiiiians say, that we were to pass the

river to the other side, and not encamp where I intended. Upon my
proposing they should bargain for part of the cow, my men answered
what they had already learned in conversation, that they were not then

to kill her, that she was not wholly theirs, and that they could not sell

her. This awakened my curiosity; I^lec my people go forward, and
staid myself, till 1 saw, with the ui^iiost astonishment, two pieces,

thicker and longer than our ordinary beef steaks, cut out of the higher

part of the buttock of the beast. How it was done I cannot possibly

say, because judging the cow was to he killed from the moment I saw
the knife drawn, 1 was not anxious to view that catastrophe, which
was by no means an object of curiosity : whatever way it was done,

it surely was adroitly, and the two pieces were spread upon the outside

of one of their siiields.

' One of them still continued holding the head, while the other two
were busied in curing the w^ound. This too was done not in an ordi-

nary manner: the skin which had covered the flesh that was taken
away was left entire, aud Happed over the wound, and was fastened

to the corresponding <part by two or more small skewers, or pins.

Whether they had<put any thing unefer the skin, between that and the
wounded flesh, I know not ; but at the river side where they were,
they had prepared a cataplasm of clay, with which they covered ^the

wound ;
they then forced the animal to rise, aud drove it on before

them, to furnish them with a fuller meal whep^ they should meet their

companions in the evening.*

—

Pp. 24'3—21'.5.

Upon this fact Bruce himself makes the following remarks :~
* When first,' says Bruce, ‘ 1 mentioned this in England,* as one of

Che singularities which prevailed in this barbarous country, 1 was told
by my friends it was not believed, 1 asked the reason of this disbelief,
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and was answered^ that people who had never been out of their own
country, and others well acquainted with the manners of the world
(for they had travelled as far as France), had agreed the thing was im-
possible, and therefore it was so. My friends counselled me further,

that as these men were infallible^ and had each the leading of a circle,

1 should by all means obliterate this from my journal, and not attempt
to inculcate in the minds of my readers the belief of a thing, that men
who had travelled pronounced to be impossible. They suggested to

me, in the most friendly manner* how rudely a very learned and
worthy traveller had been treated for daring to maintain that he had
ate part of a lion, a story I have already taken notice of in my intro-

duction. They said, that being convinced by these connoisseurs his

having ate any part of a lion was impossible, he had abandoned this

assertion altogether, and after only mentioned it in an appendix
; and

this was the farthest I could possibly venture. Far from being a
convert to such prudential reasons, I must for ever profess openly,

that I think them unworthy of me. To represent as truth a thing J

know to be a falsehood, not to avow a truth I ought to declare
;
the

one is fraud, the other cowardice : I hoj)e I am equally distant from
them both and I pledge myself never to retract the fact here ad-
vanced, that the Abyssinians do feed in common upon live flesh, and
that 1 myself have, for several years, been partaker of that dis-

agreeable and beastly diet. • On the contrary, I have no doubt, when
time shall be given to read this history to an end, there will be very

few, if they have candour enough to own it, that will not be ashamed
of ever having doubted.^—pp. —24*7.

This fact against which the public of those days cried out

with an acclamation of disbelief, was published, as is justly

observed by Major Head, in point of time, just half way
between the raising of the South Sea Babbles and the Joint

Stock Mania of 1825.

At the present day there are few facts relating to distant im-

perfectly known countries better authenticated than the one

related in the preceding extracts.
,

Dr. Clarke, examining an Abyssinian dean whom he found

at Cairo dn this and other sifbjects, was told that it was the

practice of soldiers during thqir marauding expeditions to maim
cows after this manner, taking slices from their bodies without

putting them to death at the time ; and that during the banquets

of the Abyssinians, raw meat, esteemed delicious through the

country, is taken from an ox or a cow in suclva state that the

fibres are in motion* and , that the attendants continue to cut

slices till the" animal dies. Jererae Lobo, who visited Abyssinia

one hundred and fifty years before Bruce, and whose work
Dr. Johnson bimsej^f translated, says that, ‘‘When they

want to feast a fiiend, they kill an ox and set immediately

a quarter of him- raw-upon the table. Raw beef is their nicest
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diafaf and ia eaten by them with the same appetite and pleasure

as we eat the best partridges.” .

Captain Rudland, R. N., who accompanied Salt, says, '' The
skin was only partly taken off, and a favourite slice of the flesh

was brought immediately to table, the muscles of which con-
•tinued to quiver till the whole was devoured,”

Salt himself, who has absurdly joined Lord Valentin in

depreciating Bruce, thus writes in the journal which he com-
posed for Pearce, the RugUsh sailor, of whom there is a full

account in Fuller’s Travels, which we noticed in our last number,
and whose life is, we believe, about to be published A
soldier, attached to the party, proposed cutting a shulade from
one of the cows they were driving before them to satisfy the

cravings of their hunger. This term Mr. Pearce did not at first

understand, but he was not long left in doubt on the subject, for

the others having assented, they laid hold of the animal by the

horns, threw it down, and proceeded without further ceremony
to the operation. This consisted of cutting out two pieces of
flesh from the buttock near the tail, which, together, Mr. Pearce
supposed might weigh a pound. As soon as tliey had taken
these away, they sewed up thewounds<iplaistered them over with
cow-dung, and drove the gniinal forward while they divided
among their party the reeking steaks.”

Mr. Coffin, Lord Valentia’s valet, who was left by him in

Abyssinia, and who is now in hiiigland, has declared to the
author of the life, that he has not only seen the operation per-

formed, but that he has performed it himself, and that he did it

at Cairo in the presence of an English nobleman of high
character, whose name lie referred to.

Such is the testimony that may satisfy persons who are dis-
’

posed to doubt, and there are many of the class of the old woman
who listened with ad mi ring, credulity to all her sailor-boy told

her of monsters, prodigies, and wonders, till he came to talk of
the flying fish, when she stopt him as drawling too largely on her
powers of belief, aiuPattempting^to impOse on her understand-
ing. For ourselves vve never wanted all these and other con-
firmations of Briice’s truth. Honest man, though proud,” is

written on every page of his work
; and more than this, his is a

book that all tho powers of man could not have invented, and
which would he far more marvellous as ' a forgery than as a
narrative of real events. Major Head’s biography, how»ever,

cannot fail to have a favourable influence on the future fame-

and reputation of the noble and high-minded author; and if the
spirits of the departed are permitted to watch the proceedings

of their feltow mortals yet resting on earth, sweet will be the
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sight of these labours to the joul of " Yagoube, the White

Art. XlII.—1 • Three Lectures on the Rate of Wages, delivered before the

University of Oxford, in Easter Terra, 1830, With a rreface

on the Causes and Remedies of the present Dlsturbanles. By Nassau
William Senior, of Magdalen College, A.w.i late Professor of
Political Economy.— 1830.

2. Correspondence between the Right lion, R. Wilmol Horton and
a Select Class of the Members of the London Mechanics Institution,

formedfor investigating the most efficient remedies for the present

distress among the labouring classes in the United Kingdom;
together with the Resoilttions unanimously adopted by the Class,

Also a Letterfrom the Right lion. R, Wilmot Horton to Dr, Birk^^

beck. President of the Institution : and his .1830.

3. The lAfe and History of Swing, the Kent Rick- burner.

Written by himself.—1830.

¥ F Noah and his family, when they came out of the ark, had
•• held a council upon tlje best way of providing themselves

with the comforts of dry land, it would have been a strange line

of argument for one of the .household to have pointed to the

stock in trade which had escaped the deluge, and have said,

This is a plough
;
and by harnessing the clean beasts to it,

you would do six times as much work as with a spade ; there-

fore break the plough, and take the spade. Your wife too has

a spindle, with which she can spin so many threads an hour

;

but I could show her a way, that would not spin half as much.
Let us be machine-breakers ; and then we shall all be com-

fortable/'

This would be such gross absurdity, that i-t is hardly prac<*

ticable to set about stating wherein the absurdity consists.

It is like a man’s cutting off his legs, in order that he may have

the pleasure of hopping upon crutches, ^Noah’s brief answer

would be, that he worked to have ; and that the more he had,

the better. The wildest enemy of machinery would never

dream of executing such a principle in his own immediate con-

cerns ;
or of taking the worse instrument when he might take the

better, for the simple [ileasure of having moie to do. The case,

therefore, doear not present a parallel to the existing question on

the. subject of macfiinery.

Take, then, another state of mankind, as for instance Abra-

ham’s \ who had men-servants and women-servants, and a

steward to look after themt Now if the steward had proposed^
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that the men should be set to dig instead of plough^ and the

women weave cloth with their fingers instead of using the best

piece of loom-machinerjr the country was acquainted with, and
that the reason for all this was, that without it there would be no
possibility of keeping them in employment,—the answer of Abra-
ham would be much the same as Noah’s, but with the addition,

that if their work could be saved in one way, he would be answer-
able for finding theip work in some other that if the women
could make two pieces of cloth instead of one, his wife should
wear two at once, or else wear one that by its beauty should

take as much making as two.

But if the steward was an obstinate person, and had an
anti-machinery maggot in his head, he might reply, that if each
servant could do twice as much as before, it was evident only
half the number would be wanted, and therefore half must be
either sold to the Midianites, or left to perish in the desert,

which would be very hard upon tlie individuals. To which his

master would reply, that if the gift of doing double work should

fall on all of them at once as from the clouds, there might be
some possibility of a part of them being an encumbrance

;
but if

there was any thing gradual in the operation, he, the master, would
be answerable for work sp^dnging up for them as fast as they
could find the means of doing it, ^nd that not a hoof should be
left behind inconsequence of improvements in the method. And
if the master, as there appears no reason to doubt, was fond of
seeing every body satisfied about him, he would take an oppor-
tunity of representing to his people and followers, that it would
be hard if the improvements did not in some degree turn to the

advantage of every one of them ;—that if there was more corn

by ploughing than by digging, there must needs be better feed-

ing for themselves, tne‘ir wives, and their little ones
;
and that if

cloth was easier made and more abundant, it was scarcely

possible that the result should not be that the children would
come by three shirts a-year instead of two. There would be
no doubt that a principal portion of the advantage would fall

to the share of tllie rich master and his immediate relatives
; but

it would also b6 certain, that the servants down to the lowest

would be better and not worse for the alteration, and that they
would be unreasonable if they raised a hue-and-cry against the

change.
This then, if any body has thought worth while to follow it,

appears to let into the whole secret of the good and evil of
machinery. It is a good to every body, working classes in-

cluded, if only it does not come so rapidly as to throw great

masses ofpeople out of employment, faster than the consequent
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demand for hands in other branches can take them up. If

the community in general by dint of machinery get a piece
of cloth for six shillings instead of ten, they will to a certainty

expend the four shillings in something else that they would not
have expended it in before ;—unless it can be proved that they
will throw it into the sea. If tlierefore there is a diminution
of employment for cloth-makers to the amount of four shillings

(which is undeniably the case), there is at the same time an
increase of expenditure on some other arts and crafts to the
same amount. But if other arts and crafts arc affected in a like

manner by machinery, each of these throws an increase of
expenditure on some others, among which the craft of cloth-mak-
ing will undoubtedly have a share. And if wages fall when
employment is diminished, they rise when it is increased.

So that provided only the introduction of machinery be gradual
and general, there is an evident tendency towards a balance

;

and though nobody can say that the balance shall be so com-
plete as to leave every thing exactly as before, it is plain that

the final alteration is the difference of the particular alter-

ations, and not the $xnn. But all this time, tltere is a clear

gain to the consumers at ,^vcry step, of the whole amount of

what is saved in each instance by machinery,—or what in the

case of the cloth was represeijdeS by four shillings. So that

while the effects upon the drflerent operatives, in respect of
their quantity of employment, go on balancing and counter-

acting each other, and are in the end next to none at all,—the

gains of the consumers (of whom the operatives make part) go
on increasing and accumulating by every particular addition.

Or to turn the subject the other side up, if machinery of all

kinds in all places could be annihilated at, once by an Act of

Parliament or a thunderbolt, the quantity of employment for

operatives would on the whole be ju%t what it is* now
;
but the

operatives would take their share, with every body else, of the

consequences of cloth being maJe with fingers instead of with a

loom. That is, they would we^r just so rAuch cloth, and of

such quality, as could be made with fingers by the exertion of the

same time and labour which make what they now wear from
the loom ;

and the same in other things. And note further,

that this includes only the home trade.. But if ever foreign

commerce should cease Ito be prohibited by Act of Parliament,

then there must be tfikeii into the account all the good things

that might be obtained from foreigners in exchange for the pro-

ducts of machinery, and the share which the operatives would
have in these good things by dint of the increased employment
which would be created by the demand for manufactured goods,

oil. XIV.— Westminster Review. o
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The blunder therefore of desiring to put down machinery, is

in the main and in the long run the same as the contemptible
fallacy of restrictions upon trade, which is pressed upon the
operatives by the supporters of the Corn Laws. The apparent
gain made at every step of restriction either on trade or on
machinery, is balanced by an equal loss to some other portion

of the industrious classes somewhere else, and there is a clear

unbalanced loss of the amount in question to the consumers
in the aggregate besides. But the operatives are to be
persuaded, that if John, Thomas, Richard, and Henry, get

sixpence each, by at the same time taking twopence out of
the pocket of each of the other three, John, Thomas, Richard,

and Henry make a gain
; and not only this, but they do

so if John, Thomas, Richard and Henry in their quality

of consumers, lose another sixpence among them every time

besides. This is the sum and substance of the system that

calls itself protection to trade. It is a plan to set every

body to rob the rest, and count the plunder as a general

gain. The subject, as relates to trade, has been examined at

length in a former article*, under the illustration of the monkeys
in Exeter Change who chose to fee^^ out of each other^s pans

5

where it was shown that the land monopoly is the great baboon
of all, for whose benefit the lesser apes are persuaded to aid in

keeping up the fraud.

Machinery then, like the rain of heaven, is a present blessing

to all concerned, provided it comes down by drops, and not

by tons together ;
and any thing which prevents its free

and expanded operation, has an etTect of the same kind as

would be produced if the rain could be collected into water-

spouts. It remains therefore to be seen, what laws and human
institutions have don^ towards securing the free diffusion of the

advantages derivable from God’s gift-of ingenuity to man. And
here the first thing apparent in our own country is, that the

aristocracy have made a law, that no use shall be derived from
it at all. They have determiqpd by Act of Parliament, that

men may invent as many machines as they think proper, but
shall not be allowed to sell the produce ; or which comes to

the same thing, shall not be allowed to sell for what is wanted
in return- The whole misery about machinery,—-every atom
and fragment of suffering, alarm, and' wretchedness directly

or indirectly consequent thereon,—are the pure and necessai'y

result of the gross fraud and half-witted idiotic cruelty perpe-
trated by the majority of the landlords upon the rest of their

• Article on Free Trade> No, XXIIL
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own order and of the community. The compiler of this is a land-
lord; he has a qualification for a county

;
but he is not such a

dolt as to believe that he is gaining by the profligacy of the

Corn Laws, even if he had no other objection to the fact. Like
every body else, he has ben obliged to reduce his rents ; but he
did it with a stipulation, that they should be raised again on
the removal of the Corn Laws. All rotten sheep are his to pay
for; complaint and misery, the fit consequences of cruelty and
injustice, are in every department both of the live stock and
the dead. And in addition to this, he has to struggle with the
impossibity of putting his children into any calling they can live

by. His only hope is that what ^ Swing leaves, the poor-

rates may speedily swallow
;
and if the operation be but quick

and general, the result may be some comfort for his posterity.

It is a hard case that tliere should be no hindering men fioni

ruining others, except by their finding out that they have
ruined themselves

;
but if it is so, there is nothing to be done

but pray for the quickest completion of the process.

It will probably be answered, that the distressjust now is in the

agricultural districts
;
and how can it be shown that this would

be helped by the removal of* the Corn Laws ? Easily
;
as any per-

son may see who has not a reason f(X blindness in his pocket.

When the quantity of food prc^icurable is limited by law, and the

population has increased till it presses against this limit, there is

no difficulty in seeing that the misery thus produced must extend
itself to the agricultural population as well as others. Only
a given quantity of agricultural labourers can be wanted to raise

a given quantity of corn, and therefore, since all other employ-
ments are equally circumscribed, the increase above the given

quantity must be starved on the same lyhiciple that puppies

are drowned
;
and the starved puppies are what the landlords

call superfluous population. They make a law that there shall

not be food for more than a certain number, and therefore the

rest shall be executed as supeiffuous. ButJf this is to be the

case with dogs in general, it is ciear that the agricultural breeds

can have no prospect of escape. The plea that the sutterings

of the agricultural labourers would be increased by the removal

of the Corn Laws, is therefore only one of the Juggleries by
which those who have pnore cunning impose upon those who
have less. It might not give instant relief, or there might even

be an increase of pain on the commencement of the process,

especially if gone about too precipitately ; as is the case in the

cure of a broken leg. But the great cause of evil would be

removed, without which there is no question but of the suflerer's

being left to die. The plea therefore is one of those subterfuges.
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which no educated man puts forward with a grave countenance

without having an interest in its success.

But to the less educated classes,—to those who have not

been in the habit of considering that to bolt straight forward

is not always the way to get out of the bog,—it is quite reason-

able and to be expected that the assertion that the miseries of the

agricultural fabourers come by the Corn Laws, should present

considerable difEculties ; and they may even pronounce it at

first sight ridiculous and absurd, in which opinion they will be
encouraged by the horse-laughs of those among their betters

who are driving them upon destruction. On the credit there-

fore of some good-will shown towards the suffering classes

here and elsewhere, the agricultural hibourers in the dis •

turbed districts—the men who are marching under the

banner of ^ Swing,’ if he has a banner—are invited to sit down
under the first convenient hedge, and engage the best reader in

their company to explain to them the following case. Suppose
then a farmer,—or a farmer’s labourer, for they are both in the

same plight,—has two sons and two daughters, which it is well

known is about the number that, taking one with another, a
married couple has. And suppose, as is evidently the fact,

that there are a number of other people in the same circum-

stances in the neighbourhood, afid the hope and wish of the

parents is, that the sons of one shall marry the daughters of

another, and sit down in some honest calling to a^aintain

themselves in godliness and decency as their fathers did. Now
let us see, what chance they have for it. Fifteen years ago
came the Corn Laws

;
in other words, an Act to prevent the

manufacturers from exchanging their work for corn with

foreigners. And the. fanners and farmer’s labourers crowed
loud, and thought it was a fine thing for them -that is, fifteen

years ago they crowed, but do they crow now ? It shall be
granted that when this unjust restriction on the manufacturers

began, it was an advantage to *^the man whose trade it was to

hold the plougfc. The quantity of land which was to grow corn

in England was artificially increased
; and this made more farms

to let, and more farmer’s labourers wanted to work upon them
;

and therefore it was easier for the farmer and the farmer’s man
to find employment for himself, and for, his two sons and two
daughters as they grew up upon his hands. There was
increased room made for them to spread, at other people’s,

expense; and therefore they went on merrily, and spread ac-

cordingly. But this could not last for ever. Allow tne fact to

be, that one fourth more land in England was brought into

cultivation by the Corn Laws. It is plain that it will be merry
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times for ploughmen while they are breeding up to this mark
;

but why are they to be merry when they have bred up to it? Is
it the slightest consolation^ comfort, or advantage to them,
that they are now Jive hundred thousand poor starving devils,

instead of being Jour ? Or is it any comfort to the higher
farmer who sees himself crushed out of all possibility of live-

lihood by the competition of men for farms, tha^ there are ten
of them to bid against each other instead, of eight? Impress
therefore on yourselves, you whole regiment of Swing, that if

the Corn Laws were a fraud upon other people, they w^ere, like

all other frauds, of short-lived advantage to the owner
;
and

that you are now come to the time when, unless you can live

upon the meat and drink of fifteen years ago, the roguery that

directed the plan has at all events done yon no good, whatever
it may have done to any body else.

But you will say,—and it*s all right,—that this has only
proved, that you are where you w’ould have been before; and
therefore you have only to be thankful for what you have had
already. But hear more

;
there is a * bit to follo\v.’ See how

the case would have stood with you, if there had never been
Corn Laws at all. It may be quite true, that instead of Jive
hundred thousand farmers and farn^r’s labourers, there would
only have been Jour;—that, is to say, there would only have
been four hundred thousand of you that would have been
farmer|^ and farmer’s labourers ;

and the rest would have
been somewhere else. And what is more, they would have
been living merrily somewhere else, and every body would have
been merry, and you would have been merry too

; for it is

nothing but the impossibility of finding employment for your
two sons and two daughters, either in. fanning business or

in any thing else, which drives you up in h^ps to starve one
another. If two thirds of the farmery sons could get comfortable

situations ^although not farniers, it needs no extraordinary

wisdom to see that the pressuib of competition among farmers

would speedily diminish, andt farming beconqp a good trade

again for the remainder
;
and the same with farmer’s labour-

ers. None of you have ever taken an oath that your two sons

and two daughters shall be nothing but what their parents

were. The labourer never had any objection to* see one of his

boys set up in a little shop, or another go creditably to sea in

the employment of the merchant that buys his pork at Christ-

mas ; or to have his daughters married to his neighbours sons

as soon as they had succeeded in any of those callings. The
farmer used to exult, when his landlord’s influence established

one son upoa the high stool in a merchant’s counting-house
j
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for there were merchants in those days,—it was before the land-

lords had spoilt all by their selfish tyranny. All these trades

and callings,—that is to say, every branch of manufactures and
commerce,—would have been brisk and flourishing. Our sailors

would have been * rampaging’ over the world
;
and now they are

dying in the streets, because the merchants have nothing to

carry or bring home, and Indiamen flog them beyond endurance.

An industrious man |;night have lived by his industry, though
not perhaps in one given calling that should be fixed upon.
It used to be so

;
and would have been so still, if England

could have held her ov^ n against the invasion of the squirearchy.

And to this we must come back
;
or else go on in the present

miserable state of things to the end of time.

The question then is, how w'e are lo come back. And here

it may be agreed, that the change must not be all at once, for

then it would create piessure on the agricultural labourers faster

than the openings made in other ways could take it off. And
heaven knows that the agricultural labourers, like all other

labourers, are miserable enough. Nobody wants to diminish the

sufferings of others by increasing theirs; but to get rid of the

whole burthen of misery, which is b^'eaking every body's back
for the use and benefit ot tjiose who never 'work at alt There-
fore, as said before, it must bcj done gently. Nobody, for

instance, could comploin, if the miscJiief was as long in

taking off as it was in laying on ; and this, or something like

it, would be done by taking off* a shilling a year from all the

rates on foreign corn till they were gone. But it would not be
difficult to show, that a quicker course than this would be for the

geneial good ;
though this would be better than nothing, and is

the very least that men in thefr senses should think of agreeing

to accept. Get the mischief into a way of being ended some
time, and then take all other methods in aid that ingenuity can
devise

;
but do not let the man ^lie perishing wuth his broken

leg without thinking of havifig it set, and cry ‘‘ O lord!

O lord ! why that * w ould be ii six weeks business at the

least.”

Once more then, tlie ' deluded followers of Swing* as the

newspapers call them, are begged to sit down and give

their serious attention to the assurance here given them, that

however unlikely it may at first appear, the Corn Laws
are the origin, cause, and maintenance, of their present suffer-

ings, and that they have only to chuse between going on as they

are for ever, or joining with the test of their countrymen in a
demand for the total removal by the quickest method that

prudence shall direct. It is not expected that they should find
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this out at once
;
any more than men who have vastly greater

opportunities of gaining knowledge have found things out at

once. But what is requested of them is, that they will think
of it, that they will attend to it, that they will turn it over in

their minds, and see if it may not after all come under the
proverb, that what looks the longest way about, ,is sometimes
the nearest way home. Let them take it to the schoolmaster,
let them discuss it at the blacksmith's shof), let it be inquired

into on Sundays at the bakehouse and in the church porch.
And above all things get it to the little farmers and the great

;

let nobody fall into the error of believing it is a question in

which only the paupers are concerned. A trial has been made
of robbery, and it has only brought the farmers and farmer'^s

labourers into a state of indescribable misery
;
would it not be

wise to try honesty, and see if it may not lead to better things ?

Was there ever a piece of dishonesty yet, that by God’s just

judgment did not in s6md way fall on the heads of the inventors

in the end ? Make up your minds upon this point. See your
w'ay clearly through the wretched deception by which the land-

lords have attempted to raise their own rents and send yow to

the poor-house. Burn no niore haystacks, but join heartily with

your countrymen of the manufacftiring districts in a legal

demand for the removal of the Corn Laws, which have ground
you all to the dust together ; and you will be astonished to see

what s^rt of people will be ready to take your part. Foreign

trade has been prohibited
;
call for its being opened. You are

starving as it is ;
try whether you will be starved twice over,

by the country’s having foreign trade. Make some inquiry

too, into the sort of men who recommend this to you. Ask if

they have any interest in deceiving you ;»’or if they ever tried

to deceive any body, whether they had an, interest or not.

Inquire too, whether they are infetior in education, or in the

habit of finding out the reason pf one thing from another thing,

to those who take the other side.. And if they are not, then let

them have at least a hearing, arfd such confidencje afterwards as

you shall think that they deserve.

This is what may be said to the suffering classes. If there

is any need to defend the saying it, the defence will not be far to

seek. When men from some cause, no matter what, find them-
selves at sea in the same bottom, and some urgent peril

begins to press on the floating community
;
there are two

courses for every man to take, who has ever pretended to addict

himself to the study of sea-borne business. One is to go
below; and, if the danger be very pressing, to go to bed.

The other b, to stand the peril out, quailing before no man's
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fears^ crouching before no man's folly, rising in loudness . in

support of reason in proportion as others may try to put it

down, and braving the risk of being sent to make the land in

a whale's belly, sooner than yield an inch to the knavish lubbers

that have brought us into the scrape. It is in this spirit, that

new allies proceed to join the little company, who having leisure

and education, are too proud to turn them against the public'

interests, and too wise to use them against their own. Not
that the coincidence may be perfect

;
or the agreement so com-

plete, as not to leave room for friendly dispute in better times.

13ut it is quite sufficient for pulling at the same rope, till at all

events the shi])’s head is laid the right way, and something like

a course is steering for bringing her ipto port.

Suppose now, the {)eril were, a failure of provisions
;
and

there the gallant ship was laid,— as the sea monsters
call it,—with the crew, that is to say the vulgar hawlers, dying
about the decks, and here and there a portly person engaged in

calculating how many ]>ieces a biscuit could be broken into, and
whether the captain’s fowls could be reduced to five quarts of

water in the place of six. Imagine such a scene, and estimate

the boldness of tlie individual who should maintain, that

all this might be well as a^r accessory, but the first thing was
to turn the head towards some place where ])rovisions grew

;

and that no plea of the urgency of earlier relief, could atone
for the procrastination of this only final chance of safety. Nor
would the case be altered, even though it could be proved that

the suffering would be temporarily increased by the efforts

necessary for the process of deliverance. It has not pleased

heaven to make remedies always luxuries, more particularly

where the evils endured have been the consequences of men's
own misconduct,^ When the community has allowed itself so

long to drift down the stream of folly, for the sake of the paltry

baits held out to individual cupidity, it has no right to expect
that the way back ..should be as easy as the going, and may
thank its stars if ever it finds itstslf on safe ground again, either

with or without the salvation of the individuals that led it into

the mischief.

There is no^ use in keeping back the truth. A particular

class, the landed interest as they rejoice tc style themselves, suc-
ceeded in persuading the community that nothing could go
well unless they had their way. How much of this was self-

deception, heaven only knows ; but if they succeeded in mak-
ing fools of other people, there is no known reason why to a
certain extent they should not have succeeded in the same way
with themselves* At all events they had their way

;
and the
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first thing they did, was to prohibit the exchange of the poor

man’s VnAuslry fot bxead. Whether the manufactnteis, they

had haply got the upper hand instead, would have laid a tax on
home-grown corn, by way of increasing the quantity that

should be bought with their goods from abroad, is what there

has not been opportunity to try ; but if they had, it would
not have been one whit a more outrageous and barefaced wrong,
a more w^anton and reckless abuse of power, or a fouler and
more degrading violence for a civilized society to submit to. If

men under such an exertion of tyranny on the part of the

manufacturing interest, had risen in masses and been put down
by the sword and the executioner, it might be true enough that

this evil was an inevitable consequence, and for that very
reason there would be two evils instead of one to be reckoned
for with the manufacturers whenever the day of justice should
arrive. There would be no use in tampering with such a rank
oppression. It would be an ill which those who were given to

bear, would bear
;
and those who were not, would not

; and the

end would be, either the timely retreat of the plunderers of

society, or a waiting till public indignation had risen high
enough to drive them frOni their hold.

And it does not follow, that, if humanity was suffering under
such an infliction from the Utiauufacturers, the efforts by which
it was put down would all be directed by the purest reasoning

and the most exact statistics. The buccaneers of the society

must make up their minds to take what might befall them.
There would be no use in their crying out, that starving

wretch was out of the line of political economy, and that other

was a bad practical philosopher. All these errors would be
trifling peccadilloes, compared with th,o grand stalking wrong,

that was at the bottom of the well or ill directed resistance of

the community. Nothing can be more eminently typical of

passive moderation, joined to considerable powers both of offence

and defence, than a drove* of oxen under the guidance of

humanity and wisdom ;
but let them be once^goaded into mad-

ness by the feeling of intolerable suflering, and it is no excuse
for the authors of the mischief, that they will stick a peer of

parliament as soon as the basest of their persecutors. The
ignorant and the poor,—those who are ignorant because they

are poor, and poor because they are ignorant, and whom laws
have been passed to make both one and the other,—cannot be
expected to reason like doctors in divinity, while suffering

under evils the smallest of which would fill a gazette if it could

by possibility happen to the authors of their pain evils as

distinctly referable in all their branches to the voluntary and
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determined acts of those who are the causes of their infliction, as

the sounds of a musical instrument are to the striking of the

keys ;—evils which they have been told over and over, and will

be told again tomorrow, and the day after that, exist simply

because their betters would have it so, and because the por-

tions of the higher classes who think they gain by wrong are

more numerous, united, and active than those of the same
classes who set themselves in opposition to it. It is no secret

;

the members of the existing government avowedly hold office

by the confession of the necessity for reform
;
and never in

the history of mankind was reform so necessary, as in a
country whose commercial policy is one continuous fraud

upon the industrious classes, for thei benefit of those whose
trade and calling it is to live without w^orking. If the labour-

ing man eats bread, a payment is to be made for the mainte-
nance of one portion of the aristocracy,—there’s no mistake,

there can be no mistake,—-the aristocracy
;
though the receivers

themselves are losing more at one end than they are gaining at the

other, with the possible exception of those who are born to the

right of providing for their children out of the public purse. If he
aspires to tea, he must pay for the sufiport of another portion

somewhere else; and if he^ dreams of sugar, he must keep
another; and to crown all, if liberation irom any of th^se

abuses is demanded for him, he is told plainly that there shall

be no remission of the abuse unless he buys it at full value from
the holder. He is the horse, the ass,* the mule, who is to be
saddled with every * splendid lazzarone^ that finds himself too

lazy to walk. It is not enough that he is to abstain from his

rich neighbour’s property, and even to defend it at the hazard
of his life when called Upon

;
but this property is to be held im-

perfect and but he^lf conducive to the enjoyments of the owner,
unless it can be employed to 'double itself out of the basket of
the poor. If the world's history were looked through, there

would not— with the. single exception of negro slavery—be
found so glaring ^and huge an instance of the abuse of power
and the general misery consequent on giving one selfish class

the right of legislation for the rest, as is piesented by the
commercial poliqy of this most ill-used country.

The puritans were fond of speculating, on what a man
m their place of torment would do and say, if an offer were
made to give him one more trial in the present world. All
perdition comes, by not thinking of this in time. If Napoleon
could have re-enacted the hundred days, what a different con-
clusion would certainly have been come to. If the French
ex-ministers could commence where Napoleon left thm, how
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carefully would they turn their path from leading to the Luxem-
bourg. And when their successors shall have caused revolu-
tion, with the cession of twice as much as would have satisfied

if given, how willingly would they retrace their steps, if gods or

men would give the faculty. So if a whig ministry could begin
again where it stands at present, six months after a whelm-
ing revolution has been brought on,how carefullyi would it eschew
the debility, the tergiversation, which induced the mischief.
All revolutions come by there being nobody who had sense to

join the people, and give them half of what was the next day
taken by violence. Does the English ministry believe, that the

people will not have something in the end ? And does it think
that what would have satisfied them in November, will

satisfy them in March? ^Or, perchance, does it wish to wait for

a few more apparitions of the Sibyl with her books ? The
inference drawn by the people will only be, that the ministry is

lying by to measure forces, and that consequently what they finally

obtain, will be in exact proportion to the energy with which they
make their feelings known. It is as true itnder one adminis-
tration as under another, that ' Never by any other means than
the making the ruling ^bjw uneasy, can the oppressed many
obtain a particle of relief/* If the^e was a disposition to make
an exception in the present case, it has been much enfeebled by
procrastination.\The people are intreated every where, to spare

no effort, omit no exertion, which may make the Whigs 'uneasy ^

at the prospect of swerving from their promises.

The conductors of the present work have of necessity a certain

number of friends, who will demand to see their statement of the

points on which the community oiiglit to stand, as the im-

moveable conditions of any confidence in| or support to, the pre-

sent ministers. First, then, the immediate lemoval of the Six Acts
;

and, either at once or by a small nqmber of definite gradations,

of all the taxes affecting newspapers and advertisements. If

any vested interests present tliemselves in opposition, let them
be told to thank heaven fqr having gone on so long in

their iniquity, and to content themselves with at all events

the smallest portion of gradation and delay. Let the pitiful

amount received by the revenue from the wrong, be laid on any
thing that can be seen, or felt, or heard, or tasted, or smelt.

Let It be laid on our heads or on our heels, or on any thing that

is between. But let us be rid of the gross scandal and open

shame, of paying a tax for being blindfolded, in order to be

afterwards led by the nose where the bear-leaders may please.

^ Bentliam.
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Let it be stated without passion or animosity,but with the decision

of men who rest on a geometrical proposition, that an admi-
nistration which begins by representing the necessity of prevent-

ing the communication of men’s thoughts and wants, is one
that may be submitted to, but never treated with. Secondly, a
substantial alteration in the arrangement and extent of the

elective francliise, with the protection of the Ballot to its

general exercise. Tliirdly, the contemporaneous removal of

the Corn Laws and of the pretended protections given to manu-
factures in return, by any gradations that shall assign a period

for their entire termination; and the maintaining of me revenue,

if necessary, by a tax on property, with a just scale of rates

increasing with the magnitude of the amount. In other words,

let there be a tax that shall be paid ohce^ even though accom-
panied with some unpleasantnesses in the cpllection

;
and not a

tax that shall be paid ten times over in its consequences, in

order that a certain numberof individuals may have the pleasure

of thinking they jockey each other in the shares. These points

are what the Sibyl is advised to stand on now
;
and there are

as many more, ready to be added, if she is obliged to call again.

Of the publications at the head of, this Article, the first is

from a quarter in which the science of Political Economy—
which is in truth only the science of not being cheated by our
betters—is under obligations for an introduction to academical
rank in the University of Oxford. It would be affectation, not

to own the satisfaction felt at the close accordance between the

contents of the Three Lectures, and the conclusions derived

from a separate course of study as conducted in great part in

the pages of this Review. Of the Lectures themselves, it is not

easy to say anything so brief, as that they correspond to the

Three Lectures on tlie'Mercantile Theory of Wealth from the

same quarter, which have been characterized as * the ablest and
most entertaining publication on a question of political economy,
that has appeared since the time of Adam Smith.’ References
in support of this character may be made to the cork-screw mctker

in page 47,—to the laced coats of*' our ancestors in page 63,—
and to the impossibility of a man’s income not being spent, in

page 54. This last is interesting, as it bears on the newest plan

for the restoration of the late French dynasty, by the refusal of

its partisans to spend their incomes. ‘ Quficunque viA, datA.,

every man must spend his income \should there not have been

added, or leave it for somebody else to spend ?] ;
and the less he

spends on himself, the more remains for the rest of the world/
On part of Mr. McCulloch’s celebrated examination, it is

remarked,
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‘ This reasoning assumes that the landlord, while resident in Ireland,

himself personally devours all the cattle produced on his estates ; for in

no other supposition can there be the very same amount of commodities

for the people of Ireland to subsist upon, whether their cattle are

retained in Ireland or exported/—p. 27.

Without inquiring whose arguments might be contradicted by
it, is not the real solution, that the cattle arc bred because they

can be exported, and would not be bred, or not to the same ex-

tent, if they could not ?

In the last page will be found the exposure of the fallacy,

much wrought oh at the present moment, that it would be a

burthen on the country (o disband soldiers, and a relief to take

on more: Just as if the money saved by the disbandment,

would not be employed id hnding support for as many people

somewhere else ;
and the opposite.

The Preface is the only part on which any serious alteration

can be suggested. It is completely true, that ‘ the rate qf^

wages depends on the extent of the fund for the maintenance o/

labourers, compared with the number of labourers to be maintained!

The rale, therefore, may manifestly be afiected at two ditferent

ends
;
one by increasing or diminishing * the extent of the fund,^

and the other by increasing or ejiminishing ^ the number of

labourers.’ The Corn Lavvs»are tlie great engine by which ‘ the

fund ’ is voluntarily and artificially diminished ;
and the objection

to the Preface is, that, though it does not overlook the Com
Laws altogether, it does not put them into their due place. For

instance, there is room for voting a point-blank amendment on

the proposition that

* The principal cause of the calamities that we are witnessing, has

been the disturbance which the Poor Laws, jjs at present administered

in the South of England, have created in the most extensive and the

most important of all political relations, the relation between the

employer and the labourer.'

—

p. vi.

Thp principal cause is not in the Poor-Laws, but the Corn

Laws'. If—to borrow from an illustration forincrly employed*—

a number of rats were caged up and supplied with a limited

quantity of food, and encouraged to multiply till they starved

each other by the subdivision of the allowance a disturbance in

the mode of feeding,^ in the poor laws of the rat community,—

might be the proximate cause of a tremendous uproar; but there

would be no doubt that the other, the shutting up, was the

primary cause, and the cause on the removal of which the

cessation of the evil would entirely depend. The greatest objec-

• Art. on Free Trade, No. XXIII.
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tion is therefore to be felt to the substitution of any palliatives for

the removal of the primary cause. Let the primary cause be
removed, or put in a course of gradual but certain extinction,

and then palliate by as many ways as can be devised
;
but

till this is done, all palliatives lie under the predicament of

tending to the preservation of the leading evil.

The palliative proposed at present, is to colonize; in other

words, to force the people of England to breed, as is done by the

negroes in some of the West Indian islands, for exportation. To
which the direct answer is, that nobody has a right to make
laws which shall force the people of England to transport them-
selves. They love their own country

;
and will not have it made

uninhabitable, to please the aristocracy. The plan of the landed

aristocracy is this
;

that lingland shaK have no more corn than
they shall sell, and tlieii the competition for it will ensure high

prices
;
but to diminish the danger of resistance that might

ensue, the people shall be taxed to pay for sending one another

abroad. The transportation is to be the lanmords valve;

which shall prevent the machine from blowing up, but
leave the owners as much pressure as without danger can be
enjoyed. They will be content witliput all the pressure, be-

cause it is too dangerous
;
but they will have as much as with

safety can be left. They have taK.eu all they dare 1‘rom the

people by the Corn Laws ; and now they come forward to say
they want twelve millions more, to ])ay for carrying them into

transportation. They have made the country untenable; and
now they want to tax the inhabitants, to carry them away. The
English might be happy and increasing at home ;

but it suits

an overbearing order that they shall neither be happy nor in-

creasing, and tlierefore they must pay twelve millions for being,

carried abroad. This plan of Emigration, so long as it is not

preceded by an ariaiigement for the extinction of the Corn Laws,
is a thing to be resisted a Coutrance,—which means with tooth

and nail. If once the people of England submit to it, they will

be the landlords breeding cattle tor ever and for ever. The
manufacturing a,rM commercial classes may give up all hope of
breaking their chains

;
and the country at large will settle down

into one mass of slavery under the owners of the soil, hopeless
because modified, and interminable because the oppressors have
had the cunning to provide for the escape*"of what they would
be unable to control.

In this state of things it is impossible not to impress upon the
manufacturing and commercial interests, the importance of
seizing the opportunity when their oppressors are embarrassed
with the consequences of their oppression in the South, to

come forward with united voices for the removal of the great
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national wrong. No man of common sense 8ay8> Because my
enemy has his hands full, therefore 1 will wait till they are
empty. No man in the common concerns of life, attends to

the puling representations of a plunderer, that it would be un-
pleasant to him to be pressed just now, and therefore he hopes
his pursuers will stay till it is more convenient to him. The
master manufacturers are perfectly able to distinguish between
the rights of property, and maintaining men in the power of
taking other people’s property. The operatives also, instead
of squabbling, like the rats, for wages which the masters are
prevented by law from being able to give, will join the universal

cry of * We will not keep the landed aristocracy.* How is a
master to pay wages, if the landed aristocracy make a law
against the goods bein^ exchanged for what is wanted in

return? The landlords are aware of their danger, and will

undoubtedly push the Emigration scheme with all their might.
And if they succeed, they will have

^ Slipt the slave’s collar on, and snapt the lock.*

The Correspondence and letters connected with the London
Mechanics Institution, are open to the same objection of sub-
stituting the proximate cause of the evil for the primary. They
all dwell upon the means of diniinffehing the numbers in the

cage, without adverting to Ihe simple Act of Parliament by
which the rats are caged at all. Thus when the President

states that ‘ Excess of population, absolute and relative, is

the occasion of our recent and immediate oppression,’ he states

what is irresistible and true. But when he proceeds to say
* sn excess the result of peace

J

he should have said 'of the

Corn Laws which follow^ed upon the peace.* The multitude,

the rank and file, of the London Mechanics Institution are

begged to sift this difference. It certainly is, to be lamented,

that a mass of well-meaning Mechanics in Southampton Build-

ings should have unanimousljfi come to a determination ‘ that

there do not appear to be any natural and unforced means of

profitably increasing the demafid for labour iu the United King-

dom to such an extent as to absorb the existing redundancy of

the supply of labour,*—and have overlooked the fact, that the

landlords have prohibited labour from being excjjtanged for the

only things for which Inhere is a demand.
Taxes, as they affect the labouring classes, may be divided

into those which will be ultimately shifted upon the employers,

and which therefore produce only a temporary operation on the

labourers, viz. during the time in which tne shift is taking place,

-rund those which act, aqd are intended to act, as a pro-
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hibition upon the exchange of labour in certain quarters where
it would otherwise be effected. An instance of the first may
be the tax on malt ; which will be a good to the labourers, only

till their employers can find opportunity to screw them out of
the amount by the reduction of their wages. It is not affirmed

that this is not a good,—^but that it is a fleeting good, and one
of which the f whole amount is never great. To represent it

therefore as a great good to the labouring classes, would be a
fraud

;
and if the lalJouring classes have been led to accept it

as a great good, they have been deceived. Two years might
perhaps be stated as the limit during which its operation may
be sensible ;—on the principle that in the variations consequent
on one revolution of the seasons, the greatest part of the

advantage to the labourers will be some shape or other

screwed out of their wages, and that any thing that may be
left the first year will be clean swept away in another. Of the

other kind of taxes, the Corn Laws and other restrictions upon
foreign trade are instances ; and these fall on the labouring

classes in the same way that the cage falls on the rats, and
produce on them an effect whose magnitude exceeds beyond all

proportion the positive amount of the ^xation. The Resolutions

therefore of the Mechanics jtre true of one species of taxation,

and not the other.

Last in the course of examination, comes the History of
* Swing an ominous name at this moment, though there was
a time, the auto-biographer declares, when the Miss and Master
Swings went to church with their hair pleasingly combed,
like the family of any prime minister. The Life and History of

Swing is a novel in the manner of Mrs. Hannah Moore’s Cheap
Repository ; and like its predecessors, it is sometimes deficient

in attention to probabilities, and accuniulates on the head of the
hero a greater number of remarkable events than ordinarily fall

to the share of an individual. But something of this kind
appears to be inseparable from tlie character of a hero

;
for he

could hardly be a hero, of whopi nothing could be told but
what was common to mankind. The present hero was born of

a small farmer, on the day on which Mr. Pitt became minister

of England ;
which makes his age about forty-seven. He was

intended for coKege, but his elder brother dying, he took to his

father’s business instead ; and, on the strength probably of his

academical prepossessions, married the curate’s daughter.
His landlord dies

;
and is succeeded an heir who has no care

for Swing, and turns his farm into a fox-cover. On being re-

monstrated with, the landlord replies, that every man can do
wbaihe pleases with his own. Upon which it may be ob-
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served, that though landlords may do what they please with
their own, it is extremely hard that they should do what they
please with what is not their own

;
and particularly that they

should prohibit other men from selling the produce of their

labour, and thereby bring on the state of things which con-
demns a discharged tenant to starve. Swing, however, starves

as he needs must. He makes various efforts to ^cape, as the
caged rats do in like circumstances

;
and after selling his stock

and cattle at a loss, to support his family, he tries to maintain
himself by working as a gardener.

* Up to this period I had never attended a political meeting in my
life, nor took any piirt whatever in politics j I thought our laws and
legislators too good to require alteration or change 5

and if 1 hated one
thing more than another, it was Radicalism, the abettors of winch I

considered no better than rebels and revolutionists, who wanted to

destroy our glorious constitution, and cause anarchy in the country. I

began, however, now to think otherwise. I had seen all around me,
my neighbours reduced from comfort to poverty, and from poverty to

the poor-rates
;
and as, in the greater number of cases, it had arisen

from no fault of their own, it occurred to me that some change was
necessary; as had England been governed as it ought, those things

could never have taken [dace* Hellections of this sort determined me
to attend the great meeting at ManchesR*r, then about to be held, and
I accordingly went there. Evei^ thing passed quietly off until noon,

when, to my horror and surprise, a charge was made by the military

and yeomanry on the peaceable and unarmed multitude that were
assembled, and 1 , amongst others, was wounded by a sabre-cut in the

arm. Bleeding profusely, and with my arm hanging useless by my
side, 1 went into Manchester and got it dressed

j
1 was kept awake the

entire night by the [)ain of my wound, but consoled myself with the re-

dection that immediate and condign punishment would be inflicted on
the lawless soldiery who had dared to massaewS a peaceable multitude

assembled to petition Parliament. The King,” suid,I, will certainly

send down a commission to have the ihon$ters tried for their blood-

thirsty outrage.” AVhat was my •astonishment and indignation, in

ten days after, when 1 saw a letter from the Sccrctarv of State, thank-

ing in the King's name, the military and magistrates, for massacring

the people at Manchester.*
^ I no longer wanted a |)roof that our country was sadly mis-

governed,—that a great change was necessary,—and that the Re-
formers were the only real friends of the people.’

—

There are parts of this, that would do no discredit to De Foe.

The unfortunate ex-colle^ian (if he can be called ex who was
never in) gets well of his arm, but unhappily employs it in

picking up a partridge, and finds himself once more at issue

with his enemies. He goes the ordinary course, which, all

mankind must do who. pick up partridges* He gets free after

vo?^. XIV,— We^tmimter Review. y
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six month8> and is just in time to meet a demand upon his

garden for two years tithes. The tithes devour his cow ; and
new claims of the same kind send him to be harnessed to the

parish cart, that last scene where the envy of surrounding
nations" are ground down into increased rents for the framers of
the Corn Laws. In his wrath he writes a threatening letter,

and signs it *' Swing/ The curate’s daughter dies, as she bad
better have done be,fore^ His children crawl under a stack for

shelter, and set it on fire by accident ; and the next morning
finds the neighbourhood filled with charges against ‘ Swing/
A publication of this kind must have vast effect in carrying

through a country the sense of wrong, and the eager desire to

get rid of it. And the government must be of extraordinary’

mould, which at such a period engaAes itself in contests with
the press at the instigation of political rivals, instead of applv'-

ing itself to the reduction of the causes of complaint. A
Bourbon government made an aide-de-camp wait twenty minutes,

while Paris was filled with strife
;
the rule of three will give

the policy of waiting for three months. From the landlords there

is little to expect. They will sacrifice all and every body, for

the smallest chance of putting off ^he evil day. At present,

they seem to look on the church as the first victim
;
and there are

only the fundholders to come next. If the revenues of the church
are attacked to save the landlords, the man who holds funded
property afterwards, deserves what he will get. Either this

Polyphemus of the landed interest must be got the better of, or

the only consolation left for any body will be to be eaten last.

Aiit. XIV.

—

Poems, chief!
tf
Lyrical, by Alfred Tennyson, pp, ]154.

"Wilson. 12mo. 1830.

TT would be a pity that, poetry should be an e:{ception to

the great law of progression that obtains in human affairs
;

UIi4.it js not. The machinery of a poem is not less sus-

ceptiBle^or^mprovement than, the machinery of a cotton-

mill
;

nor is .there any better reason wliy the one should
retrograde from the days of Milton, than the other from those

of Arliwright., Of course we do.not mean that the cases are

precisely paraltel, but the difference is not so much in favour

of the perfeotjbility of the coUon-*mill as is often imagined* Man
cannot be less progressive than his own works and contrivances

;

in fact it is by his improvement that they are improved \ and
the inechanical arts are conlinually becoming superior to what
they were, just because the men who are occupied iq or about
those arts have grown wiser than their predepessors, and have
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the advantage of a clearer knowledge of principles, an experience
more extended or more accurately recorded, and perhaps a
stronger stimulus to invention. Their progressiveness is merely
a consequence from, a sort of reflection of, the progressiveness
of his nature

;
but poetry is far nearer and dearer; it is essential

to that nature itself; it is part and parcel of liis constitution;

and can only retrograde in the retrogradation of humanity.
There is nothing mysterious, or anomiilgus, in the power of

producing poetry, or in that of its enjoyment
;
neither the one

nor the other is a supernatural gift bestowed capriciously ngbody
knows how, when, or why. It may be a compound, but it is

not incapable of analysis
; and although our detection -of the

component parts may not enable us to eflfect their combination at

pleasure, it may yet guide us to many useful conclusions and
well-grounded anticipations. The elements of poetry are universal.

The exercise of the organs of sight and sense stimulates man to

some degree of descriptive poetry
;
wherever there is passion,

there is dramatic poetry
;
wherever enthusiasm, there is lyric

poetry
;
wherever reflection, there is metaphysical poetry. It

18 as widely diffused as the electric fluid. It may be seen
flashing out by fits and starts all the world over. The most
ignorant talk poetry when they are^ in a state of excitement,

the firmly-organized think and feel poetry with every breeze of

sensation that sweeps over their well-timed nerves. There is

an unfathomable store of it in human nature
;
the species must

fail before that can be exhausted ;
the only question is, whether

there be any reason why these permanent elements should not

be wrought into their combined form, in the future, Avith a

facility and power avIucIi bear some direct ratio to the progress of

society.

So far as poetry is dependent upon physical organization
;
and

doubtless it is to some extent so dependent
;
There is no reason

why it should deteriorate. lives and ears are organs which
nature finishes off* with very diiferent gradations oT excellence.

Nervous systems vary from the finest degree ^of susceptibility

down to the toughness of a coil of hempen cable. Poela uascitur

in a frame the most favourable to acute perception and intense

enjoyment of the objects of sense ;
and it would be difficult to

shew that poets are i^ot, and will not continue "to be, produced

as excellent as they have been, and as frequently. Why,
then, should not those species of poetry which may be termed

its music and its painting, which spring from, and appeal to,

our sense of the beautiful in form or colour and of harmonious

modulation, abound as much as heretofore ? He is no lover

of nature who has any notion that the half of her loveliness
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has ever yet been told. Descriptive poetry is the most ex-

haustible
;
but our coal mines will fail us much sooner. No

man ever yet saw mil the beauty of a landscape. He may have
watched it from the rising to the setting sun^ and through the

twilight^ and the moonlight, and the starlight, and all round the

seasons, but he is deceived if he thinks then that it has nothing
more for him. ‘ Indeed it is not he who ever will think so. but
the man who drove down one day and back the next because
he found the place so dull. The world has tired of descriptive

poetry because it has been deluged with what was neither poetical

nor descriptive. The world was quite right to be no longer

tolerant of the repetition of conventional, traditionary, unfelt,

and unmeaning plirases. But Cowper did not find the ground
preoccupied. Bucolics, and Georgies, and Eclogues, and Pasto-
rals, all made reverential room for his honest verses ; and the

shelf on which they took their stand is far from crowded. Nature
W'ill never cease to be poetical, nor society either. Spears and
shields

;
gods, goddesses, and muses

;
and all the old scenery

and machinery may indeed w^ear out. That is of little con-

sequence. The age of chivalry was but one, and poetry has
many ages. The classical and romantic schools are both but
sects of a religion which is ^universal. Even the fields which
have been most frequently reaped will still bear harvests

;
and

rich ones too. Bards began with battles some thousands of

years ago, and yet nobody ever Wj||pte the Fight of Flodden field

till it was indited by Scott, nor did any one anticipate Camp-
beirs glorious ballad of the battle of Hohenlinden, Genius is

never anticipated. No wit ever complained that all the good
things had been said

;
nor will any poet, to the world’s end,

find "that all worthy thepies have been sung. Is not the French
Revolution as good as the siege of Troy ? And the landing of

the Pilgrim Fathers on the shores of America, as that of the

Trojan fugitiyes on the coast of Italy? The world has never

been more disposed to make the want of a hero an uncommon
want” than in these supposed unpoetical days on which we are

fallen. And were they not provided, poetry might do without
them. The old epics will probably never be surpassed, any
more than the old coats of mail

;
and for the same reason

;

nobody wants tlfe article
;

its object is accomplished by other

means
;
they are become mere curiosities. A long story, with

a plot to be ravelled and unravelled, and characters to be deve-

loped, and descriptions to be introduced, and a great moral

lesson at the end of it, is now always done^ and best done, in

prose. A large portion always was prose in fact, and necessarily

to
; but literary superstition kept up old forms after every
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body felt them intolerably wearisome and soporific, though few
dared be so heretical as to say so, until the utilitarian spirit

shewed itself even in poetical criticism, and then the dull farce

ended. This we take to be a great reforma^W^i. We have left

off singing what ought only to be said, but the singing is neither

the less nor the worse on that account. Nor will it be. The
great principle of human improvement is at vvorI«^ in poetry as

well as every where else. What is it that is reforming our
criminal jurisprudence? What is shedding its lights over
legislation? vVhat purifies religions? What makes all arts

and sciences more available for human comfort and enjoyment ?

Even that which will secure a succession of creations out of the

unbounded and everlasting materials of poetry, our ever-growing
acquaintance with the philosophy of mind and of man, and the

increasing facility with which that philosophy is applied. This
is the essence of poetic power, and he who possesses it never

need furbish up ancient armour, or go to the East Kehama-
hunting or bulbul-catching. Poetry, like charity, begins at

home. Poetry, like morality, is founded on the precept, know
thyself. Poetry, like happiness, is in the human heart. Its

inspiration is of that w^ich is in man, and it will never fail

because there are changes in costume and grouping. What is

the vitality of the Iliad? .Character; nothing else. All the

rest is only read either out of antiquarianism or of afl’ectation.

I
Why is Shakspeare the greatest of poets ? Because he was one
of the greatest of philosophers. We reason on the conduct of his

characters with as little hesitation as if they were real living

human beings. Extent of observation, accuracy of thought,

and depth of reflection, were the qualities which won the prize

of sovereignty for his imagination, and the effect of these quali-

ties was practically to anticipate, so fai^as was needful for his

purposes, the mental philosophy of a future age. Metaphysics

must be the stem of poetry for the plant to thrive; but if the

stem flourishes we are not fikely to be at a loss for leaves,

flowers, and fruit. Now whatever theories may have come into

fashion, and gone out of fashion, the real science of mind ad-

vances with the progress of society like all other sciences. The
poetry of the last forty years already shews symptoms of life in

exact proportion as it is imbued with this ssience. There is

least of it in the exotic legends of Southey, and the feudal

romances of Scott. More of it, though in different ways, in

Byron and Campbell. In Shelley there would have been more

still, had he not devoted himself to unsound and mystical

theories. Most of all in Coleridge and Wordsworth. They are

all going or gone
;
but here is a little book as thoroughly and
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unitedly metaphysical and poetical in its spirit as any of them
$

and sor^y shall we be disappointed in its author if it be not the

precursor of a series of productions which shall beautifully illus*

trate our speculations, and convincingly prove their soundness.

Do not let our leaders be alarmed. These poems are aiiy

thing but heavy
;
anything but stiff and pedantic, except in one

particular, which shall be noticed before we conclude; anything
but cold and logical. They are graceful, very graceful

;
they are

animated, touching, "^and impassioned. And they are so, pre-*

cisely because they aie philosophical; because they are not
made up of metrical cant and conventional phraseology

;
be-

cause there is sincerity where the author writes from expetience,

and accuracy whether he wiites from expeiionce or observation ;

and lie only writes from experience or*observation, because he
has felt and thought, and learned to analyze thought and feel-

ing; because his own mind is rich in jjoetical associations, and
he has wisely been content witli its riches

;
and because, in his

composition, he Ivas not sought to construct an elaborate and
artificial harmony, hut only to pour forth his thoughts in those

expressive and simple melodies wliose meaning, truth, and
power, are the soonest recognized and e|he longest felt.

The most important department in which metaphysical
science has been a pioneer for poetry is in the analysis of,

particular states of mind
;
a work which is now performed

with ease, power, and utility as much increased, as in the

grosser dissections of the anatomical lecturer. Hence the poet,

inore fortunate than the physician, has provision made for an
inexhaustible supply of subjects. A new world is discovered
for him to conquer. The poets of antiquity rarely did more
than incidentally touch this class of topics

; the external

world had not yet lost itsi freshness
;
situations, and the outward

expression of the 'thoughts, feelings and paSvSions generated by
those situations, were a province so much nearer at hand, and
presented so much to be done and enjoyed, that they rested

there content, like the two tribe,s and a half of Israel, who
sought not to cross the narrow boundary that separated them
from a better and richer country. Nor lei them be blamed

; it

was for the philosophers to be the first discoverers and
settlers, and for^-poetry afterwards to reap the advantage of
their labours. This has only been • done recently, or rather is

only beginning to be done at all. Metaphysical systems and
discussions in verse, there have been indeed, from Lucretius

down to Akenside. But they have generally had just argu-

ment enough to spoil the poetry, and just poetry enough to

spoil this argument. They resembled paintings of the bones,
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arteries, Tein«» and muBcIes
; very bad as a substitute to the

aiiatoniist for the real substaiiceB in the human body, and still

worse for the artist as the materials for a pleasant picture.

Science, mental or physical, cannot be taught poetically
;
but

the power derived from science may be used poetically
;
and

metaphysics may do as much for the poet as anatomy lias done
for the painter,—in truth, more,—for the painter’^ knowledge of
the human frame does not furnish him with distinct subjects

for the exercise of his art ; we have just remarked the unfitness#

The benefit which tl)e painter derives is that of being able to

delineate the external appearances of the living body with greater

truth and eftect. And while the poet has an analogous advantage
from mental science in the greater truth and eftect of his

delineations of external aiction, character, passion, and all that

belongs to situation and grouping; he also finds in the

phenomena exhibited in moral dissection (though not in the

operation itself, in the application of the logical scalpel) some of

the finest origitmls for his pictures
;
and they exist in infinite

variety.

Mr. Tennyson has some excellent specimens of this class.

He seems to obtain entrance into a mind as he would make
his way into a landscape

;
he climbs the pineal gland as if it

were a hill in the centre of the Icene
;
looks around on all

objects with their varieties of form, their movements, their

shades of colour, and their mutual relations and influences ; and
forthwith produces as graphic a delineation in the one case as

Wilson or Gainsborough could have done in the other, to the

gi*eat enrichment of our gallery of intellectual scenery. In the

Supposed Confessions of a second-rate sensitive mind not in

iftiity with itself,'’ [pp. 31—42], there is an extraordinary com-
bination of deep reflection, metapbysi<ial analysis, picturesque

description, dramatic transition, and strong emotion. The
author personates (he can personalc anything he pleases from an

angel to a grasshopper) a linid sceptic, but who must evidently

always remain such, and yet be miseunble in his scepticism;

whose early associations, aii& whose sympatities, make religion

a necessity to his heart
;
yet who has not lost his pride in the

prowess of his youthful infidelity ; who is tossed hither and

thither on the conflicting currents of feeling aud doubt, without

that vigorous intellectual decision which alone could “ ride in

the whirlwind and direct the storm," until at last he disappears

with an exclamation which remains on the ear like

the bubbling cry

Ofsome strong swimmer in his agony ”

Now without intruding any irreverent comparison or critical pro^
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fanity we do honestly think this state of mind as good a subject
for poetical description as even the shield of Achilles itself.

Such topics are more in accordance with the spirit and intellect

of the age than those about which poetry has been accustomed
to be conversant

;
their adoption will effectually redeem it from

the reproach of being frivolous and enervating
;
and of their

affinity with the best pictorial qualities of poetry we have con-
clusive evidence in this very composition. The delineations of
the trustful infant, the praying mother, the dying lamb, are
as good as anything of the kind can be ; while those of the sup-
posed author’s emotions as he gazes on Christians with
happy countenances,” or stands by the Christian grave, or
realizes again, with a mixture of self-admiration and self-

reproach, the unsunned freshness of his strength,” when he
went forth in quest of truth,” are of a higher order, and are

more powerfully, though not less gracefully finished.

Our author has the secret of the transmigration of the soul.

He can cast his own spirit into any living thing, real or

imaginary. Scarcely Vishnu himself becomes incarnate more
easily, frequently, or perfectly. And tliere is singular refine-

ment, as well as solid truth, in his impe^'sonations, whether they
be of inferior creatures or of such elemental beings as Syrens,

[p. 148] as mermen [p. 24] *and mennaidens [p. 27]. He does
not merely assume their external shapes, and exhibit his own
mind masquerading, lie takes their senses, feelings, nerves,

and brain, along with their names and local habitations
;

still it

is himself in them, modified but not absorbed by their peculiar

constitution and mode of being. In the merman” one seems
to feel the principle of thought injected by a strong volition into

the cranium of the finny worthy, and coming under all the iii-

fluences, as thinking pfkiciples do, of the physical organization

to which it is for the time allied : for a moment the identification

is complete
;
and then a consciousness of contrast springs up

between the rejiorts of external objects brought to the mind by
the senses and those wliich it has been accustomed to receive

;

and this consciousness gives to the description a most poetical

colouring

:

> There would be neither moon nor star

;

But the wave would make music above us afar—

<

Low thunder and light in the magic*^night

—

Neither moon nor star.

We would call aloud in the dreary dells, &c.”

The Mermaid is beautifully discriminated, and most deli-

cately drawn. ' She is tha younger sister of Undine
;
or Undine

herself before she had a soul. And the Syrens,—who could
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resist these Sea Fairies, as the author prefers calling them ?

We must introduce a fragment of their song, though it is

barbarous to break such a piece of coral for a specimen ;

* Day and night to the billow the fountain calls ;

Down shower the gamboling waterfalls

From wandering over the lea ;

They freshen the silvery-crimson shells, »

And thick with white bells the cloverhill swells

High over the full-toned sea.

Merrily carol the revelling gales

Over the islands free :

From the green seabanks the rose down-trails

Totlic happy brimmed sea.

Come hither, comejhither, and be our lords.

For merry brides are we :

We will kiss sweet kisses, and speak sweet words.

Oh listen, listen, your eyes shall glisten

With pleasure and love and revelry

;

-Oh listen, listen, your eyes shall glisten,

When the sharp clear twang of the golden chords

Runs up the ridged sea.

Ye will not find^^o happy a shore.

Weary mariners, all the wyld o'er

;

Oh ! fly no lUQre

!

Hearken ye, hearken ye, sorrow shall darken ye.

Danger and trouble and toil, no more

;

Whither away ?

Drop the oar

;

Hither away,

Leap ashore

;

» Oh fly no more—no more.

Whither away,whither away, whither awaywith the sail and the oar?’

p. 151-2.

The poet has here done, in the character of the Sea-Fairies,

that which he has several tinws done in his own person, and

always admirably
;
he has created a scene out of the character,

and made the feeling within generate an ap|)ropriate assem-

blage of external objects. Every mood of the mind has its

own outward world, or rather makes its own outward world.

But it is not always, perhaps with sensitive and imagi-

native minds it is seldom, that the external objects, and their

qualities will be seen through the medium of congeniality.

It is thus in Allegro and II Penseroso
;
but Milton was

a happy man ; . the visions of both those poems were seen

with the eyes of happiness, the only difference being that

the ‘One depicts a state of light-hearted, and the other of
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lobar-minded enjoyment. There is not less truth, perhaps a
more refined observation, in the opposite course which out

author has taken in the two poems “ Nothing will die/* and
** All things will die.’* The outward objects, at the com-
mencement of each, are precisely the same ; the states of mind,
are in contrast ; and each seizes with avidity on some appear-

ance which i,s uncongenial with itself. He who thinks that

nothing will die, yet looks with wondering, and almost wearied
eye on the ever-flowftig stream, &c. ;

and he, who feels that all

things must die, gazes mournfully on those same objects in the

gayest, happiest attitude/* which his own fancy has uncon-
sciously compelled them to assume. There is this difference,

however, that the felicitous conviction, in the first poem,
enables the mind to recover itself wit(i a sort of elastic bound

;

while in the second the external beauty and enjoyment, being
at permanent variance with the tone of feeling, the mind after a

melancholy recognition of their loveliness sinks into unmixed
gloom, and surrounds itself with objects of deeper and darker
shade. We shall be better understood by quoting the com-
mencement of each.

NOTHING WILD DIE.

When will the ^ream be aweary of flowing

Under my eye ?'

When will the wind be aweary of blowing
Over the sky ?

When will the clouds be aweary of fleeting?

When will the heart be aweary of beating ?

And nature die?

Never, oh ! never, nothing will die

;

The stream flows.

The wind blows;

, The cloud fleets.

The heart beats,

Nothing will diei—p. 89.

,
AtL THINGS.WILL DIE.

* Clearly the blue river chimes in its flowing

Under my eye;

Wartftly and broadly the southwinds are blowing
Over the sky.

One after another the white clouds are fleeting

;

Every heart this May mornrng in joyance is beating
Full merrily

;

Yet all things must die.
' The stream will cease to flow

;

The wind will cease to blow;
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The clouds will cease to fleet,

The heart will cease to beat

For all things must die.'—p. 92.

Both poems conclude nearly in the same terras, with the ex-

ception of a discriminative epithet or two

;

but expressing in

the one case an exulting joyousness, So let the wind
range and in the other a reckless and desperate gaiety, just
as religion and infidelity sometimes approximate, in terms, to

the inculcation of the same moral
;
and while the preacher of

immortality cries “ rejoice evermore/’ the expectant of annihi-

lation shouts, Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die.”
‘‘ Mariana” is, we are disposed to think, although there are

several poems which rise up reproachfully in our recollection as

we say so, altogether, tfSe most perfect composition in the

volume. The whole of this poem, of eighty-four lines, is gene-

rated by the legitimate process of poetical creation, as that

process is conducted in a philosophical mind, from a half

sentence in Shakespeare^ There is no mere amplification
;

it

is all production ;
and production from that single germ. That

must be a rich intellect, in which thoughts thus take root and
^rovy. Mariana, the forsrJten betrothed of Angelo, is described

in Measure for Measure, as living i^ seclusion at “ the moated
grange.” Mr. Tennyson knows the jdace well

;
the ruinous,

old, lonely house, the neglected garden, the forlorn stagnation

of the locality.

‘ About a stonecast from ihu wall,

A sluice with blackened Waters slept,

And o’er it many, round and small,

The clustered roarishmosses crept.

Hard by a poplar shook alway,.

All silvergreeii with gnarlod*bark,

For leagues no other tree. did dark*

The level waste, the rounding grey.*—p. 16,

And here it was, that the deserted one lingered day after day in

that " hope deferred which raakelh the he^rt sick.” The
dreariness of the abode and the surrounding scenery was nothing

to her

;

* She only said, “ My life is dreary,

He cofneth not,” she said ;

She said, “ I am aweary, aweary,

1 would that I were dead I”
’—ib.

The poem takes us through the circuit of four-and-twenty hours

of this dreary life. Through all the changes of the night and

day she has but one feelingi the variation of whidi is only by
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different degrees of acuteness and intensity in the misery it pro-

duces
;
and again and again we feel, before its repetition, the

coming of the melancholy burthen,

‘ And ever when the moon was low,

And the shrill winds were up an’ away,
In the white curtain, to and fro,

She saw the gusty shadow sway.

But when the moon was very low,

And wild winds bound within their cell,

The shadow of the poplar fell

Upon her bed, across her brow.

She only said, “ The night is dreary,

He cometh not,” she said ;

She said, I am aweary, aweary,

I would that I were dead.'—p. 17.

The day, by its keener expectancy, was more harassing and
agitating than the night

;
and by its sights and sounds, in that

lonely place, and under the strange interpretations of a morbid
fancy and a breaking heart, did yet more confound her

sense.” Her deserted parents, the greyheaded domestics that

had nursed her infancy in her father’s iiouse, seemed to be there
;

she recognized them, and what would they with her ?

.

* Old faces glimmered through the doors,

Old footsteps trod the upper floors.

Old voices called her from without,’—ib.

Again the hour passed at which Angelo used to arrive
; again

the evening is come when he used to be there, where he never
would be again; the bright sunshiny evening, blazing ?nd
fading; and

< most she loathed the hour
When the thickmoted sunbeam lay

Athwart the chambers, and the day
Downsloped was westering in his bower.

.* Then said she, “'I am very dreary.

He will not come,” she said ;

She wept, “ 1 am aweary, aweary.

Oh God, that I were dead !” ’—p. 18.

A considerable number of the poems are amatory
;
they are

the expression not of heartless sensuality, nor of a sickly re-

finement, nor of fantastic devotion, but of manly love
; and they

illustrate the philosophy of the passion while they exhibit the

various phases of its existence, and embody its power. An
arrangement of them might be made which should depict the
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whole history of passion from its birth to its apotheosis^ or its

death. We have even

THE BURIAL OF LOVE.

His eyes in eclipse,

Palecold his lips,

The light of his hopes unfed,

Mute his tongue,

His bow unstrung
With the tears he hath shed,

Backward drooping his graceful head,

Love is dead

;

His last arrow is sped

;

He hath «ot another dart;

Go—carry him to his dark deathbed ;

Bury him in the cold cold heart

—

liOve is dead.

Had we space we should discuss this topic. It is of incal-

culable importance to society. Upon what love is, depends
what woman is, and upon what woman is, depends what the
world is, both in the present and the future. There is not a
greater moral necessity in*England than that of a reformation
in female education. The bov is a*son

; the youth is a lover;

and the man who thinks lightTy of the elevation of character and
the extension of happiness which woman’s influence is capable
of producing, and ought to be directed to the production of, in

society, is neither the wisest of philosophers nor the best of

patriots. How long will it be before we shall have read to

better purpose the eloquent lessons, and the yet more eloquent

hiAory, of that gifted and glorious being, Mary Wollstone-

craft ?

Mr. Tennyson sketches females as ' well ,as ever did Sir

Thomas Lawrence. His portraits *are delicate, his likenesses

(we will answer for them) perftet, and they have life, character,

and individuality. They are nicely assorted also to all the

different gradations of emotion and passion which are expressed

in common with the descriptions of them. There is an
appropriate object for every shade of feeling, from the light

touch of a passing admiration, to the triumphant madness of

soul and sense, or th3 deep and everlasting anguish of survivor-

ship.

Lilian is the heroine of the first stage

:

‘ Airy, fairy Lilian,

Flitting, faiiy Lilian,

When I ask her if she love me.
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Claps her tiny hands above me»
Laughing all she can

;

She not tell me if she love me.
Cruel little Lilian/-—p. 3.

Madeline indicates that another degree has been taken in the

freemasonry of love, smiling frowning evermore/’—[p. 22].
And so we 'are conducted, through various gradations, to

Isabel, the stately flower of female fortitude, and perfect

wifehood,” to the intense and splendid passion of Hero,”
and to the deep pathos of the ballad and dirge of Oriana.”
We had noted many other passages for extract or remark,

but our limits are prescribed and almost arrived at. We should
also have illustrated the felicitous eflfcct often produced by the

iteration of a word or sentence so posited that it conveys a
different meaning or shade of meaning, excites a varied kind of
emotion, and is involuntarily uttered in a different tone. There
are many beautiful instances of this kind. In the ballad of

Oriana, and in the songs, repetition, with a slight variation of
epithet, is also practised with great power. Rousseau’s air des

trois notea is only a curiosity ; Mr. Tennyson has made some
very touching, and some very animating melodies, of little more
than that number of word^^^ He is a master of musical com-
binations* His songs set themselves, and generate their own

^

tunes, as all songs do which are good for anything ; but they

are not many. Perhaps our author is only surpassed, among
recent poets, by Coleridge, in the harmony of his versification.

It would also have been pleasant to have transcribed and
analyzed such pictures as those of the Dying' Swan, the
Sleeping Beauty, Adeline, &c. ;

and to have shewn how the

author can breathe Uis own spirit into unconscious things,

making them instinct with life and feeling. One stanza of an
autumnal song niay intimate to some readers the facility and
grace yvitb which he identifies himself with nature.

* A spiritdiauhts the year's last hours

Dwelling amid these yellowing bowers

:

To himself he talks

;

For at eventide, listening earnestly,

At^bis work you may hear him sob and sigh

In the walks

;

Barthward he boweth the heavy stalks

Of the mouldering floAvers :

Heavily hangs the broad sunflower^ • •• •
' so chilly;

.’~p. 67.

uver us grave i tnc eann
Heavily hangs the hollyhock,

'Heavily hangs the tigerlity
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We must protest against the irregularities of measure, and the
use of antiquated words and obsolete pronunciation, in which
our author indulges so freely. He exposes himself thereby to
the charge, and we think not unfairly, of indolence and affect-

ation, There are few variations of effect which a skilful artist

cannot produce, if he will but take the pains,—without deviating
from that regularity of measure which is one ofr the origiiim

elements of poetical enjoyment ; made so by the tendency of the
human frame to periodical movements

;
and the continued

sacrifice of which is but ill compensated to the disappointed ear
by any occasional, and not otherwise attainable correspondence
between the movement of a verse and the sense which it is in-

tended to convey. Nor certainly is any thing gained by a
song’s being studded witff words wdiich to most readers may
req^uire a glossary.

Mr. Tennyson has the propensity which Shelley had, to use a
word or two which young ladies of the present day are not
accustomed to read or sing in the parlour

;
in singing, we believe,

the toleration is greater than in reading or conversation
;
sen-

tences, avoiding the words, but meaning much worse, are not

generally proscribed. •

That these poems will have a very#rapid and extensive popu-
larity we do not anticipate. Their very originality will prevent

their being generally appreciated for a time. But that time

will come, we hope, lo a not far distant end. They demonstrate

the possession of powers, to the future direction of which wq
look with some anxiety. A genuine poet has deep responsibilities

to his country and the w^orld, to the present and future genera-

tions, to earth and heaven. He, of all men, should have distinct

an(f worthy objects before him, and consejjrate himself to their

promotion. It is thus that he best consults the glory of his

art, and his own lasting fame. Mr.*Tennyson has a dangerous

quality in that facility of impersonation on which we have

remarked, and by which he enfbrs so thoroughly into the most

strange and wayward idiosyncrasies of other ^men. It must
not degrade him into a poetical harlequin. He has higher work
to d.0 than that of disporting himself amongst “ mystics*' and
'' flowing philosophers.” He knows that tJie poet's mind is

holy ground he knows that the poet's portion is to be

‘ Dower'd with the hate of hate, the scorn of scorn,

The love of love;'

he has shewn* in the lines from which we quote, his own just

conception of the grandeur of a poet's destiny ; and we look to

him for its fulfilment. It is not for such men to sink into mere
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verae^mokers for the amusement of theraselv^es or others. They
can influence the associations of unnumbered minds

; they can
command the sympathies of unnumbered hearts : they can
disseminate principles

;
they can give those principles power

over men's imaginations
;
they can excite in a good cause the

sustained enthusiasm that is sure to conquer
; they can blast

the laurels of the tyrants^ and hallow the memories of the mar-
tyrs of patriotism

5 they can act with a force, the extent of

which it is difficult to estimate, upon national feelings and
character, and cons^uently upon national happiness. If our

estimate of Mr. Tennyson be correct, he too is a poet
;
and many

years hence may be read his juvenile description of that

character with the proud consciousness that it has become the

description and history of his own w5rk :

‘ So many minds did gird their orbs with beams,

Though one did fling the fire,

Heaven flowed upon the soul in many dreams
Of high desire.

Thus truth was multiplied on truth, the world

Like a great garden showed.

And through the wreaths of flo&ting dark upcurled,

Rare sunrise fitwed.

And Freedom reared in that august sunrise

Her beautiful bold brow/—p. 84.

Art. KV,—Basil Barrington and his Friends. 3 vols. small 8vo. Col-
'

. burn and Bentley. 1830. c

rpHE writers of thfe century have made the discovery that
verse is not necessary t9 poetry, and tliat satire may be as

well written in prose as in measure. In the classification of
literature, the novel of the present day ought to be placed
under the same head as the anpient satire : it is in fact com-
pounded of the ancient epopccia and the satire. The con-
tinuous story springs from the epic

;
the strain of the remarks

and the spirit in which the novel is conceived are eminently
satirical. Theeancients had not the novel, they could not have
had the modern novel

;
the smallness of their societies would

have made it libellous, while it would have deprived it of all

interest. . The Greeks lived in public, and it was impossible to

calrry news of one rank to another. The speeches of their

orators occupied this place in the catalogue of literary pastimes.
If the author of mrringtonand his Friends^’had lived fifty
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:

years ago, ho would have written in slashing verse
;
he would

have put all he had to say into three satires of two hundred lines

each, instead of three volumes of three hundred pages. His
first satire or moral epistle would have been entitled Mammon,
his next Fashion, his next Law. Under Mammon he would
have discoursed on the venality of the age, and the influence of

wealth ; under Fashion, of the various forms of rfolly, which
mark the present day ;

under Law, of the abuses of justice, the

resources of chicanery, the rigours of the British code, as they
are dealt upon the fjoor and uninfluential. Such, in fact, is the
argument of Barrington and his Friends.”

Basil Barrington is a man of sanguine temperament, elegant

tastes, extravagant habits, small fortune, and a wife. When he
calculates, he sees every thtng through the medium of his hopes,

and consequently makes miserable mistakes, is disappointed, and
then rails at the world. He neglects the application's that are

made to him, and then is surprised that he is pursued
;
damns his

creditors, and then wonders that he should be arrested. When
he shews how the ruins of his fortune may be husbanded,
and how he, by labour, industry and talent may achieve certain

great ends, pay his debts^rc-establish his family and fortune,

he is astonished that he is not bfjlieved; his creditors cry
** sheer humbug and he rav^s against the cruelty and- selfish-

ness of the hard-hearted world. Such a character keeps no
receipts, he consequently swears that he pays his bills twice
over, he looks at no accounts, and consequently considers him-
self entitled to abuse <he roguery of tradespeople. 11c dis-

charges his porter, a lazy fellow (as all porters are ex ojjkio, for

under the pretence of not sleeping at night, they sleep all

day^ because the said porter had been sujky when his master
went to gaol

;
as if a creatuje of beef and beer could serve with

alacrity, in a family disgraced by tin; incarceration of its head
j

this man makes a claim against him for postage, which Mr.
Barrington refuses to pay : at a*critical moment of his fortunes

he is consequently arrested for^the amount, as Jie might have
expected

;
and is considerably advanced thereby on the road to

ruin. On another occasion he picks up a wounded person in

the night, on the road to Camden Town, where he has selected

a retreat from his creditors \
he calls up a surgeoft, and engages

to pay him for attendance. The surgeon brings in a bill, it is

never looked at, it is egregiously exorbitant ; no matter, appli-

cation is made for payment through an attorney, proceedings

are commenced, and Basil is arrested in the cause Snooks v.

Barrington, and takeri to a Lock-up House, while be is running

to a physician to save the life of his wife. While he is cou-

vo|.. .•-^Westminster Bevieiv. 9
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fined in the Bench, his child falls ill, his young wife watches it

till her own health is ruined. More than once, the bailiff enters

his doors while either he or some jrart of his family are in the

last stage of sickness, and he is on one occasion forced from his

home without leaving the means of procuring a meal for his

children. All this wretchedness is mixed up, as it frequently is

in life, with remains of splendour, high connexions, and nume-
rous fashionable acquaintance, who, however, do not give them-
selves the trouble of avoiding or denying their former associates.

Such is the picture of the careless sanguine man of taste : it

is worked up in the novel hastily, but somewhat brilliantly;

effect alone has been aimed at, but effect is produced. We
could have wished that the author of Basil Barrington the

projector, had taken for a model the perfect tale of Basil Law
the procrastinator, by Miss Edgeworth, and he might have pro-

duced a work for time, instead of for the season. If he would
take our advice he would abridge his own work, cutout all that

relates to Mr. Manson the owner of the Apollachee gold mines,

of North America, and to Mr. Moore the madman and misan-
thrope, and digest the remainder, in a calm and sober history of

the miseries of bad calculation and. a sanguine disposition.

The elder brother. Sir John Barrington, will also bear cutting

down, although a wcll-conceived and well-suppoited charac-

ter; the Bassctvilles must be wliolly omitted, and the lligh-

boroughs more sparingly used. The Hon. Mrs. Northerley is a

character peouliar to our high degree of civilization, and must be
carefully preseyrved. Basil himself, and his poor wife Florianne, are

simply to be "^sobered in the expression of their feelings; and
their bishop uncle, who refuses assistance out of loo much regard,

and the wealthy baronet Trevanion, who has just succeeded to

too large and too encumbered a prqperty, to lend money to the

friend he dines with, must be caiefiilly retained in a diminished
form. The bishop may demonstrate his utter selfishness with-

out preaching an entire sermon. ‘ It is true, that “Basil Barring-

ton and Ijis Ericnds’^vould thns^occiipy hut one volume instead

of three; but, ii'hi these cases it is common for merit to vary
inversely as diffuseness, what then ?

There is much truth in the author’s pictures of life ; and where
he errs it is not because he takes a false view^ of his subject, but
because he fall’s into the style of exaggeration and high colour-

ing so common at the present day. It is complained of our school
of painting, that nothing is finished, and that those productions
which are esteemed the most elaborate, appear to ioreigneis to

want care ; that though they have some of the force incident to

rapid execution they have all its inaccuracy and carelessness*
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Something of this may be advanced against our literature;

effect is the only thing considered, and that we fear chiefly

because effect bears a high price in the market
;

the novels

are made to be sold—like the razors. Money is the universal

stimulus
;
but with such a motive high efforts in literature are

scarcely to be expected until the taste and the intelligence

of the reading world shall be vastly increased
;

advances,
however, to that desirable goal are made every day, and in the

interim we are content to wait. Unluckily the influence of
money is felt in another direction—by the power of money
expended in advertisements and puffery, a sale of trash is forced

upon the public which if left to itself has almady intelligence

enough to make a better selection. This how'ever is an evil

which is curing itself : the extravagant rivalry in the art of

puffing kept up by different London houses has begun to open
the eyes of the simplest of newspaper readers : the cheats have
exposed each other, every thing cannot be superlatively excel-

lent. A final and fatal blow would be given to this and much
kindred imposition by the repealing of the different new^spaper
taxes

;
when every body might puff', it would be worth no

man’s while
;
puffery at |yesent is only one of the forms in

which the influence of wealth is exhibited. It comes under
the same genus with Mr. Rqthschild's splendid parties which
are graced by all that considers itself superexcellent in the

country. This topic is the frequent subject of Basil Barring-

ton's eloquence, and our readers may see in the following

extract how the jiennyless and the extiavagant vjpv this worship
of Mammon.

The whole affairs and goings-on of this world,*’ he exclaimed,

arc but a system of arithmetic, a calculutigii of pounds, shillings,

and pence. From the beggar on the highway, up to the monarch on
his throne, all mankind are mercenary. Directly, •or indirectly, the

suffrages of all lufiy be bought and sold. Take from the daikest

dungeons of the city a wretch, wliosc least culpable propensity is that

of sordid avarice, eiulow him but with ainplc^ wealth, anil let him
not offend against the outward rules and observance of society, it is

enough,—henceforth he wdll be received by all ranks with welcome
and approval. Nay, he may live all the while in a half-ruinous

abode, with darkened windows, and boast openly of his own abject

parsimony. He buys •their sanction and their suffrages, without

putting himself to the expense even of a single guinea. The pro-

found respect entertained by them for wealth, in which they do not

participate, effects the bargain ! Take from behind the scenes of

Drury Lane or Covent Garden,—nay, lake from the lobby a mer-

cenary avejituri^re, let her arrive, in the course of her own trade, at

the posession of what is in Biiglaud styled a large fortune, and
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henceforth the same pious matron, who (stepping along the carpet
laid from the hall of her mansion in Portinan-Square to the carriage)

would cry ^ Foh !' at the idea of compassion for the poor forsaken
victim of seduction shivering in the streets, will receive the visits of
the more fortunate and more prudent prostitute with grovelling
homage and thanks for the high honour thus conferred !

* What are the bonds which a sincere devotion to the worship of
Mammon will Inot dissolve ? And by whom is this worship not
preferred to all other duties ? Lives there one individual, possessed
of wealth, in this populous world, of whom it could he with certainty

predicted, that, were he assured of his most intimate friend being at

the point of death, he would sacrifice one-fourth, nay, one tithe of
his own temporal possessions, if, by so doing, he could avert that

catastrophe } Such individuals may exist
;
but in regard to nine

hundred and ninety-nine out of every tho7;sand, I could swear to the

conclusion, that they would grasp eagerly at their money-bags, and
leave the victim to his fate ! It is a world of which the due know-
ledge comes ever too late,—for experience, on which alone know-
ledge can be founded, brings with it a disgust, ay, an abhorrence of
life

3
so that henceforth, the sun no more shines unclouded,—neve^

more can wc cherish the day-dreams of youth
;

the currents of
thought, once clear and sparkling, are defiled by poisonous and inse-

parable alloy. Only the weak, inexperienced fool is a philanthropist,

yet for a short space fortunate in his delusion. He secs not the drawn
swords that, on the first approach of poverty, would be raised

against him. Experience, however, comes at last, and he is aware,

but not till it is too late, that what is called civilized society is a state

of warfare
j
then he drags out the remainder of his days either in

apathy or frenzied discontent, and dies—a misanthrope.” '—vol. 1

.

p. 96-9.

The only further specimen we have the space to comprise in

our notice of Basil Barrington, is an illustration of the law of

debtor and creditor, by which for a debt of a few pounds con-

tracted with the free will of both parties, a citizen may be torn

from his family, agonized in spirit, ruined in character, fortune,

and expectations. Arrest for del^t is frequently to the debtor a
far more severe punisl^ment than transportation for life is to the

sheep-stealer or house-breaker.

About half-past ten o’clock that night, Florianne’s delirium, which,

after a three hours’ paroxysm, had subsided into low stupor, again

broke out vehenjently. Her ghastly visage was now coloured by
the deepest crimson

5
her eyes glared, and her screams seemed to re-

verberate through the miserable habitations of Barrington’s neighbour-

hood. By daily experience, he knew that he could reach Stanfield

Place in about ten minutes ;
and he therefore set off instantly in quest

of Doctor Fraser
;
but had scarcely rushed forward eight or ten steps,

ere his arm was gently but forcibly seized, (suaviter in modo, sed

/ortiter i« re.)
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' Out, d d scoundrel!’’ exclaimed Barrington.
' ** Nay, no offence. Sir!*’ said the assailant very calmly, ** you are

in a hurry, but I only wished to know if you can inform me where
Mr. Basil Barrington lives in this here street ?”

' To this question, with all the bonhommie imaginable, our hero
replied

—

‘ Yes, to be sure T can \ my name is Barrington ^—what <lo you
want?” For, in his simplicity, he imagined that a visitor, arriviiig

at this late hour, must, in all probability, conic from Dr. Mandeville,
who had not fullilled his promise of calling a second time

;
his mind

was completely occupied by one exclusive idea,—and besides, that an
arrest, or demand for money in any shape, could occur at present,

would have seemed to him out of the question and impossible.
' The man’s voice changed immediately.
* Oh, ho!‘* said he, thought we should not be long on the

field without catching of him—whee,—whew—whew !”

‘ lie blew a sort of cat-call that was appended to his button-hole,

and almost immediately there was heard an undrawing of bolts, with
a,rattliiig of chains. This noise proceeded from the door of a most
exemplary pot-house, which was already, in the language of its pro-

prietor, being** shut up. The door opened, and thence issued two
myrmidons.

' T have nabbed the gcil!man/* sai<l the first speaker.
' You arc a sharp one, Dick

;
thfW. I must say for you,” replied

another man, who, from the bulk of his person and superior condition

of his duffie great coat, seemed also to be of superior authority,
^ 8o, JSir,” added the man in dullic, turning to Barrington, you

must go along with us.’*

Barrington trembled with horror.
^ For what reason,” said he, and by W’hat authority ?*’

* With the reasons,” said the dufile coat, we have nothing
to fjo. As to the authority, we hold the sheriff's warrant of execution.”

‘''Execution!—well, no matter!” ans^vered Barrington; "I
know not, however, that we have any thing left in the world but some
wearing apparel,—of that very little

;
and a few bohks. Take them,

by all means
; of what use are thqy to me now } My home is within

five doors ; but, for Heaven’s siTke, do not detain me even for an
instant. My wife is dangerously ilk—she is dyi#g—(]ic spoke inarticu-

lately,) and I am at this moment on my way to bring a physician.’’
* “ llless your heart alive !” said the man, " wc don’t come here,

with an execution on goods and chattels. We seldom or never takes

that ere job in hand, except in the morning;—this is a sheriff’s

writ to secure in the* county-gaol the body of Basil Diinmorc
Barrington.”

^ " What is the plaintiff's name ?” impiired Barrington, grinding
his teeth.

^ " John Perkins.”
^ " John Perkin's !—The scoundrel, in whose favour T wrote a

character, (qualified, it is true,) although he deserved none; and
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whose diiims on me I paid to the uttermost friiction.*—Whut does he
now want from me r”

' ** His payment of three pounds ten shillings,’’ said the bailifT.
' **

I can swear solemnly,’* said Barrington, now foaming with rage,
“ that the demand is unjust

;
but if it were three thousand pounds, I

should not at this moment liesitate. Here then is the money j—if

there are any ftVfthcr iniquitous claims, tell me at once— I am not now
to be trilled with—s])cak out, man, and have done,*’

' “ The /cry,” replied the sherilf’s officer, “ is for twenty-tive

pounds.’*
‘ “ The alleged debt is three pounds, and the legal demand twenty-

live !—Vastly well,—and you must have instant puyment of the

whole sum r”
‘ " I say, Dick, he’s a greenhorn,” observed one of the trio, wlio

had hitherto been silent.
* “ Come, come. Sir, let’s have no more palaver,” replied the

bailiff in dullle
j

you ought to know very well, that, in this hero

case, we could not take payment if we were ever so much inclined

to oblige you
3

but the matter may be arranged in the course Qf
to-morrow.”

* I don’t owe the man Perkin.s one shilling 1
” exclaimed Bar-

rington
j

it is impossible that, on his account, you can have any
right to detain me.”

/ ‘Mf you’ll stej) this way^to Giles Strongitharm’s gas-light, you
shall read the warrant,” replied the diiJHe-coat.

‘ With agony that almost deprived him of reason, and of course

baffles any attempt at description, Barrington entered the tavern,

where the man held up the paper to the liglit with both hands, but
carefully guarded against any attempt to take it out of his grasp.

* I cannot read at that distance,” said our liero.

' It is of no conse(piencc,” said the duffle-eoat
5

you sec it is

the sheriff’s warrant, that’s all : and you can’t pretend for to say as

how we are in trespass, ‘'.because here stands the iiaiuc of a certain

gentleman, Mr. Basil Dunmore Barrington, who is a gentleman, and
won't deny his owh name.”

* The pot-house keeper’s wife stood behind the counter, and at

these words she grinned.
* I rnake^ bold to t^ay. Sir,” sajd the landlord, coming forward

with a pipe in his mouth, if I were you, how'somdever, I would
read the warrant every word of it, because as how, a gemnian should

know the why and the wherefore, before he cries and allows him-
self to be so sitiiyitcd.” .

* He grinned also more broadly than the landlady had done.
^ You, Jem, read it aloud, then,” said the dufflc-coat; have

left my eyes on the office-desk at home.—By the way. Master Giles,

the clock han't struck eleven. Another glass for my share, if you
please and perhaps, for keeping us waiting, the gentleman won’t

think it out of the way to treat us all with a drap of short. The
weather is woundy cold.”
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This new misfortune had, in truth, originated at the instance of
Jolui Perkins, tlie pampered tenant of the porter s chair,” whose
character (though the reader may have overlooked the circumstance)
was sufficiently developed in ptige thirty-one of our First Volume.
This man, on being dismissed by our hero, had received his wages to

the full amount
3

but, at the same time, thought proper to demand
a fartlier sum for the postage of letters, all of which liasil knew that

he had already paid. In the porter’s hook there was»no evidence of
the payment, however,

—

that precaution had been neglected: John
Perkins, therefore, took the liberty of urging the justice of his claini,

till Barrington, in a great rage, ordered him to get out of doors
3
he

went away grumbling, and the matter was, of course, forgotten.
* At the present moment, indeed, it ivould have been cruel to remind

our hero, that his immediate, like his former, sufferings were the

result of his own imprutjfnce and obstinate misconduct. On two
subjects had Sir John frequently taken the trouble of advising his

brother
3
one w'as the ruinous folly, or rather tlie guilt, of keeping

idle, disorderly, and supernumerary servants
3
and secondly, the ex-

cessive impropriety of paying money without getting, in return, a
written recei[)t, or of not carefully preserving every such document
when it had been obtained. But enough of this : we must observe by
the way, however, that John Perkijis (to whom, through several

years, Basil would have been ready to give an unexceptionable eba-

riacter,) was, during the pAceding dialogue, stationed in the land-

lord’s back-parlour, having accoriipanitd the sheriff’s officers, in order

to witness the effect of his own proceedings. Over their success he
exulted with extraordinary glee

5
and thence also arose the landlord’s

exhilaration
;

for John Perkins, when he had money, was an especial

friend of publicans in general, but of Giles Stroiigitharm in particular
3

and had made an agreement with the latter, that when the warrant

was brought up, he would not only clear off an old score, but hold

various jollifications at the sign of the pig in a cage,” till the

money was exhausted.
‘ '' Hark you, Mr. Bailiff,” said Barriwgton ; I have luckily

twenty pounds at command. I can get live pounds nu)re in three

minutes
5
only, for God’s sake! doTi't insist on my losing three

minutes, or three seconds more.# Take twenty luninds, and call on me
to-morrow morning for the rest.^

* The landlord grinned again* ^

< <c gcainian doesn’t know the law, that's plain enough,” said

one of the trio.— You see, Sir, twenty pounds is a very pretty thing

—ay, so is twenty shillings, which, I makes bold for to say, you won’t

think over much for civility money. But as for •this here tevr/, we
can’t take a settlemeift of it on no account.—You must go with us,

and there’s an end of this matter,”
' During this speech, Barrington had become frantic.
* Scoundrel !” cried he, “ if you dare to interrupt me now'*—

and overturning the man who stood betwixt him and the door, he

rushed out in furious agitation ; but the trio soon came up with him^
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and secured tlieir prey. All three seized him at once 3
whereupon the

wretched prisoner uttered a long, loud, deep-drawn, hideous howl,

that resounded through the now desolate neiglibourhood.

In this condition the debtor is dragged to the lock-up-house;

and we are favoured with a description of its inmates, which we
fear very closely resembles the truth.

Art. XVI.—Reply to a Pamphlet intitled What has the Duke of
Wellington gained by the Dissolution'* 8 vo. Saunders and Otley.

1880.

^HERE is but one step, said Napoleon, from the sublime to

the ridiculous. There is but one slep, practically proved our
late Minister Wellington, between the ridiculous and the tragi-

cal, and on that step he fell, having admirably marked the pas-

sage between the greatest absurdity and the mightiest mischief,

and sunk amidst universal jeers instead of universal groans.

The late Minister’s course tended to the most horrible of national

calamities, civil war
;
but as it was the declared condition of

Canning’s power that he should attempt no good, so it has been
the fortunate condition of Wellington's power that he should
attempt no evil, and the rebound of the first blow he struck at

the popular cause, dashed him to the ground. The oflensivc

expression in the King’s Speech on the opening of the Session,

indicating partizanship with misrule in Belgium, and indifference

to the triumph of liberty in France, followed up by the minis-

ter’s declaration against Reform, and impudent assertion of the

perfection of the representative system, went forth blasting

the Duke’s credit with tlie nation, arming men’s minds and
honest fears against him, and dooming him to political destruc-

tion. He accordingly fell, but not, we apprehend, with the salu-

tary effect of a warning. The merits of ministers of late seem
to be as imperfectly understood as their disasters. The causes

in either case escape observation. The common mistake is, to

glorify the fly on the chariot’s axle for its course and speed.

A minister taken out of the current of society, begins his career

by obeying the impulse of opinion and deferring to the genius

of the age. Hp is hailed as a miracle. He is worshipped as

the redeemer of the world. He is adored as a Messiah, till,

thiougli the temptation of an impolitic confidence, he is cor-

rupted to a Barrabas, and made over to ignominy. The man’s
head is turned—he is incensed till he believes a diviner mind
is his, and in the pride of universal homage he begins to

spurn considerations which would before have ruled him.
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He mistakes the weakness of others for his own strength, and
fancies the world is waiting to obey his biddings. His disposi-

tion, formed by early habits and early prejudices, has then its

free scope—his behest goes forth, and he finds that St. James’s
Street and the Clubs therein, do not constitute the nation.

How short a time ago was it when our politicians hung upon the

words of Wellington as oracles of public safety. The confi-

dence of patriots was laid at his feet
;
can we wonder that he

trampled on it? He carried Catholic Emancipation— Inertias

e calo cecidit Cato ! Like Gay’s Bear in the Fable,
This trick so swclfd him with conceit.

He thought no enterprise too great,

lie has carried the parallel to the Bear’s disaster. The tilt

against the freedom of the press manifested the disposition of

the Wellington Government, as the result denoted its feebleness.

The coincidence with tlic stronger proceedings to the same
end in France and Belgium was suspicious, but the suspicion of

conspiracy was angrily resented by those who did not choose
the question to be raised whether the emancipator of the Catho-
lics at home could confederate with the enemies of civil liberty

abroad. The disgust of society discountenanced the attack on
the press, and the Attorney General, Scarlett, was compelled to

be satisfied with the ruin of ,one man. Up to the very opening
of the session in November, delusion prevailed as to the inten-

tions of the minister and the character of his councils. It was
rumoured that a bill for Reform in Parliament was in prepara-

tion
;
the King’s Speech came like a thunder-clap waking the

people from these flattering day-dreams. The scheme was now
plain enough. It was obvious, that tlie Duke was falling back
oif the High Tory Party. Whether the demonstrations of Whig
hostility in the autumn were the cause of this movement, or the

turn in the councils of the government was Ahe cause of the

Whig hostility, we are unable to say. It is possible that Mr.
Brougham’s attacks may hawe precipitated the Duke of Wel-
lington’s councils into an opposite extreme ; and it is probable,

on the other hand, that Mr. Brougham’s knowledge of his

Grace’s designs may have converted him, who was a supporter,

into an active enemy.
The declaration against Reform which served to clench the

effect of the Address cfompleted the proofofthe evil characterofthe

government. It was manifestly in all main particulars, foreign

and domestic, anti-national. In an hour it had made itself hated,

in less than a week it made itself despised, the scoff, the jest,

the ridicule of the whole country. A panic was certainly what
the ministry hoped to create, and thence to rally round them
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together with the Ultra Tories, the alarmists, a class who have
large properties and small wits, and who had been prone to

cower to any government upon the terror of any passing cloud.

The small wits of this order of persons proved too much, how-
ever, for the smaller wits of the minister. The excitement pro-

duced by the speeches of the King and the premier showed the

alarmists that more was to be apprehended from the rash coun-
sels of the Duke than from the temper of the people. They
perceived that he was raising the evil spirit that was to compel
them to alliance with him. From this time the Duke of Wel-
lington stood plainly forth a Petit Polignac. The ordonnances
had gone forth, but he would not retract. He had filled the glass

and was resolved to force it down brimming over with disgust.

Instead of endeavouring to allay disrsatisfaction by removing
the causes of exasperation, the Minister seems to have thought
that he had only underplayed his game of terror, and that to

increase the phantom was all that was wanting to the producliou
of the desired panic. Instead of seeing that he had done too

much to gain over the alarmists, he determined to do more. As
his first gun had failed to hit the mark, instead of correcting

the aim, he doubled the charge, burst, the piece, and blew the

Cabinet to splinters.

It was soon apparent that the Duke had not won the support
of the High Tory Party by the High Tory tone of the Speech.
Lord Winchilsea, the Duke of Richmond, and others, men of

generous minds, and whose intentions are fair though ill

guided, refused to ally themselves with one wdio seems
systematically to have used professions only as masks to his

designs, and whose whole art of policy appears to have consisted

in deceit accompanied with the bluntness which is so erroneously

supposed to be presumptive of honesty and truth. Purely by
defects of manner, merely by showing that he could not speak
speciously, this nobleman had at one time obtained a character

for straight-forward actions, as though honesty must necessarily

have a bald abrupt (^livery. After the carriage of the Catholic

question, wjiich Vas preluded by a trick, whenever he stam-
mered and floundered in his discourse, or blustered out a purpose
instead of a reason, the liberal prints were in raptures with his

straight-forward character. Our Ceesar was bald, and we
laurelled his defect. He was accurately understood, however,
by those he had deceived, and the wiser and better High
Tories said, "we will not trust him. Though he speaks
our watch-words, he is not to be relied on. The Speech may be
another Curtis Letter, covering designs directly opposite to the

purport/^
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The Great Captain must, on the first debate, have scon that
he had committed a capital fault. He had fallen back on a
body, a main part of which menaced him with hostility. In place

of a flank of allies he had an enemy. In this false position the
resource of the soldier was panic, another stroke for alarm.

Plots in green bags had done great things for former adminis*
tiations, and why not for his Grace’s Government 2 The police,

assailed with vulgar abuse, had been attacked on the night of
the opening of Parliament, and it is remarkable that the attacks
were contemporaneous with the concocting of the panic, and
that they entirely ceased when the panic miscarried. These
appearances of tumult, thefrais of which, as the French would
aptly express it, was borne by boys and pickpockets, gave some
materials for the Duke’S phantom. He liad here a scooped
pumpkin with saucer eyes, and we shall soon see that two
Aldermen served as lights for its illuminations, while a threaten-

ing letter or two sheeted it an awful shroud.

Swift, in illustrating the reasons which he supposes to account
for the failure of men of genius in the conduct of the State,

observes, that if we attempt to cut paper with a knife, it fails of
the right line by its very sharpness, but take the blunt ivory,

and with a steady application offoijre the thing is properly done.
The Duke of Wellington remembering the miscarriage which
had attended his attempt to cut the paper of the Press with the

Sword of Justice (if we may so misuse the word) may have
inferred from that experiment the true character of his parts,

and the fitness of dull instruments to their success. This may
explain his retention of Mr. Goulburn in office— it may explain

more. In the paragraph to which we have referred (entitled

The Queen’s last Ministry,”) Swift adds his opinion that a

small infusion of the Alderman is necessary to those who are

embarked in public aflairs.” The Jate Ministw appears to have
profited by this hint, and the first two Aldermen that came to

hand he popped into his councils. We suppose the infusion

was too strong—Swift expressly says, a small infusion”

—

a brace was probably too much meat tor the mess, certainly it

spoiled the panic—but we are anticipating.

One alderman, a mayor elect, wrote a letter to the Duke,
admonishing him of the danger of accompanying his Majesty

on an expedition to the City Feast, which the King had
graciously promised to honour with his presence on the &th of

November, unless his Grace should proceed to the dinner

armed like a porcupine, or one of those persons who, ensconced

in pots and pans, represent the gallantry of knighthood in the

intellectual treat, vulgarly called the Lord Mayor’s Show,
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which is, next only to a coronation, the greatest foolery con-

tinued in this age of reason and land of custom. Another
alderman carried to Sir Robert Peel advices much to the same
effect, but preposed to obviate the danger by mounting himself

on a white horse, and hiding an army in the City to act upon
occasion, under the direction of the military geniuses of five

aldermen. Scr Robert Peel, whose question was, What are

we to do with Wellington and who seems to have felt about
the carriage of him to Guildhall much the same sort of anxiety

that a man would feel who was charged with the porterage of a

barrel ofgunpowder through a city in flames, a burning Moscow,
appears to have been profoundly penetrated by these aldermanic
persuasions

;
and to make short of the recital of familiar events,

such counsels, strengthened by tTie new discovery that

November nights are dark, the pickpocket-riots, and the

authority of some anonymous letters, furnished the grounds for

advising his Majesty to decline the City dinner; and the fact

accordingly went forth to the country and the world, that the

King of England durst not proceed in state through the streets

of the metropolis. Up to this point we have had broad farce,

but it now touched on tragedy. Dow^i tumbled the funds, and
an instant shock was givfn to public credit and industry.

Persons in the country tlianked Providence that they were re-

moved from the crater of the revolutionary volcano, and wrote
to their bankers, or professional agents, desiring them to pack
away instruments, deeds, securities, &c., and send them to

their residences in the yet peaceful country. The next news
looked for was the burning of London. In the metropolis, on
the 8th, upon which day the astounding fact of the King’s
postponement of his visit to the City was announced, people

knew not what to thihk. They asked with Quidnunc, how
are we ruined Many thought the Government must have
discovered a plot ;

many asserted as fact what they imagined ;

and the notion of a plot prevailed till the night of explanation,

when the frightful labour of the mountain ended in the delivery

of two aldermen’s counsels, round-house returns of black eyes
and bloody noses, and the authority of anonymous letters, llie

mixture of derision, contempt, and indignation that then burst

forth in a torrent against the Government, ^the pen of a Tacitus
only could describe.

* Agebatur hue illuc Galba ..attoniti vultus, et conversse ad
omnia aures : non tumultus, non quies

:
quale mngni metus et

inRgn8& irae silentium.”

The attempt at panic broke down ; it had its hour of mischief;

and the only surprise is, that the extent of the damage was so
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small compared with what might have been expected from such
causes acting upon the delicate nerves of a commercial country,
whose vital principle is confidence. Soldiers were meanwhile
marched upon the town, and gave the capital the appearance of
a place in a state of siege, while the shops dealing in arras

exposed them for sale in their windows, witnout tempting their

seizure
;
and the police extinguished the rebellion ^ the town by

breaking the heads of some three or four score of idle boys, and
industrious pickpockets. The bug-a-boo which had been the
pretence for all this turmoil was now taken to pieces in parliament
and print, and seen to consist of a scooped pumpkin, two rush-
lights from the City, a broom-stick, and some sheets of paper.

Panic died with the discovery, and the fee-fa-fum minister was
pelted with the materials. •The Petit Polignac could not rise to

the dignity or the horrors of tragedy. His mischief all turned
to ridicule : yet he remained in office, for such a blessing is

majesty, that it does not acton such occasions as we have re-

cited, and give instant relief by the dismissal of the ministers of
mischief. The King waits quietly to see whether the lords

of misrule can command parliamentary majorities. Such
is the torpid genius of jthe first estate. The Petit Poli-

f
nac still continued a humble parallel to the great original.

Ir. Goulburn was his Marshal IVfarmorit, ordered to act in

masses with the Civil List. He charged the people (as a
Chancellor of the Exchequer only knows how to charge) a
million strong, horse, foot, and dragoons, household, diplo-

matic services, crown, pell-mell together. He belied the

economy promised in the King’s Speech, and shufflingly

retracted the surrender of the Duchy Revenues. The Swiss

fought according to their mercenary custom, but the Petit

Polignac^s Marmont was utterly routed, orfid the Petit Polignac

himself obliged to abdicate the ministry. ,

If the Duke of Wellington had de*sired to have in his govern-

ment some person who could 5Lt any moment procure him an
easy fall, he could not have retained a meye convenient stum-

bling-block than Mr. Goulburn*; and we are almost disposed to

look upon him as a chosen instrument of ministerial suicide.

The Premier probably carried him on in the bosom of his

counsels as an ancient Roman secreted poison, fpr self-destruc-

tion against thehour of hopeless disaster. If the Duke felt him-

self doomed to defeat, in consequence of his declaration against

Reform, and the failure of his clumsy devices, and he preferred

hastening the catastrophe, and also wished to make it appear

referable to the blundering of one of his officers, he could not

hfiye c^cted n^ore Judiciously than in committing the arrangement
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and exposition of the Civil List, to the peculiar discretion and
dexterity of his Chancellor of the Exchequer. To follow this

person through his course of blunders would now be an irksome
and profitless labour

;
but we cannot forego the citation of one

passage in his speech—his dying speech and confession it might
aptly be called—and we quote it, not for its consummate folly, but
as it is an example in a huge pattern of the sort of error that is

apt to possess governments, ever too prone to suppose the

people arrant fools, incapable of perceiving even the tricks

they are declaring. ** It appeared to be the opinion of
some,” said that right hon. Gentleman that the Civil

List ought to be separated into two distinct parts, distin-

guishing those required for the necessary splendor, dignity,

and comfort of the monarch, from that other portion of the

public expenditure heretofore defrayed from the Civil List
;
and

that instead of placing a million and somewhat more at the dis-

posal of the Crown for life, it was held, that all, excepting what
was required for the personal expenses of the king, ought to be
annually voted by Parliament, and that nothing should be
granted for the life of the Monarch save only the amount he
mentioned. He would put it to the House whether it was wise
or prudent to make the regal authority an object of reproach to

the ignorant and unthinking? Let them only look to the im-
pression to be made upon the public by fixing in a precise form
the personal and private expenses of the Monarch. If some-
what upwards of a million were granted, and that some of the

public expenditure was covered from that, it would not have the

inconvenient and disadvantageous effect of fixing the attention

on, and placing beyond all doubt, the amount expended by the

Monarch. To enable the ill-disposed to say, that a little less

than 600,000 /. was expended on the private and personal grati-

fications of the»“ Monarch, r would be conceived calculated to

bring the Monarchy into obloquy and distrust. In his opinion,

it would be infinitely better to^ vote a larger income, and let

some portion of it bealevoted to public purposes. He attached

no importance whatever to what had been said wdth respect to

the foreign ambassadors—-that House had nothing to do with
the foreign ambassadors. He would maintain that it was the

inalienable prerftgative of the crown to decide with what powers
amicable relations were to be maintained or interrupted. Upon
that point, or indeed upon any other, he deemed it unnecessary
any longer to occupy the attention of the House, trusting that

be had established abundant evidence to warrant his giving the

motion of the hon. Baronet a decided negative.’^

On such beautiful and abundant evidence, he was beaten as
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all know on the blessed 16th of November; and thus, in less

than a fortnight after the delivery of the King’s Speech, down
fell the Wellington Administration. It needed not such an
oration as Mr. Goulburn’s to sweep down the disgraced govern-
ment

;
but the right honourable gentleman’s tongue certainly

vibrated with a power of folly that might liave shaken a minis-

try more firmly seated. He might have learnt in the nursery
that it is not right to name all the things we do

; and though
the policy of mystifying accounts, he so candidly expounded,
has ever been acted upon in the Slate, yet we believe it has
never before been avowed in Parliament. To say, ' Let not the

people see how we dupe them,’ in a House which is not better

adapted for secresy than the whispering gallery of St. Paul’s,

is very much the way to Show the people how it is designed to

dupe them. Bonniface states that a gentleman killed bis wife

by making her a present of half a dozen of Usquebaugh
;
but

adds he, ** I am grateful to the gentleman all the same.”
Under Providence Mr. Goulburn was by his gifts, the imme-
diate death of the Wellington Government; but we all after

the example of Bonniface are grateful to the right honourable
gentleman all the same

;
^nd the people should steadily bear

in mind that insight into the po(|cy of making up public

accounts, with which he has favoured them. The desired

trick is simply this, to bring several charges under one vague
head of expenditure

;
and when objection is made to the burden

of any, to refer to the account of the others. Thus, for ex-

ample, if the items of Falstatt’s bill had not been separately set

down, but lumped under the head of dinner, against the

reproach of excessive toping he would have pleaded the cost

of Ifread and meat, and against the accusation of gluttony he
would have instanced sack. Had it been ssrfd, that the Monarchy
was extravagantly costly, Mr. Goujbiirn’s answer would have
been ready, the diplomatic services are paid out of the same
fund

;
were the diplomatic services complained of, they are

charged upon the Civil List, y^fiich upholds the dignity of the

crown. A Civil List of a million, out of which to take this sort

of change was vastly convenient.

Before the decease of the Ministry, hefore the Chancellor of

the Exchequer’s rattles were heard in its throat, •it observed the

prudence of putting *its house in order. It provided for its

cieaiures and favorites, and shewing a becoming religious turn

at 60 awful a moment, when passing into Opposition it made a

bishop, and its last gazette announced the bestowal of divers

livings. Lord Lyndhufst parted with liis private Secretary,

having heaped upon him no less than three offices of considerable
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emolument. As for the Duke of Wellington, what he did is

not to be spoken by us, but it is to be seen in the Pension
List.

Before we dismiss the consideration of the official career of .

the Great Captain, and Petit Polignac, we must touch upon a
question which is raised as to his conduct in the thirteen days,

namely, whether or not he was honestly frightened out of his

wits
;
and there are many well-informed persons who are

decidedly of opinion in the affirmative, and who believe, that the

alderman’s representation filled the hero of Waterloo with real

terror. There is always comfort in a precedent, and the Duke
may solace himself by the remembrance that the bravest army
of antiquity, the unconquerable Ten Thousand, were panic
struck by the noise which an ass mad« one night in their camp.
The late minister has classical authority for his alarm, and may
take comfort from the text of Xenophon.

It must not be supposed because the history of the latter

conduct of the Wellington Government is one tissue of

absurdity, the ridicule of which is inseparable from its narration,

that it has not had grave effects, though far short of the more
immediate consequences to be apprehended from such a
mixture of mischievous intention, and clumsy expedient. Our
serious persuasion is, that the thirteen days of November have
approximated revolution in a ratio prudence forbids us to name.
Upon the King’s Speech, and the minister’s subsequent declara-

tion, thousands formed resolutions which once in men’s minds
are not easily displaced, and which start into action upon
slighter occasions than served to create them. Make a vast

population think of what they would do, and they are taught

what they could do. The Duke of Wellington’s provocation cset

the public mind boilirig from one end of Britain to the other,

and where it now cools it is cooling into very stern forms, such
as have had no common shape since the days of the first Charles.

One of two things we look uponPas certain, that the oligarchy

must end or anarchy begin. Let us not be charged with
saying this for excitement, to feed an excitement at the glowing
heat of which we ourselves look with awe and apprehension. We.
write but as observers, but as watchmen who mark the boiling

under-currents c that will burst in a deluge over this country if

instant vents be not found for it. The peace of the nation is

now at the mercy of accidents ;—let any circumstance derange
the commercial prosperity for an instant—let the manufacturers’

employment receive a check, and the dykes are gone

—

then may
come a rush which military force would be as efficient ^ to

restrain as would be the bayonet to t\irn bc^ck the cataract of
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Niagara. The aristocracy who have carefully separated them-
selves from the industrious classes, who have kept themselves

raised above them in a lordly state, know nothing of the mighty
element which is heaving against their power. Some vague
fear, like the instinct of danger felt by the inferior creation

before convulsions of nature, is on them
;
but as things have

been, they suppose they will be ; and moderate concessions,

together with troops of dragoons, are the remedies that occur
against the worst contingency. It is talking to the deaf adder to

counsel these fated people ; they never will see the signs of the

times—never will hear the sough of the tempest, till the storm
strikes them. France, Belgium, Poland, the story is the same;
the blow brings the conviction, and the admiring fooVs saying

is then in their mouths, '^who would have thought it Were
these infatuated men only concerned, we could leave tliem to

the consequences of their blindness, with small anxiety
; but we

know the hideous features of the visitation of anarchy, we know
what must be the desolating rush of a people to a wild redress,

we know how the torrent must ravage before it can find its

level, we know all the fearful conditions belonging to the

domination of rude masses, inflamed with the recollection of

past wrongs, informed by sad experience what injustice is,

out not so well instructed where the limits of the right and the

just commence. It is not for the gentry of England to ex-

f
ect in turbulent movements the moderation of the people of

^aris. The French had their hot fit nearly forty years ago.

The first Revolution had blotted out an aristocracy never in

its worst day so insolent as ours, and perhaps not more injurious

though its tyranny was more direct and naked
; but if we have

to 5)ass through the same passage it is om other terms, and in

other circumstances
;
our aristocracy wiM not have to do with

a population with which they have held kindly and familiar

intercourse; they will find themselves bufleting with classes

as unknown to them as the %ordes of the desert, masses of
people to whom they have dqpied knowlfdge by every device
of impolicy, whom they have condescended to know only in the

two conditions of tax-payers and creatures of toil, men whose
hands they have never pressed but to labour, whose hearts they
have never touched but with bitterness, whose actions they
have never directed but as domineering masters. In the last

French Revolution, the people of Paris were under the best
influences the country could furnish—*the Press, conducted with
unequalled ability, guided and steadied their course. In Eng-
land there are no superior influences to act upon the mass of the
people.

. The Press is taxed above their reach^ and the gentry

VOL. xiv.— Westminster Review. r
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have spurned the familiar intercourse with tliem, which is in

France a consequence of the absence of aristocratic pride or

the assumption of it, and of the nearer equality of fortunes.

The monopoly of the Press, erected by taxation, has also so

depraved it as to render it as unworthy of guiding the people

as it is inaccessible to the poorer classes of them. The con^

ducting of daily newspapers has been made a narrow trade ; and
as one involving large capitals, it has been carried on upon the

most timid principles of selfish policy. Thus we look in vain

either for the links between rich and poor, or the bolds of

intelligent counsel which in defbult of such links might have
been suiTered to have power. There is but one remedy for this

unsocial and impolitic state of things, and that is one which the

government should have the fore<thought and wisdom to see,

and the courage instantly to provide. The State must be
popularised. The Government must rest on the basis of the

democracy. The people must be stayed from the exercise of

the power, of which they are now fully conscious, by extending
to tnem a legitimate influence over the legislature. They must
be made, and instantly, to know a self-importance to which
they have hitherto been strangers. Authority must either

descend to them, or they will drag down authority. Get hold

of the masses by fixing them in the lower machinery of the

State. Comprehend the better orders of them in the Consti-

tuency, and convert the pike heads that may threaten your
breasts into the nails that will fix and strengthen the ark of
safety,—a democratic Constitution that may swim on the

mighty waters tliat are out and flooding the whole world.

Will the government see this necessity ? Here come's the

momentous doubt. Observation is no faculty of governments,

and from experience rf their actions it might be inferred that

the moment mqn enter into the places of power, they are

stricken with a mental- blindness, and renounce watching the

world when they begin ordering it. In the retreat from
Moscow, when the french army was disorganized, destitute*,

and starving, and ebrps were reduced to skeleton troops, the
Grand Chamberlain of Napoleon continued to issue pom-
pous bulletins commanding the movements of grand divisions,

overlooking thqir destruction ; allowing intervals fit for the

inarch of vast bodies in the retreat of their remaining handfuls
of men, and directing the soldiers wanting a meal to carry three

da-ys’ provision, 8cc. In this person, whose change of cirouib-'

sta'ndea the mightiest disasters could not teaoh, we hare a
ty|«.of the foime of governments which never will pereeivo

varied conditions, and are ever relying on rules sod expediente
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adapted to former and past occasions as applicable to an
altered state.

The common error of ministers is the supposition that the

circumstances marking the downfall of their predecessors, are

the circumstances for which they have to provide, or by which
they are to shape their course. The impression of the public

• mind they received when in Opposition, is made the stereotyped
text. They overlook the fact, that the public mind is a very
active general who never fails* to push on after every victory,

and to occupy advanced ground with an improved front of
poyrer. The circumstances of the Grey government are hot the

circumstances of the Wellington government, as the present

ministry is* we fear, toc^apt to suppose. What would have
satisfied from the Duke will not satisfy from Lord (Jrey. The
people always drive the Sibyl’s bargain, and on every refusal of
their demands ask more and give less. The last act of the

Wellington government Jiad the effect of rousing an unanimous
hostility which let the people into, the secret of their ovvn

strength, for in the absence of unity consists their weakness, in

the consciousness of it their might. It also provoked
resolutions which once formed are prone to recur, as we have
before mentioned, perhaps when th% emergencies are less worthy
of them. Homer’s pattern of prudence, when he desires the arms
to be withdrawn from the banquet, observes that the sight of

the iron tempts the men. There are certain ideas which have
on bold spirits a like solicitation to violence, and once present,

and on their reception sanctioned by the sense of justice, they

are never absent from the mind to which they offer a familiar

resource in what should be the last of all recourses. This state

of things can only be met by coining uato the full measure of

justice, and satisfying so vast a body that the unreasonably

discontented will find themselves in the small fliinority, which,
where reason is not to give it ^confidence and constancy, soon
melts away into the common hiass. Distress is not readily to

be cured, and distress genera4es discontent; but take from it

the pretext of public wrongs. Let no pleas of abuses, or denial

of rights in the State, remain to sanction the resourse of misery

to violence.

The country is quiet, the fires are abatibg, ‘‘ the storm

is passing away,” cry the thoughtless creatures who have no
perceptions that ever extend beyond an effect. A degree more
deqent than Nero, as Rome ceases to burn they begin to fiddle

a^ih. I^oqk to the North of England ; see the cloud gathering

tjaerei black as your hearts or dense as your stupidity. I^ok
to the thousands of vvorkmen whose combination has made them
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ascendant over tliose with whom they immediately came in

contact, who have learnt tlieir force, who know what organization

is, who have therefore the discipline of an army, and who
possess more than the sagacity of your senate, whose power is

of one body now banked up and pressing upon their employers,

and only composed by present full employment. Had work
failed when the peasantry were breaking out into tumult, who
that knows the materials for combustion can fail to tremble at

the bare thought of what would have been the consequence. It

has so happened, by a most curious dispensation, that the very

example that has" fired the minds of the manufacturing
population, has, through its effects, stayed their action. The
troubles of France and Belgium have thrown them out of the

European market. England has had a[*great proportion of their

orders, and our manufacturers have been sufficiently if not

amply employed. The activity of their hands has checked the

impulses of their minds, but the spring will not lose its force

because it is pent.

Let us for a moment consider the state of the two great

divisions of the labouring order. The manufacturers at present

in comparative comfort, are experienced in organization
; and

assured of their strength. The agricultural labourers sunk to

the last depth of misery, and breaking into desultory violence.

Whenever these two extremes meet—for extremes they are, the

one class resorting 'to force from the extreme of misery and
degradation, and the other in an extreme condition of power,
from the best management of their means of strength—-what
will be the state of society, tossed upon these vast and furious

elements ? Let it notbe supposed that withouta reformed Govern-
ment, the middle classes will lend their hands to the suppressien
of a servile war. They will not prop up the vicious system, in

which the causes of the horrid strife have had origin. They
may trace misrule from the rags of the peasant up to the riches

of the aristocrat. The suffering ©f the agricultural labourer is

indeed referable to a combination of diseases ; but not one of
those diseases is there which is not attributable directly or

indirectly to misgovernment, to a legislature interested in, qr

careless of oppression and abuse. The whole empire is more or

less demoralised*^ by the corruption and vices ot the State : a
great portion of it is degraded and paupeffsed by ills, mis-ma-
na^ement, or want of management; and these are curses which
the middle classes, who are best capable of perceiving them, ivill

not assist to continue in any conjuncture tnat may arrive. The
knowledge is universally diffused, that every man has an
interest in good government, who has not a share in the spoil
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derived from bad; and a good government, or the best that

is to be had, we will have. Anarchy is fearful, but it is a
passage sharp and short

;
while the misrule under which the

nation has suffered every sort of injury, moral, political, and
financial, is a chronic disease, a continuous affliction spoiling

the health, the temper, the spirit of the commui^ty, and should
it come to the question of passing through the fiery ordeal of
anarchy, or supporting the system that threatens us with it, we
speak the sentiments of tens of thousands, when we assert, that
the crisis would be preferred to the maintenance of the oligar-

chy in its accursed domination.
Popularise the government, reform the representation on the

broadest basis, shew thu beginning of a better order of things,

the commencement of a curative process, and the people will

be patient, or the mass of the nation will rally round a consti-

tution, whose frame is co-extensive with themselves, and whose
vitals are organic of their wisdom and virtue. The aristocracy

have had their long and disastrous day ; it is now the time of
the Demos. The choice is momentous—Reform in Parliament,
with the Ballot and a National Guard—or the Aristocracy,

Anarchy
;
and the spirited description which a distinguished

member of the present Governmeift drew last year of the state

of party, is .applicable to the present meaning attitude of the

country. The time for action is come, the buttons are

dashed away from the foils, the guns are shotted to their

lips, they are pointed at the weak parts, that is, they are

pointed at all parts, the matches are on fire, and the word only
IS wanting to make them roar.”

AaT. XVII .— Tableau de la Pologne^ ancienne ePmoderney publii en

un volume par Malte*Bru^. Nouvelle editioHy entierefnent re--

fonduCy augmentee et orncS de cartes; par Lionard Chodzko,

2 VoU.—Paris, 1830. • T

TN the years 1788 and 1789 the attention of Europe was at-

traded by the apparition of a ^ Constituent Diet ^ in Poland,

and a * Constituent Assembly ’ in France, both of them formed

for the avowed purpose of improving the condition of the lower

and middle classes of society by legislative alterations. The
Polish diet proceeded to the emancipation of the agricultural

labourers ;
wnich, only eight years before, had been resisted

with as much virulence as the emancipation of the same classes

in the British colonies is opposed ny the slave-holders; In

Prance too the necessity for alteration, though not amounting
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ostensibly to all that is conveyed in tlie leirm serf or slave»

was scarcely less absolute in fact. It was clear that there

was an intention to promote the happiness of mankind ;
and

therefore it was time for their enemies to be every where on
foot. How the three barbarian powers of the East of Europe
united to attack Poland and France ;—how the fourth in the

West, the Enolish absolutists, joined them in the part of the

plan which lay within iheir reach how the united robbers,

after a sallad of inuuler and 7e Dentns, of conflaijrations and
general fasts, succeeded in dividing Poland, but ^id not suc-

ceed in dividing France;—how gloriously they were beaten,

and with the exception of one of the guilty parties (on whom,
for some inscrutable reason. Providence- had mercy) were visited

with just and thank-worthv humiliation in their capitals;-—

how tile nation, and the leader, whom the same Providence in

its goodness had raised to be the instruments of its just

punishments, forgot Poland, and by the direct consequences
of that unhapjiy act were witliin a little year subjected to the

Holy confederated plundeiers themselves how the world

rolled on for fifteen years, and fools thought the crime was
clinched and rivetted ; and what sufferings and miseries fell

upon mankind, and above \xVi upon the gulled and guilty nation

who had sinned in the tace of the most light and knowledge
of the whole ;—liow men were starved here and ruined there,

and society seemed doomed to exist in a hopeless agony, which
was not life but never closed in death ;—how this went on
accumulating, till all at once light sprang from the bayonets of

Paris, and justice, which robbers cull revolution, was onc0
more afoot and conquering from Toulouse to the Tartar;—h^w
all the world divided Tt^elf into two parts, the honest men and
the dishonest, and no question was asked of any man, but which
sidte he chose to take ali these are things our schoolboys

know and babies sing of, and it fvould be lost lime to enter on
the detail with any grpwn man or woman Vvho has lived within

the sound of tongues 6r reach of i amour.
There is now only one question

;
Jfill Europe desert Poland ?

If she does, it is simple charity and pure unmingled meek
humanity to pr^y that she may be subjected for another half

century, to baser barbarians if they can found, to more en-

sanguined hypocrites if the earth can breed them, than those

who have borne sway and rioted in all her quarters for the last.

If what is past has not demonstrated the true intent and bearing

of arbitrary governments, or has been insufficient to unite man-
kind in terror of their tender mercies and horror of their piety,

there must of necessity be more
{
and charity is to wish it quick
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and overi that the world at Bome time may begin to flourish

and to breathe. In all the various nations of Europe, insular

or continental, every individual, except the combined for

plunder, has deeply suffered and is now suffering, for the
passive guilt of submission to that scheme of flagrant wrong,
of which the spoliation of Poland was the beginning, and its

promised restoration is the end. Will these mdividuals—in

their several spheres and capacities, and as God shall give

them grace and power,—unite for the purpose of securing that

great Act of Abolition of European slavery, the re-establishment
of independent Poland as a barrier against the barbarians of

the East ? Is there any inhabitant of the British Islands,

—

to limit the application (p a single qiiarter,—who does not see

that the power of Russia has been appealed to for the purpose
of cutting off and diminishing his own liberties, and that the

magnitude and security of his enjoyments fluctuate in exact
inverse proportion to the influence of the other ? It is not that

there is any animosity against Russia. Russia is as yet in-

trinsically barbarian
;
somebody must be last in the progress of

civilization, and it happens to be Russia. Her government is

centuries behind those of most of the other European' nations,

in all that is acknowledged to C4>nstitutc the existence of a

good or desirable government. And for this very reason it is,

that she is courted and appealed to, by the supporters of mis-

government in all quarters of the globe. It might bethought
hard if the Portuguese and Spanish constitutionalists had
sent to Russia, to say they did not entirely approve her
government and beg she would alter it. But by \vhat right is

the barbarian power permitted to act the converse, and to

s^nd to men congregated for freedom yf the West of Europe,
the Assurances of her high dislike and meditated enmity. The
snare is too manifest

;
our enemies^fight us wiiTh the barbarians;

civilized Europe therefore mu^t be against the barbarians, and
join in one effort to drive them back to their frightful deserts.’*

There let them remain, and team from Europe all they can to-

wards the improvement of their patrimony
;
but let Europe be

freed from the nuisance of their interference. The Russians
are to Europei precisely what the Persian empire was to Greece ;

a ])eople in an inferipr state of civilization, pressing forward on
a people in a superior, backed by huge numbers and the

treacherous aid of all that is opposed to liberty within. The
sefviles would bring the Chinese upon us, if the Chinese could

fight ; the brother of the Sun and Moon would be a ‘ magnani-
mous sovereign,’ if there was any chance of his mountebank
soldiers .being brought to Bvussells. Th^ simple plan of the
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lovers of arbitrary power all over the earth, is to keep down the

civilized people by the help of the barbarians. It is for this

reason that Austria is to have Italy
;
and it is for this reason

that civilized man in every village thoiighout Europe, has risen

or will rise, to effect the liberation of his species. Treaties are

but the bonds with which the victims have been tied
;

let those

that made thein look to them, but do not tell the Samson who
has just burst his withes, that these were the obligations which
engaged him to lie still. Most of the governments in Europe
have been the people’s enemies

;
and those which are not, will

put themselves at the head of the people’s movement and be
safe. Men have penetrated every where the mean fraud by
which arbitrary governments protested against revolutionists

and levellers, while themselves were the great up-turners of all

right and levellers of all security. The universal feeling to-

wards them is hatred mixed with scorn
;
a compound which

those who taste of, seldom prosper after.

It seems impossible that a nation like the French, fond of

honourable distinction and smarting under the recollection of

fifteen years suffering in the form of a lieutenant of the barba-

rians in their capital, should decline «io seize the opportunity

I

)ut into their hands, of going down the page of history as the

iberators of mankind. They have drunk deeply of every scorn

that barbarism could invent
;
not an individual of thirty millions

who has not, either in his own person or his friends, paid the

heavy poll-tax which uncivilized man levies on his civilized

neighbour when unfortunate circumstances give him the power
of abuse. The French have all the qualities for putting them-
selves at the head of the fuaojiap^apoi of Europe

;
their bre-

thren in every land tqat is threatened by the savage and the

slave, hold out their hands, saying ‘ Come and help us.’ They
are courted to be the great nation, by a continent of hope. No
ambition, except of virtue ! no. aggrandisement beyond the

Rhine, except the aggrandisement of placing free Italy and
Poland between themselves and the barbarian ! The French know
that they exist but on sufferance

;
that they are abstained from,

only till the despots see opportunity to renew the march to

Paris. Either the French cause must prevail, or the despots

;

in such a contest there is no middle termc; and the statesman
who should dream of sitting down in some intermediate snug-
gery, may be a good father of a family, a kind master, and die

at last with all tne comforts of the confessional about him, but
had better not charge himself with the responsibility of a coun-
ry’s safety.

I
And what, after all, is the principle of non-interference, but a
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composition with oppressors from whom men are glad to obtain

half because they cannot get the whole ? No man puts forward
the principle of non-interference with plunderers on the high
road» except on those limited occasions w^here he may look for-

ward to being able to resist but not to suppress. And what
would be the consequence in common life, if the principle of
non-interference was acknowledged and acted #00 ;—if there

might be a Holy Alliance of thieves, but only a Non-Interference

Society of honest men. Nobody would submit to such folly

except in politics. If the contents of a man’s pockets have
been divided among sanctified cutpurses, the whole community
of men with pockets rises up and recovers the booty first, and
then applies itself to spc|julate on the various degrees of pre-

ventional infliction, from the fivefold retribution of Moses, to

the gallows or the guillotine. If the despotic states of Europe"
had never dreamed of interfering with the others,—if they had
notoriously eschewed any thing like banding themselves
together, and had established a character for seU-denial in all

that regarded their neighbours concerns,—there would be a
strong objection to any combination against them by the rest.

But when their conduct has been ostentatiously the reverse of

all this,—and when they have puff%d and blown in the face of
heaven, and wrought themselves out of breath with calling upon
all the persons in the Trinity to witness that they were united

as one flesh to put down all that was in opposition to their

ideas of government in other countries,—it would be simply a
copy of the fraud which should tell a back-gammon player
that all sixes were to tell upon one side but not the other. As

f

)Opr Napoleon once said, there must be some chances against

egitimates as well as other people. All that goes against this

is part of the great fraud—the * grand limit

J

as a Dean, who ought
to have been a Bishop, once said/ in pointing to his Doctor’s
scarlet in a confidential moment—a portion of the universal

atmosphere of conspiracy in tl!e midst of which the people every

where move and have their bwng. Is thfere any man, in the

House of Commons for example, or elsewhere, who laying aside

all forms of nonsense and appeals to gone-by foolery, will come
forward and fairly pledge himself to the assertion, that it is

meet and right th^t uie barbarous powers Should combine
against the civilized when it suits their purposes, and that it is

not meet and right that the civilized sliould unite against

the barbarians when they can? Or is there any who will

advance, that*the three robber powers of the continent are to

cover and secure their robberies by a coiimact against freedom

every where, and that free men throughout Europe are not bound
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by itidividual honour and general interest to start up like the

dead at Uie last trumpet, and demand the execution of ius-

tice and the restoration of nations? What right has Aus-
tria to Italy; and what was any treaty by which former

ministers acceded to the cession, but a bargain with one plun-

derer, for the interest of another? The people of England
were the parties really made war upon, from the firstjunction of

English ministers with tiie Holy Allies in 1792 to the termination

in 181f)fc It is we who were the down-trodden ;
and it is we

who now intend to be up. Give us Poland; our sufferings

began with Poland, and with Poland they shall end. The
beggar in the streets,—-the man who is to be hanged for rick-

buming.^is son and heir to the spoliaj^ion of Poland, and would
not have been where he is, but for the principles which enabled

a British ministry to join twice in that act of baseness. And
exactly as that is undone, will our recovery move hand in hand.
If the Russians are driven over the Niemen, we shall have the

Ballot
;

if they cross the Dnieper, we shall be rid of the Cora
Laws; and if the Poles can get Sniolensko, we too in our

taxes shall get back to the ground of 1686. The world looks

to Fiance ; she shall be the gieat nation for ever and for ever,

if she will but proclaim the,restoration of the Europe of 1772,

and send each of the robbers a tri-coloured flag as a notice

lo ouit. Have not they insulted her, have not they trampled

on ner, have not they ridden over her with CossacKs and all

manner of wild beasts, for no earthly reason but because she
had driven back their Duke of Brunswick in 1792, and answered
the invasion in each and every of their capitals ;

and why and
for what reason, should any honest man in France or else-

where, not wish, hope, and ardently aspiie after seeing her the

instrument of the world’s retribution? Some will call this

^ sounding the tocsin of w^ar^' The tocsin of war is to have two
tongues ; one of brass, when the despots and the barbarians

are to be gathered together,' and another of felt, when the

civilised races are to ^ake measures for their mutual support.

The civilized people are to sit down and see themselves con<j[uered

in detail
;

while barbarity is to have a free-masonry of fellow-

ship all over the earth, and constitute one agency with a single

ena* There never was so large a demand made on human folly

at one swoop before ; mankind may have been feeble enongl^
but there is no precedent for expecting such debility as this. /

But to the English individually, there is a reason closer ihjun^

political,— reason which comes home to every man’s basket
and to fais store, and which should engage his liveliest exertions,

M it will the keenest opposition of ms domestic enemies^
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Poland is God Almighty’s granary
$

it is the place whefe ought
to be grown the millions of quarters of corn, and thousands of
millions of quartern loaves, which should be dropping into the

mouths of the children who are starving for want of them, and
which do not drop, because the landholders stand by with a
six-pounder, to fire on the fathers of those children if they

attempt to procure them by the exchange of their rAatiufacturing

industry. All Poland might be covered with English cottons,

and all England fattened with Polish corn ;
but one selfish and

overbearing order jumps upon the cross-road, and swears with
cocked pistols that not a bit shall take place of either. It was
for this purpose tliat wars have been carried on since 1792.

We have been buried ugth debt, as a preliminary to being

starved. That you—and you—and you—might die in holes ana
corners, and somebody else ride thereby on fat Iiorses, has been
the object, end, and conctusion, of the long turmoil of war and
w'arlike energies. "\At last, however, we have come to a point*

We have got a ministry which avows that all is not right, and
something shall be mended. What it will do, is matter of
much doubt. Among other symptoms, it has taken to itsErs. Not that respetitable kind of prayer, in which an

t man calls upon God and Saint Frappe^fort^ while he is

taking all eardily means to compass his deliverance ;
but that

by which a man should put off the correction of his accounts
from month’s end to month’s end, and set somebody to pray
that in the mean time they might be going right. The pre-

cedent is a most alarming one
;
past ministers never prayed,

but when the people were to be led into some suffering
;
and the

miyistry that promises reform has directed the process, without
considering that there is no previous grounjl on which to attach a
hope. Ilow will the form run? Will it begin * O Lord, who
hast permitted the landholders

—
’ Aud will it gd on, * Pour into

their hearts such a sense of the. error of their ways ’—
* that they

may consider their latter end’—' or ever they are swallowed up
quick’-—' and we thy servants^nd sheep hf thy pasture'—' in

all godly quietness,—' for ever and ever. Amen.’ This is not

the composition of a professional person ; but it is great odds if

the professional men compose a better. The probability is that

the ministry wish to direct the thoughts ot all hearers into

this channel, though they could not exactly dictate words to

the ecclesiastical authorities. A member of the legislature has

come forward contemporaneously, with a proposal for a General

Fast
;

it would have been more germane to the matter if he

had offered the people a day’s keep. What can a General

Fast have to do with the removal of the Corn Laws ;
unless
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the higher classes are going to make the experiment of how they

like it? The landholders have proclaimed a general fast for the

industrious orders these fifteen years
;
and now they are going

to give them a form for Grace after Meat. But the industrious

orders have set their imaginations upon bread
;
they think on

the crust and on the crumby and will not be deterred from
taking it whAe it can honestly be had. If they have common
sense they will write on their banners when they make a
pageant, ‘ Free Poland and Free Bread/ The writer of this

remembers^ when he thought there was some blunder in the

connection constantly maintained between the cries for political

reform and bread. But time has taught him better
;
he has

found out and penetrated, that the spirit of political corruption

is only another name for the love of a neighbour’s goods, and
that as the goods of a poor man are his children’s bread, it is

on this that the dishonesty of the rich always falls. The con-
nection is as real and as intimate, as the connection between the

angle and the versed sine. The plot of the monopolists in all

quarters is, that they shall live sumptuously upon the bread of

the poor
;
and they think to get over it, by giving back two-

pence in the pound in flannel petticoats. This is the truth ;
and

because it is the truth, it Cught to be said in all corners, sung
in all highways, and painted at the bottom of all vessels to

honour or to dishonour, where it may have a chance to catch

the eye and impress the mind. Poland has its' liberation to

win, and so have we. We have both of us fallen among thieves

;

and we cannot do better than carry on the contest in concert.

Art. XV'III.—Doctrintt Copulartau Lingua Latina: sive de vi atque

um elegantiori jiarticularum, Ac, Atque, Et, Que, deque earum
formulis, commentarius. Conscripsit Henricus E. Allen, A.B.

—

12mo. Cadell.

QHOULD a Knight, accoutredMii all the habiliments of ancient

^chivalry, start up before our eyes, we could scarcely be more
surprised, than we have been by the inspection of this truly

classical work.^ It seems almost incredible, that it is the pro-

duction of the present day, and of a very young author, who has
but just taken his first degree at the University.

Mr. Allen has indeed imbibed the spirit of the first classical

scholars of the olden time ; and combines much critical acu-
men, and indefatigable industry, with an ardent attachment to

the writers of ancient Greece and Rome. He is evidently

one of those, whom he himself describes in his preface as studio
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atqtie impetn quodam animi ad literas hnmaniores raptos. Hi&
work, though small, and professedly discussing the force and
elegant usage of only four Latin copulatives, embraces a large

body of critical remark : and the copiousness of his examples,
well arranged and judiciously selected, is eminently adapted to

lead the student to an intimate acquaintance with the language,
and to a facility of composing in a style of Ciceronian latinity.

If the present volume be compared with that of Tursellinus de
particulifi Latins orationis, in any of the topics which they treat

in common, the vast superiority of our author will be manifest.

We open the book nearly at random
; and extract the following

section as a specimen.—p. 140.

—— el ^ ,
pro ^wegeminato.—— Qwe, et , pro que vel et geminato, Gi'secorum

formulam exprimit illain elcgaiitem, re, Kal : estque optimis

historicis usitatissimiim, apoctis quoque saepc adhibitum, ab orator-

ibus non item. Illud autem monucriin, hauc formulam turn esse

elegantissimam, cum inter binas copulas nihil sit interjectum.
'' Obporlunitas suacque, et liberorum, aetatis.'* Sail. Jug. 6 . Adher-
bali suadent, uti ser/i/c, et oppidum, Jugurthae tradat,’^ Ib. 20. In-

terim Romae gaudium ingens ortum, cognitis MetelU rebus ;—ut

segwe, et exercitum, more inaforum gereret
5
c/c.” lb. 55. “ ldibi9ae,

et in omiii Africa,’*

—

Ih. b9. Acjiffi modo seque, et jumenta,
onerare.” Ib, <)1. Marius... illos^/wc, et SuHam, venire jubet.*’ Jh.

lOk UWque, et inde ad nostrum memoriam Romani, sic habuere —
Ib. 114. Sed iWxque, et homines, proliibuere redemtos vivere Roma-
nos.’* Liv. V. 49. ‘^Equideni Pol in earn partem accipio^/Me, et

volo.*’ Terent, Eun. V. 2. 3?. Adde Liv. IX, 0 ; X, 30 ; XXII, 44 5

XXIV, 395 475 XXV, 14 i 105 37; XXVI, 48; XXVII, 2l
j

XXVIll, 17; 44; XXIX, 22; 25. Tacit. Ann. I, 71; II, 6;
XlI/51

;
60. Propert. II, 16,11-12. Rrg. Aen.yU\/.m ; 731. Plavt.

Capt. II, 2, GS.Terent. Adel. I, 1 , 39 : et Phoryft. V, 8,62. Omnino
frigieji^s autem a Limo adhibita est hacc formula, ut, saepc alibi, sic

in illo, XXV. .37 :— Inde in castra avidos adhuc cacdisque, et san-

guinisy reduxit.” Nimirum, coujunctio rcrum tarn facile coales-

centium, qui\m caedes ac sanguis, talein emphasin parum commode
fert : et quidem, cx hiscc nominibu^ si unum modd esset adhibitumy
baud scio, an nihil esset futurum, cur alterum lector roagnoper^
desideraret. Pluraexempla,qui volet, inter loca reperiet supr^ citata.—In illo Virgilii quoque, Aen. V. 467, ad sensuin quod attinet,

supervacuum est que:—^^Dixit^wc, et proelia voce •diremit.**— Hue
refbratur que, et et .

** Nulld in praesens formidine, dum
Augustus aetate validus se^ae, et domum, et pacem, sustentavit.’*

Tacit. Ann. 1-4. ‘'Adea Caesar veniam ipsi^we, et conjugi, et fra-

tribus, tribuit.” Ib, XII. 37. Adde SaV, Jug. 76: et Terent. Hecyr.

III. 5. 38.

Of this construction ji/e— el, fore/—et, Tursellinus does adduce



3d4 doetrina Coptthmm lingua Latina, Jan*

^ few instances, but pronounces this judgment—7io» Hcet

imitaTt

:

bow rashly and unwarrantably, is evinced by the mass

ofauthorities brought forward by Mr. Allen from the purest Latin

writers. But we must restrain the classical feelings, which

this piece has revived in us. A secret monitor suggests - “ quis

kgit hoc ? vel duo, vel nemo*'

We heartiiy wish our young author all the success and

encouragement which he merits j but he must be prepared to

find his classical productions and himself treated with utter

indilFerence and neglect. Our great Schools and Universities

have so long and sadly failed to execute their literary trusts, that

the revival of classical learning in this country seems beyond

hope. The extinction of it will reiact wqfully upon those,

whose unihithfulness has caused it to pass into general disesteem.

Yet meHora speremns, Who knows whether better days may

not be approaching in the literary world, as well as in the

political. Could we see a few more scholars of Mr. Allen’s zeal

and acQuirements, we should not despair of the republic of

classical letters.
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“pEW individuals liave not, either in their sleeping or waking
hours, entertained the idea of the effect of entering a new

world, where the physical,and moral results of creative power
should be found displayed under novg! fornis, though with suffi-

cient attention to general laws to be intelligible to a visitor from

our planet. Very much like this is the consequence of viewing

the manners, thoughts, and actions, of the inhabitants of remote

regions, who have struck out distinct paths to the formation

of society, and have made progress in arts, literature, or science,

by processes of their own, which though necessarily often coin-

cident in the results, present the luxury of divergence by the

way^ Europe is tired of the repetition,of iliar.v, llacchns,

Apollo, virorum. There is scarcely an ililet to the existing

knowledge of this quarter of the globe, all the circumstances

and agents connected with which, arc not familiar to satiety. It

is pleasant to know what kind (ff letters were invented, by any
body but Cadmus ; and to obtaifi the poetrjf of any people upon
earth, where it can be certain there has been no communication
with the Muses Nine. Anacreon has given way to Moore and
Stranger; but it is still interesting to know how men get tipsy

by moonlight in Japan. The props of church %nd state are

grotesque enough at hdme ; but they sink into dullness, com-
pared with the rich absurdities which flourish in the atmosphere*

of China. Nor is the search confined to the ludicrous and the

gay. It is gratifying to see the wisdom of one hemisphere con-

firmed by the good sense of another ^'knd to make acquaintance

with the better feelings of mankind, as they haye expanded in

voi. xiy,-—Westmintter Review. t
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unthought-of shapes, like the host of new charities that encom-
pass the man who visits the descendants of the same father in

a distant land.

It is in Asia that novelties of this kind are to be expected ;

for the progress of Africa has been small, and America has little

left that has not been screwed into the European model. In

Asia too, (with the inclusion of Egypt, which it would be no
great step to set down as an Indian colony), are found the

earliest works of human skill, and the finest specimens of the

pickled follies of antiquity. Ifmarks of wisdom and benevolence

sometimes present themselves, it is useful to observe how far

they are outnumbered by monuments of the instinct moutonnier

of mankind,—the propensity to believe without reason, and to

obey without an end,—the misery afld debasement which have
followed in all ages, when masses of human beings have given

themselves up to the guidance of privileged orders, and allowed

themselves to be moulded into the forms which suited the in-

terests of their masters. What a pleasant aristocratical inven-

tion was caste,*—for those who were to be the well bred. How
grateful to a sacerdotal college must have been the sight of the

manifold arms of Vishnu dispersing tliemselves over underground
acres, or a pyramid raising to the ^clouds the evidence of the
slavery and submission of the builders. There is nothing new
under the sun, except forms. Servility does not now take the

pyramidical ; and jobs in architecture have ceased in the pre-

sent age to be conducted under grounds
The first Memoir in these Volumes is ^concerning the Chi-

nesef by J, F. Davis, Esq. China is one great caricature of a
church-and-state government ; wliere men think according to law,

and ‘ impure doctrines ' are settled by the Emperor, The hi'^tory

of such a people itf-worth tracing. Their own statements of
their antiquity go back^to a period which may be almost

^ It is remarkable that this terai^ thoujrh recognized by the ngtlvei of
India who are conversant with Europeans, as being applied with accuracy to

the objects designated thereby, is still considered by theru as of European
origin. Such at least was the result of the inquiries of the writer. But
on asking how what the English would call * Brahman caste ’ would be ex-
pressed in India, the answer was ^Brahmmca the last being the

Arabic word ' nature, kind/ under an Indian pronunciation, and ca

the affix indicating the genitive . case in the word preceding. Have the
sounds ca zdt taken together, been corrupted by Europeans into mte P
Z4t (eometimes nronouucedidO appears to ue the common word for 'caste*
throughout Imuaj though the more genuine Hindu term is stated to

be or ffotra. Possibly is a confusion between the word qf Arabic
origin, and some other that appi^hes to it in sound and meani]|^. ' The
Sanscrit term is understood to be icren* fV
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called indefinite; but, as the sage Choo-foo^tsze has himself

observed, ' it is imposBible to give entire credit to the tradi-

tions of these remote ages/ The person called Fo-hi is re-

ferred
^
to as the author of all institutions and inventions

which^ can be traced to nobody else
;
and in all countries

things of this description have been invented by Fo-hL A
little before the time of Abraham, regulated the

calendar, and desired to begin the year on the first day of the

month in which the sun should be nearest the 15th degree of

Aquarius * ; for which he is called the author and father of the

* Is the 15th degree mentioned in the original ; or is it only the Kuropean
expression for the middle of the sign? What is the general evidence for

the antiquity of the division«f the circle into ^^(>0 degiccs, and of the de-

gree into 60 minutes ? Is it likely that it existed in ancient Egypt? Did
Pythagoras, perchance, import it thence ? The writer of this once paced
the distance between the two stone pyramids of Dashour, which lie nearly
north and south from each other, with their fixees to the cardinal points

;

and found the distance between the prolongations of the nearest siiles of
the bases to be forty yards more than a geometrical mile. If the sand
should have accumulated about the bases, the original distance may have
been a geometrical mile within a small error. Did the builders intend to

authenticate that they had measured a minute of the earth’s circumference,
and consequently (assuming ii to be a circle) the wliole ? Were the earliest

pyramids the gnomons, from whose iiodlulay shadows they calculated the

sun’s meridional altitudes at the summer and winter solstices, the mean
of which would give the complement of the latitude, and half their dif-

ference the obliquity of the ecliptic; and having thus determined the

difference of latitude of two pyramids and compared it with the distance

in cubits, did they apply the knowledge so gained, to determining the site

of other pyramids which should tell the story ? What jiyramids are tliorc,

north and south from each other, and at distances suilicicntly great for the
commencement of such a process? For example, the pyramids of Sakurali

anviorth from those of Dashour, and within sigh^ with an interval of eight

or ten miles. Are any others of the pyramids a geometrical mile from each
other ? Are there any that are sixty or a degree ? Are there any pyramids
whose latitudes might suggest the idea oraieir having l)ecn placed on that

S
reciae latitude by design ? For instance, is not the second pyramid of
izah (by the observations of the Frcncli army, Sec Decade Egyptlennc,
VoL iii, p. 102.) within a few seconds of the lutUudie of 30®? The brick

pyramid at Dashour [the only one m Egypt
; Loi'd^!^ron was wrong when

no said ” brick mountaiiw”] lies east from the southernmost of the two of
stone. • *What is the distance j

ami lias it any connexion with the mensura-
tion of a minute of longitude in the latitude of the place ? Is it, par hazard,

the fraction of a geometrical mile which is represented ligr the cosine of the

latitude divided by radius; which in the latitude . pf Dashour would he
about eighty-seven hundredths ? Had the Egyptians been trying to ascer-

tain, whether the length of a degree of longitude in their latitude, accorded
with the supposition of the earth’s being a sphere ? Tiicre would bo. no
difficulty in aolng this, within lifnits whi^ would »t all events be gratify-

ing^ taking the mean result of rejmtmp observations of the time of day
firohi %e lengths of morning or evemf& shadows, at two stations east ana
wesf'lirom each other at the greatest distance that admitted of a commii-

T 2
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Ephemeris: He chose the time when the sun passes through

the middle of the sign, ' because in this season the earth is

adorned with plants, trees renew their verdure, and all nature

seems re-animated,;’ wliich of course means the spring season.

nication by signal. Or the immersion of a* star behind a north south

wall at each station might answer the same purpose, if the experimenters

were able to raise a flash of light visible for fifteen or twenty miles, and
had any thing of the nature of a clepsydra or minute-glass capable^ of de-

termining with some degree of accuracy tlie interval between the immer-
sions at me two stations. It is not necessary to suppose that pyramids were
hnili solelt/ to commemorate such observations as these ; but when for some
reason pyramids were to be liuilt, there is no difficulty in supposing the

opportunity might be taken to commemorate the oliscrvatioiis. Also, will

any body standing on the side of the northernmost ])yramid at Dashour,
see if there is not a hill hearing E. N. E. hy compass, at the distance of
three or four miles, which has mu<‘h the appearance of a worn-out (or, as

the French would say, tUgrailt) pyramid; and moreover whether it is on
the east or west side of "the Nile? There are pyramids of this kind in

Egypt, which passed for hills till Mr. Salt ascertained them to be pyramids

;

bnt Mr. Salt said, there never was a pyramid found on the cast side of the

Nile. If, therefore, one is discovered from Dashour, it will be a curiosity.

In the confldcncc that this may fall into the hands of some of the
numerous travellers returning from India by Egypt, it may be excusable
to add some other questioas, though confeoscdly divagations. Does not
some curiosity attach to spccirneu;> of the enchorial hand

;
or that which ap-

pears among the three inscriptions on theUosetta stone, and is neither Greek
nor hieroglyphic? If so, there arc inscriptions in it on the rocks near
the Facha’s new well at lluinrunali, the great halting-place between
Cosseir and Kenneh. In a recess in the rock, about an English mile on the

side of Hamilmah towards Cosseir, and on the southern side of the road
(or left hand, coming from Cosseir) is a surface of perhaps thirty feet long
and fifteen high, cut iu the native granite, and covered with representa-

tions of Egyptian ceremonies, in low relief, in a more flnished style, and on
aflner material, than any others afterwards observed in Egypt. The vai^aiit

spaces are filled with inscriptions in Greek, among which appear the dates

of Tiberius, Nero, and Dornitian, being manifestly the work of Graeco-
Egyptian soldiers mi the liomuu service, who have. taken the opportunity
to commemorate their own names and those of the captains of their compa-
nies; plainly marking this as having I^ecii the Roman halting-place, or at

all events the place of its out-post, oh the road to Berenice or whatever
was the Roman station* on the Red Sea. One name only, TAIOC
IIGTIKIOO, appears in another place, a^CAIUS PETICIUS; from which
it may be concluded that Caius Petlclus was a Roman by birth. His
name, in its^ Roman dress, has been faintly scratched on the eternal granite
with the point of |ome tool like a pick-axe, and then the letters completed
bj blows of tbe point

;
and when Caius Peticiqs came to the second I,

he appears to have been called away, and has left the remaining letters

a hardly distinguishable scrawl. Among other productions of these mili-

tary artists is a figure of a galley, bearing on the prow a machine which
may be supposed to be the corvus ; and on the poop, the captain’s head>
in the proportions usually attributed to that of King Charles in the pak:
The position of the oars, though not so distinct as might be djUj^d;
favours the idea that there were several tiers^ pulled by rowers at diwbnt
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Bui Chnen-hi^ made the mistake of finding the spring season in
the middle of December

5
as appears by calculation of the pre-

cession of the equinoxes. Astronomical observations are great
enemies of the marvellous. In fact astronomy seems to have

altitudiiil,' as would be represented by supposin^^ a modern ship of war of
several decks to put out sweeps at her different tiers of ports. The pro-
bability is, that this^ recess was the position of the advanced post

; and
tlfai the regular balting-placc was at Ilainhinah. In confirmation of which
the Aga oF Kcnnch produced- an earthen canteen, of the figure of a
flattened spheroid, with holes or loops for currying it by means of a
cord passing rouml the edge of the lower circumference

; which was formd
at the depth of above a hundred feet in digging the present well, proving
that an extensive well had existed there before.

These figures and inscriptions arc well known to the Arabs of the road^

who call them ‘writings,* andj.»^Lw tasdwir,

* drawings.* Denon and his companions appear to have ridden liy them
without notice \ but the place is mentioned by Capt. ilunsun. It is perhaps
a hundred yards from this recess, 011 the side of Cosseir, that are found tlie

specimens of the an€liorial\vmi\. before alluded to. The inscriptions observed
>veic two ; each occupying a space of perhaps ten inches long and five deep,

divided into three or four compartments by horizontal lines. The writer

of this attempted to copy thorn with the black powder of antimony used
by the Arabs for their eyes ; Uut fai%L He afterwards sent an Arab ser-

vant from Kenneh, furnished with a boylc of country ink, and a hall of

leather stuffed with cotton
;
who was directed to bring away a dozen im-

pressions of each, by covering the surface of the rock with ink, and
applying wet paper of the thin kind called in India * over land.* The Arab
rejoined at’Monfaliit

; bringing with him perfoel copies, not of the encho-

rial inscriptions intended, but of two small collections of hieroglyphics, of

about the sumo external dimensions. These copies were sent to the late

Dr. Young, and it has been understood that he said they co^ituined the

name of a new Egyptian king
; but more is not known. As the locality

of these rests only on the authority of the Arab, if they are seen it would
bo*worth while to copy them. Any traveller Vrviiig the method above

mentioned of copying small inscriptions, will lirfd it exceedingly effective
;

and by bringing away a mnltitude of copies, the defeats of pne may be

corrected from another. On the opposite side of the road are many rude

representations of aiiiinals, wild lyid tame; with some inscriptions, hut

not larger than inay he supposed to*coulain the names of passengers.

Will any military traveller also (ycainiiie the rwnaius of forts, and small

square towers, which are found on the road froiii Cosseir to Kenneh
j
and

say whether they have not the appearance of being built for the purpose of

(merating with fire-arms against an enemy advancing from the Red Sea.

There is a fort of this kind (mentioned also by Capt. •Hanson), capable of

containing several hundred men, about twenty miles troifi Cosseir, called by

the Arabs SAleh^ It is ^situated precisely where the country begins to be

closed by the mountains ;
and commands the flat sandy road that approaches

R*om the Red Sea. Probably it Is one of those described by citizen Bachelu,

{Dicade Effyptienne, vol. iii. p. 267). The small square towers on the

rocks in other parts of the road, all have what a sailor would call “a long

rea^^' before them on the side towards the Red Sea ; and seem intended

forlPm action of the small long pieced oT' artillery employed in the early

periods of th^ use ofgunpowder. The probability from these clrcumstancel
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been created, that inventors in the dark ages might have their

dishonesty exposed.
The only direct testimony, out of China, relating to the

origin of the Chinese nation, appears to be in the Institutes of

Menu; where it is written, that 'many families of the military

class, having gradually abandoned the ordinances of the Veda,
and the company of Brahmans, lived in a state of degradation,

as the Chinas and some other nations.* ^
' The great antupiity of the laws of Menu is in favour of the au-

thenticity of the abgve testimony
j

for at the period at which Sir W.
Jones supposes them to have been written (above one thousand years

B. C.), there can be no doubt whatever but the Cliinese nation was
yet in its infancy and that it could lay no c\aim to ilie character of an
extensive, united, and powerful empire, until many centuries after

that date.*—vol. i. p. 3.

The Empire of China cannot be dated earlier than the dynasty
called Tsin, about two hundred years before Christ.

' ChiJioang-ii, the First Emperor, as his name seems to import, had
hardly established his authority, when the Tartars, or barbarians of
the north, began to make incursions over the extensive frontierst The
Bmperor succeeded in driving them hack into their desarts, and then
employed the united resources of his dominions in the erection of the

vast Wall, whicli has existed during a space of two thousand years,

and remains to this day a stupendous, though nearly useless, monu«
ment of the ambitious disposition of this prince.* As if determined,

would appear to be, that they were constructed by the Sultans of E^ypt at

the time when , they Avcrc threatened by Albuquerque and the Portuguese

from the Red Sea. At a place called FayMir in the rear of these,

are the vestiges of what lias probably been a barrack for the reception of
the troops of the support.. At this lust place also, was the first observed
specifnen of Egyptian archUccturc ; in the shape of a small shrine or tern*

pie, like what in sope parts of India is called a ' Putter.*

Lastly, will any bo(ly ascertain Svith precision, whether the fi;fnro of the
cohra do capello or hooded snake does npt appear as a mortuary emblem in
the E/^yptian tombs and temples, amf notably at Dciidera, the BMn til

Mutm or ** Tombs of tlie4\iugs** at G^nrnoii, and at Hou
; sometimes in

the large representations of snakes which surround the rooms, but oftener
in the shape of an ornament on the heads of the human figures attendant
on the dead. Remains of antiquity have been discovered at Hou since
Denon’s visit. They arc about three quarters of a mile from the river,

and are stioWn by the Arabs under the title of Hajer, * stones.* The cobra
de oapelh appears as the symbol of destructive power in the Trimurti or
Indian Trinity at Elcphanta* Is not its appearance in Egypt a proof that
the Egyptian ceremonies came from India?

* .'The substance of the Great Wall, which extends aloi^ a space tif

1,500 miles, from the shore of the Yellow Sea to Western Tartary, has
been estimated by Mr. Barrow exceed in quantity that of all the hdusfes
in Gfeat Britain, and to be capable of surrounding the Whole earth witii a
wall fievefal feet high.^
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however, to have a counterpoise to the reputation which this great
work entitled him to, or influenced by a spirit not unlike that by which
ErostratUs was inspired when he burned the Ephesian temple, the

same Emperor issued a general order that all the books of the learned

should be cast into the flames. Though a great many, of course,

escaped this sweeping sentence, his memory is execrated by (he literati

of China.’—p. 6.

The most reasonable solution would seem to be, that the works
of the literUti'Were not found to promote the building of the

wall; and therefore the general order may be consiclered as

equivalent: to a Chinese Six Acts. What "convicted fools

nations are, when they allow either one man or five hundred, to

set up a right to waste tl^pir money and destroy their books !

'It is stated in the history of that period, that Japan was colonized

from China during the same dynasty ; and there appears to myself
some ground for giving credit to the record.—I am well aware that

the Japanese have been asserted by some to have peopled their islands

as early as the 13th century before Christ, and that tbpse people are

said to disdain the very idea of being descended froti) the Chinese.

If, however, we remark the" striking similarity that exists between the

persons, the manners, the )|ispo$itioQs, and the policy of the two
nations, we cannot but recognize them to be of one family ; ami the

fact of the Japanese making use of the Chinese written language,
and reverencing the books of Confucius, may fairly be considered as

evidence that they carried them from China, at, or some time previous

to, the period in question.’—p. 6.

This extract is made for tlie sake of noticing the curious faot,

that in different branches of the Chinese family, the same
written characters express the same ideas, but with different

sotmds according to the diversities of spoken language. The
neatest practical illustration that cati bCiOffered to a European,
is the way in which the figures 2, 3, &c. represent to an
Englishman the sounds of one, two, three ; to a Frenchman, of

an, deux, trois; to a German, ic. &c. Imagine that all ideas

in these languages were expre|sed in the same manner by com-
mon symbols having no dependence on the sounds

; and there

wlH be obtained the phenomenon which Occurs in the case of

the Chinese.

' During the succeeding dynasties of Han (B. C. ^00—A. D. 220),
the ffrit of which is catled i$f, or wesfevti, fmm holding its tnetropoHs

in Shen^si, while the latter bears the opposite name of Tung, or
eastern^ from its court having been removed to Honan, the empire
suffered Sffvefal revQlutionSi The ambition Of the rulers of the different

m tMQ as of the ministers of tto Eitiperdr, gave rise to various

usd In th# lust dliyt of W little wosX^t of ah empire,

that the sovereigns of thiff period are called Cfm, or Lord, Instead^
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Hoang^tL The Tartars, too, by their fugitive and predatory mode of

warfare, were the cause of much trouble, and forced the Chinese to

propitiate them witli alliances and tribute. This impolitic system,

which commenced so early, was in subsequent ages carried to a still

greater height, and terminated, many centuries afterward^i in the

overthrow of the empire, by the Mongol Tartars.*—p. 7.

It appears, ctherefore, that neither building the wall nor burn-

ing the books, finally kept the Tartars out. Perhaps they were
not carried far enough. Which might be the r^ilon, too, why
the sovereign came to be called Ckoo or Lord, instead of

lloang-ti.

'The dynasty of Han, however, is a very celebrated period, in

Chinese history, and learning especially is^said to be under great obli-

gations to it. At the present day, the term for a Chinese, in contra-

distinction to a Tartar, is Han-Jin, " a Man of Han.” Paper and ink,

instead of the awkward and cumbrous method of pricking characters

on the bark of trees with a style, arc stated to have been invented

during this dynasty, shortly previous to the Christian era * : and it is

probable that the rapid progress of Buddhism, or the religion of F6,

which was soon after introduced from India, was in some measure*

owing to those inventions. The leading tenets of this sect were
taught in the Chinese language, while tht^ mere sounds of the charac-

ters were used, as a system of 4Tfi^bic spelling, to express the princi-

pal epithets or attributes of the Indian god, as well as the more
mysterious, or unintelligible portions of his sacred books. These are

now chaunted by the priests, or bonzes, witlioiit being understood,

even by themselves 3
and may pcrliaps serve to excite the greater

veneration for the object of their worship, on the principle of " omne
ignotum pro magnifico.'" The appellation o-mee-to, which, during my
travels with Lord Amherst in the interior, 1 once saw inscribed around
every division of a seven-storied pagoda, is supposed by Sir W. Jqnes
to express amita, " imiflcasurable,** the Sanscrit epithet of Buddha

:

and it is probable that a person acquainted with both the languages
would recognize abundance of Sanscrit words in the books of the

Chinese bonzes.*t—p. 7.

Paper and ink, have alway^'fieen enemies of the ortlmdox.

Why did not llan tax them
j
arid offer a bounty on * pricking

characters on the bark of trees V ff governments could begin

Ugain, or in a new planet have the benefit of the history of tne

«.

• ' The art of prtntmg is not recorded to have crisen until about A. D.
925, a little before the time of Swig',^

t ' The literary world is under great obligations to Professor Bopp of
Germany, for proving beyond a doubt that the Sanscrit and the Greek arc
little more than dialects of the same language. The similarity of a few
scatter^ed words might have been regarded as accidental coindaence; but
it requiresVousiderable hai'dibood or disbelief to set aside the resembfonee
that runs through the whole conjugations of verbSi
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old, how carefully would they guard against the first glimpses
of that change which never ends !

^ The San-kwd, or three nations into which the empire was divided,

towards the close of Han A. D. 200, were in the north, JVoo,

whose capital was at Nan-king, and Slid in the modern Sze*chuen,
The period of the three nations is a very favourite subject of the
historical plays of the IChinese, as well as of a well wytteii and much
prized historical romance, which bears the same name, and of which
Sir George Sta|||iton possesses a curious Latin translation. The dress
of that^periooTas represented on the stage, and in pictures, forms a
singular contrast with the modern garb which has been forced upon
the Chinese by their Tartar coin|ueroi*s. Instead of the long queue or
tail, proceeding from a single tuft at the back of the head, and which
forms the usual handle foj seizing offenders, the ancient Chinese are
depicted with fine heads of hair, folded beneath their caps, and with
dresses of a fasliion differing altogether from the national costume of
the present day/—p. 8,

There is singular energy in the idea of obliging every citizen

to wear a handle for the government to lay hold of him by. It

was enforced not many years ago by the serjeants commanding
guards in Ireland

; and may possibly be again.

The dynasty Tang, y^hwh lasted from A. D. 620 to 900, is re-

markable for an outbreak of th% lords of the bedchamber.
For a considerable time, their influence and authority were such,

as to enable them to make and unmake erhperors at pleasure.

As they could not however possess any real or substantial

power, it seems necessary to refer so curious a circumstance to

the operations of intrigue. The uncontrolled access which their

condition gave them to all paits of the palace, and to the com-
pany of both sexes, is suggested as having been greatly calcu-

lated to facilitate their projects. The awei»of state was not long

felt by those who were the immediate atfendants, and perhaps
the companions of the sovereign, in his privorte haunts ;

and
that barrier being once passed, the approaches of insolence and
usurpation advanced with lesS-4ntevruption. At the close of

the dynasty, however, their |)ower wasTfinally crushed in a

f
eneral massacre

;
and tholigh they are at this day employed at

•ekin in great numbers, the more modern history of China has

not recorded their interference in the revolutions of the Empire.

—rSuch are the lessops read by Chinese annals it the inhabitants

of courts.

^ It was about the end of the same dynasty of Tang, or very soon

after, that the strange custom of cramping the feet of the higher

classes of women is recorded to have commenced. As it has always

'apiieared to myself impossible to refer; the origin of such shocking

mutilation to any notions of physical beauty, however arbitrary, I am
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inditied to lUk^ribe it to a principle which unquestionably dictates the

long flails of the literati and higher classes of Chinese men. The
idea conveyed by these is exemptionfrom labour^ and as the small feet

make perfect cripples of the l^ies> it is fair to conclude that the idea

of gentility which they convey, arises from a similar association.

That appearance of helplessness, which the mutilation induces, is

much admired by the Chinese, notwithstanding its usual concomitant
of extreme unfiealthiness j an<l in their poetry, I have frequently

observed the tottering gait of the poor women compared to the

waving of a willow in the brcezo.’*-^p. 10.

What shifts is poof aristocracy put to, to keep up its distinc-

tions ! What pity that the Chinese aristocracy had not been
born with tails

!

On the population of China, the author of the Memoir is of

opinion, that ‘all our knowledge is, we nothing know.*
Nevertheless he thinks it may be * assumed with tolerable cer-

tainty, that about 150 millions is the /mW extent of the Chinese
population

; that is, less than one halt of the 333 millions stated

to Lord Macartney.’
Exceedingly d propos to the subject, will be some notices of Dr.

Morrison’s Translation of a Chinese Proclamation. It purports
to have bceh issued on the 28th December 1822, by Ching, the

Foo-yuen; the words ‘ Taou^ Kwang ' at the conclusion, being,

not {he signature of the issuer, but the name of the reigning

Emperor^ and analogous, it may be presumed, to the Vivant
Rex et Regina of an English play-bill. The Foo-yuen is

manifestly an important person. He appears to have been
an Attorney General, Privy Councillor and Lord Lieutenant all

in one, for the province of Canton
;
and the present proclama-

tion seems to have been issued on taking possession of his ofBre*

He comes in his carriage ;
and on alighting from it, commands all

‘ government officers, clerks, country gentlemen, soldiers, and
poor people,’ td yield implicit obedience. Moreover he is

of divine appointment; and may be gathered to have re-

ceived his commission during a state of things not unlike what
now exercises the talents of th^ magistracy in the disturbed

districts.

' Ching, the Foo-yiteU, has issued avery long proclamatldfi, exhorting

the people, under |ils government, to industry, and id the practice of
all the social virtues. He states his object in eight words ; it is, he
says, to

** Encourage Industry,

Establish Education,
Praise Virtue, and
Repress Vice.’*

The effect of ivhich “ he hopes whl be traoquilUty the

and the prevalence of good manners and custom3."-*p« 44.
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Ching seems to have been a parallel to Lord Peter’s loaf ; and
to have contained in him the quintessence of Constitutional

Associations, Vice Societies, and Cheap Repository Tracts* In
short he was a man labouring in his vocation, to keep' the people

quiet
;
which is a damning argument, that tliey bad good reason

to be discontent.

Ancietit rulers (says the FoO-yuen), thouglit that, irt)ne man Was
unreclaimed, it ^must be some fault in the Ruler/' 1 conimeficed
life (adds he) as a Che-heeii magistrate, and in Canton province I

served twenty years. I was removed to Shantung and to liotinn ;

and now I am placed here in the situation of Foo-yuen, bearing also

the office of Censor-general, General Adviser of llis Imperial Majesty,

and a Captain empowered to call forth the army of Canton. Music
and women {jays this paragon of magistrates’],—goods and gains,

—

revelry and avarice,—have no charms for me. J\Iy only, constant,

unreniittcd, heedful, anxious desire (winch I dare hot decline to

cherish) is, that I may look on national aifairs as if they were my
domestic affairs, and the affairs of the poor people as if they were my
own personal affairs." is astonishing, what sacrifices are made by

worthy men in all countriesfor the public good. And they always die in

the end i of sheer riding about in carriages, and abstinence,]
* Having had to give thanka to the Wise and Holy One, for appoint-

irtg me to be the soother of the peoplcM,! am well aware that, in all

the districts under my government, rolmcries* and thefts previdl, and
burn }

litigations and imprisonments abound, and multiply. Polite

decorum and instruction do not flourish j and the public manners are

not substantially good. Without an increased and great effort to cor-

rect what is wrong, I .shall be unable to console the people {liow like

a legilimale]
;
and shall have no hope of rendering a recompense

for the favour of my country.*—p.

There is a glimpse of virtue in the last. Ching is here a
magistrate by ‘the favour of his country / and neither by the

grace of God, nor the will of the Emperor. But J^Ihing, if there

be no fraud in him, is better than he looks.* For in another
place, he vows that he ^ will sidbscribe his salary to assist poor
districts to establish public scli^ols

«

' and let the Foo districts subscribe 200 taels, and the Chih-le-Cfaow
districts 150 taels, and the Keen districts 100 taels, and all the local

officers according to their ability
} and let them take the lend, and

induce the country gentlemen to come forward, and (nahage the con-
cerns, &c/—p. 46.

This would be beautifully romantic
;

if it Was tiot for the
suspicion that Ching and the country gentlemen were ^ing
all this to cover some great hoas^ whereby they were prohibiting

fore^n commerce for the improvement of their own canal pro^

perty, or sometbing else after the manners of the kindt
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Chihg’s exhortations divide themselves into four Topics, and
twenty-eight Sections. The first Tojnc is on * Encouraging the

Means of promising Good.^ He begins by exhorting to the

supply of water, ft is well he did not tax it. Next, la plant

trees ; because they ‘ neither require to be clothed ;^h your

garments, nor to eat your rice.^ The Foo-yuen is manifestly

the laird, Jock’s father, in a metempsychosis. Thirdly, to

breed domestic animals
; a thing which most people do when

they are able. Fourthly, to encourage charity and compassion ;

because ^ nature cannot equalize benefits, and give a complete

competence to all.^ Fifthly, to honour economy
;

for

^ Canton is a luxurious extravagant province ; and of all the districts,

Kwang^chow and Chaoii^chow are the mc/Jt so. The vice begins with
the retired literati, and passes to the country gentlemen

5
from them

to the rich merchants ; and down to the common people, and petty

writers and lictors. They desire to have gay shining dwellings
3
their

wives and children adorned with gold and jewels
3

their food and
drink from the seas and the mountains Qa hint, apparently, from the

Political Register^
;

their garments to be silks and crapes 3
their

ancestors halls must, in violation of their proper sphere, have Vermil-

lion beams, and doors and pillars—forgejtting that Heaven’s curse will

jome on those who affect an enjoyment which docs not belong to their

place
3
whereas, in the aiilueiit, charity to the poor, and rescuing the

distressed, bring a blessing on posterity for hundreds of years.

Besides, the Emperor, who is supreme, and whose riches etnbrace all

the world, encompassed by the four seas, himself sets you an example,
&c.’—^p. 45 .

The second Topic i$ ' Establish Instruction.^ And first he
advises to teach filial piety, and fidelity

;
because * Nature gives

to all, whether schojars, farmers, mechanics, or merchants, a
connatural sense of the four virtues, &c.’ Secondly, ' Cultivate

talent; and schools are the places to foster talent. 1 hold
public schools to be of the first importance. Why so slow in

assisting, where aid is required P Whereon follows the gallant

determination, to bo a great unpaid. Thirdly, ^Respect the

aged.^ Fourthly, ' The gentry are the hope of the poor people :

let them instruct them, and guide them, &c.’ Fifthly, * Let the

rich assist their poor kindred.^ Sixthly, ' Let the poor remem-
ber, that poverty or riches are according to the decree of Heaven,
and let them be content, &c.* Much Toryism. Seventhly &c.
merchants and traders are exhorted to deal fairly and honestly,

mothers to instruct their children, ai|d, since women do not
learn to read, fathers and husbands are exhorted to instruct

thephi The third Topic is an * Address to Magistrates.' They
are exhorted to * laud and soothe the virtuous distresseid, as
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virgins
;
8cc/ To. honour one thing, and respect another

; and
Anally, to 'give honorary banners to families that excel in

domestic virtues.’ It is plain the Foo-yuen had conceived

the idea of a peasantry that should be the pet schoolboys of

the hi^^^. orders. The last Topic is concerning things to be

discouiiManced
;
and comprehends gaming, suicide, and vaga-

bond attorneys. Canton is stated to ' abound iij thefts and
robberies/ by reason of its ' abounding in hills, and rivers.’

High ground and running water, it seems, are stimulants to

crime. Finally exhortation is made, to ' put down the vicious,

who rebel against the higher social relations/ and to seize on
bandits and sharpers.

'If these, my instructions, be but roughly regarded, tranquillity

will prevail amongst the pedfde ; if they are nicely regarded, a com-
plete renovation of the public manners will be the result/

' I desire that all my officers, gentry, and common people will not

consider this as vague loose moralizing
;
nor view this document as a

paper issued for form’s sahe ; but in deed and in truth res|)ectfu11y

receive it, and act upon it, and the good effects will long be felt, and
my hopes will appear to have been substantial, and well founded/

Taou Kwaxg.
2d Year, 1 1 th Month, 8th DHy.

(December 28th 1822.) •
**

How like is man in one place, to man every where equally

prosing, fraudulent, and furacious, when there is any thing to

be got by preaching to those beneath him

!

An article by Dr. Noehden collects all the accounts of the

Banyan or Indian Fig-tree, which are found in the works of the

classic authors. It is mentioned by Theophrastus; whose
account is worth recording for its simplicity and the absence
of the marvellous. /

f The nature and property of the Indian Fig, wilh regard to its

'rooting, arc peculiar
j
for it sends forth roots froin^he young branches,-

'which roots are lengthened, till tldey come in contact with the ground,^
' and strike into it. There is thus^brmed acoiUinuation of roots, in a
' circle, round the tree, wliich does not approach the stem, but remains
'at a distance .’—Hlstoria Plantarum. lib, I, c. 12.

It is also mentioned by Pliny, Quintus jCurtius, Strabo,

Diodorus Siculus, and Arrian. A portion of nvisapprehension

probably attaches to fhe assertion that the tree extends its shade
over ‘ five acres,’ and so as to shelter ' ten thousand men.’ The
.fact is that the Banyan tjree has the peculiarity of letting fall

suckers from the branches to the ground, which bear great re-

semblance on a magnified scale to the suckers of the strawberry

plaiiii;% . These, where they find a favourable soil, take root
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i

and produce new trees; which multiply again by a similar

process. After the sucker has taken root, the communication

with the original tree, instead of decaying, appears to increase

at about the same rate as the new plant
;
so that there is finally

formed a tangle of trees which have the appearance of issuing

from the ground and entering it again, and which, for any thing

discoverable^to the contrary, iniglit extend over fifty acres as

easily as five. The description here given, is from the celebrated

tree near Baroche, the Barugaza of Arrian
; and which possibly

enough may have endured, under successive deperitions and re-

productions of its parts, from the time of that writer*

The Pancha Tantra is a collection of Stories, in Five Sections,

to be met with, it is stated, in moat parts of India
;
and a col-

lection less ancient, identical for the greater part, but with

occasional variations, exists under the title of the Hitdpadesa.

It is interesting as containing the gern>s of a multitude of the

stories of other countries ; which, as they have manifestly not
travelled from those countries to. India, have in all probability

travelled from India to their modern homes. The first instance

of this kind given in the Analytical Account of the collection

(by H. H. Wilson, Esq.) is from .(.he Adventures of Dha
Sarma/*

^ One of the Incidents of this story has attracted extraordinary ad-

miration, if we may judge by the endlessly varied copies, and inoditi*

cations of it, which have appeared in the Bast, and in the West s the

loss of her nose by the ooafidaiite, and Its supposed recovery by the

intriguante, for whom she- had been substituted, affording a miraculous
proof of the wife’s innocence, imposing upon her husband, has been
retold in a vast number of ways. It is repeated, with different

degrees of moditicatiop, in the Roman and Turkish Tales/’ in the
" Decameron” of Boo6:icio, the Novelle" of Malespini, the Cent

NouvelleSf^ thc^, Cheveux fouph,*' a fabliau by Guerin, in the

Contes'^ of La Fontaine, in the Women Pleased” of Beaumont
and Fletcher, and in the Guardisfn” of Massinger. The story itself,

as told in tlie IJitopajlesa, has been versified by Hoppner ; and, as

narrated in the Anvari Soheili, it been rendered into Englisb verse,

by Atkinson.’—p. J62.
' The next story ia the Pancha Tantra is omitted in all the works

derived from this original. It is, however, a well known story, being
the same as Mahk and Shirin in the Persian Tales, and the Labourer
and Flying Car in the additional stories from the Arabian ]Nigfi^.

It is also narrated, with some variation, in the Vrihat Kathd. The
Muhnmmedan contrivance of a box, and the personification of Mu-
hummed, are rather clumsy substitutes for the fiction of the origin^,

In which the adventurer, in Jove with a princess, personates Hshnu,
and rides on a wooden representation of JBarHiu guided by a pin, and
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moving by magic, the prototype of the flying steed of Magellan ;

the wondrous horse of brass, on which the Tartar king did ride

and other self-moving machines of celebrity, in oriental and chivalric

romance.
‘ The story of the Q6pl and her two lovers,” is here peculiar to

the Hitdpad^ia} but it is familiar to European story-telling. It is the

third of the three fabliaux, De la Mauvaise Femme, and occurs in Le
Roman de» Sept Sages, and the Novella of Bundcllo, Bpccacio, Sanso**

vino, and* other similar collections.’

—

lb,

The well known fable of the Man and the Bear, appears under
the form of a Prince who

' acquires a sovereignty of his own, and leaving to his two friends

the direction of affairs, amuses himself in his palace, after his own
fashion. He has a pet monkey, as it is said Parrots, Pheasants,

Pigeons, Monkeys, and their like, are naturally the especial favourites

of Kings,” This Monkey be sets to watch him, as he sleeps in a
pavillion in his garden. A troublesome bee settles on the Prince’s

face, in spite of the Monkey’s pains to drive him off, till the latter,

highly incensed, snatches up his master’s sword, and, making a blow
at the bee, cuts off the Rajah's head/—p. 169.

The counterparts of various other European stories subse-

quently appear,
^

^ The commencement of this story |j|of the visit of the Rat end the

Crow, to Mant*liara, the Tortoise
j
to whom and the Crow, IJiranynka

the Rat related his adventures]] is the same in all, hut the Arabic

version here is singularly close. The IlMpadcsa alone inserts the

story of the young wife, who took her husband by the hair and
embraced him, to favour the retreat of her lover

\ n story well known
in Europe, from its version by Marguerite of Navarre, in her

Stratageme d*unefemme quiJit evader son galant, lorsque son tnari, qui

etoit borgne, croyoit le smpre^idre avec elle,** and she borrowed it from
the*flrst story of the Mauvaise Femme^ It wp made a similar use of
by the Sieur D’Orvllle, Malespini, Bandello,*^and other raconteurs!^

. p. 172.
* The addition of the Antelope to the friendly*society, occurs here,

in the same manner, in nil. Thel story of '‘The Elephant, liberated

from his bonds by the Rat,” of which we have a familiar version in

the apologue, of the Rat and the Lion, next occurs In the Pancha
Tantra!^lb»

The Third Section of the Pancha Tantra is on the subject of

Inveterate Enmity, or War between Crows ^nd Owls but

in the UitopadUa the belligerent powers are the peacocks and
the geese. The introductory matter of this section, descriptive

of the quarrel between the Crows and Owls, and the consulta-

tions of the monarch of the former with his five ministers, con-

tains, among other curiosities, the following enumeration of the

officers of state who are, or are not, to be relied upon with
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confidence.^' In the opinion of the author of the Pancha
Tantra,

^ The Officers to be distrusted are eighteen.

The minister. Master of the horse.

The royal chaplain^ or priest. Master of the elephants.

The general. Superintendant of the treasury.

The young prince^ associated in Ditto of the stores,

the empire, and designated as The governor of the fort,

successor. The ruler of the prisons.

Warden, or chamberlain. The superintendant of the boun-
The superintendant of the inner darics, or lord of the marches.

apartments. A companion.
Master of the ceremonies. A courtier.

Master of requests. The foresters.

The fifteen naturally attached to the monarch’s cause, are

The queen-mother. The cup or water bearer.

The queen. The betel-bcarer.

The confidential attendant. The preceptor.

The chaplet-weaver, or florist. The captain of the body guard.
The bed-maker. Quartermaster.
The superintendant of the beds. The umbrella-bearer.
The astrologer, or time-keeper, Female attendant and singer.

Physician. p. l?^.

Such was the wisdom of the court of the King of the Crows;
The various examples of European fables told under other
names, which appear in the sequel, are too numerous for extrac-

tion. The story of the dog killed by its master, which is the
foundation of the ballad of Ifeth (ielert, appears with the sub-
stitution of a tame ichneumon which destroys a snake. 7'he

fable of the ass who attempts to be musical, produces a recapi-

tulation of musical terms, among which are stated to be identi-

fied the major and minor ‘‘modes. The story of the weaver,
will recall that of the three wishes ; to which, however, in point
and humour, it is vastly inferior. That of S6ma~Sarma is in

substance the same as that of Afnaschar in the Arabian Nights.
The story comprised in the last, of the Rdkshasa who got upon
the Brahman's shoulders, contains the hint of the old man who
proved so troublesome to Sinbad, in his fifth voyage. The
inspection of the whole is confirmatory of the opinion, that the
craxlle of invention, and probably of mankind, was in India. In
some extracts from the anegorical stories of the Bhdja-^charUra,
contained in the '' Comments on an Inscription upon Marble, at
Madhucarghar,’' by Major J. Tod [p. 218], ^pear other proofs
of the origin of the fabular and fairy lore of Europe.
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A subsequent memoir is on an awful subject. It is Some
account of a Secret Association in China, entitled the Triad
Society by the late Dr. Milne. There is a Secret Association
in China ! It is for the overthrow of social order ”

! Who
can say, but there may be carbonari in our tea-pots ? There
will be no hope from China, whenever Russia shall be revolu-

tionized or beaten, It existed in the earlier part^of the reign

of his late Chinese majesty, Kea King, but under a difterenl de-
nomination. It was then called the T^heen le /mnj/, i. e,

** The
Ccelesto-terrestrial Society,’^ or The Society that unites Hea-
ven and Earth.”

^ It spread itself rapidly through the provinces, had nearly upset
the government, and its muehinatioiis wore not entirely defeated till

about the eighth year of the said Emperor’s reign, when the chiefs

were seized and put to death ; and it was (in the usual bombast of
(Chinese reports) officially stated to liis majesty, '‘'that tliere was not
so much as one member of that rebellious fwitcrnity left under the

wide extent of the heiivcns.” The fact, however, was just the con-
trary, for they still existed, and operate^!, though more secretly

5
and

it is said, that a few years after, they assumed the name of the " Triad
Society,” in order to cover th^ir purposes. Hut the name by which
they chiefly distinguish themselves, is HimL^ km, i. e, the "Elood
Family,” *

'There are other associations formed both in Cliina and in the

Chinese colonics that are settled abroad, as the Thcen how hwny, i. e.

the " Queen of Heaven’s Company, or Society j” called also, the

Ncang ma hwuy, or " Her Ladyship’s Society 5” meaning the " queen
of heaven, the mother and nurse of all things.” These associations

are rather for commercial and idolatrous purposes, tlian for the over-

throw of social order j though it is said, that the members of the
" Queen of Heaven’s Society,^^ settled in Hengal and other parts,

unite in house-breaking, &c.*—p. 21*0. •

The object of this society, it is statM, at (iv^t tFocs not appear
to have been peculiarly hurtful i but, as numbers increased, it

degenerated from mere mutual assistance^ to theft, robbery,

the overthrow of regular government, and an aim at political

power.” This, in fact, appears to be the common course,

wherever governments allow men to associate at all.

' A Chinese tailor in Malacca, named Ts^wu foo, who committed
murder, in the close of 1818, shortly after the transfer of the colony,

and made his escape from the hands of justice, was a chief man in

this society j
and, it is believed, had a considerable number of persons

under his direction, both on the land and at sea. There cannot be a

doubt but his escape was partly owing to the assistance of his fellow-

members, as a rigorous search was made for him by the police.'

—

p. 24fl.

VOL. Westminster Review* u
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^ The professed design, however, pf the Sqn ho. hwuy is benevolence,

as thp following jnotto will shew :

Yew full tung hcang
Yew hp tung tang.

The blessing, reciprocally share 5

The woe, reciprocally bear.

They assist eacli other, in whatever country, whenever they can make
themselves known to each other by the signs.*—p. 24?2.

The government (if it be proper, says the learned author, to

dignify tlie management of so worthless a combination by such

an epithet) of the San ho liiviiy, is vested in three persons, who
are all denominated Ao, Elder brothers.'* They distinguish

between the ruling brethren, by calling them Brother first.

Brother second. Brother third." The members generally are

called Ileimg tt, i. e. '' Brethren.”

All tins is very sinful and dangerous
;
particularly when com-

bined with the factj that * of the laws, discipline, and interior

nianagemeiit of the San ho hwuj/f the writer has not been able tp

obtain any information.*

^ There is said to be a AfS. book, containing the society's regula-

tions, written on cloth, for tlufsakeof preserving the writing long in a
legible state. Should a detection be made, tlic cloth MS. may, for

the time, be thrown into a well or pond, from whicli it can afterwards

at convenience be taken out
;
and in case of the person, in whose care

it is, being pursued by the police, and obliged to swim across a river, &c.
he carries the MS. with him.*—p. 24-3.

This seems capable of being usefully applied in liurope,

Think only of the Secretary of a Corresponaing Society swim^
ming a river, &c. and towing after him the regulations of the

society written on cloth.

But tliougb the author * has not been able to obtain any in-

formation of the laws, discipline, and interior management* of
the society, he is competent to'^authenticate the fact, that

' The heads of this fraternity, ;ls in all other similar associations,

have a larger share of all the booty that is procured, than the other
members.—p, 243.

Of the initiatory ceremonies also, ' but a very imperfect idea
can be obtained.’ Nevertheless r.

' The initiation takes place commonly at night, in a very retired or
secret chamber. There is an idol there, to which offerings are presented,
and before which the oath of secresy is taken. The Chinese say there
are thirty-six oaths** taken on the occasion,—A small sum of money
is given by the initiated to support the general expense. There is
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likewise a ceremony which they call Kwo Keaoii, i. e. crossing the

bridge/' This bridge is formed of swords, cither laid between two
tables (ail end resting on each), or else set up on the hills, and meet-
ing at the point

j
or held up in the hands of two ranks of members,

with the points meeting, in form of an arch. The persons who
receive the oath, take it under this bridge

j
which is called passing

or crossing the bridge/* The yih ko, or chief ruling brother, sits

at the head of this steel bridge (or each with a drawn sword),
reads the articles of the oath, to every one of which an ailirmative

response is given by the new member, after which he cuts olf the

head of a cock, whicli is the usual form of a Chinese oath,

intimating thus let perish all who divulge the secret.’*—p. 243.
^ Some of the marks by which the members of the San hd hu:uy

make themselves known to each other, .are those that follow :—Mystic
numbers

j
the chief of which is the number three. They derive their

preference for this probably from the name of their society, the

Triad Society."—p. !214.

Certain motions of thefingers constitute a second class of signs
j

e. g. using three of the fingers in taking up any tJiing. If a member
happens to be in company, and wishes to discovcT whether there be a
brother present, he takes up his tea-cup or its cover ((’hiucso tea-cups

have always a cover), with the thumb, the fore, and middlefingers,
or with the fore, middle, and third lingers, and which, if perceived

by an initiated person, is answered by a corresponding sign.*

^ They also have rccounsc to odes ami pieces of poetry, as secret

marks.*—p. 245.

Incidental lights thrown on the peculiarities of this fraternity,

are that their secret designation of Ihatg kea^ literally t/ie

flood family , is ^ intended, perhaps, to inliinato the extent

and effectiveness of their operations, that, as a flood, they

spread and carry every thing before them.' An apprehension,

too, is expressed, that the position of two characters on the

society’s seal, ‘ both looking towards the straight line on which
the words ** Heaven’' and ** Earth" arc wuatten, may mystically

signify the bringing of myriads of ilations lyideT: the society s

influence.’ But it appears beyond a doubt, that Changefoo,
xvo dMi tung on another part of the seal, is Let the Jaithfut

and righteous mile so as to J'Ssin a whole (i. e. a universal

empire),"

^ This seems the plain sense of the words, according to this arrange-

ment of them
j
but it is impossible to ascertain whether something

else may not be intended, as they are susceptible of as many meanings

as arrangements. This version, however, agrees with the general

views of this dangerous fraternity.*—p. 248.

It is certainly very dangerous, that the faithful and righteous

should unite so as to form a whole. The author is further of opi-

nion that ‘ there will appear to be a striking resemblance in some
u 2
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points between the San ho hwuy, and the Societi/ of Free

Masons i though he ‘ would not be understood, by so saying, to

trace this resemblance in any of the dangerous principles of the

San ho hwiiify for he believes, 8cc/

^ The points of resemblance between the two societies, appear to

the writer to be the following :
—

*

' I. In their pretensions to great antiquity, the San ho hwuy profess

to carry their origin back to the remotest antiquity. Tsze yen c/m/ig

Kwo,\.e, from the first settlement of China;’* and their former
name, viz. Ceelesto-terrestrial Society,** may indicate that the body
took its rise from the creation of heaven and eartli ; and it is known
that some Free-masons affirm that their society had a being ever

since symmetry and harmony beg,an,’* though others are more moder-
ate in their pretensions to antiquity.*

' 2. In making benevolence and mutual assistance their professed

object, and in affording mutual assistance to each other, in whatever

country, when the signs arc once given. Notwithstanding the dangerous
nature of the San ho hwuy, the members swear, at their initiation, to

be filial and fraternal and benevolent, which corresponds to the

engagement of the Frec-masons, to philanthropy and the social

virtues.*
^ In the ceremonies of initiation, e. g,, the oatli, and the solemnity

of its administration, in the ajrch of steel and bridge of swords.^
^
4. May not the three ruling brethren of the San 1x6 hwuy be con-

sidered as having a resemblance to the three masonic orders of appren-
tice, fellowcraft, and master V

^ 5, The signs, particularly ** the motions with the fingers,"^ in as far

as they are known or conjectured, seem to have some resemblance.*
‘ 6. Some have affirmed tluit the grand secret of Free-masonry con-

sists in the words Liberty and Fkpiality and if sOi certainly the

term Heung Te, (i. e, brethren’*) of the San hd hwuy may, without
the least force, be explained as implying exactly the same ideas.’

^ Whether there exisuany thing in the shape of ** Lodges in the

San ho hwuy, or,not, the writer has no means of ascertaining
; but he

believes the Chinese law is so rigorous against this body, as to admit
of none. (To belong to this Soci^iy is, in China, a capital crime.)

Nor does there appear, to be a partiality among the members for the
masonic employment. Building dots not appear to be an object witli

them, at least not in as far as can be discovered.*—p. 24-9.

The inference from all this appears to be, that there are Free
Masons in China

; and that they are objects of jealousy, as in

other countries where men have the misfortune to live under
a paternal government. The evidence against them reduces
itself to the case of the tailor in Malacca

;
the proof of whose

guilt, and connexion with free-masons by land and sea, appears
to rest principally on the fact of his having been too nimble for

the police. It is difficult to avoid being persuaded that the ChL
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nese frce-masous have had liard measure dealt to them, and Imve
been unfortunate in having for their historian an individual who
had left Europe under the impression of the absurdities

prevalent in it before the last expulsion of the Bourbons.
But if there are Free-masons in the East, there arc also

Quakers, springing from a George Fox of their own in the

province of Delhi. In A. D. l/)44 an individual mfmed BIrbhan,
inhabitant of IVnjasir, near Nariwal, in the province of I)e/hi,

received a communication from Udava Das, teaching him the
particulars of the religion now^ professed by the Sauds, A copy
of the Po/A/, or religious book of this sect, written in a kind
of verse in the T'henih or pure Hindi dialect, has been pre-

sented to the Asiatic Socjpty, by W. II. Tiant, Esq. M. P. the

author of the Memoir.
' The Sauds utterly reject and abhor all kinds of idolatry

j
and the

(Janges is considered by them not to be a sacred object
j
aithough tlie

converts are made chiefly, if not entirely, from among the Hindus,
whom they resemble in outward appearance.’

' The Sauds resemble the Quakers, or Society.of Friends, in England,
in their customs, in a remarkable degree.*

* Ornaments and gay apparel of every kind arc strictly prohibited.

Their dress is always white. Vhey never make any obeisance or salu-

tation. They will not take an oath
5 a^d they are exempted in tl)c

courts of justice 5 their asseveration, like that of the Quakers, being
considered equivalent.’

^ The Sauds profess to abstain from all luxuries
^

such as tobacco,

betel, opium, and wine. They never have exhibitions of dancing.
All violence to man or beast is forbidden

; but, in self-defence, resist-

ance is allowable. Industry is strongly enjoined.*
^ The Sauds, like the Quakers, take great care of their poor and

inflriii people. To receive assistance out of the sect or tribe would be

reckoned disgraceful, and render the offcndcni^iable to excommuni-
cation.' , •

' All parade of worship is forbidden. Private |fl*aycr is commended.
Alms should be unostentatious : tli|;y arc not to be given that they

should be seen of men. The due r^ulation of ^le tongue is a principal

duty.’ •

^ The chief scats of the Saud sect arc Delhi, Agra, Jaijapiir, and

Farruk/idhdd’, but there are several of the sect scattered over other

parts of the counp*y. An annual meeting takes place at one or other

of the cities above-mentioned, at which the concern^ of the sect are

settled. In Farrukhdbdfl, the number was about three thousand.’
^ The magistrate of FarrukhAhdd informed me, that he had found

the Sauds an orderly and well-conducted people
;
they arc chiefly

engaged in trade.’

' Bhfxwanl Das [Mr. Trant’s principal Saud acciuaintance] was

anxious to become acquainted with the Christian religion, and I gave

him some copies of the New Testament in Persian and Hindustani,
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which he arterwards told me he had read, and shown to his people,

and much approved/—p. 252.

When the Frec-masons send a mission to the East to look after

their Chinese brethren, they should manifestly be accompanied
by a Quaker to hold a meeting with friends at Delhi.

Messrs. Burton and Ward, Baptist Missionaries, contribute a

Report of their Journey into the Jintak Country, in the interior

of Sumatra, in the year 1824. Among the peculiarities of the

Baiak race, one is, that they eat their thieves. Adulterers

may be eaten alive.

* Persons caught in the act of house-breaking or highway robbery

arc publicly executed with the knife or matchlock, and then imme-
diately eaten ; no money can save them. But if the delinquents are

fortunate enough to escape immediate seizure, they are only fined. A
man taken in adultery is instantly devoured, and may be lawfully eaten

piecemeal without first depriving him of life. Men killed, or

prisoners taken, in a great war, are also publicly eaten 5
but, if only

two villages be engaged, this is not allowed : the dead are then left

on the field to be buried by their respective parties, and the prisoners

may be redeemed/—p. 507.

A Letter from Sir Alexander Johnston, lately Chief Justice

and President of Council in Ceylon, on the subject of an
Arabic Inscription in that island, is exceedingly remarkable for

the liberal and friendly spirit evinced by a high public func-

tionary towards the Mohammedan population under his influ-

ence, and the testimony borne to their general character and
deportment,

' The Mohammedan population on that island [[Ceylon] now con-

sists of about seventy thousand persons, who are distributed in 'every

])art of the country. The Mohammedan traders still have establish-

ments at Putlam, Colombo, Barbareen, and Point de Gallc, from
whence they carry on an export and Import trade with the coasts of

Malabar and Coromandel.’
''

' Their laws of marriage and irlicritancc are a modification of the

laws of marriage and inheritance^vhich prevailed amongst the Arabs,

who were subject to the Calipli of Bagdad at the time their ancestors

emigrated from Arabia. Their maritime and comoiercial laws bear a

strong resemblance both to those maritime an^jboniniercial laws
Which prevail amongst the Hindu maritime^ traders of India, and to

those which prevail amongst the Malay maritime traders of Malacca
and the eastern islands.’

* The conduct whicli they, as a body, invariably observed with respect

to the different measures which I adopted while 1 was Chief Justice and
President of His Majesty’s Council on Ceylon, gave me a very favour-

able opinion of their intellectual and moral character. In 1806,

when 1 called upon their chiefs and their priests to assist me in tom*
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piling for their tisc, as I had done for thdt of each df the other classes

of inhabitants ih Ceylon, a Separate code of latvs, founded upon their

respective usages and customs, I derived the most extensive and
valuable information from their local experience. In 1807, when I

consulted them as to the best mode of improving the education of
their countrymen, 1 found them not only anxious to co-operate with
me on the occasion, but willing to make, at their (iwn expense, the
most liberal establishments in every part of the island* for instructing
all the children of the Mohammedan religion in such branches of
science and knowledge as I might think applicable to the peculiar
state of society which prevailed amongst them. In 1811, when t

publicly assembled thein to explain the nature of the j)rivilegc

of sitting upon juries, and of the other privileges whicli I had
obtained and secured tor them under the great seal of England,
by his Majesty’s charter dt 1810, 1 received from them the most
useful suggestions, both as to the manner of rendering the jury
system popular amongst their sect, and that of attaining ilic real ends
ofjustice, without militating against any of the feelings, or even the
prejudices, of the peofile. In i815, when on thy proposal they
adopted the same resolution which all the other castes on Ceylon had
adopted, of declaring free all children bdrh of their slaves after the
rith of.August 1816, 1 had every reason to applaud the humanity and
liberality of the sentiments imd views, which they not only expressed
but acted upon, in tlie progress of that^mportant measure.’—p, 510.

Not a word of objection, it appears, from a decent Mussulman
or Buddhist, to so reasonable a proposal as assigning a term for

the cessation of slavery by birth. It is only by a few dmes damnees
among Christians, that it continues to be resisted. This is one
of the points where a prodigious outcry would have been raised

if it had suited any body’s interests, on the imminent danger
of interfering with native prejudices ; an outcry of the same
foundation, as was maintained upon the (|^ngev of attempting a
free trade with the inhabitants of Chinfl, till the evidence of

facts could be presented to the public*
;
an^ ofM piece with the

perils of not burning widows, the impassibility of effecting any
change in the opinions and customs of natives of the East, and
other effusions of what the\uthor of ‘^laxw^ell’ would call

the Twatikay-itvaddle spirit, which hold good in England till the

evidence of intelligent persons can be brought to bear upon
their merits.

The Arabs nave introduced into Ceylon the work of Avicenna

on medicine; and Arabic translations of Aristotle, Plato, Emclid,

Galen, and Ptolemy; extracts of which were frequently

brought to Sir A; Johnston at Ceylon by the Mohammedan
priests and merchants:

• See the evidence of Capt. Jackie and others, btt the perfect facility of

free trade ^ith China; in the Bdinburgh Review, No. CIV. p. 802.
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^ While investigating questions rcLativc to the laws of marriage
and inheritance between tlie Mohammedans of Ceylon, 1 have fre-

quently been referred by them for my guidance to notes which they

possessed, of decisions given in similar cases by the cadies of Bagdad
and Cordova, which decisions had been observed as law amongst the

jMohanimedans of Ceylon for seven or eight hundred years.’—p. 547.
^ The maritime laws and usages which prevail amongst the Hindu

and Mohammedan mariners and traders who frequent Ceylon, of
which 1 made a complete collection while presiding in the Vice

Admiralty Court of that island, may be classed under four heads

:

First, those which prevail amongst the Hindu mariners and traders

who carry on trade in small vessels between the coasts of Malabar,
Coromandel, and the island of Ceylon

^
secondly, those which prevail

amongst the Mohammedan mariners and traders of Arab descent

who carry on trade in small vessels l^tw<?lJn the coasts of Malabar,
Coromandel, and the island of Cejrlon ]

thirdly, those wdiich prevail

amongst the Arab mariners and traders who carry on trade in very

large vessels between the eastern coasts of Africa, Arabia, the

Persian Gulf, and the island of Ceylon
j

fourthly, those which prevail

amongst the Malay mariners and traders who carry on trade between
the coast of Malacca, the eastern islands, and Ceylon.*—p. 548.

To many readei’s it may perhaps he news, that they have fellow-

citizens of the Mohammedan persuasion, carrying on trade in

very large vessels between the eastern coasts of Africa, Arabia,

the Persian Gulf, and the island of Ceylon
;
for though all the

individuals alluded to may not come under that description, many
of them undoubtedly do. The statesman-like interest taken by
theChief Justice and President of Council of Ceylon in their con-
cerns, designates him as most likely to lend his influence and his

talents to any attempt to promote the circulation of knowledge,
either from East to Wdst or from West to East. Why should
the Asiatic Society 0711 fine itself to importing Oriental know-
ledge into Europe, and not apply at least a modified portion of
its eftbrts to the e\jjortation of something of European staple

in return ? The invention of lithography has broken down the

obstacles which formerly existed to the easy and effectual dis-

persion ofEuropean editions in ttei Oriental languages. Nothing
js now required but to procute a native scribe, and any work
may be printed with purity and elegance proportioned to the

talent of the copyist. No work would be received with such
eagerness by tne class of persons who .^have been specially

designated, as a concife treatise on navigation, containing the

rules for keeping a ship’s way, and for making the ordinary

observations by means of Eilropean instruments. A table of

latitudes and longitudes should be added
;
in which the utmost

use should be made of native counsels, to ensure the desig-

nating of places by the names and forms under which they are
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recognized in the East. A Mercator’s Chart of the World in

Arabic, would be no great national exertion ; and if England
cannot compass it, it would be worthwhile for France to do it, if

it was only for the sake of reckoning the longitudes from Paris.

Whoever has associated with the Mohammedans of the East,

knows that these are objects which would be received with in-

tense interest, and make an Oriental immortality for whoever
had the good fortune to have their names attached. Among
works of literature, one of the most favourable for translation

into Arabic would probably be Itasselas

;

and (let no man be
shocked at the juxta-position) a modern traveller has given a
useful hint, in commemorating the eagerness with which certain

Arabs collected to hear his .exltem])oro translations of Robin-
son Crusoe. Saint-Pierre’s, tothance delights the Pauls and
Virginias of modern Greece; ‘Why should not the civilizers

of Algiers make a present of it to the hoiiris of the East ? It

may be doubted whether tlie houris are at this moment exten-
sively gifted with the complicated art of reading; but there are
times and circumstances when things strgingely find their way,
and if there are not many Pauls in eastern landscapes now,
there may be And the/air Bedouines too (for there are such,
walking unveiled upon the very sp<^|.s where once stood Sarah
and Rebecca, and maintaining the ancient claim to be ‘ fair to

look upon,’) what have theij done, that there should be none in

young France ambitious to carry the tales of his proud country
to their ear ? Are we not brethren all,—sisters except ? Why
should not there be common stock, in spite of one reading to

the right and another to the left ?

A letter of the late Professor Carlyle,^ communicated by W.
Mi<l*sden, Esq., is valuable for the contradiction it gives to the

idea which from some quarter had unfortitnately gone forth, that

there are great differences among the dialects oft the Arabic, as

spoken in different regions of the globe, and that they vary

materially from the Arabic of^he Koran. It would probably

be a fair statement of the fact^to say that the language of the

Koran bears every where the same relation to the conversa-

tional language of the educated classes, that the authorized

version of the Old and New Testament does to the same in any
European country

;
that is to say, that it is in all cases perfectly

correct, and even to®a certain extent a model for precise and
forcible diction, though it is at the same time true that it would

* The beauties of the Isle of France and its inhabitants, are familiar

subjects of admiration among the maritime Arabs. Tlie machinery of

Saint-Pierre would therefore run no risk of being unintelligible.
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be formal and antiquated in the mouth,? of any who should

insist on employing it in common coiiversatioh. Men do not

converse in the language of their religious books, any more than

in the language of Acts of Parliament, or of demonstrations in

geometry. But it is a long way from this to the assertion, that

these and their conversation approach to being distinct tongues.

And in the diUlects of the uneducated classes, the difference

appears to be less than among the provinces of the same
European nation

;
a circumstance which is possibly accounted

for by the constant reference made by all classes to the Koran
as a standard both of language and opinion There are re-

markable differences in tlie pronunciation of sundry letters. A
Persian or Indian speaker of Arabic the important j)er-

sonage so well known to the readers of Eastern romance, cazi ;

an Arab of the Persian Gulph calls him cadhi (pronouncing the

dh like the English th in thee^
;
and an Aleppine, it appears,

would call him cadi^ Some dialects obtain an additional sound

by turning one of the two Z;’s of the Arabic language (the j)
into a g; while others give to the final cJ a sound like that

of ng at the end of English words.f

* it U impossible to avoid takhig the opportunity of protesting against

die horrible system of expressing Oriental words in European letters, which
lias been introduced among the English in India. It probably coniuicnccd
at a period when it was held a mark of ' tnily British feeling* to express
an oriental language liy combinations of letters incomprehensible to any
but a native of Great Britain. On what other principle can the hideous
English diphthong oo have been introduced to express the shortest sound
of the Italian And why arc the Arabs, after thirty centuries, to be
turned into the l/rubs ; and the old established and well accustomed com-
mercial city of Surat, to become Soorut? Why, in short, is the s&und
which mankind in all ages have agreed to call n, to be written by Anglo-
Indians u ? The^ only explanji^iou appears to be, that it has originated

with some wcll-ineankig provincial, who thought he spoke refined English
by calling butter * batter,’ and tliencc.concluded that the sound in ‘ baiter *

was expressed by the English «. Toe consequence of the whole system
has been, that all thiiiijs^irc possible, ^except reading six words of Anglo-
Indian Arabic. The simple European vowels, under their continental, or
more accurately, their Italian sounds, with the addition of the circumflex
to express the presence of a letter of prolongation, would have been intel-

ligible to Englishmen, and to the whole of Europe besides.

f Both of these are exemplified in the Arabic of Africa ,• though they
are by no means confined to that continent. 'The writer of this note
possesses a quantity of African manuscripts, written in the year 1809 in

the vicinity of Sierra Leone, which present many points of interest, as
connected with the state of learning in the interior of that country. One
of these is a political letter of 39 pages

; or more properly three letters

upon the same subjects, each containing much matter peculiar to itself,

along with some that is common to the others. The writer quotes copi-
ously and with considerable talent from the Koran, in confirmation of nis
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Manf brief particulars are scattered iti different articles,

which it may be agreeable to collect. As the Cliinesc were

arg^unients ; and concludes with a quotation from tlic Kaitious of Firouzn-
bdai, and a request for forbearance to his defects ou the ground that he is

%

•'no scholar and knows nothing of the distinctions between

letters [of different classes], and between the Active and the Passive,

and the Preterite and the Aorist, aiid the Verb and the Noun and the
Particle and in another place he excuses hiinsolf liecaiise he is “ poor
in knowledge, and unskillca in the nianagcinelit of Proiioun.s.*^ The last

page is occupied by eight lines germane to the general matter, announced
as “ verse which arc given in the original, for the chance that some
person may point out, what Arab moralist has been conveyed across the
Sahara in company with Firotizabadi, or wlictlier this ** verse ” is to be
set down as the produce of negro inspiration.
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* Verse.*

* Who holds his peace, goes safe 5

‘ Who s«ys any thing good, makes gain.

* Who injures men, rebels aguhist heaven

;

* Who is merciful to men, receives mercy.
* Who seeks for increase, other than according to

* The mil 0/ the Lord of all increase, is accursed.

* Who keeps his bond, is clear of blame

;

* Who acts generously, has his reputation spread abroad.*

•The End.*
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acquainted with printing and gunpowder before Europeans, so

they also lay claim to the appearance of the small-pox, but not

Another inanuJicript of eleven pages, was copied at the request of the

possessor, as a specimen of the books existing in the country ;
as is proved

by its being written with ink and on paper given for tlic purpose. It is in

a different hand from that of the writer of the political letter
;
and appears

to have been copied from a very accurate unpointed manuscript, and
points added without sense or meaning by the ignorant copyist. It

purports to be an extract from Mohnmmcd Bin Solrymint Al Jezwnly

;
and consists of Molianiiucdan divinity,

with that mixture of the Aristotelian philosophy Avhich the Ara])s derived

from the Greeks. Iiupiiry was mridc after Ajohammed Bin SolcymAn A1
Jezwaly from the principal Miitishi of the College at Calcutta ; and the

answer, bearing that * Mohammed Bin Soleyinaii Al Jezwaly was wise,

learned, eloquent, &c.’ seemed to imply that he was recognized by the

learned Munshi, though unfortunately nothing like place or date Avas

attached to the account. Tlic extract begins, after the name of the autlior

and the usual forms.

“ Know that the knowledge of The One God is divided into four divisions ;

that wliich relates to his Esscncey and that which relates to his Qualities,

and the Positive, and the Negative.'^ The Attributes relating to his

essence are divided into existence present, and existence past, and
existence future, and self-subsistence, and non-liability to accidents.’’

The attributes relating to his qualities arc, knowledge, power, will, life,

speech, hearing, sight, the perception of all tastes, and the perception
of all touches. These are declared to be inherent in the essence of the

Deity. The negative attributes are, that there is none like to him, equal
to him, &c. The positive, that he is the Merciful, the Creator, &c. There
follow some rather curious speculations, carried on by the intervcntioi}. of
a supposed objector, as to whether far and near can be predicated of the

Deity, and whether sensation, reality, and other attributes, are not acci~

dents. These end. in establishing that "sensation is not accident, for its

existence has no refer<*ncc to periods of time
5 and that is one of the pro-

perties of accident, inasmuch as acci^lent is constituted by nothing but
that very property.” Follows also a jdiscussion upon fluids and solids,

l)ody and substance, absofute and relative, dependent and independent, and
more out of the storehouses of the logicians of antiquity. Lastly, with
tlic appearance of being a separate extract, comes a controversy on the
nature of the cvhlcnce for the existence and iitlributes of the Deity as

before described. There may not be much interest in all this ; except as it

Avas perhaps not generally understood that thes/? subjects engaged the
attention of negro literati in the interior of Africa. What a horror, that
such people anu their descendants should he kept in slavery by Weat-India
proprietors, Avho do not know an Alif from a Wau, •

Besides these, arc other documents of minor import. The first infer-

ence from the whole is, that literature in the interior of Africa is not in so
low a condition as was surmised. It is plain that an individual able to

read and write Arabic, might open a communication with Tombuctoo as
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* sooner than the year 1122 before Christ’ (Vol. ii. p. 63),
The earliest mention of this disease in Europe, is in A. D. 710,
when it is stated to have been introduced by a Saracen
invasion, as the cholera is likely to be by the movements
of the Russians. There appears to be soiue evidence that
vaccination was practised in remote times in India, and that it

is known, distinctly from any European source, an the banks of

effectually as with Delhi
;

aiul that translations of any desired works ini|,dit

lie introduced with all the effect which the nature of their contents should
command. The whole of the manuscripts are written with precisely
those peculiarities of letters and of syntax, which are described by the
accurate and observant De Sacy in his grammar

;
proving that one. dialect

(if the term may be admitted) of written Arabic pervades the African con-
tinent from Morocco to Sierra Leone. A remarkable circninstiiiice is, that
wherever the Europeans or white men are mentioned, they arc called by

the term Yehoudy, ^.lew.* An African chief writing to the go-

vtinior of Sierra Leone says, * I never saw the like of you among the
Yehoudy ; for I understand you have got some camels animals never seen
before in that part of Africa, and wtiicli had Ijjien brought by sea from
Senegal. This throws light on the fact, that in the large maps of Africa,
is written in one part of the internal waste, ‘ Here is reported to exist a
people of Jews 5’ and a littlc®to the East or West, * Here is reported to
exist a people of white men.* The two rc^iorts therefore resolve themselves
into one

; and double the evidence for the existence of some race distin-

guished for their light complexions, in these latitudes.

In these manuscripts the is used to express the sound of the Eng-

lish final A well known place in the neigh bourliood of Sierra Leone,

Ro/tkon^, is The word King, in * King dcorge,’ is And

in one of the manuscripts, if there is no mistake, mention is made of the

cLiCgb 5 which may be surmised to be^'the country oi Kong,^

De Sacy, in his copy of a Moorish trehty appended 'to the travels of

Durand, exhibits the as employ<^ in a similar manner, to express the

French sound of main (‘ a quire of paper') as rendered by the Arabic

The writer of this once saw at Sierra Leone an individual with straight

black hair like an Indian, and a complexion lighter than a mulatto, one of
two envoys scut from the King of Temboo, who stated himself to liavc liecii

engaged in trade betiveen Tombuctoo and Suez. On being asked what he
brought from Suez, hejreplicd (through an interpreter) that he brought
** coral, and heads,and scarlet cloth,andfine cloth that wastwo staves afathom
the last, probably, some Indian manufacture brought to Suez. On allowing

due discount for tlie expense of bringing a slave to the coast, there is no
difficulty in finding Indian products which must sell for the price of

a slave per yard in the interior of Africa, This individual stated the name
of his country or tribe to be ^ Zapat ;* of which no explanation was ob-

tained till sixteen years afterwards^ wlieu a French traveller M* Durautou
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the Euphrates! (pp. 66, 68).—When Pom rises to aa unusual

height in one province in Chinai the viceroy recommends a

temporary rela:jcation of the restrictions on the coasting trade.”

When the price of grain in Fith-keen shall have sunk to its

usual level, let the customary restrictions be resumed” (p. 88).

—Tlie celebrated Nana Farnevis, who died in 1800, cared neither

who had resided* for some years in Kasson, stated in writing that ' en

lan^'ue Foulah, tiapato'' signijie Maure. Saparbe a la m^me signification

J

^ In the Fonldh language, tiapato means Moor. Saparhi also means the same.*

It appears therefore mat the traveller of Sues; was a Mpor ; the only one
known to have visited Sierra Leone. The writer has to regret that his

ignorance at that time of Arabic, deprived him of the probable opportunity

of obtaining much interesting information.

Many are the oral reports obtained froni the natives of Africa, wliioh

might be verified by any person in possession of the art and mystery of

writing a letter in Arabic. One of these assertions was, that the Senegal and
Jolaba (Park's Niger) communicate ; which only requires a stream from
the mountains to divide into two, and each to he afterwards joined by new
streams from the like sources. A stranger report, received from a native

of Sego, was of the existence of a nation in the interior, where * the

king was a woman, and b^at iwery body in war.’ When a pbild was born,

if it was a male, it was employed m domestic ofiices, but if a female, it was
taught ^ to fight and read the book.’ The informant mentioned the name
of tuis warlike queen j

and though he did n\>t profess to have seen her, he
appeared to have the same quiet ^^nviction of her reality, that a European
might have had of that of Bonaparte. What is remarkable, is, tliat the

informant represented her as distinguished by the same peculiarity which
gave rise to the name of Auiazons ;

but whether through artificial means,
or as a natural rlisti notion, was not ascertained. When asked how her
dominions lay from his own country, the recollection is, that he pointed to

the South East. These circumstances would hardW have been worth
recounting, if they had not been confirmed by the French traveller for-

merly named, who recognized the existence of the Amazonian potentate,

and gave her name in writing, Ai/b' ; to which appears attached,

as written from his dictath'ii, reine Amazone, un pays deBambarra uupr^s de
Masina, The name mentroned by the native Bambarran it believed from
recollection to have been Coumba*

Has it been generally noticed, that the name of Park’s Niger,

Jolala, means ^ ^Slaves and consequently NU Ahead (which appears on
some of the maps ns the name of a large river further East) and mlJolabfi
mean only the same thing, * The River of Slaves?* Abeed means simply
slaves, or servants

}
while Jolaba means slaves as a matter of trafBc, being

from the significant root c...rX> jalaba * to drag,* whence also JAlib a slave-

drover, or whnt Park writes Jelah, Park gave spme sad instances of the
misfortune of not knowing Arabic in Africa. For example, he was shown

the • Gospel of Jesus,* «vnd came back say*

ing he had seen a Gospel of Isaiah.

The construction of the English colonial system is irremediablyhostile to
every prospect of general utility. But it is hoped that the Americans^
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for Rama» Lacshman, Hanuman, nor Crislina, and believed in
The Only One—The Spjuit (p. 106).—The Indian chatara\

from cha * six' and tar * string or wire/ is the original of the
Greek kitliara and the modern guitar (p. 305).—One of the

names of the Indian Apollo, Carana, is stated as being visible

in the Greek and Celtic title of CarneioH, and in the name of
Carnac in Brittany, where traces of liis worship are found

(p. 314). Is it not equally apparent in the name*of the temple
of Karnah in Egypt?—The ‘ thunder-stone’ or aerolite, but
recently known to the European philosopher, is mentioned by
an Indian poet who was the contemporary of David and Solo-
mon (p. 308),— Crishna, the Indian Apollo, is said to have
stopped in battle, to take a bell from the neck of an elephant,

•— *

in the prosecution of their object removinjj tlieir coloured population,
will at some time establish a twcnty-ei|vhth State in the interior of Africa.

The point to be aimed at, should be" possession of the elevated region
from wlijcli flow the great rivers of Africa, tlie Senegal, the Jolnba,
the Gambia, and the Rio Grande ; \Wiich is in the direction of Park's
Kamalia. In mountain war the posscaaion of the sources of waters is

the key to success
j
because along the vyatera lui the roads, and he who

lias the heads of the streams has the ^ passages in all directions ; and
a similar effect would result in a peac-^dul way in Africa. Since the
success of Coliimbus, there has been nothing left for individual enterprise

to achieve, at all comparable to the glo^y ujf conducting a population of

black squatters to the Niger. Such an undiY taking wants nothing hut (as

Napoleon was fond of expressing it) * a man 5
* and whenever * a man’

shall be born of the mixed blood in the Sontliern states of No rtli America,
the thing may be effected.

The writer of this never heard Tomlmctoo called by Africans by any
other name than ^ Tambacouta and on asking the oilicers of an Arab
frigate if they could suggest any meaning for Tambacouta,' they replied

that in Hindustani it meant copper fort.’ Is there any community
between the languages of Africa w'hich are not Arabic;, and the Hindus*
tain; as, for iiistauco, arc there Sanscrit woy^s in Africa? There is

certainly a resemblance between the names of ,
villages in India and

ill Africa. For example, every traveller* in Indii^muA have stopped at

many a Sanitary ; and Sankary is the nearest town to the source of

tlie Niger. A native of the place oirce described the river there, as about
eighty yards across, and ** full of great stones and crocodiles apparently
a kind of African trout-stream. T u8 name of the Orang Outan in Africa is

Hang^ Otou $ which is believed to mean * wild man.’ Docs not Orang
Outan mean the same in Malay? In confirinatiou of the name’s signi-

fying * wild man,’ the Africans maintain that there are two races, a black

and a white, which they consider as a harmony with what takes place in the

human species ; and it te true, as stated by some of the old voyagers, that

there is a popular opinion, that the Orang Outans are men, who refuse to

speak lest they should be made to work. The grown femu.\e of the African

Orang Outan is exactly four feet high. A skeleton of one was sent

to England in 1809, believed to be for the late J. Pearson, Esq. Surgeon to

the. Lock Hospital ; and is possibly in the possession of bis successors.

The male is understood to be considerably taller tlian the female.
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and place it over the egg of a lapwing that rose before him
from its nest (p. 289).

The Article on the Poetry of the Chinese, by J. F. Davis,

Esq., contains many favourable specimens, evincing both taste

and imagination. The “inlet of peach blossoms'* is a romance
on a China basin. A person fishing in a boat, upon a lake, is

supposed to have been led, by the track of peach blossoms
floating on the water, into a narrow creek, which he pursued
till he reached a place inhabited by beings who had escaped
from the persecution of the tyrant, the maker * of the wall and
the Six Acts, and had lived without subsequent communication
with the world. On his return from this Chinese paradise, the

boatman related wdiat he had
;
but on attempting to find

the place again, it had vanished^* An* allusion is made in one

place to the burning of the books

;

^— the lays

Their children sang had ’scap’d the general blaze.'

f
Vol. ii. p. 430.

The Chinese prosody has Its Tetrameters, Pentameters, and
Heptameters. The following specimen of the Pentameters has

merit as a piece of quiet description.!,

Kew kill is(S ktcei le,

Chuy suy iaou Koo-yooug
;

Leaou txin hing Id king,

Tseay kee keiicn yew tsoong.

Seng iuy koongjaou she ;

Shan kwon puh kae yooug.

Lew li'en wong jc vino,

IJwiiy show wan Vhang choong,

* When my ancient gUQgi first returns to our neighbourhood,

I accompany him to tin? monastery Koo-yoong j

We stroll along together, in search of pleasant walks.
And then rest our wtary footsteps within.

The priests sit opposite, indulging feeir tongues in leisure talk)

—We look at the dfetant hills, and remark the unchanging features of
nature.

*

Carried on by the stream of converse, we forget the day is closing.

But at last, turning our heads homewards^ we listen to the vesper bell.*

p. 402.

Under the descriptive class is introduced a poem on London,
composed by a Chinese who visited England about the year
1813. With characteristic propriety, he notes among the
peculiarities/of the English, that

* With strrnig tea they immingle rich cream.
And their baked wheaten bread is involved in unctuous lard.*
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Of a similar description with the stanzas on London is another
poem, not concerning the English exclusively, but Europeans
in general ; composed by a Hong merchant who has been dead
some years. (6ec vol. it, j>. 449.)

' This person, notwithstanding his unpoetical profession, was pos-
sessed of very respectable literary acquirements, and one of his sons
held a high rank in the imperial college at Peking. After an inter-
course of thirty years (to use his own expressions), which liad made
him tolerably familiar with the pceuliarities of foreigners, he had
retired, stricken in years, into solitude, and amused himself over his
cups ill composing a score of stanzas commemorative of some strange
customs and opinions prevailing beyond the seas.” Tlie production
corresponds with its title, hieijang Isdit-yoong, Unconnected Stanzas
on Europeans ;** and, after4he perusal of the foregoing description
from a jicrson who had viewed us at home, may be deemed curious,
as depicting the estimate formed of us by one who had never left his
own country. With that want of minute discrimination which might
be expected under such circumstances, the verses treat chiefly of those
leading features which arc common to all nations wearing liats and
coats, and mingle, together with the rest, the^Koman Calholic cere-
monies of the Portuguese at Macao.*

' The retired bard commences with lauding the good faith of the
foreigners, who “ make use of no formality,* in tlieir most extensive
bargains, more solemn than a mere shallc of the hand,** and proceeds
to iiiiit, in the next verse, that the simple virtues of barbarians
have been the subject of praise from the oldest times.*’ It is quite
true that commercial transactions of the largest description arc fre-
quently conducted at (^anton on the mere faith of promises

;
anrl the

good poet had never been in the way of seeing our legal stamps and
parchments at home, which might have gone far to make him
withdraw his last compliment.’

^ When a guest arrives, the host helps him with his own hand to
the juice of the grape,*’—and it is added in a.'^iote, ‘‘they welcome
visitors with wine, and not with tea,*' wjiich is the Chinese fashion.
'"To touch glasses in drinking is a mark of frkndsfiip. In winter
evenings they sit by the fire and pc|ir out cold wine, careless of the
snows which lie deep bcyondjthe dpor.” In Chpia they always warm
their wine.’
" They make light of their lives,** it is observed, " on occasions of

personal contest, and when two of them quarrel, the consequences
may be very serious. They stand face to face, and discharge fire-arms
at each other on a given signal.” In a note it^ said, " If one fall,

the survivor is not puniHied : if neither fall, there is an end of the
(luarrel.” " They do this,** adds the poet, " to shew that they are
not afraid,—and so forth.”

'Our author marvels much at the comparatively late period at
which Europeans marry, but endeavours to explain i| jn this way.
" Their distant voyages abroad keep them long from home, and it is

VOL. XIV.—Westminster Review, x
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not until they have accumulated a fortune that they return to take a

wife. Many do not marry before fifty years of age
j
and if the bride

be very young on these occasions, it is no scandal.’’ The knowledge
of the worthy Hong merchant on this subject seems to have been

much on a par with that of the St. Helena lady, who asked if London
were not thrown into a great bustle by the arrival of the India fleet.’

In the regulation of the anniuil period, they have no intercalary

moon, but the now year always commences ten days after the winter

solstice. On this occasion they powder their heads with white dust,

and all get tipsy.’* This evidently refers to good old times, and to

manners now gone by. The author himself adds in a note :
'' This

habit has of late years worn out.” There is a variety of other

detached observations, less worthy of notice, and the poem concludes

with mentioning, that the foreigners had been fighting together for

some twenty years
5
but it was to be ht/ped they would soon make

peace with one another, and all have an opportunity of improving
themselves by an intercourse wdth China.’’

Art. II .—A Neio Voyage round the World in the Years 1823, 4, 5, (>.

By Otto Von Kotzebue, Post-captain in the Russian Imperial navy.
2 Vol. sm. 8vo. London. Colburn and Bentley. 1830,

^APTAIN KOTZEBUE is the son of the well-known Ger-^ man writer of that name who fell a sacrifice to his attach*
ment (or in other words to the salary) he owed to the country of
his adoption, and in the service of which his son has risen to

rank and eininence. This is the third voyage round the
world in which he has been engaged

; he first sailed with Cap-
tain now Admiral Krusenstern, the Russian circumnavigator

:

he then commanded a small vessel called the Rurick, in which
he again put a girdle round about the earth.” On his return

he published a narrative of his adventures, as he has againd one
of this his ne\y voyage in .a larger and more considerable ship,

which rejoices iir^ the pleasant sounding name of Predpriatie,
which being interpreted means^the Enterprise.

In the present state of geographical knowledge the Enter-
prise can scarcely have sailed with the motives assigned by the
Spaniards to their own voyages of Discovery, viz. to “ win souls
for heaven, and kingdoms for Spain,” The souls are now abun-
dantly cared for by the Missionary Society, and the kingdoms
are pretty well appropriated. The objects of the Russian
government appear to have been chiefly the credit arising from
a scientific expedition and the usefulness of some of its probable
results to their own navigation. At any rate no discovery of
any consequence was made

; the Captain had the satisfaction of
naming here and there a Coral reef after some Illustrious Obscure
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in Russia, and of settling more accurately several longitudes and
latitudes which differed a few seconds from former observations,

and which will differ, probably, about the same quantity from
future ones; after which he sailed to his destination, tlie no very

distinguished post of guarding the otter-skin trade between
Kamchatka and Norfolk Sound.

But we are not prepared to estimate the scientific value of
the new voyage round the World : we have viewed it in another
light, as a contribution to popular literature, and as containing
news from the Pacific respecting the present condition of the
different races of the Polynesians, in whom our own navigators
have long given us an interest now of long standing.

As a contribution to popular literature the work is amusing ;

a book of voyages in sea? so little known can scarcely fail to bo
so to a people famous for its sympathy with the chances and
changes of maritime adventure. The Russian Captain's stay
in his different landing places was too short generally to enable
him to enter into those details of habits and cliaracter which
form the charm of many of our own voy^es, and his dangers
and his difficulties are of too ordinary a kind to give any great

variety to the work. At sojne of the stations, however, the Cap-
tain did remain some time, and in {^everal a sufficient period to

gather a great deal of information respecting more particularly

our old friends, and ancient allies, the inhabitants of the Sand-
wich and Friendly Islands. Ilis account of the present state of
these people and the progress of the Missionaries among them
is remarkable in a very high degree. We refer our readers to

the curious particulars we shall extract respecting the power of
the Missionaries in Otaheite and their proceedings, when we
arrive at that part of the book which treats of the Friendly

Islands. The experiment which has beerf there tried is of ex-

ceeding importance both in a religious and lyioral point of

view. •

Captain Kotzebue sailed froiii the roads of Cronstadt on the

28th July 1828 (o. s.) after a^ainful parting from a beloved and
affectionate wife.” His frigate, a vessel perfectly new from the

docks, and the first Russian ship that had been built under aroof,

was shortly tried bysome stormsm the Baltic and North Sea which
brought the Captain pretty well acquainted with her trim. The
English Channel seeflis to be dreaded as the abode of wind and
fog beset by currents and hemmed in by still more treacherous

shores. The Captain was saved off the Needles as he was put-

ting back to Portsmouth by the skill of his pilot
;
in the account

of this man the traits of the English sailor are very distinguish-

able. He was a stout phlegmatic little man, who seemed to take
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small interest in affairs either terrestrial or marine till the danger

grew imminent. lie was then in his element, his phlegm eva-

porated, his spirit rose, and he shone forth to the astonished

Russians a kind of sea-angel, lie called for his grog and
swore he’d save the ship. The passage of the Needles, in the

hands of Cooper, would have afforded matter for half a duode-

cimo : and might have ranked with the Pilot’s performance in

the Devil’s Giit, or that of the Water Witch in Hell Gate. The
characteristic return of the Pilot’s ])hlcgm after the accomplish-

ment of his object is a trait that would not have been lost on the

American writer.

* Although we ran pretty (piick, we had scarcely got half-way back,

before it became so foggy and dark, that the land, winch had liitherto

been our guide, was no longer discernible^ ^^'e could not see three

hundred fathoms from the ship. The change in our pilot’s coun-
tenance showed that our situation had become critical. The little,

stout, and hitherto phlegmatic fellow became suddenly animated by a
new spirit. II is black eyes lightened

j
he uttered several times the

well-known English oath which Figaro declares to be “ le fond de la

langiie,” rubbed his hapds violently together, and at length exclaimed.

Captain ! I should like a glass of grog—Devil take me if 1 don’t

bring you safe into rortsmouth yet !‘* His wish was, of course, in-

stantly complied with. Strengthened and full of courage, he seized the

helm, and our destiny dej)endecl on his skill.
* It was now barely possible to reach Portsmouth with daylight by

taking the shortest way through the Needles, a narrow strait between
the Isle of Wight and the mainland, full of trhallows, where even in

clear weather a good pilot is necessary. The sun was already near
setting, when an anxious cry from the wat(!h announced the neigh-

bourhood of land, and in the same instant we all perceived, at about a
hundred fathoms’ distance, a high fog-enveloped rock, against which
the breakers raged furiously.

^ Our pilot recogniscujt for the western point of the Isle of Wight
at the entrance of the Needles, and the danger we were in only ani-

mated his spirits. He seized the helm with both hand.s, and guidftg
it with admirable dexterity, the sbjp flew, amidst the storm, through
the narrow and winding cliannels to which the shallows confined it,

often so close upon the impending rocks, that it seemed scarcely pos-
sible to pass them without a fatsU collision.
• ^ A small vessel that had sailed with us for some time at this moment
struck, and was instantly swallowed by the waves without a possibility

of saving her. This terrible sight, and the consciousness that the
next moment might involve us in a similar fate, made every one on
board gaze in silent anxiety on the direction we were taking ; even
the pilot said not a word.

* The twilight had nearly given way to total darkness when we
/Cached Portsmouth roads 5 the joy with which we hailed this haven
of safety, and our mutual congratulations on our preservation, may
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be ciisily imag’ineil : our pilot now fell back into his former phlegm,
and seating himself with a glass of grog by the iircsido, received our
thanks and praises with equal iiuliflbrence.’

Ill fifty days the Russians anived at liio Janeiro : after stay-

ing a month in the Brazils, the dangers of the terrible Cape
Horn were tempted, and the bleak winds and nipping frosts of
its inhospitable shores safely passed through. Some stay was
then made in Chili after which the Predpriatie stood out to sea,

and made for the remote and wide-spreading plains of the
Pacific. Captain Kotzebue in leaving the Coast of Chili

directed his course towards the .Dangerous Archipelago” with
a view of fixing more accurately the position of some of those
coral rocks and tlicnce tjiadc directly for the islands of banana
and breadfruit. The beauty of the climate, the jiicturesqueness

of the scenery, and, above all, the innocence and simplicity of the
inhabitants of many of these favoured spots, have thrown round
the studded bosom of the Pacific an air of lomancc. Discovery
is next to production

;
a new island unknown and unknowing of

the rest of the world as it floats I'or ll^e first time into the
lens of tlie navigator’s telescope is a sort of creation : if it dis-

appear as suddenly, for frequently the sailor is not in circum-
stances to touch at it, it is a specie^ of temporary annihilation

;

all that remains of it is a few' figures of latitude and longitude

upon the log-book of the adventurous ship. Kotzebue would
not be a true sou of his father if he were not alive to the sen-

timental view of his profession, and lie has not lost an occa-
sion when it occurred, of presenting his discoveries in a pic-

turesque point of view. The following passage, for example,

presents a picture of extreme beauty, and might afford a hint

to S painter capable of doing it justice.
* On this evening we calculated that wewere in 15” 15' latitude,

aq^l 139” 40' longitude
;
and just as thc*sun was sinking, the man at

the mast-head called out that land was in sijlit. The pleasure of

making a new discovery set all okv telescopes in motion, and before

night set in we plainly distinguished a low, thickly-wooded

island. Since no navigator, to my knowledge, had ever been here

before, and the newest charts described nothing but empty space, we
conceived we had a right to consider ourselves the iirst discoverers, and

named the island, after our ship, Predpriatie : we now tacked, to

stand out to sea for ^he night, and at break of day again made to-

wards the island, under feelings of strong excitement. The many
telescopes which our eager curiosity pointed towards its object, seemed
each endued with the magical power of conveying different images to

the sight. Some of us saw' what others saw not, till those delusions

of the imagination vanished before the conviction produced by rising

columns of smoke visible to all, that the island was inhabited. We
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could soon afterwards^ from the mast-head, perceive its entire extent.

The dazzling whiteness of the coral shore fringed a bright green

ground, upon which rose a forest of palms 5
and we distinguished

canoes moving upon a large lake in the centre of the island, liy

rapid degrees we approached so near, that every object became percept-

ible with the naked eye. A tall, .strong, dark-coloured race of naked
savages were assembling on the shore, gazing on the ship in great

agitation, with ‘gestures of astoni.shmcnt. Some were arming with

long spears and clubs, others kindling piles of wood, probably, that

the smoke might be a signal to neighbouring islands of their requiring

assistance against the unknown .sea-monster. From pretty huts of

plaited reeds, uniler the shade of bread-fruit trees, the women, some
of them with children in their arms, were Hying to conceal themselves

in the forest. Such was the commotion our appearance occasioned in

this little community. A few heroes summoned courjigc enough to

advance, with threatening attitudes, to the margin of the shore
;
but

no single canoe, though many lay on the coast, ventured to approach
us. Judging from their size and the good arrangement of their sails,

these canoes seem intended for visits to other and even distant islands.

We sailed quite round our new di.scovcry without finding any haven
by which vve could cifect a landing; and the sea being tempestuous,

with a high and boisterous surf, we were compelled to renounce our
desire of becoming more intimately acqiu inted with the Fredpriutians,

Tiie unclouded sky enabled us
,
nevertheless, to determine by obser-

vation the exact latitude and longitude of this little island, whose
greatest extent is only four miles from K. N, E. to W. S, W. The
latitude of its central point is 15^*58' 18'' South, and its longitude,
14-0® 11' 30", The variation of the needle was 4® East.*-—p. 107-10.

The Russian Enterprisers made the famous O Taliaiti on a
Saturday and they were received with the enthusiastic delight

with which the amiable inhabitants of the Friendly Islands

always welcome the European stranger. The ceremony of inter-

changing names was gone through, and tlie selection of a friend
;

the deck was conver ted into a market, bargain* were conducted
with laughter, and in short all was fun and frolic between the

children of nature and the children of the sea. But the next
day being Sunday, the scene was' changed.

^ On the following morning we were greeted by the sun from a cloud-
less sky, with a most superb illumination of the country opposite to

his rising. Ills rays glittering on the mountain-tops before they
reached our horizon, gradually enlivened the variegated green that

clothed their sides down to the vales, till the king of Day burst upon
bur sight in all his splendor, arraying the luxuriant landscape of the
shore in stiU more enchanting beauty. Among the thickets of fruit-

trees were seen the dwellings of the happy inhabitants of this great
pleasure-ground, built of bamboos, and covered with large leaves,

standing each in its little garden
j

but, to our great astonishment, the
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stillness of death reigned among them
; and even when the sun stood

high in the heavens^ no one was to be seen.
‘ The warm friendships formed but yesterday seemed already to

have cooled
;
we were quite forgotten. At length we obtained from

the boatj sent off to us at break of day with provisions^ an explanation

of this enigma. The inhabitants of Tahaiti were celebrating the

Sunday, on which account they did not leave their houses, where they
lay on their bellies reading the Bible and howling aloifd

}
laying aside

every species of occupation^ they devoted, as they said, the whole day
toprayer,’—p. 14*9-150.

The Captain determined to land and pay a visit to the
Missionary Wilson, who resides at the harbour of Matarai

;
his

sacred duties are shared by two others, Messrs. Bennett and
Tyrman. They all belong to the Londoii Missionary Society.

The chief Missionary Nott resides in the capital. He has
translated the bible (or portions of it?) a prayer nook and some
hymns into the Otaliaitiaii language, of which he has printed a
Grammar. He is advanced in years and bears a high character
among the people. Wilson has lived twenty years in OTahaiti,
he was originally a common sailor : K(?tzebiie gives him the
character of being honest and good-natured. On arriving at the

missionary’s dwelling, it •proved to be service lime, and the
Russian Captain was invited to b(? present. Our readers will

be interested in a Russian’s description of a Protestant service

on remote shores, which seventy years ago were not known to

exist.

^ A broad straight path, planted with the cocoa and lofty bread-

fruit trees, leads from his house, about a ten minutes* walk, to the

place of worship. The church-yard, with its black wooden crosses,

impresses the mind with a feeling of solemnity : the church itself is a
handsome building, about twenty fathoms Ipng and ten broad, con-
structed of light wood-work adapted to the aimate, and whitened on
the outside, which gives it a pretty effect among the green shades that

surrounds it. The numerous la^e windows remain unglazed, be-

cause a free admission of the air^s here dcsicablc in all seasons ;
the

roof, made of ingeniously plait'll reeds, and* covered with immense
leaves, is a sufficient defence against the heaviest rain ; there is neither

steeple nor clock. The interior of the church is one large hall, the

walls of which are neatly kept j it is filled with a number of benches,

so placed, in long rows, that the occupants can have a convenient

view of the pulpit in 4he centre. When wc entered, the church was
full even to crowding, the men seated on one side, and the women on
the other j they almost all had psalm-books lying before them 5

the

most profound stillness reigned in the assembly. Near the pulpit,

\Vhich Wilson mounted, was placed a bench for Messrs. Bennett and

Tyrman, on which 1 also took my seat.

* Notwithstanding the seriousness and devotion apparent among
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the Tahaitians, it is almost impossible for an European, seeing them
for the first time in their Sunday attire, to refrain from laughter. The
high value which they set on clothes of our manufacture has already

been remarked 5 they are more proud of possessing them than are our

ladies of diamonds and Persian shawls, or our gentlemen of stars and
orders. As they know nothing of our fashions, they pay no sort of

attention to the cut, and even age and wear do not much diminish

their estimafiop. of their attire
;
a ripped-out seam, or a hole, is no

drawback in the elegance of the article. These clothes, which are

brought to Tahaiti by merchant-ships, are purchased at a rag-

market, and sold here at an enormous profit. The Tahaitian, tliere-

forc, finding a complete suit of clothes very expensive, contents

himself with a single garment
5
whoever can obtain an English

military coat, or even a jdain one, goes about with the rest of bis body
naked, except the universally-w^orn girdR; 5

the happy owner of a
waistcoat or a pair of trowsers, thinks his wardrobe amply furnished.

Some have notlung more than a shirt, and others, as much oppressed

by the heat under a heavy cloth mantle as they would be in a Russian
bath, arc far too vain of their finery to lay it aside. Shoes, boots, or

stockings, arc rarely met with, and the coats, mostly too tight and too

short, make the oddest appearance imaginable
5
many of their wearers

can scarcely move their arms, and arc forced to stretch them out like

tlie sails of a windmill, while their elbow;^, curious to see the world,

peep through slits in tlie seams. Let any one imagine such an assem-
bly, perfectly satisfied of the propriety of their costume, and wearing,
to complete the comic effect, a most ultra-serious expression of coun-
tenance, and he will easily believe that it w^as impossible for me to be
very devout in their presence. The attire of the females, though not
quite so absurd, was by no means picturesque

j
some wore white, or

striped men's sliirts, which did not conceal their knees, and others

>vere WTapped in sheets. Their hair was cut quite close to the roots,

according to a fashion introduced by the Missionaries, and their hcsids

covered by little European cliip hats of a most tasteless form, dnd
decorated with ribbons ^^d flowers, made in Tahaiti, But the most
valuable carticlc of dress was a«coloured gown, an indubitable sign of
the possessor’s opulente, and the object of her unbounded vanity.

' When Wilson first mounted the yulpit, he bent his head forward,
and concealing his facetwith an open Bible, prayed in silence

j the
whole congregation immediately iulitated him, using their Psalm-
books instead of Bibles. After this, the appointed psalm was sung to

a most incongruous tune, every voice being exerted to its utmost
pitch, in absolute defiance of harmony, Wilson then read some
chapters from the Bible, the congregation kneeling twice during the
intervals

j the greater part of them appeared vJ?ry attentive, and the
most decorous silence reigned, which was, however, occasionally
interrupted by the chattering and tittering of some young girls seated
behind me. I observed that some threatening looks directed towards
them by Messrs. Bennet and Tyrman, seemed to silence them for a
moment, but their youthful spirits soon overcoming their fears, the
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'whispering and giggling recommenced j and glances were cast at

the white stranger^ which seemed to intimate no unwillingness to com-
mence a closer acquaintance. After the conclusion of the sermon^
another psalm was sung, and the service concluded. The display of

costume, as the congregation strolled homewards in groups, with the

greatest self-complacency, through the beautiful broad avenue, their

psalm-books under their arms, was still more strikingly ludicrous

than in church. I had by this time, however, lost aX inclination to

laugh.*—p. 154!-8.

Captain Cook’s description of this island is one of the most
delightful portions of a book now become a classical work. But
things are strangely and sadly changed since he left it.* It is

no longer the paradise on earth which fills the mind of the youth-
ful reader with visions oT blissful enjoyment unknown amidst
the hardships and crimes of civilized life.

The introduction of Christianity in Tahaiti was bloody ; king
Tajo ordained that the ancient religion should be abolished, and
the faith of the missionaries adopted

;
the people rebelled

:

whole races Avere exterminated : the survivors were converted.

The king like other ])roselytes then detennined that his neigh-
bours should think as he^ did. He made war to spread the

doctrines of Christianity, and had succeeded i’ar and wide, when
the youthful king of the little islantf of Tabua made head against

him—when, alas ! his Christian majesty of Tahaiti was taken
prisoner, and otfered up as a victim to tlie offended gods of his

country. King Tajo was gathered to his fathers, and Pomareh
reigned in his stead. To the indefatigable missionaries it

mattered little who was king, provided he w^as made of con-

vertible materials. Pomareh himself, at length, with his whole
fanfily yielded to the arguments of the missionary JVott, allowed

himself to be baptized, and died a Christi/n in the prime of life,

in consequence of an immoderate indulgence in spirituous liquors

obtained from the ships of his new brethren.*

^ An unconquerable passion ff)r ardent spirits had acquired an
entire dominion over him, althd^jgh he was tso well aware of their

deleterious effects, as to have often exclaimed, when under the

influence of intoxication,
** O King, to-day could thy fat swine govern

better than thou canst 1
” This weakness 'was, however, so much

over-balanced by his many good qualities, his well-tried valour, his

inflexible justice, his constant mildness and generosity, that he pos-

sessed to the last the universal esteem and love of his subjects,

by whom his loss was still deplored when we arrived at Tahaiti,

almost two years after his death, although he had reigned as an

unlimited monarch, and they now possessed a constitution resembling,

or rather aping, that of England. This had been introduced by the

influence of the Missionaries, whose power over the minds of the
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Tahaitiuns is unbounded
;
they had persuaded the people to adopt it

during the minority of Tomareh’s son, a child of four years old at the
period of our visit 5 but from the general regret with which the days
of the absolute King were remembered, it did not appear to have
given much satisfaction.’

—

161 -162 .

It must be remembered that it is a Russian subject who
speaks, in whose mouth any praise of absolutism, even in OTa-
haiti, is an indirect compliment to what he calls his ‘‘ beloved
Esthonia.” The idea of a constitution in O Tahaiti is not more
strange than prayer-meetings and psalm-singing. Tlie follow-
ing is a sketch of the OTahaitian constitution : Missionary
Nott is the codification-proposer of the island.

^

^ According to this constitution, Tahait* is divided into nineteen
districts, and the neighbouring island of Eiineo, having no especial
viceroy, into eight. Every district has its governor and its judge,
whose business is to settle disputes and maintain order. The first is

appointed by the parliament-, and the latter elected by the people.
These nominations are for one year only—but may be renewed at the
expiration of the term. Important affairs are submitted to the parlia-
ment, which, consisting of deputies from all the provinces, possesses
the legislative, as the king docs the executive power.

The Tahaitians, accustomed to a blind reverence for the mission-
aries,^ consult them in all their undertakings, and by means of the
constitution have so confirmed their power, both as priests and rulers,
that it would be difficult for governor, judge, or member of parlia-
ment, to retain their offices after having incurred their displeasure.
They have shown their artful policy in the choice of a guardian for
the young king. It has fallen on the tributary king of the island of
Balabola, distinguished by his giant height of seven feet, and by his
enormous corpulence, wliich almost prevents his moving, but by no
mental qualification.

, .

‘ This mountain of fiv^sh, that at a distance might rather be taken
for some unknown monster than for a man, naturally finds it more
convenient to his indolence to be merely the mouthpiece of the mis-
sionaries, and that their dominion ipay also be secured for the future,
Mr. Nott has the sole charge of the young monarch’s education, and
will not fail to bring him up in the habit of implicit obedience.

^ The actual document securing the constitution had not yet ap-
peared

) the missionaries were still employed on it, well convinced,
whatever they should insert would be received without opposition.
When complete, it will probably issue in due form from their printing-
office, and will be interesting, if some future tri*veller should bring us
the translation.'-—vol. i. pp. IGZ-I*,

Young king Pomareh II,, when the Russians were leaving
the island, was about to be crowned amidst a solemn convoca-
Uon of all the chiefs and viceroys of the neighbouring islands^
The missionaries had, of course, the management of the cere*,
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mony; one of them favoured Captain Kotzebue with a pro-

gramme of the intended solemnities
;
and the queen and her family

requested the favour of a pair of boots on the occasion from the

captain
;
he ordered his shoemaker to take the royal measure, and

the boots were made. It was not thought fit that the sovereign

of all the Friendly Islands should be crowned barefoot. The
passion of these people for European dress is curious : utterly

ignorant and careless of a fit, they assume any thing they can
lay their hands upon

;
the master of the ceremonies to the

queen had on a sailor’s jacket, the sole garment he bore
;
he

was an immense man, and the sleeves only reached his elbows,
llis personal beauty was further heightened by an engraving
of a compass with all its points tattooed on that part of his

person which a master ot the ceremonies habitually exhibits to

those who follow him. Such is the rage for pantaloons, that if

an unhappy individual is unable to attain to the possession of
a pair, he has an imitation of them etched upon his legs. The
missionary law on the subject of chastity is severe, and yet no
virtue in O Tahaiti could resist the temptation of a sailor’s sheet,

which, by the fair of Polynesia, is worn as a scarf or shawl.

The duties of prayer ar^ so severe that they form the sole

occupation of a people at the best noj industrious
;
they now neg-

lect all their mechanical occupations, and have forgotten nearly

how to plait their mats, or make paper stuffs
;
that navy, whicli

the discoverers so much admired, has disappeared. They pray
and stretch forth the hand to the bread-fruit tree. Three bread-

fruit trees, which grow without culture about every hut, will

abundantly supply the wants of an individual in this delicious

climate.

On leaving O Tahaiti, Kotzebue proposed to visit the Radack
Islands, a discovery which he himself IviG made in his former

voyage. In his way, he determined to make the Navigator’s

Islands, a discovery claimed by Bougainville (17G6), who gave
them the name they now bear Ai account of the superior sailing

vessels built by the inhabitatjts. They arc extremely fertile,

and very thickly peopled. Olajava is said by our author to

surpass even O Tahaiti itself in luxurious beauty. These islands,

composed of coral reefs, present but one harbour for European
vessels

;
it is an open bay, now called Massacre Bay, in the

island of Maouna, v#bere the unfortunate Captain Langle, the

commander of the second ship under La Perousc was murdered
with a part of his crew. The inhabitants of Maouna are con-

sidered the most ferocious people of the South Seas. They paid

a visit to the Russian ship, but they probably both meditated

mischief and apprehended it
}

their behaviour was suspicious
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and disagreeable, and the Captain prudently held ofF from any
familiar intercourse. The people of Maouna, like the inhabit-

ants of many of the South Sea Islanders, are cannibals. One
of the visitors on board the Enterprise was so tempted by the

accidental display of a sailor's bare arm that he could not help

expressing his appetite for human flesli ; he snapt at it with his

teeth, giving us to understand that such food would be very

palatable.” The inhabitants of a little island, seven miles from
Olajava, proved a more kindly race

;
their attention was chiefly

attracted to the ship, and in the desire they had to investigate

its structure shewed that interest in navigation which origin-

ally gave the name to this groupe of islands.

^ In the evening tlic islaiul of Olajava appeared in sight
,
and about

seven miles from a little island lying in its neighbourhood, several

canoes, carrying two or three men each, rowed towards us, deterred

neither by the distance nor the increasing darkness. Our visitors

proved to be merry fishermen, for their carefully constructed little

canoes adorned with inlaid muscle-shells, were amply provided with

large angling hooks made of inothcr-of* pearl, attached to long fine

lines, and various kinds of im]>lements for fishing, and contained an
abundance of fine live fish of the mackerel kind.

* An expression of openness and confidence sat on the countenances
of this people. Our purchases were carried on with much gaiety and
laughter on both sides. They gave us their fish, waited quietly for

what wc gave them in return, and were perfectly satisfied with their

barter.

^ Their attention was strongly attracted to the ship. They examined
her closely from the hold to the mast-head, and made many animated
remarks to each other on what they saw. If they observed any ma-
noeuvres with the sails or tackle, they pointed with their fingers to-

wards the spot, and appeared to watch with the most eager curidsity

the effect produced. ’'t

‘ It was evident that this people, sailors by birth, took a lively in-

terest in whatever nrlated to navigation. Their modest behaviour
contrasted so strikingly with the ii^)pudent importunity of the inha-

bitants of Maouna, th[it wc should, have been inclined to consider
them of a diiferent race, but for their exact resemblance in every other
particular, even in the dressing of their hair, though this was even
more elaborately performed—an attention to appearance which is cu-
rious enough, when compared with the dirty, uncombed locks of
European fishermen 5 but among the JSouth-Sea Islanders fishing is

no miserable drudgery of the lowest classes, bul’the pride and pleasure
of the most distinguished, as hunting is with us. Tameamea, the
mighty king of the Sandwich Islands, w^as a very clever fisherman,
and as great an enthusiast in the sport as any of our European princes

in the stag chase. As soon as the Increasing darkness veiled the land
from our sight, our visitors departed, and we could hear their regular
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measured song long after they were lost from view/—vol. i. pp. 268-
270.

The Enterprise sailed past the island of Olajava, and the

inhabitants who had come out in their canoes were for the mo-
ment disappointed in their hopes of an interview'. However,
the wind died away, and the canoes that had followed out after

the ship a considerable distance now availed themselves of the

opportunity. They exerted themselves to the^ utmost, and
their well-worked little vessels swiftly skimmed the surface of

the sea to the accompaniment of measured cadences, till they

at last reached the ship.

‘ A horde of canoes now put off towards us from the Flat Island,

aiul we were soon surrounded by immense numbers of them, locked

so closely together, that they seemed to form a bridge of boats, serving

for a market well stocked with fruits and pigs, and swarming with
human beings as thick as ants on an ant-liill : they w'crc all in high

spirits, and with many jests extolled the goods they brought, making
much more noise than all the trallic of the London Exchange. Even
on our own deck w'e could only make ourselves heard by screaming
in each other’s ears. ,

* Our bartering trade proceeded, however, to our mutual satisfac-

tion. Those who were too ^ar off to reach us endeavoured by all

sorts of gesticulation, and leaping into the air, to attract our notice.

Many of the canoes w'ere in this manner upset,—an accident of little

consocpience to such expert swimmers, and which only excited the

merriment of their companions.
^ Accident gave us specimens of their extraordinary skill in diving.

We thre\v some pieces of barrel-hoops into the sea, when numbers of

the islanders instantly precipitated themselves to the bottom, and
snatched up the booty, for the possession of which wc could plainly

distinguish them wrestling with each other under the water. They
wilMngly obeyed our orders not to come on deck, and fastened their

goods to a rope, by which they were drawn /n board, waiting with

confidence for what we should give them, and appearing content with

it. Some few had brought arms with them, 43ut for trading, not

warlike purposes
;
and although ^ vastly superior to us in numbers,

they behaved with great luodestyi We saw n(| scars upon them, like

those of their neighbours of Maomia—a favourable sign, though they

certainly seemed to belong to the same race. It would be interesting

to know the cause of this striking difference.
* In less than an hour we had obtained upwards of sLxty large pigs,

and a superfluity of fowls, vegetables, and fruits of various kinds,

covering our whole deClt, all of which cost us only some pieces of old

iron, some strings of glass beads, and about a dozen nails. The blue

beads seemed to be in highest estimation. A great fat pig was thought

sufflciently paid for by two strings of them j and when they became
scarce with us, the savages were glad to give two pigs for one such

necklace.
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^ Some of the fruits and roots they brought were unknown to us ;

and their great size proved the strength of the soil. The bananas
were of seven or eight species, of which I had hitherto seen but three

in the most fruitful countries. Some of them were extremely large,

and of a most excellent flavour. One of the fruits resembled an egg
in size and figure

;
its colour was a bright crimson

5
and on the fol-

lowing day when we celebrated the Easter festival after the Russian
fashion, they supplied to us the place of the Easter eggs.’—vol. i,

pp. 273—275.

They afterwards receive a visit from a chief, who expresses
his satisfaction by saying, Very good,’* in English

;
and who,

when delighted with some presents of beads, danced about in

extacy, exclaiming and repeating Very good ! very good !

—

very good !
” and “ God damn** wouli seem to be the roots of

our language, which we transplant into every soil.

The object of the author in visiting the Radack Islands, was
to make observations on the pendulum, the results of which,
in the neighbourhood of the Equator, were expected to be im-
portant. The island of Otdia was fixed upon as affording the

most convenient anchorage for large ships.

^ After an absence of eight years, 1 w^as now again in sight of my
favourite Radack Islands, where I had passed several weeks among
some of the best of Nature’s children. Whoever has read my former
narrative, will imagine the pleasure with which I anticipated my cer-

tain welcome
5

I pictured to myself a meeting on which the heavens
themselves appeared to smile. It was an uncommonly fine day, and
a fresh and favourable wind carried us quickly towards land. Our
inquiring glances soon showed us from the deck, on the island Otdia,

the airy groves of palms which enclose the residence of Rarik, and
under whose shade 1 had so often sat among the friendly islanders.

We could now distinguish boats sailing about on the inner batins,

from one island to anot. er, and a crowd of people running to the shore

to gaze at the ship. 1 know ,my timid friends too well, not to guess
what was passing in<itheir minds. 1 had, indeed, on parting from
them, promised to visit them again^ but the length of time which had
since elapsed had probably extinguished tins hope ;

and they would
easily perceive that the great three-masted ship they now saw was
not the small two-masted Rurik of their acquaintance. If, therefore,

the first glimpse of the vessel had flattered them with the expectation

of seeing me again, their pleasure had been ere this converted into

fear. Uncertain how they might be treated by the strangers, the

women and children fled to the interior, and Vdl the canoes were set

in motion to carry their little possessions to some place of compara-
tive safety. The most courageous among them advanced armed with
spears to the shore, displaying their valour while the danger was yet

distant/—^vol. i. pp. 295—297.

The panic was universal and no way was found of calming
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their apprehensions till the Captain contrived to get within
hearing of a canoe, when he called out Totabn— this is Radack
for Kotzebue : the moment they heard the sound, they stood

motionless, waiting for a repetition of the cry to convince them-
selves that their ears had not deceived them; but on his

reiterating Totabn Aidava (friend), they burst into the wildest

acclamations of joy. Totabn, Totabn, was the unjversal cry.

'The inhabitants of Otclia, who had been observing us from behind
the bushes, now that the well-known name resounded through the
island, sprang from their concealment, giving vent to their rapture in

frolic gestures, dances, and songs. Numbers hurried to the strand ;

others ran into the water as high as their hips, to be the first to

welcome us. I was now generally recognised, and called Rarik,
because, according to the custom prevailing here, T had sealed my
friendship with that chief by an exchange of names. They also

recognised Dr. Eschscholz, who had been of my former expedition,

and heartily rejoiced in seeing again their beloved " Dein Name.**
This was the name he had borne among them

;
becsiiisc when they

asked his name, and he did not understand the question, several of our
people called to him " Dein Name,** which ^vtis immediately adopted
as his designation.

' Four islanders lifted me 4*rom the boat, and carried me ashore, to

where Lagediak awaited me with opep arms, and pressed me most
cordially to his bosom. The powerful tones of the muscle horn now
resounded through the woods, and our friends announced the approach
of Rarik. He soon appeared running at full speed towards us, and
embraced me several times, endeavouring in every possible way to

express his joy at our return.
' Though the friends to whom I was thus restored were but poor

ignorant savages, 1 was deeply affected by the ardour of their recep-

tioijj their unsophisticated hearts beat with sincere affection towards

me,—and how seldom have I felt this happy ^nsciousness among the

civilized nations of the world !

^

' Even the women and children now \nade their appearance
; and,

among them. Rank’s loquacious mother, who wfth much gesticulation

made me a long speech, of which I understood very little. When
she had concluded, Rarik and Li^^cdiak, each offering me an arm, led

me to the house of the former.
' Upon a verdant spot before it, surrounded and shaded by bread-

fruit trees, young girls were busily spreading mats for Dr. Eschscholz

and myself to sit on. Rarik and Lagediak seated themselves facing

us, and thq mother ^eighty years of age) by my side, at a little

distance. The other islanders formed a compact circle around us

;

the nearest line seating themselves, and those behind standing, to

secure a better view of us. Some climbed the trees ; and fathers

raised their children in their arms, that they might see over the heads

of the people. The women brought baskets of flowers, and decorated

us with garlands ; and Rarik’s mother, drawing from her ears the
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beautiful white flower of the lily kind, so carefully cultivated here as

au indispensable ornament of the female sex, did her best to fasten

it into mine with strings of grass, while the people expressed their

sympathy by continual cries of Alduruh” In the mean time the

young girls were employed in pressing into muscle-shells the juice of
the Pandanus, which they presented to us, with a sort of sweetmeat
called Mogan, prepared from the same fruit

;
the flavour of both is

very agreeable.I—\'ol. i. pp. 302—5.

The narrative of Kotzebue’s residence in these islands is very

interesting : the character of the natives is exceedingly amiable,

and we should take pleasure in transcribing some of the traits if

we had not already permitted our extracts to occupy so much
space. Suffice it to say, that Kotzebue’s visit to Otdia is one
of the most agreeable jvarts of his voyage.

The Sandwich Islands are more familiarly known in England
than many parts of Europe : the news from them is of a later

date than that of the Russian Captain. Kotzebue was there

when the remains of the King and Queen arrived from England
in the Elonde. His view of the condition of society is somewhat
different from the report of Mr, Ellis, as might be expected, for

Mr. Ellis was amissionary, and the Russian Captain is no friend

to missionaries. The Sanclwichians are not, however, the meek
followers of the spiritual teacher that the natives of the Friendly

Islands are
;
they arc not of a temper to be driven to church with

sticks : nevertheless, the power of the missionaries is nearly

paramount. Traces of the reign of Tameamca are everywhere
apparent; and the progress towards civilization in all its

branches rapid in the extreme. One of the widows of
Taineamea, Queen Nomahanna, the good-natured and the fat,

is a most strenuous supporter of the diffusion’ of kriowlec^ge.

Literature, as far as reading and even writing go, are like test

acts, indispensable qualihcations for office : she sends the oldest

men to school, vvhg:e though the aged warriors hold the book
upside down they are yet obliged to hold it. I, too, am a
Christian, and can |iead and write,” was the address of the

prime minister and deputy of the absent king to Captain
Kotzebue, as he pressed his hand and requested the advice of his

physician. Prayer is here also the fashion, the Queen Noma-
hanna goes to church in a kind of four-wheeled cart which just

holds her enormous person. The Captaip’s accent of this

Queen is highly amusing. The following extract aescribes his

first visit to her majesty.

' The residence of Nomahanna kiy near the fortress on the sea-

shore : it was a pretty little wooden house of two stories, built in the

European style, with handsome large windows, and a balcony very
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neatly painted. We were received on the stairs by Chinau, the
governor of Wahu, in a curious dishabille. He could hardly walk
from the confincnicnt his feet suffered in a pair of fisherman's shoes,
and his red cloth waistcoat would not submit to be buttoned, because
it had never been intended for so colossal a frame. He welcomed me
with repeated Arohas/* and led' me up to the second floor, where
all the arrangements had a pleasing and even elegant appearance.
The stairs were occupied from the bottom to the doorof the Queen's
apartmfi^its, by children, adults, and even old. people, of both sexes,

who, under her Majesty's own superintendance, were reading from
spelling-books, and writing on slates—a spectacle very honourable to
her philanthropy. The Governor himself had a spelling-book in one
hand, and in the other a very ornamental little instrument made of
bone, which he used for pointing to the letters. Some of the old
people appeared to have joined the assembly rather for example’s sake
than from a desire to learn, as they were studying, with an affectation

of extreme diligence, books held upside down.
^ The spectacle of these scholars and their whimsical and scanty

attire, nearly upset the gravity with which 1 had ])repared for my pre-
sentation to the Queen. The doors were, however, thrown open and
I entered, Chinau introducing me us the captain of the newly-arrived
Russian frigate. The apartment was furnished in the 'European-
fashion, with chairs, tables, a|jd looking-glasses. In one corner stood
an immensely large bed with silk curtains

j the floor was covered with
fine mats, and on these, in the middle of the room, lay Nomahanna,
extended on her stomach, her head turned towards the door, and her
arms supported on a silk pillow. Two young girls ligfitly dressed, sat

cross-legged by the side of the Queen, flapping away the flies with
bunches of feathers. Nomahanna, who appeared at the utmost not
more than forty years old, was exactly six feet two inches high, and
rather more than two ells in circumference. She wore an old-

fashioned European dress of blue silk } her coal-black hair was neatly

plaitlid, at the top q| a head as round as a ball
;
her flat nose and

thick projecting lips were certainly not very ’/indsopie, yet was her

countenance on' the whole prepossessing and agreeable. On seeing

me, she laid down the psalm-book in which sht had been reading,

and having, with the help of her attendants, changed her lying for a
sitting posture, she held out her hand to me in at very friendly manner,
with many Arohas ! *’ and invithd me to take a seat on a chair by
her side. Her memory was better than my own 5 slie recognised me
as the Russian officer who had visited the deceased monarch
Tameatnea, on the island of O Walii. On that occasion I had been

presented to Jb^e Queens }
but since that time Nomahanna had so

ma<^ increas^lnn size, that I did not know her again. She was aware
how highly I esteemed her departed consort

j
my appearance brought

him vividly to her remembrance, and she could not restrain her tears,

in speaking of his death. The people,*’ said she, have lost in

him a protector and a father. What will now be the fate of tlicse

islands, the God of Christians only knows.*' She now informed me

VOL. xiy^WeUmineter Review. y
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with much self-gratulation that she was a Christian, and attended

the prayer-meeting several times every day. Desirous to know
how far she had been instructed in the religion she professed, I

inquired through Marini the grounds of her conversion She

replied that she could not exactly describe them, but that the

missionary Bengham, who understood reading and writing perfectly

well, had assured her that the Christian faith was the best : and that,

seeing how far«iie Europeans and Americans, who were all Christians,

surpassed her compatriots in knowledge, she concluded thUt their

belief must be the most reasonable. if, however,'* she added, it

should be found unsuited to our people, we 'Will reject it, and adopt

another/*—vol. ii. pp. 205—9.

When Captain Kotzebue repeated his visit one morning
he found her lying extended on the floor writing him a letter.

On one occasion he called at dinner-time; she was lying

stretched on her prodigious stomach upon some fine mats
before the looking-glass

;
a number of China dishes were

arranged in a semi-circle before her, and the attendants were
employed in handing first one and then another to her Majesty.

She ate voraciously vvhilst two boys flapped away the flies with
lasge^ bunches of feathers: the quantity of food she eat was
prodigious. After the entrance of Captain Kotzebue, she eat

enough to satisfy six men,*' and those Russians
;
at least, the

estimate is Kotzebue's. After she was satisfied, she drew her
breath two or three times with apparent difficulty, and then
exclaimed, **

I have eaten famously !" By the assistance of
her attendants, she then turned upon her back and made a sign
with her hand to a tail strong fellow who seemed prepared lor

duty. He immediately sprang upon her body and kneaded her
as unmercifully with his knees and fists as if she had been a
trough of bread: this was done to favour digestion.

groaning a little at this ungentle treatment, and taking a^|ibQrt

time to recover herself, she ordered her royal person to be*a|jain

turned on the stomach and rccotiimenced her meal. Nomahanna
and her fat hog aife the greatest curiosities in Wahee. By
a natural sympathy with fatness she loves every thing en bon
point. This hog is black, of extraordinary size, and the Queen
feeds him to suffocation as other ladies do Dutch pugs. lie

has two Kanackas to attend upon him, and can scarcely move
from obesity, to use a word almost <00 finq^'for ba^on*
Nomahanna had her portrait taken by one of the officers of the
Bnterprise. Her people took great interest in the progress of
Iffie picture ; when the nose was drawn, the spectators .ex-

claimed, now Nomahanna can smell;*' when the eyes, were
done^ now Nomahanna can see.” Kahumanna, another
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widow of Tameamea, appears to be more nearly connected with
the government : she is under the entire influence of the
missionary Bengham. It is he who forbids a fire to be kindled
on a Suhaay ; no baking is jiermitted on that day. He has
prohibited all games and sports, and woulcf not even permit
Lord Byron to shew his magic lantern and other similar toys,
as being unworthy the attention of a god-fearing^eople. It is

he wh(f has driven even the country natives, who cultivate land
at a distance, into the capital, where they bivouac in order to

ledni to read. The people are, however, becoming disgusted
with these regulations, and as they attribute every thing to their

new faith, it is to be feared that they will abandon it as lightly

as they adopted it. Sucl^is the natural result of indiscreet zeal.

As this article was intended only to comprise a sketch of the
new matter in this voyage, we necessarily omit a great number
of very amusing particulars connected with the progress of
these people in civilization, which will well repay the trouble of
reference to the book itself.

After leaving the Sandwich Islands,. Captain Kotzebue
resolved upon sailing on a track that had never been followed
by any preceding navigator. He was rewarded by the dis-

covery of some groups of islands which have not belli

previously noticed, and which he had the satisfaction of naming.
He then sailed to tlio Ladrones and the Philippine Islands

;

and, subsequently, we find him at St. Helena, where we may
leave him. Previous to his visit to the Sandwich Islands, he is

stationed oli* Kamschatka, and,in Norfolk Sound : we possess,

however, of the former country in the w'ork of Dobell, and of

this opposite part of North America, accounts so much more
copibus and valuable, that this portion of the voyage need not

detain us for a moment.

Art. Greek-English School^ Lexicon, cop^inining all the words
that occur in the books used *fit School, and in the undergraduate

course of Trinity College, Dublin, By the Rev. Thos. Dix Hincks,

M. li. 1. A. Professor of Hebrew, and Master of the Classical

School in the Belfast Institution* Smalt 4to. Gumming. 2ntl

Edit. 18S1.

^I^IS sm^l lexicSn deserves a notice among the number
that ate annually appearing in Great Britain and Ireland.

That the reader may not be deceived by the title page, the

compiler has giveq a list of those authors or parts of authors

Ibr the explanation of which the T*exicon is intended ;
and it

is duly fair to state what these books are, for otherwise an
y2
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English Student might be led by the title page to suppose

that the book was adapted for English Schools and Colleges.

The authors are, yEschincs’ oration against Ctesiphon
;
iEschylus

Agamemnon
;
Aristotle’s treatise on Rhetoric

;
Scnaefer’s edi-

tion of Demosthenes, to the end of the oration about the Crown
;

six plays of Euripides
;
Homer’s Iliad ; Longinus

; Lucian

;

(only parts. Walker’s and Stock’s Selections)
;
New Testament;

Sophocles ; ‘Xenophon’s Cyropocdia, Anabasis, and Memo|abilia.

It appears, then, from this enumeration that Herodotus and
Thucydides are not included in the undergraduate course of

Trinity College, Dublin, and that the Lexicon is not intended

to help those who wish to study either of these historians.

There is one part of the author’s plan that deserves com-
mendation. He has discarded altogethm' the use of the common
Lexicons, trusting to better authorities such as Sturzius (Lexicon
Xenophont.), Schleiisnerand others ; and he has, also, constantly

referred to Passow’s edition of Schneider’s Greek and German
Lexicon. This is a step to improvement; for as long as our
Lexicon makers shall go on furbishing up the worthless matter
of Schrevelius, but few comparatively will attempt to learn the

Greek language, and still fewer will succeed.

#The compiler has also given a list of various Lexicons and
other philological works which he has frequently consulted,

and occasionally quoted. An examination of this list gives

rise to a suspicion, which is amply confirmed by an examination
of the book, that the compiler has regarded the opinions of
others more than he has thought for himself, and that he has
not discriminated with sufficient accuracy between the value,

as authority, of Schneider, Bu^tmann, &c. on one side, and
Trollope, Brasse, &c. on the other. In the same list we find

the excellent GermanViri tics whom we have just mentioqe^> and
some domestic critics of our own who have entirely

their vocation. Before proceeding to a particular examinawon
of some words we must make a»few additional remarks on the
general plan and chai-acter of the work.
The author informs us in his Preface, that he has marked

the quantities of the doubtful vowels on the best authorities.’^

But this is done very imperfectly, the doubtful vowel in numer-^
ous instances being left without any maik, as in kUov : avia : jufo

:

avdaSriQ • Arri : \lOivog, which belongs to a class of vMrds : t/vw :

ijuLartov : and others. "'Aptarov a meal, and, apterrog, bfd^eet,
are not marked at all, tho’ the initial syllable of the first word
is long, and of the second, short

; by which variation a
different etymological origin is clearly shown.' ""Apitnogibn^v^^t
is correctly assigned to apn^, the God of war, as its base>\b,ut
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nothing is said of apicrrov, of which the true etymology is hinted
B.teveH by Schievelius. From ijp the root of lipi, in the morninff,
we ha^ f/piarov, or api<rrov, a morning meat^ just as we have
from the element SopTr, the word So^Trcorroc or iopirrioTog, an
evening meal. Nor is Sopmarorj formed from Spiirw, to pluck, or
its imaginary equivalent Sipirot, as the editor says, trusting to

Valpy's Fundamental Words and to Lennep,^ but from an
element which is the same as that found in the Latin word
dbrmio.

A great fault in Schrevelius and most other Lexicons is the
introduction of many imaginary words, which has been done
under the pretext of explaining, by their aid, the forms of many
real words. But this is* a process entirely useless, and also

exceedingly pernicious. The imaginary word often gets more «

firmly sealed in tlic memory than the real word, whicli it is

intended to explain. Besides we do not introduce such words into

Latin, or French Lexicons, where they would be just as useful,

(that is, just as useless,) as they are in our Greek Lexicons.
The author of the Lexicon under consideration says, that “ he
has inclosed all imaginary words in a parenthesis, as he
thought it better not entirely to omit them.^' This, however, he
has not done in all cases : for dmo, Tpo'iyio, and some more that ^e
could mention are not included in brackets

; and they are

undoubtedly imaginary words.

Another fault of this Lexicon lies in the author's halting

between two opinions, instead of choosing the right one. For
example, under aypvnvog, sleepless, he gives two explanations

of the etymology, one absurd atnd impossible, the other correct.

"^AripvTrvoQ, according to the worthies of the Schrevelian School

is from a priv. virvog sleep, with yp inserted by Epenthesis.

Juai^^well might we say that a man's nose is inserted in his

fkc^'by^penthesis : ,the nose is an Integra^and important part

of jbhe face, and so is yp of the :^vord aypvwvog. The other ex-

planation which he gives accounts for the ^ord thus : from aypto

sssiypw for iydpio, to rouse, an3»{;7ri/oc* This is correct except in

a. small, matter, which however runs all through the. book.

When the author gives such a word as aypiossitypu) (and observe,

hedoes not put it in brackets), the student must believe that

there is a ^grb which there is not. The real element is

qyp or £yp which prefixed to virvog produces that word which
is the subject of our discussion.

This leads us to observe, and to prove by particular instances,

tbatr though the author has in many examples given better

etymological explanations than are found in the most common
books, there is yet no systematic exhibition of etymological prin-
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ciples which will lead a student to more correct views. The
author has intended apparently to distinguish the mere nominal

or verbal terminations from the rest of the word ; but i^s done
in such a way as to conceal those facts which a more appro-

priate division of the word would at once explain to the eye
and the understanding. He writes and divides thus, Xa/tiTrp^bc

Xdjii-mo, Xaprrf'rip, &c., instead of Xafxir-pog, XaniTr-cu, XajUTr-rijfi.

By writing them in the latter way, the element Xu/itt, bright, is

distinct, and cannot fail to attract attention. AajUTr-pog being

thus written, if ItK-pog, paK-pbe, &c. were written in the same
way instead of being written aicp-oc* /lOKp-oc (as Mr. Hincks
writes them), the student would learn the elements ok, jumk, and
would be led to observe the suflix po^L which is attached to all

of them. Mr. Hincks inajr have intended merely to mark the
nominal or verbal terminations, as we have observed, but there

is an inconsistency in writing Xapirp-bg and Xap-ww, as oc is

the nominal ending in one case, and lo the verbal ending in the

other. Nor can it be alleged in reply, that Xo'ju-Trw is so written

that the student may observe the characteristic consonant of
the verb, since it is equally apparent if it is written Xapir*t»».

The author remarks in his preface, that “ he has endea-
vSured to arrange the meaMiigs, and to curtail the number of
them, though in this respect he has in some words been less

successful than he had hoped to have been.^’ In this remark
we entirely concur. He has often judiciously limited the
number of significations, and sometimes arranged them in

better order, yet frequently he has not succeeded at all in doing
this. For example, under the word nph, we find not fewer
than one-and-twenty significations arranged under four dififer-

ent heads, marked -L 3, 4. Under head 4, we find,^* price,

value,^^ and seven more significations. Now we pr$m|jgi^j;o

place the significaljpns of price, valued under No.
derive from this all other sigi^fications, instead of putt^ i$

last. The abstract notions esteem and honor, are put^under
head 1., where certainly they-ought not to be. A similar

defect in arrangement may be seen under the word S/ki), where
justice, right are given as the primary significations. Every

body knows thht ^‘justice*'

h

a most indefinite notion ; and as
to '' right,

^

the word has given rise to more disojission and
confusion jthan the rights of many things aeserve.

In ^he usage of the prepositions, this Lexicon contains some
improvements. Most of the important significatious are ex^
plained by actual examples, which are translated ; and if the
JSditor bad always given an example, which contained a
th^e would be uttle to find fault with on this head, oxcapt its
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incompleteness, a thing unavoidable in so small a Lexicon. No
sentence containing a preposition can be explained, nor can
the usj^ge of this important word be understood, without ob-
serving what kind of a verbal word is used in the sentences.

Such phrases as 6 i;5v &c. are, of course, exceptions to

our remark.
We^shall now take some particular instancee of words in

which the Editor has either made improvements, or still

continues in error
;
and the words selected, though particu-

lar examples, will have a bearing on a general principle.

The word is well explained, and the Editor does
tight in connecting it with the root rtfi. But this is not exactly
the way in which he explains it : it is, he says, from
Now there is no word rlfoo, and therefore his explanation,

though correct, is liable to the objection made before, and
which he seems fully sensible of in his preface~the fault of
not making a distinction between imaginary words, and those
actually used. Nor has the Editor shown how the j3 comes
Into dri^fiu), which he has neglected to* do also in

fieffti/Appla, though he has assigned both words to their right

roots. •

The word r^xvl? is properly connected with rUrto and :

the number of meanings given, is however more than sufficient,

and the arrangement of them is defective. The verb rdpw is

well explained all through, and the Editor does* right in con-
necting it with Tplftio, and the Latin tero. It might have been
added, however, that though rdpto contains a root related

to rptp, it is not the same root, its forms being rap as in rtlpto,

roj^as in rvphQ, and tri as in the Latin tritus.

The ^wo verbs Troilto and mrpdrrio are pretty well explained as

tO 'tkairSiisa^s, which, as all Greek students well know, are not

But the author adds, that irpaTzo) is^from irepdof, a
vei^%trange assertion. How t|an TrpuK the root of the former

word, and irspa or its sliortei\cd form 7rp(i, be said to be the

same, especially when we consider that the meanings of the two
words are quite distinct ?

'‘Arro^plK^ whence we have the aorist dwi^pw [Orestes, 1. 128.]

is correctly explained, which we merely notice, because in

Jones’s Lejticon, and perhaps in some others, a confusion has

arisen between this word and an imaginary word dwt^pi^s.

The next error that we have to notice is one that prevails

almost universally, and yet Buttmann in his larger Grammar
has taken pains to correct it. Mr. Hincks consmers roioi/roct

and: rouoSroc to be formed respectively from toioc and roeroc# hy
Adding the word oSroc* But this is not cottect : these words
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are formed respectively from toToc and roaog by adding the

suffix TOC, just as ovtocj itself is formed from the element oc by
the addilion of the same suffix. These words were written at

one period roiorocf rofforoc, oroc, the o performing the function

of representing that sound of oo, which was afterwards indicated

by the two letters ou. An examination of some of the inscrip-

tions in BoechU’s collections, for example. No. 87. of the Attic

inscriptions, will prove this
;

for there, jSovXi), toucj oiKOvvreg

are written (ioX-n, roc, oiKovrec*

We were somewhat surprised to find the difference in mean-
ing between two such words as ciTrotpevyu) and aTroSiSpiioKOj not

correctly explained, especially as they occur in a passage
of the Anabasis, 1. 4, 8, (one of the hooks which the Lexicon
is intended to illustrate), where they are distinctly put in oppo-
sition to one another. ^AirodiSpiioKU) [see the speech of Cyrus at

the passage above referred to] means, (o steal away, and to hide

one-setf, while means to escape by
,
flight or speed beyond

a pursuers reach, Mr. Hincks explains diroSiSpriaKU} thus : to

runaway, to run away from, to shun

:

and aVo^euyoi, tojflyfrom
or away, to escape. But this is a very incomplete account.

In making these remarks on Mr. Uincks’s Lexicon, we have
endeavoured to express fairly the impression created by examin-
ing his book, and by using it for a short time, while we were
residing some of the authors which it is intended to explain.

Tliat it should be defective in the etymological department will

not be considered surprising, when we assert ?that not one of
the Lexicons to which he trusted, can be taken as an unerring
guide. Schneider’s, for example, though an excellefit Lexicon,
is very incomplete in the etymological department. That Mr.
Ilincks’s Lexicon will be useful we readily admit, and hbpe
the lime is coming, when by the aid of this book, ang^^^er
books, which we expect td see, Schrevelius shall be
and found only in the British Museum, or some other repo^tO^K
for what is rare and curious.

Art. IV.— Return of all Courts and other Authorities in England
and Wales, which now are, or at any former period have been, em-
powered to grant Probates of Wills, and Letters of Administration^

Printed by order of the House of Commons. 1 829."

** JT HAVE seen the walls of Balclutha, but they were desolate

;

the voice of the people is now heard there no more. The
fox looked out of the window

\
the rank grass waved round hia

head* Desolate is the dwelling of Moina. Silence is in 4he
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house of her fathers.” Whilst listening the other day to the
long and heavy harangue of a learned civilian, we were forcibly

reminded of Ossian’s lively description of a ruined city, and we
were irresistibly impelled to apply it to the impending desolation

of the orator’s hearths and altars. On climbing that hill, where
they have chosen to pitch their tents, that the stranger may not
forget the old adage, doctores a docendo, ut monte^a movendo^ we
confidently trust shortly to find, that the sacred forum has been
converted into a warehouse

;
to be saluted by silence, instead of

the clamorous invitation to take a proctor, as a shoeing-horn, to

draw on a stiff, strait doctor
;
to learn that the foxes have gone

to grass, and the doctors to graze upon other commons
;
and to

see Moina and her sislcr^^^ forsaken laundresses, selling apples in

St Paul’s Church-yard.
Never was any institution so unpopular as the Spiritual

Courts. Chaucer, who faithfully represents, in the Canterbury
Tales, the popular feelings of the fourteenth century, is never
weary of exposing their oppressions and corruptions, or of
manifesting, both seriously and in jest,# the hatred which all

ranks of people then bore them; of the Archdeacon he
writes, ‘‘An Archdeken, a^man of high degree,” and after de-
scribing particularly his jurisdictioM, he adds; “He made the

peple pitously to sing.” Concerning his officer the Summoner,
or Apparitor, he affirms ;

“ That of a Sompnour may no go^d
be said,” and thus he always discourses ,of the ministers and
judges of the celestial empire.

In a squib of the seventeen thcentury entitled, “ The Spirit-

ual Courts epitomized in a Dialogue between two Proc-
tora,” and printed in 1641, we read, amongst other things,

that oijye of the proctors describes his former prosperity in

th^H^mins. “* You know when many articles were drawn
of me, rtecessarii profnotoris officii^ against any

ihatJjire knew was rich, upon nq ground at all, but the hope that

he w%uld refuse to take his oath, either to accuse or to forswear

himself ;
ifhe did refuse, theiiVe would be paid our fees : M.

Advocate for perusing and subscribing the articles, a piece, that

is two fees, when it was all but one labour
;
myself for drawing

th^m, running up and down, sending my man, and twenty pains

more, that heaven kgows I never took. And the office would
be careful enough for their fees, for expedition, for extraordinary

attendance, bonds and many things more
;
they would not want

much of twenty times their fees : and then he remaining obsti-

nate, my Lord^s Grace would deal with him as he did with

others ; into prison with him, no redemption. Oh, money-causes

good ones; a parson would spend more money by
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delay than the benefice is worth ! We could not endure alimony,

many of them were informa pauperis, I got very well by a
wench that has been undone in a dark entry. Sir John would
commute her penance into ten pounds, towards the repair of

St. Paul’s, and then we would share it. A shop-door could not

be open on a holy-day, but the next Sunday the church was
saluted with voCoram nobis, and if he did not appear, whether he

heard it or no, Domiuus cum in scriptis excommunicamt. Let him
appear when he would, he must tender down his contumacy-fees,

or ne remains and is accounted pro excommunicato, and when he
is restored to the company Christi fdelium, he must pay the

officers fees ;
faith suen businesses were pretty toys !”—** And I

have gained well by a poor will,” his^ companion says in his

turn
;

when the estate has not amounted to above forty pounds,
I would persuade the executor for confirmation to prove it

per testes, but first it must be proved in communiforma, and by
that time some twenty marks, or such a sum would redound to

me out ofthe forty : I never cared much for an administration.”~
** But I did,” the forrier proctor replies, for I would get more
by it, the inventory (which my man would engross as if one
word were afraid of another), the accotiut, and the quietus est, and
the gratuity, which I never failed ol^ than you could by an ordi-

nary will.”
’

The two Arcadians of the Commons thus paint their former
felicity, and bewail their present desolation ;

** We are utterly

undone now
;

this Parliament has not only fUmdered us con-
temptible to the world, but has deprived us of our. practice :

the Kiiij^’s Advocate has not got a fee for an ex-officio business

this half-year : myself have drawn no articles against one that

repeated sermons with his family, this twelvemonth : my I^ord

of Canterbury might Have spared the making of a tabl^||^^|»|.
nor needed he to have turned out the Registrar for

ten groats to give in a licence i}ow makes me as jocun^t^ a
gratuity of ten pounds would before.” Thus men spoke w the
pneumatic tribunals of the serapliic doctors in the seventeenth
century, and in the nineteenth they have been openly denounced
in Parliament and out of doors, as a public nuisance. No one
ever cried, ** God bless them it would be easy to compose a
library as large as that at Doctors Commqns, of extracts from
various works, in which for several ages they have been censured
and ridiculed ; but save a few clumsy puffs, that may have been
sometimes vented by members of the sacred college to theirown
glory, not a single page of commendation could be compiled
from the whole body of literature.

The extracts, which we have made from the burlesque dia*
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logue of the two proctors, have already indicated the prin-

cipal subjects, that are handled in the Courts Christian,

but that we may be more easily and fully understood, we
will sum them up briefly and methodically. The power of coer-

cion in criminal matters of the Ecclesiastical Courts is ex-
tremely feeble ; for the punishment, or prevention, of offences
they are nearly impotent; the little that th^y are able to

effect, wherever it is fit that the correction they attempt to
administer should be applied, w^ould be yielded more com-
pletely, speedily and usefully by the ordinary tribunals. It is

only necessary to turn over the pages of their leports to satisfy

ourselves fully, that the Church is utterly worthless and useless

as an avenger of public .jwrongs, which indeed in a well-regu-

lated state the secular arm alone ought to chastise.

The civil jurisdiction embraces pecuniary, matrimonial and
testamentary causes. The subtraction of tithes is the most im-
portant pecuniary injury for which a suit may be instituted in

the Spiritual Courts; but the power of affording redress is

so much controlled and limited by tlie. Courts of Law and
of Equity, that they are exceedingly inefficient and might
well be spared. The other pecuniary causes cognizable in

the Spiritual Courts, as the non-]3ftyment of fees and Eccle-

siastical dues, spoliation, dilapidations, and the neglect of

reparations of churches and church-yards are so trifling, that a
separate jurisdiction, which can offer no peculiar facilities and
has many gravsMiisadvantages ought not surely to be upheld
for the sole purpose of entertaining them.

The Ecclesiasticaljurisdiction in matrimonial causes has expe-

rienced less interference and disturbance than in pecuniary mat-
ter£ l^eign Jurists complain that in England we still persist in

marriage as a religious institiflion, and they assert,

tHp^^peating it as a civil contract o*nly, many embarrassments^

migMiWe avoided
;
they censurqour law of marriage and divorce

onsOTeral accounts, and it is certain, that it demands a complete

and careful revision. A divorcees a judicial, and not a legislative

proceeding
;

it is disgraceful that such a mailer should ever be

viewed as a political or party question, and that members of the

legislature should debate and vote upon it, not according to the

wei^t of the evidence and the justice of the case, but for the

purpose of comparing the strength of conflicting factions in the

ordinary struggle for power and place. For this error, indeed,

however monstrous, tne Spiritual Courts are not responsible : it

is of so much importance, that it deserves a full and separate

examination ;
we will pass it over, therefore, for the present, and

reserve the entire law of divorce for future consideration. We
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will merely observe by the way, that the Ecclesiastical Courts

are peculiarly unfit for the due decision of matrimonial causes

on all accounts, and especially because all their proceedings

have a certain episcopal and parson-hke relish, whicn is exceed-
ingly distasteful.

If there be an axiom in the science of Government, it is,

that the Clergy ought never to participate in legislative or

judicial acts/ In rude times the passions of fierce barba-
rians were so violent and unrestrained, that the Magistrate
who gave judgment against the wishes of the half-savage, even
in a case of trifling importance, incurred the risk of being

knocked on the head by the disappointed suitor; the sanctity

of the judge, whose person, like the Jloman tribunes, was in-

violable; ** (jni tribunis pfebis, (cdilibus, judicibus, decemviris

nocnit, ejus caput Jovi sacrum esto was at once a protection to

justice and to him who administered it. During the reign of
brute force, a Druid, an Archbishop, or an Obi-man, could alone

venture to execute the law. In these quiet days a police-magis-

trate, or the junior commissioner of the Insolvent Court, may
walk the stieets with as much safety as the Dean of the Arches,
or even the Primate of all England

;
^and the Judge, who dooms

the most desperate character to death, is not in greater hazard
than the man who distributes play-bills. The reason for blend-
ing the judicial with the clerical office has long ceased, and
the piactice ought to cease also ; besides the clergy are no longer

reputed sacrosancti

;

their persons are not inviolible ; the saints

must put up with sinners fare
;
the prophets must plead not

guilty and put themselves upon their country for their deliver-

ance. The executioner performed his fraternal office for his

peccant brother, Dr. Dodd, as effectually as if the rev^nd
culprit had been but simple layman ; the eloquent tl^eolman
died sorely agrinst his wilh, nor was the hangman’s head

'’upon esteemed sacted to Jupiter.

If it be fit that there should be an Established (ItkU^ch,

it is fit also that there should' be siiperintendauts to con-
trol the establishment, to repress irregularities, to govern
the ministers of religion, and to confine them strictly to the

performance of their duties, otherwise the institution would
become inefficient, and in time intolerable; and especially

to provide proper pastors, and to exercise the whole patron-

age of the Church. It is fit that persons who execute an
office of great trust and responsibility, should receive due rever-

ence and competent salaries ; whether they are to be called by
the ancient Greek name of bishops, l>y its English synonyi^e

overseers, or by another title, is unimportant
; but it is most
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unfit and incongruous, that they should be permitted mediately,
or immediately, to decide upon purely civil rights.

It is probable that in ages of lawless violence the super*
natural powers of the Pope and of his Bishops and Clergy
may have been useful in carrying into effect the will of a
testator, and in preserving from the spoiler for the benefit of
the next of kin the goods of an intestate

; the original institution

of the Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction in such cases uay have been
ixibritorious, and its results for a time beneficial

;
but the neces-

sity ceased long ago : to retain these inconvenient and mis-
chievous tribunals would be as absurd, as to submit in the days
of perfect peace and entire security to the restraint of residing

in an impregnable castle, and of wearing armour constantly,

and to the fatigues of watch and ward.
The spiritual jurisdiction of testamentary causes is a pecu-

liar constitution of this island, for in almost all other (even in

Popish) countries all matters testamentary are of the jurisdiction

of the civil magistrate.” Blackstone writes, and he observes
j

" and this privilege is enjoyed by the clergy of England, not as a
matter of ecclesiastical right, but by the special favour and in-

dulgence of the municipal law. Such causes are certainly of a
mere temporal nature, and*may seem at first view a little oddly
ranked among matters of a spiritutil cognizance. And indeed

they were originally cognizable in the King’s Courts of Com-
mon Law

;
and afterwards transferred to the jurisdiction of the

church, by the favour of the crown.” It is of the jurisdiction

of the spiritua^fe)urts in testamentary causes, that we chiefly

complain
;
the special favour of the crown, and the indulgence

of the municipal law to the clergy, are so pernicious to the sub-

jecL that they ought immediately and totally to be revoked, and
ca^^s that are certainly of a mere temporal nature, ought to be
foiWrith^'estored to the original cognizance of the Courts of

CM^(ion Law. So multifarious are the njiscbfefs that arise .

from' Utis misplaced favour, that we are oppressed by their

nuifibw, variety, and magnitude ; it is impoi^sible on the present

occasion to enter into the details of the grievance as we would
;

and we must content ourselves with briefly pointing out a few

of the evils, to which we are exposed.

In order to regulate and preserve evidence of the suc-

cession to personal ^property (and, for certain reasons with

which lawyers are familiar, but which cannot be explained

in a few words to the rest of mankind, land is frequently

tr^ted in this respect as personalty) by testament, or intes-

tacy, certain legal ceremonies are required j it is necessary to

ptpye the will m the one case, and in the other to take out
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letters of administration, in the proper Ecclesiastical Court.

The first’hardship is to be found in the word proper ;
if there

were one general court in the metropolis for the whole island,

there couM be no difficulty whatever, nor, perhaps, if there

were one in each county-town for the entire county. Testa-
ments and intestacies, however, through the favour of the

municipal law,’* being of spiritual cognizance, the familiar

division of shEriffs and their counties is not followed, but that

of bishops and their dioceses. This would be a trifling incon-

venience in itself, although the long accumulation of slight

evils will create at last a mountain of oppression, as the proverb
says, the last grain of sand breaks the horse's back; but the

hardship, and a grievous one it is, is less easily avoided.

If it were required of an executor, 6r administrator, to learn

the division of England into dioceses, it would be no great bur-
then

;
not only is it thus divided, but the whole surface of our

land is dotted over with exempt and peculiar jurisdictions of

various and most probably ill-ascertained dimensions, and
in number almost infinite

;
these, so great is ** the favour of

the municipal law,’' we are bound to understand at our peril.

For the first time, although they havp subsisted forten, or eight,

or at least many centuries, about a year ago, was a list made
of these places, of the Courts and other authorities empow-
ered to grant probates of wills and letters of administration

;

the mere names of the Courts and of their officers fill a large,

thick and expensive volume. ^
The -vast catalogue was not published bemre 1829 ; it

has not, strictly speaking, ever been made public, for being
a parliamentary paper, it is regularly accessible only to

members of Parliament : before this return was orde^^d,

the iihportapt infornl<'».tion .had never been brought togj^^r.
We refer to it; therefore, ae a conclusive proof of the v5^.0rf
the. Spiritual Courts, and for the glory of our ghostly fathers,

the aiigelic doctors
;

no one fever contemplated ihatjjtocu-
ment without astonishment, no orke, we are convinced, era’pro-

duce any thing so abominable m the whole administration of
Europe. It will prove not only the great difficulty of finding

the proper Ecclesiastical Court, but it will shew that muniments
of sUeh vital importance as wills are consigned, by the wisdom
of the spiritual and *Uhe favour of the municipal law," to the
custody ofUnknown persons in Unknown places, and are ex-
posed to all the dangers of accidental or intentional destruction

:

ever^ page of the retui n will fhmiSh food for reflection. We
quit it, however, for the present, but we will notice one littte'

trait, which is of small ednseijnenee in itself, yet it will at once'
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demonstrate what we have already insisted upon, the utter and
irremediable unfitness of clergymen to deal with legislative and
judicial matters*

We allude to a letter from the Provost of Eton, who
claims for bis college some vague and undefined right to grant

E
rebates of wills, but he wisely acknowledges, that it would
e expedient to surrender it, and expresses his willingness

to do so, except so far as he is bound by his oath/’ Bound
by his oath ! The schoolmaster is bound by his oath ! A great
legislative measure for granting at last to the people of a mighty
nation that security in their estates, to which they have always
been entitled, is to prove abortive forsooth, because some little

priest one fine day took an absurd oath. Let the conscientious

pedagogue resign, he ha$^not sworn to cling to his office until

death ; he may quit his school and take his oath with him, but
he must not stand in the way of the reform of our institutions.

Clear, transparent, and sparkling as the reverend Provost’s con-
ceptions may be in his own department of theology, in juris-

prudence bis ideas are as muddy and opake, as a bottle of port
wine that has been exposed to a sharp ffost. We doubt not
that they have a good store of household oaths at Doctors Com-
mens to arrest the march *of reformation, but they will have
sworn in vain : we pray that their* flight may not be in the

Winter, for we would willingly see it, and if there be a fog we
shall not be able

;
we will attend, however, at all events, to sing

their threnody. •

Great and aldmst infinite are the oppressions which result from

the monstrous .constitution of these odious courts
;
we will post-

pone the enumeration of the most grievous until another occa-

sion and will only relate one, because it will shortly and clearly

illi^ate the subject of which we irea^i A person died in

NcH^umberland, being possessed of personal property in house-

hol^^ods and money to a moderate amount, which he be-

queawd to his widow and children. The will ought to have

been^flbved in the Spiritual Court at Durham, but the testator

bad personal property of trifling" value at Carlisle also, and epis-

copal rapacity had ordained, that if the deceased had goods in

another diocese, his will must be proved again in the courts

there, and fees must be paid anew there also. If it should

happen that there were bona notabilia above the value of 6/. in

every diocese in England, every bishop ought to> grant a fresh

probate at the same cost as the first ; this is the heau ideal of

clerical exaction, which the municipal law kindly favoured,

but it was found to be too perfect to be practicable, and a spe-

cie^ of composition waa introduced; where there was property
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in more than one diocese, the executor was allowed to compound
by proving the will once only, but upon payment of higher fees,

in tiie Prerogative Court of the Archbishop- It cost 87/., or.

thereabouts, independently of the legacy duty, which is often

frightfully and cruelly oppressive, to prove the will, of which we
speak, at York.
The testator had moreover a small sum of money in the

funds, a$ almost every body has who possesses any pro-

perty : our fair country is* unfortunately divided into two pro-

vinces, the composition with one metropolitan is no defence

against the demands of the other, and by that unspeakable
spirit of absurdity in which our municipal law, that favours the

widow and the orphan, for it favours the bishop and the Arch-
bishop, who are bound by their oaths, iike the nicely scrupulous

Dr. Goodall, and all the other good doctors, to favour them,
strengthens and extends whatever is ridiculous, it has been held

that money in the funds is houa notahilia in the province of

Canterbury. Before the stock could be sold, or even the divid-

ends could be received, it was necessary to pay 85/., or there-

abouts, to the use of ‘my Lord’s Grace of Lambeth, his judges,

doctors, and proctors, for a second probate of a will, which had
been regularly proved before (it coulh not be throug'h lack of

leisure that the archbishofj of York was unable shortly and
cheaply to certify that fact), and respecting which all parties

interested were agreed, and there was no more doubt or

dispute than there is concerning The Times,” that it is a news-
paper and not a magazine or a marriage settlement.

We can readily imagine, that the right reverend bishops and
their doctors will be vel'y angry at our plain statement, for men
must seek to uphold such a system by rage and not by reason :

nevertheless it wouldi^e difficult to persuade the children that it

was just and necessary to .take 172/. from their moderate i^^e,
in order to Satisfy them that the will, which they had seen* their

father execute, was indeed his will
^ but it would be very to

beat them soundly, if the neighbours would not interfei^ and
the municipal law would favour,*' for their black ingratitude in

complaining of the church and Doctors Commons.
A person who succeeds to property upon the death of another

is commonly overwhelmed with grief, or elated with joy ; the suc-
cessor mourns the loss of a beloved parent, dear husband, or a
kind, indulgent and amiable elder brother

;
or he rejoices at the

deliverance from the power of a capricious tyrant, and exults
that after, all his fears and misgivings, the long-wished-for in-

heritance has come to him at last This is the hour of plunder,

this ie the moment for the sanctified spoiler
;
profound grief, or
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immoderate joy, may be robbed with impunity by one who hast

elevated his soul above all earthly things, and, seeking spiritual

joys alone, considers a hundred pence, or a hundred pounds, as
equally worthless; but he always contrives with his angel’s

wing to sweep away the dust from the balance to the value of
the Tatter sum

:
probably that he may console the afflicted by

removing from their sight a larger temptation to sin. Thus
when a flock of sheep are oppressed by a contagions disease, the
birds of prey descend from the pure* etherial regions in which
they habitually hover, devour the dying, and considerately pluck
out the eyes of the sick and helpless, that they may not see the
misery which surrounds them. Will nobody, asks the Spectator,

who beholds the violence done to the flock, will nobody take
down the old gun from ilTe chimney to shoot, or to scare away
the kites ?

Unless our cars deceive us strangely, the fidtiles have already
begun to play the Rogue’s March.” Several of the questions

on registration that were propounded by the commissioners
for inquiring into the law of Real Property were of ominous im-
port

;
they have even proposed lately in the House of Commons

that there should be but ong place in England for granting pro-

bate of wills. Many of the men who heard the proposal were
afraid, and they cried, as with one voice; oh, how we love Lord
Eldon ! How great is he, how good is he, how worthy to be
praised ! We never set our hearts upon any but Lord Eldon : we
put our trust in him alone, and served him ! Experience has
taught us, that such ejaculations, although very whfying, are,

like the prayers of sailors, somewhat disheartening \to those

who sail in the same ship. ’

\

A« commission to inquire into and io reform the practice

of ;lhe Ecclesiastical Courts had been often demanded and
as often refused

;
it was granted during the lagt Session of

the late Parliament. We were surprised to fflid that it was not

directed to the only persons whdVerc qualified, as fools believed

and flatterers swore during the reign of arms, to serve the state

in any capacity, to Waterloo-meSallists and Chelsea-pensioners.

The commissioners were discreetly chosen
;
had the great, the

g
ood . Earl of Eldon conceded the boon, the selection could not

ave been more prudently made. We will not transcribe their

names, but they may^ll be arranged in three classes
;
the in-

competent, the occupied, and the interested. In the first class

are ex-judges, the helpless shadows of men, who were super-

annuated long before they resigned their offices, being nearly

useless, according to custom, when they were appointed : so

that these pieces be touched with deference, they may be placed,

VOL. xiv.^^Westminster Review. ^
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in any position as upon a cbdSs-board. In the second class are

chancellors, chief Justices, and the like, whose ordinary occu*^

pations, as all sane men allow, are more numerous than they can
perform, or even slur over, in any manner. In the last class are

all who are moat interested in the continuance and increase of
the abuses that are to be remedied

;
LL.D.D#, with a good

Store of bishops : of all God's creatures bishops ! We hope and
trust that th^ will add the new bishop of Exeter^ who is surely

ocellusjmtitiie etjurisprudelititB^ and whom we love and esteem^

although we would not, through tenderness of conscience, that

he should hold in comtnendam a rich living, having cure of soiils

which we could hold, and whom we could cure and smoke-dry
as well ourselves.

The Ecclesiastical Commissioners have taken furnished lodg->

ings by the w^eek at Mr. T. Campbell's, in Middle Scot*
land-yard

;
they established a bell opposite that of the poet,

and inscribed their title upon the door of their apartment. The
paint was scarcely dry, when a long epistle concerning the
domestic affairs, and the quarrels of Lord Byron ana his

wife appeared
;
we know not how much of the tedious rhapsody

is due to the hard, or what |he learned Doctors con*>

tributed, for the glowing language of the sons of song was so
intimately blended with the anile and obstetrical style which
prevails in the proceedings in a matrimonial cause, tnat an old

woman, or a poet, would be required to separate the respective

contributions. The Ecclesiastical Commissioners have not pro-

duced any Hiing further, nor any thing whatever by their un-
assisted efforts, and we suspect that they might as well have
taken lodgings at Wyoming, in the house of the sweet Gertrude,

as at Whitehall under the roof of her gifted minstrel. «

We shall impatienUy wait for their report, that we may resume
this importai\t subject, and enter seriously and minutely into its

details; and if the wheels of their chariot shall tarry, we willpte*

sume humbly to apply a litle off to the axles from time to time.

We doubt, however, whether a commission, that is stuffed so full

ofbishops, will ever bear good fruit ; and we should advise, that

it be immediately superseded by another, empowering a small
number of practical, unprejudiced and learned men to investi-

gate, thoroughly and without reserve, the practice of the Spirit-

ual Courts, and to recommend whatever gmall seem meet
;
and

that the bishops and doctors should be summoned to attend in

the capacity of witnesses, and not as judges.^

We bless the amending hand and commend all whopropose for

free and temperate discussion schemes of legal reform; who
advance with firmness, but without precipitation, for although it
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would bed^sirableto rid ourselves of everyabuse instantaneously,
it is unhappily impracticable^ and to retrace steps that had been
taken inconsiderately would discourage improvers and throw dis-

credit upon amendment. We are willing to hope, that the Com-
mission for amending the practice of the Courts of Common Law
will prove beneficial to the public ; it has certainly been emi-
nently advantageous td the commissioners thems|plves. We are
not inclined to undervalue whatever is likely to facilitate suits

at law, but we feel, that such a reform is comparatively of little

importance. Few sue, or are sued, and actions are commonly
brought for small sums, but every one is deeply interested, very
often to the whole amount of all that he possesses, in wills and
successions ab infestni(k^ and of all that he hopes to transmit,

whether it was inherited, or acquired by himself, to those who
are most dear to him. The attempt to relieve the suitor by
bringing justice to his door would be a cruel mockery

;
the cost

of transporting and maintaining witnesses and recompensing
them for the loss of their time, forms the principal expense of
the trial

;
and the most expensive witnesses are experts, profes-

sional men, as solicitors, surveyors, and the like
;
such persons

feside in largo cities, in the county town, and to compel the

plaintiff to transport them to his own door to receive the visit of

ambulatory justice in a remote country villaf^e would be to kill

him with kindness. If the assize-towui be fairly selected, as it

is in Northumberland, and not dishonestly as in Lancashire and
Norfolk, the charges of those witnesses, whom it is necessary to

bring thither, taking one cause with another, will be less than
under any other arrangement.
The expenses attending the trial cannot be wholly avoided, but

th^re are others which might be greatly ^pduced
;
but it is to

be feared, that so long as judges and red-hot tories shall be the

comihissioners for inquiring into the proceedings nind practice of

the superior courts of common law, they will be pruned with

a tenaer hand. We allude to the expenses that precede the

trial, and especially to the enormous and unnecessary fees of

the officers of the courts. Losing sight of the legitimate mo-
tives of patronage, and entirely disregarding the claims of merit

and learning, judges have been accustomed, without paying any
regard to fitness, ifi sell all offices to the highest bidder, or to

bestow them upon their children, or kinsmen. Lord Ellenbo-

tough is indisputably a most intellectual and highly-cultivated

creature, but if the public get a stupid fellow only thejr are for-

tunate, for the persons, to whom these valuable appointments

hfe ordinarily assigned, are madmen ;
if it were to the purpose it

would be easy to adduce many examples. The money that Lord
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Ellenborough receives from suitors by virtue of his freehold,

as he facetiously terms it, is paid for services that have as

little reference to the real purposes of the suit, as those measures
which extorted from the more teiTified, but less miserable, pas-

sengers the rent ofthe respective freeholds of Duval, Nevison and
Jerry Abershaw : or whatever is purchased by the sums which
are advanced upon stolen goods by Jewish pawn- brokers to those

Christian thieves in trying whom by the inch ofcandle the brother

of the noble Lord, having lately been selected for that purpose
by the nicest critics in judicial aptitude, the illustrissimiof Lon-
don, proposes to while away the long evenings of winter. Free-

holds, like that of the noble Baron, are the chief cause of the de-

nial of justice
;
and they abound still more in the spiritual courts,

to which we return after an apparent digression, than in the

temporal tribunals, whence the vain, worldly wish to stand well

in the eyes of men, has not been completely banished.

Fair, comely and pleasant are the situations that abound
in the courts of spirits ;

and they are uniformly bestowed in strict

accordance with the dictates of the purest and most perfect

nepotism. The office of commissary, or judge of the ecclesias-

tical court of a diocese, sometimes rejoices in an annual income
of more than one thousand pounds a year

;
im|>ortant and diffi-

cult questions often expect his decision. If the bishop should
chance to have a son, who is a lawyer by profession, executors

and administrators, legatees, and next of kin, may esteem them-
selves happy, that the abuse of patronage will be less gross than
usual. The judicial office is commonly held by a beneficed
clergyman, who is not appointed on account of legal attain-

ments, or a peculiar fitness
;

if the reverend and well-fed Papi-
nian can do any thing, he is perhaps a Jubal Cain, he can play
upon the bass-fiddle dfe the harpsichord ; it may be, that he is

even a good carver, but he is indisputably utterly unacquainted
with all human laws* whether they be civil, or rude and uncivil,

nor has he the habits of, or any (lie least aptitude for, secular

business. He is the son, the brother, the nephew, or the cousin
of the diocesan, or of his wife

;
nepotism is more powerful than

the law or the prophets : it more frequently happens, perhaps,

that he is authorised to trifle with the rights of others, because
he possesses that merit which is very acute in perceiving

how the benefits of a particular positioA*' can be turned to

family account
;
how the buds of patronage maybe made to

blow into nosegays for friends and acquaintances, and the
great interests of society be made subservient to the partial

interest^ of clanship. The gentle, timid bishops, for real

merit is always modest, have a great dread of being suddenly
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surrounded by strangers ;
they hate new faces ; and not under-

standing, when they reluctantly submit to be consecrated,

that they are called upon to enlarge the circle of their acquaint-

ance, they make a solemn vow to maintain at the^xpenseof the

public all their relations and connections, and especially their

sons-in-law.

Vast and various are the abuses that characterize, and
indeed form, the very being and essence ot the Spiritual

Oourts, but we cannot believe that the licclesiastical Commis-
sioners from their Parnassus in Middle Scotland-yard will send
us succour and relief. A commission that is designed to work
a real reform, ought not to be composed, as was happily observed,

“of sucking judges," still less ought it to be packed with

judges who have ceased to suck, and have long been weaned
from the hopes of improvement. The patriotism of the bishops
is large and lofty, their disinterestedness heroic, and their lives

and conveisation lovely
;
but nevertheless the holy fathers are

entirely engrossed by their zeal for their spiritual welfare; we
foresee that they will overlook our terpporal concerns. The
commissioners will meet after long delays; they will ask the

doctors if they are comfortable; they may even say to the sleek

proctors, “Gentlemen, are you content
;
what can we do for you ;

IS there any thing you could suggest
;
are you all willing that

wills should be proved twice They will doubtless answer, “yes,
certainly ;" they will look at each other and will seem to say, we
would that they were proved thrice, or four times, and if we
thouglit that our suggestions would be adopted, we love reform

so well that we would earnestly recommend it." Fortunately the

age will not bear to be triHed with thus; all temporal courts

mflst be reformed speedily and effectually,^ and the spiritual

courts must be eradicated ;
blotted out •nd annulled

;
utterly,

totally and unsparingly abolished arid annihilated.

The necessary march of justice will n5t now be stayed by
chaunting monotonous doxologms to the everlasting glory of Lord
Eldon

;
nor will the ruthless roomier relent on beholding the big

tears of delight which the venerable Earl sheds so copiously on
hearing his own praises celebrated by himself. Let the resolution,

that Lord Eldon possesses every virtue under heaven, be forth-

with entered on the journals of the House of Lords once for all,

and then let the greVt work proceed without delay. 13 ut although

the Ecclesiastical Courts from the highest to the lowest, are one—-——

—

—c

• We hail with heartfelt delight and gratitude, the arrival of an era of

reform, in which the master spirit of Brougham is so pre-eminently mani-

fest. From the mists and doubts which surrounded that prc-cmincnl name
•*-it is eipergitig in glorious splendor.
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great abuse, is there no countervailing advantage
5
do they yield

no compensation which atones in whole, or in part, for the evils

they inflict ? Are they not useful in upholding the standard of
legal education ; without them would not the character of the

Jurisconsult oe depreciated rapidly, and finally sink to the
level of the least liberal occupations?

So inestimable is learning, so sweet and precious are its uses

to each citizen 'hnd to the commonwealth, thatif it could be proved
that the college called Doctors Commons, tended in any degree
to the advancement of knowledge, or to the advantage and profit

of learned men, we would pause and weigh well its claims to a
merciful forbearance. Were it a very Athens of instruction, we
could not defend some of the monstrous oppressions of its

courts; but in consideration of the transcendant importance of

good letters, we should recommend the immediate amputation
of its most deformed members, and that the practice should be
regulated so, that a tax^ which was in truth levied upon the

public for the purposes of education, should be so adjusted, as
to press upon all with tolerable equality.

We live in an age which arrogantly boasts of its superior

illumination, but amidst the total desolation and destitution

of all institutions for teaching the most difficult and im^
poitant of all sciences. A vast opulence stagnates at our
two ancient universities ; no lectures are given there, either

in municipal or civil law. The ample funds of a wealthy
foundation, of Trinity Hall at Cambridge, were designed
to promote the study of the Roman Law, yet nothing is per-

formed there that has any more connection with that gene-
rous and beneficial pursuit, than the mechanical drudgery
of taxing bills of costs would have

;
nor is there any authority

competent to restrain '‘chose who might be inclined to bestow
the valuable feljowships as “rewards for electioneering services

upon men as incapable of learning civil law, or any part of
humane and elegant erudition, as*" muleteers or their mules. No
instruction is supplied at our Inns'of Court, not even a tolerable

library is provided, in which a paper as easily procured as the
valuable report that stands at the head of the present article

might be consulted, although the property of the fpur societies,

and perhaps of the least wealthy of them alone, far exceeds in

value the united possessions of all the other*' colleges of law in

the world. So desperate is the condition of the student; so
hopeless is the barbarism in which we are plunged, that we may
even doubt, whether if a large sum of money were raised by
private subscription, or otherwise, for the advancement of educa«
tion, it would be honestly applied

;
whether in its appropriatiou
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the ordinary rules of hononr and the common ohligations of

truth and of promises would be observed by those, who might

be intrusted with the disposition of it.

We dread to anticipate the ultimate consequences of the utter

neglect of wholesome and sound institutions, but it is too evident

that at last, by a miserable and unnatural inversion, the relative

position of two important orders may be completely changed,

and the advocate in whatever court he practi8e8,«may unhappily

become the mere creature of the attorney or proctor, formed by
his plastic hand out of the vilest materials, and informed by
his breath alone.

In the universal and profligate neglect of the means of salva>

tion, if the college of civilians has been at all distinguished, it

certainly has not been by withstanding the downward tendency

of evil : they cannot claim an honourable exemption from the

general charge of desertion
;
they were not the last to quit the

standards. The LL.D.D. are doubtless conscious whether,

being intrusted with a charge delicate and highly conhdential,

in which liberality, honour, and sincerity of heart were essential,

they have conducted themselves fairly, of have yielded to the

suggestions of mean and naltry envy and jealousy, where there

was neither rivalship nor hostility. Had they maintained their

ancient liberal education in its integrity
;
had they reformed

themselves, and judiciously adapted their proceedings and pre*

tensions to the wants and wishes of the times, we should have

been disposed to spare theii courts in spite of their enormous

and inherent defects', but they have not deserved mercy. The
Spiritual Courts have only been allowed to exist so long,

because they have lurked in the concealment and deep secresy

of*Doctors Commons
;
the hour of invading their retirement

has arrived : when we shall make a Jfole, however small it

may be, and admit the light of day> the whole phantasmagoria

will suddenly vanish. •

It is an unpleasant officd*to interfere with the profits of

any class of men, but it becomes in certain cases a duty to

the state and to society. We*expect the report, or the default,

of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, and it would be to under-

take a matter of little difficulty, if we were to say, th'at in either

case we pledge ourselves to prove, that the entire jurisdiction of

the Spiritual Coui^ is a grievous nuisance which ought to be
instantly abated.
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Art. V Memoires de Brlssot, Membre de /* AssemhUe Legislative

ft de la Convention Nationale, sur ses Contemporains, et la

Revolution Francaisc. Publics par son Jils; avec des Notes et des

Eclaircissemcns Ilisloriques, par M. F. de Montrol. vols.I. and II.

Paris. 1 830. Ladvocat.

fN the present article we shall avoid all discussion respecting

the characJter and actions of the Girondists, the political

party to which Brissot belonged, and confine ourselves as far

as possible to the history of the man himself. As Brissot,

however, may in a great measure be regarded as the represent-

ative of his party, as a fair sample of what the majority of

them were, both in morals and opinions, to understand Brissot

is to understand the Girondists
;
revolu'tionists and democrats,

undoubtedly, but remarkable, notwithstanding, for their unshaken
integrity, philanthropy, and love of truth. At the same time it

should be remarked, that although placed by his active energy
and enthusiasm at the head of the Girondists, whose deliber-

ations he appears to have profoundly influenced, Brissot was far

from possessing all the qualities requisite in a revolution-

ary leader. Less sensibility, with more talent for piercing

through the disguises of hypocrisy, would have rendered him
if not a better, at least a more useful and efficient man. He
was too easily dazzled, too prone to admiration, too liable to

be imposed upon by a specious show of ])atriotisin or virtue,

and to this weakness of character may be traced almost all the
misfortunes of his life. Madame Roland remarks, with more
pointediiess than truth, that he understood man^ but was
Ignorant of men. She might have said, had she chosen to lose

sight of that epigrammatic style of speaking of which the
French are still so fond, that although Brissot might be
perfectly competent to* coniprehend such theories of human
nature as other writers had invented and advanced, be was not
endowed with that penetrating faculty, which enables men to

appreciate correctly the characters*rof those who surround them.
In plain English, he was a cleier and estimable, but not a
great man.
Of the authenticity of the Memoirs now, after the lapse of

so many years, placed before the public, no doubt can, we.
think, be entertained. The manuscript has passed through the

hands of many well-known persons, through those, for example,
of Pinkerton, the geographer, Mentelle, and Helen Maria
Williams. In order to serve Madame Brissot and her

children, who, upon the death of Brissot, were left in compara-
tive poverty. Miss Williams undertook to translate the work
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into English, with the design of publishing it at London for

the benefit of the widow and children, and actually completed

a very considerable portion of her design. For some reason or

another, however, with which we are not acquainted, the

project was set aside ;
but the manuscript version still exists,

and has been obligingly placed in our hands by M. Coquerel, a
nephew of Miss Williams. It is partly in her own hand writing,

partly in that of an assistant, and is roughly sdfawled upon a
parcel of waste false titles of an old edition ofJoseph Andrews,
and upon the backs of certain decrees of the Revolutionary
Government, This translation was made upwards of, thirty

years ago.

Brissot commences hjs work with an explanation of bis

reasons for writing, and an apology for all such marks of haste,

or negligence, or other imperfections, whether of style or

method, as might be discovered in his previous performances.
Not possessing that wealth which commands leisure, and which
enabled Montesquieu and Helvetius to round and polish their

periods with fastidious elegance, he was compelled to depend
in a great measure upon that fertility of mind which he received

from nature. His imagination, too, which, though not poetical,

or peculiarly rich or vivid, was not^wanting in warmth, enabled
him to infuse into his compositions a species of ardent anima-
tion, which, united with vast enthusiasm, exaggerated sensibi-

lity, and a fierce advocacy of the liberal principles and fashion-

able opinions of the day, rendered him a popular writer. Why
he has now ceased to be so may be easily explained. To say
nothing of the subject of his works, which, however, is now
anything but fashionable, his style is altogether destitute of
that? nervous vigour which naturally clothes itself in new but
beautiful forms of expression, and whichiS the genuine soul of
all performances that struggle successfully wUh time, and
diffuse around them unfailing fragrance and^splendor. Neither

does he possess the art of presVnting his ideas, such as they
are, distinctly and vividly tef^the imagination of his reader.

They are confused, misty, ill-defined. A random association of
images rises at intervals before him, like a Will o’ the Wisp,
and away he flies after it, heedless of the propriety of time and
place, until weariness, or some new train of thought, sets him
upon another track,'dr conducts him back to the point from
whence he started. This is particularly the case with the

Memoirs now before us, thougli in all probability they are the

only portion of the works of Brissot which will be at all valued

in after-times. It is true that the circumstances under which

they were written might account for still greater defects than
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those by which they are disfigured; but when a reader is

annoyed by the imperfections of a book, he does not slop to

inquire into the cause of them. He feels the inconvenience,

and revenges it upon the reputation of the unfortunate author.

Among the errors of Brissot, arising, perhaps, from the pecu-
liarity of his position, .is the prejudice which he adopted, to-

wards the close of hia^ career, against" the literary profession.

According to ^nim and Rousseau, whom he was too fond of
mimicking, no trade is so miserable as that of a book-maker

;

and he counsels his children and all his posterity to preserve

themselves from the rage for writing, as if it were a kind of pes-

tilence. No doubt it is, as he justly observes, a despicable

thing to put on the disguise of philosophy, in spite of the inward
temper of the heart and mind, and build up theories of vice and
virtue, as men build ships or houses, from mere mercenary views,

or for the purpose of deluding or perverting mankind. But
this is to be a quack, or a sophist, not an author or a philoso-

pher. To become a dealer in ideas, or rather in words, for the

purpose of gaining livelihood, is perhaps no very dignified

course of action
;

but the genuine author is impelled to write

by other motives than the love of lucre. His spirit impreg-
nated by nature from the moment of his birth, inevitably seeks

to be delivered of its intellectual burthen
;
and the same instinct

which teaches the bird to build its nest, and the salmon to

deposit its eggs in the mud of rivers, directs the philosopher

to select language as the bed whereon to lay the offspring of his

mind. He never regards the offshoots of his soul as a mere
object of speculation. The rewards which mankind are ever

ready to bestow upon those who instruct or amuse them, he is

content to receive and enjoy, whether those rewards be embodied
in the shape of money, office, or fame

;
but it is not for these

that he descends into the depths of his mind, or clothes the

creations of his imagination with, forms of ideal grace and per-

fection. To Brissot, however, literature had accidentally been
a source of misfortune. It had .conducted him to the dungeons
of the Bastille; bad thrown him among libellous assassins,

who murdered reputations as well as men
;
and was about to

place his neck beneath the knife of the guillotine. If he in-

dulged an unjust prejudice against it, therefore, we readily

pardon the error of confounding a casual wit^h a necessary effect,

since in the condition in which he wrote he was not competent
to make the requisite distinctions.

To ward off the conclusion, that pain and disappointment are

the natural accompaniments fmd consequence of a literary

career, we need, in fact, look no further than the history of our
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author’s own experience. To what other cause did he owe the

many generous and benevolent friends whose attachment so fre-

quently softened the rigours of his fate ? Setting aside the

pleasures of the senses, of which all animals partake, what
enjoyments could any other career have furnished him which
he missed by devoting himself to the Muses ? The early part

of his life, which, according to his own account, was rendered
exceedfngly delightful by meditation and studyf could hardly
have passed more tranquilly had the idea of one day becoming
an author never entered into his mind, Hope is a calm and
serene thing

;
and Brissot’s hopes, like those of all ardent and

aspiring young men, were peculiarly brilliant.

He was born January 14, 1764, in the city of Gharbas in the

Orleanois, where his father, an active and industrious man, carried

on a lucrative business. Among the vagabonds who rallied round
the standard of despotism, and endeavoured to participate in the

ancestral glories of the aristocrats whose cause they had espoused,

there were several who sought to overthrow the reasoning of Bris-

sot, by objecting to him the meanness of Ips birth
;

for, in their

opinion, it was a crime to be descended from honest and indus-

trious parents. Rivarol, the cleverest, perhaps, of these para-

sites, reported himself to be a coui^, though his father is said

to have been an inn-keeper at Bagnols ; and lamenting one day to a
friend the fate of the unfortunate nobility, whom the infamous
Revolution had deprived of honours and fortune—^' Aye,” con-
tinued he, it has robbed us of our titles and the very names
of our ancestors Observing that his friend could not refrain

from laughing at his ingenious tirade. Well, sir,” said he,

and pray what is there so very singular in what I have said
** Oh,” replied the friend, it was not the singular which
amused me, it was the plural !” The-iprincipal evil which
resulted to our author from the low Condition of his father, was
of a kind of which, we believ^,^ there are \ery few examples
upon record : he dreaded lest by educating his children he might
teach them to despise him ! li likewise placed the honest man
more completely within the control of the priests, who, when
his son had deserted the legal religion of his country, taught
him to attempt the reformation of the youth by deserting and
exposing him to the^ chances of want and infamy.

However, owing to* the affection and good sense of his mother,

Brissot was not deprived of the advantages of education, which,

he observes, by no means taught liJm to despise the author of

his existence for being less learned than himself. But, like

many others, be found the roots of the tree of knowledge exceed-

ingly bitter
j
and with lieutenant Northerton, was inclined to
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damn home, and all declensions/ conjugations, Syntax, and
prosody with all his heart. This impatience of rules and dis*

cipline, regarded by some persons as an indication of genius^

is much more frequently the effect of mental effeminacy. How-
ever Brissot contrived in spite of the declensions to master
enough of Latin to place the enjoyment of Livy and Seneca
within his reach, though he seems never to have resorted, from
motives of pleasure, to the great authors of that language.
Rollin, Vertot, Echard, and Fleury, with other authors of
similar characters, very naturally obtained the preference in his

young mind over Herodotus, Thucydides, and Tacitus; but
Plutarch, whom the wise and the trifling alike admire, soon
obtained a principal place in his esteepi. It is peculiarly pleas-

ing to observe the arjlent studies of youth. Brissot, like

Rousseau, seldom knew how to preserve the rules of prudence
and moderation at any period of his life, and of course least of

all in the earlier portion of it. When his mind first began to

taste the charms of books, the longest days were found insuffi-

cient to exhaust the pleasures of this mute intercourse, and the

hours of the night, which others devoted to repose and sleep,

were encroached upon by the labours of our indefatigable

student. He had a sister, Ive tells us, who used to get up, from
motives of devotion, long before dawn, and who, in passing by
his chamber on her way out to the cathedral, gave him a light,

which he cherislied in a half-dark lanthorn^ from fear that it

might be perceived by his father who lay in the next room. In
this manner he was enabled to indulge his propensity for

reading, and to acquire in an irregular but pleasant manner a
considerable quantity of knowledge.
The science of education, unquestionably the most important

of all sciences, was as« badly understood at that period in France
as it is still atvOxford and "Cambridge. The object appeared to

be to create a natioh of pedants, who were to search for national

and individual happiness through the art of making Latin

verses, which, whether bad or g<>od, seemed to be regarded as

the panacea for all human ills. Heresy, and schism, and
rebellion, and every other monster, were to be combatted with
the spell of Latin verse

;
which, if it could not still bring down

the moon, as of old, was sufficiently powerful to subject the

heads of the majority to the sway of that gentle planet. To
judge by the conduct of the sage preceptors of youth, the whole
French nation were inspired hy that divine madness, which
being embodied in verse constitutes poetry, according to Plato

;

but after serving a seven years’ apprenticeship to the Muses
Brissot, like many more, round that his had not beei^
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blasted by poetic fire, and that he was condemned, with the

honest citizen in Moli^re, to speak prose all his life. One
advantage, however, he confesses to have derived from the

school discipline,—the habit of study, a well-exercised memorj^
and considerable historical knowledge.
Most young men select a friend during the period of their

studies, by whose tastes and predilections, however sturdy may
be the original constitution of their minds, th€ir habits and
opinions are powerfully influenced. Brissot’s choice was not
fortunate. Guillard, the Pylades of his youth, was one of
those gay and frivolous characters, who “ with a flash begin,

and end in smoke."’ Having nourished his mind upon the
frothy sophistry of the times, he rapidly shot up into precocious
maturity, and by covering the barrenness of his own intellect

with the fruit of other men’s genius, made pompous exhibition

of talents which were doomed to be as evanescent as Jonah’s
gourd. However, it was not at all unnatural that he should

appear in the guise of a superior person to his youthful friend,

who, with his exaggerated admiration for every kind of talent,

and an intolerable thirst for reputation, vehemently longed to

avail himself of every possible aid for the accomplishment of hia

secret design. But his design was pot long a secret to Guillard.

They mutually imparted their ambitious hopes and projects to

each other
;
and the long secluded walks in which the means

of rousing the attention of mankind were discussed, might per*

haps be reckoned among the most lively pleasures of the life of
Brissot. As for Guillard, he quickly flew ofl' into another sphere,

preferring the smiles of actresses, and the pleasures of the table,

which he purchased by all the meannesses of a parasite, to the

unsullied glory of labouring for the benefit of mankind, and the

delights of contented frugality. The viijifins which succeeded
each other in the mind of Brissot at •this period, Jhough proba-

bly differing but little from the day-dreams of other ambitious

young men, were sufficiently *tvild and fantastic. By turns

metamorphosed by his wishes* into a Tartar conqueror, and a
Grecian sage, as he passed from the History of China by the

Jesuits, to the lives of great Generals by Plutarch, he preserved

through all his changes a love for liberty and humanity, occa-

sionally inconsistent with his ambitious desires, but in harmony
with the general chaVacter of his mind.
The study of the English language, which he commenced

jsoon after leaving college, directed thereto by one of those acci-

dents which so often determine the colour of a man’s whole life,

was undoubtedly the pivot upon which the fate of Brissot

turned. In proportion as he became acquainted with our his-'
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tofy and literature^ the republican ideas nrhich the reading of

ancient authors had sown m his mind^ acquired greater Vigour,

and a more determinate shape. The mighty characters which
sprung up during our Civil Wars, comparable for stern dignity

and heroic valour to the greatest republicans of antiquity, com->

manded his admiration and inspired him with an enthusiastic

desire to emulate their achievements. CromWell, Hampden,
Ireton, St# J6hn, Pym, and the rest of that energetic race,

appeared in his eyes to tower far above the most gaudy minions
of a despotic king, and he daily learned to despise more and
more the profligate courtiers who sacrificed the welfare of his

oouniry to their private pleasures. From the language and lite-

rature of England he passed to tljose of Italy, in Which,
assuredly, he met with few incentives to patriotism or virtue

;

any more than in those of Spain and Portugal, which next suc-

ceeded. The German, which he commenced and immediately
abandoned, might have proved of more utility

; but the mania
of becoming a linguist, which had now seized upon him, was not

suf&ciently strong to enable him to master this difficult lan-

guage, or any of the oriental dialects, which his thirst of know-
tedge soon after impelled him to attempt.

A curious desire which s^zed upon him about this period is

worthy of notice, as serving to show into what strange extren^es

the love of knowledge may precipitate a man : be wished to re-

tire from the world into a monastery, and transform himself into

a Benedictine monk, in emulation of those famous old ascetics

who had digested whole libraries, and increased, and sometimes
enriched them by their owii learned folios. Bread and books,”
as he expresses it, were now the sole object of his ambition.

But this passion was not of long continuance
; aUd it whs a

monk, who could speak with experience respecting the interior

of cloisters, to whose rules his own life were no very exemplary
honour, that dissipated the illusion, and taught Brissot the folly

of seeking for truth in monkish' retirement.
At length an opportunity of quitting Chartres occurred, and

he set out for Paris, leaving behind him his cloistered dreams,

and ideas of rivalling Robinsoe Crusoe, to bury himself in the

office of an attorney, a place still mprp unfavourable to truth

and patriotism, perhaps, even than the cells of the Benedictines.

The French habitually make use of hyperbolical language. Ori

entering the capital, which he did by the Batri^re de la Ccnfer-
ence, the bridges, the Chatnps Elysees, the garden of the Tull-

lories, everything presented him with the most ravishing pro*
ipectSy while the quays, which were lighted Up, as he happened
*to enter in the evenings '' enchanted” him# It was of course ex*
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ceedin^ly natural that a raw country youth, coming up suddciuly

to Paris, should think the place very fine, but in the objects

which he denominates ravishing, enchanting, there is

nothing extremely wonderful, the bridges being very poor
things, and the Champs Elysees. many degrees inferior to

Kensington Gardens. However, the charms of all these things

were as nothing compared with the attractions of the theatro,

which has always been the paradise of a true Freticbman. But
the golden age of the French theatre waa over, and the LaharpOs,
the Marmontels, and others of that class, had succeedea to

Racine and Corneille, and were labouring with all their power to
banish all ideas of nature and good taste from the minds of the
public. Brissot was disgusted, as well he might be, with these

apes of Voltaire, who, as a dramatic writer, was himself no pro-

digy ; but the illustrious obscures upon whom he bestowed his

^probation were perhaps still less worthy of it than they.

The whole of the dramatic literature of the period, if we may
judge of the mass by its salient points, belonged to that dreary
species which mediocrity and servile imitation create in all

countries when literature touches upon the period of its decline.

Plots, situations, incidents^^nay, the very figures ofspeech, jokes,

and expressions, were precisely thpse which time out of mind
had formed the materials of play-writers, and had been a thou-
sand times presented in thin disguise to the indefatigable public,

which continued to tolerate them as the Romans did the Fes-
cennine jests of a consular triumph. We perceive by the anec-
dotes of actors and actresses which he has thought proper to

preserve from oblivion, that he was no stranger to the mysteries
of the green-room

;
but it was to this period of his life that he

afterward&r looked back with least satisfaction, when time and
misfortunes had taught him the value an untroubled con-
science and cheering reminiscences. •

,

Notwithstanding his theatrical preferences, Brissot seems
never to have lost sight of literature or literary men. His
acq^uaintances among this cla^ss of individuals, who, at that

period, formed a kind of distinct order in the State, were daily

multiplied
;
and being, by these means, admitted behind the

scenes, he learned the arts by which mushroom reputations were
fisbricated or destroyed* and that noble profession, which should
never be exercised’ fay any but those who endeavour to better

mankind^ degraded into the vile Instrument of cupidity or re-

venge. One of the most active and distinguished among the

literary adventurers of the day was Linguet, editor of the
** Annales Litteraires a man of talent, but a hypocrite, and
bldefaiigably and inveterately revengeful. With this man it wasi
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Brisflot^s misfortune to become connected. With all the self-

sufficient arrogance of a petty despot, for such his editorship ren-

dered him, he spoke of the literary profession as an unquiet,

debasing, and miserable career, requiring a brazen countenance,
an unfeeling heart, and a temper formed for cringing and mean-
ness. In drawing this portrait he seems, indeed, to have copied

himself
;
which is generally the case with those who indulge in

^lenetic and rmiversal censure. His apparent aim was to deter

Brissot from enlisting under the banner of the Muses, his real

one, to acquire or preserve an ardent espouser of his quarrels
;

Linguet, as may be easily imagined, could not, with the feelings

which he entertained, live in peace and amity with his brethren.

To this connexion may be traced the prejudices which Brissot

now conceived, and ever after continued to cherish, against seve-

ral of the least mischievous sophists of the age, fi’Alembert,
Marmontel, and Laharpe, men no less superior to Linguet in

talent than in feeling, and who, had it been our memoir-writer’s

good fortune to have justly apprecialed them, might, in spite of
their failings, have been of far more utility to him, than the
libellers and satirists with whom he soon afterwards too closely

associated himself. It is not our dj?sign, however, to become
the annalists of the squabbles in which Brissot was engaged, or

of which he was a spectator. They were disgraceful to the

majority of the combatants
;
and in contemplating them we

may very well say, with Duclos, that whereas it was formerly
the fashion to compel wild beasts to tear each other to pieces

for the amusement of mankind, tlie practice seemed at that

period to be completely reversed.

In the midst of these gladiatorial sports, our patriot caught a
glimpse, as it were, of the man whose star was one day to have
so fatal an ascendancy over his own. While he was employed
in the office of M. Nolleauy. the lawyer, a young man was taken
into the house as seeond clerk, for whom Brissot seems to have
conceived an instinctive aversioir. He was, or seemed to be,

completely ignorant
;
possessing *no taste fpr the sciences, no

talent for composition, and still *less for thinking, he appeared
to be designed by nature to plod on eternally through the dirty

mazes of chicanery.—In fact, so contemptuous was the opinion
which he inspired in the mind of Brissot, that he would at that

time, he says, have wagered his head against his chances of
future celebrity. This man was Robespierre. Upon the death
of M. Nolleau, Brissot procured employment in the office of this

J
erson’s brother-in-law, whither it would appear Robespierre
id* not accompany him, for we hava no more in this part of the

memoirs of his iliromened name. During the two years wbi(;h
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were spent in M. Aucante’s olEce, where the clerks appear to

have enjoyed a species of sinecure, their employer probably
keeping them rather for show than use, Brissot made consider-

able progress in his studies, and in the collection of literary

materials, which he afterwards turned to account. But by the

advice of M. Aucante himself, he quitted the law at the end of

that period, in order wholly to devote himself to the service of

that destructive Syren, whose spells and borrow his old friend

Linguet had painted in such startling colours. He became an
author. However, in embracing this new profession, he did not
judge it expedient to adopt altogether the manners by which
the more successful or fashionable of its members were at that

time distinguished. He did not court the patronage of the

great
;

went but selddVn into company
;

addicted himself,

passionately to study. His friend Guillard, with whom he now
lived, used frequently, he says, on returning at one o’clock in

the morning from his gay [)arties, to find him studying the

Greek language,, in which he would seem, notwithstanding, to

have made but small progress. Guillard, who apparently was
one of those who regard all such musty knowledge as rather a
hinderance than an advantage to an author, smiled compassion-
ately at his simplicity. Brissot smiled also, for his imagination
threw open to his view the prospect of futurity, into which,
since fame, not fortune, was his aim, he must be allowed to have
looked with considerable clearness.

Having thus devoted himself to literature, the next point to

be considered was, how he should exist. His mother, who had
frequently supplied him with small sums since his residence in

Paris, was unable wholly to provide for him. Some other

resource was, therefore, to be sought
;
and, as the devil would

have it, the project which presented itself to his imagination in

the most fascinating colours, was that of commencing satirist.

His first essay, as he tells us himself, contained a gross and
unwarrantable attack upon many private characters, among a
great deal of well-deserved soverity against that interminable

horde of poets, journalists, and inferior parasites, who subsisted

upon the fulsome adulation which they lavished upon every

human being, who was rich and foolish enough to provide them
with a dinner. One of the individuals thus lashed, a lady wdio

kept a kind of office for the fabrication of geniuses, and conse-

quently had numerous partisans, found means to procure a lettre

de cachet against the self-constituted censor, whom she desired

to bring to reason by a few months’ or years’ confinement in the

Bastille. At this period Brissot, who in learning English, had
contracted a fondness for that earthly nectar,” as Dr. Southey

VOL. xiy*^Wesimimter Review* 2 a
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calls it, to which the East contributes its arrack, and the

West its limes and its rum and which, whatever may be its

name among the immortals, is called Punch ’’ by men,—had
been seized by a fever, to which his free use of the aforesaid

nectar had not a little contributed. ** Such was my melan-
choly condition,’^ says he, when I received a visit from an
agent of the Police, who came accompanied by my publisher.

He introducedihis business by counselling me not to be alarmed
at the intelligence he was about to communicate. He then let

me know the existence of the lettre de cachet, explained where-
fore it had been granted, and disclosed the names of my persecu-

tors, * You have been guilty of apiece of imprudence’ says he,
' which certainly did not deserve so severe a punishment, Never-
theless, it was necessary it should be granted. To-morrow you
will be officially informed of the business unless you take care

to decamp from here to-day. But that I may appear to have
performed my duty, give me a few leaves of your manuscript,
which I will pretend to have found in your chamber, and will

exihibit in proof of my zeal.^ I am naturally confiding, and
for once I was not ‘deceived. I delivered two leaves of my
manuscript to the police agent ; my wardrobe was soon packed
up, and I decamped. To complete the farce, the alguazils

came in search of me next morning, and found ray chamber
empty.”

Brissot seems never to have discovered the real motives of the

actors in this curious scene. To suspect a police agent of

humanity would, he thought, be to insult the man. He there-

fore contented himself with supposing that he must have been
actuated by some secret motives of interest, which certain pro-

posals made some time after in his name to Brissot, respecting

some pamphlets, rendered probable, he tells us, but without
further explanation. The man, whose name was Goupil, died

shortly afterwards in the chateau of Vincennes. As he had
some way incurred the displeasure of his employers, it was
thought that his death had beeii artificially hastened

; but the

public, who interested themselves but little in such matters,

were merely told, that he died suddenly, which, no doubt, was
true. During his employment as inspector of literature,

Goupil had always shown himself tender of the reputation of

authors
;
for although, in obedience to authority, he seldom

failed to seize upon prohibited books, he was yet so far merci-

ful, that he would not destroy these precious fruits of toil and
industry, in which his wife carried on an extensive and lucra-

tive traile. Thus the government enjoyed the double revenge

of ruining the writers, and of distributing among the people the
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intellectual poison, as it was called, which they had spent their

whole lives in concocting, in cellars and garrets, like so many
spiders.

This little incident was exceedingly useful to Brissot. It

taught him the danger of playing roughly with so sharp
a weapon as satire

;
and when he had discovered that the

action was perilous, it needed but little ingenuity to perceive

that it was likewise undignified and immoral. • His ague, for

that was his complaint, still continuing to afflict him, he was
advised to try the effects of his native air

;
and accordingly he

moved from Paris to Chartres, where he was affectionately

received by his kind mother and sisters
;
but his father, whom

the priests had irritatec^ against him
; and who, in fact, seems

to have been eminently wanting in natural affection, never
once visited him during his stay; nor does the son himself
appear to have made any endeavour to effect a reconciliation.

The bishop of Chartres, in whose eyes no man was impious or
heretical who could be useful to him, was by no means so scru-

pulous as the confessor of Brissot’s fatl\pr. He received our
young satirist with open arms, introduced him to the countess
de Seinie, who managed tjie temporal affairs of the episcopal
palace; and shortly afterwards constituted him one of his privy
council, of which the other members were Sieyes and Potion.

The honour of dining with a bishop, however, was not suffi-

cient to vender a residence in Chartres, which many circum-
stances conspired to trouble, at all agreeable to him. As soon,

therefore, as his complaint had disappeared, he returned to

Paris, and again took lodgings in the same apartment with

Quillard. The conduct of this young man during the illness of

his friend had been any thing but kindly or generous, and it

must have been rather from motives of convenience, than from
any feeling of affection, that Brissot rtow renew^ed.his acquaint-

ance with him. It is, therefore, exceedingly absurd in our

worthy autobiographer, reasoning upon the behaviour of so heart-

less and contemptible a parasite as this Guillard, to conclude,

as he does, that friendship is but a name. Perhaps, indeed,

there may be a mistake of the printer or editor in the passage,

by the correction of which Brissot may be freed from the impu-
tation of having uttered so base and unphilosophical a senti-

ment. In the volume the sentence runs as follows :— Sa
cruelle insouciance sur le progres de mon mal, m^avait prouve

?
ue la sensibility s’^touffe aisyment dans le monde, et que
amiti6 rCest qu^un mot** If Brissot wrote, as it is probable he

did, ** et que I’amitie ni/* ent qu’un mot,'’ his opinion, though

still too sweeping, would not be very far from the truth ; for

2 A 2
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among worldlings, friendship is not a common thing. Be this,

however, as it may, the friends were soon reduced to a very low

ebb in point of finances, and sometimes felt what it was to want
food

;
though Guillard, who was an adept in the parasitical art,

was generally enabled to satisfy the cravings of hunger at the

tables of those whom he puffed and flattered. Brissot, on the

other hand, whom an honest shame restrained from such prac-

tices, consideivd himself but too happy when he could com-
mand a morsel of bread and cheese for his dinner.

In the midst of this distress our philosopher conceived the

design of several important and extensive works, the proper ex-

ecution of any one of which would have required many years of

leisure and study. His favourite production, which he lived to

accomplish, was a '' Theory of CriminM Law.” Another great

work, of which we do not altogether perceive the drift or the

utility, was to be entitled Universal Pyrrhonism the plan

of which, which he says, was of itself a small treatise, he sub-

mitted to D’Alembert. The academician, overwhelmed, per-

haps, by numerous applications of the same kind, paid less

attention to the matter than the author thouglit it deserved
;
and

returned the plan with a note, cold enough certainly, but
containing some general complimentary expressions, and a

clause in which he expressed his dissent from the author’s

system. There is generally too much pomposity in the behaviour
of established authors towards younger, or less known writers

;

and there was probably some tinge of this failing observable in

the proceedings of D’Alembert
; but Brissot, whom, knowing his

circumstances, we can now readily excuse, unquestionably con-
ceived too great a resentment against him. He probably ex-

pected to have found in the fashionable sophist the humble
manners and encomiaging familiarity of a Socrates

; but his

simplicity had deceived him ;
for, although ambitious enough

of bearing the name* of philosophers, the academicians were very
far from desiring to purchase it by so vast a sacrifice of self-

interest as the old Attic moralist achieved.

Passing over the various meVms to which Brissot was for a

long while compelled to have recourse for the purpose of gain-

ing a livelihood, we proceed at once to the pamphlet which
was the primary cause of his visit to England. This little pro-

duction, which w'e have never read, was entitled the Testa-
ment Politique de TAngleterre and its object, as the author
informs us, was to encourage France in its opposition to

England, and expose the absurdity of lord North and his party
in their conduct towards our American Colonies. The “ Tes-
tament Politique/’, falling into the hands of one Swinton, a man!
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whose sole business it was to establish newspapers, and sell

their influence to the best bidder
; that sage politician imme-

diately conceived the desire of monopolizing the labours of its

author, which he conceived might be secured at a moderate
rate. He accordingly applied to Brissot, whom he easily dis-

covered through tlie means of his publisher, and proposed that

he should undertake the edjting of a newspaper of his, entitled

the Courier de rEurope,"” which was printed Tn London, and
reprinted at Boulogne-sur-mer. It was the re-impression,

effected at Boulogne, which Brissot was required to superin-

tend; and although Svvinton’s offers w^ere by no means magni-
ficent, he had the art of making promises which seemed to be
sincere; and Brissot but too happy to escape at any rate

the gulf of misery into which he had been plunged in Pans.
At Boulogne, Brissot soon discovered that his new acquaint-

ance was no philosopher, and that in order, as lago expresses

it, to put money in his purse, he would have sold England
itself, as well as English news, to the French minister, if he had
possessed the power to sell, and the otUer the money to pur-

chase. However, our adventurer's position was not disagree-

able. He was no traitor ;®he merely assisted a mercenary man
in disclosing, as far as it was in hie power, the state secrets of

a foreign country to his own government
;
and this, in the eyes

of politicians, is all in the regular course of things. Meanwhile
he enjoyed a comfortable subsistence, studied, read, walked out

along the “ sounding main,’' and indulged, after the manner of

enthusiasts, his inveterate propensity to building castles in the

air. It was here that he first beheld the lady who was after-

wards his wife. Love, therefore, with all the imaginative

delTghts to which it gives birth in ardent ^minds, was added to

his enjoyments
; so that all things considered, perhaps, he was

right in regarding the first few months which were spent at

Boulogne among the happiesl^days of his life. But he was
doomed never to remain long in any condition, whether happy
or unhappy. Swinton soon*^iscovered that an editor was
unnecessary at Boulogne, where, since the business was merely

to translate from the English papers, a person of inferior

capacity, and, consequently, of lower salary, would perform

the business quite as well in his eyes. Therefore, being utterly

reckless of the welfare of every person on earth, except himself,

he no sooner made this discovery than the employment of Bris-

sot was at an end. To soften the coarseness and unfeelingness

of this act, he took his protege to London for a fortnight ;
and

thus, by shewing him the freedom which might be enjoyed
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in% England, increased the impatience with which he endured

the despotism of his own government.

Shortly after his return to France, he was put, by the death of

his father, in the possession of two hundred pounds, with which,

having always had a propensity that way, he now determined

to prepare himself for practising at the bar
;
and to avoid the

delay and intrigues which accompanied the obtaining of a

diploma in what was called the regular way, he went down to

Rheims, and purchased the necessary titles at once. The spe-

culation, however, did not succeed. His brethren ofthe bar,whom
he seems to have viewed with no friendly eye. and who, as was
natural, returned him scorn for scorn, made his Theory of

Criminal Law,’' which he had now pubJished, a handle for per-

secution
;
and were about to commence against him certain pro-

ceedings, the nature of which we are left to conjecture, when
his friends advised him to quit a profession, for which he appears

to have possessed neither knowledge nor aptitude. The time

and money expended in this attempt at acquiring a settled mode
of living were, therefovc, thrown away, and he was once more
thrown back upon the uncertain footing ofliterature, where, if the

soil was not found teeming with ingots, he could at least starve

in liberty and independence! Unfortunately, however, Brissot

seems never to have perceived distinctly what particular

department of literature or science nature had designed him to

cultivate. The example of Voltaire, who, like another Protago-

ras, wrote and disputed de omnibus rebus et quibusdam
aliis,’’ and by the charm of his style concealed his want of

depth and originality, exerted a pernicious influence upon the

ambitious youth of France. Every man aspired to universality

of knowledge
;
and Rrissot, of course, threw himself headlong

into the current of the rimes. Legislation and chemistry,

politics and literature, by turns employed the activity of his

mind ;
while the only science xyhicn would, in the end, have

inevitably commanded success, and recommended him at once
to his own times, and those which were to succeed, was par-

tially or wholly neglected. We mean the science of style,

the most difficult, but certainly the most valuable acquisition,

which the united effect of study and practice can bestow upon
an author.

Meanwhile, his acquaintance with those restless spirits who
were labouring to escape from their obscure Pandemonium into

upper air, was daily becoming more and more extensive. His
passion for chemical experiments brought him in contact with

Marati the consistent and persevering diabolism of whose
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character is a curious philosophical, phenomenon. This revolu-
tionary Nero, who was animated by a devouring passion for

notoriety, but was wholly indifferent respecting the means by
which it was to be acquired, had, at the period of which we are

speaking, conceived the design of effecting a total revolution in

tne sciences, the first step towards the accomplishment of which
was, to annihilate the reputations of all those whom tlie world
regarded with veneration. To Brissot, however, who, it must
be repeated, had no skill in physiognomy, and nothing of that

almost instinctive tact, which enables some persons to detect
even in strangers the lurking indications of the inward texture

of the mind, Marat, with his daring empiricism, and flatulent

jargon about liberty, aj^peared in a very advantageous light.

Like himself he had tasted the bitter cup of adversity; like him-
self he had been the dupe of his own feelings, or said he had,
which was the same thing. The French, moreover, have
often a propensity to sudden and violent likings or antipa-

thies, which, being founded upon the contemplation of one
phasis only of a character which must necessarily have several,

renders them liable to the charge of changefulness and in-

constancy. If men alvvi^ys were what they seem, this mode
of proceeding might be judicious^ but in the present constitu-

tion of things, the more cautious conduct of other nations,

which appears exceedingly disagreeable to the French, is the

only thing that can save men from the appearance of criminal

insincerity or contemptible fickleness. Nothing but the most ex-
traordinary inconsiderateness could ever have betrayed him into
'' a strict friendship,’’ with a man of so wolfish and unsocial a
disposition as Marat, who, in his own profession, was a mere
qQack, in literature a daring mountebanlc, in the sciences an
insolent pretender to originality, and in^Clitics, which was then

the grand theatre for all kinds of ePxperiments, ji relentless and
bloody-minded miscreant, who held forth the sacred panoply of

freedom to conceal a more** tyrannical ambition than ever

animated the breast of empertjf or king. At the time when this

caitiff first became known to Brissot, he was night and day
engaged in experiments, by which he hoped to overthrow New-
ton-^s principles of Optics, not, however, from any particular

spleen against our great astronomer, but because he was
regarded with respect by the French academicians, for all of

whom Marat entertained an unquenchable hatred. Besides,

as destiny had not yet intrusted him with the power of murder-

ing the bodies of men ; he was compelled to amuse himself,

in order to keep his hand in practice in mangling and assassi-

nating their reputation. But it is remarkable, that the rhetori-
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cal figures of misanthropy have been so completely exhausted by
ancient monsters, that even so rare and original a villain as

Marat, when he wished to embody in language the hatred with

which the undisguised contempt of his fellow-creatures had
inspired him, was compelled to descend to imitation

;
the most

striking of his inota being nothing but a modification of the

celebrated wish of Caligula. Dining one day at the table of

the march ioness^^de Laubepinc, whose life he had saved only to

render its possessor despicable, several persons endeavoured
to console him for the rebuff' he had met with the day
before from the Academy, which had refused to examine his dis-

coveries upon Light : have patience,” said his comforters,

and in the end you will no doubt obtain your wishes.”—“ Ob-
tain my wishes,” replied lie, with a Mghtful grinding of the

teeth—'' it is my w'ish (hat the whole human race were thrust

into one bomb, to which I could set fire, and blow them to

pieces!” And this, merely because his literary vanity had
been wounded.

Besides Marat, Brissot now became connected more or less

intimately witli several ‘celebrated individuals
;
and, among the

rest, w'itli Laplace, Lavoisier, Fourcroy, the President Dupaty,
and Le Morcier. Rut literature was insufficient to exhaust the

restless activity of Brissot, (k rather, porliaps, the remunera-
tion then obtained in France for literary labour was insufficient,

when not eked out by the gains of ]jarasitism or satire, to

neither of which the mature reason of Biissot would descend,

to enable a man with no reputation for wit to provide for his

subsistence. He, therefore, was compelled to tax his invention

to discover some honest supplement; and in this dilemma
nothing more feasible presented itself to his imagination, or, lif

it did it found no welcome, than a Lyceum, in which all the

]>hilosophers of the w orfd should meet together, with a museum
w'liich should contain, specimens of all the productions of art.

London was to be the seat of this^mighty establishment, and as

,
it was then, as now, supposed, Uiat our metropolis was the

genuine El Dorado of adventurer^, Brissot did not doubt that,

could he but obtain the active co-operation of some honest

Sanclid Panza, with the funds necessary to put the vast

machine in motion, an immense fortune might be made by all

the parties concerned. That any man in his sober senses

should have believed so, seems at this distance of time utterly

incredible
;

but, like Milton’s devils speculating upon the

chance, that " Space might produce new worlds the Quixotes

of Paris were just then possessed by the persuasion that with

philosophy all things were possible. The Oeau ideal of a philo-
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sopher^ which obtained at that period, was exactly the same
with that which the knight of La Mancha had formed to

himself of a genuine knight-errant
;
he was, in fact, supposed

to be a man who perpetually roamed about the world in

search of occasions for the exercise of his declamatory powers,
or his sensibility; and whose principal delight consisted in

clubs and re-unions/’ It would be premature to give the

result of our heroes experiment in this place.^ He had now
merely admitted the grand idea into his brain, and was looking
about for coadjutors. Several presented themselves, some en-
gaging to support it with their influence, others promising
golden mountains in the shape of real cash, and all eagerly
urging the commencement of the undertaking. The projector,

however, was required to show his own earnestness in the busi-

ness by making a beginning, which being done, he was assured
that nothing should be wanting on their part, for the further-

ance of his view^s.

In the midst of all his difficulties our philosopher had
ventured to seek the aid of Hymen, and of all the steps which
he ever made in his life, this, perhaps, was the wisest. His
wife was a woman who possessed the rarest of all qualities,

plain good sense, and it was her conversation and advice, which,
in the numerous dilemmas in which he was afterwards placed,

were his most effectual support. We pass over all the other trans-

actions, in which he was about the same time engaged, whe-
ther in France or Switzerland, whither he undertook a journey
for the purpose of procuring the support of the philosophers’’

of that country for his Lyceum ; and take him up again on his

arrival in London. Brompton was the suburb selected by Bris-

sot4br his private dwelling, this being the spot usually chosen

by foreigners, more, perhaps, from the cjj^pness of rent there,

than from the salubrity of the air, \^hich, one wpuld imagine,

must be far inferior to that of Hampstead <yr Highgate. How-
ever, Swinton, whom Brissot Vas not yet determined to shun,

and Latour, the Editor of tlm Courier de I’Europe, resided

at Brompton
;
and it might, ne imagined, be advantageous

to his grand project to be near those two worthies of the

periodical press. Knowing the worthless character of the

generality of the French, who had taken refuge in London, he

very wisely resolved upon his first arrival to shun all connexion

with them ; and it would have been well if he had strenuously

adhered to this judicious resolution. But without being really

attached to each other, all exiles, whether voluntary or invo-

luntary, and more particularly the French, feel an invincible

desire to congregate together ;
and Brissot’s stoical determina-
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tion to rise superior to this weakness, for it was nothing more
tfean weakness, soon gave way before the solicitude shown by
his exiled countrymen to be honoured by his acquaintance.

Even Latour, the person with whom he most closely asso-

ciated, was himself a very equivocal character
;
but he was too

full of vivacity to be hypocritical. At their very first interview

he allowed brissot to discover the stamp of his mind; and
launched fortif a torrent of invectives against the profession

of an editor, against the journal which he edited, against

Swinton, against authors, against the whole human race, him-
self included. lie then related his own adventures, without

extenuating the bad, without exaggerating the good
;
and as the

former seems to have greatly prepondeyated, we cannot but ex-

perience some surprise that he should ever have stood so high
as he appears to have done in the estimation of Brissot. With
various other obscure French libellers, who, fearing the Bastile

or the galleys, had taken refuge in England, from the pursuit

ofjustice or revenge, our autobiographer now came more or less

into contact
; but it pould answer no useful purpose to record

their names or their deeds, both long since justly consigned to

oblivion. It should be remarked, hi'wever, that many of these

miscreants, who some way or another had gained possession of
numerous scandalous secrets respecting various distinguished

members of the French court, lived upon pensions granted
them by their government, which, not being able to hang, im-
prison, or poison them, was fain ignominiously to purchase their

silence.

By degrees Brissot became known to several English literary

men, whose acquaintance might very well console him for the

loss of that of some of his libellous countrymen. These intro-

ductions he owed to*^4he various projects, each as mad as the

other, which he had come to London to set on foot, and they
were probably the ohly advantages which he ever derived from
any of them. Upon the publication and ill success of his phi-

losophical and political journalj|**which, to all appearance, was
composed in a taste diametrically opposite to that which would
have suited the English

;
he all at once discovered that the

principal authors of France were little esteemed, and less read
in London, where Voltaire, Rousseau, and Raynal never pos-
sessed a hundred readers. Though this fancied discovery
might be very soothing to his wounded vanity, it was very far

from being correct. Such productions of Voltaire and Rous-
seau as possess any solid merit have always been extensively

popular m England; where the Philosophical History of the

East and West Indies was likwise much read, until it was found
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to contain more errors^ perhaps, than facts, and a philosophy
which is any thing but philosophical.

Meanwhile his grand, original project was not abandoned

‘That which induced me,' says he, ' to persevere in the intention of
establishing a Lyceum at London was the difficulty I experienced in

obtaining admission into the cabinets of the learned, and the deposi-
taries of public monuments. 1 had observed, tharin England learned
men kept up little communication among themselues, and still less

with their brethren of the continent
j that being almost wholly unac-

quainted with our literature, and not knowing the progress we had
made in the sciences, they painfully toiled on at the investigation of
points which we had completely elucidated

;
whilst wc, on the other

hand, knew nothing of their productions, with the exception of a few
poems and romances. I imagined, therefore, that I might advance
the interests of science in both countries, by bringing their learned
men into contact witli each other, and at the same time provide
myself with useful employment. The London Lyceum*' was to
consist of three parts first, of a meeting of the learned men of all

nations
} secondly, of a universal correspondence, which 1 myself

should conduct, and of which I should constitute the centre
$
and

thirdly, of a periodical work, intended to extend the knowledge of
English literature.*

^

The undertaking was commenced^-the scanty funds which had
been furnished by Desforges, one of the subscribers, were totally

dissipated in the Periodical, printed and published, but not sold

—Brissot was arrested and thrown into prison by his printer—
and thus the grand scheme of gain and glory was dissipated into

empty air. All these things, however, though they followed

pretty rapidly upon the heels of each other, were not brought
about in a day. While his ruin was proceeding, our adventurer
enjbyed numerous opportunities of studying or, at least, of
seeing some of the literary magnates of tl^enay, such as Gibbon,
Priestley, Benthani, Mrs. Macaula/, and Miss, Burney ;

but
although partial upon the whole to the Eifglish, he complains

bitterly of their want of politeness towards strangers, and above
all, towards the French. But,*^fter the jpicture which he him-
self has traced of the generality of his countrymen then in

London, was it at all surprising that they should be spurned

with contempt from the door of every honest man ? Politeness

towards such persons would have been positively immoral. He,
in fact, hit the nail upon the head, when he traced the conduct
of the English to the fact of his being a stranger to them—

^

I was a stranger, says be, and this was a reason why I should

be suspected. It was feared that the adventurer might be

lurking beneath the guise of the philosopher : and it is but too

true that experience renders this general suspicion excusable#
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This being the case, wherefore complain? His own account
sufficiently justifies the stern contempt of our countrymen.

Notwithstanding the prudent reserve of our authors, he by
degrees obtained introductions to some of the most celebrated

among them. In this number was Kirwan, for whose acquaint-
ance he was indebted to Dr. Maty, who, as editor of a respect-

able periodical, was freely admitted into all literary parties.

Through a species of instinct which fatally impelled him into

the society of adventurers of all countries and characters,

Brissot now made the acquaintance of one Magellan, a Portu-
guese priest, who, because while he acknowledged their virtue,

he fiercely accused them of want of feeling appeared, in

Brissot’s eyes, to be profoundly acquainted with the English.

I will,’ says he, “ make two exceptions from the general proscrip-

tion which Magclliin pronounced against the English. These two
exceptions are Jeremy Bentham and David Williams. If the reader

has ever endeavoured to picture in his imagination those rare men
whom heaven sometimes sends upon the earth to console mankind for

their sufferings, and who, under the imperfections of the human form,

conceal the brightness o*f an etherial nature—such men, for example,
as Howard, or Benezet,—he may, perhaps, conceive some idea of my
friend Bentham. Candour in the countenance, mildness in the looks,

serenity upon the brow, calmness fii the language, coolness in the

movements, imperturbability united with the keenest feelings—such
are his (jualities. In desciibing Howard to me one day, he described
himself. Howard had devoted himself to the reform of prisons.

Bentham to that of the laws which peopled those prisons. Howard
saw nothing, thought of nothing, but prisons. He had renounced all

pleasures, all spectacles. Bentham has imitated this illustrious

example, but, wanting one enjoyment which Howard possessed, and
which blunted the keen shafts of anguish which the sight of dung|bon

horrors darted into his atiul, the merit of the sacrifice offered up by
this angel of pq^ice is increased—Bentham is not married. Howard
was tenderly attached t\) his family, and when about to leave them for

any of his long journeys he used to'impose upon himself a fortnight’s

voluntary separation, the half of which he passed in solitude. He
then returned into the midst of theih for a few hours, and departed.

Bentham knew nothing of me except that I had been unjust

towards himself. In ray “ Theory of Criminal Law,” I had spoken
very lightly of a profound Dissertation which he had published on the
“ Punishment of Compulsory Labour inflicted in Houses of Correction.”

Having learned my address, he came to see me, for the purpose of
explaining the motives upon which his opinion was founded. This
calm, cool mode of proceeding confounded me. How little did I then
appear in my own eyes ! I intreated him to honour me with his friend-

ship and advice, both of which he promised me. I frequently visited

him in his chambers in Lincoln’s Inn Fields, It should be observed.
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London when any person intends to follow the profession of the
law he takes lodgings in some one of those quarters which are set
apart, as it were, for barristers and attorneys. Bentham had selected

this profession, not with the design of practising it, and acquiring

honours or gaining money, but for the purpose oT* penetrating to the

roots of those defects in the jurisprudence of England, a labyrinth

through the intricacies of which none but a lawyer can penetrate, which
he wished to expose and reform, and which the majority of the pro-

fession assiduously wrapped up in mystery, because ^)cy derived their

subsistence from this confusion and the ignorance of the people.
“ Having descended to the bottom of this Trophonian cavern, Ben-

tham was desirous, before proposing his reforms, of rendering himself
familiar with the criminal jurisprudence of the other nations of Europe.
A prodigious undertaking ? But what difficulties can deter the man
wiio is actuated by a desirefto promote the public good ? The greater

number of these codes were accessible only in the languages of the

people whom they governed. Bentham successively acquired nearly

the whole of those languages. He spoke French well, and understood
the Italian, the Spanish, the German, and I saw him acquire the

Swedish and the Russian. When he had examined all these wrecks
of Gothic law, and collected his materials, he endeavoured to construct

a systematic plan of criminal law, founded entirely upon humanity,
upon reason, and the nature of things; and it was to this great

undertaking that he had for ten years /levoted every day of his life.

His time was distributed in a regular manner, like that of Kirwan : on
rising in the morning he walked out for two or three hours in the Reids,

after which he returned to his chambers, and breakfasted alone ; he
then gave himself up to his favourite employment until four o'clock, at

which hour he went to dine at his father's house. Although his father

was opulent, Bentham lived like a young man of the most ordinary

fortune, devoting the savings produced by this rigid economy to the

gratiRcation of his insatiable passion for books. I regret that the

fruiis of so much labour have not yet been lai^ before the public, but

perhaps this delay may have been partly caus«R by his travels and long

stay in Russia. At all events enlightened men may form a correct

opinion of the heart and mind of^this benefaetbr of the human race

from his Panopticon," a work wtiich should immortalize his name,
and which will immortalize it, wh#{} the public shall direct its attention

to the state of prisons, and shall examine this work, which is the only

one in existence where the secret of reforming men, without tormenting

and humiliating them, has ever been disclosed.

' Bentham beheld the breaking forth ofour Revolution with pleasure,

and while attentively watching its progress, more than once endea-

voured to guide its movements by his pen. His excellent work on the

formation, of tribunals, addressed to the Constitutional Assembly,

deserves to be remembered. A hundred copies were sent over in his

name by the Marquis of Lansdown. They were received with insipid

and reluctant thanks. LarochefocauU Liancourt proposed that the
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work should be translated ;
but Si^yes who ruled despotically in the

cbmmittees^ and who did not agree with the opinions of Bentham^
probably because he himself had not originated them^ caused the

proposal to be rejected. Bentham, however, was not discouraged,

but composed another most ingenious and rational dissertation upon
the mode of collecting suffrages without bribery or tumult. The
pamphlet dropped into oblivion, because our countrymen refused to

profit by his experience or his science. Nevertheless, towards the

close of the session, tlie Legislative Assembly, upon the motion of the
extraordinary commission of which I was President, gave him a public

mark of its esteem by conferring upon him the title of French Citizen
j

and the Convention has since passed an equally honourable decree

upon the occasion of his presenting it with a copy of his Panopticon.

But it is not such thanks that can confer genuine satisfaction upon
this benefactor of humanity. To thank Rim properly would be to

adopt his views. Alas ! how keenly must Bentham regret that they

should hitherto lie a prey to forgetfulness.*

So wrote Brissot in 1793. His editor in 1830 observes,

—

' Afew years agoJeremy Bentham was in Paris, and we were enabled

to ascertain that the portrait which Brissot has given of him is by no
means exaggerated. Never did a noble countenance, or a more
venerable head, present to the eye the material type of loftier virtues

or a purer soulj nor was so prodigious *a reputation ever more justly

merited. Bentham should not only be regarded as one of the pro-

foundest lawyers that ever lived, but as one of those philosophers

who have done most towards the enlightening of the human race, and
for the advancement of liberty in his own times. It is to Stephen
Dumont, (of whom we have recently been deprived by death) that

France and the rest of Europe are indebted for the knowledge of some
of the most important works of Bentham. For, strange to say, his

Tactics of Popular Assemblies, and even his Theory of Rewards and
Punishments, published in French by Dumont^ have not yet appeared
in the language of the* author. It would seem that, content with
observing the progress olF knowledge and happiness accelerated by his

labours, he disdains tq, covet all the glory for himself.*

Notwithstanding the anatheTrha pronounced by the priest

Magellan against our literary men, on account of their pride

and unsociableness, Brissot as we have already observed, found
considerable amenity and facility in their manners, though he
does not appear quite willing to confess it. Upon his meeting
with Priestley at the house of Kirwan, the redoubtable contro-

versialist, who in his public disputes seemed so fierce and war-
like, was found to be a mild, agreeable man, firm in his own
opinions, indeed, but willing to listen to the opinions of others,

and overflowing with benevolence and an ardent love^of liberty.

With Dr. Price, whom Burke affected to regard with so much
disdain, although a distinguished foreign writer [Buhle, Hist.
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of Modern Philosophy^ who scarcely, we believe, condescends
to mention Burke’s reveries upon the Sublime and Beautifu?,

regards as one of the first of our moralists, Brissot did not
become acquainted until long afterwards, in America, when he
imagined himself in the presence of Socrates, so great was the

veneration which the countenance of this great man inspired.

Another distinguished individual to whom Brissot became
known during his stay in England, was Lord Mansfield, whom
he describes as a polite^ obliging person,' peculiarly indulgent
towards foreigners. The French are all partial to anecdotes,
and our author, who in this resembles the rest of his country-.-

men, tells one of Lord Mansfield, which, if not already

acquainted with it, the reader we think, will not be sorry to

learn. Upon going the circuit Lord Mansfield one day had a
poor old woman brought before him under an accusation of
witchcraft. Though exceedingly infirm, it was asserted by all

the inhabitants of the village in which she resided, whose posi*

tiveness was in all probability proportioned to the absurdity of
what they advanced, that she had been seen walking with her

feet in the air, and her head downwards ; and the witnesses ex-^

hibited the utmost eagerness that she should be punished as a
witch. The judge, after listening with the greatest composure
to the depositions of the witnesses,* observed wdth a grave and
solemn countenance.—'* Since you have seen this poor woman,
walking in the air, though her legs are scarcely able to support
her upon the earth, I can of course entertain no doubt of the

fact. But this witch is an Englishwoman, and subject, as well

as you and I to the laws of England, every one of which I have
just ran over in my mind, without being able, I assure you, to

hit ^pon any one which prohibits persons from walking in the

air, if they should find it convenient. All those persons, there-

fore, who have seen the accused perform her aerial promenades
are at liberty to imitate her example ; they Jiave an undoubted
right to do so, and 1 will guaranftee the most perfect impunity.

They shall no more be considered guilty than this woman,
whom 1 now pronounce innocenf, and command that she be set

at liberty.”

Of all the subjects upon which a foreigner attempts to form

a judgment, when among a nation of strangers, the one which

seems at first the least difficult to appreciate is that which in

the end most usually foils his penetration
;
that is, the litera-

ture of the country. Brissot seems to have understood our lan-

guage toler^lv well, sufficiently, indeed, in his own opinion, to

justify his undertaking to translate Milton into French—yet^
when he comes to speak of our great poets, Pope, Young, and
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Shakespeare, (for that is the order in which they are named)
^em to be placed exactly upon a par as writers whose lofty

thoughts and brilliant style could not fail to delight and elevate

the soul. Lillo is enumerated with Beaumont and Fletcher,

and Massinger
;
and although Colman, Hay ley, and Mason are

said to be inferior to their illustrious predecessors, they are not
spoken of as moving at any mighty distance from Shakespeare
and Milton ! ^But considering the way in which the generality

always view their coflibmporaries, these misapprehensions witn
respect to the merit of writers whom he could know but very
imperfectly, are not at all to be wondered at

;
and we mention

them merely to show to what egregious mistakes people are

liable when they pretend, upon the strength of a hasty acquaint-

ance with a few of its authors, to proAounce upon the merits of
a foreign literature. Some of the imperfections and absurdities

of the scribbling generation he could not fail to remark, partly

because they jarred upon his national feelings, partly because
they were too conspicuous to be missed. For example, he men-
tions with Just scorn those bombastic odes, grovelling epistles,

and gross satires, or Still grosser eulogies, addressed to the minis-

ters and placemen of the ilay, in which the^‘ generals of Albion”
were compared with Csesar (an usurping tyrant), while those of
France were degraded to \he rank of Lilliputians

;
and ex-

presses well-founded surprise at the prevalence of so extraordi-

nary a poverty of invention, and so wretchedly vulgar a taste.

We regret that such things should be, but are not surprised.

The race of mental Lilliputians is still far from being extinct on
either sidc.of the channel

;
and as long as these dwarf-minded

people survive, and they appear to be a tough race, so long will

petty nationalities, and a paltry, narrow-minded mode of view-
ing every thing of foceign growth be in fashion.

Upon the heels of *fhi.s ^tirade against one species of vanity

comes a passage, ia which our worthy philosopher without per-

ceiving it, no doubt exhibits himself indulging in the common
flailing with as visible a degree of complacency as any of the

Lilliputians whom he had been bverwhelming with his contempt
could have shown. One of the most distinguished literary

men, says he,” with whom I came into contact during my stay

in London, was the author of the * History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire.^ He was a little man, broader than

he- was long, and remarkable for the extreme Ugliness and
deformity of his whole person ; a childish observation, which I

should not have made nad not the character of our first con-

versation, which wholly turned upon his features, naturally

giv^ rise to it* I had undertaken to furnish certain notices
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for an Historical Gallery, to which Marmoutel and Laharpe
had contributed

; and witJi these notices portraits were given.

My buisiness with Gibbon was to request permission to engrave
his portrait, which a celebrated artist had lately pajnted, and at

the same time to beg that he would himself draw up the notice

of his life, since no one could do it better. This he proihised

to do* and, although he made me wait too long for the result of
his promise* 1 could perceive that he no^iess pleased to

tmnsmit to posterity the memoirs of bis life than (tie features

of his singular visage/^ So, then, it appeared to Brisspt that

the having his portrait and memoirs inserted in the Historical

Gallery, to which Marmoutel and Laharpe had.contributed,’*
was Gibbon’s only change of rendering his memoirs known to

posterity ! Amazing blindness ! This Historical Gallery has
been already overwhelmed by oblivion, while Gibbon’s Memoirs
are become a popular book in our language, with which,, in a|l

probability, they will be co-lasting.

However, these little slips of vanity do no harm. They only
show that a man may sometimes assuing the name of philo-

sopher, and perhaps deserve it under many points of view, with-
out acquiring an exemption from ordinary frailties. Shortly
after this, Brissot’s pecuniary embarrassnlents, which were.the

constant curse of his life, compelled him to relinquish the idea

of opening a correspondence with the philosophers of all nations,

together with the Lyceum, and thO Periodical, and to return

disappointed and forlorn to Paris. Here, while he wqs revolv-

ing in his mind, embittered and depressed by misforuSne, the

various means which presented tliemselves of providing forhiim
self and his family, which circumstances had constrained him tO

lea^e behind in London in extreme distress, he was pounted .upon
by the harpies of despotism, and plungra in the dungeons bf
the Bastille. His crimed as he afterwards learned, was the

having criticize^ the works ojf J(2’Aguesseait in a tone of levity

;

a sufficient reason, in the eye of the Governmfen|;* why he shouM
be ki^nappoci and confin^, ^d his family, which depended
ufpon bis exertions, reduced^^for aught they knew or cared; to

w4nt a mouthful of bread ! ,Fpou his release fi^ confinement,

which took place in about twb/montbs, in part owing
to the influence of Madame de^Genlis, now more than
ever inflamed ,agaii»ii despotism; himself headlong into

the revolutionary torrent j Decame elTos^y connected with^ira-
beau, ClayW^. an4 a^ivoeatcs of .«eedom, some of whom
weresincai^* Tniapprtion ofhis Memoirs, however,

though light upon th^

secret hisfory of the ^ribd,. and might consequently be useful

voii, XIV.— Westmnsier Review. 2 b
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to the historian, posseesea none of those charms which several

other portions of the volume exhibit
;
and accordingly we stop

short here. When the third and fourth volumes, in which his

career as a traveller and politician is to be described, shall m&ke
their appearance, we may again return to the subject, and com*
plete the picture of the life of this able but unfortunate man.

Art. VI.— yircrji/io/i# of Palestine. Edited by Harriet Martiqeau.

12inQ. Longman and Co. 1830,

n"*IIIS is a singular little work : the novelty of its conception

bespeaks the originality of the autjior688*s mind ; while its

charlicter bespeaks tne habitual complexion of her thoughts and
pursuits. To say that it is an imilation of the New Testament
would be to do an injustice to the writer, who has too miicii

real piety to make the attempt
;
but the manner and language

of the Evangelists is so closely followed, that it requires ml her

evident humility of spirit and Christian sincerity, to prevent its

being included among Mr. Hone’s list of grave paroaies.

The * Traditions of Palestine’ migiit, in short, be taken for an
apocryphal book of the Nev.’ Testament. After the manner of
the Evangelists the writer narrates certain events (each event

embraced in a separate chapter), such as may be supposed to

have been oontemporaneous, aiid connected with the preaching
of the gospel.. One marked distinction is alone maintained;
the Messiah is never himself introduced personally, and though
we hear of many of his acts, the authoress reverently abstains

from attributing to him any act for which she has not a sacred

warrant.

The ‘ Traditions of‘ Palestine* are ranged under the following

heads :— The Hope of the Hebrew,” ** Life in Death,” Songs
of Praise,’* The Wilderness gladdened,” Behold thy Son,”
** The Hour of R^st,” ** Alas ! that mighty City.”

The Hope of the Hebrew ’Vis a series of scenes between a
youiig Syrian named Sadoc and his with Paltiel and otheib.

have heard the Teacher, apd tlieir hearts are stirring with
wonder and curiosity : they have c6tne out with the early dawn
from Capernaum^ in order once more^ to ftitl in with the mysterious

Being,whose woidsofpqwerhavesunk with auchforce uponthem.

' The ruddy dawn was breaking over the summits of the mountains
which enclose the lake of Qenesareth on the eastern sid^; when Srldoc

and h|s sister Michal came forth from Capernaum, to walk on
beach^ ‘Wbieh was yet as silent as it had beep during the night* They
walked quipkly, and were mute^ till the city was Mddsn from them by
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tlie projection of a hill, whose base was washed by the waves. They
then paused, and gazed on a scene which they were wont to behold,

but which now appeared In more than ordinary beauty. The deep
vale, in which the lake lay embosomed, was yet reposing in a grey
shadow, while the radiance of the morning streamed thmugh the

clefts of the opposite mountains, and crimsoned the tops of the

western hills. The cedar groves which were scattered on the uplands,
and the paloia which were grouped among the reaesses of the hills,

waved their tops in the light cool breeze. 'Jfhc stork winged her slow
flight above the groves, while the eagle arose from the highest summit
of the rocks, like a dark speck in the sunlight. An aromatic scent
spread among the flowering reeds on the borders of the lake, except
where a sandy promontory jntted out into the waters, affording an ad-

vantageous situation for fishers, whose boats were aecoj here and
there, floating on the rippled surface, and whose nets were speed to

dry in the morning sun.
* Sadoc and his sister directed their steps to one of these promonto^

vies, whence they could gain an extensive view of the shores, and
could even discern the issue of Jordan from the southern end of the

lake. The few habitations which were distinctly visible, presented

no sign of life without or within. No human being was in sight 5

and if the maiden looked iyound her in search of such a form, her
search was vain.

* He cannot yet have passed,’* laid Michal, though it is said

that he sometimes departs by night, it was full late when he dis-

missed the people, and perhaps he will yet remain another day/’
^ **

I would we could speak with him,'* replied her brother, or at

least that we could hear his teachings once again/’
^ My father fears lest we should do so,” aahl Michal, e;>^cept in

the synagogue. If he would return gn the next sabbaths we might
hear him again without blame j and I surely believe that no man
bflBides can explain the law and the prophets with such truth and
power as he.”

^ His words alone would have nwaVened me as I am now
awakened,” said Sudoc

;
but his works also show, that he is a

prophet from on high/’
* Yet our father will not believe/’

^ He will not see nor listen,•because he is sure that no prophet

.can arise out of Nassareth. How this may be, 1 know not $ but I

know that by Jehovah alone can such a power of healing be given/’

, . « My father says, also. Hint in the Temple, wlfli great power and

grandeur, must the Deliverer appear.”
^ So have we always belibved^ and so it may be, 'fids Teacher

may be but the forerunner of the Mjglity One, and not the Messiah
himself as some say. We mflst know more before we can reason

With our father; but I believe, and will declare this Teacher to be a

prophet.”
' ^ 1-* axelaimcd Michid, as she saw the flgure of a man

4uivaiieihg tho hfU which bid the city from them. But, no

!

2 b2
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ha^would not depart alone.** It is our friend Paltiel,*’ said Sadoc^

as the man approached. He is come for the same purpose as our-

selves. Didst thou observe how he listened to the words of the

Teacher
' I observed nothing,’* replied Michal. Paltiel seated himself on

a stone beside his friends, and their discourse was still of the Teacher.

—pp. 1—4-.

A conversatioTi ensues ; the party is joined by a Nazarene well

acquainted with the history ot Jesus, and by an aged man and
his daughter, upon the former of whom a miracle has been per-

formed. They move on, loitering, in the hope of encountering

the Teacher.

^Now, as the eyes of the travellers turn6d towards the mountain,

they saw that its wonted stillness and solitude were disturbed.

Groups of people were hastening in all directions over the plain

towards Tabor
j
and on the mountain itself, moving figures could

already be discerned. The three companions looked at each other,

while joy flashed from their eyes, and they immediately quickened
their pace, regardless of ^the increasing heat. As soon as they arrived

within liearing of some who were hastening in the same direction

with themselves, they rejoiced at the sound of eager voices, exclaiming,

'' The Teacher,’* The Prophet,** Jesus, the Son of David.*’ From
that moment Sadoc heard and' saw nothing of what passed arotind

him. His whole soul was in his eyes, and they were fixed on thfe out-
lines of the Mount, where the objqjjts became every moment more
distinct. On the masses of rock were people seated. Groups stbod

beneath the trees. A multitude filled a shaded recess. Every moment
the numbers were increased. Hundreds poured through every passage
of the rocks. Thousands toiled up the steep pathway. Sadoc listened

for voices of praise, for his own heart longed to break forth into sing-

ing but no SQund was heard but the rushing of busy feet over vhe
plain. He looked yet ^gain, he shaded his eyes with his hands, that

he might see more distinctly, ^and he beheld, at length, one who' sat

apart from the assembled multitude, and above them
;
one to xvhom

all faces \yere turned, to whom acce:^ appeared impossible,' froth the

throngs which surrounded him. A dimness came over the sight of
Sadoc as he gazed. He dropped his^ head, and covered his face with
his mantle, while, with his companions, he turned towards Jerusalem,

and exclaimed, *^Now with joy shall we draw water out Of the wells

of salvation. Exult, O Zion ! for great is the Holy One of Israd in

the midst of thee !*’ —pp. ^23

—

25 .

In the Life in Death,’’ we again find Sadoc full of the spirit

which has been infused into him by Ihe Teacher ; he id watch-
ing in a vessel on the sea of Tiberias when a storm comes on,

which is appeased by spiritual agency.

^The ni^ht was slarmy^ and rohgh winds swept over the .sea of
Tiberias, irhising the waves and scattering the spray as if it had i^n
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the sand of the desert. The moon had set, and the stars were fachug
before the grey dawn which began to open in the east, while the ifeep

shadows yet lay upon the face of the waters. Even at this hour,

when the wild animals were couched in the caves of the rock, and the

birds nestled on the pine boughs which wei^e tossed by the blast, man
was abroad to contend with nature. In the midst of the deep, there

were vessels rocking and pitching upon the waves, and men were
labouring, with our and rudder, to master the strength of the elements,
in one of these lay Siidoc, the son of Imri. lie had toiled at the oar
with his companions during part of the night. About the fourth
watch he became weary, and giving his place to another, he retired to
the stern, to watch in stillness the event of the storm. He was chilled

by the spray which dashed over him, and his soul was awed by the
roaring of the winds ancl waters. He looked towards the east

5 the
dawn was there, but it brightened not ; and the dim grey light only
shewed the white surges as they broke against the sides of the vessel.

Sadoc felt as if alone in the midst of the sea, when the passing gust
brought to his. car the voices of men, and told him that others also

were struggling in fear. He rose, and attempted to stand firm while
the stern was uplifted on the wave, he gazed in the direction whence
the voices came. He saw notlnng, and again sat down to wait for

day
5

but as he turned, he beheld somewhat moving amidst the

showers of spray. Garments fluttered in the blast, and a form like

that of a man was shadowed forth to4he eye of vSadoc. It glided not on
the wind, nor was tossed like one who swims, but made for itself a
path among the billows which rolled aside at its approach, and in an
instant closed again. It passed onwards and disappeared. Sadoc
leaned over the side of the vessel, and was well nigh swallowed up by
the surge, when a hand drew him back, and his companions asked
wherefore he despised his life, and cared not for safety.

' Behold ! a spirit hath passed,” was his reply, as he gazed once
i^re towards the rising of the wind. His companions gazed also,

and they beheld a sudden light break upon the waters,'‘where a vessel

like their own was crossing the deep. ,Tw*men were at the moment
osceuding the side of the ship, i-ound which a sudden calm was
spreading. It spread rapidly a&pr. The wincl breathed its last sigh

and was hushed. The waters also were still, and the foam which
settled on their surface, alonc*^old that a storm had passed away.

The golden sunbeams shot up into the clear firmament from behind

the ^nouataina $ the lightest reed on the margin of the lake bowed
not its head $ and over the glittering radiance of morning brooded

the silence of night.’—pp. 27-29.

It was the Teacher whom Sadoc had beheld as a Spirit : in

going once more, in the hope of an opportunity of again listening

to his words, he meets witn an old serv<€Lnt ot bis father’s house

who is sent to recal him from his wanderings.

,
^ The man bowed not himself till he came so near as to lay hold of

8adpc*s garment, the border ot which he kissed and placed upon his

forehead. Sadoc raised him and touched his cheek, saying.
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Wherefore art tifou come hither, Elochi ? The court of my
father’s liousc is a filter place for thee. Thy staff will scarce uphold

•

thiiie age> and thy scrip is a burthen to thee.”
* Thy father mounieth that thou hast not returned for so long |

iuul 1 came forth to seek thee, Ssidoc, and entreat thee to carry back
joy to thine habitation.”

^ “ Hath the hand of the Lord smitten any whom I love ? Is all

well with my father and my mother ? Is it well with Mj^al ?*'

^ All is well I and Michal, thy sister, bade me tell tnde that she

alone hath not sorrowed for thine absence, for she alone knew where-
fofe thou hast tarried, lint thy mother pineth for thee, and tliy father

beseecheth the Lord for thee that thou mayest be no more deluded by
a false prophet.”

False he is not,” replied Sadoc, andl will know whether he

be the Messiah indeed, before 1 go back to my father’s house
”

' Nay, but thy father’s anger is fierce against thee*”
^ It will be so no more when he shall acknowledge the Teacher,”

replied Sadoc.
^ Yet let his sorrow move thee, if thou fearest not his aligcr,”

fcaid the old man* He weepeth for thee. Be thoU his comforter.”
'

Sadoc yields to the old man’s entreaties and returns
;

in the

court he finds his sister playing with ran infant : the peculiar

manner in which this little creature is regarded, excites the atten-

tion of Sadoc
;
and he learns from his sister, that the child has

been an object on whom the miraculous power of the Lord has
been exercised : it has been restored to life from death*

'It was mid-driy when Sadoc reached his father’s house, after a
toilsome journey of many hours. He entered while the household
were reposing from the heat, in the inner apartments. Michal alone

was not on her couch. She reclined beside the fountain in the eourt.

The coolness of^the water was more refreshing, and its rippling in tHfe

marble basin, more sootihog to her than sleep. With her was a little

child, the first-born of one of the servants of the household. Sadoc
gazed on them for a moment from the porch, before he came forth to

greet his sister. A smile was upon her lips a.s the child sported beside

her. Her hand grasped him while he. dipped his foot in the marble
basin, and she laughed silently while she sprinkled him with drOjis

from the fountain. When he began to shout aloud in his mirth, dhe

lifted up her finger and hushed him, lest he should awaken theslcepei^.

Ilis tongue could not yet speak the accents of meti,^ but the murmurs
of h\» infant voice were sweet, as he sprang upon her busom, and hid

his face in the folds of her garment* When she saw some one moving
within the porch, she hastily drew her veil over her facc^ and arose. ,

* *'1he blessing of Jeh^ah be upon tliee, Michal, lUy sister!”

said Sadoc, as he adya|C!^l. my brother! is it thou !”• replied

Michal, while the crimsoned her cheek# A blessin||; he
upon thy coming in,' doubtless was upon tMne outgorng !

Mine eyes rcgoiibe to befold th^^uhd my heart yeWn^h for tidings#
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Thid hour id tot th^6 Und Madtdii to vctr^h thyself and come
hithet.‘*

^
* Sadoc cast himself down besidl^ the fountain^ and Sought not yet

other refreshment than hiS sister’s v%ords. 8he prepared him for re-

proof from his father^ and besought him tO be patient. She asked
him of the Teacher^ sind he poured out his soul to her. He answered
when Michal asked of mighty works^ of the sick that were healed^

and of the screwing hearts which, by power frmii on high, were
mode to sitl^lbr joy ;

but there terete other tiling^ in which he re-

joiced yet more. He told her how the long-promised kingdom drew
nigh, and how sure were its blessing, and glories, though they must
be won by toils and sorrows. Me repeated the words of the Teacher,
and they were glad together over some which were full of promise

j

they pondered together S^me which Were mysterious j they sighed

together over some few sc^yings which seetned at variance with the

sanctified Word of Jehovah. While listening to such, 8adoc had feared

to offer himself as one of the twelve men wh(mi Jesus had chosen to

be his cninpanioils and his helpers, in his doctrine and his works.

,

While listening to such, Sadoc had resolved to know all before he
should seek to ebnvert his father*8^ household

3
and he now grieved

that he should have nothing to ans%ver, if hw father should question

him concerning them. No preparation was yet made iigainst the

Roman conquerors
; and th^words of the prophet tended to lower the

confidence of the chosen people, and to subvert some of their customs,
whieh Were sanctified by tradition, and the authority of the scribes.

' Sadoc beheld how his eister's eye still rested on the child, while

they talked. He marvelled that she should have eye^ or attention for

any but himself, at this time. She started when the little one escaped
from her gra^p

3
and she ga:ted On his face with tenderness, and, as it

seemed. With awe. * -

^ thou no other hbur fbr Sport with the little one ?** said

Saimb gravely. I fear lest thOu shouldCst not have gathered up all

the words of the Prophet which I have repe^ed to thee j for thine

eyUs liaVe b^eh fijeed on the face of thi^ cImM, anti thine hahd hath
controlled his spottS from the first moment of our greeting.*’

* i have haanl all, my brotljfer, and 1 hav% listened With a deeper
love, because this little one hath been ln)on niy knees. When I think

of our PrOphdt, this child isa^gn or his presence unto 1003 and
when thoU goest in to pieatl with tny father, thott shalt take the little

one ih thine hrm^, and he shall confirm thy words.*'
' Sadoc understood not, and gained at his siSter In doubt
* Mfchal held up the child’s lace towards him, and said,
* ^ i^dlute his cheek, bUt bless him not. It is rather his part to bless

thee. He is sanctified
3
he is not as one of us. He hath been called

out of the world, and by the povrer of the Lord restored to it again.

He hath come forth again frdm God, pure* as on the day of his first

birth i therefore do 1 feel, that the spirit of 1^ yet newly breathed

into hiifi, ahd IherefOrf do t look Up6n so yo^i* a child WiAi awe.’^

^ td^ the bhfldhetw^.his m\ bowed his head
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i^uto bim. Tlic little one clasped his ncck^ and a light laugh rang
thfough the court. Tears fell hist among his bright locks^ as Sadoc
pressed him more closely to his bosom.

‘ "We will nurture him tenderly,** said Michal, '^and when he is

grown, he shall be devoted to the Lord, even as Samuel. He shall

declare in the temple what Jehovah hath done for him. He was in a
deeper sleep than Samuel ever slept, when the Lord spake, and his

young savant heard.*'
* Not only in* the temple shall he declare it,** repli^mldoc, but

wherever the prophet shall be known. O,. tell me, my^ster, tell me
if he hath been here.’*

‘ " He hath not, Sadoc. This child, the lirst-born of Rachel, had
languished many days, and on the sabbath before the last, we hoped
no more that he could live. His limbs, which now embrace thee,

were stretched out powerless 3
his lips, which now press thine, were

drawn apart by his last struggle with death. I watched beside him
with his mother. She covered her face when his sighs were heard no
more. 1 felt that his heart beat not. 1 lifted his cold hand, and it

dropped lifeless. When 1 heard the wailings of his mother, 1 cried,
^ Would that the Prophet had been here !* Then Rachel stifled her
grief, and wrapped the ^hild in her mantle, and departed with her
husband, to seek the help which her faith deserved,**

* And didst thou not follow «
' "Alas ! my father mocked .at our faith, and forbade me going

forth, and told how Rachel would return mourning, as she went out.

1 held my peace iind watched, fearing only lest the Prophet should
have departed, For two long days I heard no tidings

3 two nights

my father asked with a smile, where was the child. Twice I watched
at dawn from the house-top, for the approach of a multitude, or the

sound of well-known voices. Twice 1 prayed through the watches of
the night, that this child might be raised up to glorify the Lord, and
to bring faith unto our household. On the third day at even

‘ He lived, he came ! Speak, Michal !*'
^

' " On the third day at^^ven I slept, for 1 was faint with watching.
The murmur of voices awoke hie, and 1 looked from my lattice into

the court. The slaves had gathered together round the fountain, 1

knew not wherefore. At the t>? my voice they turned, and lo !

in the midst this child stood alone, no longer wasted with sickness,

but even as thou scest him hqw. I' had had faith while 1 saw him
not, that he would indeed live again 3 but now that 1 beheld hith, he
seemed as a spirit. His eyes were fixed on the lattice, and he movecl

not } but when I unveiled my face, he stretched his arms towards mej‘

and I knew by his cry of joy, that he was indeed the child whoni I

had mourned.**

These extracts, from the two first pieces, as beautiful in com-
position as they are chaste in conception, will ^ive an adequate
ided of the general scope of the author’s peculiar design. The

,

subjects of the other scenes of course vary : in their tone^ they

!
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are precisely similar to the two we have extracted from ; and
several^ if they do not excel them in the placid beauty of their

style* in the richness of their imagery, in the admirable propriety

with which they adhere to Syrian manners, at least are equal in

these high qualities, and present them under new aspects.

We would select from among them for its force of painting, and
for thestran^heauty of its subject, The Wilderness Glad^ned.’^
It is the of the lepers by prayer.

What a c^atry is England ! where a young lady may ))ut

forth a book like this—quietly, modestly, and without the ap-
parent conscibusness of doing any extraordinary act, and what
18 more, where talent and knowledge are so universal and so

generally reckoned upoQ, that others see as little to be sur-

prised at in the circumstance, and receive the booir with the
indifference of an ordinary courtesy.

Akt. VII.—iSocie^y for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge^ instituted

January 1827. (Reports and Prospectus 1830.) London.
Baldwin, Cradock, & Joy, and C. Knighl.

A LL our readers are doitbtless aware that in the year 1827,
a Society was instituted fo» the Diffusion of Useful

Knowledge among the People.’^ The object of the Society,”
says their prospectus, is strictly limited to what its title

imports, namely the.imparting useful information to all classes

of the community, particularly to such as are unable to avail

themselves of experienced teachers^ or may prefer learning by
themselves.” Again in the same prospectus, it is stated that

it is the object of this Society to aid the progress of those

branches of general knowledge only, whjph can be diffused

among all classes of the community.”^ Ftom these passages, and
from Ae general tienor of the Society'^s statements, as well as

from the proposed cheapness th^ publications, the public

were led to believe, that the great^Sl^ect of the Society’s endea-
vours, would be, to instruct th^e who ate, for distinction’s sake.

denominated the people. The Society has in many cases since

asserted, that such was really their chief aim ; and in the

Addressof their Committee on the 20th of May 1830, the question

is^disGUSsed, whether the matter of several of these treatises

(viz. those published by the Society) may still be thought .by

some above the level of that numerous class of readers whose
information the Committee have especially in view.”

To effect this their pur]>pse, the Society proposed to publish

periodically certain treatisiesi
** under the direction and with

the sanction of a superintending Committee*’^
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^Thi ftrioUs publicatidns of the Society now are divided iiito

the following classes, 1. Treatises of Useful Knowledge.
3. those that are termed the Farmer’s Series. 3. The Library of

Entertaining Knowledge. 4. Maps. 5. Almanacks. 6. Tables

rdating to Benefit Societies. 7. Journal of Education. 8. Work-
ing Man’s Companion.
Such was the end proposed by the Society (a^ none could

'

be mom important) and such was the sort of madlliuery which
they employed to attain that end.

The object of the present article is, to learn the ^tent of their

success in the execution of the plan thus proposed.

When endeavouring to educate a man or set Of men, the first

inquiry made by a wise teacher is, what are the circumstances
on which the welfare of the given individual or individuals will

eventually be mainly dependent; What, in other words. Will

probably be their situation in life and what circumstance chiefly

influence the happiness of that situation. By this means he
learns the knowledge which is most essential to these persons
-“he learns in fact the end which as a teacher he ought to have
in view, what knowledge he ought to endeavour to impart. The
next inquiry is as to the means of im'parting it

;
what mode is

most efficient to the attainment of his end* In order that he
may be enabled properly to frame these meanS) he must
inquire into the actual state of the individual to be taught : He
must discover the degree of his knowledge^ his frame oi mlltd,

his feelings, his prejudices, his habits, his wants
;

in short bis

whole situation moral, physical, and intellectual, should tO the
greatest possible extent) be learned by him about to undetUdle
the task of instruction, otherwise the wrong sort of knowledge*
Will be conceived to pe necessary, and the wrong means taken
to impart it, ' It is e<*idqnt) for eitample, that the instrnc>‘

tion requisite ’for a savage most be oi a description Mtolly
diSetent flrOm that which is^needvd by an ignorant IheinbeV of
a i^yiiised eommunity. W replaim a man from the Wild
life of the forest, to teach hion the beneflts of union into

a SCMflal body) is not the same task, as raising flom the lOtiiargy

of^his ignoranoe the degraded member of a Society already
foriated) wbo-kttoWs full well the power of the law^who from
hsMi yields it obedience^-wbo knows no other state, than that
of men united together into a political Society

; a^d who tS IgAtr-

nmt of, add si^ts. not for, the preoarious yet exquisite delights
of a roaming, independent savage^ Again, to enlighten the
embruted It^urer ofu civilized Oommuffity requires far different

mmim mni matter of instrus^on from neuessarily uiflied

for in imparting knOWlsdge to him WbUld milftl hM idteady be«n
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trained and acotistomed to intellectual labour
;
who has leatnet^

the main ciraumstances on which hi» welfare depends, and who
pants after further knowledge as the certain tneans of bettering
his eondition.

Moreover a wise teacher, having learned the probable station
and actual condition of the individual to be taught, will be'
greatly inilue^ed in his manner of instruction, by tlie fact of
that individum being an adult or a child : for altltbugh, wllether
he be a man or a child, the first great object must be the
same, vi:i. to create in him a desire for instruction, yet there is

a grand difference between the Child and the man as respects
the mode to be employed in creating such a desire. The child
requires for the most part amusement and excitement, in order
that he be rendered laboriouSi docile, and vVilling } bttt a man
must be made to feel, that knowledge Will bavC an immediate
influence on his well-being. The omusing tales, the varied
picture of the fortunes of mankind, as depicted in the roittanoes

called histories, which delight a child's imagination, nnd which
by degrees lure him from one step to another, silently creating

a habit of study, and thus eventually a desire to be instructed

—these things would be injected by the man, intent oh his

own immediate wants, pressed by* misfortunes, and seeking
for fellef. That which interests him, that which will alone Im
lisMiied to Iw him, is that which promises him relief.

.

When ** The Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knofrledge"
first entered upon its labours, what was the situation of *' those

numerdus classes of the population whose information the

Committee had especially in view ?” What may be supposed

to have been the results of an inquiry into their sitoatkm

condticted upon the principles above indicated ? What, in other

words, was their position in society ;,wh«t the circumstances

on which their welfare chiefly depended, what of these Could be

influenced fay education? What, >m fact,*was the matter of

instrnction which they first negdedf What besides was the

situation Of the people, physioal, intellectual mid moral^In
other Words what instruction could they, should they have

received. The following we believe to be a correct though •

general description of the mental, moral, and physical, stats of

the people of this country at that period,—a mental and moral

state dependent chiefly on the physical circumstances by wbinh

thfw were surrounded; The knowledge which they required

will be learned, first ftomfl coMderation of the situation which

thajjr hold in society, the part which they were called upon to

perftyrwt, and secondly ft®ei thd descriptiem the moral and

mtdleifittHil eondltitw ihKhedUttrty iWlows. Themeane
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of instructing people so situated^ will be the second and main
'j^ractical matter or inquiry.

The community at large may be divided, as regards educa-
tion, into two distinct classes, the one being composed of
persons the main business of whose youth, has been the

receiving instruction
;
the second being composed of those with

whom the receiving of instruction has been during yotith a
matter of secovidary if any consideration. With the moral and
intellectual state of the first class, our present purpose has no
concern: our business now is with that far more numerous
section who, from deficiency in means, that is in money-means,
have been imperfectly educated.
The members of this class, though connected by the one

circumstance of being imperfectly educated, are still exceedingly

dissimilar on all the points which we are now endeavouring to

investigate. The small shopkeeper or the skilled mechanic, is a
being widely distinguished from the husbandman. He is a person
having wants of a higher description, his mind though compara-
tively uninstructed i^» of a much more elevated order, than that

of the poor agricultural hind ;—and even when pressed by want,

and broken down by misery, from the mere* fact of living in a
crowded city, the mechani® is always, and must always, be as

compared with the agricultural labourer in the same want and
misery, to a high degree intelligent and sagacious. The cha-

racter of his mind is one usually well fitted to receive instruc-

tion, while that of the labourer is for tlie most part stubborn
and intractable. Not only is the sum of knowledge, then, dif-

erent in these two classes of men, but so also is their whole
mental condition. The one set are eager after instruction ^and

value it highly, thp others are careless respecting it, because
ignorant of its importojice. The persons usually termed opera-

tives added to the various tradesmen living in town, maybe
considered as completely bisecting the portion of the popula-

tion of whom we are now Speaking, and as forming a distinct

class, while the agricultural labourers may be viewed as the

remaining section, and by their habits, by their degree of know-
ledm, their physical condition, also forming a distinct class.

When viewing the situation of these two sections of the

population^ it must be evident, that however difierent may be
their mental and moral culture, the welfare of their conditioiris

dependent mainly on the same set of circumstances—*that tberr

own influence over those circumstances is nearly, if not pre*>

c^Iy, the same, and thsft, consequently, the matter of instruc-^

tioa tbftt dlight to be received by tfaem is. identical, however
Afferent should be the mm^r in which it should be conveyed#
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All theSiB persons live by the wages of labour
; and in propor-

tion to the amount of these wages, is the happiness they a/e

enabled to enjoy. On this single circumstance their whole
cot^ition depends; an error on this matter is a fatal error,

fraught with woe and misery not only to themselves', but also to

the whole community* The first grand subject, then, on which
the labouring population ought to be instructed, is, what are the
circumstances on which the rate of wages depends* The know-
ledge of these circumstances must precede anything like com-
fort in their condition, and conseauently must precede the
acquirement of any knowledge that has not an immediate and
palpable application to obtaining the means of subsistence* It

may safely be asserted, Ahat considering the situation of the

labouring classes, with a desire to discover the knowledge most
important to them, that which ought most immediately to be
conveyed, that most fertile in beneficial consequences, is a
knowledge of the various circumstances on which the rate of
wages depends

;
how and to what extent these are under their

own control
;
how intimately they are ooi^J^ected with their

own happiness, and that of all whom they hold dear.

This knowledge is, and must be, the foundation-stone of all

others ; without it the labourer musi be poor, must be miserable,

must be degraded* If he have it not, all attempts to better his

condition (all attempts not based upon imparting this instruc-

tion) must be futile.

The subject matter of instruction here proposed embraces a
wide field. In it are included the importance of the existence

of property, and by necessary implication, of government, and
of jrules -of morality. The necessary obedience to law, the

necessary practice of virtuous conduct, o^frugality, kindness,

and beneficence. In short, to this one subject, many, if not most
of all the general portions of the morat sciences ara closely allied.

When the labouring population have bSen made to compre-
hend what influence is exercised by wages ovet their own hap-
piness, when they have learne^in how much that rate depends
on their own conduct, in how much on that of other men ;

when
by this means (the only effectual means) they are made to see

the necessity of a strict adherence to morality and law, and are

ck^nsequently made moral, and obedient, and easy in their con-

dition) then is the time v^hen we may hope to succeed in con*

veying a knowledge of those physical sciences, on which also

their welfare, as well as the community at large, is so

greatly dependent* Let ho brie, howditer, suppose it to be here

asserted that the varidus'classea of knowledge,abov^entioned
may not go hand in handle and in |reat measure be imparted at
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one and the same time. This it is by no means our Intention to

hssert
;

all knowledge is closely united, and to a certain extent

its various branches may commodiously be acquired together.

But any plan of instructing the labouring population, not based

upon the principle of giving them the key to the understanding

of the circumstances on which immediately their Welfare must
depend, has failed, must, and will for ever fail.

But on the^se vital questions, what was the state of the

S
eople's knowledge in the year 1827, the period at which the

ociety for the Diffusion of tTseful Knowledge began its labours.

Then, as now, the people were profoundly ignorant, and vehe-

mently prejudiced.^ Then, as now, blinded by their misery,

they jittributed their distress to ctoumstances, which had
little, often no influence on their condition

;
they were irritated,

hostile to existing institutions, hostile in many ways to the

existence of property, careless ns regards the law, and often

• In tlio Bolton Chronicle of April 8, 1826, there is a distinct proposal

that the legislature shovld adix a ininiumm of wages. This, from a care-

ful perusal of the proceedings of the various bodies of the manufacturing
labourers, we may safely assert was a tfavourite doctrine amongst the
labouring population at that period. They ascribed their miseries almost
•wholly to the cupidity of their'inastcrs, aiul totally overlooked the true

causes of their distress. In the same paper Is an atfdress to Mr. Peel, by
the weavers, in which the powerdooms are said to have struck the grand
blow at the happiness of the poor, and to have worked incalculable injury
to the country ; and ** they protest against such innovations, as aapphig
the foiiiidalicms of society.*' April 2i of the same year, at Blackburn, a

mob attacked the factory of Messrs. Eccles and Co.,* for the sole purpose
of destroying the power*luoms. The soldiers were called in, and twopeople
shot. At Accrington a similar attack was made on the factory of Messrs.
Sykes. In fact, throughout the whole manufacturing districts, the 'same
spirit prevailed, and 'constant disturbance was the consequence*^ The
misery of the people at \Ms period was absolutely dreadful, a very large

portion of them being uiieiiiployed. A universal demand at this period

Avas for a repeal of the Corn-laws
;

jfpt as might have been expected, the

desires of the poor, whetlier wrong or right, w^ere then, as now, wholly dis-

lOgarded. In the Morning Chronicle' or May 1, 1826, in commenting on
these various disturbances, it is said,^*' It is much to be wished that correct
views with respect to machinery, were generally entertained.” In place of
this instruction, and in place of repealing the Corn-laws, the ministers

being seriously alarmed, called out the soldiers, and for that time settled

tiic matter by the bayouet. In an aflaijr at Qbadderton, (to use a militaiy
phraae as applicable to the matter) six men and ope woman were kOleu.
if any one will take the trouble to read the accounts respecting the misery
afid want of the people In 1826, as contained In the papers of the time, he
will soon have a vlvta conception of the sort of instruction needed by the

pepptef We have a book Uifbre us, cbntaipiug various extracts from the

the timei giviug m account or the then situation of these
poor peoplcfand a more Hearb-rending detail of ignorance and wretched-
ness was never exhibited in the history of human misery.
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jufitly, though blindly inimical to it, from peculiar defects extend-
ing their hatred to the ve^'y being of law. Moreover they were
tlien^ as now, in direful distress. To alleviate this distress, com-
binations against machinery were entered into, quack remedies
were propounded, in order to remodel society (and these futile,

idle dreamings, were greedily swallowed) the misery and the
ignorance have continued, irritation has increased; oppression
has been practised

;
still greater hostility was the consequence,

riotous assemblages, forcible raising of wages, open attacks on
private property, breaking machines, firing barns and ricks,

have at length succeeded. Every man gifted with common
forethought could foresee most of these dreadful results. The
instructed saw, and declared, that the misery of the people
would drive them to desperation

; they saw, and they declared,
that this misery was produced in great measure by circumstances
over which the labourer had himself the control

;
that the only

means to rescue him from that misery was, to instruct him as
to the causes of it

\
and that the amelioration of the govern-

ment, bad as it is, and bad they well knew it to be, must be a
matter of secondary consideration

;
that the best government,

excepting in so far as it would educate the people, would be
unable to rescue them from the misery into which they had
fallen.

Such was the situation of the manufacturing class; but
miserable and ignorant as they were, the agricultural labourers

surpassed them, both in wretchedness and ignorance. The
riots of the last few months, the proceedings of the large bodies

of people who -spread terror and devastation over the country,

their language, their aims, their whole conduct, the trials of

th^se poor creatures, all proclaim loudly, and to our shame, a
degradation, intellectual, moral, and pjij^ical, unknown even
among the wretched manufacturers.* ,

From this necessarily shorty and very general description, it

must be evident to every one*who is at all versed in political

science, that the following profjpsitions respecting the eaucation

of the people, may safely be hazarded

1. That the persons chiefly needing instruction, beuijg wholly

composed of labourers, persons living by the wages or labour
;

the nrst instruction which they neecled was such, as would in-

form them of the circumstances which govern the rate of wages

;

end the various branches of knowledge involved in that instruc-

tion.

2. That supposing these jfersons to *be ignorant of these cir-

cumstances, such was the instruction which they ought first to

have received.
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3, But, from the evidence, small as it is, above given, it is but

too certain that the labouring population of all classes, were in

total darkness on this vital subject.

4. Not only were the people ignorant on this subject, but it

is never denied that they arc. generally uninstructed
;
that their

minds, considered with reference to the receiving of instruction,

are feeble
;
and that however desirous some may be of know-

ledge, yet all, to be enabled to receive it, require to be addressed

in the simplest and most intelligible form.

We may state, generally then, that the matter of their instruc-

tion should have related to their situation as labourers ; and
that the form or manner of it should have been suited to a very

ordinary power of receiving knowledg9 .

• When the people were in this condition, the Society for the

Diffusion of Useful Knowledge” among them, made its appear-

ance. What was the nature of the instruction they propounded
to the people, thus profoundly ignorant of all the circumstances

absolutely affecting their .very existence? What was the

manner they assumed in addressing the rude, untutored minds
of those about to be *their. scholars ?

First came a discourse on the objects, advantages, and plea-

sures of science. This was a preliminary treatise, and con-

tained almost every fault which a treatise of the kind could con-
tain, being full of glaring errors, obscure in language,' con-

fused in plan, a flourish of rhetoric, not a guide to knowledge,
addressed to the educated not the ignorant. Then followed, 1.

Hydrostatics. 2. Hydraulics. 3. Pneumatics. 4 and 5.

Heat. 6, 7, 8, II. Mechanics. 9 and 44. Animal Mechanics.
10 and 18. Familiar account of Lord Bacon’s Novum Orgamim.
Here the enumeration for our purpose, may bet» closed. The
reader who is desiro)SQ of obtaining the complete list, may, refer

to page 26 of, the Reports^ and Prospectus, 1830. He will find

it a worthy complement of this commencement. To a people
ignorant of every thing most intimately connected with their

welfare, he will find offered as m,i^ter of instruction two treatises,

46 and 53, on the Polarisation of Light, and another on the

Rigidity of Cordage

!

If the observations above hazarded on the matter of instrucr

tion to be conveyed to the people be just, a series of treatises,

pretending for their use, of a more preposterous descripr
tion, be conceived. What, for example, could
expected a treatisb on Dynamics being read by one of the

poor IsAKmrers of Kent^ >ho^ olai(np|i:ou8ly demanded a ris^ of
wages ? ^hat inahruction, cquld be conveyed .to .him
by a treatise,In which the subject matter is convey^ after tba
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following fashion ? " The orifice of discharge, as indicated by
the dots in B, was an Hyperboloid of the fourth order.” ‘'In
rivers or open channels, the velocity and quantity discharged at

different depths, would be as the square roots of those depths.”
Again, "Thus in fig. 2, if ABCD represents a reservoir of
water, and BCGl a canal leading therefrom, and sloping from
the prolonged horizontal line ABH, the bottom of the water at
C would have a velocity as the square root of«the depth BC.
The water at E would flow with a velocity proportioned to the

square root of the depth FE, and that at Gas \/IiG, while the top
water I would have less velocity.” [See Hydraulics, p. 4].
From these passages along, (and be it remarked they are a fair

example of the style employed throughout the whole article)

one of two things may fairly be concluded
;
either the committee

were totally ignorant of the people to whom they were address-
ing themselves, or if they were not so ignorant, they were
totally incapable of judging of what was required to instruct

them. Here in the very outset of \heir career, they committed
two gross and palpable errors ;—first they made choice of the
wrong matter

; secondly, from the manner of their instruction,

they were utterly incomprehensible to nine hundred and ninety-
nine out of every thousand of the labouring classes.

Th/a object proposed, it may be presumed, in their endeavours
to educate the people, was to improve their condition by improv-
ing their intelligence

;
and for the purpose of improving their intel-

ligence, a necessary preliminary, it may also be presumed, would
be, that the people should listen to their teachers, and when
listening to, should understand them. They who have a
sincere desire to raise the intelligence of any man, or set of men,
ar^ always, or should be always, earnest tc^discover the shortest

means to that desimhle end
;
and ^to ^ome persons it might

appear rather a roundabout way to increase tlipe intelligence,

and thus improve the conditioi^of an ignorant, prejudiced, and
half-starved multitude, to propound to them the theory of

motion in fluid bodies. Suppose that a man were desirous of

civilizing a tribe of Cherokee Indians, would the most elFectual

means to that end be, to propound to them tlie matter of the

Society’s Treatises above enumerated
;
or might a more probably

successful method be, to point out to the savage the immediate
benefits to be derived from a settled habitation, from tilling the

earth, and providing beforehand for the wants that must neces-

sarily come on him at various seasons of the year, and various

periods of his life ? To sho>y him how precarious were all Ins pre-

sent enjoyments—how painful his many privations—-and to trace

them to the wild unsteady life he was leading. There are some

VOL. XIV.— Westminster Review. 2 c
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who would consider a lesson of this sort more instructive to

silfeh a mind, than a treatise on hydraulics—and who would

deem the treatise not more instructive to an English labourer,

than to a Cherokee Indian.

In 1H26, the weavers at Blackburn-^as we have already

stated, were in a situation of horrid destitution-—'* They broke

out into a furious rebellion
;
and put partially into execution a

determination to destroy all the power looms. The feeling

against the existence of power looms was universal, and equally

general was the opinion that a minimum of wages fixed by the

Legislature was the sole means of rescuing the population from
destruction.’’—See the note p. d70, in which these opinions are

proved to have been general.

Consider the condition, mental and physical, of a labouring

weaver in 1826, Ilcmeinber that he knew of scholastic educa-

tion little more than reading and writing; perhaps he was able

to add a few figures together, and that tbrmed the sum total of

his arithmetic. This man reduced to distress, seeks for the

means of relief
;
he contemplates the various circumstances

around him, and endeavours to learn what of those circumstances

have an influence on his well being, what of those circum*
stances he can control, so that his well being may be secured*

Rude, ignorant, seeing only a few, a very few of the many in-

tricate workings of society, he mistakes (is it wonderful ? ) the

real cause of his misery. Driven to desperation, he clamours
against the existence of machinery, he accuses the government
of creating his distress. In the midst of his doubts and hia

misery, he hears that a society of really benevolent men have
combiiu'd together, for the purpose not of conveying to him
immediate relief, but of enlightening his mind, of giving liim

forethought and usiyfgl knowledge—knovvledge by which he
will eventually be enabled “to set a guard upon his well being,

and ward off the attacks of poverty, and its long train of miseries.

He, with his friends, subscribes a sixpence, and buys the
Society’s first Treatise. He finds it headed Hydrostatics* This
somewhat puzzles him

;
however, having full confidence in his

benevolent instructors, he takes the tract home, and com-
mences with an anxious heart, reading the precious wisdom to

the friends who had subscribed to purchase it. Fancy
wondering weaver blundering through the following passage^

' Hydrostatics is the science which treats of the pfi^sure of watery
or liquid fluids. Hydraulics treats of their motion ; and Pneumafi^
treats of the pressure. and motion of the air, and other light elastic

fluids of a similar kind* These words are derived from the Greek
longue, which being well fitted to combine words together, and there-
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by to express the union and the difference of ideas, has been very
generally used for scientific names/

The weaver, though ignorant, is not without sense, and his

conclusions would be, (we know that in nmny cases they were)
much after the following description :

• I am a man by my fortune obliged to spend the greater por-

tion of my time in labouring for my bare subsistence. The few
minutes 1 can devote to any other pursuit, <vnght only to be
employed on matters deeply concerning niy welfare as a human
being, and member of society. Though it be vei*y requisite that

these sciences should be known and studied and improved, it is

by no means necessary tljjat I should know and study them, as
a science. As any thiiig but a mere amusement, they must be
to me a dead letter. My time is too nmch occupied to permit
me more than slightly to glance at them; as a matter of real

importance to me, it is no more requisite that I should under-
stand thus imperfectly these abstruse sciences, than that I

should have a partial knowledge of shoemaking, tailoring, the
art of a blacksmith, a jeweller, a watch-njaker, or mathematical
instrument maker. There is much knowledge of which every

man must be content to be ignorant ; even those who have all

their time at their disposal, can a^uire only a part of science.

How much more, then, ought vre to forego, who are harassed
by ever constant labour ? It behoves every man to learn that

part of knowledge, which has the most immediate and power-
ful influence on his own well being. He must first learn his

trade, or business, or art : if it be his purpose to pursue mathe-
matical art or science, then let him pursue the investigations

here pointed out. But I ask, and I ask it in all humility, is not

tli^re some knowledge, that is or ought to^be common to us all ?

Can I by knowledge rescue myself /»ora the misery which
assails me? Can we as a body gain such inteliigence, as w'ill

ensure us from this dreadful, Y'^ant ? W2 are told that know-
ledg'e is power

;
but in what way is it power ? If absolute

legislaional power were granfed us tomorrow, could we rescue

the millions of this nation now starving, from their horrible con-

dition? You tell us that w»e could not. If our minds were
enlightened, what portion of that enlightenment would enable

us to benefit our condition ? Would it be an understanding
of Hydrostatics ? of Lord Bacoi/s Novum Organum ? of Pneu-
^inatics? of the Polarization of Light? No, it would be none of

these, it would be a knowledge of the circumstances which
really influence wages. Our dispute with, the other classes of

society is on this pointy are they right, or are we? You say

that we are wrong, you tell us that were our plans for our own
2 c 2
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amelioration carried into execution, greater mischief would be

the^ result; you tell us, however, that knowledge on our part

may and will rescue us from misery
;
but that knowledge you

pertinaciously withhold.''

If in place of the intelligent weaver, an agricultural labourer

be the supposed object of instruction, the means employed by
this Society appear still more preposterous. Hodge with a fire-

brand in his band, about to set the standing corn in a blaze,

and the Committee for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge pre-

senting him with various of their treatises, say for example,

their ill-digested papers on HeaVin hopes of thereby preventing

his dreadful purpose, would form a very instructive, though
somewhat ludicrous picture. The astoundment of the poor

wretch can be easily conceived, and might easily be pourtrayed;

the eager haste and fear of the dilettanti Committee would form

an admirable contrast ; and in the back ground as a corps de

reserve might be placed the secretary, with ready piles of the

inestimable wisdom.^
Can it be supposed that the Committee were really as igno-

rant of the mental wants of the people, as by their treatises we
should be justified in believing them tQ have been ? If not, and
in charity this ought to be l)elieved, what were the causes of

this their strange preposterous attempt at instruction? The
answer to this question is fraught with important consequences.

The Committee were afraid to make any well directed attempt
at instructing the people.

The Committee was composed of the wrong class of persons;
and
The writers employed were unfit in every way to be popular

instructors. *

In the preliminary^ (iTeatise, the celebrated person who is

known to be the author, coilsiders the sciences as divided into

three great classes ; 'those which relate, 1. to Number and
Quantity; 2. to Matter, and 3. to Mind. He proposed to him-
self at the outset, to describe the various objects, advantages,

and pleasures of these sciences ; when, however, he reaches uijat

part of his subject, wherein he should treat of the objects,

advantages, and pleasures of the moral sciences, he swerves at

* At length when the country is in a blaze, at the eleventh hour lAo
Society has published some treatises on Machinery. Fear alone has }n*.

structed them as it has instructed their betters. The consequences of popu-
lar igndrance, and the futility of their attempts to disperse that igno-

rance, were predicted years since. The remonstrances then made, were
repulsed ;

it is to be hoped tliat this worthy body of men will derive a lesson

from experience.
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once from his straight-forward course, and quietly says, 'Jvve

shall abstain at present from entering at all upon this field.”

The man who wrote this passage, was the governing spirit of the

Society; as he directed, the others followed;* they were but

tools in his hands. He then lived in dread of his aristocrat

party. He unfortunately had linked himself with a party
;
he

panted after place and power at their hands, and for unworthy
ambition, he nullified his efforts for the education of the people.’*^

Those efforts had, as is usual in such cases, been met with a
vile and interested clamour by the clergy and aristocracy.

Before this jiriestly, aristocratic cry, this man of real bene-
volence quailed wdth fear

;
wishing, nevertheless, still to

pursue his well-intencted purpose, he hoped to instruct the
people on matters wherein the self-interests of those who raised

the yell against instruction would be little if at all concerned
;

the command was given to promulgate treatises on the abstruse
points of physical science

;
and thus, as it is ever with this

trembling race of trimming politicians, he offended all parties,

and benefited none. The sequacious tribe who acted accord-
ing to his will, received tbeir cue, and were ready to give
answers to all who remonstrated. To the faction of priests they
were ready to point out, that the matters they propounded were
of pure science unconnected with any interests, and involving
no liberal consequences fatal to their unhallowed extortions.

The blind was too flimsy to deceive the practical selfish sagacity
of these inen. They have opposed, and still continue to oppose,
every endeavour on the part of the Society to disseminate
knowledge. To those who had at heart the proper instruction

of the people, and who pressed the Committee to face the diffi-

culties, and boldly to come forward with>he sort of knowledge
really required, the answer was, “ Waii f the time will soon come
when we may hazard this knowledge

;
w,e as vTell as you are

really desirous of imparting it 4 but you know the prejudices

and interests arrayed agains( 11s
;
you are too impatient,— in

good time all will be forthcoimiig.” It is a lamentable thing,

tnat the friends of mankind are always met with these vain ex-

cuses: that their efforts are paralyzed by these middle measures,

that they are ever put off, delayed, tired out, and broken in

spirit, by the constant meddling intervention of a set of trem-

blitig cowards. Assuredly the people have received sufficient

warning, that these temporising, prudent friends, are in reality

more mischievous than tneir most decided open enemies. Never

When this passage was written the noble person here spoken of had
not been long in office ; since then his efforts deserve uniningled admira*

tion, and fully redeem all former errors. We have alloived the paragraph

to remain^ in order to mark our former and our present feeling*
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vvae there a great undertaking planned for the amelioration of

the condition of the people, never was there a cheering hope of

ii wide-spread reform entertained, but in came a body of these

feeble-minded pusillanimous hypocrites to mar the beneficial

scheme, to fritter it into uselessness, to dash all hope, and
paralyse all exertion.

Besides this i^esirc to compromise with those with whom no
compromise can be made, besides this fear of the opinion of
classes- whose opinion ought never to have been consulted,

there were in the composition of the Committee fatal obstacles

to its success. In the observations which follow, nothing is

intended beyond a consi<leration of these persons in the character

of instructors of the people
;

all that is' now sought is, to learn

whether they w^ere or were not fitted for the task they under-
took. With the individuals in any other than their public
capacity, we have, at present, no concern.

The same spirit of compromise which has governed the acts

of the Society, presided at its formation. We see men of all

parties congregated ntider one name—the best friends of the

people, their bitterest enemies—the staunchest advocates for a
free press, the most virulent opponents to all political discus-
sion: Radicals, Tories, Whigs, High Churchmen, Dissenters,

are all banded together for the proposed purpose of communi-
cating knowledge. Sir Janies Scarlett figures in the same list

with the profound historian of British India. Captain Basil

Hall is a member of a committee of which Mr. Brougham
appears as chairman; and Mr. Warburton a brother member.
What was to be done with this ill-assorted assembly ? How
satisfy the libel-hunting propensities of the Whig Attorney Ge-
neral, and yet please ihos%that were real friends of free discus-

sion on all topics ? T he only way was to avoid all matters on
which dispute could arise

;
avoid all subjects, that ought to

have been treated.

Any one who knows how committees of this kind are con-
ducted, is aware that the luany'^names with titles and distinc-

tions attached to them, are mere things of straw, used to give

ati imposing air to the Society, and to ensure consideration.

All that is required by those thus lending the sanction of their

names, is, that they be not, what is termed committed. Tlie

really working machinery is composed of a very few individuals,

a few active persons. iJnfortnnately, there are in societies of
this description, many who have littl^ to do, who are busted
very little about their personal concerns, and who are glad to

derive importance from the exercise of tlie power attached to

the office of comuiittee-mati. The men best fitted to the* task

seldom can give, seldom are willing to give, their timeand Iron-
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ble to following out the details of the plan the business^
therefore, falls into the hands of the busy, meddling generation
who litiivergally congregate where such schemes are in opera-*

tion. These are usually very prudent people; wishing to con-
ciliate the powerful persons with whom they are accidentally

associated—and fearfully anxious not so to conduct themselves^

as to call for their interference. They wish to be busy—they
wish to be supposed acting with my Lord This, fyi Sir Something
That—they do not desire my Jtioid This really to act—and
they well know that he will not do so, unless their proceedings
disturb the sensitive nervousness of the noble personage. They
are consequently ever oi^ the alert, ever in a feverish alarm-—
“ This is too strong, that must not be hazarded.’^ " Though
true, we dare not put it forward.’' We shall lose all our
pow'erful supporters.” Those are dangerous subjects, better

leave politics alone. Ours is a very nice harmless society—'We
now form a comfortable coterie of scientific persons

;
and as for

political brawling, we want none of it. We feel very happy as

we are, and desire to remain so.” BiU persons who will not
brave the interested clamours of the aristocracy, are unfit to be
teachers of the people

;
they who are desirous of maintaining

their own ease, ought not to have thrust themselves into the

places of better men, and undertaken so important, so arduous
a duty** These litt6rfiteurs,\invdteuY authors

; dilettanti virtuosi,

writing gentlemen, men of nice taste and fastidious criticism,

carpers at syllables, affected connoisseurs of style, hunters after

polished phrases and elegant periods
;
these are not the class

to educate the million. Bold and masculine understandings

—

m^n possessed of a thorough knowledge of the mental and phy-
sical wants of the people—men imbued^with a high spirit, of

undaunted courage, seeking not rep\i(atmn by their productions,

but wishing to instruct, to convey their opinions to the minds
of the ignorant—men who assume to themselves the office of

popular instructors, not because they obtain some paltry consi-

aei'Qtion tlrereby, but because«they are seriously intent upon the

great end of disseminating knowledge, of promoting virtue and
happiness among the people—these are the men alone fit to be po-

pular instructors, alone capable of diffusing useful knowledge.f

* Be it remembered that no apology if hfre offered, or intended to he

offered, for the Indifference, or idleness of any one. To our eyes, there

appears a*very small distinction between those who from want of ftnnness

and industry, let the ilhintentioned have their own wav, and the ilhinteii-

tiooed themselves. The watchman who sees the thief break in and steal,

and yet makee no effort to prevent him, is no better than the thief.

name alas 1 has dUappeared ftom the list of the Committee, which

to those who knew the bold, honest, intelligeat youth who held it, was
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From the commencement of their labours to the present hour,

ihS Committee have exhibited a steady absence of every quality

which their office required; and every scheme which they have

proposed has afforded additional evidence of their profound igno-

rance of the temper, feelings, and wants of the people. When it

was objected, that the features of the Useful Knowledge Society

were unfit for the people, they proposed the notable plan of

propounding to them Entertaining Knowledge
;
and in further-

ance of this scheme, they published a volume containing anec-
dotes ol* those who had acquired knowledge under difficulties,

another on insect architecture, *k.c. Thus most satisfactorily

shewing here as before, either that,, they did not know the

mental wants of the people, or it knowing, would not

supply them. By whom are these volumes read ? By the

mechanics, weavers, labourers I No—but by the children of

the educated classes. It is a fatal error in a popular teacher

to believe ignorant men possessed of the same feeling, and
requiring the same inducements, as children. The careless,

reckless gaiety and iiuprovidence of childhood, are not the cha-

racteristics of the labouring and uninsiructed poor. A painful

anxiety is their ever constant attendant ;
the springing restless-

ness of infancy is broken down, and succeeded by habits of

steady unremitting labour—pleasure unfortunately is not' the

pbject of a poor man’s life. The great absorbing end of every
endeavour, is to piovide for his very existence : the horrors of
poverty are ever before his eyes, no amusement can chace away
the recollection of the fiend : his situation is too painfully op-
pressive to allow his thoughts to waver

;
they are concentrated on

himself, not with pleasure, but with miserable and harassing re-

flexions
; not in a spijit of gay and buoyant carelessness, but of

doubt, dread, and humiliation. This is not the being to be amused
by tales, by miuutc descriptions of a wasp^s nest, or the economy
of a fly. These things may fom^^a fit pabulum for the eager

some guarantee for the good intention!? of the Committee, and eventually
for their good conduct. Wealthy, yet ardently desirous of elevating the
poorer classes ; virtuous, and at the same time, intrepid ; instructed, and
wishing to make others so

;
possessing leisure, yet laborious ; he exhibited

a combination of qualities, which unfortunately for mankind, is of too
rare occurrence. Uis exertions on this Committee are known only to.

a

few—and can never be properly appreciated. The ill-feeling that he
braved, the delays and crosses lie was obliged to bear—the lukeAvarm
friends he had to cheer, the hidden but steady opponents he had to meet|
the intricate workings and chicanery by which from day to day his benevolent
plans were thwarted, can be known to, and estimated only by, those friends
in whose recollections his memory^will ever be in honour ;

and who from
feeling daily the want of his powerful assistance, are daily compelled

'

remember and to lament his untimely fate.
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curiosity of a child^ but to the anxious labourer appear, and are,

frivolous and unworthy of regard. Had the society been con-
tent to have considered themselves in this case as writing ele-

mentary treatises for children, perhaps our strictures would not
have been called for.

It may fairly be doubted, whether the Committee ever con-
ceived for themselves a plan for the education either of a
labouring or an adult population. Not having done so, they
have been acting on a vague, undefined sentiment of what was
required, and have unsus])ectingly been led to confound that

education with such as they Wiemselves have received, with
such as they are iinpartiiig to their own children. They have
supposed, that because tiiey would have been interested iu the

one class of writings when they were children, in the other, now
that they are men, the iininstructed poor must be so. . They
have left out of consideration, the vast diflerence in the situation,

in the state and tone of mind, of the poor, and of themselves.

Not only are the poor ignorant, and thus unlike those that are

termed the upper classe8~biit they hav^ different sentiments.

Their whole character, way of thinking, feeling, are of another
description. Their mistakes, prejudices, vices, virtues, are of a
nature unlike those of the rich. Any plan of education, there-

fore, for these people, and more especially for the adult popula-
tion, must be difi’erent from that upon which the upper classes

are instructed. Of the manner adopted by those who have
attempted through the medium of the society’s tracts to convey
knowledge, we shall immediately speak—what is now under
consideration is the matter, and the mode. By mode, is meant,
the order in which the knowledge is conveyed—what portions

firsk, what last ; what at this time, what at that. By manner,
is meant the bearing of the instruetpr r.loe character, temper,

and language he assumes. •

Had the Committee understood its mission, one of its first

endeavours would have been to obtain a knowledge of the state

of the people on these varioT^s points. Having carefully ob-

tained, sifted, and classified it, a general plan ought to have been
framed and based upon the knowledge so gained. This plan,

and the evidence on which it was framed, ought to have been
communicated to the writers, so that each might have formed a

correct conception of the difficulties in the part of the task

ui^ertaken by him
;

difficulties resulting from the state of the

person to be instructed. Nothing of this sort has been done.

No rule has been followed, no organization adopted. Hetero-

geneous subjects have been chosen (always avoiding those

really important) ; each writer has been left to pursue what

object he pleased in treating of it; the aids that he might have
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derived through the means of a powerful body, with respect to

acknowledge of the situation of those to whom he was writing,

have not been/aflbrded
;
and the consequence has been a com-

pound of mistake, disorder, and inefficiency almost inconceiva-

ble.

Supposing that an individual is to receive a complete educa-
tion

;
if sufficient time and expense can be devoted to such a

purpose, a pla'n is adopted, which all along has reference to

that end. A wide foundation is laid, vast means of acquiring

knowledge are slowly and accurately imparted, and no know-
ledge is conveyed with the intent of being brought into imme-
diate use in the business of life. A plan of a complete educa-
tion having been conceived, the obje3t is to fill up that plan;
the whole circle which it contains is gone through, before the

person being educated is called upon to act. All branches of

knowledge are deferred till the period at which they can best

be imparted, reference being always had to the complete plan

in view. In such cases, the mode, that is the order in wnich
the various portions of science are learned,, should be widely

difihrent from that pursued where such completeness cannot be
expected; and still more dissimilar* to that adopted in teach-

ing an adult ignorant and pc>or. Where a complete education

cannot be aimed at, the first inquiry is what may with least

evil be omitted : where immediate action on the part of the

individual is required, as in the case of the adult, tlie question

ought to be what should first be taught. These questions can
alone be determined, on a definite conception of the situation of
the party to be instructed. Having, however, once deteriaaned

that situation, the framing the plan or order would not be diffi-

cult. When once framed it should be steadily acted on ; 'but

of this kind of regularity qnd forethought, of even the necessity

of such, the Society has afforded no evidence in the matter, the
mode, or the manner, of its ireajtises.

Hitherto the causes of failure mentioiied have been peculiar

to the Committee
;
we now come<io the genus irritabile ofauthors.

. From tlie observations already hazarded, the reader may prob-
ably have perceived the nature of some of the objections to the
marnisr generally adopted by the writers of the Society's works.
That manner has two great defects, considering the works as
intended to be popular works. The one is, that^y are for the
most part uninteliigible to the readers for whom they are ia^

tended ; the other, that by the tone assumed, excessive oifenoe

liM very generally beea given to these individuals.

Works ofscience may now be written for three distinct classes
of readers, and with three distinct ends in view. They may
tirst be addressed to the scientific world, and intended to be a
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scientific e:^osition of their subject. The works of the Society

for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, however, were never

supposed to be of this description. And if for a moment such
a supposition could be entertained, our strictures on them,
though of a different character, would be still more condemna*
tory than at present. They are for the most part written in a style

loose, vague, marked by an extreme want of precision, accu«
racy, and clearness, while the matter is ill-ari%nged, and the
statements often glaringly erroneous. As scientific productions
they are generally below mediocrity. But these expositions

may be supposed addressed to another class of readers, viz.

those not desirous of any. very profound investigation of the

various branches of scievice, but wishing to attain a general

knowledge of the whole; persona who make the study of
physics one part of their general education. And for the

purpose of instruction to this extent the treatises of the Society
are not ill adapted, though many of them are unfit even for

this end, being in a high degree misleading, confused, and
inefiective. Their character varies constantly between that of
scientific treatises and popular expositions

;
the persons who

composed them, being generally possessed of the knowledge in

question, but for the most part withwt the power of expoui^ing
it to an unscientific scholar. Any one may obtain a correct

conception of the merely partial efficiency of these w’orks, by
comparing them with the popular expositions of Dr. Arnott,
who has done more, single-handed, to disseminate physical

science among this class of readers, than the who^e body ' of

writers for the Society of Useful Knowledge. However, con-

sidered as writers for the class in question, let it not be sup-
posed that we wish to decry their labours. ^They have generally

compressed within very narrow limiti^, ranch useful insimction.

They have placed within the reach of many readers, a vast

quantity of knowledge, which«gtherwise they could not have
attained but with great trouble. The various branches of
science have been treated each as a separate whole-^most of
their principles have been brought together in one compact,
connected form, and thus the student is saved much labour,

expense and vexation, and oftentimes is enabled easily to

obtain knowledge, which otherwise he might vainly have
sought. Writing for the class now spoken of, the authors

have certainly in some of the treatises well conceived their

plan, and to a certain extent well executed it —still as

general elementary works, from their want of precision, clear-

ness, order, and apt illustration, they are yet far, very far, from

any thing approaching to perfection. But if these treatises

were intended for works to be addressed to the uninstruoted
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labouring population, they might as well have been written in

Arabic. The readers of this class, with some few exceptions,

(such as makers of scientific instruments, &c.) can be supposed
to derive a benefit from works on physical science, only as a
sort of mental exercise. It is generally believed that the mind
may be improved by the pursuit of knowledge, even though the

knowledge acquired be almost useless: since thereby it is

strengthened aiid prepared for the reception of other knowledge

;

—that in fact there may be a sort of intellectual gymnastics

—

nothing being effected by the labour but the strengthening the

thing labouring. The mental, like the physical man being
invigorated by exercise, to a certain extent this is true

; and the

mind of the poor labouring man may,ithough he be little bene-

fited by a knowledge of aerostatics, be cultivated, and he him-
self improved by the exercise undergone in acquiring it. But
there is a preliminary requisite, viz. that the mind shall be made
to take the exercise—something must be done to persuade
a man to undertake and pursue the task. He must first desire

to undertake it, he rpust then be led forward by easy and intel-

ligible steps to continue it. If the great work of Laplace were
placed ill the hands of one ignorant of mathematics, lie might
be able to read the words ^ it contains, and to give the proper
names to the various technical signs employed, but not under-
standing one sentence, he would go through no intellectual

labour—his understanding would be unemployed to the same
extent as it would be, were he to read a book in a language of

which he comprehended not a word. Moreover as this would be
tedious as w'ell as useless toil, it is certain that the man would
not be persuaded to go through it. But the works of Laplace
or Newton are littlq^if at all more unintelligible to the class of
readers now spoken of .than the Society’s tracts. Supposing,
however, that> with great labour the. propositions may be imper-
fectly comprehended, this is jaot sufficient. The ideas they
contain should be associated not merely with the words and in

the propositions, but with things that are familiar to the indivi

dual’s senses. The ignorant must be taught by examples, not by
generalities. In other words, an analytic not a synthetic
meth^'^should be pursued. The minds of such persons should
be led from a long course of striking examples, to the general
proposition which embodies the events common«|to the whole
of the examples-—that is,, the examples under the general rule

should lead4o the rule; the rule ought not to conduct the
mind to the exam pies. It should be recollected, always, that
the maih object is not merely to state clearly tlie knowledge^
but to state it in a form atonce intelligible and attractive

; unU^sa
it is intelligible it cannot be attractive^ but to make it attractive
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more is required than to be merely intelligible, Transformons
nos sensations cn idees, mais ne sautons pas tout d’un coup
des objets sensibles aux objets intellectuels. C est par les premiers

que nous devons arriver aux autres. Dans les premieres

operations de Tesprit que les sens soient toujours ses guides*

Point d’autre livre que le monde, point d’autre instruction que
les faits, L’enfant qui lit ne pense pas, il ne fait que lire

; il

ne s'inslruit pas, il apprend des mots.”* This observation
though applied to the education of children contains the key to

much of the mental instruction of adults. It is certain that

books must be employed, under our present supposition ; but
the books ought to be made to perform the part of the tutor in

Emile. They should in^tmct by facts
;

all abstractions, or

generalizations, not immediately palpable, should be carefully

avoided
;

previous knowledge must not be expected. The
examples should carry their lessons with them, and of them-
selves should suggest the generalization required. The mind
by this means is kept on the alert

;
no great power of applica-

tion is needed (a power be it observed whjch it is one of the
great, one of the most diflicult objects to attain in educating
anybody); attention is created, not solicited; interest is excited;
and by degrees, the feeble intelligence of the learner is invi-

gorated, and in time is enabled to grapple with, and overcome
the ditBculty of pursuing truth by the medium of generalities.

A remarkable instance of analytic instruction is afforded in the
Logic of Dr. Whateley. The work is indeed addressed to the

second class of readers as above described, and consequently
supposes much knowledge already attained. Yet even when
writing to this comparatively instructed body, Dr. Whateley
happily conceived it necessary, to begin his work with an
analytic outline of his science ; and by thaf, has succeeded in

conveying a more easy, complete, an3 effective conception of

it to tlie mind of his readers, than any other writer on that

important subject. To the majority of his readers we are con-

vinced, that even with the assist,^nce of his ** analytic outline,”
" bis synthetical compendium” is a matter of difficult com-
prehension, that it leaves a faint and evanescent impression on
their minds, .while the former will never be forgotten. Fj^fOne

who has a powerful and cultivated intellect, books of this sort

Let US change our seasationa into ideas, but not suddenly jump from
sensible to intellectual objects. It is by the first that we must arrive at

the others. In the first operations of the mind, let^ the senses always be

its guide. No other book than the world—ho other instraction than facts.

The' child that reads, does not think; he does nothing but read. He does

not instruct himaelf, he learns words.

—

Emtie, Livre III.
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are not needed ;
the mode of instruction they follow, for one who

c^n pursue with precision and facility the steps of a synthetical

statement, is a tedious and roundabout mode—but for any other,

cannot be dispensed with. The more uninstructed the scholar,

the more simple must be the analysis, the greater must be the

part played by mere facts, the less by generalities. This power
of simplifying an abstruse subject, one which is ordinarily treated

by the mediu^m of general propositions, and not by specific

illustration, argues great knowledge and capability in the writer.

To do it with precision and completeness requires a very wide and
very detailed knowledge, and the exceedingly rare capacity of

throwing off entirely in^e yoke oflanguage, and calling before the

mind steadily and vividly the ideas and multitudinous examples
for which the words are the inadequate signs. There are few
conversant with a science, who cannot expound it scientifically :

while those who possess the power of familiarly and yet
accurately and completely explaining the more abstruse branches
of knowledge, are seldom to be met with. The writers of the
Society need not thc^i have disdained the office they undertook,
and deemed it beneath their capacity. Unfortunately in the

treatises of the Society, while there is often an exceedingly
ostentatious care taken to render them intelligible to the unin-

structed—generously, for example, to translate Greek and Latin

words—and while too often a tone of patronizing superiority is

assumed in order sedulously to remove some petty oostruction,

(the writers fancying that they became intelligible by means of
their condescension), there seldom appears in these productions

an3r capacity of making the really difficult and abstruse points

plain and obvious to an uninstructed mind. Scientific forms,

and a synthetic manner, are almost invariably pursued ; irom
weakness really, not from strength ; and the ignorant, wondering
reader is transported to an unknown region, in which all is mys-
tery, all is incomprehensible. A|preover it might be suggested to

these writers, that many English words familiar to instructed

ears, are not more intelligible to,the uninstructed than Latin and
Greek

;
that a work also may be incomprehensible as well by

the mode in which the ideas are presented to the mind, as by
the |>braseology employed

;
that certain portions of knowledge

involve the notion of much previous knowledge^ that certain

subjects cannot be comprehended but by vigorous intellects,

even though"much previous knowledge may exist. A child
of twelve years old, for example, may be made to under-
stand a very large portion of mathematical science, and yet
that ohiM woula be totally incapable of understanding the
writings of Locke : the abstractions to.be found in that jw^ter
work, his "Essay on the Understanding,” are beyond the grasp
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of a cbild^s intellect^ but a man without much science, is per-

fectly capable of seizing and appreciating the most difficult

trains of thought contained in that admirable treatise. Now,
supposing it desirable to convey the knowledge of physical

science to the multitude, a selection should have carefully been
made of such portions, as might be easily communicated, as
could be comprehended by uninstructed minds

;
the whole style

of writing should have been to the greatest possible degree
simple and familiar—while the manner should have been
attractive, without ostentation, and the simple subject matter
ought to have been made ]>alpable to feeling and to thought by
apt, familiar, and striking examples. This care either in

selecting or treating thei|^ subjects, nas not been manifested by
the Society. Amongst the earliest treatises (the 10th) the
wisdom of the Society suggested the publication of an account
of Lord Bacon’s Novum Organum.* I^et any one consider the
people to be addressed, the difficulties just explained arising

from the state of their knowledge and the character of their

intellects, and then let him estimate the wi%dom evinced by them
as to the selection of the subject, and the skill employed by the
writer in discoursing on it. •

Lord Bacon^s work, though an^ra in philosophy, is not a
work for a learner, nor is the explanation of the great step he
m&de, a thing which an ignorant man can appreciate. Lord
Bacon deserves the gratitude of mankind, but why he deserves
it cannot be conceived by a mind not imbued with philo-

sophy. Moreover a great discoverer is not thereby a good
teacher, he is usually a very bad teacher, his works are

never proper elementary works ; the order in which knowledge
has-been discovered, being seldom, nay never, the order in

which when discovered, it ought to be»*imparted to others.

Besides, the discoveries of Bacon are connected with the most
intricate workings of the mind to understahd them a very high
degree of knowledge in intellectual philosophy is required, and
consequently of th^e multitudes^ who have written and spoken
about them, few, very few if pressed could satisfactorily explain

what he really did discover. So far as relates to the subject

;

-—now as to tne manner of treating it. The paper cominences
with a iatin quotation, involving either an error, or a very wide
and complicated theory to explain it away ;

and thus proceeds.

And we beg the reader to observe the quantity of inmrmation

• This iastaiice of the Society ladgmeiU in *elect!ort is cited, not from

being peeulfarlyprepoeteroiis, but because !t was necessary to adduce some
exanifiw, and tkis case was as good as any other, being a very fair sample

of their usual sagacity.
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historical^ literary, and philosophic, which this very first para-

graph presupposes.

'^^Lord Bacon was the first who taught the proper method of
studying the sciences

5 that is, he pointed out the way in which we
should begin, and carry on the pursuit of Knowledge, in order to
arrive at truth.* He gave a set of rules by which mankind might
deliver themselves from the slavery of names, and from wandering
among fanciful i^ystems, and return once more, as little children, to
the school of nature. The task he chose was far more useful to the
world and honourable to himself, than that of being, like Plato and Aris-
totle, the author of a new sect :+ he undertook to expose the errors of
those who had gone before him, and to shew the best way of avoid-
ing them for the future > he had the principal share in pulling down
the old building of a false philosophy, and with the skill of a superior
architect he laid the foundation, and sketched the plan of another
fabric : and gave masterly directions to those who should come after

him-—how upon the ruins of the first, the temple of science must be
erected anew. As in a great army, there are some whose office it is

to construct bridges, to cut paths along mountains, and to remove
various impediments, so Lord Bacon may be said to have cleared the
way to knowledge, and to have marked out the road to truth, and to
have left future travellers little else to do than to follow his instruc-
tions : he was the miner and sapper of philosophy, the pioneer of
nature

j
and he eminently prClnotcd the dominion of man over the

material world. He was the priest of nature’s mysteries
}
and he

taught men in what manner they might discover her profounefest
secrets, and interpret those laws which nature has received froni the
great author of all.f

”

This is nicknamed fine writing, and by people of bad taste is

doubtless prodigiously admired
;
but, as every one must perceive.

* This is not correct,. Did not Euclid for example teach the proper
way of pursuing mathematical truth? Did not Aristotle investigate cor-
rectly, and toacili others to do the same, many mental phenomena ? Did
not Hippocrates point a path which to this day is followed? What
Lord Bacon did tfo, this writer has nJo where stated, and it is to be feared,
has yet to learn.

,

•f The author of this tract, thoug^i he exhibits a very strong desire to
be considered a fine writer, has yet much to learn even as regards com-
position. How can it be correctly |aid, that a man chuses the task of
being the author of a new sect ; and yet such is the sense the grammatical
construction warrants.

X It is unnecessary to multiply instances of the utter uniiitelligibility
of the treatises of the Useful Knowledge Society to uninstructed readers.
Thetask would 'be wearisome, and could not be completely performed.
But should ^. reader be inclined to satisfy himself, let him see the
treatises .Among a thousand instances of explanations to mean
cap^itics, toke uie following. “ A dome is a vault rising from a circular
or euiptieal base, and the human skull is in fact, an elliptical surmounted
dome, which latter term means that the dome is higher than the radius
of its Mechanics, p, 7.
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the whole paragraph is exceedingly allusive ;
rndicating, ,not

stating, a meaning ; supposing the reader to knov^ as much as

the writer, to be acquainted with the history of Grecian pliilo-

sophy, with the various^ theories of modern times, with the

difficulties resulting from the process of naming, &c. The
passage (which is a type of the whole essay) is not introduced
for the purpose of preparing the mind of an uninstructed reader

for wh^is to follow, but serves only as a rhetorical flourish' for

the entertainment of those who delight in an ambitious and
tawdry style.

The desire to gain literary reputation for themselves is the

crying sin of all me Society’s writers. One who writes for the

people, however^ must be fittle careful about the applause of
literary men, but must sacrifice every thing to the end of being
read and understood by the uninstructed. He is not to seek
after discoveries, to attempt a display of superior knowledge,
or to carry science beyond the point at which he finds it. But
it is evident, that the various writers of these treatises wrote to

gain applause each from his own peculiar coterie. They have
not set before themselves, as the great end* to be attained, the

education of the ignorant, Uut seem invariably to have asked
themselves, how can I make myself^appear to such and such
persons, a clever and instructed writer. The consequence has
been, that they have written to their various circles, and not to

In^ngiand, unhappily, literary men, as a body, have few feel-

ings in common with the great mass of the people. Our litera-

ture has been and still is essentially aristocratic
;
they who

write seek their chief applause from aristocratic circles, and
deri\«e from thence their chief reward—and so long as a low
ambition shall influence their minds, so Igfig will they prove

the mere servants of a dominant cldss. But ifJu place of

money, a fleeting reputation, and an admittance to fashionable

circles, the elevated and honeSf desire of being a nation’s

instructors, a hope of raising a "popular literature, a literature

spreading its wide and paramount and beneficial influence

among the whole people, had been their ruling spring of action,

and the conscious worth ofhaving contributed to such a worlc had
been their sole expected reward, then would the literary men of

England have taken their fit station among the liteiary bodies of

Eulrdpe, and would no longer have been ranked with the foot-

boys and servile hirelings of an arrogant noblesse. If such a spirit

had, actuated tlie. body of. writers whose works are now under

con^jdoratfon, if they had baiided together to rescue the people

from thfe th^dom of ’ ignorance4-had boldly determined to

xty.—Westminster Remetv. 2 n
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brave diepleasure, to be careless of immediate renown,«wliad set

before the one great purpose of elevating the moral

and intelleo|m|^tidition of the people, and to it had directed

all tlieir elfo^P and for it sacrificed ell paltry ambition—-at this

day they might have ruled in that nl^on, where now they are

utterly insignificant ; and instead of being classed with the

pedagogues of a charity school, might honestly by the power

of understanding over understanding, have swayed the datermi*

nations and governed the fortunes of millions. This, however,

has appealed an object above their ambition. They have been

content with the pedegogiyt’s renown, and still bear his charac-

ter, tong may they continue to enjoy that petty fame they

cQvet—still exhibiting themselves \(ith success as the lions of

a drawing-room, as the tiny dictators of their little circles, awing
into silence all desperate opposition, and by their authoritative

nod guiding the mathematical opinions of a bevy of fluttering

belles.

Before we quit the consideration of the Society’s labours, let

us give them our heartfelt applause for all such good as they

have effected ; and endeavour to state in general terms the

amount and the cause of our disapprobation. Every one must
acknowledge, and acknowbdge with thanks, the services the

Society has rendered, by reducing the price of all publications,

and by itself publi.shing its treatises at a rate so wonderfully
cheap. This one circumstance would entitle them to the grati-

tude of the community, and perhaps it may safely be asserted,

that by it alone tliey have done more good than will be effected

by their works in any other manner. Again, their journal of

education is tiie result of a plan nobly conceived, and from the

abilities of its conductors gives fair hopes of being a widely

useful performance".
^
By their almanacks, the Society has gone

far to extinguish a mass of trumpery, that was a disgrace to' the
country. And their "" Farmer’s Series ” indicates that they are

beginning to see the necessity^of addressing various classes of
people, by means of separate ^productions. ' So far as regards

their merits.**^

On all matters, wherein a knowledge of the people wa? re«JuirM» the
Society has always singularly failed. Ine following facts and ohservstions.
on the tables of Insurance for Beneht Societies, published by the Boeiety,
are taken from a paper written hy a person of great intelligence, and muaH
information on the subject. (.The paper was published in the baw iS^sgs^
zine”). Mr. Courtenay brought into Farliamenta bill to regulate l^nedt
Societies ; this bill bcihg opposed by the Societies, the pf the
House of Commons, aj^ointed to consider the subject, gave parmisslou
to the Societies to frame" their own hlH. Among otW observations on
the bUl| framed in cdniequelief of this permMaido, the writer T|m
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The bleme which should attach to the Socie^, may be best
conceived, by comparing a general statement which their

great undertaking required at their hands, wiq^jpt which they
have actually pcrforme^:.
" Their object was to ecroate the people. But the people are

composed of various classes. Therefore an endeavour should
have been made to determine those classes

; to distinguish their

relative wants, moral, intellectual, and physiciil
;
and a plan

thereon framed, of works to be addressed to them separately.

It will be found, that all the labouring population require

as a iprelimiuary to any other instruction, to be enlightened on
the circumstances which immediately affect their happiness as

labourer^. Therefore, this instruction should have first been
giten to them. This instruction necessarily involves an expli-

cation of the necessity for morality, law, and consequently
government; therefore, works on these topics ought to have
formed part of their very first instruction.

But it appears, that the labouring population differ, relatively

regulation of the bill of 1819, re^juiring the certificate of two actuaries, as

to the soundness of the construction of the tables of insurance, the rates,

and rules for the nianageiiient of these »Sbcietie.s, has been omitted on the

ground that sufBcientJy corre<*t information is not possesaibd of the casual-

ties of sickness and mortality occurring amongst the working classes, from
whi^ji to deduce safe tables. IMr. Brougham and the Society for the Dif-

fusion of Useful Knowledge, took up this subject, and set to work to obtain
the information most required. Kuough is known of the averages of mor-
tality occurring amongst the higher and middling classes of society, from
which to deduce correct tables of the chances of life among them." Little

or nothing aatisfuctory is known of the rate of mortality among the work-
ing classes from wliich to construct safe tables of the chances of life among
them, and almost as few data are possessed for determining the probable

amount of the nature of the sickness to be provided for by them. There is,

however, satisfactory evidence for believing that the cli’aaces of sickness

and mortality in one class, are double those prevaiRng iu another. Now a
table formed from thetiieans of tho dbkualties of two classes, which differed

so materially, would obviously be inapplicable to determine correctly the

chances occurring in either. Vet most of the tables are made up from the

mean of the casualties found to prevail among large classes : the desidera-

tum was, tbereh}re, to obtain information of the amount of sickness and mor-
t^iW prevalent amongst particular classes, or particular trades, that tables

i^ght be formed for the stffe government of societies composed of those

classes or* trades, Such information was not only of immediate and great

'practical importance, hht it was highly desirable in a scientific and pUi-

losdipHlvt point of view. Yet this was the Information which the Society

for the promotion of Useful Knowledge, with Mr, Gompertz tlie actuary

and mathehiAtieiao ainon|r them, neglected to provide for in the schedule

which they lent about, though their atteutiou had been called to the sub-

ject/ The ‘y«u*y!W)erative« havf? seen the egregious omi^lon, and we are

gUd to perceive iroui the draught of the bill, %ey have remedied it.**

2 i>'2
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to one another, in their intellectual acquirements
;
therefore,

hobks suited to various intellects should have been composed
for them.

But it also appears, that the labourii^ classes of the popula-
tion differ as a body, from the other port^s of society, intellec-

tually, and morally : therefore, the task of instructing this class

should be kept clearly distinct from educating the other.

The Society of Useful Knowledge, however, may be said to

have done none of these things
;
but has followed an unset-

tled, confused, ill-digested plan, and consequently has attained a
very small portion of the objects proposed to be attained.

Had the Society been content to style itself a Society for

the DiflTusion of Scientific and Literary^ Knowledge, among such
portions of the people as desire togain a superficial view of science,

and of literature, the strictures they would then have merited,

would have been comparatively trifling, and they certainly

might have been said to have pursued their end with tolerable

success. The Society would not then have raised expectations,

which now it has raised, and most miserably disappointed. It

would not have stood in the way of other persons who would
have come forward to fulfil the purpose, uhich this affected to

have in view
; *no deceit woyld have been practised on the pub-

lic, and no slur would have been cast upon endeavouring to

educate the people.

It is, however, asserted by the defenders of the Society’s pro-

ceedings (and for many of these we have very great respect)

1. that it was impossible for the Society to have made any
attempt to spread moral and political knowledge among the

people. 2. That it may fairly be agreed that the best way of
instructing the poor, is by instructing those immediately above
them; and 3. that^i^ is impolitic and unjust to blahie the

Society, for not having accomplished everything; that they
deserve praise for having done so much, not blame for not hav-
ing done more. To these assertions it maybe answered; 1.

that, supposing the Society incapable of distributing this moral
and political knowledge among the people, they should not have
takem a title, and put forth statements, which induced the
world to believe that they could. Let it be understood, how-
ever, what is meant by saying, .that the Society could not do
this. The Society, as constituted, would not disseminate politi-

cal and moral knowledge among the people
; most of tlie in-

fluential members were averse to such a proceeding
; and those

who were desirous of immediately beginning with such instruc-

tion were obliged to succumb. The majority of the Society,

say would not spread this knowledge* The pegpl^ with' grie^
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narnes> and numerous titles, did not like it, and tlie rest followed

like a herd in their train, and yielded to their fears. Is the

Society to claim indulgence on this score? Certainly not.

They of the niinoritjyfiay, but not the Society. The Society

could if it would, buMt‘‘ would not
; and for this do we direct

towards them the corrective opinion of the public. It remains
to be seen, whether political and moral Knowledge, may not
in spite of all opposition be communicated to* the people. If

our information be correct, the attempt will soon be made.
2. The second is by far the most specious objection. It has,

however, two glaring errors, first, it is not true, secondly, if true,

it is nothing to the purpose. The best mode of educating the

poor is, to address yourself immediately to them, but in an
intelligible form

;
if the class .above educate those below, it is

because the class above address themselves to those below in a
way that those below can comprehend. But if writers were to

do the same, they would effect their object in a straightforward

instead of a roundabout course. Moreover, what is there to

prevent works being addressed to botlv classes at the same
time ? And be it remarked, that the best w^ay of educating

the poor as to their condition in life, and as to the means of

warding off want and misery, is «iot, to educate those above
them in Dynamics. If the immediately superior class are to

instruct those below them, assuredly that superior class ought
to inow, themselves, that which they are to communicate ;

but
this they did not know, do not know, in spite of the Society’s

endeavours to instruct them in the physical sciences, in

spite of Lord Bacon’s Novum Organum, in spite of their trea-

tises on the polarization of light and rigidity of cordage. See. Sec.

Admitting the objection for an instant^* it appears that the

Society have not educated those a|?ove^ so that they may be
instructors of those below; thus the objection falls to the

ground. 3. But it appears tji^it the Soefety have done much,
and ought not to be blamed for not having done more. The
answer to this is, that praise *is given to them for what they

have done, blame for what they have left undone, blame for

preventing others doing what they have not done. If ten men
Were drowning, and certain persons in a boat saved two, and
might have saved the remaining eight, but let them perish,

would not the men in the boat deserve blame for not saving

those eight?
.

Moreover, if they pretended to be busy about

saving the wlfble, and' thus induced others to believe that there

v/as no need of further assistance, W'ould they not be yet more

blatne-’worthy ? ^ This is an exact analogy. The Society

-with its ioimense power, might have instructed, that is, pub-
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lished works fur the instruction of every class, upon all, and

jrarticularly on the most important subjects. It has only endea-

voured to instruct a few, a very few persons, and that too upon
a few and comparatively unimportant subjects* And th4y besides

induced others to relax their efforts to accomplish the object,

and have thereby delayed its accomplishment
;
how then can

it be said that they arc not blameworthy ?

There is one cTiber matter, a matter of neglect, on which the

Sucicty,and the now noble person acting as its chairman deserve
severe censure. How is it, that they have never endeavoured

to persuade the legislature to lepeal that disgraceful act, which
prohibits the publication without a stamp, of works, the price

of which is less than sixpence I How ii it that Lord Brougham
now in power, does not have it repealed ? Ije railed at it while

out of power
;
has he learned to think differently respecting its

merits since his elevation to the Woolsack I A Society so

numerous, composed of persons so powerful, might long ere this

have effected this beneficial measure, had their inclination

seconded their power. But the poor are beneath the consider-

ation of every body. They may languish in want, they may
grovel in ignorance, they may be deprived of all rational pastime,

but so long as they are peacjable, they are neglected. At the

time when they might be led, when an act beneficial to them
would be deemed an act of kindness, nothing is done for them

\

when it is too late, when angry passions have been raised, when
they are roused into active hostility against the other classes of

society, all is trepidation niidhniry, and then when hardly of
any service, comes concession. This concession being the result

of fear, creates no good feeling in the minds of the poor, but
serves only to give .them a dangerous lesson ; a lesson which
now they are willing enough to take, and which can only be
counteracted by an honest, bold, and nncompromising endea-
vour to give them cli^ap and use^ful instruction. The mends of
good order, they who wish to preserve this country from the

horrors of a civil (we had almost-said a servile) war must come
forward to beat down the obstinacy of the aristocracy; who

. blind to their own interest and to our’s, are creating a spirit

of hatred and of vengeance, only to be satisfied by a wide-
spreading pitiless devastation. Let the Society of Use&d
d^DOwledge ponder on these things, and endeavour to understand
the importance and real object of its mission. ^
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AnT.yilh^Storm of AmerUm Life, by American Wriiirn, EilifeU

by Mary Russel Mitford* 3 yuU« Poet 8to« Lotifidn. Colburn

.
end Bentley.

FTER it had become In thla country a matter of reptoach
against the Ameticans, that they tvere deficient in works of

the imaginative cast, we are new actually publishing selections

ftom their multifarious productions in this ddbartment. l^he

choice, too, is not trusted to a nameless UUeraleiti*, as in a
matter of no importance, but the task of selecting and coni-a is placed in the hands of a writer, who has greatly dis-

shed herself by hef ewn original efforts in a similar walk
of ^nius. Miss Mitford has been invited from the study of
‘ Our Village,^ to the consideration of the literature of our new
world.

The result of her investigations has very decidedly proved,
that if Our brethren of the west Were not formerly much given
to flights of the imagination^ ft Was because they had something
else to do. Now that there are numbers ef people sufticiently

rich to be idle, they are letting their fancies grow : now that the

nice operations of judgmenlt are sufficiently cared for by others,

the imaginative and poetical may permitted to roam among
the indefinite regions of the wild and wonderful. The progress

of ChrilizatioU enables Jonathan to keep his author: at one time

trad^esmen wrote their own puffs, but now, as Messrs. Day and
Martin remarked respecting their own establishment, ‘‘ We
keep a poet to do this kind of things/'

Ine g^at abundance of lawyers and newspaper editors in the

United States, naturally throws up considerable offshoots of

poets and novelists. However paradoxical it may appear, no
branch or profession is more addicted to* poetry and ronipnee

than the taW; the tender lawyer, the sgfinglttg-shoot of an
attorney, is by re-action a being of fancy and feeling. In the

history of oitf own literature it.Will be found, how much we are

indebted to an early disgust of the law, or to a lingering love of

the Muses, retained even by advanced professors ofits mysteries.

As for the editors of newspapers, scribblers, by profession, they

form a standirie army of the press in the l/nited States, almost

as formidable by their numbers as by their position j and as a
mafi whose trade is writing cannot always be writing politics,

the natural relief is, to turn the tide of ink upon the field of

poetry. Such being the sources of supply, we shall not be sur-

prised to find, that very soon the native circulating library of

rhiladetphia rivals that of Buriingtoh-street. They hate

already their Scott In Cooper { they have their fashionable
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novelist in the author of Clarence; they have had their Godwin
ill Browns

;
and the tribe of annualists is far outshone, by the

writers of the stories in the collection before us. JVay, we even
Icarii from one of these Stories of American Life, that the love

of scribbling is overrunning the land, and seizes wliole families

like an epidemic
;
that manners are rendered stiff and formal, by

the apj^rehension of being booked ;
and that young ladies dare

not open their mouths, lest their aunts should print w^hat they say.

It is very plain, that the authors of fiction in America can
never be stopped by the want of a due supply of the materials

which usually form either^ the foundation or the ornaments of

this description of literature. In the history of the country,

the manners and traditions of the aborigines, and the diversified

characteristics of the European descendants, an inexhaustible

fund of romance is afforded
;
the beauty and novelty of the

country, its vast forests, its mighty rivers, its infant societies and
nascent cities, can never fail to present themselves in a thousand
interesting forms to the poetical eye. It is idle too to say,

that America has not also her antiquities
; not to speak of the

vestiges of nations now long since passed away from the face of

the earth, surely the early history oKits colonization, coeval with
our Elizabeths and James-es^, may be said to present an air suffi-

ciently venerable for the attention of the antiquarian novelist.

The story of its peopling is full of romance, from New England
to the Floridas. A more remarkable talc was never told, than
that of the settlement of the Massachiissets, by the puritanical

pilgrims of England
;

tlie migration of Penn, and his dealings

with the Indians, have been favourite subjects eveft^ in this

country
;
and no history presents more terrible or romantic

details, than the retributive expedition of Dominique de Gotges
of Brittany, to Florida—the individual who crossed the Atlantic,

to ei^cecute a .national vengeance, and who only returned when
his spontaneous aeft of tremendous justice was fully accom-
plished. Besides all which, the time of the great American war,
with all its grand events, its ej^traordinary characters, and its

appalling nature, is now sufficiently remote for the purposes of
the fictionist. Tradition still preserves its incidents with fresh-

ness, while the lapsfe of^ time throws its scenes into that dubious
light, so favourable to the speculations of the fancy.

The various writers of these volumes,. though it is impossible
that they could avail themselves of the whole range of these
subjects, have embraced topics almost as widely different, as
the sites of their events are separate. Miss Mitford has made
the remark with reference to them, that "'the scenes described,

and the personages introduced, are as various as the authors.
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extending in geographical space from Canada to Mexico, and
including almost every degree of civilization, frojn the wild

Indian and the almost equally wild hunter of the forest and
prairies, to the cultivated inhabitant of the city and plain.’^

The accomplished compiler has not thought proper to assign

the different stories to their respective authors, which we think
an omission of importance. We are only thus generally, and
unsatisfactorily' informed of the names of tjfe most popular
living writers of the Western World. Amongst them,^^ she
observes, I am chiefly indebted to Messrs. Verplank, Pauld-
ing, Hall, Neal, Barker, Willis, and Stone, and though last, not
least, to Miss Sedgwick.'* There is a pleasure in connecting a
peculiar style or distin^ufshed excellence with a name

; and we
regret we cannot more especially pay our individual debts of
gratitude, than to the firm of talent as thus made out by Miss
Mitford,—with indeed one exception. There is no mistaking the

hand of John Neal, whilom during his sojourn in England a
collaborateur of half our periodicals, and the author of some
half hundred of unreadable romances. Otterbag the Oneida
Chief," the first story in the collection, describing the character

and fate of one of the Indjan Allies of the Anjericans in their war
against the Mother Country, may be easily distinguished as the

production of his broad-pointed pen. No one can mistake his

vehemence, his headlong rapidity, his occasional force, and his

frequent failure. Mr. Neal is a Vankee gladiator who fights

with the air; his position is good, his vigour undeniable,

space rings with the sharpness of his blows and the athletic

play oS his muscles, the only fault is that he has no antagonist,

and his most successful hits fall upon .the thin atmosphere. In
ati anthology like the present, he appears to the greatest advant-

age. He has neither perseverance nor jjoVer of flight for a long

effort, but it sometimes happens, that^a lucky daub from his

brush, charged as it is wdth brilliant colours. By itself consti-

tutes a picture
;
just as in tlf^ sides of rocks, or in the burning

coals on the fire, or in the clouds, faptastic but striking imita-

tions of nature and reality miy be often detected by the busy
eye. The painter of antiquity, who did more by casting his

sponge at nis canvass than by hijP most deliberate efforts,

strongly reminds us of the author of Jonathan in England."
‘ The title of Stories ofAmerican Life" might have admitted of

the addition of the word scenery;’ for, in fact, one of the distinc-

tions ofthis very agreeable collection is, that it presents numerous

and highly vigorous sketches of North American landscape. We
do not know who is the author of the following Canadian pic-

tute ; but our readers will allow that, whoever he be, there are
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few papagUttii of the old country wh6 Can paint with more
foroe. It is taken from the very characteristic story, the
French Village/' in the first volume.

' On the borders of the Mississippi may be seen the remains,of an old

French village, which once boasted a numerous population of as

happy and as thoughtless souls, as ever danced to a violin. If content
is wealth, as philosophers would fain persuade us, they were opulent

;

but they would have been reckoned miserably by those Who
estimate Worldly ridhes by the mote popular standard. Their houses
were scattered in disorder, like the tents of a wandering tribe, along
the margin of a deep boyau, and not far from its confiuenco with the

riveti between which and the town was a strip of rich alluvion, covered

with a gi|;antic growth of forest trees. Beyond the boyau was a
swamp, which during the summer heats w^is nearly dry, but in the

rainy season presented a vast lake of several miles in extent, The
whole of this morass was thickly set with cypress whose interwoven
branches, and close foliage, excluded the sun, and rendered this as

gloomy a spot as the most melancholy poet ever dreamt of. And yet it

was tiot teiiantless^and there were seasons, when its dark recesses

were enlivened by notes peculiar to itself. Here the young Indian, not
yet entrusted to wield the tomahawk, might be seen paddling his light

canoe among the tall weeds, darting his ^rrows at the paroquets that

chattered among the boughs, and screaming and laughing with delight

as he stripped their gaudy plumage* Here myriads of inusquitoes filled

the air with an thccssant hum, and thousands of frogs attuned their

voices in harmonious concert, as if endeavouring to rival the sprightly

fiddles of their neighbours ; and the owl, peeping out from the hollow
of a blasted tree, screeched forth his wailing note, as if moved by the

terrific energy of grief. From this gloomy spot, clouds of miasm rolled

over the village, spreading volumes of bile and fever abroad upon the

land ; and Sometimes countless multitudes of musquitoes, issuing fVotn

the humid desert, assailed the devoted village with inconceivable fur/,

threatening to draw froia its inhabitants every drop of French blood
which yet circulated in tlieir veins. But these evils* by no means dis«

niayed, or even mterrupted the gaiety of this happy people. When the
musquitoes came, the mbnsieurs ligWd their pipes, and kept up, not
only a brisk tire, hut a dense smoke, against the assailants ; and when
the fever threatened, the priest, who also the doctor, fiourished his

lancet, the fiddler flourished his bow, and the happy villagers flourished

their heels, and sang, and lathed, and fairly cheated death, disease, and
thn doctor, of patient and OfT&ey.

^ Beyond the town, on the other side, was an extensive ptairlO^a
vast unbroken plain of rich green, embellished with ilmumerable flowers

of evmry tint, and wlmse b^utiftil surface presented nd other Vark^
than here and there a huge mound, the venerable monument of depastod

a, or a solitary tree of stunted growth, shattered by the blast, and
pining alone in the gay desert. The prospect was hounded by a ranj^
of lidT bluffs^ which overlooked tile prairie, covered at Some points wun
gmves of timber, and at others e:tUblting their naked sides, or b(^,
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bdd peaks, to the eye of the beholder. Herds of deer might be seen
here at sunriscy slyly retiring to their covert dp after rioting away Uie

night on the rich pasturage. Here the lowing kine livedp if not in

doverp at least in something equally nutritious ; and here might be Seen

immense droves of French potiiesp roaming untamed^ the eommoh stock

of the villagOp ready to be reduced to servitude, by any lady or gentle-

man who chose to take the trouble.'—vcL i. p. 69-72.

In the story c# >

* Unwiiiten Potery/' occurs^a description of
a favourite spot' in United States scenery, mixed up with the
feeling which such a magnificent object may be supposed
calculated to excite in the beholder, it will be seen, that the
sympathy with nature which ' more esnecialiy characterizes

English poets and English* painters, has l>een duly propagated
among our national des^cendants. When Wilson the painter

exclaimed on viewing a fall of water, '' Well done water, by
Q—d," he had given life and sentient being to,^ cascade.

* We turned westward, and In a few days entered the valley of ihc

Mohawk. I cduld write a book upon its sunsets, and the exquisite

beauty of its banks and waters, but 1 must pass it without description.

We loitered long and pleasantly upon its graceful windings, and though
it won no smile or evidence of exhilaration from Lorraine, I could see

that he was interested, and notv and then beguiled of his dark thoughts,

and I hailed it as a promise of better things.
‘ On one of the balmiest mornings that ever broke, we descended the

rude steps leading to the bed of the Trenton Falls. For some days I

hud perceived no change in Lorraine, and I began to fear, that the

appearances upon which 1 had built my hopes were but the effect of

physical excitement, and that his diseased mind was beyond the skill of
nature* We reached the bottom, and stood U}ion the broad, solid floor,

a hundred feet down in the very heart of thg rock, and in my first feel-

ings of astonishment, even my interest in hik Impressions was forgotten

;

but its sublime grandeur had awakened him, when I recovered my
self-possession, he stood with his hands clasped,*and his fine face glowing
with surprise and pleasure. His figure had assumed* the erect, airy

freedom for which he was once jgmarkable, ahd as he went on, the

alacrity of his step was delightful.
^ In a few minutes we stood beltjjv the first fall. The whole volume

of the river here descends fifty feet at a single leap. I'he basin

which receives it is worn into a deep, ct^lar abyss, and the dizzy

whirl and tuttialt of the water is almost oveiibweringr We ascended ut

tlm side# and gt a level with the top of the fall, passed under an immense
shelf^ overshadowing Us almost at the height of a cloud, and advancing

a little further, whole grand sweep of the river was before us. ft

was a scene of which 1 had never before any conception, and I confess

myself inadequate to describe it. To stand in the bed of a torrent,

whlcli flows for miles through a solid rock, at more than a hundred feet

beldw the Surface ; to look up this trmeqdous gorge, and see, aS far as

the eye can stietch, a river rushing on with amazing velodfy, leaping at
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every few rods over a fall, and sinking into whirlpools, and' sweeping

rqpnd projecting rocks constantly and violently ; to see this, and then

look up as if from the depths of the earth to the giant wa|jlis^^]bat coA-

fine it, piled apparently to the very sky, this is a sensation^ife^fraich no

language that would not seem ridiculous hyperbole could do jilfitice.

* When the first surprise is over, and the mind has become familiar in'

a degree with the inajcstia scope of the whole, there is something

delightfully tranquillizing in its individual featujr^* We spent the

whole day in loitering idly up the stream, stoppf&^pt every fall, and
every wild sweep of the narrow passes, and resting ^ the side of every

gentle declivity where the water shot smoothly down with a surface as

polished as if its arrowy velocity were the sleep of a transparent fountain.

There is nothing more beautiful than water. Look at it when you will

—in any of its thousand forms in motion* or at rest—dripping from the

moss of a spring, or leaping in the thunder V)f a cataract—it has always

the same wonderful, surpassing beauty. Its clear transparency, the

grace of its every possible motion, the brilliant shine of its foam, and
its majestic march in the flood, are matched unitedly by no other

element. Who has not blessed it unaware ?*' If objects that meet
the eye have any effect upon our happiness, water is among the first of

human blessings. It is the gladdest thing under heaven. The in-

spired writers use it constantly as an image for gladness, and " crystal

waters'' is the beautiful type of the Apopalypsc for the joy of the New
Jerusalem. 1 bless God for its daily usefulness ; but it is because it is

an every-day blessing, that its ^lendour is unnoticed. Take a child to

it, and he claps his little hands with delight ; and present it to any one
in a new form, and his senses are bewildered. The man of warm ima-
gination, who looks for the first time on Niagara, feels an impulse to

leap in, which is almost irresistible. What is it but a delirious fascina-

tion,—the same spell which, in the loveliness of a woman, or the glory
of a sunset cloud, draws you to the one, and makes you long for the
golden wings of the other

^
I trust I shall be for^ven for this digression. It is one of feeling.

I have loved the watef^ from my childhood. It has cheated me of my
sorrow when a home-.sick boy^ and I have lain beside it in the summer
days when an hlle student, and deliciously forgot my dry philosophy.

It has always the same pure flow, and- the same low music, and is always
ready to bear away your thoughts upon its bosom, like the Hindoo's
barque of flowers, to an imaginative (heaven/-—vol. iii. p. 86-9.

The American life described in these volumes is of three
kinds, the historical lifdibr life sixty years ago

;
border life, that

is, the life of the outer settlements ; and city life, which em-
braces pictures of manners as they exist at this moment in Njeiw

York, Philadelphia, and the great towns. Sketches of the
latter kind are the least interesting li^ere, inasmuch .as the
manners of good English, and good American society, diff^
only by shades; and the departure from modes we habitually edn-
sidw correct, simply communicates an impression of vulgisnity
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or pretension. The distinctions are too minute to be an object
of curiosity^ and yet considerable enough to offend a< fastidious

reader.,^ Of this class are the Scenes in Washington.” Ttie

historit%l;^^orie8, turning as they do on America in its colonial

state, oi?iJbn the period of its grand resistance, are full of interest

by the very nature of their incidents : several of this division are

handled with very considerable ability. We may particularize

The Countrj^^busin/’ and the Romance of the Border.*’

The pictures manners, as they exist on 1;he confines of
civilized and savage life, are, however, we confess, the objects
of our more especial gratification ; and by way of example of
the American stories which turn upon them, and which chiefly

delight us, we would select such tales as ** Pete Featherton,”

The Rifle,” '' The SicK Man Cured.” These are experiments
in social life

;
they present man under a new aspect

;
he is shown

to us surrounded by circumstances of an entirely novel kind.

He has all the wants of civilized life, amidst all the privations

of a savage statej and it is a proud and a pleasant sight, to sec

him subdue the wide world of the deep forest and lonely

prairie to his tastes, his habits, and his necessities. But while the

man bends nature to his wishes, he himself necessarily is

worked upon in return. He civilizes savage life, and in

return becomes half a savage. Hib constitutional instincts are

developed, his natural powers expanded to their greatest

stretch, his vigour perpetually exercised, and the whole physi-

cal frame is carried to the highest pitch of training, in conjunc-
tion with the education, or at least the traditional habits,

language and opinions of one of the most artificial people in

existence.

flThe following description of Pete Fcatherton, a real Ken-
tuck, is the portrait of a being of this des^tiption who assuredly

is a curious, if not a delightful, pheitt)menon to behold.

' A clear morning had succeedtii a stormy night in December; the

snow lay ankle deep upon the ground, and glittered on the boughs,

while the bracing air, and the pheerful sun-beams invigorated the

animal creation, and called forth*the teiiants of the forest from their

warm lairs and hidden lurking-places. ^
'The inmates of a smtdl cabin on the margin of the Ohio, were com-

mencing with the sun, the business of the day. A stout, raw-boned

for^ter plied his keen axe, and lugging log after log, erected a pile

in the ample hejiirth, suflSciently large to have rendered the last ho-

nours to the stateliest o^ A female was paying her morning visit to

the cow^yard, where a mimerous herd of cattle claimed her attention.

The plentiful breakfast followed ;
corn-bread, milk, and venison

crown^ the oaken board, while a tin coffee-pot of ample dimensions
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supplied the beverage which is seldom wanting at the muirniug re-

past of the substantial American peasant.

The breakfast over, Mr. Featherton reacheil down a long rifle from
the rafters, and commenced certain preparations^ fraught^th danger

to the brute inhabitants of the forest. The lock was carefully ex-

amined, the screws tightened, the pan wi|)ed, the flint renewed, and
the springs oiled

j
and the keen eye of the back ^odsman glittered

with an ominous lustre, as its glance rested bn tj^^structive engine.

His blue-eyed p?[rtner, leaning fondly on her jTOband’s shoulder,

essayed those coaxing and captivating blandishments, which every

young ^ife so well uiiderstands, to detain her husband from the coii-

tamplated sport. Every pretext which her ingenuity supplied, was
i|rm{ wiA afibeting pertinacity the wind whistled bleakly over the

hills, the snow lay deep in the valleys*/ the deer would surely not

venture abroad in such bitter, cold weather, his toes might be Irost*

bitten, and her own hours would be sadly lonesome in his absence.

The young Iiunter smiled in silence ut the arguments of his bride,

for such she was, and continued his preparations.
* He was indeed a person with whom such arguments, except the

last, would not be very likely to prevail. Pete Featherton. as he was
familiarly called by his acquaintances, was a bold, rattling Ken-
tuckian, of twenty-live, 'who possessed the characteristic peculiarities

of his countrymeiwgood and evil-*.in a striking degree. Ilis red hair

and sanguine ^i^btnplexion, announced an ardent temperament 3 his

tall form, and bony limbs, indibated an active frame inured to hard-

ships 3
his piercing eye and tall cheek-bones, evinced the keenness

and resolution of his mind, lie was adventurous, frank, and social,—
boastful, credulous, illiterate, and, at times, wontlerfully addicted to

the marvellous. lie loved his wife, was true to hii friends, never
allowed a bottle to puss nniasted, nor turned his back upon a frolic.

^ He believed, that the best qualities of all countries were centered

in Kentucky 3 but had a whimsical manner of expressing his national

attachments. lie was flrmly convinced, that the battle of the Thames
w'os the most sauguim^ry conflict of the age, and extolled Colonel
J n, as a severe cuit.”--* IIe would admit that Napoleon was a
great genius

3
but insisted tluvt he was no part of a priming** to

lienr^ Clay, When entirely “at him-self,”—to use his own language,

—

that IS to say, when duly sober. Fete was friendly and rational, and a
better-tempered soul never shoulderail a rifle* But let him get^ a dram
too much, and there was no end to* his extravagance. It was then
that he would slap his hij|j|||s together, dpriflg perpendicularly into

the air with the activity or^ rope-dancer, and, after uttering e yell,

which the most accomplished WinnebagU might be proUd to own,
swear ihiU' he was the best man” in the country, and could
whip his weiglu in wild eats !*’ and after miiny ol^er extirava-

ganeie^, coovliide, that he could '' ride thn>^h a crab*>apple orohaid

Qjfl a streak of lightning/^ ^
.

^ la addhitm to this, which one would think won for any mr
sonaMe man, Pete would brag, that he had the best rift, the pretftsl
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yfife, apil ibe fastesl n^g in all Kentucky $ and that no man dare say
to the contrary. It is but justice to remarks that there waa more
truth in this last boast; tlian is usually found on such occasions, &nd
that no small reason to be proud of his horse, his and
his rpsy«^eeked companion.

‘ These, however, were the happy moments, which are few and far

between j for eve^ poet will bear us witness, from his own expe-^

rlence, that the fa|man intellect is seldom indulged with those brilliant

inspirations, wbHl^leam over the turbid stream of existence, as the

meteor flashes through the gloom of the night. When tl)e lit was
oiT, Pete was as listless a soul as one would see of a summer's day^'^

strolling about with a grave aspect, a drawling speech, and a deliber-

ate gait, a stoop of the shoulders, and a kind of general relaxation of

the whole inward and outward man—in a state of entire freedom
from restraint, reflection, t and want, and without any impulse strong

enough to call forth his manhood—as the panther, with whom he so
often compared himself, when his appetite for food is sated, sleeps

calmly in his lair, or wanders harmlessly through his native thickets.
^ It will be readily perceived, that our hunter was not one who

could be turned from his purpose by the prospect of danger or fatigue
;

and a few minutes sufficed to complete liis preparations* llis feet

were cased in moccasins and wrappers of buek*skin : and he was soon
accoutred with his quaintly carved powder-horn, pouch, flints,

patches, balls, and long knite ;—and throwing ftrown Bess''~for
SQ he called his rifle—over his shouldiftr, he sallied forUi.’—voL ii. p.^.

In The Sick Man Cured/' we have a case of hypochondriasis

relieved by a resort to the healthy scenes of border life. The
application of the remedy is described with much humour.
The victim of indigestion, by a change of circumstances, is re-

duced to farm a clearing that belongs to him in a newly located

country : he naturally imagines, that his rough fare will speedily

destroy him, and having been long even afraid to move lest he
should snap a sinew or dislocate a joint/he looks with dismay
on the project of turning his lauds to account by personal

labour. These delusions are gradually destroyed, by first of

all, finding that he does not die ; and next, by afortunateacquaint-
ance with the neighbouring family of Mr. Lightly, a settler who t

has preceded him in the busy ftisk of locating andf clearing. This

family, and the impression they on the hypochondriac

patientj, are very amusingly describe*
It appears that one or the young Lightlys is about to marry

and swarm/' to use his father’s expression, to whose active mind
it hae occurred, that such an assistant might be useful to Mr.

Ambler, the nervous gentleman and new settler. The arrange-

ment is gladly adopted by the self-supposed sick man, and the

happiest consequences ensue, and some of them are thus agree-

ably narrated.*
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‘ My Polyphemus with two eyes, set to work without delay, under

the direction of my old man, who talked a great deal, and did nothing

:

and who, after having given his opinion, was content to follow that of

the other. I was busy too, looking on ; running about, dokig little or

nothing; but taking an interest, and sympathising with the lusty

labours of the young giant, Ahasucrus, to such a degree, that Fhave
often actually fallen into a violent perspiration, at seeing him lifting up
a large stone. Thus I got a great deal of the benefit of hard work,

without actually fatiguing myself. By degrees, 1 came to work a little

myself ; and when 1 did not work, I gave my advice, and saw the

others work. One day— it was the crisis of my life—one day Ahasuerus
and the old man were attempting to raise a rock out of the ground by

means of a lever, but their weight was not sufficient. They tried seve-

ral times, but in vain ; whereat the spirit came upon me, and seizing

the far end of the lever, I hung upon it with all my might, kicking

most manfully all the while. The rock yielded to our united exertions,

and.rollcd out of the ground. It was my victory.
* “ We should not have got It out without you/' said Ahasuerus.
^ It was all your doing/' quoth the old man.
* But, to tell the honest truth, I quaked in the midst of my triumph,

lest this unheard-of exertipn miglu have injured a blood-vessel, or stiaiu-

ed some of the vital parts. That ni»ht I thought, some how or other I

felt rather faintish ^nd languid. But it may be I was only a little sleepy

;

for 1 fell asleep.Ji!|r''Iive minutes, iv.^d did not wake till sun rise. It was
some time befofel could persuade myself that I was (luite well ; but

being unable fairly to detect any thing to the contrary, I arose and
walked forth into the freshness of the morning, and my spirit laughed

^

in concert with the sprightly insects and chirping birds.

‘ After this I became bolder and bolder until finally, animated by
the example of the great Ahasuerus, I one day laid hold of a rock,

and rolled it fairly out of its bed. I was astonished at this feat \ I bad no
idea that ! could make the least exertion, without suffering for it severely

in some way or other. I n^ver could do it before, and what is the reason

I can do it now ? thought’I : I certainly used to feel very faint, on occa-

sion of sometimcjiS drawing a hard cork out of a botlle. My new
monitor, experience, whispered me, t^J^t this was nothing but apprehen-

sion, which, when it becomes a habit, and gains a certain mastery over

the mind, produces a sensation allied/o faintness. It embarrasses the

pulsation, and that occasions a feeling of swooning. The mental

causes the physical sensation^,, I was never so happy in my whole
life, as when I received this lesson of experience. 1 was no longer

afraid of dying offhand, of the exertion of drawing a cork.-

‘ Thus we went on during the summer. The salt pork relished won-
derfully ; the bread and milk became a delicious dessert ; and the

rocks daily vanished from the meadow, like magic. The autumn how
approached, and 1 bethought myself how I should get through the

lyinter, with so many broken panes, and so many sky lights in the roof

of my house. There was neither carpenter nor glazier in ten miles;.
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and I was at a loss what to do. I spoke to Ahasuenis the Great
about it, If you will get me a few shingles and nails, and soine

glass and putty, 1 will do it myself, “ said ho. “If you can do it, so

can 1,’' said I, for I began to be a little jealous of Ahasuenis, Accord-
ingly, I j)roeured the materials, and mounting on the roof, went to work
zealously. It was a devil of a business ; but 1 got through it at last.

It did not look very well, to be sure; but it kept out the rain, the

snow, and the keen air. Encouraged at my uiiacco|intable ingenuity

as a carpenter, I commenced glazier, and broke six panes of glass

ofF-haiuI. Witl\ the seventh, however, I succeeded ; and well it was
that I did so, for I had determined this should be the last, and its

failure would have for ever satisfied me, that none but a man who liad

learned the trade of a glazier could put in a pgnieof glass. As it was,

I passed from the extreme i)f depression and vexation to that of ox

altatioii and vanity.*

We should be glad to prolong oui\. extracts from this tale,

for the author goes ou to a very striking cnuuicration of the

pleasures aflbtded by the aspect of solitary nature, and does
not omit to interpolate some agreeable anecdotes of IMr.

Ambler’s progressive steps towards a curd, under the sanatory
influence of border life. Bpt our limits are already exceeded.

Such is the nature of the entertainment and instruction to

be obtained from these volumes : it* is vain to expect that the
English reader, amidst the voluminous issues of the London
Press, can have raucli leisure or opportunity to seek among the

American importations for objects of literary gratification ;

we therefore heartily applaud the idea of thus selecting from
time to time the more happy efforts of Transatlantic genins

—

and congratulate the compiler upon the successful exercise of

her«discriminative powers. When next we consider one of her

undertakings, it will probably lie in a higheV but not more useful

walk of intellectual occupation.

Art. IX.

—

Hieroglyphics, Published by the Royal Society of Litera-

ture, Part V, London. 1830.

magnificent remains of antiquity which adorn the valley

of the Nile have for ages past been the admiration of all

that beheld them. The Pyramids of Jizah have been long since

placed by universal consent among the select Wonders of the

World. The monuments of Upper Egypt were less known, but
they were equally calculated to delight and astonish the visitant.

Scarcely w^as it possible for even the rudest peasant to gaze

without emotion on those enormous masses of masonry, whioli,

having survived the lapse of so many centuries, and the devast

vot. XIV,— Review* 2 ir.
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atiou of so many conquerors, still point out the sites of the

principal edifices of ancient Thebes
;
on the groups of figures,

many of ihem of gigantic size, which are sculptured on their

sides
;
and on the colossal statues and obelisks, which seem to

guard the approach to them. To the eye of cultivated taste a

new source of wonder was opened in the exquisite symmetry
which pervades every part of these buildings

;
in the accu-

racy of the pKoportions, and the delicacy of the execution

of the sculptures
;
and in the richness and freshness of the

colouring in those parts that had been painted. The attention

of the closer observer was riveted by the multitude of different

figures, of which the sculptures were composed
;
by the variety

of features and habits, of attitudes and employments, that was
observable among them

;
and by the strangeness of the scenery,

by which tliey were sometimes surrounded. Few penetrated the

vast and gloomy excavations, in which the mighty dead had
been deposited

;
but they who did so were awe-struck with the

solemnity of those silent chambers, at the same time that they

were delighted with their gorgeous magnificence.

Until within the last few years, however, a painful sensation

of ignorance was ever mingled with tihe gratification, which the

sight of these wonders was go well calculated to produce in the

mind of the beholder. The history, and even the names of those

mighty sovereigns, by whom they had been constructed, were,

as well as the time of their construction, wholly unknown. The
half-savage Arabs, whose habitations are now polluting the

palaces and temples of tlie once proud capital of Egypt, were on
these subjects scarcely worse informed than the most enlightened
antiquarians of Europe. The former ascribed all without dis-

tinction to “ old kin|j Pharaoh the latter might know, indeed,

that this ill-understood title was borne by a succession of

princes, who must have reigned, at the lowest computation, for

upwards of fourteen hundred years ; but to which of these kings,

or to what portion of this long*^ interval of time, they should
ascribe each or any of the monuments, they w ere wholly ignorant.

The guesses that were hazardetf by some had but little plau-
sibility when they were published ; and we now know that they
could hardly have been more unlucky. The most magnificent
of the temples, which, it was presumed, must have been the

most recent, and have probably been erected at a period when
the barbarous architecture of tne ancient Egyptians had been
improved by tlicir intercourse with the polished Grecians, are, it

is now ascertained, the work of the very oldest times, long before
the period when Greece could have anything elegant to teach
to her neighbours. On the other handf, the temples pf Den^pra
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jind Esneh, to which the French Savans, some thirty years ago,

from arguments founded on the supposed positions of the

equinoctial points in Zodiacs ligured upon them, attributed a

most incredible antiquity, have been proved to be among the

most recent of all the monuments, having been constructed iu

the time of the Homan Emperors,
But the veil by which the ancient monarchs of Egypt and all

their concerns have so long been hidden, is ®o\v withdrawn ;

and though, as we have sometimes seen in theatric represent.-

ations, a lingering mist continues to shroud those objects which
were formerly totally concealed by it; that mist is evidently

clearing away, and we cun already distinguish through it

the shadowy forms of a [ong line of princes, extending back into

the most remote antiquity, and adorned by military exploits and
architectural monuments, such as lew sovereigns of any age or
country have surpassed.

Wc are not going to engage in the controversy, which national

vanity will in all probability render a very protracted one,

whether it is to our late lamented countryman Dr. Young,
or to M, Champollion, that the world *is most indebted for

that new light which has*brokeu in upon us within the last

dozen years
;
which has already enabled ns to pronounce with

certainty on a vast number of questions, resj)ecling which the

f

)rofoundest ignorance had previously prevailed
; and which

lolds forth to ns a prospect of farther information to an extent
that can scarcely be estimaled too largely. What we intend to

do at present is to give, in a condensed form, and nilhout the

parade of learned discussion, the substance of the iidbrnia-

tion which has been acquired from time to tiiuc, by the decipher-

ing of hierogiyphical legends, respecting the ancient Egyptian
Kings, and the principal momiments of t;iich of them that are

extant. We are the more desirous of doing this, because the

English public can no where meet with thm information collected

together; nor with some of it,*iiulced, in any form; and because
such of our cotemporaries as h^ave undertaken to give it, have
been extremely incorrect in the most important particulars.

The dynasty of kings to which the most inagnificont of the

Egyptian monuments are now attributed, is a very ancient one.

It reigned in Thebes, in Upper l^gypt, fioin three to four

thousand years ago. We cannot state the precise period ; for

the inscriptions that have been hitherto discovered have rather

illustrated the history and the genealogy of these monarchs than
their chronology. We know the number of years in the reigns

of ^pmCi but not of all of them ;
and if we knew it for all, we

2 K 2
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should still want a common point to connect the series of their

reigns with some known era. It is probable that this deside-

ratum may be supplied, it is impossible to say how soon, through

the intervention of the Sothiacal period, which, we know, com-
menced, possibly for the second time, in the 1323rd year before

our era. If any given year of that period could be identified

with a year of any king’s reign, it would be easy to assign the

year before Christ when that reign commenced. Hitherto,

however, this has not been done ; and we must be content to

suspend our curiosity. It has been suggested that the lengths

of the reigns of the different sovereigns miglit be known from
the canon of Manetho, to whose 18tn and 19th dynasties these

Theban kings have been assumed to belong. But though we
should admit this assumption, it can be of no avail to us beyond
the first twelve or thirteen reigns in the 18th dynasty. The
lengths of the subsequent ones are so discordantly set down in

the different copies of Manetho, and in all the copies they are

so inconsistent, both with the totals as assigned by him, and
with the surer testimony of the monuments, that we must for

the present dismiss tlieni from consideration. The genuine
text of Manetho may possibly be restored by the help of hiero-

glyphical legends; but, in the absence of the latter, the corrupted
copies of Manetho that we now possess are absolutely useless as

a substitute.

We must relinquish, then, for the present, the prospect of
having the chronology of this line of sovereigns satisfactorily

settled
; and we must be content with determining the order of

their succession, which we are enabled in great measure to do
for a period of several hundred years. For this we are chiefly

indebted to Mr. Wilkinson, the accurate copyist of most of fhe
inscriptions contained'in the work before us. In the year 1827,
he took a new and most correct copy of the genealogical table

of Abydos, first disedvered by ]\Iy. Bankes in 1818 ; and he also

discovered and copied at Thebes several other lists of royal

pmnomem, the re-discovery, of** which M. Champollion has
since announced. All these lists are presented to us at

one view in the 98th plate of this collection. The table

of Abydos appears from this last copy to have contained the

prmnomens of at least fifty, and probably fifty-four or fifty-eight,

of the reputed ancestors of Rameses the Great. But, before we
proceed further, we must explain to the uninitiated reader what
a royal praenomen is.

The titles of the ancient Egyptian kings were numerous and
fulsome, as those of oriental despots have always been. Several

of these w^re borne by all of them indiscriminately, and were
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employed or omitted in each case, apparently according to the
caprice of the designer, or the space that he was desirous* of
filling up. There were some titles, however, which were peculiar

to each sovereign, and which were probably selected by him at

the commencement of his reign, to distinguish him from his

predecessors. One at least of these peculiar groups of titles was
invariably used to describe the sovereign*, and if the designer
was not limited in space, they were all employed. The tirst

consisted always of the figure of Uorus (or Apollo, according
to Ilermapion) followed by certain epithets or qualifications,

which were frequently inclosed in a banner or ornamented
square. The second groupe was enclosed in an oval shield, or

cartouche • and unifoin^y commenced with a solar disk, signi-

fying the Sun,’^ and read, it has been supposed, ‘'Phaiao.''

After this wTre certain other epithets, or qualifications. This
cartouche with its contents is tvhat is called " the Prccnomen,^*

Another cartouche which usually followed this, contained what
is generally considered to be the historic name of the sovereign,

often attended by additional titles. For distinction’s sake this

cartouche is called ** i\\Q NameP^ The indiscriminale titles which
were occasionally prefixed#to the praenoiuen were difibrent from
those prefixed to the name. TJie latter were “ lord of the

diadems,” son of the Sun,” —who loves him ” “—wlio

honours him,” and a few otliers ;
tlie former were more

•irmerous
; we need only mention the most freciuent ;

“ king” and
‘ lord of the world.” As a specimen of tlie manner in which
{liese titles were accumulated, may be given tlie following,

.vhich is one of the most modest series tliat has been met with.

It occurs oil one of the columns of the temple of Ainuii at

Etephantiuc : “The Uorus [powerful and reigning in trutli] the

good God, lord of the world (the Sun, lout of trutli) tlie son of

the Sun, who loves hini,(AMENOTiiPH, (he moderator of thepure
region) may he live like the Sun for ever!^’ For* the tianslation

given of the last qualification* there is only the ipt^e dixit of M.
Chumpollion. We accordingly^grint it, and some other clauses, the

meaning ofwhich is not absolutely certain, in the italic character ;

and we wish we could prevail on the gentleman that we have just

named to adopt a similar course in his future woiks. The silly

affectation of being able to translate with certainty all that he

finds written in hieroglyphical characters has involvedhim in such
a labyrinth of contradictions, retractions, and corrections, as to

have led many to doubt—unreasonably indeed, but not un-

naturally—whether he has attained to certainty with respect to

any hieroglyphics whatsoever. The truth is, that the interpreta-

tion of very many of these characters does not rest on the
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authority of M. Champollion or of any other individual, but of

sure principles of dccipnering ; and that it is as little likely to

be shaken oy any future discoveries as the meaning of Greek or

Hebrew words can be. With other characters the case is very

different
; we have only probability, and that, sometimes, of a

very feeble degree, to guide us in their interpretation
;
and this

ought to be candidly slated, and the distinction, wherever it

occurs, pointed dut.

The connexion which exists between the titles of the banner,

the prmnonien, and the historic name, enables us, generally

speaking, to detcriniiic the latter when cither of the former is

given, provided that we have once seen the complete titles. The
number of kings of whom these oompletf^ titles are known, has
for some time past been considerable

; and M. Champollion, in the

course of his recent jonniey. has, no doubt,consideral)ly enlarged

it. We trust that he w ill at an early period publish as complete
a list of them as he can ; accompanied, if he pleases, with
his own translation of the titles, but at all events in the

original hieroglyjdiics,' The value of such a table would be
very great ;

not only in cases of mutilation, where the other

titles remain legible, wliile the name ifTnot so ;
but also because,

when only a single cartouche was employed to designate a
king, as in the catalogues at Abydos and elsewhere, the prmno-
iiien, which was peculiar to him, w as used ; not the name, which
might be common to him with other sovereigns. Our method
of distinguishing kings of the same name by the addition of the
ordinal numerals does not appear to have been used by the

Egyptians.
\Ve have alreacly stated, that the prvenornens which precede

that of Raineses tlie Great, in the table of Abydos, are fifty at

least. Fifty generatiotis, averaging thirty years at the least,

and terminating 14 or 15 centuries before the Christian era,

would give to the Egyptian anonaichy a most portentous

antiquity indeed
; could w'e only be sure that all the sovereigns

enumerated had really existed. « Of this, however, there is'no

proof ;
nor is it so likely that the genealogists of Rameses

should possess records extending through so long a period, as

that they should enjoy that inventive talent, which has in all

ages distinguished their fraternity. We ought to observe that

the sixteen prmnomens which precede that of llameses are

perfectly legible
;

before these are eight or more that are

defaced
;

then thirteen legible ones in an upper row. The
remainder are w'anting. Now we have the sure testimony of

cotemporary monuments, that the last sixteen are the titles 6f
real kings ;

out we are not aware that any similar evidence exists
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with respect to any of the other thirteen. Of course it cannot
exist with respect to the intermediate ones which have b^en
defaced

; but neither can the want of it afford any presumption
against their being real praenomens. It would be extremely
improbable that the mutilation of the table, evidently the result

of accident, should have occurred at that precise point, where
the fictitious names of sovereigns ceased, and the real ones began;
nor is it at all unlikely that the earliest kings, vyhose real names
and order were preserved to the time of Raineses, should have
left no monuments behind them,—none at least which have
remained to our times. We cannot, therefore, think that the
first king whose name appears in the second line of the table

of Abydos, was the acnial founder of the monarchy. But
we consider it an open question, on which each person is at

liberty to form his own conjecture, how many generations he
was removed from him

;
and in the mean time, for convenience

sake, we will take leave to call this prince No. I, and to

designate his successors in the genealogical table in a similar

manner; the great Rameses being No. XVII, and the subse-

quent praenomens, obtained by Mr. Wilkinson, at Medinet
Abou, continuing the sqfies to No. XXI. This method, no
doubt, has its inconveniences

;
but it possesses the para-

mount advantage of being independent of all hypotheses, in

reference either to the canon of Manetho, or to the mode
of translating certain prmnomens- The mischief arising fiom
such hypotheses has been but too apparent to eveiy one
who has watched the progress of discovery in the Ilierogly-

phical field. M. Champollion may palliate the matter as he
will

; but there is scarcely a paragraph of his original state-

iwents with respect to the early Pharaohs, which he has not

been compelled to modify or to abandon. *

It was some years ago a favourite notion with this gentleman,

and it was eagerly embraced by the retailers of •his opinions in

this country, that under the •ffith dynasty of Manetho, prior to

the conquest of Egypt by the Shepherds, it had attained to a

very hign degree of civilization ;
and that many fine buildings

had been constructed; most of which, indeed, had been

destroyed by those barbarians ; but of which parts were pre-

served, that were considered by the monarchs of the 18th

dynasty as worthy of being incorporated in their most splendid

works. The solitary instance on which this theory was grounded
was a portion of the sanctuary of Karnac, which appeared to be

the work of a king Mandouei, who was supposed to have been

a most ancient and mighty conqueror, the Osymandyas of

Diodorus. Other monuments of this king remained, which
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imqueiitionably indicated.a very high degree of civilization at

the time when he lived. Respecting that time, however, M.
CHampollion appears to have laboured under a most extraor-

dinary delusion. It is now, thanks to Mr. Wilkinson, ascer-

tained that lie was the grandson of Raineses the Great. We
will notice him, by and by, as our No. XIX, It follows that

this supposed most ancient part of the temple of Karnac, is in

reality one of the latest additiors to it. This phantasm of an
ancient king bting removed, we know of no grounds for

supposing that Egypt had attain 1 to a high degree of civiliza-

tion, prior to the age of the Thot. moses and the Amenothphs,
and had then relapsed into comparative barbarism. On
the contrary, the monuments appear rather to indicate a
constantly progressive improvement, from a period long prior

to that which is accounted the c nimencement of the 18th

dynasty.

Having premised this, we proceed to speak of the several

monarchs in their order. Of Nos. I and 11, wc know nothing
more than that their pramomens are engraved on a rock between
Assouan and Phila'. This inscription, which is certainly a
cotemporary one, is perhaps the very oldest, certainly among
the oldest, that is in existence. It ca’nnot have been cut much
less than 4,000 years before the present time. No. Ill was
called Usortasen. The name is the same with that of the
builder of the obelisk at Heliopolis

;
but the prmiiomen is dif-

ferent. M. (Jhainpollion supposes that obelisk to have been
erected about hOO years before our era ; but he thinks that a
small statue in the Louvre was intended to represent the

ancient Usortasen. If so, and wc think the conjecture a prob-
able one, the hieroglyphical name of his father. No. II,. is

given
; but the charasisters have not all of them been satisfacto-

lily deciphered. This*king.is most remarkable for having been
the favourite ajsicestor of No. X, who dedicated to him one of
the temples at Samne, in Nubia

;
and whose procnomen is

found prefixed to his, in a manner that puzzled Mr, Salt and
others, who supposed the latter lo be a name. At first sight,

it certainly has that appearance ; but on examining the hierogly-

E
hical context, we find some such phrase as “ King, No. X,
eloved by the good God, No. Ill,”

With respect to the next two Nos., and again to No. VIII,
difficulties appear to exist, which with our present scanty inform-
ation we will not attempt lo explain, and which, consequently,

we need not delay to state. No. VI and his queen bore the
same name, which seems to be Abmosis, and which was also

the name of the queen of No. VII. From this coincidence,
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and the conspicuous manner in which this latter female is gene-
rally represented as accompanying her husband^ we should
suppose her to have been the daughter of the preceding
sovereign

; and either . to have been the sole heiress of the

crown, or, according to the Egyptian custom, to have married
her brother. Her husband Amenothph and she, are commemo-
rated on many minor monuments, in the British Museum and
elsewhere. In one of these they are represented as receiving
divine honours from No. XVI ;—a circumstance on which, as
all the Egyptian kings were deified, more stress has perhaps
been laid than it deserved. It has been supposed that these
honours were paid by his descendants to No. VII, as the
founder of their dynastj*, and the conqueror of the barbarous
Shepherds. He has Accordingly been identified with the
Amosis, or Tethmosis of Manetho, who commenced the 18th
dynasty.

M. Champollion calls No. VIII Thothmosis I, and his

a
ueen Ahmosis. As we have already staled, however, there are

ifficulties respecting this number, which we do not mean to

dilate on. According to the same authority. No. IX was
another Thothmosis, who was succeeded by his sister, called

Amense. The son of tins queen was Thothmosis III, No. X.
llis father, according to M. Chai/lpollion, was a private indivi-

dual named Thothmosis ; but we are much inclined to suspect
that Amense was the widow, as well as the sister, of No. IX,
and that No, X was their son. It is pretty certain that he
dated the years of his reign from the death of No. IX, which
he would scarcely have done on any other supposition. But,
be this as it may, this queen Amense took for her second
luisband one Amenenthe, who governed the kingdom as regent
for her and her son, until his attaining bis majority. So at

least M. Champollion has stated as the rc8\ilt of his observations ;

and, ignorant as we are of their precise p^ture, we must for the

present be satisfied with it. • •

No. X was a more distinguished monarch, as far at least as

respects architectural monumtihts, than any of his predecessors.

We have already mentioned the temples at Samue, erected by
him in the southern part of Nubia; they are, we believe, the

most ancient in that country. He built the sanctuary of the

great temple at Karnac, on the walls of which are a sort of

annals of his reign, specifying the number of the slain, and that

of the captives, with the amount of booty taken, in his several

battles. He also erected the obelisks that are now at Alex-

andria, commonly called Cleopatra^s needles.” These are, so far

as we knowi the first obelisks that were ever made
;
they are
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certainly the oldest that are now in existence.' There can bA

little doubt that this king was the Moeris of Herodotus and
Diodorus, to whom they attribute the digging of the celebrated

artificial lake which bore his name, and the building of some
magnificent works at Memphis which are now destroyed. We
know indeed, that this king assumed the title of Lover of the

Sun,” which in the old Egyptian language would be Mas-Ra,
or Mm-Phra, The first differs in termination only, from the

name given by Herodotus; the last may perhaps be the

Mephres of Manetho, who is placed by him three descents from
the founder of the dynasty.

No. XI was a Second Amenothph
;
he made some trifling

additions to his father’s works, ancF commenced the temple

of Hassaya in Nubia. Ilis son, No\ XII, Thothmosis IV,

completed this temple, and erected the obelisk which is now at

the Lateral! in Rome. His great work, however, w’as the

Sphinx in the neighbourhood of the Pyramids of Jizah which
has been so often described. The front of it was cleared from
sand by Captain Caviglia, at an expense of 800/. or 900/. He
discovered a pair of enormous paws of masonry, and between
them a tablet; the inscription on which was copied by Mr. Salt,

and appears to be a dedication of the monster by this king to

the deity, whom M. Champollion calls " Atmou but Herma-
pion, if we have his text correct, ** Heron.” The wife, or one
of the wives, of this king, the mother of No. XIII, was called,

according to M. Champollion, Maut-hem-Va.
The next king was the Third Amenothph, or, as he is commonly

called, Memnon. His monuments appear to be more numerous
than those of any other monarch of this dynasty, with the excep-
tion of the great llameses. His statues and scarabm are every-

where to be met witlt. Among his greater works we will only
mention the temple or^Amun at Elephantine; that of Soleb at

the extremity df Nubia ; the most ancient parts of the temple of
Luxor, the Memnonium, and the celebrated Colossus, at Thebes.
In one of the Greek inscriptions on this last monument we have
as an alias for Memnon, the naine Phamenoph, that is ''the

Amenoph.” Manetho places " Amenophis or Memnon” three

descents from " Mephres which accords with the supposition

that the former was No. XIII, and the latter No. X
;
and which

* Since (he above was written, we are pven to understand, that the
obelisk of Heliopolis (or Matarea) is supposedby some writers in this country
to be the work of a kin^ Usortasen yet more ancient than our No. Ill ; and
not of the prince to miom we have, in the former part of this article,

attributed it on the i&uthority of M. Champollion. The comparative rude-
ness of the sculptures certainly favours this supposition*
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support of it. The queen of this Amenothph was called Taia^

Tne hieroglyphical name of the next king, No. XIV, not

having been deciphered, he is called Horns
;
that name following

that of Amenophis in the catalogue of Manetho. He made
some additions to his father’s works at Thebes; and there

are some smaller monuments to his honour in the British

Museum. There is also a remarkable monument of this

king in the museum at Turin, on which M. Champollion

bestowed much attention at an early period of his career. It

contains a decree for paying certain honours to him and to a

female named Tmaumot, or Mautmot ;
^vho was first supposed

by that gentleman to Ije the daughter that succeeded Horus,

the Acherres of Manetho; but whom he has since ascertained

to be his wife. The real name of his daughter and successor

(for Manetho's statement is confirmed in that particular) he now
states to be Thaoser. She was married, and her husband bore the

title of king ; but she seems to have retained the supreme power

in her own hand. The name of this subordinate sovereign is,

according to the same authority, IMenephtha Siphtha. They

had probably no children, as we find the brother of Thaoser, who
is called Raineses I, the No. XV of our series, succeeding her

on the throne. It is not impossible that he was the Sasyclies,

who is mentioned by Diodorus, as having reigned about this time

;

and his monuments may have been the less permanent, but more

honourable ones, of useful legislation. To the next proenomen.

No. XVI, two names are found attached, which are thought to

be those of two brothers who reigned in succession. The first

is Ousireei, to whom the tomb belonged that was opened by

Bblzoni, and of which a model was exhibited in London. The

other is Mandouei I, who erected the^belisk which is now
Standing at the Porta del PopoloatRome,and who is represent-

ed on the tablet which we have already niention&l in speaking

of No. VII.

We now come to No. XVII. the Second, or Great, Rameses, .

and the most illustrious of tnis royal line. Whatever coin-

cidence we have hitherto found between the canon of Manetho

and the list of kings obtained by deciphering the monumental

inscriptions, is here broken off. There is none of Manetho’s-

kings, that can correspond with this mighty conqueror. In the

place where his name ought to appear with a very long reign

over against it, we find an Armais who reigned four years,

followed by a Rameses who reigned little more than one.

M. Champollion at first supposed this Rameses to be the founder

of the 19tn dynasty
;
but that supposition is quite irreconcileabla
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with the order of kings determined by the catalogue at Medinet
Ab^ou, and we know not what supposition he can now make^
that will uphold the credit of Manetlio without being incon-

sistent with the monuments. But though we are not able to

identify the Egyptian hero with any of Manetho’s kings, there

can be no doubt that he was the Sesoosis of Diodorus
;
who, it

is worthy of notice, is said to have lived seven generations after

Moeris, the very interval that occurs between our No. X and
No. XVII

;
we need scarcely add that he was the Sesostris of

Herodotus. Of course, however, we do not mean to vouch for

all the statements that have been made respecting him by either

of these writers
;
some‘of which, \ve need scarcely inform our

readers, are incredible enough. We dre also disposed to identify

this king, to a certain extent, with the Osymandyas of Diodorus.

We mean to say, that, while we consider the account given of

that monarch by Diodorus to be fabulous, we believe the actions

attributed to him to have been those of Sesostris,—disguised

indeed and exaggerated, and transferred to a more remote era

:

and we can have no doubt that the building, which was shown
to the Greek historian as the tomb of Osymandyas, was the work
of the great Ilameses.

^

It would be quite impossible for us to enumerate the monu-
mentsof this king that are extaht, nor is it easy to make a selection.

We should place first the hypostyle hall,and some other additions

that he made to the temple of Karnac. The rapture with which
all who have visited this edifice speak of it is remarkable. “ I was
lost,” says poor Belzoni, in a mass ofcolossal objects, every one
of which was more than sufficient, of itself alone, to attract my
whole attention. How can 1 describe my sensations at that

moment ! I seemed alone in the midst of all that is most sacrod
in the world ; a fore^ of enormous columns adorned all round
with beautiful figures; and various ornaments from the top
to the bottom the graceful shape of the lotus, which forms
their capitals, so well proportioned to the columns, that it gives
to the view the most pleasing effect

;
the gates, the walls, the

pedestals, and the architraves, aSso adorned in every part with
symbolical figures in basso relievo and intaglio, representing

battles, processions, triumphs, feasts, offerings and sacrifices;

...these altogether had such an effect upon my soul, as to sepa-
rate me in imagination from the rest of mortals, exalt me on
high over all, and cause me to forget entireljr the trifles and
follies of life. I was happy for a whole day, which escaped like

a flash of lightning.” M. Champollion speaks of this edifice as
the conception of one a hundred feet high.” '^.The imagina-

tion/' he says, which, in Europe, rises wr above our porticos.
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sinks abashed at the foot of the 140 columns of the Hypostyle
hall at Karnac.” Many parts of the neighbouring palace,# or

temple, of Luxor, which is scarcely inferior to that of Karnac in

magnificence, are the work of the same king
;
so are the great

obelisks that are there. We have already mentioned “ the

tomb of Osymandyas.” We can refer to no other of his works
inEgypt but the palace of Abydos, where the great genealogical
table was placed, the lowest line of which was entirely occupied
by the proenomen and name of this king, repeated above a
dozen times. Many of the Nubian temples were constructed by
him

;
among others those of Seboua, Derri, Girshe, Ipsambol,

cleared from sand by Belzpni, and Beit-el-Waly, or Galabshe.
Most of these are cut o\^t of the rock

;
and several of them are

covered with sculptures, representing the military exploits of
Rameses.
We might occupy a great deal of space in describing these

sculptures, some of which arc copied in the work before us. In
one place the king is represented in his chariot, pursuing his

barbarian enemies, and in the act of discharging an arrow against

them
;
he is followed by two of his sons in similar chariots. In

another place he is represented seated on his throne, with the

spoils of the conquered brought before him. Among these we
can easily distinguish the camelopard, the ostrich, the ape and
other animals. We might discuss at great length the names
and the countries of the several people, who appear as van-
quished

;
but we fear we have already extended this article too

far
;
and, to say the truth, we are far from feeling convinced by

anything that we have seen on the subject. There can, however,
be no doubt entertained that Sesostris was one of the greatest of

c8nquerors,and that his empire,if he retained under his dominion
all the countries that he over-ran, was anjong the most exten-

sive that have ever existed. We will only add respecting this

king, that while he uniformly bore the one name, the beloved

by Araun, Rameses he us^3 with it two diffeTeni pramomens,

sometimes simply, ''The ^champion {oxguardian) of truth,”

sometimes this title with the additional one of " approved (or

preferred) by the Sun.” He also varied the titles of liis banner;

sometimes be styled himself " the Horus powerful and loving

truth sometimes he substituted for the last qualification " the

son of Atmou (or Heron.)” This circumstance has given rise

to much confiision, and has occasioned his actions to be

attributed, until very lately, to two different kings, one the son

of Mandouei, the other the supposed head of the 19th dynasty,

several generations posterior to him.

Rameses the Great is stated by M. Champollion to have
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hstdby hi^ different wives somewhere £^bout fifty sons. A younger
nive succeeded him, who has been called Moenuphtba; but this is

not the name represented by the hieroglyphical chamotera* He
made some additions to his father’s works

; and his name is found
along with his father’aon some monuments in the British Museum.
No. XIX was Mandouei the Second, formerly accounted
the First. We have already noticed his addition to the temple
of Karnac ; there is a colossal statue of him at Turin, and a

smaller one in London. On these and other monuments of his

a remarkable phenomenon has been noticed, the cause of which
is yet involved in mystery. His name, which consists of the

figure of the god Mandou, with the addition of aidouble vowel,has

been in almost every instance defaced by the hammering out of

the divine figure. This mutilation extended to the name of his

f
redecessor, Mandouei T, on the obelisk of the Porta del Popolo.

t could scarcely have been intended as an insult to the deity

represented 5
it is probable, therefore, that the monarch of whom

we are now treating, gave some deep offence to the nation, or to

the priests who may liavef had the custody of the monuments;
and that in revenge they endeavoured, by the destruction of

his name, to obliterate his memory.
,

No. XX was called, according to M. Champollion, Ra-
merri. His reign was probably very short, so as not to allow

him time for what appears to have been a principal work of all the

sovereigns of this race,—the construction of a tomb. His remains

were consigned to tluit of his predecessor—but not, it will be
recollected, his ancestor—Queen Thaosur

;
the sculptures on

which were hastily altered, so as to adapt it for its new tenant.

Nq, XXI was a Rameses, another mighty conqueror, whose
actions might almost vie with those of his great ancestor.

No. XVII. lie has oeen called Rameses Mse-Amun
; a name

which is objectionable! as implying his identity with the king so

called by Marietho, but which includes a title which he actually

bore. His prmuomeu was, in "fact, ^*The Sun, guardian (or

champion) of truth, loving Amun/’ which last quaUfication was
in the old Egyptian language 'M®-Amun. The name in his

second cartouche was Rameses, the warlike god.’’ In all the

articles on Egyptian history which have hitherto appeared in

our coteinporaries, this king has been placed two generations

prior to Rameses the Great. He built the palace of Medipet
Abou. on the western bank of the Nile, at Thebes. His
sarcophagus is now ip the Louvre ; the cover of it is at Cambridge

;

and ” the mighty dust” which it once contained, into what new
combinations has it entered ?

We must here conclude our catftlogue, It is stated by
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M. Champolliou that three sons of this monarch governed
Egypt in succession. There is then an interval we cannot say
of what length* before we arrive at Shishonk* who reigned in the
beginning of the tenth (;entury before our era. Of the subse-
quent kings we have at present no room to speak ; nor is the

information that could ne given concerning them of the most
satisfactory kind.

We have now done ;
and we trust that we have said enough

to excite* if not to satisfy, the curiosity of oui' readers, on the
subject of which we have treated. We believe our article will

be found to contain a correct outline of the monumental history

of Egypt for sevcFal centuries ; and though we may expect that
every year will afford us additional information, and thus render
our account imperfect; tre cannot anticipate that it will prove,

like those of others that we could name, erroneaus. We have
been careful to state nothing, without inliiiiation of doubt,
respecting which there is not conclusive evidence. On two
interesting questions,—respecting the Hykshos or shepherds of
Manetho,and respecting the period ofjJie sojourn of thelsraelites

in Egypt, we have purposely abstained from offering any opinion*

reserving ourselves till we obtain fuller information.

Art. X .—Mothers and Daughters •, a Tale of the Year 1830.—Lon-
don : Colburn and Bentley

j
3 vol. 12mo, 183 J.

1 T is vain to lament the decline and fall at particular seasons
^ of particular species of literature. The modes of exhibiting

talent and of amusing the world are not arbitrary ; literature has
iU; currents and tides like the sea, which no man can either guide
or resist. There are writers who are eternrflly regretting the ab-
sence ofdramatic genius, and vvondephovv*ft happens that no good
plays are produced. Can such persons e?qplain >vtiy such a luxu-

rious crop of dramatists spran^up in the reign of Elizabeth and
James I. Why do not poets write epics now : why do not essay-

ists compose Spectators and 'I^tlers? Why is it that the whole
power of human fancy is turned upon novels and xomanoes ?

The truth is, that there is an aptitude to existing circumstances

in all these forms of composition, which, as it is probably formed
of numerous and not obvious elements, escapes the vulgar ob-
server. Each form of literature, as it becomes generally adopted

and followed, is moulded by the spirit of the age and is in per-

fect with it. The fruits of the earth are not more
strictly governed by the climates they are produced in* than are

(be V^ious forms of literature. The influence of circumstattces
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maybe seen in the very exterior of the volumes which are, as it

w^e, the corporeal part of letters. When printing was
unknown, writings were enveloped in a roll of papyrus or parch-

ment. After its discovery flat sheets were compacted together

with thongs of leather, and the treasures of genius shut up in

a strong box of boards and brazen clasps. Few copies were
printed, the paper was thick, and consequently difficult to fold,

and reading was slow
;
hence the huge folio. As literature

became more diifused and the love of it more general, it became
desirable to render books more portable

;
henqe tbe reduction to

S
uarto. The octavo form was the next stage

; a^i^^ow we live in

le age of duodecimo. < Since every body reads^TO must have
books not in one place but wherever "a man moves to, his com-
panions must move with him, the most commodious size is there-

fore adopted. Since all ranks must buy books, we love necessa-
rily the cheapest form, which is the duodecimo. Formerly readers

went to the book, now the book comes to them. Formerly men
travelled over a page, now the whole line may be embraced by
the eye in a glance. The folio used to be affixed to an inclined

plane, now the duode’eimo goes into the pocket. Never was
the hackneyed because beautiful quotation of Cicero in his

defence of Archias in praise ^of letters so borne out by the fact

as it now is. Books are a never-failing resource and perpetual
companions

;
if we go abroad they are in the travelling trunk,

if we go into the country they are in the carriage pockets, if

we are sick they lie by the couch, when we go to bed tliey are

put under the pillow, at breakfast if the table be baccalaurean,

they elbow the lyuffins ; in the summer’s evening we read them
in the garden, in the winter’s night by the fire-side : when the
candles are lighted, then we seek out the little duodecimo alld

raise the voice in concert with the harmonious music of the
loud-hissing urn.”

*
'

When Shakespeare was a link-boy (if he ever was), or when
Pepys put on his best velvet &6at to see a stage play at the
Bull or the Bear, the mode of spending the afternoon was a
comedy and the Mall : hence \he clouds of little 4to plays
which distinguish all that century. Now we subscribe to Ebers
or make one in a book-club, lie on a sofa and read the new
novel, a pleasure considered by the poet Gray paradisaical;

hence the whole armies of duodecimo recruits in uniform of
blue faced with brown.

Let us not suppose, that the spirit of literature is less influ-

enced by the changes of manners, art, wealth, and the diffusion

of education and an almost universal passion for literature, than
in its corporeal shape; and as much^as' eitfidr, is the m(^e or
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form of composition, whether it be epic or lyric, verse or prose,

Ariosto or Scott, affected by the revolution lii men’s circum-
stances. The novel, for example, is essentially the creature of
a most artificial and complicated system of society. A very
simple state affords no materials to the novelist

;
manners aie

uniform, measures are open to all, manoeuvring is unnecessary,
objects are common property, and events are few

;
tlie passions

are strong and they may lead to catastrophes, but such catas-

trophes are the legitimate subject of tragedj^. The nearest
approach to the novel among the Greeks is Plutarch’s Lives, and
all must allow that it is not a very near one. We make no
account of the erotic tales, which reseyible the novel in no one
point. Ancient society %vas a plain and ordinary structure,

modern society is a inacliine of the most complicated kind
; not

only is there wheel within wheel, but thcie are works of different

ages, proceeding on different principles and acted iipo)i by dif-

ferent forces. Novels are sometimes sections of this curious

machine on various scales, sometimes they are developed
descriptions of parts, and sometimes they are confined to an
examination of a nest of springs and ^vheels in an esj)ecial

corner.

The particular class of ‘society which lias most attracted the

attention of the novelist, is naturally the highest, for various

reasons : first, we are all disposed to look ujiwards and to pay
more attention to that which regards the ranks above us than
any other : therefore, as the highest thus concentrates the gaze
of all, the novelist is assured a larger audience. Again the

highest class is the centre round which radiate the intrigues

and manoeuvres of inferior grades ; being the* most influential

persons and the most independent, they naturally become the

model of others in all those matters which are considered arbi-

trary in society, and are thus, if for no fXher reason, the legiti-

mate subjects of tile novelist. Moreover, as ^11 novels turn

upon love, intrigue, or somejjlay of the* passions, and as this

class by their wealthy leisure^ and the nature of their education

are the most given to unbridlWd indulgence of the propensities

of nature or the fashionable tastes of the day, they are thus

also the most favourable and fruitful materials for the novelist

to work upon. These are some of the reasons for the greater

number of works of fiction turning upon the higher ranks of

life.

Another very active cause in the propagation of the novePof
high life is^ that no other class possesses so many shades of dif-

ference in itself as does this class. In no other is there such

an active canvass, kept up for superiority of one kind or another :

VOJL. XIV.•^Westminster Review, 2 r
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for distinction in it, there are innumerable candidates— for the

distinction to be of it or to get into it, the crowd of competitors is

equally great, and this species of border life is as fruitful to the

novel, as that other border life is to the ropiance. Thus the society

of fashionable life presents to the contemplator, a kind of exten*

sive table-land on which a great drama is played with much ear*-

nestness and perpetual bustle, by actors qualified by every spe-

cies of talent, and who are gazed upon by a vast crowd of specta-

tors, the inhabitdmts of the declivities and vallies, with a great and
natural interest. We need not be surprised that, under these

circumstances, the drama has an abundance of critics who regard

the performance with earnestness, and hold up particular parts

of it, some for ridicule and some for admiration, all for the general

amusement. '

The play of envy and jealousy in a lower sphere is simply
treated with contempt : when, however, the contending parties

bear high names, and inanoouvre for objects little in themselves

but which acquire an adscititious importance by being the ex-

clusive property of a certain rank, pettiness is dignified in

the eyes of the vulgar, and the real nature of the contest con-
cealed. If a couple of grocer’s daughters were setting their

caps as it is called in circles not tHe most exalted, against a
neighbouring hatter, the tale* of their mamma’s perseverance, or

the young lady’s anxiety, would not be listened to; but when
the fair candidates are striving for a duchy, and they themselves
are the progeny of a peer, the story is developed with great
minuteness, and people take great delight in watching the issue

of the enterprise. The absurd difficulty of getting admission to

Almack’s has been the subject of numerous novels, and thou-
sands in these enlightened days have read them with interest.

Who would care if ‘the question were between the elegantes

of St. Mary Axe or Fleet-street, and the scene a dance at the
Globe or the London Tavern. What is the real difference ? the

feelings are exactly tUe same, the, same triumphi the same pain,

the object equally futile, the means of Success sometimes
equally disgraceful—-The verses," of the Satiric poet equally
apply to both

:

Alas ! what anxious toil has won
Ferchadcs their fleeting triumph here

j

What bitter joy when all Was done.

And entrance granted with a sneer.

But pride its food from pain shall borrow
\

And those to-tilght's neglect shall gall,

Will fly o’er half the town to-mdtrow,
boast of Alttiach’i charming ball
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Still the description, animated and dramatic as it frequently

is of all these follies, with the advantage of names which .save

the picture from a sneer, is frequently at least amusing, and as

such worthy of attention from the guardians of the public taste.

The play of petty passions, and the sti^uggle for petty triumphs,

are sometimes entertaining, and sometimes, perhaps, painful to

persons too anxious for the dignity of human nature. The most

curious, and to us the most pleasing parts o{ such works, are

the sketches of character they contain, and which are often

drawn, in good specimens of this class of books, with great truth

and brilliancy. In the present state of manners there is no

social atmosphere better calculated to draw forth the eccentri-

cities and peculiarities of the natural genius, than the fashion-

able life in London, wAh its opportunities, its excitements, its

independence, and its habits of self-indulgence. It is recruited

from all parts of the kingdom
;

its heroes do not endure long,

but they crowd a great deal of existence into a brief space
;
since

talent greatly contributes to the relief of ennui, it is either pos-

sessed by tlie legitimate votaries of lashion, or it is procured ;

wealth is as common as the air we breatlfe, and the true fashion-

able scarcely considers tjjiat it is alienable, for he lives as if it

were inexhaustible, and, long after it has disappeared, proceeds

as if unconscious of the loss. Circumstances do not repress or

mould his dispositions, they are of a kind to permit the cha-

racter to grow as it lists; like an experiment in an exhausted

receiver, external accidents do not interfere with its natural

tendencies.
. , x* i

•

One of the most successful of these sketch-book sol theraslnoii-

able amateur of the manners and inoials ol high life, is the book

whose title we have inscribed over this article—Mothers and

Daughters. Its main subject is a kind of husband-hunt on the

part of a selfish widow of fashion, “in behalf of a pair ot lovely

daughters, who have been duly educated for the chase. The

object of female life in all raiiks is, to get married to some one

of the same class, who can and will bear the responsibility ot

.

supporting a wife and family.* Now as in the present manner of

living, this is an enterprise requiring some courage, and, as

women are educated, not always attended with an increase of

happiness at all in proportion to the expense, men are frequently

lazy on the subject, and often indisposed to give up their bachelor

ease and independence; hence young ladies hang on hand, the

market becomes over-stocked, and the competition brisk. 13ut it

this be the case in the middle ranks, what must it be in the upper

classes, where only one man in a family can marry, and all the

Women are marriageable. Owing to the absurd law of primo-

.0 F «
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geniture, the eldest son is pursued by a hue and cry of damsels^

whitle the youngest are termed 'detrimentals' and other bad
names, and avoided by ' mothers and daughters’ as more danger-
ous company than the plague. The ycTunger son, until he is

provided for by the state in a coinmissionership or secretaryship,

necessarily contrives to live upon his hundred and twenty
pounds a-year, and his cornetcy in the guards. Marriage in such
circumstances would be insanity. It is sometimes, however,
perpetrated, and then a noble duke, uncle or cousin, is con-
strained to increase the maintenance to four or five hundred, and
the happy pair are compelled to live in ' a dampery ' at Chiswick,
or in the language of the newspaper,^ a 'genteel cottage resi-

dence,’ until the Government is alarmed into quartering the

young couple on the State, by a distant allusion to Aid-
borough or Old Saruin. A comfortable little establishment at

Chiswick or Kensington, may not perhaps be considered
the lowest state of human misery

;
but the views of such per-

sons must be taken into account. Not to be of a certain

set, is to be extinct
;

to move without a carriage, impossible

;

not to live in a certain style, is to be sneered at, pitied, forgotten
;

the tortures of the inquisition are not bitterer than the super-
cilious ' How do,' or ' I thought you were dead,* of a flourishing

fashionable to his friend reduced upon marriage
;

it is better to

retire ' from life on prussic acid.' Qum cum ila sint^ as the Cicero-

nians say, it must be very evident how immeasurable is the dis-

tance between one brother and another; and since there are

dozens of disposable girls for one marrying man, how keen must
be the chase, when the view holla ! is given that a marrying man
is heaving in sight. Marriage comes to be considered the end of
life, and all education is considered with a view to that object

alone : for this all parties are given and taken, for this a young
lady rides every day, for this she inflames the bills of the milliner,

for this she waltzes, gallopades, sings, plays, draws, in short—
exists. Season after season she ^ihibits her charms, displays

the same accomplishments, re-commences the flirtations doomed
to end in nothing, till ' hope deferred,’ late hours, and a London
atmosphere, begin to dye pearly-white orange-colour, and
waste the luxurious plumpness of one-and-twenty into the

crow-footed, nip-nosed spaveness of thirty. The perfumer

with his eau vegetale, and the milliner with her fulling, and
quilling, and puckering, come in to supply the retiring

graces of nature, and with their aid the campaign is re-opened,

with a more desperate determination to succeed
;
inferior game

is marked down, and before eight-and-twenty or thirty winters

have done their worst. Lady Mary condescends to a match.
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which ten years before would have thrown her into hysterics.

The kind of hopes that keep young ladies alive in this c^ase,
are thus described by the lively author of this history :

—

* Among all these m^tal delusions, those of the ball-haunting
young ladies are by far the most accountable and the most cxcuseable.

There is always a bright succession of heirs-apparent to renew their

speculations. Every spring, Oxford—and Cambridge—and the grand
tour—refresh the fashionable hotels with their ejuota of silly boys,

eager to be ruined or to be married, as the weakness of their heuds or

hearts may predominate. Every ^utumn carries a few paralytic

fathers and gouty old uncles to their marble homes ; and iicav

Viscounts and inheriting Baronets spring^up like champignons, to be
devoured by the tender faiyine of damsels on their preferment. We
will therefore forgive the sanguine earnestness with which every

girl, on arriving in London for the season, firmly believes that it will

be her last j—that some young nobleman who has been acting charades

with her every evening during the Christmas holidays, is only waiting
for the familiar facilities of a May-Fair ball-room to hazard his pro-

posals
; and that the white crape dress quilled by the fairy fingers of

Maradan, which hangs beside her dressing-table in tempting prepara-

tion for the evening's ball, will complete the conquest which her

witchery of noble horsemanship*’ has more than half achieved in

the course of the morning^ beside the translucent waves of the glassy

Serpentine.*—vol. iii. pp. 12, 13.

“ Mothers and Daughters” includes three generations : we
have the rash marriage of the mother. Lady Maria De Vesci, to

a poor man with expectations, because she could get no other

;

and which, since it ended in an elopement, was always called a
love-match, though the whole had been a matter of strict cal-

culation
; and next there is the career of her two beautiful

^daughters, whom she chaperones in vain through many seasons

of London life, supported at times by the’most brilliant chances,

but all ultimately terminating ifi disappointed vanity, bad
temper, and ill looks. Many of the scenes iif this history are

drawn with great spirit, and"rtie complexion of the society which
the author paints is caught with great felicity. If of all the*

books of the kind we were Required to select the one which
most faithfully records the maxims, the motives, the principles,

the manners, and the style of true fashionables,—by which is

meant, not the wealthy, nor the titled, nor the distinguished by
service, or by place, or by power, for these are very different

things from the fashionable set or sets of London,—we should

certainly lay our hands on these volumes.

In the extracts which we shall select we shall make a point

of taking those passages only which illustrate the moral

condition of a large and influential class of society, and at
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the same time aftbrd amusement by the liveliness and ability

of the author.

The following character is a portrait of a General de Vesci,

concerning whose rise and condition we need not add any
thing to the luminous details below.

^ General de V’^esci, the opulent uncle oF Lady Maria Willingham,
was one of tlioso empty, pompous, good-looking, well-intentioned

men, who make excellent governors of Colonics under the influence

of a shrewd seoretai'y and learne<l judge
j
pro\’ided they have sufficient

interest in the Cabinet at home to varnish over an occasional blunder,

and sufficient teniperance of mind to hear with a ministerial reproof
or two, conveyed in a private letter.

' The General was a worthy, upright m{»n, incapable of an ignoble

action; but he had been accustoiuod for socmany years to have his

movements and measures suggested to him by a beetle-browed,

(|uill-in^hund man, whose disc<iiirse was strengthened by inexhaustible

arguments, and precedents, and legal admonitions, that he felt himself

exceedingly puzzled on his return to England, after a colonial exile of
forty years, to order his own boots or discluirge his own butler.

* Under tliese circumstances, it would have been a merciful inter-

position had the destinies ibestowed Upon him an active, intelligent,

managing wife — such, for instance, as his own niece, Lady Marla.
Ilut one of those strange inconsistencies, !$V> prevalent in the assort-

ment of human wedlock, had uuitched him with one of the most
inert, lazy, dozy, amiable nonentities in the world. It W{\s seldom
that poor Mrs. De Vesci appeared thoroughly awake

;
and if such an

appurtenance as a mind had originally been allotted to her, she had
certainly mislaid it in her childhood, and passed the remainder of her
life in learning to dispense with its influence. With her easy-chair,

however, her fat lap-dog, and her vinai!;relte, she was as happy as a
soulless body can be*

^ iSlow this tqtal deficiency of energy was the more remarkable^
inasmuch as the sleeping beauty was sprung from a race of human
fidgets, who regarded tiwquilHty, whether mural or physical, as a
state of most demoralized Stagnation. The Westlands were a very
numerous family, who wei% not only in perpetual motion, but all their

movements had an ascending impetus. * Place a Westland in the pro-

«found darkness of .some bucketless well, and you would have found
him in ten minutes standing high auci dry beside the brink ;—to use

an e^i^pression qf that sarcastic traveller, Jeffersoa Hpgg, they were
always knocking their foreheads against the sky.'* It my
brother, the Commissioner”— my eousjn, the Chairipqn — ** my
uncle, the Director

P

my nephew, the Secretary —it Sir

Thomas \VestIand—Sir Robert—Sir Arthur—Sir Hew !—After these
explanations, it is unnecessary to add that the Westlands were a
Caledonian clan ; that they had risen on each other s shoulders ; that

the Commissioner underwrote the Director, and the Chairman en-
dorsed the Secretary. The legend of the French coin, Union fait
For(flB,** had elevated them into the highest pubUo consideration,

'
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^ In allying himself with sueb a fkmily. Major Be Vesci—he was
then only a poor honourable—^had overlooked the temptations of birth

and beauty, in favour of those of interest and shrew'dness. He 'felt

persuaded that Miss Wes^and^s uncles, cousins, and nephews, would
push him on In liis profession, and in this he was not disappointed |

and that Miss Westland's comely self would prove a stirring', mnn-^

oeuvring, aspiring woman, ready and willing to scold his servants and
legislate his affairs. But in this he decidedly reckoned without his

hostess. It was fortunate for his love of ease that^his rise Was suffi-

ciently rapid to afford him the succour of aides-rde-camp during ri\e

war, and secretaries, clerks, registrars, and particularly privy-coun-
cillors, during the piping times of peace. Notwithstanding his con-
nexion with the Westland dynasty, government took very good care

that he should have neitht4« opportunity nor excuse for acting or

judging for himself 3 butiie wore his regimentals on public days with
a very good grace, and sat at the head of his table in a manner which
proved highly conciliatory to the whole colony.

* Like every human thing beside connecl&l with the house of West-
land, General Be Vesci, without anxiety and without exertion—nay,

almost insensibly, found that he had acquired a very handsome for-

tune by eating curfie and drinking salt-petred clai'et. For forty years

these avocations, and the catastrophic curtailment of his military pig-

tail, had been his only exertjons
3

yet, through some error authorised

by the genius of ffnance, he had become possessed of vested funds to

the amount of ten thousand a-year. Ihe Lieutenant-Governor assured

him that it was impossible he could have accumulated so large a sum
of money, without at the same time acquiring a liver complaint 3 and
having lent, with officious and official cunning, A IVeatise on blue
pill," to Mrs. Be Vesci, the devoted couple soon began to see visions

of Cheltenham, and to dream dreams of Fortland-place. In process

of purser'^ despatches, the worthy Governor's resignation was receiv-

ed and accepted in Downing-sireet 3 and Colonel Bocumen t, C. B.—
the proprietor of the treatise—was appointed to reign in his stead.*—
vol. i. p. 24T-2S2.

This consequential but inoffensive general having heard that

thaBuke of Lisborough is paying attentwn to one of the young
ladies his relations, aiid for wVom in fact these young ladies are

laying aU sorts of traps, he c^nceivea that he ought to bring his

diploma.cy into the field, and fie straightway proceeds to action,

to the. horror and dUina]^ of the Mother and Baughtei's, who are

well aware that the bird will be off on the very first suspicion

of bird-lime. It must be observed, tbat General de Yescb
though an Honourable, of an ancient femily, and with a supe-

rior fi^tune, and living in what is called good style, tbat is

spending ten thousand a-year after certain rules, is not of the

fashion^le order, and conaequently only short of a non-entity

by the use his carriage and house may be put to by poorer but
more fashionable relations.
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* On the following morning long before the exterior residue of its

eggs and French rolls had been removed from the breakfast-table in

Seymour-street, the General entered the room with a very admonitory

air. He listened impatiently to Lady Maria’s account of a dinner at

Lord Lorimer’s the day before
5 and in the^ midst of her anticipation

of Mrs. Cirandison’s ball that evening, he burst forth into a precon-

certed harangue, admitting of no interruption. So widely, indeed, did

its arguments extend—so much did h? say of the claims of kindred,

of personal atfecti^m, family alliances, and his own especial predilec-

tion for herself and her daughters—that Lady Maria immediately
decided her uncle was come to annonice the signature of his will 5

—

and even the girls, who were in sanguine expectation of a morning
visit from the Duke of lasborough, and who were therefore in an
agony of anxiety to go and put the finVshing stroke to their toilet,

judged it advisable to assume a sentimental air, and linger patiently

over their colFee-cups.
^ Words, therefore, Jire insufHcicnt to depict the consternation which

[»crvaded the countenances of the three, when General De Vesci un-
expectedly diverged into the views he had recently imbibed from the

Westland clan ; setting forth his intentions of immediate interference,

and insinuating some trifling displeasure that his opinions on the sub-

ject had not been already‘'consulted.
' Claudia and Eleanor telegraphed a ,look of despair across the

table, while Lady Maria mildly attempted to moderate the excess of
his xeal.

f
** My dear Sir,” she exclaimed, can you for a moment suppose,

that had the Duke’s attentions to my daughter assumed any thing
beyond the form of common courtesy, you would have been permitted
to remain in ignorance of the affair? Oh ! my dear, dear uncle

!
you

must surely be too well persuaded of my poor girl’s grateful affection

towards you to indulge in such an allusion. The Duke of Lisborough
has done no more than pay us ordinary attention in requital of former
hospitality 3—but the world is so jealous—so ill-natured !

**

^ **
I perceive nothing jealous or ill-natured in projecting an alliance

between the Duke and miss Willingham.”
You, my dear General, you, who know so much of the world

—

of the great world—cannot fail to recognize that this sort of prema-
ture report is almost prohibitory of the event

5 and that the most
’'delicate forbearance is requisite in .conducting an affair, which the

interest of so many different persons is leagued to circumvent.”
^ That is the very consideration, my dear Maria, which induces

me to come forward at the present juncture. 1 believe 1 may say it

without compliment to myself, that I, who have so long .been engaged
in a diplomatic career—I, who have had the responsibilities of govern-
ment—his Majesty's representative government—hanging upon my
hands—can pretend to the adjustment of a ncgociation of this descrip-

tion fiir better than even yourself.**
^ But no negociation has been yet thought of, dear uncle,** impa-*

tiently interrupted Eleanor.
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^ The General waved an angry negative with his ungloved hand.
* Nor will ever be, Miss Eleanor, without some effort on my part.

As your nearest male relative, it becomes a duty incumbent on my-
self to see that no improper trifling in the Duke of Lisborough’s con-
duct throws a slur upon any female connected, however remotely,

with the family of De Vcsci. 1 shall therefore take some strong and
immediate measure towards an explanation.”

* Claudius and Eleanor silently hazarded a glance of sympathy
towards each other. »

' Or perhaps 1 should acknowledge—for we official men’’—with
a self-important smile— we official men are not in the habit of hang-
ing fire on such occasions—perhaps I should candidly avow—that I

have already taken it.” »

‘ Good Heavens, Sir !
” iSjaculated the usually impassive Claudia,

suddenly rising and claspiitg her hands, what have you done ?
**

' " And without so much as consulting us,” added Eleanor, with
indignation.

* ** My dear nieces, I trust 1 require no suggestion from yourselves,

or any one, relative to the line of conduct to be pursued on an occa-
sion involving a point of family honour.—I have simply done my
duty !

”

^ Well, Sir t ” faintly inquired Lady Maria. The General drew
himself up with nn air of considerable dignity. 1 have invited the

Duke of Lisborough to dinner on the 4th of next month !

”

* Relieved by this very unexpected •announcement, the girls gazed
upon each other with a smile ofmutual congratulation. Still, although
the evil was of a very minor kind, they felt that it was an evil. 7^hey

were well aware that the Duke was by no means in the habit of wan-
dering from his own orbit j or rather, that living' as the centre of

attraction to a little sphere of his own, and possessing the pow^r of
commanding pleasure and amusement according to the suggestion of
his personal whims, he seldom placed himself at the mercy of other

pcJbple’s invitations. But regrets were vain—the deed was done j and
it only remained for them to qualify, by their own ingenuity, its

appalling consequences. • * *

* Blit my dearGeneral !
” observed Lady M^ria, with as much cour-

tesy as she could assume, whil^ •boiling with indignation
j your

acquaintance in town is at presept so very limited—you have as yet

taken so little trouble towards therenewal of your former connexions,

that I cannot conceive how you will ever make out a party to meet
the Duke of Lisborough. You must be aware that he confines him-
self to a very exclusive set.’'

' ** In honouring my dinner-table with his presence, he extends it

for the occasion to my guests, whoever they may be 3 and I trust

they are never of a class to reflect discredit on his Grace.”
^ Discredit

!

oh ! dear no. Sir ! But fashion you know, my dear

uncle, fashion is a most arbitrary, a most i>ercmptory code.”
^ I conceive. Madam, that a certain rank in life is sufficient to

elevate one wholly above its influence. Fashion, Laily Maria, may
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become a badge of distinelion to an upstart such as a Mr. Brommell j
*

buf I presume to imagine that persons of rank^ such as the Duke of

Lisborough and General de Vesci> are exempted from so eoatemptible

a tax/’

Sleanor shrugged her shoulders^ and left the table in despair.
< ** Besides, your Ladyship appears to forget that his Grace is as

closely my relative as your own/*
* J am well aware that there is some remote connexion between

the Lortons and.»De Vescis
; but our acquaintance with the Duke

arose from frequent meetings qn the Continent, where we moved in

thp same circle."

t Remoto connexion \ Surely you are not Ignorant that James,
the thirteenth Duke of Li.^iborough, was son to Lord Adolphus Lorton,
by Mildred the daughter of John, fourth Earl of Chesterville, whose
grandmother was a De Vesci ? Hemotk cronnexton !—1 was explain-i

ihg the whole afXaii: the other morning at Brookes’s to Lord Robert
Lorton j by whose air and address, by the way, 1 was by no iqeans

captivated. He has all the coldness and listlessness of the late Duke,
without any of his graceful dignity. While 1 was talking to him,
there came up a very elegant young man, who requested his Lordship
to present him to me as a near relative of your late mother. Lady de
Vesci’s j—a Mr. Loriraer, a very respectfid, agreeable, modest young
gentleman, lie spoke of having recently nuide your acquaintance

)

and I invited him to visit me in Portman-square."
‘ I consider Mr. Frederick ’ Lorimcr a very forward person,'* said

Lady Maria pettishly, while Eleanor re-scated herself at the table. I

have no idea of younger brothers presuming upon family connexion
to push themselves into one’s society. There is nothing so disadvanta-f

^eous as to have a parcel of detrimentals loitering and lounging about
a house frequented by young ladies of a marrying age. But to return

to your dinner. General. Whom do you think of inviting to meet the

Duke?"
^ Yourselves, of course } and the ladies of a party once settled the

men become of minor importance. 1 can easily till up my table.’^

' Pardon me, dear*i&ir—the male guests of a dinner-party are bjt

far the most difficult to ,adjqst to the taste of their own sex. To form
an unpleasant female acquaintance is«an affair of minor moment ;

—

to be forced into collision with a vulgar or obscure man, weuld be
martyrdom to a person so fastidious* as the Duke.’’

^ I flatter myself Mrs. De Vesci's family is neither vulgar nor obn
scure. i shall invite all the Wesllands.’^’

' Good God ! you surely do not think of such n thing \ Men who
were never dreamt of on the southern side of Oxford-street \

Lady Meria Williqgham, you forget yourself. Sir Mew Westland
is a distinguished officer in his service

—

^ Of whom one neverbears, except in the newspaper'^list of a levee

—or on occasbn of q fram^breaking at Nottingham.’’*
Sin Thomas Westland, Madam, is a Director o# the Honourable

Sast India Company,^*
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^ Lady Maria groaned.
^ Sir Phillip IS a banker of considerable eminence, and is, ipor^-

over, married to the niece of the late Attorney General.!'
' My deair uncle,’’ interrupted Eleanor, who was less in awe of

the General than either her mother or sister: what are all these

people to the Duke ? He never heard of them, nor will ever hear of
them in the course of his existence ! Except in such places ns Bed«
ford-square, or Devonshire-place, the Westland family rank among
the nohentities of the earth. Invite them to meet your stock- brokei^j;

your solicitor, or your physician, and they will pass for High Mighti-
nesses 5—their names and designations will maintain them. Butin a
certain set, to be unknown is to be infamous. The Duke of Llsbo-
rough never finds himself among strangers / and he would consider

it an affront to be invited amohg a tribe of Hottentots like the West-
lands.’’

•

' Upon my word. Miss Eleanor,*’ the General began——
Dearest Nelly! how can you be so imprudent?’* interrupted

Claudia. •

' It is much better to speak out, in such a crisis,’* persisted

Eleanor Willingham bluntly. My uncle’s only wish on this occtv-

sion is to benefit ourselves 5
he is not aware of Uie Duke's fastidious

and supercilious ways
3
and it is much more caiidid to forewarn him

of the truth.'* •

^ General De Vesci, who was really^a kindhearted man, appeared
pacified by this explanation, and inclined to treat the whole business
jocosely.

? " Well—my fair counsellor !—and you, who are so well versed in

the art and science of dinner-giving—what amendment do you sug-
gest ? Who, of all my acquaintance, are fine enough to be admitted
into our scheme ?

’?

^ Oh
!
you must give mamma carte blanche, and she will arrange

it all with Mrs. De Vesci.'*

Ip the mean tiipc, you \yill ahow ipe to le^rn tl]\e names of my
future guests.*’

^ ,
‘ " Oh ! there is the new Neapolitan afubass8|dor. Prince Agostipo

Sciarrha^ on whom you culled yesterday. TheJPrince^ is our parti-

cular friend, and a very charming Etonian. They, 1 am sure, will be
delighted to come

5 and they will bging one of iYitir attachh, who is a

great pr,oUg^ of the Duke of Lisborough’s, the ]])uGa d\ Villa Arma-
gnauo."*

^ The Geqeral, who was a great lover of great nameS) hec^pie

somewhat appeased by this euphonious promise* ** And your r^a-
tions, the Lofimerei Lady Maria >—Lqrd ?^rituer left his card qp me
at the heffinuiug pf the Seasqib qpd Ladyship and Mrs. De Yesci
Inave exchanged visits jr-rPUly AnnabcUa is sq unobservant that shp

never can be made to distinguish Lady Lopmer from ber daughters*

How many of the family ou^t k lo indudn >0 lb®
f The {iprimeml They ere hm as tb® Wosftunds

!

—They belong to a class of the nobility who are utterly unkopwo in
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the fashionable world 5
—who lend themselves out as stars> to all the

vplgar second-rate parties
5
and affect to be too wise or too good

for the beau monde, which despises them. If you like, you can invite

the eldest son. He lives very little witji his own family, and will

probably achieve better things;—he is ^ considered a rising young
man."

' And Mr. Frederick ?

* A younger brother who is not in Parliament, and who neither

writes books, nor is considered attached to some leading woman of
fashion, is a mere blank,*’ said Lady Maria, angrily. “ Pray, Sir,

spare us the infliction of any such Mr. Johns and Mr. Thomases. You
are acquainted with Mr. Russell— Beau Russell, 1 mean. Ask him,

and Sir Cornyne Wallace, whom I presented to you at the Opera.
Old Lord Hopemell is not a bad style uf man, although rather out of
date;—and 1 should think the Duke would not object to meet Lord
Masterton, the ex-Governor-General, although they differ so widely
in politics. But, at sill events. Sir, you can wait till you receive the

Duke's answer ;—it is by no means certain at present that he will

accept your invitation.*’

* By heavens
!
you are all Lisborough mad !

'* exclaimed the

General, closing his snuff-hox with an irritable jerk, and'taking up his

hat in a pet. I might have invited half the Royal Family, with a
quarter the fuss.” ^

' The Royal family ! 1 should think so,” reiterated Eleanor,
flippantly. Who ever thod^ht of comparing the Royal family in

point offashion with the Duke of Lisborough ?
’’

* Stark mad !
” muttered the General, pulling his hat over his

brows, and leaving the house. Poor unfortunate girls ! Their
residence on the Continent has deprived them of even the mode-
rate portion of understanding they received as their birthright.

His Grace, in marrying Claudia, will do well to provide strait-waist-

coats for the whole family,’ ”—vol. i. p. 261-76.

The following scene between a dull country baronet (alf are

dull that are not fashionable) and his wife, exhibits the miseries

of keeping ra carriage, as well as the importance of that

vehicle, nay its indfspensabilityvand the manoeuvring to get the

use of one if fortune has not blessed the fashionable so far.—

-

* **
I really wonder,” observed Jir Joseph Willingham to his lady,

as he sat sipping a fiery vinous decoction called Port, some weeks
after the arrival of his late brother’s family, that Lady Maria, with

her very limited income, should have made up her mind to settle in

London. I can understand her finding herself thoroughly tired of the

dirty comfortless ways of the Continent ; but 1 should really have
thought that Bath or Brighton, or Cheltenham, or some cheap water-
ing place, where amusement may be had at a reasonable rate, and no
horses are required, would have far better suited her purpose : but, as

I always say, it is useless to attempt deciding bn the views of other

people”
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' Oh I as to Lady Maria's views, they are far more evident, than
easy to influence. London is the most profitable matrimonial market,
nn(l London must therefore forward her speculations, at any cost."

^ But my nieces might have made a very comfortable match at

Brighton. She herself picked up my brother at Kamsgate.’’
' ** Considering her moderate jointure, and her daughters want of

fortune, I doubt whether Lady Maria considers her own marriage a
favourable precedent. For her girls, at all events, she entertains

much higher pretensions
5
and she is so far justifiablt, that they cer-

tainly boast a degree of beauty and elegance such as, in her best days,
never fell to her share. I suspect she intends them to form very
splendid alliances

}
to effect which, > she has certainly chosen the

most advantageous ground.’* •

« ft Why yes,*’ said Sir Josiph, looking complacently round his

gloomy dining-room, all^nen of distinction may certainly be found
in the metropolis at one time or other of the year : and they are

right—they would otherwise exile themselves beyond the limits of the

spread of knowledge and the march of intellect. Do you know, my
dear Sophia, if I were to remain at Heddeston myself all the year
round, I really think I should end wdth becoming a very dull fellow.”

^ Lady W. ‘sneered over her dried cherries
;

\viule Mary, after play-

ing with her spoon a minute or two, to disguise her embarrassment,
observed, “ And Lady Maria Ivis so many personal connexions in town,
so many noble relatives, who will of course assist in forwarding her
views !" '

' When her little girl was left isolated in England, 1 never per-

ceived that any of her Ladyship's illustrious clan troubled themselves
to show her the least civility, unless it were old General De Vesci

and his somniferous wife 5 and 1 am sure, during poor Sir Charles’s

time, Heddeston Court used to be filled from September till March
with nothing but De Vescis and Lorimers.”

* Lorimers
Old Lady De Vesci was a Lorimer."

‘ ** Any relation to Charles’s Eton friend V'
^

^ ** Grand aunt, I believe."
^ ** Ah ! I dare say she will find all these people civi? enough as far

as occasionally chaperoning her tdaughters, or giving them opera

tickets, or the pattern of a dress,",said Sir Joseph.

Or lending their carriage to» Lady Maria,” significantly inter-

posed Lady Willingham, with an interrogatory glance at her hus-

band.
* If you mean, Sophia, that her Ladyship is likely to consider

mine at her disposal, 1 beg to observe that she deceives herself alto-

gether. If she chooses to gratify her own vanity by settling in Lon-
don on fifteen hundred a year, (for I leave her the full allowance for

my three nieces, although 1 undertake Minnie’s school expenses as

if she were a child of our own)-!—"
' And so she is," said both Lady W. and Mary, in a low tone.

' Why It is solely her own affair. In that three hundred a year
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she must be aware that 1 have done my utmost-^ayj and as the father

of a family^ more than many would have donei considering the slights

she marked towards us all during Sir Claude’s and Sir Charles’s life-

time. I trust I understand my duty towards the widow of my
brother,” continued Sir Joseph, solemnly,*'^ and I trust I have strength

of mind faithfully to fulfil it
;

but as to having my horses out
night and day to please her, it is a thing 1 will never do

—

never!

I consider it incumbent upon every man—^more especially one who
has officiated m a Christian minister—to he unceasing in his

tender mercies towards the brute creation. What is it Cowper
says——”

^ ** Never mind what Cowper says
j

in this instance your own opi-

nions and determination^ are far more to the purpose.*’
* Well, my dear I my determinatioh is that you may take Lady

Maria or niy nieces out shopping whenever it suits you (except into

the City or the Strand of a Monday, on account of scratching the car-

riage against the market waggons) ;
but if she should ever take the

liberty of applying for my equipage as an independent loan, you will

have the goodness to reply, that it is entirely against my princi)de8 to

distress my horses : and you may add, Sophia—” he looked askance
over his wine-glass to see how the assertion took with his spouse
— that I am tolerably positive in my opinions, when they have been
once seriously formed. You know 1 refused Mary and yourself the

gratification of the Wenster archery meeting last year, because
Anthony thought the horses wanted physicking, and that the pull was
too great.”

^ Very true,’* replied Lady Willingham mildly, and with a full

remembrance that the objection had arisen entirely on her own part.

But you need not make yourself prematurely uneasy, my love, for

the De Vescis have taken a house in Portman-square to be near Lady
Maria

j and you know the General has a superb set of horses, and
several carriages, and

”

Mighty absurd I^for Ids fortune at the utmost is ten thousand a

year ! whicii does not go far, where there is a place in the country, a
borough, and a house'^Vn to\<n to be kept up. To be sure the General
is not a family man, \vhich I find to my cost makes a considerable

difference in one’s calculations.” •

' Then old Lady Monteaglc is in town this year, with her daughter
Lady Dynevour. They have both carriages and can occupy but
one.”

‘ Ay, ay ! But you will find that neither of them will be very
solicitous to lend the other to Lady Maria Willingham. You women
understand one another’s manceuvres so well

;
you know so perfectly

what it is to keep a pair of wretched horses shivering in the coldi

while you arc tumbling over drawers of ribbons which you never
intend to buy, and matching silks which you have already purchased
at some other shop

5
—to say nothing of hearing them cough in the

street half the night, while you are finishing your toilet^ or engaged
with a lost half hour of scandal at some Dowager’s rout.” Sir
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Joseph chuckled^ for he felt that he had bean more than commonly
witty and eloquent.

'^'Andtheni youknow> Sophia> an old womanlike LadyMofit*
eagle is always under the dominion of a parcel of grey-headed ser-

vants ) and you are well a|vare that her ladyship no more dare ask
either of her drunken footmen^ or her fat coachman^ to go out at night,

than she dare venture herself. It is not every one who is so tho-
roughly the master of his establishment as I am.*' *—vol. i. pp. 117-
124>.

The next passage will instruct us in what is meant by an ill-

assorted dinner-party. In a circle where all men and women are

pursuing an end or playing a game, it is natural they should be
disconcerted at being paired off with persons whom they can
make subservient to no design. To do the honours ofsuch a house
is to understand the game of each visitor, and to place them in

such a position that they may play it. In ordinary, people are

put together on the principle of mutual entertainment or

instruction
;

in the circles here described the only principle is

interest, so that under the guise of enjoyment and the mask of
pleasure a regular trade is driven. «

' Nor were men and things^better distributed among the residue of
the guests ! Lady Graytield, instead of the ranting Frenchman who
had so much excited her curiosity, and whom she was rather intent

upon reforming from the evil of his ways (and means), was seated

next to * Conversation’-Russell j who was favouring her with nn account
of some of Chatnpollioii’s latest discoveries, and with his own private

theory of Mummyology. He had many learned wonders to tell of
Egypt

3 culled from Deiion and Dr. Young, the ZauherJVote, Mrs.
Charles Lushington, Bankes, Lcgh, Belzoni—and the inedited

memoirs of Ben D* Lhi Badalli Hazarrah, the Morocco Envoy to the

Cotrt of Spain ! lie had a brother who had served with Abercrombie
—a cousin who had been Consul at Alexandria*} he criticised Anas-
tasius, and sneered at the Epicurean ;• an(r,^ntil his mouth was
stopped with some excellent JileU i!e levraut jiu jus orange amer.

Lady Grayfield fairly wished him imder the base of the Great Pyramid,
or following the descending current of the Nile towards the Great
Cataract. #

'Nor were the Willingham girls more fortunate in their destination.

Having been made aware by Lady Robert Lorton that they were to

encounter the trying rivalship of the young and lovely Barrlnghursts,

they Itad called in every art of the toilet to their own aid. The slight

tinge of rouge vigiM superfin, which was to simulate the blush of
maiden modesty-—the profuse ringlets of jetty hue and silken softness,

which were to flow in dishevelled grace around their brows—-the
shoulders bared to the extreme verge of decent endurance-—the

laboured smile—>the elaborate plaitings and gatherings and puffings

Which purported to disguise tlU absence of many a youthful charm
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and girlish grace—such were the superfluous beauties in which they

bad arrayed themselves to compete with the inimitable captivations

ot a perfectly artless demeanor^ and a perfectly simple costume,

(’laudia and Eleanor might have been worshijiped as the very queens

of fashion 5
but Lucy and Georgiana, as tiie liumblest and loveliest of

tlieir handmaidens^ would have won every idolater from the slirine.

^ Had the Willinghams, however, boasted their brightest attractions

of auld lang sywe-— the smiles of their very earliest days of establish-

ment-hunting—gll, on the present occasion, would have proved in

vain. Claudia was seated beside Henry Mulgrave,
,
whom she

detested as a younger brother, unless when he was useful in exhibit-

ing her voice to advantage by the relief ojUus own beautiful tenor

;

and poor Eleanor was .utterly cxtingiiisH^^bctween Lord Barring-

hurst and Lord Robert Lorton, who with the exquisite politeness of

married Englishmen, discussed the Emigration Question by a cross-

fire over her plate, during three courses and the dessert I—Such are

the contre^temps of a dinner-party composed of ill-assorted persons !

—vol. iii. pp. 246-9.*

The painter naturally becomes interested in his subject, more
especially when he has succeeded : the author has fallen a little

in love with the people, he would only sketch : he has run some
risk of being considered an advocate instead of a satirist. The
fashionables are almost uniformly *' witty and agreeable, the

unfashionablcs stupid and disagreeable ; so that a novice might
fall into the mistake of’ supposing* that the term fashionable

was a name for all that was i/ite in wit, talent, and rank.

Several individuals who ought to be considered as the most
rejjpectable people in the book, are undoubtedly the most
absurd. Very excellent and very wealthy folk ambitious of

distinction in a circle where they are least calculated to shine,

and whose wives and daughters would gladly alienate the pater-

nal acres or the paternal vote for a ticket to a party, would do
well to look into thic work, where they will see how they are

regarded by the gods of their idolatry.

.
The following is a sketch of, a banker married to a lady of

fashion

:

*
I have met Mrs. Grandison repeatedly in the course of the morn-

ing, braving the censures of the world on Lord Cosmo’s arm. How-
ever she has some excuse

3
for fool as she is in her self-exposure, her

husband is the far greater ninny.

is really diverting to see poor little fussy, stuffy, simpering

Mr. Grandison, trudging about with his wife’s Cachemere on his arm

;

delighted, the fine ladies see, that Bessy has a Lord for her lover, and
is as bad as themselves.”
' Oh ! Bessy Grandison's lover, for the time being, is always the

object of her husband's idolatry. Grandison is so proud when he can

Seize his arm in St. James's-street, or cash his drafts, or exercise his
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horses^ ov Itfugh at his witticisms ! In Lisborough’s reign, 1 re-

hiembef he made himself fanning footman to the whole family
; I

used to send him down in the rain to King-street^ whenever Wfllis
forgot to forward my tickets

;
and as to Charlotte Grayfield, she

made hjm subscribe to evefy charitable institution from Bayswater to

Moor-helds, and procure a Pomeranian puppy for her from his corre-

spondent at Riga.—You cannot imagine how he loved us all.*’

^ I suppose he will purchase a meyority for Lord Cosmo,
,
or pay

off his balance at Crockford’s."
* ** It will surprise me infinitely if Somerset does not become dis-

gusted with Mrs. Grandison long before he gets credit enough with
the little banker to settk^cn with his tailor.—vol. ii. pp. 24*2-3.'* ’

And next we conversation “in the Park in which
the principal speaker is ^ir William Wyndhani, a country gen-
tlenaan of great influence in his county, and one of the most
distinguished of the county members, of parliament. It will be
seen that such persons are produced simply that they may be
laughed at.

'Eleanor wtis delighted by this very unexpected triumph. She
overheard the absurdity of the Duke of Lisbeyough's choice the tojiic

of universal satire. Wolryche protested that Maraban was engaged
in inventing satin leading-strings, and Mechlin bibs and tuckers for

her Grace’s trousseau j—and Henry Mplgrave deposed to having seen

tlie model of a honhonniere at RundelPs, on which the finest diamonds
of the Lorlon casket were to be set for her use. All the men of the

jiurty were congregfited round Claudia
j
and a place was consequently

vacant at her own fair side for the monopoly of Sir William Wynd-
ham, whose red face, blue coat and buff waistcoat she soon i^w
advancing towards her, and who listened with sonic impatience to

the Lisborough debate.
' "Don’t you think it very hard,«Mlss Willingham,” said he, with

a Solemn air and emphasis, " that a man can/t marry according to

his own liking, without being hauled over fhie coals in this sort of

way 1

' " Hauled over the cpals 1” reiterated Eleanor to whom the domes-
tic idioms of England were not ptilticularly familiar.

' " Without being brought to book by persons who have no rigtit

either to meddle or thake in the business V
' Eleanor, who was wware that her honourable friend was one of

the most eminent " country-gentlemen speakers” in the House, found

herself rather puzzledJby his eloquence.
' " For my own part, r^sum^ Sii* William, " I own myself to be

Downright^ Dunstable } and what I say is, that where friends arc

agrceabfe, and the young lady UQt averse^ there is nothing like making
hay while the sun shines : and if the world chooses to have itsJaugh
—why let it. If I could be married to-raoirrow after my own choos-

ing, by Jupiter, I .should care no more for the jeers; of niy club, than

fbr a hard rain after harvwt.”
. - .

VOL. XIV.— Westminster Review. 2 o
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' The Duke of Lisborou^h has made a choice extremely gratify-

ing to bis family and friends/’ observed Eleanor Willingham anxious

that the proposal which she feared would follow the preanTble« shuuld

be made in a somewhat less public position. Lady Anastaaia Bur-

goyne is a niece of his sister. Lady Qraypeld’s, and the Dujke has

known her from her infancy/’
^ ** Ay—ay j—training and pedigree all in her favour !-^to judge of

the kitllng you should know something of the cat and her breed. A
vastly sensible woman is that Lady Grayfield--^no flummery about
her.---I sit next |>ew to her at church 3 and 1 observe that she is not

ashamed of making her res{>onaes as audibly as the clerk’s.”

* It is fortunate that all the congregating^are not equally fond of

hearing their own voices,” said Eleanor. ^ '

.

' ** i'or my oivn part/* continued Sir WMltiani, replying to his own
train of reflections, I will say, that I abominate th|pght of a real

high-flying woman of fashion, with her rouge, and Sccfrti, and flirting*

and what not. Now, there s that daughter of my worthy neighbour.

Lady Monteagle—Lady Stapylford 1 mean a fine kettle of fish she

has made of it ! For full ten years after Margaret Monteagle mar-
ried, it was Lady Stapylford here—Lady Stapylford there—who but
Lady Stapylford ! —Lady Stapylford's new chariot at the birth-day

—

Lady Stapylford’s masked balls—Lady Stapylford’s diamonds at Carl-

ton House—were as regular matters for newspaper discussion as the

Slave Trade, or the annual debate on Emancipation. And all this

time, how was her family going on, I should like to know ?—^My
Lord was either at Newmarket, or playing hundred-guinea whist, by
daylight, at Brooke’s 5—her hopeful son was tying fireworks to his

tutor^s pig-tail 3 and her half-starved servants, baulked of their

board-wages, were forced to live on the venison and pine-apple left

from her Ladyship’s entertainments. The consequence is, that the
Stapylford estate is mortgaged up to its ears 3 and when the young
Lord comes of age, he will bl obliged to sell his fine Yorl^ire pro-

perty, or completely strip the Stapylford Park woods ^ h'S

own scores with the JeW's. And so much for the managcSImt of a
woman of fashion.*’

* '' By your awn account,” said Eleanor, laughing at bis vehe-
mence, the blame, in this instanqe* lies chiefly with the gentlemen
of the family.”

* A bad wife is sure to make a ,l>ad husband. If the sun won't
shine, a fig for the crop/*

' The present Lord Stapylford is a very fine young man.**
Fine 9—a mere milksop

5
looks just like Madame Vestris In hoy's

clothes.in a farce. Fine ?—a mere frivolous silk^worm !”

' *^You do not appear partial to the family. I gnif^urprieed, how-
ever, to hear you tax Lord Stapylford with effdttiinacy

j
for we hear

of him constantly at Melton, at prlae^flghts, and steeple-chases. Lady
Monteagle's chief complaint against her gmndspn is> that he preforen
rat-hiiDt to the opera.**

' ^*That is just a lady?# idea of manliness !— lad^ like Stapylfpird«
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has a wliole stable of hunters put off upon him, which he cannot ride,

either by some rogue of a horse-dealer, or some greater rogue of a
fashionable friend 3

and down he goes to Melton to have them brfihc,

or broke down, by all the crack riders of the hunt
;
while he stays at

home, drinking iced whi^tey punch, and playing hazard j—having
paid through the nose, with post obit bonds, for a stud which he
scarce even secs till it comes to the hammer in a Spring sale at Tat-
tersall’s." *

Miss Willingham, who perceived tliat Mr. Tichbprne was lending 11

sly ear to this delicate investigation, would gladly have changed the
topic of discourse j but Sir William seldom bestowed his attention,

except upon the mute sm^^ments of his own mill-wheel of a mind.
*‘'As to the prize-fi^ts, raUhunts, aivl steeple-chases, the boy

knows as mi|c)i about theiif as you do. He is taken there by Ins

cursed rascalsilS tuft-hunting toadies—like a pigeon in a trap—only
to be made a m^rk of

j;
and is brought back in a hack tandem, to an

eight o’clock dinner at Long’s, prating about Jacko Mackacko, and a
loser by some thousands on the long odds.”

* A sneer that passed between Tichborne and Lord Cosmo, as the

echoes of this neat and appropriate discourse reached their ears,

brought a blush of shame to the cheek of Eleanor Willingham.
** When I become Lady Wyndham,” though! she, must certainly

borrow Papageno’s padlockj to secure those boorish lips. At all

events I will take care to amend his taste for riding in the Park, or

commenting upon the movements of'bivilized Christians.”
* ** What party is that before us T* iiu][uircd Eleanor, aloud, of Lord

Cosmo Somerset, resolved to divert the conversation into another
channel.

1 that is Lady Radborne—obliged to hold on her hat while

she beneb her ear to poor old prosing Lord llothcrby, whom she

worships because his granddaughter is patroness of Almack’s. I

would^^rd a bet that be is favouring her ladyship with a topo-

gfaphijHwau of the riots of eighty $ or resuscitating some pithy

observat^Fof ^ my esteemed friend, the late Charles Wyndham.”
* ** And that noisy set who are inakidg a coasting tour of the Ser-

pentine ?**
,

* you not rccognixc old ••Lorimer, on his yeomanry charger,

and his little pee-wits of daughters on their ponies ? He looks like a
solemn seventy-four, convoying a» fleet of cockle shells !”

^ ** Or like a gray gander, protecting his covey of goslings,” replied

Eleanor. *^At the mstonce of a inile one might identify the cack-
ling 6f the Lorimer gamut.”

*
1 always ^pciaci the Miss Lorimers were particular friends of

youths interposed the astonished Sir William.
* lliey are friends, and distant cousins,” replied Eleanor calmly

;

'' ivbich is the reason I take tho liberty of abusing them. 1 should be
sorry to leave the foibles of my family in the hands of strangers.~vol.

ii.pp, 63-71/’’

must end here : they who wish to follow the husband^
2 o2
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chase in all its details must apply to the book itself^ and they
willtbe rewarded for the expenditure of a few leisure hours.

The mysteries of fashion are laid open with an unsparing and a
dexterous hand. We may see how yoiyig men of high family
and small income spend many thousands a year

; how official

personages neglect their wives and lose them ; how intriguing

governesses oust their mistresses and marry their lords
; and

how vulgar peop\e fight their way to the very apex of fashion
;

all these and many more curious phenomena in high life are

described in these pages by the pen of a writer vimo seldom
flags. If Horace were to re-appear he would write in prose,

and such novels as MaJ\ers and Dajighters” waduld not be un-
worthy occupation for his trenchant pet\.

Art. XI .—Quarterly Review, No, -LXXXVlll ; Article on * Par-
liamentary Reform*

"Y^HEN voyagers are engaged in some important enterprise,

like that of Captains Ross and Parry and their crews, two
things are permanently Interesting to themselves and friends,

—

their musings during the att;9mpt, and their reflexions after-

wards. The following Remarks were commenced on the day
when, after four months delay in port, the commanders of the
Whig bomb and Russell pink loosed topsails for our first stretch

into the narrows of Reform. So heaven speed the good ships,

and send us all safe to add the ending.
Concerning the causes and motives of this final movement,

scarcely any man present doubts,—though there are a few that

maintain an argument upon the subject,— that it arose ffom th%
impossibility ot stayipg where we were. Some who had got
Esquimaux wives, and had otherwise made themselves comfort-
able with whalers fat and bear’s meat, insisted that our moving
was wholly needless, and that it was better to stay here year
after year, than to take advantage of the season to weather
a point upon our passage. But* most of the crew were of a
contrary feeling

;
being of opinion that the stores of these indi-

viduals had been collected by frauds on the remainder, and that
their fat and comfort would do nothing for the rest. So that
there was great cheering among the hands, when they were
really turned up to make a start ; tnough some think that after

all, the other party will in some way contrive to run us back to

Blubber Bay, and have another yeat^s enjoyment with their

squaws. But whethe|L they do or not, a move is a move
;
and

if we are blown back tomorrow, we shall at all events have got
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over the old wives notion, that there was some -necessity for

sts^ing here for ever.

This is a fair enough representation of the state of things.

And now to employ ijie time, in making an overhaul of the

arguments of the * stationary party/ as opposed to the party of

the movement, who got very little of the whale’s tail and are

sick of what they had, and who mean and design, vow and
promise, and swear by all gods naval and terrestrial, to stand by
these or any other commanders, who will push forward boldly

and honestly, and give us a chance, if it be ten years hence, of
reaching souienlace of Christian comfort, and getting rid of tlie

soup and diet vfe have so long been doomed to.

And hffipi^hg the*party for sitting still, as in duty bound,
appears ti^^^harterly Review^. It made a woeful failure, in

advising the retiograde movement of the Bourbons; and now
attempts to mend it, by an Article* born out of due course of

nature, directed against the progress of reform at home. And
first it is in a state of most innocent wonderment, as to the

cause and origin of the * sudden chaos of unanimity' displayed

in demanding Parliamentary Reform. It is strange that it never

occurred to uie benevoleiit inquirer, that it was because every
body wanted it. But the preferred solution is, that it was the
* dread of physicalforce.* There is sometimes more truth in the

suggestions of an adversary than at first appears
; for it is an

easy thing for an adversary to stumble on the opponent’s truth,

and mistake it for his own. It is perfectly and undeniably
true, that

' through certain strainers-well refined,*

the fea^'of physical force is what in this as in other cases, must
bring men justice. All justice, politically speaking, is but a com-
promise of clashing wills, in that which 'Will obtain the greatest

number of voluntary adherents, as the rulp which shall be appli-

cable to themselves. Thieve«-go to the wall, because there are

more men interested in honesty than thieving; and the thing ,

they virtually fear, is not thAt the honest men should write

books against them, but that they should buy a rope, and
build a gallows, and come upon them with a greater force of
fists, or staves, or regulation niusquets, than the rogues can
muster to reply. The judge upon the bench, sits there by virtue

of ,ibe.dr6ad of physical force. The losing defendant or the

defeated plaintiff, pockets up his opinion of his wrongs, and
submits with what grace he may to the verdict of a jury, because

knows there is a jury of more than twelve behind, whom it

would be useless to resist. The old, l^vowed, constitutional

reason, why the Horse Guards never rode down the liberties
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of the subject, is agreed to be, that in the long run it would
be a bad military movement. There is no use in combating
the fact, that the submission of the greater physical power,
must be with the consent of the greatq: physical power; that

is, that in some form and shape, the strongest must see greater

advantages in submitting themselves to the supposed rule, than
in attempting to subvert it. Free governments are simply an
invention for bringing the clashing interests into unison without
violence; for making the government direct what the people

will obey, and the people obey what the government shall direct.

This is not Radicalism it is good Whiggery of 1688. If it is

denied, and there is a new iiglit, let if be Knq|||^ andAhe answer
bhall be forthcoming.

It is therefore unmeaning and entirely bellde the mark, to

state that the present occasion differs from any other occasion
where justice has been demanded and obtained, in the circum-
stance that the dread of physical force is virtually at the

bottom. It is as true, as that men woik for fear of want. But
there is a vast difference in the degree of proximity with which
this fear may press in different instances. As far as the fear of
the holder of one hundred thousand a year who is afraid of want-
ing two, is from that of the beggar whose life depends upon the
night^s receipt,—so far is the dread of physical force which
operates in the instances adduced, from the naked dread of
violence with which the adversary would confound it. One is

a dread speculative, precautionary, remote ; the other is a
dread which can only be incurred by those who have been suc-

cessful in setting jirecaution at defiance.

But another point advanced is, that events upon the Continei^t

have given strength to the apprehensions, however remote or
near, of physical forcC/ It is true

;
it is very true. And there-

Ibre politicians of any sanity, must make a step also, in conceding
to the principle that has thus gained strength. ' Don*t reefyour
topsails ; it would be conceding tp physical force this is the
Tory seamansliip. Where the gale came from. Heaven ^that

sent it knows. Whethei the recommendation of the Quai^rly
Reviewers, and the demolition of the Bourbons consequent
thereon, had any connexion with the burning of Persepolis,

or were portion of some great cycle of events of which man-
kind has not existed long enough to calculate the orbit, are

things which will perhaps be known, when we can calculate the
winds and bring the storms under the registration ofan almanack.
Bat Jtill that time con^. the pilot must be content loiknow there

is a end stoQflnxercise his art in subordination to the

facts that meet bim/^be people were patient onee ; they are not
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nbove half as patient now. Will the thing be mended by
refusing to recognize the fact ? It is perfectly true, that* the

British people have been trampled on, in exact pix>portion as

the people were trampljpd on in other countries. They read it

in their statute book and in their newspapers, in their purse and
in their store, in their pension list and in their sinecures, and
above all in the thouaand-and-one inventions for restraining them *

in all branches of their trade and honest gains for the benefit

of a monopolizing few. They submitted to this, among other

reasons, oecause a minister *of their free and fortunate

country told them the situation of things abrocfd was such as to

leave no hppo-c^iiucoessfiil resistance^lo oppression at home.
The possimll^Jnctual resistance fell below zero by the suc-

cesses of the Uomaek arms, and the possibility of virtual oppo-
sition to injury fell with it by the same quantity. It m'*^there-

fore no object of wonder to sane men, that with the removal of

the pressure, the pitch of men’s hopes should rise. The allies

of the English aosoiutists have been utterly routed at Paris,

beaten again at Binissels, defied in Italy^ held at bay in Poland
;—OH what one principle do they maintain that they ought to be

feared as heretofore ? Nobody submitted to their oppressions,

but through dread of physical force -did they ever imagine
there was any more delicate bond between themselves and the

community ? When men and women were massacred at Man-
chester, for doing what in these amended times is not only per-

mitted but a virtue, did they dream it was love for the sabrers,

that produced an after compliance with their mandates ? It is

not politic that they should harp much on the subject of

physio^ force; lest they wake recollections which are best

kept ddwn, when an odious enemy is on 'the point of being at

the mercy of the wronged.

The great failing of the ab^lutists,—the point on which the

fallacy of their judgment is.viewed witfi the most commisera-
tion by their opponents,—ia^ in believing that the nation under

^
their system haa attained to ta high degree of prosperity,’ or

*

that any body besides themselves can 1^ found to think so.

The true state of the case, and that which makes the desperation

of their cause, is that every body except themselves has
an intimate and saving faith that their system, instead of

tending to the prosperity of the country, was all compact of

S and devices for ensuring its unhappiness. To borrow
’s metaphor^ the persuasion of the punlic is, that what they
upe^EV as the essential and insepjuable component of a

•wliolesome was in gland for the

formtim of gout and mfoery,—a oomplmted organiaation of
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'which evil was the beginning, the middle, and the end,' and in

whieh not the least sensible part of the mischief was, that a
necessity was to be imposed upon us all, of cheering it as if we
really believed it to be wholesomeness, r Their * settled order of

the constitution^ meant nothing but the settled order of

monstrous imposthumated ills, which every body would have
got rid of if they could, and will get rid of when they can. Of
course those who.profited by the ills, were an exception to the

opinion
;
but there was nobody else. All men were inwardly

banded together against what was obtruded upon them as good
;

and waited only for time and opportunity to throw it off like a
vermin-haunted garment, which necess,ity for a while might have
compelled them "to endure. The last French revolution was
mainly undertaken and carried through, from dread and horror

of having something like the constitution of the English
borough-holders imposed uppn that country ; and this consum-
mation ^vas not a little promoted, by those who in England held

out their supplicating hands to the French people, and begged
them like the sinner in^the Gospel, of all things not to ' come
into this place.’ That what the borough-holders contend for, is

dear and venerable to themselves, is what they are at perfect

liberty to tell each other : but to every body else, it is the

object of unmeasured hate and scorn,—the chain, the load, the

nuisance, which men think of on waking in the morning, and
pass the day in devising how they shall abate.

In fact the Tories never had any idea how hateful their system
was to all the really powerful portions of the community. They
maintained a sort of in-and-in communication with each other,

and spirited one another up to believe that all who were their

adversaries were base, and to be despised. Words sank under
them in their efforts to. dispjay'^heir measureless contempt for

every thing that was opposed to them
;
and now the public from

all quarters, with the beadles an^ 9onstituted authorities in full

uniform at their h^ad, are running in upon them as at the last

hour of a parish sheep-biter. This is what the thing has come
to. And much they appear to marvel at the parish unanimity

\

as not discerninsf/<tnat though all men may not be agreed upon
what is to be done henceforth for evermore, there is a most
perilous accordance upon one preliminary, which is that their

power shall be made an end of. They ask with infantine sim-
plicity, whether parlian\pnt is less competent to perform its

functions now, than it was a year ago. The ans^r of the

English people, wit^ majestic vision of the Attoti|B General
at its bead^ is that as^t as they have been able ^effect ;it,

parliament has alwa^s^performed its functions ilK The mischief
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is not of the growth of yesterday; the people of England, or

some of them; can read history and keep an account
; ai^ if

they wish for abridged versions, the Index to the Statute Book
dunng the times of Tory domination since 1792 ftiay supply
the one, and the amoimt of debt the other. That the nation

has " attained a high degree of prosperity ' under the system
which it is intended to remove, is what the nation does not •

believe. On the contrary its firm faith,—th^ faith of all who
have not an interest in the abuse transcending their portion of
the suffering,—is that the nation has been wronged and short-

ened of its just prosperity, to an extent unparalfeled in the range
of history. It would be po excuse fof a banker’s clerk to say
to his principal, ^ Sir you have attained to a high degree of
prosperity, under the system I have pursued of robbing you
every night I could.’ The question is not of what was left, but
what was taken. The matter in debate is, whether the Tories
did not pursue an organized system of injustice

;
whether in

their several provinces, and according to the different capaci-

ties that heaven might have given them^ they did not set up a
wheel within a wheel, and frame all manner of machines, from
a hand-bucket to a high-pressure team-engine, to pump up
the moisture of the state and pwr it into their peculiar tubs
and individual reservoirs ;—whether they did not keep open
shop, for the delivery of" a portion of the public spoil to every

body who would giv^ valuable assistance in return, and whether
they did not make the country one nest of jobbers, where
the labour and the patrimonies of the operative and middle
classes were turned over by a constant and uniform operation,

into the possession of the parties engaging in the plot. And
yet they^ profess to doubt whether their opponents produce any
‘ Strong prima facie case of practi^jal expediency.’ Thh is the

expediency
; that men should keep their own. ,The defendants

lie under a grievous practifjil mistake; it is we that are the
* conservative,’ and they that make the revolution in men’s
goods and chattels. It is thiy who have arranged and perfected*

a machinery, by which no man can call any thing his own,
except during the brief period the wheel takei^in turning round.

The whole * conservative ’ is at this moment in full march upon
them ; and the men babble about keeping up their right of

wrong. They swear that they will stand upon their property,

and not give up their pick-lock keys and that they will die

ih.*the la^ ditch, in defence of theirjemmies * and all that is dear

to ih6ii]M|The whole thing which t|^ .^efend, is something

whi<^ ev«y body but themselves cons||^s as an outrage upon

s6cieiy,--***as one of those flagrant wrongfr^Which it is the object
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of the formation of society to put down. It may be that the

accused deny this
;
or even that they afiirm with the weight

of their individual influence and responsibility, that they have
been the authors of all good,—that in thnm and their benevolent
exertions the community has lived and had its being. But
what effect can this have on the c^uestion of their permanence, if

everybody else is of the contraryopinion? Every defendant thinks
well of himself ;

ibut the ticklish point is what opinion may be
formed of him by those by whom he must stand or fall. But,
say the defendants, we have a power ; we can vote ; and because
we are in the* legislature, by our votes the country must
abide. To which one answer is, thaf^ this could not go on for

ever. The string would crack
;
though it may not be determine

able precisely when. All such strings have cracked, since the

foundation of the world ; there is no ins|ance upon record,

where a party has become . odious to the community at large,

that sooner or later this has not taken place. But there

is a nearer road than this; you will vote; you will desert

before the matter corner to any thing like this mark, or at least

so many of you as will decide the question. The waiters upon
Providence will all receive a timely hint to go over; and if it

does not reach them this moB.ih, it will in some other. There
is no danger or possibility, of a party deserted by the commu^
nity, permanently holding together in the manner supposed.
The dry-rot will be in its timbers, and one after another will

moulder and give w^ay
;
and though there may be some pieces

oftough torymahogany that nothing can change or alter, they will

only be reserved lor the glory of going down together in the
gufph of a minority. It is a provision of nature, that in ft

government where the community at large possesses a certain

portion of influence, a party which has incurred a certain quan-
tity of odium shall go down quietly, without danger of necessi-

tating' a popular convutsion to sec^ue its fate.

Much has been spoken of * anomalies,’ and the felly

of altering a practice of ano^mit standing for the sake
*of symmetry ai^ system.’ The answer is, that the alter-

ations are not for the sake of symmetiy and system

;

but because the system as it stands, tends directly to pio-
duee evil.

* It is desirable that a ship should be water-tight

;

would you therefore for the sake of system^ stop a hole in

the bottom? A rope leads the wrong way, and draws forward
what ought to be drawn aft

;
would any* inan in^ his

aehses tfamk of corrao^ng such an anomaly ? RessfimW how
pleasmtly you hav^Wii^d wiUi four feet water in the

and refieet upon tbewmkom^s of human judgment, and the pro*
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bability there is that the leak was what was keeping you afloat.

'Attempt no violent innovations. We are to look to the en<l«and

not to the instrument; and how do you know^ that if the leak

were to be stopped,you might not godown like a shot ? Dependon
it> the leak is nothing but an anomaly. As you value the lessons

of experience, keep tip your anomalies.* Such are the recom-
mendations of the old school of pilots. It remains to be seen •

how far the modern crew will give into the reasoning.

When an argument is brought forward on a public question
and proves to be a fallacy, the respondent is not answerable for

any degree of undesirableness which may exist about the agi-

tation of the question. Jle answers,* because the answer is

demanded ; he replies, because the community at large is vir-

tually challenged for a reply. In the present case there appears
to be a fallacy in t)ie defence offered to the attacks stated to

have been made on the pensions on»the civil lidt.

* These pensions, limited by the bill submitted to parliament in

November last to the annual sum of 139,000^. for the present reign,

form one of the charges on that fund which is granted to the crown
for the maintenance of its splendour nnd dignity, in exchangefor Us
hereditary reoenue^ It ma/, or it may not be, fit that this portion of
the fund should be placed at the sovereign's disposal. The sum may
be too large, or it may be too small : but, having once been appropii-

aMi tb^ fund ceases to he under the control of parliament ;
it stands^

thenceforth, on the footing of private property ;
the pensions charged ofi

it arjs merely so many emanations of the royal bounty ; ond, however ex-

pedient it may bei that their general amount should be reconsidered and
regulated whenever, by the demise of the crown, the civil list generally

comes under review, the manner and details of their distribution can
he no just concern of the public ; and even though it may be that a
sound discretion has not always governed that distribution, though it

may be that pensions have been occasionally bestowed on improper

grounds, or even from improfjer motives, there, surply, is a principle

ofcommon decency which ought to protect^these benevolence^ of the

crown from a scrutiny, which, to say the least, is not usually applied

tQ tjie gifts or charities of privatp individuals.*— Review, No.9

Lxxxmi,p,5e7.

llie foundationof this somewhat lengthy arj^ient, is thesame
as of one which should propose that the territorial revenues of

the archbishopric of Canterbury should be given away in pen-

sions by the receiver, and a new revenue found for the arch-

Ushop by the public. If a king, William of Nassau for ex-

ample, had a revenue* derived from crown lands or otherwise, it

waA becai^ he was king, and in retur%for being king. The
omwn lapdl, like every othpr source of were secured to

him fes the purpose oi keeping up his staWand dignity, and not
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of giving away to dowagers distinct from those objects.

If ,the king thinks the dowagers are his state and dignity,

he has an undoubted right so to determine
;
but no right can

thence arise for the Quarterly Reviewers to charge us twice for

the state and dignity. The fallacy consists in asserting, that what
is called the hereditary revenue of the crown, or may have been
given in exchange for it, was not given for any public purpose

;

and that the croivn may dissipate this on objects avowedly not

public, and charge the amount again upon the people.

After allowing that * the main cause with us of the increase

of the public burdens has always been war* it is an evasion to

shift the reason to an aSsertion that ^ war is a favourite amuse-
ment with the people of England/ It is true enough, that
* there are not wanting.* those who impute all our past wars to

the boroughinongers but it is no kind of answer to this impu-
tation, to say that there arp also those who assert * that if the

people were fairly represented in parliament, we should have
wars no more,^ or even to move the question whether ' abstinence

.from wars of aggressiop or ambition is one of the characteristics

of free states.^ This is all what in a hare is called doubling.

The unanswered truth is, that the pfiblic burdens have been
increased by wars made by end for those who are styled the

boroughmongers. Every body knows what pains they were
obliged to take to get up and maintain those wars ;—how many
they hanged, how many beheaded, how many drew the bowels
out of, how many they transported, for the one and sole purpose
of preventing men from meeting together to oppose such wars,
and to communicate the knowledge of the profound folly and
injustice of their origin and continuance. If a parliameqjb

subject to popular influences had engaged in wars, it would at

least have engaged in*wars for popular interests and not against
them. It woul^ certainly not have engaged in them for the

purpose of keeping ftp the pctvyer of fingering the public
purse, and of abandoning it only when it had become difficult

* to find the means of discovering any thing more to take. This
powQf^bf fingering the public purse, is what is denominated
*protecting the people from themselves!—preserving them, to

wit, from the ignorant impatience of parting with their money,
which they might otherwise give way to.

It requires Utile obseiwation to be convinced, that this pretext
of

'
protecting the people from themselves,^ as advanced to pfoye

the necessity of lodging the power of taking money in a certain
number of proprietors of rotten boroughs, is on a. par with a
plan which should propose to 'preserve travellers froin the self-

indulgence Avhich soifie men are apt to give way to in thdf
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various halts and resting-places, by establishing a protecting
corps of gentlemen of the road who should ease them of the

means of evil. The proof that one party are unable to take
care of themselves, and that the other are the proper judges of
how far they may be trusted to their own discretion, is as
absolutely absent in one case as in the other. Not one of the
party to be protected, can be found consenting to the plan.

Notning ever made the necessity visible to any man’s optics,

except the personal prospect or being one oF the party that
were to profit by it. Nobody has ever asked the borough-
mongers to take care of him

;
it is a purely volunteer piece of

charity, as far as regards every body but themselves
; a simple

act of supererogation, dedifction made of the grati&cation which
virtuous efforts produce to the performer. Imagine a political

teacher standing up and saying, ‘ Whoever will be saved, it is

in the first place necessary that he make himself some rotten

boroughs.’ Calculate the probability of demonstrating, to

any man in full possession of his natural faculties, that a step

towards a proper representation, is to introduce a number of
individuals who shall represent nobody l)ut themselves. This

'

is all the holy ground of^politics
;
the sacred precincts of un-

reason, within which it would be ^acrilege for common sense to

set its foot.

There have been mail coaches and other means of communi-
cation in this country far too long, to allow it to be in any sense

politic or prudent for an adversary to declare that ' a war
against property is the real principle and the only serious pursuit

radicalism.^ Such ah assertion might produce some effect

where the proceedings of one part of the community were a
irfystery to the others

; but can never operate where all men
act in the face of an inquiring public and an informing press.

It is true there are various plants* in *tlie garden of radical-

ism, from the cedar of Lebanon to the hyssop ort the wall
j
but

it is stoutly denied, that any sfihgle class ever moved or contem-
plated a war against property.* Un the contrary, let but the just

occasion come, and they will all rise upon a whistle, in defence
of every body’s property and their own. They.have propeHy to

defend as well as other people ;
and they mean' to do it. The

fear is only with those, who are rich by taking other people’s pro-

perty. The Radicals are, and it is well known always have been,

intrinsically conservative ; it is a mere invention of the enemy,
which says they ever wanted to take away any property, except

the property in wrong. Even on the debated points most pomp-
ously brought forward by the Quarterly Review, some of the

most urgent ajguments for the side, the Review would probably
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call the rieht, bftve proceeded from portions of that body.-

There may be difierences of opinion among the Radicals, and

as Is almost a necessary consec^uence, some of them ifiay-

be wrong. But the, charge against the early Christians of
cultivating licentiousness and sacrificing children, was not

more futue, groundless, and it may be added uodangerous,

than that advanced against the Radicals of being engaged in a
war against property. The mistake is an easy one ; it is not a
* feud of the hohse of Want against the house of Ilave* bpt.

against the house of *Take.* Radicalism is simply a rising up of

the industrious, classes of society, in union with many of the

middle ranks and some of the higW, for the protection of pro-

perty against those who want to tfike it away by means of
rotten boroughs. The complainants say, that they are thin on
the ribs by reason of' rotten boroughs. They beg that they

may be allowed to send a deputation to the House of Commons,
and that a Committee may be appointed to feel and to report.

They say that they die in holes and corners, and have nothing
but sorrel in their insides when they are deceased ; and they

ofifer to prove before the Honourable House, that tlieir heart’s

blood has gone to paint the noses of tlif boroughmongers. They
utterly deny that they are weU at all ; but that on the contrary,

as one also of their own poets has said,

' Hungry bellies, empty purse.

May be better, can’t be worse.’

It is an awful stale of society when large masses -become
poetical in this metre. Objections may b'e raised by the critics

;

nut it is not the poet laureate that will write such verses down.
To these complainants are joined the middle classes ; who havo
at last found out, that though they did not individually die of

hunger within the year.'they were put into the list of bankrupts,
which is a thiiig almost as abhorrent to their nature. The
middle classes, powerful by their intelligence as by their num-

„ bers, have weighed and sifted tbo argument, and come to the
conclu^on that rotten boroughs dre an invention, by hook or by
crook, 'to make their money over to the fraternity of borough-,

holders. AH these divisions have fairly committed themselves.-

There is scarcely an honest or’ independent man among them,
who has not in some way or other been guilty of Xi*e-Toryism.
If they were to fail in their olnect through any want of energy
in themselves, they know they would be decimated. Thgy
are fnjily aware, that they would he subjected to aU thehmnnts
of .a restiHation. Pious lories would lie awake aUnmht, and-
hiaye g rjevelgtiw) ofa gaggiog-biU towards mominf« t«e ener-
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eetic among them have already «begun a subscription for the

French Guards, who failed in the aitemj^ to put down the

press and establish despotism at Paris. Iliere is no difficulty

m knowing to what purposes they would apply our own Guards^
if they would obey tneiticalU*

* Upon this subject nothing can be done more clTectual than to give
literal extracts from the forms of subscription as published in the
newspaper which boasts itself the organ of the opponents of Reform.
Nobody can avoid seeing that the mimui is to impress upon the British
soldiery the duty of putting down the liberties of their country if ever they
should be told. It is not intended to dispute the right of individuals to
subscribe for any purpose they think proper ; but it is maintained that
others have a right to regulate their own actions in consequence. .It Is

distindly impressed on every individual to whom this statement may come,
that the fact of a subsenption having tieen got up for the unsuccessful
troops of the expelled dynasty of France, in such terms and under such
feelings as arc below presented, makes an additional reason why every man
of common foresight should redouble his efforts to preserve himself and
family from the personal danger and misei^ of a failure in the ministerial

plan of Refqrin. The known moderation, and aversion to unnecessary
violence, of the conductors of this Review, it is hoped will give increased,
weight to their present recommendation.

^
' Tfie following extracts are from the Morning Post, during the week

beginning with the 8tli of MarpU, 1831.

^ Thb Royal Guards of Fraiicr,—

I

t is wHh high gratliicatlou we refer our
Readers to the First List of Subscriptions (annexed to the Advertisement In a'

preceding column, and received in the course of a few days), for the Relief of these
brave and faithful Soldiers, whose unmerited privations and suflferings are an
eternal disgrace to the Government of France,

* The following Donations which came to hand yesterday, are included in the
general Advertisement list

FROM A CAPTAltr,
' Who requests Uie acceptance of 6L in aid of the Fund for the Relief of the late

br^ve and loyal French Royal Guard.

VaOM A MKMRER OF P^iai^MC|4T.
‘ Sir—I enclose two guinea# for the Relief of tlie brave Royal Guards of France—

a

tribute to their valour, constancy, and loyalty, under the most trying circumstances,

FROM A |.IRVJBNANT-COtOliBi:..
* As a tribute to military fidelity.—lOf. •

FROM A CLERGYMAN OF IHB CHURCH OF ENGIANO.
* In aid of the Subscription to the Fund for tlie Relief of the Frencji Guards, who as.

soldiers nobly performed their duty,—*10f.

(with many others.')

It the intention was to intimate that the British army would bq to be
depended on In the supposed possibility of an attempt to put down puUk
fritedom and establish despotism like that in Paris, the writer takes leave to
declare, on the Gi:editof twenty*five years acquaintance with the otfieersand
soldiers of that f^my, that there are not two officers and twenty pien per
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The last paragraph of the* Quarterly Review is full of dark

sentences
;
yet, unless its meaning has been greatly misunder-

stood, it bears upon the Irorrors which might be expected frflwi a

return of Tory domination. Was it really intended to state, that

any body holding the situation of a Jud^e attempted to stipulate,

before he would discharge his office, that the hangman should

not be disappointed of his fees by the mercy of the crown ?

IN^ow let us, the hangees that are to be, sift and examine this

position. We are told habitually that judges are disinterested

people ;
that they perform coldly and iinpassionately a painful

office ;
that th^ are to be preserved by all possible means from

any feeling in the result^ of their decisions, and are to approach
as nearly as possible to the imperturbability of a steel-yard

;
and

that we are not to be hanged after all, till the crown has further

considered, whether H&ercjr can be exton^jB^ consistently with
the safety of the community. Yet distinct intima-

tion, that the intermediate 'deppsitarief^^JUstice attempted a
bargain with the crown, for surrendering its prerogative of revi-

sion, and refused to act unless they might be permitted to carry

a halter in their pockets. No honest man can hesitate to avow
his belief, that an individual who, by supposition, could have
been guilty of such an atrocity, ought to dangle at the end of his

own string what possible motive, therefore, can the Quarterly
Review have at this moment, for holding forth such a libel on the

judges and the crown, without proof and by the mere fiat of its

imagination. But this is what its party, if it had the power,
not only would do, but even now complains was not carried into

execution. The lesson is an important one, and will not be lost

upon the public. It may be very doubtful whether the borough-
mongers, if they got the upper hand, would succeed in finding

a Jefferies upon thb bench ; but it is certain that they would
try to find something' incomparably more atrocious and detest-

able than Jefferies hiu\gielf has ever been painted by bis enemies.
A word has been dropped in one place upon • republicans.’

This m?Ly lead to a profitable explanation. There would be no
doubter the Quarterly. Review being right if it believed, that
there are numerous classes of persons ii^ this country, who have

regiment who would act in furtherance of such an attemptfrom the moment
t^re was time to be aware of its nature. They would dh as tlrey did in
168® ;

** Eyes Centre ’’ and go over in squadron. There is nothing new in
this ; it is the constitutional security contemplated by tbe oraolea of British
law. Tbe recognition of Such a certaintv, is the basis of the existing com-

by which tne direction of the army is committed to the crown.
< The same journal has thought fit to menace the l^ord Chaiicelior with
Ike army. It may depend on it, if ever the question is raised; the arniy will

bh with the Jbord Chancellor.
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the same intimate persuasion that republican government is in-

trinsically the best calculated for the welfare of the governed,
that they have that a straight line is the shortest distance
between two points. There is no more secret in this, than in

there being men who repd geometry. These are not times for

persecuting for an opinion ; and if speculative absolutists

go unburned, republicans may. But then these same indi-

viduals are among the last who would refuse to use the road
between London and Edinburgh, till all the Ctooked was made
straight and the rough places plain. They see clearly that the im-
pediment to republican institutions in England, is the legitimate

wealth and influence of the aristocracy,—the wealth and influ-

ence which they derived from sources antecedent to the present

condition of society, and which they brought with them when
they submitted to the compact by which tliey rose from plun-

dering barons into the ijereditary leaders of a free people; and
this arrangement uecj^itates asking, for the public safety. Mot
that they would pay a sixpence, either by fraud or consent,

towards keeping up the wealth of the aristocracy ;
but finding

it there, they are content to take it as it»is. And they are not
convinced, that a government of this form is not capable of dis-

charging the offices ex|?ected from it by the community. If

any body will convince them of that fact, they will act accord-
ingly. But in the mean time they wish to go on as they are

;

they desire, and they think they see, the favourable solution of

the problem, whether a constitutional monarchy is competent to

the purposes of good government. But then their coalition

manifestly depends upon the government being good. If it is

not to be good, then all these classes are in a state of virtual or

avowed hostility. It is for the government to chuse, whether
it will have them on its side or not. They arc here, ready to do
all that can fairly be required of tljem 4 but if they are to be
told that they are odious and monsters, because they believe a
republic to be abstractedly tl^q best forfti of government, they

will consider the hostility as an avowal that it is intended tlie

government shall be bad. Republicanism, hurts nobody that *

is honest.^ The fear and outcry against republics in foreign

countries, is only like the outcry of a parish which should say

to its neighbours, * One thing we must particularly request of

you, as essential to maintaining the relations of peace and

amity ;
and that is, that in your parish there shall be no accounts.

We cannot stand accounts; we can endure any thing but

accounts.’ The government which keeps up a bugbear opposition

to republics in other countries, or sacrifices feir political ad-

vantages to such an apprehension, declares in language that

voh. xiv.'^We$tmimter Review. 2 h
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cannot be mistaken, that it has something bad to protect at

homp. There is no warfare between republics, and Just mo-
narchical governments ;

the interminable hostility is with the

unjust. On this point, perhaps, the existing ministry have
committed the greatest error,—and /^every body commits
some,- that has befallen during their tenure of office. It was an
object of serious national importance, that a government should

have been established in Belgium which would have been
interested in maintaining its ind^ependence. Every body knew
that the natural tendency of the Belgians was to republican

institutions, and that it was only kept down by the sentiment of
weakness, and the desire of some shopkeepers of Brussels to

live on the expenses of a king. A word from the English
ministry would have established a government which would
have struggled to the last against all fusion with any foreign

power. This chance was thrown away, through the paltry

dread of seeing an honest government so near home. If ex-

cuses can be found in the fact that circumstances were not the

same as now, it would not yet be too late to change the policy.*

It may perhaps be unfair in the actual position of things,

to compare past acts too narrowly with what may be hoped here-

• Before leaving the Quarterly ,Heview, it appears necessary to notice
a passage in a preceding number, though on a subject not immediately
connected with the present.

In the Quarterly Review for January 1831, is the passage which is given
in the left-hand column below with the answer on the right.

*But this was the age of innovation In 1792Mr. Benthaingaveaplantothe
and ex[Mriment. Even Jeremy Ben- government for building a Penitentiary
tbam*8 illustrious project of manufac- on 80 acres of land in Battersea Rise,
turing rogues and harlots into honest which had been allotted to that purpose
men and women was taken up by the in virtue of an Act of Parliament artting
government upon a great ecple ; and on out of a proposal which originated with
the fetid and unwholesome swamp, which Sir William Blackstone and Mr. Eden
the projector bad purchased'- for 6is (afterwards Lord Auckland). A jury
Utopian seminary, a Penitentiai-y was valued the land at about 6000/. Mr.
erected, at a cost which might have Bcntham'splan was tocontaina thousand
sufficed for founding and endowing a prisoners, at an expense of 27/* a head;
third university, or establishing a colony and they were to be maintained by con-
in Australia upon a nobler foundation tr^ct, at 12/. ahead per annum. The
than any modern colony that has ever plan was accepted by government ; but
proceeded from Europe. There itstands afterwards it appeared there was an
—a monument at once of Jeremy’s obstacle, which obstacle was the personal
philosophico-philofelon-philanthropv.of dislike of the reigning sovereign tO Mr.
national folly, and of the futility of all Bentham. The end was, that the plan
such schemes of reformation. Well was not carried into effect ; and that the
would it be if this were the only price government buHttheirownPehitehtifiify,
which the nation has paid—or is likely in their own place, (which the Quarterly
to pay—for its lessons in Jeremy-Ben- Review says is a fetid swamp), and at an
thamism !

’ — Quarterly Iteview, No. expense which has been estimated at
txxxm, p. 277. 1000/. a head for each prifioher.

The onljr observation which tvlll be added la, that (t polideal ie

badly led, whoie leaders compromite it by mlMtetementfe like the ebove.
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after. There is no doubt that the estrangement which had long
been growing between the Whigs and the community at large,

has, by one energetic step into the right, been removed and ihade
as if it had never been existent, lliere are few political differ-

ences, not based in pc^sitive ill intent on either side, which are

not extinguishable by such an effort. Tlie Whigs are now as

they were in 1688, the acknowledged leaders of the community
against the common enemy. If office is their wish,—-and with
their habits and political education there is *no reason why it

should not,—they may hold it for ever and for ever, and set up
the Ultra-Liberals, (as perhaps they call them in their penetralia),

as a constitutional opposition. This last class Includes the nu-
merical majority of the ccpmmunity, an^ has no defect of ability

for such a duty
;
though, with a single exception, they have no

more desire for office, than Mr. Bentham has to be Lord Chan-
cellor. It is not desired to be hard upon honest men for non-
essential differences

;
but the supporters of absolute power in

all countries, the advocates for putting down the press by means
of military fidelity, the men who call the principles of freedom
an infection and liberty a disease, may* be squeezed out of all

power and influence to an eternity of hopelessness. The Ultra-

Liberals, if that be theiT name, make no compact as to what
they will wish for afterwards

;
tke theory of their being an op-

position, implies that they will wish for something which the

ministers do not. But this they will be pledged for, that all

they desire shall be pursued by iegitimate and moderate means,
and that they and their adherents count on nothing but that

gradual and wholesome cession to the progress of public opinion,

which makes at once the glory and the safety of a free country.

Since the above was prepared for printing, the ministers have
had the ingenuity to put themselves into a minority upon a

matter of detail. As has happened l^efore now, the errors of

the leaders must be repaired by the exertions of the followers.

There is a regular combination of all the^interesls, which ride in

coaches at the expense of iTTe industrious and middle classes
;

and the fact creates an additional demand on every individual*

of those classes, to demonstrate his sentiments by all the means
which providence has placed at his disposal. The Tories are

of that order of spirits, which are not cast out without fasting

and prayer. They will struggle to the last, like a bear robbed

of her whelps; they will display the natural fury which the

ancients called oTppy?), in defence of the inheritance of their

younger children. The thing will not go on without a dissolu-

tion
;
but it will, with that. To settle it without, would be an

injustice to the commons.—Who, that could command a cor-
^ 2h2
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poraVs guard, would have contrived to get beaten on the Friday

on a Timber question ? It seems fated that the world shall

knov(^, how much was owing to the feeling of the country, and
how little to skill.

* Honest * they may be, ' as ever broke bread
;

'

but still, as Dogberry stipulates, *
all mep are not alike !’

The second reading has been carried by a majority of one. A
miss is as good as a mile

;
and the effects of the former blunder

'will probably be got over.

Art. XIT .—The Book of the Seasons ; or the Calendar of Nature. By
William Howitt. ISilmo. London: Colburn and Bentley. 18B).

^HIS is a book on the revolutions of nature ; its peaceful

spirit and enchanting subject, pfford a relief from the

agitating and feverish interest excited by revolutions of a dif-

ferent character. It may be recommended as a sedative after a
stormy political debate

;
it will refresh the wearied spirit, like

the balmy air of a summer’s evening
:
just as physicians recom-

mend the wasting patient, poisoned by the mephitic vapours of
a town, to try the restorative agency of a visit to his native

spot, so would we recommend the occasional perusal of a
• season’ of our amiable Howitt, to the disturbed reformer with
a burning brow, and a rapid pulse, and a palpitating heart, too

anxious for the public weal to»^stimate private woe, too intent

upon watching the aspect of public opinion, to spare a moment
to save his own constitution from wreck.
Almanacks were a few years ago among the most backward

species of literature ; such works as the present are likely to

place them in the front rank of periodical productions. It is the

Almanack of Nature,” by a poet and a naturalist, an eloquent
writer and a close observer. The pleasures of the country are

innumerable to those who have been taught how to enjoy them,'

and teaching is as necessary in observing nature as it is in learn-

ing to dance ; and they are not only innumerable, but they are of
the purest description, promotive of health, and what is of great
consequence to remark, not inconsfetent with other and active

pursuits. They are here very agreeably explained, pointed out,

and developed, under the head of each month, and as far as is

consistent with the space afforded by one small volume.
We have already had a calendar of nature from the pen of an

able and eminent writer, but this is the first calendar written

with the enthusiasm of the poet combined with the accuracy of
an observer. White’s Natural History of Selborne,’’ now a
classical work, and in its latest edition, with the notes of Sir
Wm. Jardine,is a most valuable addition tothe naturalist’s library.

But the letters of White derive their value from the nicety of
the observations made upon objects common to the experience
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of almost every body, and to the simplicity of spirit, and the

neatness and clearness of style in which they were conveyed to

his correspondents. Mr. White was not a poet
;
he was an un-

conscious lover of nature
;
he never sung her praises, celebrated

her beauties, or invited the world to come and worship at her

shrine
;
he registered her phenomena, and described her ways.

The “ Journal of a Naturalist,’* which has been given to the

world, is an interesting and valuable work. Many curious*

remarks are made in the spirit of Gilbert Whtte himself; many
valuable facts are collected, some from the author’s own expe-
rience, some from that of others

;
and on the whole we place a

high value upon the work. But here^again the author was not

a poet, nor did he look u]()on the woods, and hills, and streams,

with a poet’s eye. He moralizes nature, and ‘ finds sermons ’ in

all her productions. Not so William Howitt : he too is a

scientific observer, and will probably be more so in time. But
he is more

;
he is the priest of his* goddess, arrayed, it is true,

in a garb of great plainness and simplicity, but still he is

animated by a warm spirit of devotion, and is never weary of
filling her temples with incense. •

The plan of the Calendar” is, to commence each month by
a general description of its character and phenomena in prose,

not without however many verses?some from the pen of William,
some from that of Mary his wife, to whom the volume is affection-

ately (we were going to say dutifully) dedicated. Then follows

an account of the rural occupations of the month, the state of

the floral, entomological, ornithological, and other divisions of the

kingdoms of nature
;
together with lists of the flowers in bloom,

the planets in their prime, or of the coming and going of the

.migratory birds
;
the whole of which is interspersed with remarks

of a very miscellaneous character
;
somo are humorous, some*

poetical, some antiquarian, some sure metteis of fact, and many
relate to the condition and character of the pedantry and poor,

terms unhappily too nearly gynonymouS.
Of the quality of the remarks and descriptions, which com-

pose the bulk of the volume#we will enable the reader to judgrf

in the most agreeable manner.

A portion of the lively description of March will shew with

what spirit and accuracy the different arbitrary divisions of the

year are depicted.

^ March is a rude, and sometimes boisterous month, possessing many
of the characteristics of winter, yet awakening sensations perhaps

more delicious than the two following spring months, for it gives us

the first announcement and taste of spring. What can equal the

delight of our hearts at the very first glimpse of spring—the first
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springing of buds and green herbs. Tt is like a new life infused into

our bosoms. A spirit of tenderness^ n burst of freshness^ and luxury

of feeling possesses us : and let fifty springs have broken upon us^

f/iis joy, unlike many joys of time, is not an atom impaired. Are we
not young ? Are we not boys } Do we not break, by the power of

awakened thoughts, into all the rapturous scenes of all our happier

years } There is something in the freshness of the soil—in the mossy
bank—the balmy air—the voices of birds—the early and delicious

flowers, that we have seen and felt onhj in childhood and spring,

' There are frequently mornings in March, when a lover of Nature
may enjoy, in a stroll, sensations not to be exceeded, or perhaps

equalled, by any tljing whicli the full glory of summer can awaken
mornings which tempt us to cast the memory of winter, or the fear

of its return, out of our thoughts. The dir is mild and balmy, with,

now and then, a cool gush by no means unpleasant, but, on the con-
trary, contributing towards that cheering and peculiar feeling which
we experience only in spring. The sky is clear

;
the sun flings abroad

not only a gladdening splendoiir, but an almost summer glow. The
world seems suddenly aroused to hope and enjoyment. The fields are

assuming a vernal greenness—the buds are swelling in the hedges

—

the banks are displaying amidst the brown remains of last year's

vegetation, the luxuriant weeds of this. There are arums, ground-
ivy, chervil, the glaucous leaves and burnished flowers of the pilewort.

The fi^st gilt tiling^

That wears the trembling pearls of spring

)

and many other fresh and early bursts of greenery. All unexpectedly,
too, in some embowered lane, you are arrested by the delicious odour
of violets, those sweetest of Flora’s children, which have furnished so
many pretty allusions to the poets, and which are not yet exhausted :

they are like true friends, we do not know half their sweetness till

they have felt the sunshine of our kindness
;
and again, they are like

the pleasures of our childhood, the earliest and the most oeautiful.

Now, however, they are* to be seen in all their glory—blue ami white
—modestly peering through their thick, clustering leaves. The lark
is carolling in the blue fields of air ; the blackbird and thrush are
again shouting and replying to each oilier, from the tops of the highest
trees. As you pass cottages, they have caught the happy infection :

^here are windows thrown open, and doors standing a-jar. The in-
habitants are in their gardens, some clearing away rubbish, some
turning up the light and fresh-smelling soil amongst the tufts of snow-
drops and rows of bright yellow crocuses, which every where abound

j

and the children, ten to one, are peeping into the first birds *nest of
the season—the hedge-sparrow’s, with its four sea-green eggs, snugly
but unwisely built in the pile of old pea-rods.

^ In the fields labourers are plashing and trimming the hedges, and
in all directions are teams at plough. You smell the wholesome, and,
I may truly say, aromatic soil, as it is turned up to the sun, Ikowu
and richi the whole country over. It is delightful, as fou pass atoiig
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dsep boJlQW la^fi9, pr are \\iiiikxi in copses, to hear t^e tinkling gears
of the hprses^ and ti^e clear voices of the lads calling to them. It if

not less pleasant to catch the busy caw of the rookery, and the first

meek cry of the young lambs. The hares are hopping about the

fields, the excitement of the season overcoming their habitual timidity.

The bees are revelling iu the yellow catkins of the sallow. The harm-
less English snake is seen again curled up, like a little coil of rope,

with its head in the centre, on sunny, green banks. The woods,
though yet unadorned with their leafy garniture, are beautiful to look
on ;—they seem flushed with life. Their boughs are of a clear and
glossy lend colour, and the tree-tops are rich with the vigorous hues
of brown, red, and purple

j
and, if you plunge into their solitudes,

there are symptoms of revivification under your ^et—the springing
mercury and green blades of the blue-boUs—and perhaps above you,
the early nest of the missef-thrush, perched between the boughs of a

young oak, to tinge your thoughts with the anticipation of summer.
These are mornings not to be neglected by the lover of Nature, and if

not neglected, then not forgotten i for they will stir the springs of

memory, and make us live over again times and seasons that wc can-

not, for the pleasure and purity of our spirits, live over too much.'

—

pp. 62-67.

The priaise of mountains is one of the many occasions on
which tne poetical entlyisiasm of the author breaks out in the
course of his registration of the natural signs of the times.

^ At this season of the year the ascents of our own mountains are

become most practicable. The heat of summer has dried up the

moisture with which winter rains saturjile the spongy turf of the

hollows
}
and the atmosphere, clear and settled, admits of the most

extensive prospects. Whoever has not ascended our mountains knows
little of the beauties of this beautiful island. Whoever has not
climbed their long and heathy ascents, and seen the trembling moun-
tain-flowers, the glowing mpss, the richly-tinted lichens at his feet

j

and scented the fresh aroma of the uncultivated sod, and of the spicy

shrubs ; and heard the bleat of the flock |icross their solitary expanses,

and the wild cry of the mountain-plover, the raven, or the eagle
;
and

seen the rich and russet hues of distant^ slopes and eminences, the

livid gashes of ravines and precipices, the White glittering line of
falling waters, and the clou(l tumultuously whirling round the lofty

summit ; and then stood paflting on that summit, and .beheld tfle

clouds alternately gather and break over a thousiind giant peaks and
ridges of eveiy varied hue—but all silent as images of eternity

j
and

east his gaze over lakes and forests, and smoking towns, and wide
lands to the very ocean, in all their gleaming and reposing beauty,

knows nothing of the treasures of pictorial wealth which" his own
country possesisejs.

^ But when we let loose the ima^nation from even these splendid

|.ceaes, wd give it fre,e charter tq I'a^ge through the ftr more glorious

pi ,%augh AJfpSi ^pepidnes, or Apdes^
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how is it possessed and absorbed by all the awful magnidcence of their

scenery and character ! The sky-ward and inaccessible pinnacles, the

' Palaces where nature thrones

Sublimity in icy halls

!

the dark Ali)ine forests, the savage rocks an^ precipices, the fearful

and unfathomable chasms filled with the sound of ever-precipitating

waters
j
the cloud, the silence, the avalanche, the cavernous gloom,

'^the terrible visitations of heaven’s concentrated lightning, darkness

and thunder
;
or tli/^ sweeter features of living, rushing streams, spicy

odours of flower and shrub, fresh spirit-elating breezes sounding
through the dark pine grove 5

the ever-varying lights and shadows,
and aerial hues 3 le wide prospects, and, above all, the simple in-

habitants ! <

' We delight to think of the people of ‘mountainous regions
5
we

please our imaginations with their picturesque and quiet abodes ; with
their peaceful secluded lives, striking and unvarying costumes, and
primitive manners. We involuntarily give to the mountaineer heroic

and elevated qualities. He lives amongst noble objects, and must
imbibe some of their nobility

j he lives amongst the elements of
poetry, and must be poetical 3 he lives where his fellow-beings are far,

far separated from their kind, and surrounded by the sternness and the

perils of savage nature
3

his social aifections must therefore be pro-

portionably concentrated, his home-ties lively and strong
3 but, more

than all, he lives within the barriers, the strong holds, tlie very last

refuge which Nature herself has reared to preserve alive liberty in the

earth, to preserve to man his highest hopes, his noblest emotions, bis

dearest treasures, his faith, his freedom, his hearth, and home. How
glorious do those mountaiu-ridges appear when we look upon them
as the uncon([uerablc abodes of free hearts

3
as the stern, heaven-

built walls from which the few, the feeble, the persecuted, the despised

the helpless child, the delicate woman, have from age to age, in their

last perils, in all their weaknesses and emergencies, when power and
cruelty were ready to swallow them up, looked down, and beheld the

'

million waves of despotism break at their feet 3—have seen the rage
of murderous armies and (Tyrants, the blasting spirit of ambition,
fanaticism, and cruching domination recoil from their bases in despair.

Thanks be to God for mountains !” is ,often the exclamation of my
heart as I trace the History of the World. From age to age, they
h(2tve been the last friends of man. t^n a thousand extremities they
have saved him. What great hearts have throbbed in their defiles

from the days of Leonidas to those of Andreas Hofer I What lofty

souls, what tender hearts, what poor and persecuted creatures have
they sheltered in their stony bosoms from the weapons and tortures of
their fellow men.

Avenge, O Lord, thy slaughtered saints, whose bones
Lie scattered on the Alpine mountains cold

!

was the burning exclamation of Milton’s agonized and indignant
spirit, as he beheld those sacred bulwarks of freedom for once violated
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by the disturbing demons of the earth ; and the sound of his fiery and
lamenting appeal to Heaven will be echoed in every generous soul to

the end of time/—pp, 324?-8. •

Mr. Howitt, like all thinking and amiable men, unperverted by
aristocratical prejiidices,4is a lover of the poor, and a sympathizer
in their wants and pleasures. Both in this character and that
of an admirer of nature, and a wanderer among its scenes, he
has felt deeply the injustice which has been done to the un-
represented and the misrepresented poor, by the*almoat universal

stopping-up of the foot-paths in the country—one of the hate-
ful consequences we believe of the hateful game-laws. In the
following extract, which is only a portion of what he writes on
the subject, he has eloquently bewailed the loss, and condemns
the wrong in the spirit of a man and a freeman.

* But, without a jest, stiles and foot-paths are vanishing every

where. There is nothing upon which^the advance of wealth and
population has made so serious an inroad. As land has increased in

value, wastes and heaths have been parcelled out and inclosed, but
seldom have foot-paths been left. The poet and the naturalist, who
before had, perhaps, the greatest real property in them, have had no
allotment. They have becn^totally driven out of the promised land.

Goldsmith complained in his day, that

The man of wealth and pride

Takes up a space that many poor supplied

;

Space for his lake, his parkas extended bounds.
Space for his horses, equipage, and hounds

;

The robe that wraps his limbs in silken sloth.

Has rubb'd the neighbouring fields of half their growth :

His seat, where solitary sports are seen.

Indignant spurns the cottage from the green.

And it is but too true that the pressure of contiguous pride has

driven farther, from that day to this, the publid from the rich man's
lands. They make a solitude and call it peace.*^ Even the quiet

and picturesque foot-path that led across bis fields oc stole along his

wood-side, .giving to the poor with hTs burden a cooler and
nearer cut to the village, is become a nuisance. One would have

thought that the yustic labourer, \jith his scythe on his shoulder, or his

bill-hook and hedging-mittens in his hand, the cottage-dame in her

black bonnet and scarlet cloak, the neat village maiden, in the sweet-

ness of health and simplicity, or the boy strolling along full of life

and curiosity, might have had sufficient interest in themselves, for a

cultivated taste not merely to tolerate, but to welcome—passing occa-
sionally at a distance across the park or wood, as objects agreeably

enlivening the stately solitude of the hall. But they have not ; and

what is more, they are commonly the most jealous of pedestrian tres-

passers, who seldom visit their own estates, but permit the seasons to

scatter their charms around their villas and rural possessions without
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the hel^Ft to eiyojr, or even the presence to behold them. How often

hnv^ I myself beep prrested in some long>frcqnepted dale,—^Ip some
spr^t endeared by its own beauties and the fascinations of meipoi7r-by
a board exhibiting in giant characters^ Stopped av an order op
Sessions/’ and denouncing the terrors of the law upon trespassers !

This is a little too much. I would not be qflerulous for the poor
against the rich. I would not teach them to look with an envious and
CQvetoi|s eye upon their villas^ lawns^ cattle^ and equipage

}
but when

the path of immemorial usage Is closed^ when the little streaky almost
as fine as a mathematical line, along the wealthy man s ample field is

grudgingly erased, it is impossible not to feel indignation at the pitiful

monopoly. Is there no village champion to be found, bold enough to
put in his protect against these encroachments,—to assert the public
right )—for a right it is, authentic as that by which the land is itself

held, and as clearly acknowledged by the laws. Is there no local

Hampden with daqntlesa breast to ^'withstand the petty tyrants of
the fields** and to save our good old foot-paths ) If not, we shall in

a few years be doonied to the highways and the hedges
j

to look, like

Dives, from a sultry region of turnpikes, into a pleasant one of verdure
and foliage which we may not approach. Already, the stranger, if

he lose his way, is in jeopardy of falling into the horrid fangs of a
steel trap

j
the botanist,.enters a wood to gather a flower, and is shot

with a spring-gun
j
death haunts our dells and copses, and the poet

complains, in regretful notes, that he ^

Wanders away to' the field and glen,
Far as he piay for the gentlemen.’—pp. 237-241.

It will be seen that we are warm friends of Mr. Howitt. We
heartily recommend his little book to general potice, and stake
our critical reputation upon the favourable result of a perusal.
We suppose that it is the intention of the author to continue it

annually
;
and we have no doubt that though the more general

descriptions observations are not likely to be either repeated
or excelled, yet that much that is useful and curious might be
«dded to the practical or experimental part. We would suggest
to his considesation, whether an extension and improvement of
the * Diary' form would not be a -convenient method of continu-
im the w^ork. We can conceive a plan of this description,

which* supposing Mr. Howitt ia’continuing his studies, or woulij
associatp others with him,, might greatly conduce to the
desirable result of generally extending a love of natural hisjt^ory

and of adbrdmg interesting information to the stud^ts xft it,

not thereby excluding the ordinary observer and .lover ^ its

beauties.
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Aet. XIII.-—1. Professional Morality in 1831 j
or the Lawyer's

Defence of Medical Quackery ; in which John St, John Long'e

discoveries are examined, and his claims to the confidence of the

British Public are criticised, by a Graduate of the University of
Edinburgh, Second Edition* John Wilson, l6. Princes Streets

Soho.
*

2. Discoveries in the Science and Art of Healing by John St» John
Long, Esq, M.R, S,L.; M.R.J.S, Sic ; together with the evidence

upon which the author claims the confidence of^ the Country, and
remarks on the evidence in the case of the late MissCashin ,—Second
Edition. London.

TT excites the smile of contemptuous pity \o witness the

tumult and the terror* which one ^enterprising and crafty

Quack can raise in this land of science and of schooltnasters ;

—

to see the pomposity and the parade with which the druggist

of a single nostrum is chased froin county to county, and hunted
down like some monster of unquencJiable rapacity, amid all our

colleges of health and all our lK>ast of enlightenment.

It is said that we have medical charters, and medical cor*

potations, and medical councils
;
that we have our presidents,

privileges, and prerogatives, and that the English faculty con-
stitute an integral part 6f the liege subjects of his Britannic

Majesty. But were we to judges by what we see and hear,

by the number of empirics with which we are infested, by the

silence of the law on the offences they commit, and by the very
general encouragement which they obtain from our enlight-

ened countrymen— one would imagine that medicine was
nothing better than a game of chances which every fool may
gain at, and that physicians are little better than useless encum-
brances, which merit neither protection nor reward.

Has John Bull actually lost every species of consistency?
His cosily equipages, his gilded yoofs, his soft and smiling

comforts
; his love of ease, his life-insurancei^ bis ten thou-

sand sch/emes of plea8ure,--pll bespeak a man, who neither

courts death nor danger. Ir a finger fester, or a tooth .ache,

or a wandering pain shoof« across live frame, and agitate <

bis smooth stream of simpering luxury, all is dread and
darkness and dismay ;

and yet this same effeminate son of

pleasure, who so sedulously seeks after every thing which
makes life happy, will run in the hour of sickness and disease

to the most illiterate retailer of some secret charm, to the most
ignorant vender of patent hecdth in Christendom, in preference

to the educated ana experienced medical practitioner ! Is this

consistency, or common sense, or common prudence ? Is it

part parcel, John# with your other conduct ? When you are
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well and require no care^ you are careful and cautious to a fault

;

you bandage and bolster and bottle up your health with the

ansiiety of a very miser. Your whole frame trembles at the

funeral knell of some neighbouring church-yard, and you sicken

with fearful anticipation at the solemnity of the passing bier

which carries the remains of your departed friend to his narrow
house. All this you do when you are wellt when your house
stands firmly and your sun snines strongly but when the

hour of danger ^comes, and disease lays its burning hand upon
your very seat of life, you listen to the voice of some ignorant

pretender, and passing by those who should know and do know,
if any thing can be knqwn in your case, you commit that life,

of which you are in all other respects so careful, into the keep-
ing of the knave who promises you most, without caring how
little or how much it lies within his power to perform !

Were you thus to act, John, in selecting pilots for your ships,

or partners for your firms, or lawyers for your advocates, your
general conduct were its own key, and in such case your ships

and firms might be full as valuable as yourself. But when you
will not intrust your cargo to any but the most skilful captain

;

when you ransack kindred, country and connexion for advan-
tageous partners

;
when to secure your rights, you purchase at

the highest price the highest talent at the bar, what delusive

witchcraft broods upon your judgment and palsies its discern-

ment of self and sense, of interest and prudence, when health

requires reparation, or life stands endangered by disease ?

But the fact is, that the public generally are grossly ignorant

of medicine as a science. They can judge with some degree of

accuracy of a religious principle, or of a moral sentiment. They
can detect inconclusive argument and disingenuous declama,-

tion; and, therefore^ they can decide with tolerable aptness

upon the merits of a-'pulpit orator. Or they can judge of a
Lawyer’s eloquence and language. They can form an opinion

of his style, his zeal, hi's ardour m\d address, and although they

cannot always be supposed capable of estimating the correct-

ness of his positions or the legaliry of his points, they can gene-

rally repose in safety on his education protecting him from
gross ignorance, and on the discernment of the court in detect-

ing slighter errors. They can, therefore, somewhat judge of the

pretensions of a Clergyman, or the merits of a Lawyer
;
but

they cannot form any adequate estimate of the acquirements

and claims of a medical practitioner : and yet neither the Parson
nor the Lawyer can practise their professions without the

necessary credentials, while the Quack can set the legislature

at defiance, so long as he steers clear of ixiurder or of man-
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slaughter. Considered as a science medicine cannot be
understood by any who have not been duly prepared by
previous study. The principles, on which its practical ^e**

tails are founded, are to such wrapped in mystery. The
foundation on which it reposes, is laid so deep and so distant

from superficial observatton, that it cannot be discovered by an
uneducated mind. The phenomena and laws of life, the minute
structure and complicated functions of an unseen and mysterious

mechanism, require to be carefully studied and fiully understood,

ere the nature or treatment of disease can be appreciated. It

is, therefore, useless to call upon the public to defend the

faculty. They are neither judges of the promi^s or perform
ances of Quackery. To prepare them fo sit in judgment upon
the claims of medical advisers to confidence, intellect and know-
ledge must be much further advanced along their march to per-

fection. They must first know the composition of the animal

frame, the laws and characters of its functions, the seats and
sources of its disorders, the various morbific agents by which it

is influenced, the numberless signs by which its disorders

are distinguished, the operation of opposite and active medicine,

and the endless modifications of temperament, habit, and con-
stitution. To teach them*all this, it will probably be admitted,

would require them to be sent, en Miasse, to our school of medi-
cine

;
but as this is a postulatum of such difficult attainment

that it can never be obtained, it is vain to call upon the public

to protect our Surgeons and Physicians from abuse, to separate
false from honest claims, and to preserve their lives from the

hazardous experiments of men, of whose performances and pro-
» mises they are equally unqualified to judge.
We are, therefore, ready to maintain, that the present outcry

wTiich is so generally raised by the profession against the

public, for encouraging such ignqran^ empirics as St. John
Long, is perfectly groundless. It presumes that the public

are judges of medical attainments, that4hey can discern merit

in matters of which they are wholly ignorant
; but there never

was a more mistaken presump^on. It is truly marvellous to

perceive how ignorant of the plainest elements of rational

medicine the great mass of society are at the present hour

;

although there is scarcely a house or a family in the land, which
does not boast of some wonder-working nostrum, of some secret

specific, or some matronly doctress, who physics every form of

disease from colds to consumptions. They never seem to

suspect, that the human frame is a living piece of mechanism

;

that its organs are somewhat more complicated than the wheels
of a steam-carriage, and that its movements are somewhat
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less mechenictil. Beyond rhubarb and jalap, castor oil and
peppermint, they know absolutely nothing of physic

;
and as

to £he nature of disease they are totally incapable of forming a
conception of its character. Beyond a few nursery rules and
family recipes, which one motner hands down to another,

nine tenths of the unprofessional world are in a state of greater

ignorance on the science of medicine than on any other

science whatsoever. How, then, may we ask, can the public

be appealed to sts umpires between Physicians and Empirics ?

How can they weigh the relative^ value of their pretensions,

or accurately jjettle their respective claims ? Success—even
great and frequent success—cannot guide them. The weakest
constitution may rectify itself without assistance, cures may
frequently arise from some circumstance perfectly unconnected
with the treatment

;
and diseases, which have baffled the most

talented endeavours, may ultimately disappear of their own
accord. The grossest ignoiance may be rendered successAil by
some favourable accident, and the greatest skill may be defeated

by some unexpected circumstance. Hence merit in medical
science can scarcely be said to have its test, and it often

withers in the shade neglected and unobserved, when presump-
tuous impudence is plucking its ’ fruits and reaping the

harvest which its very labouVs may have raised. Success will

occasionally crown adventure, and no degree of science can
rescue talent from the caprice of circumstances. Constitutions

will ever vary with climate, with age, with occupation, and
with habit ;

and medicines must proportionately vary in effect.

These sources of fallacy and disappointment, although known
in the abstract, cannot be precisely estimated in the individual

cases. Were all constitutions of the same cast, and all diseases

of the same character ;
did physicians always possess medicines

of unchanging strengtltv and were these medicines invariably

productive or the same result ; then success were a criterion

and the very safest ctiterion of ^kill, and ignorance would
constitute its own cure. Cause and consequence would be
inseparably linked together, and««ihe physician could anticipate

as certainly how each case must terminate, as he could

pronounce upon the intermediate steps through which it would
pass. When that happy era in the history of medicine shall

arrive, there will neither be quacks nor quackery, secret nostrums

nor enterprising empirics. We shall neither require laws for its

protection from imposture, nor penalties for its vindication from
insult. Every patient will be treated with mathematical exact-

ness, and life and health will be doled out of the granaries of

science with the precision of weight and the equity of measure.
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Were any additional facts required to show that the public

cannot be their own. guardians against quackery, it is the

success which St. John Long's system has met with in England.

There, probably, never was such a barefaced and shameless

tissue or nonsense, concocted by one individual, before ^ven
to the world under the tiue of Discoveries. If the two positions

which constitute the groundwork of this mass of balderdash,

cannot be seen to be absurdities of the first order by every

man, who has considerately examined them, wfi should wholly
despair of teaching those, who cannot twaddle over this asses'

bridge,” to arrange the knives and forks on ^ dinner-table.

The first statement is, that all diseases depend upon the presence

and action of an acrid fluid like mercury ; the second is, that

this semimercurial-fluid can be discovered in any part of the

body by a certain liniment, which has not only the power of

extracting this fluid, but which will only act upon such parts

of the body as contain it. These ar^ the two foundation-stones

of the house that Jack built
;
and if they are not laid down in

untempered mortar, we acknowledge ourselves wholly ignorant

of the merest elements of architecturet We put it to the

common-sense of a common reader, whether it is to be con-
ceived that active inflarSmation of the lungs, arising from
luxurious food, little exercise and*a robust constitution, can
depend upon the same cause, or be cured by the same remedies
as the last stage of consumption, where the lungs are ulcerated,

where the strength is exhausted, and where the powers of life

are sinking beneath perpetual and profuse evacuation? We
put it to common sense, whether it be rational that a disease,

where every thing is activity, vigour and strength, can be
sqfely, not to say speedily, or successf^ully, treated hy the same
plan which is adapted to remove an affection, where every thing

IS inactivity, langour, and debility? •Again, we put it to

(mmmon sense, whether it be rational to suppose that any
liniment could be formed by. the ingenuity of man, which
possessed the incomprehensible properties of omniscience and
omnipotence,—of detecting the seat of every disease however
IStent and obscure, of passing harmlessly over every portion of

the skin which was unaffected b^ disease, and of fixing upon
such parts only as contained acrid matter, and required cure ?

We confidently appeal to the records of quackery, voluminous
and fertile of absurdity as they are, whether two more gross
ai^ gratuitous assertions were ever before made by any man,
with the hope of having them believed

;
and we appeal With

equal Confidence to the records of credulity, degrading and dis-

gi^ful as they are, whether ever before two such naked
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bastards of science have been so generally adopted by society^

as the legitimate offspring of truth and honesty. The encourage-
ment, which this ignorant pretender has received in England,
reflects disgrace upon our nation’s character, and we are averse

from giving such an epithet as it merits to the conduct of those,

who are not satisfied with being duped by him themselves, but
strain every nerve to identify his character and interest with
their own. The Edinburgh Graduate, who has given us a full

and, in our opinion, an unanswerable expose of this individual’s

ignorance in the Pamphlet which stands at the head of this

article, characterizes his entire system in the following terms

^ Long has no nosology, because he has no varieties of disease
j

he requires no table of symptoms, b6i;ausc the poison which in-

duces every evil is always in the constitution, if not in a sensible

at least in a latent form;* he rc(|ujres no chapter of causes,

because one solitary agent accounts for every thing ; he requires

diagnosis, because whatever* organ or texture is attacked the
*

disease is still the same 3 he requires no prognosis, because he can ex-

tract disease by extracting the stamina which produce it
3
and he

requires no Pharmacopeia

^

beyond a bottle of acid, camphor, oil of
turpentine, and lard. Anatomy is of no use, because he requires to

consult neither the texture nor functions of the human body :

—

Patho-
logy is unnecessary, for his omnipotent liniment regards neither the

seat, extent, nor inveteracy of the disease :

—

Chemistry is super-

fluous, for he has neither to watch the changes which occur in the

composition of the animal fluids, nor to study the properties, action,

and doses of drugs. In short, he reduces a complicated science to

two simple ideas, which the most uneducated intellect can compre-
hend. Did we not <laily witness around us the very grossest forms of
imposition, and were wc not hourly presented with such proofs of the

ignorance and credulity of the public, as no one who did not wifhess

them could credit, it would strike us with astonishment, that such 'a

system of medicine, as we have now reviewed, could obtain a single

reader, and that such a blumlering brazen-faced blockhenEtl as John
Long evidently js, could have drawn around him from almost every

corner of the empire patients of wealth, rank and influence. It fs

truly marvellous, that in England, the very nursery of science, where
mind is most assiduously and successfully cultivated

3 that in London,
where medicine stands on a higher pinnacle of honour than in any
other city in the world, and whcp2 such acuteness and discernment of

mind are manifested in all the ordinary affairs of common life—an
illiterate man could have openly thrown off the garb of a painter, and
without going through any preliminary process could have had the

impudence of sitting down in the very midst of our physicians, where
he was surrounded by our colleges, encompassed by our literati, and
hourly subject to exposure. But it is more marvellous still, that, so

circumstanced, and so qualified, he should have succeeded in impos-
ing upon the credulity of the greatest idiot, or have persuaded even
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a child to believe that he could extract from its head an acrid fluid like

mercury, which was the caus^ of every corporeal evil
3
and that the

liniment, by which this extraction was performed, would act upon
diseased parts oaly. Without expecting much from John Bull, one
would have hoped that these two assertions might have shaken credu-
lity, and alarmed suspicion^ but it appeared, upon the late trial, that

even these monstrous absurdities had their proselytes
5

and that
the conviction which they had inspired was so deeply and so indelibly

impressed, that it could even withstand the sacred a|id solemn ordeal
of an oath !

’*—p. 76.

The system of Long, like the system of oJLher empirics,

is founded upon the credulity of ignorapee, and the ])rejudices

of unenlightened minds. * It has no pretensions even to

common sense, although it talks of its discoveries. None
of its principles are derived from nature, none of its prac-

tices are built upon experience. A dislocated hip-joint is

to be restored to its socket by the self-same liniment which
extracts the acrid fluid from the brain of some infuriated

maniac ! A dilapidated constitution is patched up by the

same materials which are employed to depress the vigour of

active disease
;
and the j^eccaiit fluid which mars the face

of beauty with pimples and i)lotches, rots our lungs, hardens
our livers, and muddles our brains f

When, therefore, the gross absurdity of this man’s system is

viewed in connection with its unbounded comprehensiveness,
we may wonder less that a few should have fallen victims to its

ignorant pretensions, than that it should have done so little

known evil. It lias been artfully constructed to apply with
equal accuracy to the young and healthy, to the diseased and
6m. The aged and worn out constitution need not despair of

aid, and the youthful and robust require* it. The victim of

complicated wietchedness it invites VithT as friendly a welcome
as the subject of a single malady ; and tjje dying have nothing
to

,
fear alfhough abandoned by the faculty, because the dead

only are those whom it does not undertake to save. If we are

ill it makes us w^ell, if we are \fell it makes us better, and if we
cannot be made better it preventj^ us from becoming worse, so

that both the diseased and healthy are alike objects of its care
;

and a aystem which makes every man its patient, can be sur-

passed by none in the extensive range of its philanthropy, how-
ever ’ nearly it may be approached in making this benevolence

effective. A tissue of inconsistencies so gross and glaring, it

may require seine apology for noticing
;
but the popularity of

Long^ the evil he has done, and the injury he may still commit,

may, perhaps, cover criticism while exposing it. In the

VOL. xiy.^Westminster Revieur. 2 1
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Pamphlet, from which we have already qaotedi the reed^f vl*o

desires to become more intimately acquainted with this men’s
incdmpetency and impudenpe, will find both these eornerrstonea

of quackery laid naked and defenceless to hjs j;iew, and tq jt

we shall, therefore, refer for further information on the subject.

If, then, we may despair of looking to the publio for the pro-

tection of the faculty, some more attainable plan muat be

adopted. If we oannot make all men study physio, we can
ma||:e all quacks respect law. If the public cannot defend

themselves against false pretensions, false pretenders can be'

punished for deceit. If the Schoolmustef cannot cure, thf public

of credulity, the judge can condemn the man yrho takes advan*^
tage of it. If wo oannot make all fi>Qls wise, nan compel
all wise men to be honest. In this way the evils of the prer

sent system will be removed as effectually aa by the other, and
with much less trouble and expense. Whether we banish cre-

dulity from the land, or these who p^tjse on it, matters little

;

the ultimate effect is exactly the sanihr and the cause ofjustice
will be as ably, if npt more equitably maintained. The mCA
who has embarked his- all in his profession, who has consecrated

to the cause of science his youth, his patrimony, his prospects,

and talents, who has ransacked every storehouse of learpmg in

quest of knowledge, and hasTmcde eyery source of information

tributary to the advancement of his art.n-be will be defended in

his just and dearly-purchased lights, and he will be encouraged
to proceed in the path of beneyolent ambition. The public will

likewise be protected. Tbeir lives will not be subjected to every
ignorant and mercenary experiment, their constitutions wiU not
be made the medium of an illegal commerce, and their heplUt
will not he offered up at the shrine of Mammnq. And tlip

arrogant empiric, who pretends to knowledge which ha never
acquired, and boasts of diseoveries which he never made, will he
stripped of his stolen ornaments, and driven back to tba^

station in society from which •he had emerged. -The Ipasl;

enlightened governments in I^uippe haye the medietd profes-

sion honourably protected by cfiicient laws. Even in Italy,

Prussia, and Spain, the medicql practitioner is under the protec-
tion of the^ atete ;

and in countries more similar to our ov|fi} in law
and constitution, quackery ia a thipg that is only kpnfrp in

name. Thus in Denmark, the natioi^a health is mtens^ jtq

twelve medical cflScers selected by tim government, nhdoop*
atitute what is called the . Council of Health, Six qf these
oiicers are surgeons belonjging to the academy of

mx aw Phystciant taken fem the ypiyereiWi Tk'w* ^
inmted widt% anthhrity of examining^ cennidafai 1^%
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professioi), of cooferring upon them diplomas and degrees, and
protecting them in the discharge of their professional duties.

The government apply to it vyhen their navy or army recjuire

medical officers, the people look to it as to their authorized guar-

dians of life and health, and no empiric can attempt to sell or

administer his nostrum^ without soliciting its permission. The
liberality with which medical Hospitals are endowed in that

mmntry and upon the Continent generally, with which medical

pupils are assisted in their education, and nfedical science is

generally promoted, leave the faculty of England but little

indebted to oyr Government for the care with which it fosters

<Hie of the most invaluable sciences .which can occupy the

attention of a philanthropic mind. Tne class-rooms and hos-

pital wards of Denmark are equally open to their pupils ; and
whenever talent appears, it is not only encouraged at home, but
after it has acquired all the information which it can collect

from its native Institutm||M, it is Hherally pensioned and sent

abroad, to enrich upon m return the parent slate with all the

new facts and known discoveries which can be obtained from

other nations. •

Tbe advantages of such a liberal and enlightened system arc

too numerous and too palpable to require comment. Aristocracy

cannot overpower desert with iti prescriptive rights
;
poverty

oaiinot eitclude talent from being useful in the state. No dis-

tiuctions are conferred which merit does not sanction, compe-
tition is rendered fair by being made general, science is extri-

cated from the snares of nepotism, and rewards are appointed

by no rule but that of equity. The people look with confi-

to their medical piactitioners, the medical practitioner

ktoks with confidence to the state for protection ; and the state

so r^tpectathe claims of the one to security from fraud, and those

of the other to defence against encroachment, that none are

lioepsed to treat disease who are not i^ell q^ualifiedr and those

are punished who dare to treat it without a license. wait

not for acts of ignorance, instances of rashness, or examples of

neglect- They dq not toleriAe the quack, until he commits

mnidor, or is guilty of man'slaugjiter. They save life by airest-

inehun cn bS first appearance ; they prevent evil by cutting

q#j^ pau^e. He is judged by them ignorant and rash and

neglSgant, in his rery attempt to practise a profession which he
has nbt atudi^ )

negligent, because he sets at naught science

end study j jghorant, he<^.use he has never prepared himself by
fbf the duties he undertakes ; and rash, because,

^ithoiit either of mediem^ or diseases, be attempts

otj? w»4 to'tieat the oth«f• “Hire
'

’
• 2 I 3
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specific items of proof are requisite to disqualify him. Asa
quack he is ignorant, and being ignorant he is rash. If chance
have revealed to him any medicine of importance, he soilietimes

may procure a license from the council of health to administer

it under certain restrictions, and after have satined them'-

selves of its innocuous qualities

;

he can call for an examina-
tion without any respect to the number of years and classes he
has attended, or if refused, he can demand an examination of the

Council, and should his medical attainments be found sufficient

to entitle him to a Diploma, they refuse not to license him to

practise, although he may neither have studied during a certain

number of seasons, in a certain number of classes, or under a
certain number of chosen lecturers, tn this way he may get his

secret stamped with the arras of legitimacy, and, by proving his

knowledge of disease, procure his passport to public confidence.

Now who can call this inguisitorial or unjust ? Is it unjust
to the regularly-educated practitioner,/\vho has duly qualified

in all the departments of his profession, and claims support
upon the soundness and sufficiency of his acquirements? Is it

unjust to the public, wfio cannc^judge of medical attainments,

and whose lives must be endangered unless defended by proper
professional authority? Is unjust to the quack himself,

whose gross ignorance of the profession he espouses will expose
him to a heavier and more decisive punishment if be be suffered

to proceed ? And is it unfavourable to the interests of medi-
cine to purify it of ignorant presumption, which, taking advan-
tage of the people’s prejudices, palms upon them well-known
medicines under mysterious names, and dazzles them with extra-

vagant promises which gratify the heart, while they blindfold

the judgment? Surely it is wise to have proper tribunalsr

before which the pretensions of all claimants to practise medi-
cine ma^^ fairly and fully investigated. Without such public

tests, it iPmlbrly vain to imagine that the public health can be
secured from empiricism. By whkt principle either divine or

human are we sanctioned to hav^ a nation’s dearest interests

expCNTed to unfeeling and barbarous knavery ? We sedulously

watch over its goods and chattels
;
we carefully guard its gold

and silver; we punish no form of crime with such imjnac-

able severity as theft and robbei^. Nothing can be more strict

than our laws on all these, points, and yet we have no law
to protect health and life ! We hunt the thief from city to

city, and we aijt hi^h rewards upon hie head; we prosecute the
swindler until justice is satisfied upon him; we track with
desolattpn the path' of the highwayman, and wM brand lirith

daikt^ infamy the extortioner and knave
;
and yet tbs empiric
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can walk up and down the very centre of our land unqueetioued
and untouched ! He can practise upon credulity in open^day,

can confound simplicity by extravagant pretensions, can sub-

ject life to every form of experiment which the caprice of

speculation may suggest, and can send his victims to their

graves after having picked their pockets, unscathed and
unmolested, without the fear of disapprobation, or the dread
ofpunishment.

Medicine is cither valueless and undeserving of protection, or

it should be made more a subject of concern to the government.
The physician is either a supernumerary offices in the state, or

his education and claims should receive some respect and obtain

some recompense. Did we judge by what passes before us in

the present day, we should say that it'is as easy to make e//s-

coveries in ihe art and science of healing, as it is to work a

E
roblem in mathematics or a rule in fractions. Every old wife

as got her healing bals^ and her omnipotent elixir. Every
village has its favorite quack, and every quack selects some
class of diseases or some system of organs, wlijcli he can treat

and cure with as dead a certai^y, as though he were repairing

an old chair, or renovatkig a weather-beaten mansion. Time
and talent and stud3r would seen^to be of no earthly use in the

cultivation of medicine. She reveals herself to babes and
fools, while she lies concealed in mystery from the wise and
prudent. She enriches painters and paupers with the hidden

treasures of her influence, while she starves with neglect those

who industriously cultivate her acquaintance. She delights in

leading the barber and the bone-setter into her inmost penetralia,

and unveiling before them the choicest mysteries of lier art

;

^hile the regular surgeon and physician^ are kept drudging at

the outworks, where neither learning cjin be crowned with dis-

covery, nor labour with< reward. 'Whether Escu|y^us were
twice married, bis Biographer neglects*to merftiAf^Sut such
conduct*would be worthy bT any step-father. Were physic

a tissue of lying fables—were^it a blind game of chances and of

accidents—had it not one principle based upon science, ncsr one

practice charactered by success#—did its station in the scale of

liberal professions repose upon the whims of fancy, or depend
upon the fortunes of a dice-box—it could not be more shame-
fully neglected, or more vulgarly interfered with. The man,

who attempts to practise law, must procure credentials, and the

gospel-moved spirit, which fancies it has reffived a call to

evaUgelize the earth, will not be suflered to rescue us even

gfotuitomly from the error of our ways without a licence but

we may be bled and blistered, purged and physicked, stiified
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and stiffened, by every discontented pauper, who dislitceii his

wbiknouse, and prefers the society of Countesses, Lords add
Cbimnoners to shaving chins or making baskets. "Can any state

of things be better calculated to i-ender the regular practitioner

indifferent about his profession? If ignorance will be patron-

ized sooner than knowledge, if imposition will be defended
sooner than honesty, if contidence will be reposed in men who
have neither general nor professional education to recommend
tlieim, while the enlightened advocate of science is left the

victim of his honesty, because he will not promise what he is

unable to perform, nor practise upon the prejudices and
passions of the public,—what motive can a surgeon or phy-
sician, have to waste life and fortune in the investigation ofdis-

ease, and to devote every resource which learning can disco^^
to alleviate and diminish the miseries of our nature? We
deprive him of every stimulus to exer^teh—we disgust him with
his profession, and we encourage him to punish us for our
injdstice by taking advantage of those weaknesses, which he
finds it impossible to overcome.

If there be any use in our hflolEal charters, if there be any
duty devolving upon such corporate bodies as the College of
Physicians, or the College of Surgeons, surely it is that of
protecting the different branches of the faculty, of which they
constitute the heads, from the innovations of empiricism and
the inroads of abuse. They were at first chartered for that
purpose, they are now supported with that view

;
and, if it

be true in law as it ceitainly is in fact, ‘‘that the best-

educated man in the county and the humblest bone-setter
in the remotest village stand upon precisely the same fopting

as the Presj|lent of tlie Colleg'e of Physicians, or the President

of the Coll^%of Surgeons, or the President of the most
tinguished CoUege in the united kingdom,” and that such a
man as St. John Long must stand itl a court of %crii^inal

iudicaiture, exactly in the same situ^ation as would the President
of the College of Physicians, or tl.e President of the CoUege of
Surgeons,” and that “ the humblest and the highest blight to

occupy precisely the same situation,” then we think that there can
be ode opinion oply as to the necessity of doing utterly away with
suoh an anomalous state of things, and of ektr^cat^hg^wa
ihedical profession froni d condition of wretobednes$> which
is as Injurious to the public bs it is degrading to themselyes.
If the worthy Bkrons, who stated thiji* to be the Ikwi
stated it, as we believe they did, UdviSiedly, then oiir ehattOrs

are of tl6 mote valUO thab waste parchtiiehL inis

powers with which they ai^Uthled, whbre are the privil^^ they
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coQftr ? It ift true that they prevent such regular surgeons and
physicians from practising within London and its vicinities, as

do not purchaae their permission. It is true, that they even

prosecute s\ich as are refractory on this point to the utmost
penalty which their posver can inflicts And it is very true,

that they have thus prevented many excellent and worthy
physicians from exercising their talents for the benefit of

society> because they refused to enter this select aristocracy.

All this is true enough, and as such services io the state

cOUld be only done under the cover and with the authority of a
charter, it is not to be disputed that these medfcal corporations

have been any thing but uiactive and ^inefficient bodies. But
we would beg permission to ask, whether such charters pio-

eUfte general science or personal interest. Does it promote
science to persecute and punish well and unexceptionably

educated practitioners, nAile the ignorant pretender is permitted

to proceed unnoticed and unencumbered I Is the public good
the object of such peisecutious? What injury can such men
do to uie public health ? Is it to be ij;nagined that the mere
distjualifyuig circumstance tlf^not paying fifty or twenty

guineas to purchase gowns and wigs for a few Presi-

dents and Fellows, can render such men more ignorant and
more dangerous and less efficient attendants on disease, than

painters and basket-makers ? Our charters protect monopoly,

not science : they punish non-conforming practitioners, not

the ignorant: they watch over individual interests, not the

general good : they care neither for talents, nor attainments,

nor experience, nor merit—but for corporate rights and personal

jn’iyileges : they never prosecute ignorance, nor negligence, nor

raslinessi nor knavery—but talent which* cures disease without

their sanction, and extra limits a^auirements,';^commonly
endanger their private interests ! In what insjta^ce have they

ever prosecuted one of theirjQwn Members for* improper treat-

ment, or for deficient knowledge; or when have they ever

saved the public from the abases of one Fmpiric ? The fact is<

that in 'medicine as in merchandise there exists one and the

same spirit of monopoly. Thdire is an aristocracy in nhysic as

there is in politics. We have our Whigs and our iVies, our

Lords.and our Commons, our privileged few, and our hard-work-

ing ltiany5 our close boroughs and our select vestries, our self-

elected councils, our chartered prerogatives and every inodtfica-

tioi^ of abuse which the most aristocratic heart dould desire.

I^nw, as this Is the age bf justice, the period of tlie Reform-

ation; as the interests of the nine-tenths of our population

are making their way through the opposition of the tithe

;

as our
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close boroughs are to be thrown open, and our rotten boroughs
to be cleansed, and our political monopolies all sacrificed td the

general-good
;
in short.as this is the aau of the many^ why may

not the besom of reform come across the floors of our medical balls

and colleges, after it has swept the Courts and Councils of our

Inns of Law ? The Courts in Westminster are not far distant

from Charing Cross, and Lincolu^s Inn is an old and lamiliar

neighbour of the Surgeons'-HalL If any thing under heaven
deserve liberty and protection, it is science. The slave may be
too poor to ])urchase freedom, and the freeman may be too un-
principled to merit it.

,
Money may ingloriously rust within

the coffers of avarice} titles may flow excfusively in the

current of aristocratic blood; privilege, property, influence

and rank, may be circumscribed within the limits of a favoured

few. All these and such things as these may be kept in chains»>

and doomed to serve the interests of. ascendant power; but
science is naturally a freewoinan, hnA', never can be made a
slave. She knows nothing of noble, or even of royal blood.

She acknowledges no hereditary aristocracy, nor civil charters.

She has been nursed, imthe lap of freedom, and nourished by
the tree of liberty. She lives ^nd breathes and h^ts her being
in the atmosphere of equal lights. Her lords owe not their

peerage to any law of entail, iler distinctions, and honours and
rewards are won and conferred without respect to family, or

fortune, or blood, or birth. The privileges she bestows should
be as unshackled as the wind of heaven, and if we are to have
exclusive Cliarters and self-elected Courts and Councils, and
all the other appendages of a medical aristocracy, let their ob-
ject be the protection of medicine from fraud, and the defence
of the nation against imposture. Such as they are at present^

they are decidedly injurious to the best interests of the profession.

They cannot suppress quackery, but they may suppress science.

They cannot preyent an uneducated empiric, who never studied

medicine for a week, noir mastered the alphabet of mother
tongue

;
but they can prevent an unlicensed pliysician, although

he may be a Halier in learning, or* a Sydenham in experience.

They can protect a certain class pf the profession from the intru*

sions of all who do not, bypaying into the favoured firm, purchase
a share in its proceeds ; but they cannot protect the public from
the ^iproads of a single quack, nor from the gross and mercenary
exj^iments of ignorance and presumption. The best qualified

physician London ever saw, cannot prescribe for disease without
the^TOrmission of the College; and yet every truck^man or
oasil-heaver can treat every patient who may offer, without
molestation or control

!
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Now we put it to a just and enlightened government, should
these things be ? Should we. have laws to discourage the en^

lightened practitioner, and none to discountenance . the Illite-

rate quack? Should a man in all respects professionally quali-

fied, be- rendered useless to science and society, because he may
not consent to subscfibe to laws of which he disapproves;

while the man, who never did qualify, and is grossly ignorant,

can defraud credulity, delude the simple by false promises, and
endanger the public health by active medicines which he indis-

criminatelyemploys for all diseases, in all constitutions, and under
all circumstances, and which he can neither controlwhen violent,

nor remove the consequences they produce when misapplied ?

Is not this giving favour and countenance to quackery, and
do not government annually give their • sanctions to the same
ayptem, by selling patents and protections to every vender of
mysterious balsams, vegetable pills, elixirs of life, and an
entire pharmacopoeia ot^^aiknoion and unexamined nostrums ? Is

tliis not raising empiricism on the vantage ground over pro-

fessional attainment? Is not the empiric rendered by such
conduct a more unencumbered pvactitiotier, and a less responsi-

ble agent than the physician ? '^>Without any claims does it not

give him more consequence? Destitute of pretensions, does it not

reward him with a higher perquiSite ? Without any knowledge,
does it not repose upon him with greater confidence ? Although
a thousand times more calculated to injure, does it not leave

him less trammelled by conditions ? And although presuming
upon duties which he never studied, and upon privileges which
he never earned, does not tlie law regard him with a more
indulgent eye than the man who has purchased these privileges

«vith his patrimony, and prepared for these duties by his educa-

tion ?
•

We believe it was formerly the law, fiiat if a persbn, not dulp
authorised to be a physician or surgeon, undertook to cure a
patient, who, notwithstanding died, be was considered guilty of

felony. But now nothing save the most shameful ignorance—^

crassa ignorantia--coxi bring Such a person in any degree within

the authority of the law,and we ijiust acknowledge our conviction

to be, that even gross ignorance does not render him nunishable

;

for if some cases of malpractice be examined which have been

brought before a criminal judicature, it would anpear, that if

whatever skill the quack may possess be employea in the trea|>

meat of his patient, notwithstanding he never previously quali-

fied to undertake the treatment of disease, and may betmy the

very erassissama of ignoraUce in his treatment, so that the patient

die, he should be acquitted ! Thus, a man who had never qua-
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lifted by any previous education, engagieA'ia the praetica 4f
widhrifery, and in one case) mistaking the uterus or wMab
fdr the placentaor after-birth) he actually dragged and persevered

in dragging at this organ, until a mass of it oanie aWay) and, tbU

woman died
;
yet he was acquitted ! How, we should wish to

know if gross ienorance renders a man who practises medieiUa^
' Subject to punishment, what meaning we are to attach to the term

f
ross ? Caii weunake this monosyllable more expressive than

y putting it into the superlative degtee ? and if the mistake
which the above midwife committed) does not pertain to the

SUpetlative degtee, we have wholly forgotten the rules of com-
parison. Again) in the late case of<Mrs. Lloyd, it was sworn
that St. John Long told that lady when she first consulted hiui,

that the nervous affection of her throat arose, from {extensive

disease of the lungs, which he desbrihed as being full of small

ulcers, This statement was<' surely exciting enougli to awaken
the apprehensions of a mind cast in a stronger mould than that

of a femUle. She, therefore, placed Itefsell' under his care, and
he applied his liniment on her chest over these diseased lungS)

until a wound was inflicted measuring twehty inches long) mh
broad) and two deep, of which the lady died. Yet upon ex-

amination after death there wks not a speck of disease in any
part of these organs ! Here, then) was a wound of unparalleled

extent even in the records of the bloodiest campaign, made upon
a moat bealthy chest, to remove a disease of the throat by
curing ulcerated lungs, although these lungs were petieeUy
healthy, and the disease of the throat, which was referred to

the Ibngs, was a ttifiihg nervous afieclion, Us common in bdatd*^

ing sbhools and nurseries as coughs and colds. And this man
was also acquitted by an English jury !

•.Could we but call Johnsoa from beneath the lettered flagfit of
Westminster Abbey, and show him how iti these days of knbw-
iedge. .we construe ignoranee. he would have lio great reason fbr

inquiring how many editions his dictionary had reached.

.

our pgrt we^ tbtsdiy despair, after avl that we have read and seen,,

of.ever ag^in ftnding any quack during the present,state ufJaw
guilty of ignorance. This word has either lost its primitive

etymology, or We are become ashained, after the journey of the

sehpelpaater, to admit that there is any such thing as ^eo-
ranee in .the land. For, although a man char altnoet to cindele

the half bf .a. lady’s body, with the view Of curing an affiictima

or the thibat by curing a disease of the lungs, wmeb were.pi^
fbel^ healthy, be is neither ighorUnt nor rash I It id perfect^

tio .eabribe hfra- tluyd^ death to her temo^ai from
the care of Long, .who never studied medicine, tmd who has
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been only five yeeire practiBing it, into the hands of a praoliy-

tioner, wno Tvae regularly educated at firsts and has spent seyeu
years in its experience ; more especially when we consider that

Long> did every thing in his power to persuade her at his last

visit to permit another application of the very liniment which in*'

* duced the sore. In no portion of hh Diseoteries does he state

that.the same application^ which scalds and corrodes the flesh,

has tile opposite virtue of curing it; on the •contrary he C9fl*
tends. that it is equally illogical in deduction, as it is unphi-
losopbical in principle, to argue that, good should be derived
from evil, as that nourishment and healing properties are to be
educed from poison and aerimonious acids.’" As the Edinburgh
Graduate argues,

* Had the Colley of Physieans themselves select^] a case for the
purpose of givng the death blow to this individuars careej‘> they could

not have chosen one which ^sents feWer sources of error, or demon-*
sWaiecl the effects of his system with greater force and perspicuity.

Although forty years of age, Mrs^ Lloyd was exempt from everydlseaset
save a sligiit nervous affection, to which tlie stoutest and healthiest

ladies are commonly obnoxious. Although the inhabitant of a country

which is proverbial for pulmonary affections, her lungs were not only

healthy at the period of her death, but were free frofti every vestige of

prior disorder. Eveiy internal organ was sound j

* the body geoer^ly
was extremely fat;’ and tlie medical gentlemen who so carfefully Ih-

speeted it, eoald not refrain from observing, ‘ that iii theit professional

researches they have seldom seen a body, that had lived for forty years;

with internal structures so generally healthy^ and so line in their pro-

portions.* It is, therefore, obvious to a demonstration that Mrs;
Lloyd would now have been alive auci active, and in the full eijoy-*

Uient of robust health, had she not been * persuaded by her family tq

apply to Mr. St. John Long/ although ‘ reco<nmended not to do sp,"

by those whose opinion should have been pf greater weight,

when she went to him, foolishly imagihing that his rubefkclehf

eliiir tei^t make her better, and hnplicitljscrfediting what the dissec-

tidh proved to be a false and i^iorant statement, '’that her hystefic^i

arbse fitoto extehsive disease oF -the lungs/ in an unlucky moment Shd

perinittdd the ' rubber* of this k’lnd and gentle liniment to commence
his work of death 9 and in five shprt days was she hurkd froni the

possel^sion of every earthly blessing, into such a state of agpny and

disease, as was only to be removed by the sacrifice of life ! ^ )f such

cases as ihis, and that of Miss C^hin, cannot succeed in opening the

cyeiof the public; if events so full of tragedy cannot aws^enlhem
frbni the slumber of indifference 5

if they can sec, not only the ddidate

and the diseased led openly to death, biU even the hbiuthy and the

roftltot iletudhd Into the beltef that they have got some lurking malady,

Whteh i^qtiires.only tiihe and opportunity to destroy Ihehi^I know of

fib ailment Within my reach, i know of no i-eraonsti'ancfe that I

make, which holds out the faintest prospect of success !*’—p. 58,
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It is truly ludicrous to talk ofthe quack's being entitled to ex*
culpation when his patient dies, because he exercised his best

skill to save him. It is little short of nonsense to talk of a man,
who knows nothing of medicine or disease, being innocent of

his patient’s death, because he knew nothing and therefore could
do nothing. On this principle the nian who undertakes to

steer our ships although he was never taught navigation, yet*

if he do all he can to keep them from the rocks,^—is blameless.

By the same principle the man, who undertakes to lead our
armies to the field although he was never taught tactics, yet if he
do all he can to gain the victory, though every life may be butcher-

ed and the battle may be lost—is blameless. By the same prin-

ciple the man who takes charge of*’‘our suit although he was
never taught law, yet if he do all he can to give us good advice,

though our estates may be lost and we may be reduced to beggary
— is blameless. ISIone of these cases are worse than those we are

endeavouring to expose. Neither the pilot, nor the commander,
nor the solicitor, sliotild be prosecuted for the lives and property

which have been sacrificed to their unfounded pretensions and
unpardonable ignorance ; on the same principle which exculpates

an illiterate quack for dragging the uterus out of the body of
a woman, because he thought it was the placenta, or for burn-
ing the flesh off half the body, because he thought there was
disease in the lungs.

The motive which induces a barber to become a surgeon can-
not be, a consciousness of bis ability to cure diseases which
the faculty has failed to remedy, because he has not prepared
himself by any previous education

;
neither can his motive be

an honest wish to save lives which would otherwise be lost,

because he would then endeavour to eftect his object by atten-

tively studying the duties he undertakes. The man who
4his day a coal-heaver atid the next day a practitioner of medi-
cine, can be influenced by one motive only ; and if such a man
can be shown to have lost a life ^lich ordinary knowledge must
have saved, we acknowledge that the difference between the

crime thus committed and highway robbe^ seems to us to.

consist much less in essence t^i^an degree. The highwayihan
destroys his prey to procure his purse, and therefore he is

hcinged ;
but the empiric destroys his patient because his

iguorance renders him incompetent to save him^ therefore he is

acQuitted ! The one robs you with intent to kill, the other

kills, you with intent to rob ; and this^ it would seem, ^ makes
all the difference between guilt and innocence ! . Itmust appear
evident to every one that our laws on this sulnect are most

* wretchedly defective, and a host of arguments, which cannot be
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surpassed in cogency and number, calls upon government to

remedy an evil, which has now grown too important to be,any

longer overlooked. It is to our physicians and our surgeons

that the nation looks for relief from sickness, and for protection

from disease. They are regarded as the legitimate and competent
guardians of the public health, and as such they should either

be armed with the authority of the law to protect it, or the law
should defend them and the public health, by precise and specific

enactments. Every man pretending to practise physic in any
form, without being able to furnish sufficient evidence of his

professional acquirements, should be punishable by imprison-

ment or fine
;

and if life be endangered or destroyed

before he may be discove^d, the mildest sentence should be
transportation for fourteen years in the former case, and for life

in the latter. In this way we feel confident that quackery might
be eradicated from England, the medical profession might be

cleansed from one of the foulest stains which now disfigure it,

and the nation’s health would be protected from the groundless

pretensions of ignorant and designing men, whose only motive

m practising mysteries, which they are ^unwilling to reveal, is

that they may avoid exposure, and defraud credulity. After

delusive promises have been ma^p and listened to, after sim-

plicity has become the victim of empiricism, and after childless

fathers and fatherless children have learned wisdom by experi-

ence, it is too late to interfere. All this evil should be prevented.

It is not after quackery has slain its^ thousands, and exposed
itself, that it should call the attention of the law. It may then

^be fined and imprisoned, or transported
;
but what reparation

is all this to the violated families, whose health it has desolated,

tod whose happiness it has destroyed ? ^
Will this restore to

them their wives, and their children, and their friends ? Will

this raise its victims from their shrouds, or recompense society

for the mischief it has committed ? It should be prevented

from end&ngeriug life, rathefThan punished for destroying it.

The law should be qualified *^0 grapple with it ere it becomes
criminal. Its very appearance in open day should render it in-

dictable. Its v^y pretensions k) treat disease without studying

it, and to administer medicines without knowing them, should

bring it within the grasp of punishment, and it should not be

necessary to withhold our censure of what is primarily and
fundamientally worthy of punishment, until ignorance have
occasioned death, and the quack have rendered himself guilty of

manslaughter.
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^T, Anatomy qf Soctofy, Py Aliguattts St. John, % voli.

post 8vo. IS^Q. Bull.

'OROPERTY may be compared to a fall of snow ; if it wer^
* to desoend equally and impartially on all to-day, to-morrow
it would be in heaps }

the snow that felt in a warm valley wqald
be melted ; On the frigid hill tops it would remain in virgin,

whiteness tiH the arrival of sumnrer ; on the level plaiue we‘
should see it acqptnulated in huge drifts, leaving the mnd bare

io plaOes, and loading it in others, So it would oe witii mone^,
were the whple stock in thp country divided equally betleasn

every individual in it. It would sqpn drift.

Persons into whose ^ possession jt has drifted, have po
uneasiness about the. security of thbir subsistence^ their

hands are not to labour, but to spend
;

the industrious

world is at their command. This difference of pircpmstanpes
sets a wide distinction between the spending and the getting

etass.

' |f property has remained long in the same family—or in other
WO^s, if the successive spenders have not spent too much, the
idea ef property becomes connected with the idea of a particu-
lar fami^, and the labour-sellers get into the habit of looking
upon this tkmily of labonr-bayers or labour-commanders, as
something peculiar—as entitled by birth or descent to some
superiority. Tiiiis is the meaning of the word " gentleman

a

gentleman is one who (s not under the necessity of doing sny
ining, and whose ancestors for seveml generatipns harp 'dpi}§

nothing.
' 'the upper classes consist chiefly of persons of this cless, ^he
lower classes are those who must do something to liye : gp
upper-class man- goes to bed as he sot up in the mQfBiBg-;
a lower-class man has changed the world to some small egtjspi

;

put of a tilpok qf wood ho has made a chair or a table '; out dfa
pipee qfcloth, a coat

; out of a brute lump of iron, sevej^l horiig-,

shoes.

The upper-class men depending bn no one, and doing as they
tike, naturally form a high opinion of thema^iiea , the'loper^
class men aye toq busy to put‘^their thought's iu tpa fhapo of
opinion

; and’besld^s, they necessarily incllpe fo how' to m/pui-
diasere of their iabbur, apd the possessors of that choiee ple^U
th'o smallest portion of which would go fur to pay fq(r q
^ay qf their livesj, Thus it comfs to pass that dq*npti%g8
b^ome greatly conceit^, and the- much-dosm

Bqt as people get tired of doing nothing, and mhst
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arausp themselves, the upper classes, both by way of amusing
themselves £^nd more effectually securing possession of the

drift/* take it into their heads to make Uie laws. In making
these laws they have several things to attend to ;

first, they mh|t
punish with various penalties, from death to cart-whipping, all

those who may disturb thefn in any of their enjoyments
; liext, they

mast preyept the lower classes from cutting each other’s throats,

for thereby thay would lose one dr more of their labourers
\

next, as tiiese labour-sellers often make mo|;e money than is

absolutely necessary to subsistence, they ordain that all such
sums shall be paid into the state-chest, to which they (the

do-potbings) alone have access
;
and in order more efibetually to

distingqisn the do-nothings from the nnuch-doers, they direct

that they shall wear certain badges, be called by certain titles,

and be exempt from the burthens imposed upon others.

In this state qf things it is clear that the drift” is kept
sepure Ip the class to which it beipngs, or should it by possi-

bility shift, as in some cases of melting, or otherwise disappear-

ing, It is renewed out of the state-chest
;

for it is held, that

there is something shocking in the f^pt of a do-nothing ever

falling into the ranks of a much-doer. For a man who never

made any thing, except perhaps a bad law, to be compelled to

ipake a shoe or a gate, wQuld«be held by the whole class of
do-nothings as perfectly horrible.

By an examination of the laws of a people, it may be clearly

seen which class has made them. If in the law of high roads

it be forbidden that a plantation shouk) grow by the hedge-side

in a common form, but the same plantation be permitted in a
par|(, to the injury of the road, it is thence clear that park-

owners have made the law. If privileges are accumulated by
any particular set, we may be sure that it is this set which

has been employed in law-making., •

Those who have long been in the habit of making laws, be-

come to considered as th^ only right law-makers, and as it

has been seen that the do-noftiings not only make laws, but also

are the chief oninion-formerl^and esteem themselves greatly, it

nepessarily follows that the greater part of mankind vjew

them ip their own light, and lake them at their own value.

Tpis is the plan which has been pursued ; by means ofitavwy
few have long had the command of the whole world. Being iii

pQ§j|essioP of some power to begin with, they have

pHed it a thopsand-mld by means of law and opinkm^ jnet

as the mechanician increases his power by the^^wheel or the

^ fbr the do-not]iing8 is no where parried to a higher
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pitch than it is in England : every sign or symptom of doing

nothing is respected
;

a white hand would be bowed over,

whereas the broad and brawny fist, speaking of a vast treasure

of labour laid out for the use of mankind, would be sneered at

as vulgar : a delicate complexion is genteel
;

its being a-kin
' to disease is forgiven for the sake of its connexion with the

do-nothings, robustness is low. In Wallachia and Moldavia
the boyars used to pretend to be unable to walk, for the same
reason : a prince always moved supported by a person on
each side, by way of living crutches.

The complexion of tlie public opinion is, in this respect,

suffused over our literaUvre, and in no department more visibly

displayed than in that popular branch, of it—the Novel. The
novel is now read by all classes, and is, perhaps, more relished by
those that can read of the lower orders than even the upper
ranks : and it may without fear of mistake be considered as

a tolerably just mirror of the popular prejudices. Now, in

the novel we always find that the interest of the story turns
upon members of the aristocracy ; for the service of the
novel a new batch of peers is always created

;
baronets are part

of the common stock in trade; and ifwan untitled individual is

ever introduced, he is alvyaya, a gentleman of a very ancient
family, the possessor of a mansion of great antiquity, and
descended from many generations of do-nothings. The hero
or heroine, if they are not of the upper ranks to begin with,

always turn out to be so ajt last; it is a denouement of a suffi-

cient interest, if he who has always been supposed a plain

Mister, ends in being proved to the satisfaction of all a My
Lord. The romance writers would appear to have followed Tar-
quin’s advice, and cut oif all y[ie tallest poppies for the composi-
tion of their dramatis persona: : their hands are all trumps : it

might be supposed from them, that nothiug existed under
the rank of a gentlemau^ vyere it not that they are obliged to

introduce tradesmen and others mifiistering to the wants of the

.true men
;

the old story of little ,pbina dandled in the arms of
crockery.

The newspapers also in this, point faithfully represent^he
national tendency. The most trivial movements of the do-
nothings are faithfully recorded ;

instead of doing nothing, look

at the broad sheet, and it might be supposed they did every
thing and were every thing. Here is a marriage in high life,,

and t^re is a long obituary of a man loaded with titles, whose
distinction seems to have been^ that he had freer access to the
state-cheat than any other : in this column we have a list of
arrivals, in that a list of dinners, in the next a long enumeration
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of the horses they are training to run for their amusement. If

a do-nothing discovers that a do-nothing wlio lived a thousand
years ago, from whom lie is descended, was called Lord Barbecue
instead of Mr. Barbecue, he proceeds to get himself called

Lord instead of JVJr. Barbecue, and the newspaper is hlled with
learned arguments on tfie subject, and with reports as to what
the Lord Chancellor thought on the chain of evidence. If a
titled do-nothing has run away with another do-nothing’s wife,

—

for men must be doing something,—the noise is far greater than
in the case of a mere lower-class man, and the newspaper is

especially copious on the subject. •

The great and titled do-nothings haye acquired among the

vulgar, that is the many, file name of Corinthians,’’ froni tin ir

forming the capital or top of the social* pillar. This is true,

not only generally but particularly : what society or instifution

exists without possessing by way of ornament several titled do-
nothings? They are almost considered an essential in every

association of whatever kind : no public meeting is expected to

effect its object without a great do-nothing in the chair
:

parties

interested do not look out for a man of tlie highest charaeter,

or the most extensive information, for a chairman, they canvass

among the house of lords, and 4vhen they find an illustrious

idler, not too fond of other kinds of amusement, to preside lik(j

king Log, they are woiidrously pleased, and expect great things

from the public meeting.

That Great Britain is the most arisitocraUcal counU’y in the

world, has been a received opinion on the Continent for some
time; but it was reserved for M. de Stael, who lately wrote a

book on this country, to find out that the '' lower orders” were
proud of their upper class, and in/short, gloried in their chains.

This astonished the young Frenphmiin; but we have long-

known it, and they who understand the nature of opinion, and
observe how many means the^ aristocracy of an ignorant people

have of moulding it, need Viot marvel to find that at tliis

moment the annihilation oP^the privileges and titles of the

hereditary legislators would be generally esteemed the utter

destftiction of the British constttution, and the extinction of all

rational liberty.

We took up the book entitled ‘"The Anatomy of Society,”

under the expectation of seeing the moral springs of the social

machine laid open ; but were utterly disappointed at finding a

parcel of essays on anything or nothing. The title led us, how-

ever, into the dissection of one morbid part of the body politic,

and it may serve as a hint for more able and less busy anatomists,

2 kVOL, XIV ,—WeBtraimter Mevmv,
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Art.'XV.

—

Commentaries on the Life and Reign of Charles the First,

King of Eng/nml. Vols. 1, 2, 3, 1-. By J. D'Israeli.—London.

1828—30.

TMMKRSION in disputes of mere defail, and forgetfulness of

all political principle, form the character of most historical

writings in this country, not less than of most public transac-

tions; how else* could the grand struggle between Chailes

the First and his Parliament have escaped becoming by this

time a completely settled affair? How else could that moment-
ous epoch, on wliicli a rational judgment may be formed from

the first truths of social science, contffuie through two centuries

the subject of vain cavil, and of never-ending coaitroversy ? It

is by no means the least drawback on the benefits of being what
is termed by Mr. Coleridge ‘‘nn historical people,” that the

rallying points and war-whoops of faction, are bequeathed from

one generation to another. The pious, peaceful Prebendary,”

feels his soul disquieted within him, by aspersions on Laud; the

sinecurist's jobs avail hnn nothing, till the acts of the Long Par-

liament perish in obloquy ; while reformers feel themselves

put upon the work of supererogation, of vindicating the conduct
of Hampden and of Pyui.

It is the chivalrous design of Mr. D’Israeli, to purge the views
of all parties on the reign of the First Charles, with the

''euphrasy and rue” oL secret history; and to reinstate the

memory of the monarch, at the expense of the prime movers of

the Commons. May his enterprise be prosperous—so far afe it

is rational! Meanwhile, as a preliminary process to an esti-

mate in what points and in what measure his Commentarie£i

really deserve the character of a supplement to general history,

it may be well to sketch those features of the period which his

statements and researches chiefly bear upon.
There are epochs of exhaustidil in the ruling powers of a

mation—epochs such as Montesq^ifieu has classed as those of
corruption in the principle of its government—but of which his'

system aids us hardly in any degree to discriminate the various

causes and consequences. Corruption may be predicated, in

vague and general language, of any form of government, of

which the privileged functionaries have become unfit, from any
cause, to conduct its operations. But this unfitness may be
absolute, or relative, or mixed in its nature. It may proceed

from positive vice and depravation of the ruling class, from the

loss of its comparative importance in the social scale, or from
both these causes in conjunction. In every case of the kind.
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corruption may be said to have taken place
;
inasmuch as dfjcom-

position of the social organization has begun, and is preparing a
new union of its elements. But the widely-varying nature of
each case is what determines whether the social revolution shall

be finally completed hi the sense of absolute power, or of a*

popular loriii of government.
The revolutionary element was stirring through all Europe at

the period of the utter decline of feudalisrft
;
but in England

alone it found a substance fully prepared for its workings. In
otlier countries, all the power that was lost to jlie great vassals,

vas engulphed in the vast Maelstrom,of the monarchy, and the*

people bought exeinptioiT from the caprice of many masters, at

the price of passive obedience to the mahdates of one. But in

England the exhaustion of the feudal aristocracy, and its subse-
quent reduction to the ranks of mere courtiership, were coinci-

dent with the rise of an independent class of gentry and com-
mons, ready to inherit and enhance the demands of the old

barons and burghers in Parliament, like them to set a price on
their supplies to the monarch, and to wl‘ing from his necessities

new concessions and nev^ franchises. The germs of popular influ-

ence had been silently maturing since the reign of Henry the

Seventh
;
when enactments, which had filed away the feudal

bonds of property, had favoured the increase and circulation of

wealth, of which the instruments were individual industry and
enterprise, and which were further proryoted by theopeningofiiew
channels of trade. Amongst a people raised above the wants of

absolute dependence, the Reformation found a focus for its ani-

mating beams. Even the persecution of its followers on the

Continent served to swell the growing spirit and commercial
wealth of England

;
and that aptitude for politic improvement,

which like causes had produced iiiThe Spanish Netherlands, in

this country happily underwent few blighting Influences from
the fraud?of foreign rulers, Sftll the force of foreign armies.

In the absence of eftectivo foreign obstacles to improvement, •

a sufficient fund of domestic opposition was not wanting. The
doctrines of the Reformation hesalded the new and fearful strife

of mind with mechanism—of conscience and inquiry with esta-

blished institutions. As the initiative in prompting innovation

had been taken by the spirit of religious reform, so the main
front of resistance to “ a thorough reformation,’^ was intrusted to

the ranks of the episcopal establishment. Enough has been
said of the tyranny and cruelty of the measures to which the

secular arm of government was guided by that body
;
but not

quite enough, perhaps, of the true motives of that policy, which

the blind bigotry of Charles the First empowered it to adopt.

2 K 2
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Henc§ besides the charge of oppression, which has justly

weighed on its conduct, that of mere wanton caprice, which is

by no means equal^ grounded, has by some accounts been made
to attach to it. The scheme of universal conformity, in civil as

Jii ecclesiastical matters, simultaneously and steadily pursued by
sLaud in England, by Strafford in Ireland, and, though not with

the same precipitate zeal, by Hamilton in Scotland, was, what-
ever disproportiori might exist between its ends and means, at

least sufficiently definite and consequent in its outline. Its

utter impracticaj^ility as a plan of^ permanent policy, and the
' violence of the methods vyhich were necessary to gain for it even
an insecure and temporary footing, resulted from the fact, that

the main props of its existence had been buried in the ruins of

a by-gone age. Of these props the firmest had been that form
of priestly power, which was, once and for ever, shattered to its

base by the Reformation. This was designed to be re-edified

under the patronage of Charles, with the view of making the

national Church the central organ of government. It was not

perceived how totally the means to such an end had been ex-

tinguished with the glory of Catholicisjn, Traditions of domi-
nion often surround its ancientResidence, even after all substan-

tial power has flown to new depositories. Who can wonder that

remembrance should be taken for hope '' by the established

Church, in the reign of Charles the First, when it is witnessed

at the present day, that t))e brief career of Laud is still regarded

in the light of a bright example by a certain party, on account
of the delusive glare which his measures threw for a moment on
the pinnacles of that edifice which they were soon to scatter in

ruin.
^

This hopeful scheme of ascendancy over the spirit of one age,

by the aid of influences belonging to another, was pursued
with perfect consistency through religion into politics. It has
been much at heart with all who h.t,ve apologized for khe tyran-

nies of Charles the First, to throw upon the popular side the

whole blame of aggression. And undoubtedly the growth,

however peaceable, of a new power, which demands a new posi-

tion in the commonwealth, may be regarded as a species of

aggression on the stationary masses which surround it. Such
a power was that of the Commons in the reign of Charles the

First—a body, which in weight of social position, far exceeded
that of the higher aristocracy. 'The wealthiest men in the

country’ [we are quoting Mr. Disraeli] ' now composed the House
of Commons. A Lord, who probably considered that property,

or as it was then usually called "propriety,” was the true

balance of power, estimated that they were able to buy the
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upper House, his Majesty only excepted. The aristocracy of
wealth had already begun to form a new class in the commu-
nity, influenced by new interests, now principles, and a new
spirit of independence/ [Vol. ii. p. 86]. If the claim of such
a class as this, to possess that power in reality which in form it

found allotted as its portion, and the perfectly legal measure fli

support of that claim, of setting a price upon its subsidies

the monarch, is to be looked upon in the light of an aggression,

such aggressions were undoubtedly repeated from the first to

the last parliament of Charles. History has recorded how they
were met. As the cry of those called 4^uritari,s for a thorough
reformation’^ was responded to by# a modified revival of the
splendour and severities of Catholicism, so the legislative demand
for constitutional securities was resented by recurring to the

exercise of an obsolete and odious prerogative.

The customary apology for thejjovernment of Charles, on the
score of the unprecedented nature of its difficulties, would be
more complete, if any period in the progress of a nation could
be found exempt from difficulties of jexactly the same descrip-

tion
;
those, namely, which proceed from the necessity of watch-

ing the constant changes which take place in the relations to

each other of those classes which compose the body politic, of

ceasing to rely on forms and names which have outlived their

hour of influence and utility, and of moulding every nascent
power to the purposes of the commonwealth, under whatever
uncouth aspect it may happen to display itself. It must not be
forgotten, that if the difticulties of Government were, at this

particular crisis, of extraordinary magnitude, it was at least in

,
part owing to that maladministration, which their nressure is so

frequently alleged to excuse. The assistance of the Commons
might at first have been secured^ byjthe explicit recognition of

their legal rights and privileges
;

it was only the experienced

insufficiency of these, which induced 4hem to insist on new con-
cessions and securities.

If the foregoing observt^ions have been warranted by the

leading facts of history at the crisis before us, the conclusions

to be drawn from them are^not likely to be shaken by any
secret” intelligence in the hands of Mr. D’lsraeli. Nevertheless

we are far from having any wish to depreciate the interest of the

field which he has chosen for cultivation. Had he confined

himself to the task, for which he is eminently fitted, of extract-

ing curious and characteristic anecdotes from contemporary

documents and archives, his undertaking would have deserved

unmixed encouragement, though hardly the highest rank in his-

toriography* But Mr* D’lsraeli must not complain of his critics,
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if the sullies u'jjain.st ilie works of graver historians which he
wandc**s fioiu his patli lo indulge, as well as the boast of freedom

from their partialities which he makes for his own desultory pages,

should be recjuited with a somewhat sharper censorship of his

labours, than such labours would have otherwise appeared to

demand

.

V The historical style of the Author has been moulded on
l^at of Hume, wdiosc designation is with him “ the philosophical

historian,” and after whose example he aims to sway the judg-

ment of his readers, by imparting an air of interest and of ridi-

cule to the personal descriptions of the opposite parties. This
is not perhaps beneath the proper scope of an historical hors

d\mvre like the present, but is futile as a motive of decision on
the grand and leading principles at issue. The shortest and
most summary mode of dealing with it is, to waste no time in

criticising the pictures set befpre us of the polish of the Court
and the uiicouthness of the Puritans, but when the raree-show
is over, to demand What then? Is it new tlmt there should
be something imposing, and attractive in the incidents of

hereditary monarchy
;
or has it now been for the first time dis-

covered, that the |)optilar mode of appreliending high and mys-
terious subjects will have features of grotesqueness and absurd-
ity ? Let it further be conceded, that the royalists had many ad-

herents who were hardly surpassed for liberality of views in any
party, and that the lower class of combatants on the other side

had no distinct conceptions of the cause which they were fight-

ing for. Again we would demand—what then ? Arationalin-
quirer will not form his views of the contest from a scrutiny of

some individual cliaracters on either side, but from an insight

into the principles which, consciously or unconsciously, were the

real ground of difference betyvixt them, and from a Itnowledge
of the tendency of the opposite lines of conduct, which were
finally enforced oh both by the nature of their position.^

It cannot, however, be looked upon^s a matter of indifference,

that justice should be done to the gVeat personages of history.

On the one hand it is a pregnant piece of instruction to

all actors in the tragic drama of politics, to be taught by every

page of past experience, that where the espousal of a bad cause

is not prompted by unhappy dispositions in its followers, it is

tolerably sure at length to excite such dispositions, or at least

deprive the outward course of conduct of all visible appearance
of rectitude. On the other hand it is a cheering and
invigorating spectacle, to find the great promoters of the onward
march of humanity, not unworthy by their lives to take the

names of Truth, and Liberty, and Conscience on theit Ups. In
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order to afford examples of both kinds, we must place ourselves

more often in a posture of antagonism against the volatile pages
of our authorp than, considering the nmiiserneiit they have given

us, we should choose to do from any slighter motive*

It must be owned, that in selecting his ground of apology
for Charles, Mr. D’lferaeli has shown dexterity, which wouW
do him infinite credit in any ordinary case of criminal pleading.^

* The result of our researches,* he says, ‘ must he, that tlie arbitraiw

mode of levying supplies, without the iiid iff Parliament, when
Parliament refused to aid, does not prove, as is Usually assumed,
any preference in Charles to tyrannical modes of raising money.
Had Charles been a tyrant, like other tyrants, lie would have ope neil a
much shorter and absolutc3»way.’—vol. ii. p. 29.

What a subtlety truly forensic is employed in thus evading

the most \veighty part of the charge against the memory
of Charles, which consists, ivot in his ever having chosen tlio

shortest way to his ends, but in his never having been brought
to believe the seemingly simple axiom, that a straight line is

the shortest w»ay from one point to another. It cannot be
a matter of doubt that his invinciUle propensity to falsehood

contributed more to luring him to the block, than his most
lawless acts of arbitrary violence. Deceit breeds more resent-

ment than most injuries
;
and the character which inspires

distrust is more directly ruinous than that which rouses anger
or aversion* Nor can it be said, that this fatal habit was
formed amidst the ' difficulties,’ wh^ch serve to screen so much
of his other misconduct. Long before the struggle with his

subjects at home, his duplicity had made enemies of the two
great powers of the continent. Nay, in his earliest public acts,

while he was yet Prince of Wales, H displayed itself as dis-

gracefully as at any subsequent perfod. His sanction and
avouchmeut of the falsities of Bflekiugham, which precipitated

war with Spain, ynd which swindlec^ one short hour of popu-
larity Ibr tliat ffivourite-lH^e only hour he ever enjoyed in his

life—inevitably brought upon the Prince a share of that odiiiiy,

which soon rushed with t*^nfoId fury from its short restraint

on his minion. •

But Charles was not a tyrant
;

^ if he had been one,’ says our
author, ' he would have reigned like other despots.’ [Vol. iii.,

p. 30.] The answer is in three words, that “ ho could not.”

Omnipotence alone can be supposed to act by the force

of irresistible volition—all human power requires some sort

of instruments ;
and those which Charles was forced to have

recourse to, were far fVom being reduced to tixe simplicity

so desirable for the purposes of despotism. He endeavoured,

indeed, to import a body of regular troops from the Continent
\
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but contented himself for the vest with the support of the

churcli militant, and of the sages of the Law, which was
described by Justice Crawley as itself an old and trusty

servant of the king—his instrument or means which he useth

to govern liis people by.” In the spirit of that philosophy

V hicli ascribes all earthly evil to the inherent and incurable

malignity of matter, whatever fell short of despotism in the

governnient of Charles may be imputed to the weakness of the

tools which he had to work with, or the hardness of the stuff

which he Jiad to work upon. It was hardly to be hoped of the

most timid and servile judges, that they should give an expli-

cit sanction to all the claims of a prerogative which went
to supersede their legal ministry altogether. Far less could
they be expected to give way to the full swing of the hierarchi-

cal jurisdiction, which not only pretended to impose its prohi-

bitions as a bar on their proceedings, but threatened to extend
its province over all civil, a.^ well as all clerical causes. If

I-iaud and »Straffbrd, how^ever, had but gained time to complete
their design of thorough government in Church and State, the

common lawyers would ncH long have been suffered " to mono-
polise all, to be governed by their year-l^poks,*” and a shorter

way than England had yet se^cn, would have been opened
to the tyranny of Charles.

If Mr. D^’Israeli’s apologies for the monarch are thus impotent,
tlic defence which he sets up for Strafford may be fairly said to

overstep the modesty of toryism. “ It may yet be a question,

are his words, whether Strafford ever considered that his

Sovereign was this absolute tyrant.” This is a second specimen
of evasion of the question w^hich is really at

,
issue. What

Strafford thought of his Sovereign, is most subdolously sub-
stituted for what Strafford^s self contributed to make him.
Can the former point * require or repay scrutiny, when
the latter has been pl{\ced beyond contg^versy ? Let us
suppose for a moment that it can. 'Tfiat Strafford thoifght his

sovereign wished to possess what Strafford sold his energies so

basely to obtain for him, is evident from the acts on which
the whole of his honest reputation had been founded. The
most prominent of these were, the refusal to comply with
demands of money made by the King, without consent of
Parliament, and his exertions in support of the Petitioji of
Right, which declared all such exactions to be contrary to law.
In enforcing, therefore, the levying of ship-money in his

county, and exhorting the extension of the lawless power
which levied it to the raising of a standing body of land-forces.

Strafford’s Letters i. 201,
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lie slood convicted on the evidence of his former self, and set-

ting his Irish Government out of the question, of that conspiracy,

of which he was accused on his trial, against the fundamental

laws of the kingdom. Nor, in his case, does there exist

a single one of the excuses which may be made for passion-

ate loyalty or even fi5r ordinary apostacy. He was not

like Laud, attached to the throne as a creature of its

bounty, impelled by every motive of personal, as of corporate

ambition, to contend for the divine right of* royalty,* as the

sole fount of hierarchical domination. He was not, like Hyde,
stopped short in the career of innovation by adherence to esta-

blished forms in church, and in state. In the maturity of

a penetrating intellect, in file full bloom of a popular reputation,

he wheeled round on every principle which that intellect had
discovered, and on every act by which that reputation had been
merited. History offers numerous examples of apostacy
essentially as base as that of Strafford

;
but few, if the expres-

sion is allowable, of apostacy performed with such deliberate

suddenness. The only visible trace of his former conduct and
connexions was, a deep envenomed hatred of whatever assumed
the air of public spirit, or of patriotic action : he paid as little

regard to the rights and privileges of the order he had entered

as of that which he had quitted ;
and it can only be laid to the

charge of circumstances, aided by his own vuidictiveness and
violence, and not to any scrupulous infirmity of purpose, if he
did not reduce England to the sam« degree of servitude as

Richelieu (his great model) had established in France, The
evidence of this design is rather confirmed than weakened by
the known advice of Strafford, to retain the use of parliaments.

The meetings of these bodies were, according to his project, to

be guarded with such jealous precautions, as would have
rendered them mere voting machines, incapable of any collective

strength or common object* As for cestrainnig any private

meetings,^ he says in his Letters, * either before, or during parlia-

ment, saving only publicly in'^he house, I fully rest in the same
opinion, and shall be very watchful and attentive therein, as a

means which may rid us of a gfeat trouble, and prevent many
stones of offence, which otherwise might, by malignant spirits,

be cast in among us.’

The fate of this illustrious malefactor gives our author an
occasion of exerting his ingenuity, if not in the discovery, at

least in the revival, of an additional imputation on the managers
of his trial, to the common-place and sw^eeping ones of cruelty

and iniquity which have been showered upon their whole course

of procedure. There is a curious inconsistency in his language
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ou the Bubjeci. While ho calls the duke of Bedford’s ineffec-

tual ceflbrts at this time to reader palatable to Charles the

bitter pill of a popular ministry, * a noble attempt to conciliate

parties/ he insinuates against Pym and llainpclen, the odious

charge of apostacy, and for what ?—why, for adhesion to this

^ noble attempt/ He states, (on the^ authority of Charles's

declarations!) that one item in the catalogue of compromises^

which the popular party were ready to make on their entrance

into office, was an undertaking to save the life of Strafford. It

were charity to the monarch to extend to this assertion the

discredit due to his royal word so frequently. For what must
be the character of a ma.der, who would sacrifice the life of an

old servant to feelings of mere personal distaste to new ones ?

—

whose measures too, he felt himself compelled to pass, though he
chose not to accept their services. On tire other hand, how
can the (alleged) proposals of Hampden, Pym and others, be
tortured into evidence of apostacy ? These proposals may be
justified on precisely the same grounds as were by them
supported to justify tjne sentence passed on Strafford. The
tacit if not open vindication of that sentence, was undoubtedly
less the legal evidence brouglit against its object, than the

political danger dreaded from* the possible recovery of his in-

fluence in the councils of Charles, lliis clanger would at least

have been lessened by the formation of a popular ministry; and
in exactly the same ratio, would have been lessened the pre-

vailing self-defensive ztal for capital execution. On the
nature of that measure, as it appears to calmer judges, it is not
within our present scope to enter

;
and the reader may be referred

to Mr. Haliam for the most complete and equitable statement
of it. Against our A.uthor’s somewhat partial view of the sub-
ject, it may be well to enforce his own repeated caution against
judging acts, and character, by the lights of a later period. It

may be true that aspirgfiions to hig^i places’in the present day,

most frequently proceed from ordinary motives
; but to

transfer to the times of Charles J'. results from the phenomena
of a long-established government, argues ignorance, or forgetful-

ness of the causes which had retoitly thrown, and threaten again

to throw, the helm of state under the guidance of individual

will and ambition.

Insinuations of a similar kind to those which in the foregoing

case have been hinted by Mr. D'lsraeli against particular pas-

sages in the conduct of the popular leaders, are, in the chapter
which he devotes to The First Patriots,” trained to creep over

the whole political characters of Eliot, of Pym, and of Hamp-
den# With regard to the two latter eminent personages, bis
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'zealous labours^ deserve no other notice than a smile— so in-

different are the aalhorities, so inadequate the bases^ on which
he j^ilcft his well-intended edifice of detraction. Forsooth, ‘ be
has been informed of papers in the possession of a family of the
highest respectability, \jhich will shew* (he says) * that Hairip.

den had long lived in a state of civil warfare with his neighbour,
the sheriff of the County. It is probable these papers may
relate to quarrels about levying the sixpence Ju the pound on
Hampden’s estate, for which he was cessed.’ A trifling inqui-

sition in comparison with this, it were ' to trace the noble dust
of Alexander, till we find it slopping a bung-hole.’ On evidence
even more complete, if pq^sible, the character of Pym is said,

by our Author, to have ' incurred the taint.of suspicion of having
taken a heavy bribe from the French minister/ This charge is

written down from recollection, and Mr. D’Israeli cannot imme-
diately recover his authority. Probably not

;
but there is no

great cause to fret about it. Had the authority been recovered,

it is not extremely likely that much weight would have been
added to the assertion. Suppose, for example, the authority re-

lied on should be Clarendon’s, of whose unscrupulous mode of

slandering his opponents we have given sundry samples on a
former occasion ! vVas the mantle of his indolent idol Hume
around our author, that he could not leave his sofa, and take

down from his shelves those richly-bound relics of ' the Chan-
cellor of human nature,’ which (it were doing him foul injury to

question) are in his library ? Or did htfdoubt " the confirmation

strong as proofs of holy writ,” accruing to the lightest breath of

rumour, when honoured by being twice inscribed in the History

qjf the Rebellion ? For we cannot, and wc will not, for a mo-
ment suppose, that Mr. D’Israeli’s forgetfulness of so common
an authority, one too on which he jilaces such implicit reliance,

can have been caused by any desire to state as.a fact believed

in Pym’s*life-time, what Clarendfln only classes amongst
‘ other things which were confidently reported of him afterwards’

—that is to say, at some indefinite period, and by some anony-
mous libel of the royalists. If this method of estimating cha-

racter be adopted^ not an honest name will bq left in English

history* It is a method wholly and equally unwarrantable,

against whichever side it be directed
;
and we should scorn our-

selves, if we were not equally ready to denounce it, when em-
ployed on Hyde or Falkland, as on Pym or on Hampden.

Hut however Mfi D’Israeli may have sinned against the

memory of the greatest men in our history, the offences of his

work in this department may be considered more than amply
atoned for, by the inestimable documents which his sketch of
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Sir John Eliot has been the means of making public^ through

Lor(J Eliot, his descendant. This nobleman, ui order to correct

some mistakes which had beenmade by Mr. Disraeli with regard

to his illustrious ancestor, amongst which were his statements

that Sir John was a man of a new family, and most probably of

ruined fortunes, has furnished Mr. Disraeli with a scries of

correspondence, for the most part dated from the Tower, in which
the lineaments of a truly majestic mind have been preserved

to us—a mind 'tried and purified by tyrannous persecution.

Several letters of Hampden form a part of this collection, of

which the value is the greater, as they are probably the only

relics extant from his pen ; and all of which Mr. Disraeli's good
taste has induced him to transcribe,'^ and to insert at the end of

his volumes. * They delight us,' he observes, " from the charm
of his manner, and the strong feelings which evidently dictated

them. They are usually complimentary or consolatory
;
some

bear a deeper interest, and all are stamped with the character of

a superior mind.’
' The following,' say§ our Author, ^ is a literary letter, replete

with delicate hints and nervous criticism : it conveys a high
notion of the good taste and good seiifie of Hampden.^

Hampden to Sir John Eliot.

^ Sir,—You shall receave the bookc I promised by the bearer’s imme-
diate hand. For the other papers, 1 presume to take a little, and but
a little respite. I have loojeed upon that rare piece only with a super-

ficial view, or at first sight, to take the aspect, and proportion in the

whole : after, with a more accurate eye, to take out the lineaments of
every part. Twere rashness in me, therefore, to discover any judg-
ment before I have ground to make one. This I discerne, that 'tis m
complete an image of the patterne as can be drawnc by lines. A lively

character of a large minde. ^ The subject, method, and expressions,

excellent and homogeniall, and to say truth, (sweet heart,) somewhat
exceeding my co'mmendattons : my wwds cannot render them to the
life

j
yet, to shew my ingenuity rawer than wit, woulcf not a less

modell have given a full representation of that subject ? Not by
diminution but by contraction of parts. 1 desire to learne, I dare not

say. The variations upon each particular seem many. All 1 confess

excellent. The fountains are full ; the channel narrow ; that may be
the cause, or that the author imitated Virgil, who made more verses

by many than he intended to write, to extract a just number. Had I

seen all this, I could easily have tohl him make fbwer
$ but if he had

bade me tell which he should have spared, 1 had been apposed : so

say 1, of these expressions. And that to satisfy you, not myselfe, but
that by obeying you in a command so contrary to my own disposition,

you may -measure how large a power you have over

Hampden, June 20, 1631. J. HampdenJ’
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The next ^is a curious letter of one of the country gentlemen
of Sir John's party, who gives an account of the Commissipners
for loan-money.' He ' would not be complimented out of his

money,' and exults on ' holding his hands fast in his pocket.'

* Mr. ScAwbn to Sir John Eliot.
* The seconde fearfull commission is now passed, and since by your

servant you are pleased to demand it of me, 1 will present you with

the relation of the progressc of it.

' Wc were all called together (but in scverall days following) at

Bodmin. After the commission was read, we were like to depart

without as much as any speech offered us •, much tyme was spent in

straining courtesy between the son and thd father, and I think we had
bin deprived of the expectation had not thq courtier brought down
some of his court-phrases in exchange for the mony. I interpreted

their long silence to the best, thinking they meant by it, that they

thought the matter such sis no Cornish man would open his mouth in

it, and therefore littest for a stranger, who, for aught that I could per-

ceive, directed his words more to those that should have spoken, than

to us that should have heard.
^ We were directed the first day, that sucii as would not compound,

should give their answers jn writing
j
a course which, if they had held

thorough, would have proved little to their advantage. The hundred
of East was first called in, which, Cinaking choice of the pistors and
men fittest for composition) they made pretty store of mony, till St.

Germans, according to the direction giving their several papers, had

shewn the way of non-composition, (for of twenty-eight returned, not

one compounded). Laiidrakc and Lamkilph followed the president,

upon which they thought it best to finish that day’s service without

calling out that one hundred. The West hundred had not many

:

Pyder and Stratton very few ; Powder somewhat more ;
but the

greatest proportion raised came from Penrith and Kerrier, Trigg and
Lesnewth, they being under the command of the Castle, they thought

it not wisdom to hold out. The total •amdlmts to not more than 2000
pounds, of which the most of it comes from the meaner sort of people,

and sucl» as, 1 presume, sciurce have tlfc value. Some with great

words and threatenings some^ith persuasions (wherein Sir B. did all)

were drawne to it. 1 was likc*4o have been complimented out of m)^

mony
;
but that knowing with whom I had to deal, 1 held, whilst I

talked with them, my hands fast ift my pocket.
' You will wonder to hear what things we had here returned for

Knights : but that nothing is now to be wondered at.
* If any thing lie here wherein I may serve you, I shall take it an

honour to be commanded; and be assured, that as you suffer for

others, so there are some others that suffer for you, amongst which is

^ Your servant, W. S/

Our last extract shall be made from a letter of Sir John Eliot

himself to his sons, which Mr. D'Israeli, with a suitable sense of
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its value, and of the solemn emphasis given it by the writer’s

situation, most judiciously has not ventured to curtail. Our
compulsory submission to the will of the god Terminus necessi*

tales a different procedure ; but even the following fragment
from the relics of a great mind, will r^cjuire neither comment
nor commendation with those readers, in whom it will but echo

• the strain of their own experienced consciousness
;
and the letter,

fiom beginning ^o end, is well worth the perusal of those, who
like the youths to whom it was written, may require introductoiy

lectures to the grand lesson of life.

* It is a fine history, welj studied, the observation of ourselves, the
exact view of our own actions to examine what has past, it begets a
great knowledge of particulars, taking of all kindes

; and gives a
larger advantage to your judgments tnily to discriminate, for it carries

a full prospect to the hart which opens the intention, and through
that simplicity is scene the prity^iple of each motion which shadows or
dissembles for us the good or evil. From thence having the trew
knowledge of particulars what we have done and how

5 and the judg-
ment upon that, what our workes arc to us

; then come we to reflect

upon ourselves for the censure ^judgment] of any action wherein every
little error is discovered, every obliquity is^seene, which by the repre-

hension of the conscience (ihemost awfullof tribunals) being brought
to a secret confession, drawee a free repentance and submission for the

fault, and soe is reduced to conformity again ; this fruite has the study
of ourselves, besides many other beneiitts. llie varietie of contin-

geancies and accidents, in our persons, in our fortunes, in our friends,

are as so many lectures of philosophic, showing the doubtful being
and possession we have here, the uncertainty of our friends, the muta-
bility of our fortunes, the anxieties of our lives, the changes and
vicissitudes they are subject to, which make up that conclusion in

divinity that we are bu{, pilgrims and strangers in this world
j
ana

therefore should not love it^ but our rest and habitation must be else-

where.
Mf I should take occasion from myself to dilate this point more

fully, what a catalogue could I give of«(nstances of all sortrf ! What
a contiguity of sufferings of which tlier^ is yet no end ! Should those

evills be complained ? Should I make lamentation of these crosses ?

Should 1 conccave the worse of my condition in the study of myself
that iny adversities oppose me ? Noe ! I may not—(and yet I will

not be so stoical as not to think them evils, I will not do that prejudice

to virtue by detraction of her adversaries). They are evills, for 1 doe
confess them, but of that nature and soe followed, soe neighbouring
upon goml, as they are noe cause of sorrow, but ofjoy

; seeing whose
enemies they make us, enemies of fortune, enemies of the world,

enemies of their children, and to know for whom we suffer
5

for Him
that .is their enemy, for Him that can ooniinand them whose agents

only and instruments they are to work his trials on us, which may
render us more perfect and acceptable to himself, should these enforce
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a sorrow which arc the true touches of his favour, and not affect us
rather with the higher apprehension of our happiness .

)

* Amonst my many obligations to my Creator, which provtf the

infinity of his mercies, that like a full stream have been always flowing

on me, there is none concerning this life wlicrein I have found more
pleasure or advantage thai» in these trinlls and afflictions (and I may
not limitt it soe narrowly within the confines of this life which 1 hope
shall extend much further) the operations they have held, the new
effects they worke, the discoveries they make upon ourselves, upon
others, upon all ; shewing the scope of our intentions, the, sumino of
our indeavours, the strength of all our actions to be vanitie

j
how

can it then but leave an impression in our harts, thj^t we are nearest

unto happiness when we are furthest off from them, I meane the vaine

intentions of this world, the ffuitless labours, and indeavours that they
move, from which nothing soe faithfully delivers us as the crosses and
afflictions that we meet, those mastering checks and contraventions

that like torrents break down all outward hopes ? This speculation of
the vanitie of this world does not only shew a happiness in those

crosses by the exemption which we gain, but infers a further benefit

in that by a nearer contemplation of ourselves, of what we doe con-
sist, what original we had, to what end wc.were directed, and in this

lie whose image is upon us, to whom we doe belong, what materials

we are of
;

that, besides tlK bodie (which only is obnoxious to these

troubles) the better part of our composition is the soule, whose free-

dom is not subject to anie authoritie without us, but depends wbollv
on the disposition of the Maker, who framed it fur himself, and there-

fore gave it substance incompatible of all power and dominion but
his own.*—pp. 518, 519, 520.

^

Having already sufficiently indicated the principal points for

censure in the volumes before us, it is but due to justice to point

out the sort of merits which the reader may expect from it, and
^hich render it, in spite of all its blemishes, highly useful, as

illustrative of the most momentous crisis in our history. Much
material which had scornfully been rejected by the builders of

the lofty page of history, is here arn^nged with the author’s

well-knoA^n fociilty for catefMg to the taste of general readers,

and offers besides a fund of characteristic traits of the period to

the view of the more earnest inquirer. Incidents and actions

which had floated before the mind without conveying to it any
distinct image, when presented in a cold and colourless outline,

and half buried under general mflections, acquire new life, and
fix themselves indelibly in the memory, when delineated with

more minute touches of the then existing characters and scenery.

And sometimes, it cannot be denied, events are placed in a new
light, by a nearer view of their accessories, which had been

viewed with too exclusive partiality, through the medium of a

preconceived theory. Notwithstanding all the recent contribu-
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lions, by justly celebrated writers, to this portion of English

history, and the highly spirited aids which have been afforded

to their labours by the pens of distinguished foreigners, the reign

of Charles the First has not as yet been recorded in a manner
combining soundness of philosophy with satisfying fullness of

detail. It cannot be said that the volumes before us do what
remained to be done

;
it must however be owned, that they fur-

nish very ample Memoires pour servir to some yet unwritten

annals of this period. Until the edifice of History shall be reared

on a broader basis, such supplementary publications will form a

necessary outwork to it.

Art. XVI.

—

1. Considerations on the value and importance of the British

North American Provinces, S^'C. By Major-General Sir Howard
Douglas, Bjirt., K.S.C., C.B.&c.—London* Murray. 1831.

2. Observations on the proposed alteration of the Timber Duties:

with Remarks on the Pamphlet of Sir Howard Douglas^ By
John Ilcvaiis.—London. Richardson, Cheapside. 1831,

<>

TN the Thirteenth Number of this Review the question of the

timber-duties levied by Great Britain was discussed at consi-

derable length. The conclusions to which the arguments and
facts then adduced, necessarily led, have since been often contro-

verted
; but at last, in spj^te of opposition, the present ministers

will undoubtedly pursue the course, which so long since we
strenuously recommended.

It appeared then, and time has not lessened the truth of the

conclusions, that by the existing duties on timber, an enormous
loss was sustained by this country, amounting, as then demon-
strated, to one million *ann\ially

;
the cause of this loss being

the great pricey and bad quality of North American timber, as

compared with those of the Baltro{tiinber :—That ouV shipping

^
interest was in reality injured by the use of this bad and
dear material

;
seeing that our great superiority of skill and

science was rendered of no avaU through the increased expense
induced by the employment of American timber:—That more-
over the colonies derived no benefit from this forced trade ; that
in fact the colonies were greatly injured by it, speaking in a
commercial and a national sense ;

and that consequently the
duties which alone kept alive this pernicious traffic ought at

once to be abolished.

The measure proposed by the government would in fact have
the effect here desired

;
the relative difierence of the duties on
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American and Baltic timber being somewhat altered, the trade

in timber with America would be annihilated.

As was to be expected, this has raised up opposition Yroiii

various quarters ;
and certain persons taking upon themselves

the character of advocates of the colonial and shipping interests

have been especially vehement in their reprehension of the pro-

posed alteration, uttering doleful lamentations over the conse-

quent destruction of our colonies, the ruin'of our commercial ship-

ping, and, by necessity, the utter overthrow ofrour naval power.

Among those who have taken the colonies under their protec-

tion, the most prominent by his station is Sir I^oward Douglas,

late Governor of New Brunswick ; wjio, in a pamphlet (the

title of which is placed at the head of the present observations)

has poured forth his soul in wailing over the coming desolation

of our colonies, and the necessarily immediate annihilation of

the British Empire.
Sir Howard Douglas having b*een governor of a colony,

people are led to imagine that he must understand the in-

terests of the colonists, and that he is capable of estimat-

ing the effects of a legislative measure upon those interests

;

in other words they fancy that an ignorant soldier by
Crossing the Atlantic, and livings two or three years in a dis-

tant, half civilized community, surrounded by cringing oUl-

cials, as ignorant as himself, is at once converted into an
intelligent statesman. In his pamphlet, short as it is, Sir

Howard Douglas has made manifest several very important
matters as regards himself

; the most remarkable of which, are
that he has an itch for fine writing, being ignorant of grammar

;

that he wishes to pass for a statesman, without knowing the
simplest rudiments of legislative science

;
.^nd that he pretends

to information respecting tlie colony he, governed, evincing, at

the same time, the most profound ignorance of every thing con-
nected with it. That, in short, he has# presumptuously thrust
himself iitto a discussion, hiVing no other qualification for the
task he has undertaken thq^i an unflinching Hardihood in

*

assertion, and a happy carelessness as to becoming ridiculous.

The second work, placed at the head of this article, lias saved
us the trouble of answering at any length, the statements of Sir

H. Douglas
;
and to it we must refer the reader for a complete

and simple refutation of the manifold errors of the gallant general.
In the mean time, a few passing remarks may here be hazarded.
The argument which may with no small difliculty be ex-

tracted from the declamation of Sir H. Douglas, is as follows

^ The colonies are of the utmost importance to Great Britain,

VOL. xi\.^-^Westmimter Review. 2 l
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because they take proportionally more of our produce than the United

States.
^ The timber-trade alone enables the colonists to buy our produce.
^ The timber-trade will be annihilated bytlic proposed measure^ and

by it consequently England will be ruined.’

To say nothing of the strange logic‘heve evinced, let us ex-

amine some of the statements upon which these propositions are

grounded.
In page seven'it is stated, ** that the population of the North

American Colonies amounts to 1,000,OoO.” This population is

divided as follows : Canadas 810,000, Nova Scotia 145,000,

and New Brunswick 4^,000. It is asserted in the same
page, that in 1828, the aniount of British manufactures was
about 2,000,000/.” Now it happens that during the last year,

a fair average year, there were imported into Canada goods
to the value only of 800,000/. Of this, as is well known to

those wdio know any thing ‘about the trade of Canada, a very
large portion is smuggled into the United States

;
the quantity,

therefore, really consumed by Canada must be considerably less

than 800,000/. But CTanada is by far richer than the other two
provinces even compared with the /iifferonce of population.

The people of Canada may be supposed therefore to consume
more in proportion to their numbers, than the people of the other
two provinces. How conies it then, that 810,000 Canadians
consume the value only of 800,000/. ;

but that 190,000 people of
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick consume 1,200,000/. ? We
should be glad to discover how this dsicrepancy can be ex-
plained ?

The source of Sir Howard Douglas’s information respecting

the exports, have bee^ parliamentary papers— but from these life

has carelessly quoted.
,
The exports from Great Britain to Bri-

tish North America, in the year 1827, amounted to 1,667,834/.

:

and the Foreign imports into the same colonies 277,622/.,

making together 1,836,366/. Butnhe British productions, even
* at the official value, were not abqte a million and a half.

Again it is asserted at page eight, ** that in the year 1828,

the British tonnage trading to ihe British North American Pro-

vinces was 400,841 tons, navigated by at least 26,000 seamen.”
Mr. Revans answers this assertion^ by tlie following state-

meut:

—

^ The average of the tonnage from Canada, for the United King-
dom, in the years 1828, 1829, 1880, was ^2,902 tons j this, added
ta that of the lower ports, which is somewhat less than that iVom
Canada, makes, altogethar^ 405,604. But it must be rentlembered,

that a ship makes two voyages, so that this tonnage must be divided
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by two, which makes, of tonnage employed, 202,902 tons. The ave-
rage tonnage of the ships einploye<l in this trade is 350 tons,} this
makes the number of ships about 580, and the crews, each ship having
about twelve men, would amount to about 6,960.

* This calculation nearly coincides with the Custom-house returns
of Canada, considering Canada one-half the trade. 1 have not those*
returns complete fot 1830, but for the years 1828 and 1829 J have.
In those years the 4uantity of tonnage, as will be seen by the notc^
below,* gives an average equal to 1830.

Years.
Vessels cleared

out for

Great Britj^in.

Crew.

Average of two Years.

Vessel?.

\

Crew.

1828....
1829....

617
574

774-2

9909i*
595 8845

^ But ships, upon an average, make*two voyages, so that the ships

and the crews actually employed are, ships 287, ahd crews •l?,4-22, and
add a like number for the lower ports, J it will make, ships 59.'5, crews

8.84-

5.

'In spite of these data, open to every one, and capable of no dis-

pute, Sir Howard Dougla^ boldly asserts that ** the British tonnage
trading to the British North-Americati provinces in the year 1 828, was

400.84-

1 tons, navigated by nt least 25,000 seamen, whiclv is nearly

one-lifth of the whole foreign trade of the country.*'—j). 8.

' This is a specimen of the care usually employed by Sir Howard
Douglas, and a good instance on which ty ground our respect for his

opinions. Surely he knew (certainly he ought to have known) that

ships make two voyages a year, and that, consequently, the number
of ships can only be gained by dividing the nuin!>crs of those clearing

inwards or outwards by two : and he ought to have been careful, when
mentioning the tonnage entering and clearirfg out from the various

ports of those countries, to have sepapate(^ such as are employed in

trading to and from the West Indies, and to and from the country

ports, froi^ those trading withijGreat Brilaifl.*—pp. 19, 20.

But putting aside these calculations, which servQ only to con-

fuse, let us inquire distinct!^; 1. what is the injury likely to
'

• The tonnage in 1828 was i76,58lf— 1829, was 226,717, and, in 1830,

20q,l52.

t This diQarencc in the relative numbers of the crews is a curious cir-

cumstance, for which 1 am unable to account. Probably it arises from an
error at the Custom-house.

t By a Parliamentary return of 1827, which shews the quantity of timber,

^c. imported into Great Britain from the lower ports, it would appear,

that the amount of shipping employed between the lower ports of North
America and Great BiTtain, docs not exceed two-thirds of that employed
bet>v(^en Canada and Great Britain. My estimate for the lower ports is,

therefore, excessive.

2 l2
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accrue to the English manufacturer? 2. what is likely to fall

upon,. the colony? and 3, what on the shipping hilerest?

The quantity sold depends upon the power of others to buy ;

but it is asserted, 1st, that the colonies will lose all power to

buy
;
2nd, that the Baltic people will take nothing but gold ;

and, that consequently the English nfiinufacturer will lose a

market exactly equal to the sum now expended in timber.

At present, however, the power of the colonies is dependent

upon timber, upon corn, and upon ashes. The timber-trade

being annihilated, only such portion of power can be lost

as depends upon that trade
;
but will it so be lost ? Is Sir

Howard Douglas so utterly ignorant of North America, as not

to know that that country has great power of growing corn ?

Does he not know that the colonists can sell, and have sold wheat
in the market in England, at a rcmuneiating price ? And does

lie not know, that the application of capital to agiicultural pur-

suits is a blessing; while lumbering is a curse to the country ?

fn the article above alluded to, and in Mr. Ilevans’s pamphlet,
the causes of these different effects are explained; and to

that article, and the work of Mr, Revans, the reader desirous

of understanding the matter is referred. However, it may
here be observed, that the capital now employed in lumber-
ing, would without difficulty be at once transferred to agri-

cultural employments
;

that the returns to that capital

would enable the colonists to purchase the goods they
now purchase; and that while these returns would at once
give them this power, they would, from the difference in the

moral effect on the people arising from agricultural and lum-
bering pursuits, eventually and rapidly improve the condi-

tion of the colony ; and thus increase instead of diminish tffe

power of the people to purchase our commodities. The follow-

ing paragraph from a letter of a large landed-proprietor of
Canada, a seigneur ofHhat county, as quoted by Mr. Revans,

p. 9, fully bears out the above remarks. lie says, in answer
to some observations on the proposed alterations, I never

politically blamed your opinion respecting the timber trade of

Canada. I knew it to be coVrect, and am certain that the

present measures will tend to increase the internal prosperity

of the country. But speaking as a merchant, I think it will

injure commerce, and greatly diminish the capital invested in

that particular trade
;
from which since no sale can be found

for timber no benefit will be derived
; that has nothing to do,

however, with the interior of the country. Wheat must ulti-

mately be the staple article
;
and all great landed-proprietors

must rejoice at the present measure.” We all know^ that the
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commerce in timber will be injured, will be destroyed; but
wlmt Sir Howard does not seem to know is, that the prosperity

of the country, and consequently its purchasing power will be
increased thereby.

There is a notion prevalent among persons having a smatter-

ing of knowledge respecting the North American colonies that

land is cleared by 'lumbering; and from a passage of Sir Hoivard
Douglas’s pamphlet, we are led to believe that he entertains the
same notion. “ The pursuits of the einigra'lit are, it is true,

essentially agricultural
;
but let it not be overlooked, that agri-

cultural operations in a country covered w ith fiyests, must com-
mence, and be accompanied by the 0|>erations of the lumberer.’'

[p. 19.] In answer to *this, it may be asserted, that the

operations of the lumberer have not the slightest connexion
with those of clearing land. They are totally distinct opera-
tions, and any one who asserts thp contrary, proves satisfacto-

rily without further evidence, that he is totally ignorant of the

whole business of North American lumbering and agriculture.

To clear land is to cut down all the tjrees
;

ito lumber, to pick
out at various exceedingly distant places certain oak and pine

trees. One tree perhaps in ten millions may serve the lumberer,

and while he is fitting it for his fiurpose, he obstructs, and does
not favour the clearer. To one who is conversant in these

matters, and we speak on the authority of a person who for

years took part in them, the assertion of Sir Howard Douglas
appears absolutely ridiculous, and shews that a man may be long

in a country without knowing the most familiar matters of every-

day occurrence. How could Sir Howard trust himself to talk

on a subject respecting which he is is so deplorably ignorant?
^ But how is it proved that the Baltic lumberer will not take our

produce in return for his wood? ,.By*the fact that he has not

bought our produce. But why has he not bought our pro-

duce ? ^Because he had if)t the meaits. Do we pay for Swed-
ish iron in money ? Supposing the Baltic merchant to take

money, what would happen% .Would he eat his ftioney ? would
he wear it? He would purchase with it the commodities lie

wanted, and those could be, find would be most cheaply fur-

nished by England. And can that money have been procured

in England, except by the sale of some kind of British produce

to somebody ? Suppose the Baltic man would take only

Turkey coffee; would any body object to a transit trade in

Turkey coffee? why then in gold or silver? The truth is, that

the market for our produce would be materially increased by
the measure. The North American Colonies would still have

the pi^rohasing power they now have, and the Baltic jgeople
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would have acquired a power, which they had not before; Sir

Howard Douglas’s nonsense about money is too ridiculous to

need 'further answer. Mr. Revans’s observations on this, how-
ever, are too pertinent to be omitted.

^ The reason why tlie northern countries have not bought our goods
is, as before stated, that they could not do so

; and, assuredly, it is

^strange to draw a conclusion respecting their future purchases from
the past time, when they were totally unable to purchase. We arc

about to give them a means—^we are going to cre.ite a purchasing
power, and then Ave are told tliat no purchases will follow, because,
Avhen they were unable, they did not purchase.

' But there is a itill more dreadful evil yet behind. The people of
the Baltic will take nothing'but money. The people of the llaltic, it

is to be supposed, use motley .as other people do,—to purchase com-
modities

5 1 presume they do not eat it, or wear it, or sleep in it
j but,

if they buy conitnodlties, is it not notorious that we can compete with
every people on the face of the globe in the manufacture of almost all

commodities,—or, rather, reversing the expression, no people on earth
can compete with us ? This, then, is an inducement for the Baltic

trader to buy of us. Where will he get his linens, cottons, woollens,
and hardware, so cheap amf so good as from the English market ? Is

it, then, probable that he will go to any other ? Will he not, as the

North-Arnerican colonists have done, purcluise our goods with the
timber he has manufactured, and llms obtain, at a cheap rate, goods
that he could not otherwise acquire ?

' But it may he asked, how comes it that, though the Baltic trader

gains u purchasing power, which he had not before, the Americari
colonist loses none ? Why is not the colonist to be placed in the situa-

tion of the Baltic trader previous to the new act ? Simply, because
the capabilities of the countries aw; different

j
and it is to be hoped,

that our conduct with respect to them will be different also. The
countries of the Baltic, from which the timber comes, are poor in

agricultural capability
j

arid, even were they the most capable in the

world, Ave have excluded the*ir produce. But this is not the case with
our colonics 5

they are fertile above most other countries, and their

produce has been wisely admVtted. Thugf. we do not destroy tbeir pur-

chasing power, while Ave create one for tiae Baltic.*—p. 32.

But the shipping interest,—wrlP’not that be injured? Cer-

tainly not to an extent worth consideration. Of the whole
shipping now employed in the North Ameriban tradci about
two-thirds are employed in carrying timber. The remaining

one-third carry ashes and corn ; by the change in the trade

more corn will be grown, and more corn-ships will be required.

Such as are thrown out of colonial employment may and will be
employed in the new Baltic trade, some few will be unemploy-
ed

;
but these few will be the worst, and how nearly wortnless

these are is well known to the trade, a ship never being eta*

ployed in carrying timber till she is good for nothing blse*
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This measure is the very best of the proposed alterations of the

ministers, and, had space permitted, we could have shown how
in a multitude of forms, lasting benefit would be conferred by it

on the community at large. Let it be recollected, however,
that, besides obtaining a large increase in the revenue, there

would be saved by tht change to the people of Great Britaii^

something approaching to one million annually.

While* this article was going through the press, the borough-
mongers, aided by the interested shipowners, contrived for

factious purposes to defeat the ministers in this salutary measure.
Thus, another instance has been added tp the tliousands

already existing of the profligate selSshness of that oligarchy*

which has so long domineered over the Ration. Careless of the

people’s welfare, careless of every honest feeling, solely intent

on the one purpose of weakening the influence of a reforming
ministry, they have not scrupled to saddle the nation with an
enormous expense, and to defeat a measure for lessening taxa-

tion, and improving the resources of the country. How long
are w^e to be governed with partial, and not by general views

;

how long are the interests of the governed to be the only objects

which are steadily neglected ?

Art. XVll.—Speech of the Marquis Wielopolski, at the Public
Dinner given at the Crown and Anchor on the 9th of March i8.SI,

to celebrate the Polish Revolution, Translated from the French
Manuscript.

—

London, llidgway.

"pOLAND is not defeated. Our base doiftestic enemies, the

friends of tyranny every where because they hope to bring it

to our homes and to our hearths,—whp when it please the gods

to bring them to those mills of theirs which ‘ grind slow but

grind small, ’ shall be coniminuted into something less than the

impalpaole,—these inwarclltraitors and house vermin exulted in

the persuasion that whil^»a. gallant man was 'addressing an

assemblage of freemen as the representative of his country, that

country was already overwhelfbed by the barbarian. It was a

mean falsehood,—concocted by one arbitrary government to help

another; a foul invention of the devil’s own, after the manner of

the father whom they serve, and propagated joyfully by their

relations in all degrees, for the chance of checking or procrasti-

nating the progress of freedom in some portion of the earth.

Poland still stands
;
but where is young France ? Sunk in

disgrace in comparison of which the occupation of her capital

by barbariana was glory and romantic honour. Buried under a
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load of shame, to which a ])riest-ridden lieutenant of the Cos-
sacks in the Tuileries was dignity and happiness. There was
j\o consent ; the body cannot be dishonoured, the seat of viola-

^tion is in tlie mind ;
the brave men our brothers fought with,

were not to blame. There is no disgrace in being militarily

•conquered after resisting to the last. No man is ashamed of

Laoii or Montmartre
;
or creeps into a corner to conceal the

fact of having fought for France at Mont St. Jean. Frenchmen
were not pointed aV through Europe, for having been overpowered
by the forces of foreign despots after a great military misfor-

tune. Submitting to treachery at home, is what brings with it

‘personal degradation
;
it i« this which will make Frenchmen hear

]n the streets of LondoiP, * V*l^ iin framjais !

—

qui rCa pas con-

senli d Coccupation ch V'Italic ! ’

After the ex])ulsion of the elder branch of the Bourbons, the

French were told they were to have a throne with republican

institutions. It is not quite clear who said this, or where; but
it was enough for the drawers that the bill was put in circula-

tion, though neither the acceptors nor endorsers were very
plainly to be made out. When the bill became due, it appeared
that republican institutions meant the Chamber of Charles X.
But time had been gained, whicia was what the drawers wanted.
The fowling-pieces that had won the three days, had been
returned into their nooks

;
and an impxilse which had been

fifteen years in collecting, was not likely to be renewed at a
moment’s warning. Here ihen was fraud the first, upon that

always practicable and always cheated victim the community.
The men of the restoration came forth, and looked smooth
things ;

and the Iftnest citizens who had expelled the foreign

usurpation, trusted to / les habiles/ and * les habiles ’ as might
*

be expected, showed their ability by catering for themselves.

All men began to see, that the new government was playing
into the hands of the old iegitimacjr, jind that its object was to

do no more than should prevent theination from overthrowing
it like its predecessor, and offer,aV.‘ the people were defrauded
of, as a bribe to obtain the tolerance of the legitimates. It was
to bo put to the moderation of the lawful sovereigns, whether
they would be content with three-fourths of the old misgovern-
ment in France, or run the risk of what might happen in the

endeavour to secure the whole. The rulers by the grace of
God, gave tardy and uncertain symptoms of consent. That is

to say, they did not inarch on France, because they were not
ready. Each party dissimulated for time; the absolutes to

prepare their field batteries, and the others to gain the hold

in France which should save them from the ejectment
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they feared. But as the plot thickened, the inherent object

of the French government became apparent. It opposed the

destruction of the absolute governments of the Peninsula,

when a simple leaving them to their fate would have effected

their removal. In this manner it secured a strong diversion

in the South, whenever the time should come for inviting the

French people to make terms. But a stronger case soon arose#

The Colossus of the North put its legions in movement upon
Paris. The advanced guard of the invading &rmy turned round
at Warsaw, and declared for France. Whereon the govern-
ment, ‘ les habiles^ sent word to the Poles that they were ob-
liged to them, that they ^wished them well, but the system of^

the generals of the citizen king was to wait till the Russians •

arrived at Dijon and the army of the faith was at Toulouse. A
more manifest military treachery never beamed upon the world.

There is not a squadron of horse o^;a company of foot, where the

corporals would not put the captain in confinement and carry

him to camp for judgment, on a similar act of gross complicity

with the enemy. But even this was# not all. In the earlier

stages of the proceeding, it had suited the government to use

great words. They wete necessary at that moment to keep up
the adherence of the people

;
find therefore the government

declared, that ‘ France would not consent ^ to the interferen^je of

foreigners any where. It declined a crusade lor the purpose of

giving all discontented nations the mastery over their domestic

oppressors; but it engaged that itnvould prevent the intro-

duction of foreigners to settle the dispute. The interest the

French nation had in this, was manifest and clear; but it was
the nation which had the interest, and tKe interest of the

government was on the other side. Tbo time for proving whe-
ther the declaration was truth or fisiudf speedily arrived. Many
of the oppressed portions of Europe, trusting, to the manifest

motives^e French people lAcJ for not uttering a bullying falsehood

through the organ of its j^vernment, set tliemselves in opposi-

tion to their doraestifc tyran!*, and looked to France for the ful-

filment of her promise. And now see how the land of gallant

men and beautiful women is to escape out of the difficulty.

* France will not consent the representative of Gallic

honour—meant ' France will not give it in writing that she is

pleased with the conclusion.* In this state the afi'air stands at

present; and it remains to be proved whether the Punic faith

of the ministry is the measure of the honour of individuals in

the land of the tricolor.

The one, simple inference from the totality of the conduct of

the French government since July, is that it is negotiating for
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the moment when it may advise the French people to capitulate*

If the, French mean to do so, they had better do it now
;
for

they would get better terms^ than when Dijon is in the hands of

the enemy. It is more than probable, that at the present

moment the legitimate sovereigns would be content with the

Restoration of the Due de Bordeaux, ancf Alsace. It cannot be

expected, that when they have had the trouble of conquering

Poland and Italy, they will be satisfied with so little. At
this instant the French would get full allowance for all the

chances they consented to give up ; but when those chances

have been surrendered one by one by the agency of their govern-

*ment| they cannot pretend to charge the Holy Allies with them
again. It is the mere calculation of a profit-and-loss account,

whether they will gain more by surrendering point-blank now,
receiving proper compensation for the allies they abandon
and the chances tliey give ,up (and England perhaps would
interfere to obtain them fair play) ;—or whether they will try the

chances after their allies have been overpowered piece-^meal^ and
forced to service in the r^anks of the enemy.

It is true that war is an evil
;
but war is to prevent war»

War in the country of allies abroad, to prevent war without allies

at home. No man sits down ta>*have his throat cut, in order to

escape the danger of resistance ;
it is only governments, acting

for other people, that give into such absurdity. The point for

the Frencii people to’determine is, not whether they will go with-

out war altogether, but whether they will encounter the honour-
able risks of war, to escape the dishonourable certainties of

submission to barbarians. Nobody supposes the French nation

will bow to these, without a war at last ;
the question there-

fore is| whether it shall make war with success abroad, or war
without success at home, after its leaders have surrendered all

the good positions to the enemy. If the Poles and Italians

are overpowered through‘French dei^rtiou, they are to^blame if

they do not enter France in the *tear of the Cossacks, and
Vake what compensation they aro'able out of the chattels of

the recreants. Men are not to be deceived for nothing
; and if

the French make themselves odi&us through Europe by treach-

ery, retribution will take its own time to make them sensible of
their fault.

It was precisely in this way, that the government of Louis
XVI. went to its destruction, and brought his particular head
to the block. The thing that has been, is the thing that shall

be
;
except in so far as the latter part may be modified by the

spirit of the age, into an occupancy of one of the many man-
sions^ in the heaven of Holyrood. The first citizen-monateby
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made all manner of promises to the people
;
and it is not cer*

tain that in the ardour of the moment it did not intend to^ keep
them. But it quickly found metal more attractive. It had the
option of goinff forwards and standing, and it chose to go back-
wards and fall. Evidence was soon given, that it was ope-
rating in the interest *of the foreigner, and that the tears o#

joy were in bottle, and the handkerchiefs steeped in lavenderj

which were to be used when the Austrians should enter by the
Barri^re de Clichy. The present governme\it probably con-
templates a kind of mezzo termuie. It means to say at the
proper moment, * You see that all the great petitions are in the

hands of the enemy
;
you^' allies have •all submitted, Europe in

arras is at your doors
;
and here are we, citizen king as we are,

ready to make the best possible terms either for ourselves or for

our cousin.* What tears of rapture there will be, what waving
of handkerchiefs, what hoisting ofjtable-cloths with mustard on
them or without, the day the white and llussian flags appear

together on the column of the brave ! This is what the French
new^rmy is brought to Paris to protect. Young men in these

days love a whole skin ; the way to maintain a dishonourable

peace, is to appeal to the recruits that would have to make the

war. •

Does any body love war ? If he does, he is a beast and^not
a man. But war is the choice of minor evils

;
and when this

choice is offered, it may lawfully be embraced with joy. War
is the voluntary risking of one member of a family, to keep the

Cossack out of his sister’s bedchamber. The man who declines

doing this, had better hold the door and make the best bargain

he can for himself, when the enemy has crossed the Rhine of

nis ^threshold, and invested the fortresses of his porch and his

fireside. • •

One of the most important parts of the Speech of the Polish

Envoy, that which relates to the dbligations on the present

British Ministry to maintafti their character for consistency by
supporiiftg the cause of Polcftid, and the comparative facilities*

for its execution. If the Ministers have any reliance on the good
opinion of the friends of liberty throughout the country, the

intimations contained in it will not be without effect.

' 1 need not now go back further than the Congress of Vienna,

where your country wfts represented by the late Lord Castlereagh.
-•r „ .. . ^ ^ .1 -^1 sVi- « 1

tice to all. We too in Poland like to do the same. We cannot but

be pleased with the efforts ofliOttl Castlereagh In our favour ;
there are

documents to pfore his good intentions. A noble Duke, and another

noble Lord, were also present at Vienna on the part of this coi^ptry.
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It is said, that they manifested opinions the most favourable to our
cause, and of which the Poles entertain the most grateful sense. They
encountered difficulties that arose from another quarter. Russia then

occupied the greater portion of the Polish territory, and formally re-

fused to make restitution. The illustrious persons 1 have mentioned,

fcWerc then reproached by the opposition witlv not having done enough
for our cause. The speeches pronounced in the House of Commons,
<jy a noble Lord, who now presides in another august assembly, are

still fresh in memory. Those who then formed the Opposition, now
form the Ministry. And how great the change that has since been
operated, in respect to the position of Poland ! The dangers with

which Europe hasjk been menaced, on the part of Russia, posterior

*to the Congress of Vienna., have been augmented by the war in

/Purkey, and the well known designs of the Cabinet of St. Petersburg

against Prance and Belgium. Hence, there are new reasons for desir-

ing the re-establishment of Poland. Is this re-establishment more
difficult to effect at the present moment than at the jieriod of the

Congress of Vienna? Most ceitainly. Gentlemen, the very reverse.

To effect this object, then, it would have been necessary to make war
with Russia. At the present moment this war is already made by the

Poles themselves, who, by an extraordinary effort, have succeeded in

arresting in their territory the colossus, while on the way to the very

centre of Europe, in order to crush civilisation. The question now
is, only not to abandon the Poles in this struggle, in which they

are j^ontesting for the liberty and independence of nations. What
course will your Goveriiincnt pursue r—This we know, that it is com-
posed of men who respect public opinion, who have even shown, too,

that they ask its support. G^entlemen, the public opinion of England
can do much for us. With all the calmness and maturity by which
your counsels are characterized, examine our cause in all its bearings

3

iorm your opinion thereupon, and then announce it csindidly, announce
it in every way. The Poles will never ask any thing unreasonable

habituated as they are to sacrifice themselves for others, they are^slill

very far from demanding that ol,hcr nations should sacrifice themselves

in their cause ;
but they have a right to hope, and they do hope,

most firmly, that they shalb not be abai&idoned in the hour of their

utmost need. What, then, is to be thc(|future destiny of my country ?

Let us form a judgment of it from th^^^past. After every new reverse

that seemed to threaten to annihilate her for ever, Poland has risen,

superior to this reverse, and invigq^-ated by calamity. Gentlemen, 1

have already said, that our liberty and yours were contemporary. You
have shown yourselves great, by preserving this birthright, and by
developing it, by strengthening it ;

ours has been wrested from us :

but. Gentlemen, as a Pole, 1 can look every Englishman in the face

without blushing : in the slavery we have been compelled to undergo,

we have not lost our time, we have been learning to re-conquer our
liberty, and preserve our national honour,—the honour of John So-

bieski, the saviour of Vienna 3 the honour of Kosciuszko, Dombrow-
ski, Foniatowski, wby^h has been found entire in the honour of Rad*
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ziwil, and the warriors whom he commanded. We have been learn-

ing to preserve your esteem.*

* We firmly believe, that to destroy the existence of Poland,tit will

be necessary to exterminate the very lost of the Poles. But this, we
trust, Europe will not suffer

j
we believe that the opinion of the peo-

ple will have the effect of making it impossible that governments

should not afford us succ'our.’

* Gentlemen, as to myself, individually, I am of opinion, that tlij

question now, is, not of the option of supporting or abandoning us,

but of an option as to the manner in which that succour can be af-

forded. There is, besides, a- species of succour that the people can

afford us, independently of their Government. We have placed at

the disposal of our country, all our blood, and all our fortunes
; wa

are led to hope that our fritnds will consecrate -a portion of their's to

succour and support us. Already have our generous friends, thf

French, set the example, by numerous collections and subscriptions

that have been opened
;

doubtless, the English will not suffer them-

selves to be out-stripped in the race of generosity. In depositing their

offerings upon the altar of our liberty, not only will they afford us a

substantial succour, they will also give a new proof, a yet untried

manifestation of their sympathy for our cause,- a cause as noble, as

it is unfortunate.’—pp. 13—17.

It is one thing for*meti to blame political opponents, and

another to act justly themselv^. After the Lords Castlereagh

and Aberdeen and the Duke of Wellington have been repro^hed

for not doing enough for Poland when she was under the yoke,

the country will be ciirious to note the precise quantity of what

a reforming Ministry does for her new she is in arms.
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Mothers and Daughters. 3 vols. post 8vo. 31#. 6t/. bds.
The Turf. 2 vols. foolscap. 15#. bds.

*

Journal of a Nobleman at Vienna. 2 vols. post 8vo. 21#. bds.
Scenes of Life. 2 vols. post 8vo. 21#. bds.
Temple of Melekartha, 3 vols. royal ]2mo. 27#. bds.
Maternal Duty, or the Armstrong Family. 8#.

Mitford’s American Stories for Children. - 3 vols. .18mc. 10#. Qd
Allan M^Dougai. 3 vols. 12mo. 18#. lids

Novelist’s Library. Vol. 1. (Pilot) foolsca}f8vo. 5#. bds
The Incognito, 3 vols. post 8vo. 27#« hds.
Navy at Home. 3 vols. 12mo.* 21#. bds.
The Tuuerics. 3 vols. post 8v^*‘ 31#. 6rf. bds.
Legends and Stories of Ireland, Oy S. Lover. 12ino. 7#« bds^
Standard Novels. Vol. 1. (Pilot)f Alsbap. 6#. bds.
Crotchet Castle. 12mo. 7#* 6J. bds.
The Orientalist, or Letters of a Rablisb 8vo. 10#. 6r/. bds.
Lucius Carey, an Historical Tale. 4 vols. l2mo. 22s. bd#.
Louisa, or the Cottage on the Moor. 2 vols. ]2mo. 10#. bds.
The Premier. 3 vols. post 8vo. 31#. 6</. bds.
Society, or Spring in Town. 3 vols, post 8vo. 31#, 6f/, bds.
Wedded Life in the Upper Ranks. 2 vols. post 8vo. 21#. bds.

POETRY AND PLAYS.

Taylor's German Poetry.' Vol. 3. 8vo. I5#i bds*
Strangway's Messiah. 8vo. 10#* M, bds.
Thomas* Serious Poems. 12mo. 6#. bds.

Toil. -KVif^Westminstet Review. St m
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AWincPocte, Vol. Q, 10. foolscap^ Ik. aacli.

Grant’s Brautfcs of Modern Poetry- Foolscap. 7«. Or/, cloth,

Tom Thumb, vvitli Cruikshank's Designs* 18mo. \s» 6</, seweq.

Songs by^James Ilogg, (the Ettrick Shepherd', 13rno. 7f. W**.

The Shamrock, a Coilertion of Irish Songs, edited by Weekes, 2^, oo-

The Tliistle, a Collection of Scottish Sougs^ edited by DonaWepn. 2r, M,
Billesdon Coplow. 12mo, U. sewed.

Rich's Daughter of Herodotus, a Tragedy. SVO^ Ws.
BCnnett's Songs of Solitude. 'l2ino. hds, ^

The Mayor of Garratt. 12mo, Gd* sewed.

TLe Siamese Twins. 8vo« 14e. hds.

Stoiy of Ginovia. From Arista, 8vo. 3^. feds*

Southey's Attempts in Ve.se, Sec. crown Svo* lOjf, ft/, hds,

Michell's Siege of Constantinople. 8vo. 5#,

Cary’s Dante. 3 vols. Foolscap. 18^. cloth-

The As.sa8sins of the Paradise, &c. 8vo, ft/, cloth.

Oxford, l»y R. Montgomery, post 8yo. 7«* ft/* hds.
^

Byzantium, &c., by B. A. Marshall, post 8vo. 4s*t^d. hdf.

Vffeen’s Dramatic Works. 2 vo^s. crown 8vo. 2U. bds.

Fanizzi's Bojardo e Ariosto. Vols. 3, 4. crown 8vo. bds, 124r* each,

Bennett's Albanians, ftc, crown 8vo« 7^, feds,

POLITICS.

Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, Third Scries* Vol, 1 of Session 1830.31. royal

8VO. 30^. bds. 33s. 6//. half-bound.

TOPOGRAPHY.
Elme's Topographical Dictionary of London, post 8v/». 19j. bds.

Gorton’s Topographioal Dictionary. Vol. L 8vo. 20fr bds. coloured 30s. bds.

Cambrian Tourist. ISincv 8«. bds*
*

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS,
Journal of Nine Months Residence in Siam, by J. Tomlin. IBmo. U.
Memoirs of the Affairs of Greece, by Julius Millingen, 8vo. IQs, 6</. bds.
Ziirck's Calmuc Tartary. 8vo, 7s, b<ls.

Haigh’s Buenos Ayres. < 6vo. 12s« bds.

Burckkardt's Customs of the Modern Egyptians. 4tOb 9ft. bds.

Armstrong's Journal of Travels in the Seat of War, between RuuU and Turkey
8vo. lOt.Gt/. bds.

Year in Spain, by a young American. 9 vols. post Bvo. ]6t. bds.
.Tournal of a Residence in Normandy, ft. ft/.

Gore’s HistoricalTraveller. 2 vole, poil 8vo. Ht. bds.
Beechey's V’oyages to thp Pacific. 2 vols, 4to. 4,1, 4t. bde.
Morehead's Tour ofThe Holy Ivandi 18mo. dt. id, bds, ^
KeppePs Narrative of a Journey across the Balcifii, with Map 9 vols. 8

32t. bds.
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A.

j4BYDOSf genealogical table of, first iliscovered by Mr, Dankcsi 40fi— in-.o-

noniens of nearly sixt^of the ancestors of liainoses the (Ireat conlun^tl
therein, ib.

A^miraUf/y the word first used by the retainers of the lord admiral Seymour,
86 *

Africa, state of literature in the interior of, 28H* •
Amazonian f/ueen^ account of one in the interior of Africa, 290.
Anatomif of Society, by Augustus St .John, 4H2— i-harnctcr of the work, 48.5.
Ancient Egyptian KMgsand their Monuments

^

inforniatmn derived by decipher-
ing the hieroglyphic legends, - chronology of Inc Egyptian kings
illustrated by them, or^r of succession (lerivablc fnnn the lists of INIr.

Wilkinson, 408—exi>lanation of a royal prienpnicn. 4-09'—of the titles of
banner, undue confidence of M. Clmnipolliun in the correctness of his
hleroglyphical translations censured, /A.—his inferences respecting the peiiud

Egyptian civilization, from a fragment of the sanctuary of Kariiac, shewn
to be erroneous, 411—enumeration of; the kings of Kgyjit, 41?.

Arabic,^^ of the Koran, different from the conversational miigiiago, 28.5— tlio pio-
nunciation of certain Arabic letters, diffbrent in dillcrcnt places, 280

Aristocracy, its support obtained at the expense of the lower classes, 202.

B.

Banyan, or Indifin fig-trcc, its nature and properties described, 273.
Bataille de Paris, jiar le licutenant-gAidral Allix, 1.

Basil Baiirington and his Friends, reviewed, 221—subject of the novel, under
three heads, 225—sketch of the character of Basil Barrington, i-;.—tig? author
advised to abridge the work, 220- -its prominent fault, cx.'iggcration, ib .

—

extracts, 227, el se<j,

Belgian Insurrection, misunderstood in h^ghind, 101 union of Holland aiul

Belgium agreed on by the ministers of tlie allied ])ower.s in Jsii, th .—hon
got up and carried into eftect, ?6. el the constitution declared to be
accepted by the Belman Notables, notwithstanding a majority of vtitcs against
it, 162—liberty of the jiross grunted, 103 —how secured, encroached on
by an ordonnance issued by the king to meet the possible consofjiienccs of
Buonaparte’s return from ftIba, 164—conlinited in force until 182.0, and re-
placed bpr another, ib.—acts of opprevsIonsunTIcr the ordonnance, securities
for the liberty of the press no longer in existence, 105—gniunds t)f eomplaint
on the part of the Belg^iis, 166—the fundamciilal law’ of imj)artmlity
violaWd, 167—gross acts of partiality on Ihc part of the king, 109—orders
tho exclusive use of the Dutch language in all public documents and proceed-
ings, 170— onlonnance, declAaing every person dismissed from or resigiiing
office, without a testimonial from the king, (lcj)rivcd of all his j)iiblic rights as
a citizen, »5.—the king’s DcclaraUon that the constilni ion is an act of particular

favour, which he might modify al his pleasure, 171—the insuiTcction breaks
out) ib*—its immediate cause, ib,—^king’s uegotiatloiiR wdth the Belgians
inconsistent, 173.

Book of the Seasons; or, tho Calendar of Nature, by AVilliam Howitt, reviewed,
456 —character of Gilbert White, as a naturalist, i5.-j)lan of the Calendar,
4hS7—^the dtuthor’s description of March quoted, #/>.—of mountains. 1.5.9—

9topping-up of foot-paths, 461.

Brissoi, memoirs of, 332—his birth and tamily, 335—indebted to his mother lor

the education he received, his desire to become a Benodictine monk
removed by the represstations of a monk, 338—places himself in an
attorney’s office at Paris, *5.—his pursuits In regard to literatun* j«nl literary

2ti2
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men, 339-^his first acquaintance with Itobespicrrc, 34<0—quits the law for

literature as a profession, 341—commences satirist, and nan*owly escapes the
Bastille, 34?—])rojects, in the midst of great distress, several literary works,
344—visits England with a political pamphlet, ih.—engaged by a speculator
in newspapers there to edit the “ Courier de I’Europe, ’ 345—loses his em-
ployment, i5.—brought to I^ondoii by him, and has his troubles increased by
political discontent, ih,— returns to France, and acquires some property by
irhe death of his father, 346—turns his views to the bar, ih ,

—

forms a conncc>
tioii with the a^trocious INfarat, ih ,

—

projects the establishment of a Epreeum
ki Eondon, 348—fails in the attempt, and thrown into prison, 351—visited by
INIr. Bentham, 352—his account of that gentleman, 353—forms a connection
with other celebrated men in Eondon, 354.

Jh'u.xelles, Evdnemens de, 1.

lintce, the Abyssinian traveller, life of, by major F. B. Head, reviewed, 181

—

the account of his trayels unworthily received by the public, ib,—its credibility
H:onftrmcd by the testimonies of subsequent travellers, ih,—the unfair treatment
of Bruce on the publication of his travels in siftne degree attributable to the
Vharacter and conduct of the traveller himself, ih—major Head’s observations
on the treatment of Bruce, 184—enumerates the real objections to Bruce’s
account of his travels, 186—the foundation of Peter Pindar’s cou])let, 187

—

Bruce’s remarks on the public incredulity of the fact of the Abyssinians feed-
ing on live flesh, 188. «

C.

Ciute^ an aristocratical invention, 262—etymology of the term considered, ib,

Charles the First, Commentaries dn the Eife and lleign of, by J. H’lsraeli, re-
viewed, 486—superior wealth of the Commons at that period, 488—the
Author’s defence of Charles from the cliarge of t^Vanny aniwcred, 491—his
defence of Strafford examined, 402—characters of Hampden and IVm sub-
jects of his detraction, 494- Extracts of letters from Hampden to Sir John
Eliot, «496—Mr. Scawen to Sir John Eliot, 497—Sir John Eliot to his Sons,
i5.—character of the work, 499.

China, Chinese, See Royal Asiatic SociPty,

Chuhoang-ti, first emjieror of China, 266—builds the great wall, ib,

Cliinff, Foo-yuen of China, extracts from a proclamation by him, 270—his
exhortations enumerated, 272.

Cleopntra^s Needles, the most ancient obelisks in existence
; supposed to have

been created by Moeris, 413.

Constitutional Code, chap, x., defensive force, by Jerem}' Bentham, esq., 1

—

its character considered as psophetic, 2—two branches "of national defence,
the radical and stipendiary, 5— rylcs for obtaining from them the greatest good,
6— division of officers into ordinary and erudite, 9—of the use of the rifle, II—its comparative adv^mtages over the common musquet, ib, et seq,—military
economy, 12. See Defensive Fo\ce,

^ ,,

Courts, enmowered to grant probates of wills,*' ^iScc. return of, ordered by the
IJouse of Commons, 316—important inforin^ion derived from it, 322.

D-

Defensive Force, military force a mystery ; under what circumstances a military
force eligible, 1—necessity and value of a counteracting force, 2—under
what circumstances a stipendiary military force might be dispensed with,
—its abuse reprobated, ib,—of the establishment of avolunteer force, 64r—
applicable only to popular governments, T—its consequences considered, ib,

—advantages possessed by popular forces, in a city or town, in a contest with
regular troops, 14.

Dendera and Ksne, period of their construction ascertained, 407.
Dictionary, American, of the English Tiangiioge, by Noah AVebster, EE.D.
review^, 56—the first that may pretend to any rivalry with .Johnson’s, ih,

i*^e0ciencies of Johnson, 57—^the kind and character cn Engli^ dictionaries
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previous to his, 58—not sufficiently extensive in its vocabulary, unrivalled
in the general felicity of his definitions, 61—dofioient in etymological re-
search, ?6.~ of the philological discoveries of Tooke, 62—testiniofiv of Dr.
Webster to their importance, 62—the use to bo madd of ancient' English
iithours, 46— the dictionary of .Johnson greatly improved by Mr. Todu, ih,—vast diffusion of the English language anticipated, 66—the maintenance of
its purity desirable, 64 r-thc competency of any but an inhabitant of tfie
mother country to produce a complete English Dictionary questionable, ih, -
Dr. Webster’s qualifications for the undert^ing, 68—remarks? on his Cramnipr,
'0—his cocrt/m/ory reviewed, /A.— that of Dr. Johnson greatly augmented, /A.- -

)f the use of se^quipeladian words, 72—of obsolete*words,* *A. ct Acq,—of the
idditions by Webster, 71—of his otthnffrnpky, 77—hbiglish orthograidiy not
settled, 78

—

orthoepy

^

81 -Dr. Webster’s plan, 82

—

ilymology^ ?A.—Dr. .Tolin-

son’s not sufficiently satisfactory ; improved by Todd, but greatly excelled by
Webster, lA.—specimens of Dr. Webster’s et^i mologidh, 81—of the Aew.sp.v, *17

—the first honours in this department due^o .Johnson, *A. his use of .John-
son in his definitions, ib,—of mithorities^ 90 —excellence of Johnson s, Umm
])eculiarities of Webster’s, 91—an improved edition of the dictionary in twelve
parts, passing through the English press, zA. '

Discoveries in the science and art of Healings by John St. John Long, esq., &c.
reviewed, 4.56—statement of their egregious absurdity, 467.

Doctrina Vopularum Linguee LahneCt &c. reviewed, 253.

E.

Dast-India Company^ report of select committee on the affiiii*s of, &c., 03—on
the' China trade, and Board’s rates of exchange, 05—interests of the govern-
ment and people of CMna opposed on the subject of foreign trade, 96—
government revenue derived from i^ 97—the tea of maritime districts brought
to Canton through the interior, zA.—sum exacted from foreign ships for the
payment of dues and good behaviour, ib,—hong merchants, the sureties to

government, ih,—their number, and monopoly (If’ the Company’s traue, zA.

—

“ outside merchants” and “shopmen.” 98—extensive smuggling in opium, ib.

Trade, on wliat grounds commercial stieculatioii bad or good, 94—(juestioii

as to whether the Chinese and Indian tra^e together are a benefit to tne com-
munity, 95—similarity of restriction principles botw'cen the governments of
China and England, 99—their impolicy and injustice on a general view, 100
—profits of the Company on the China trade, ib ,—absurd proceedings of the

Company, upon their own showing of profit and loss, 101—advantages derived
from the possession of India resolvable into ^he private interests of a com-
paratively few individuals, ib.

Ecclesiastical Courts, their character uiifaipulli*, 317—so in the time of Chaucer,
ih,—lamentation of Proctors in 1641, ib.—^inference as to the subjects cogniza-

ble in the spiritual courts, 319—legislativeand Judici^ acts unfit fur clericar

particJJlation, 320—ecclesias^ttil jurisdiction expedient in former times, not

so now, 321—its cognizanc^of testamentary causes matter of special favou,

not of right, ih,—^allusion to abettor from the provost of*Eton on the suhjl*ct

323—t‘asc shewing the evils attendant on ecclesiastical process in testamentary

causes, iA.— commission appointed to reform the pnicticc, 325—smalgl round

of hope from the constitution of it, 326—of the official appointments, 327—
present state of legal education, 330.

F.

Foo-yuen, an officer in China so denominated, 270—character of his office, ib—
extracts from a proclamation by Ciiing, the Foo-yuen in 1822, ib.

Force, Military, its nature, consequences, and necessity considered, 1 el, seq.

Forts and Towei s, remains of in Egypt, questions proposed to military travellers

‘ for solution, respecting them, 265. « , . ^

France, royal guards ox, subscription for those who fought in defence of the

conduct of the late king and his ministry, 451.
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rmich [ievohitioHy military events of the kte^ by ah ofliccr of the Garde
Iloyiile, !•

a
tha Fourth^ character of, 103—value of contemporaneous opinions on

historical subjects, 10 1- -public characters public property, ih,—late King*s
*’lirst appearance in the world of fashion, as the lover of Mrs. Robinson, 105

—

her circumstances dt the time, ih.—iicp^otiators of the connection, and its ulti-

**niale result, ih ,—development of his character, in the ungenerous conduct
of the connection, 106—remarks on the character of the negotiation, 107—of
bis marriage, its indYicomcnt, and its disgrace, 108—his wife discarded
within a fewMuontlis after his character of politeness considered, 109
- hi* conduct to Hc'aii nrumiiiell, 111— to Sheridan, ib ,—the character of his

^
bo^e^olellce examined, 112—affair at Newunaiket -expelled from the Jockey
(Jiub, 113- -Mr. Fox sent by hnn into the House of Commons to maintain a

.^ralscliood respecting bis marriage with jVIrs. Fitzherbert, 117—the character
of his piety considered, 119-«-<)f his social inclinations, 121— of his taste in art,

science and literature, c / ft'y.— of his conduct in public life, 128—in his

character of llogent discards the whigs, 129 - his despotic disposition, 132

—

counlcM'acled by his inclination to indolence and ease, 13.3- no claim to parti-
cipate in the glories of his reign, whether of arts or arms. 13'1*.

— ^Tomoirs of his Idfe and licign, by H. E. Lloyd, Esq.

—

character of the work, 103
I^ilo and Times of, by the Rev. G. Croley, A. M., summary

character of, 103—alR'Cted delicacy of the author while mis-rcprcscntiijg the
nature ol’ the royal separation, 1 10.

(it mi WnU of China, ils substance cslitnaled by Mrl Barrow, 266.

0

II.

Itumamah, inscript ioin; on the rocks near the new wall at, 26i.
IlunnihaCs Passage of the Alps, by a Member of the Univ’^ersity of Cambridge,
reviewed, 42- the route of Hannibal explored by I’olyliiiis, 43—commented on
by the chevalier Folard, traced general Melville, and used by Buonaparte
in his ow'ii memorable passage of the Al{>8, ih—the author’s attack on afl the
best writers on the subject before him, 44- his charges against the authors of
the ** Dissertation on the Passage of Hannibal over the Alps,’* ib, et seg,- his

inaccuracy of trails!.ation from the Greek of Polybius exjiosed, 46— conclusion
against the route taken by IFannibal, as inarke'd out by the author, 54~-cre-
duloiis of the vinegar story by f/ivy, 55—inconsistency of the author's reli-

ance u])oii Ijlvy and distrust of'Polybius,
IfiiiYss of nm*yes, by^Phomas Colley Grattan, reviewed, 146—utility, in the
novels of the present day, too nmcfi neglcctedf 1 17—excelled bv tlm French
ill this respect, ih—]»lot of the talc, L18-'-the|iublicationof it well-timed, ib,—
Bpccinicns quoted,^ 149, itspg,—character of tpb author's style, 155.

]J{Wo^li/phics, published by the Royal Society of Literature. Part V. Sec
Ancient K}>trptum Kin^s,

illsfouv Naturdle ih I'Honme^ par 11. P. licsson, reviewed, 17.

JJifApaftiMt, an Indian collection of Stories, nearly identical with the Paucha
Tanlra, 274—-many of the stories of other countries derived from it, bb.

jjor/on, riiibt kon, R, TFilmot, Ills corresjiondence with a Select Class of the
^lembersof the London Mechanics’ Institution, 191—reviewed 207—excess
«>f population the origin of the popular distress, ib ,—contradicted in part,

208.

I.

douvnal of a Tour in, &c. by James P. Cobbeit, revLewefl, 174—bis re-

marks on the dtie arts, governments, manners, customs, 175—obser-

vations oft the country about Avignon, ib,

—

Florence, 176—Na|46B* 177»—
brief o{/iniou, respecting the country of t^nglend, eX^iressed by some Italians
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who had n^Ojr yUted It, 17T—couiicty of the Italians, ift^iheir love of
wjmr* 178—ils-dilrereiit nature in the men and weitien, ibj—incHnatum in
the author to spare them even in Ihcir vices, i7>.—the stale of Thscany, ihW—the author’s doveil foot, 179—defends the harsh treatment of the Jew.s
at Eoiue, io,

Jesus, Oospcl of, iilistaken by Mungo I’ark in AiVica Ibr a Gospel of IsaTali,
1^90.

Sir Altxnndef*^ extract ofa letter from him, giviiif; an account of llu;

general cliaracler and deportment of the Mohaminedau |>opuUtiun in Ceylon

,

Jthftbat the nafne df a (the Niger df ftiTk) in AlVica, its derivation and
meaning, 290.

K.

Kiii'nitdf ||reat teilmle at, sdnetunry of buiit hy Mccris, 4i3,—the liyj)o.sTylc

hail of; built hv Ramese^, 416—Belasoni’s ed^aptured description of it, tO,

Koran

^

Arabic Or the, net the Same as that of the ordinary language, 295.

New Voyage round the World, reviewed, 29t -his father th(^ cele-
brated German Dramatist, ih ,—^malcn his first voyage round the world witli

Krusensiem. seeondi hs comttfander of the liurick, and the last in tlie

Predpriartie, 294—the captain’s departure from the roads of Cronstadt, 295

—

his iMiiiger off the Needles 296—saved by the skill and confidence of the
n]K>t« his arrival ih the Pacidc, 297—nisicovcrs a Small island, to which
tie ^ves the name of^is ship* t6.—reaches OTahaith 296—his reception

there, ib,—contrasted uehaviour of the inhabitants the next day, ib,

—

lands and visits the missionary Atllson, 299—attends the Sunday service at

the church ;
ib,—his account of it, with the dress and behaviour of the natives,

300—present state of the island compared with that when captiiin Cook
visited it'i 301—account of Potnareh, —of the political constitution of

O Tahaiti, 302—passion of the natives for European dress, 803—leaves

O Tahaiti and malkes for the Navigatoi^’s Islands in his way to the Radack
Islands, ib.—^first effects of his appearance on the inhabitants ot Otdia, 306— his

reception by them when known, 307—his account of the present state of

society id the (fendVrieh Iskindti, 3199—his rhiits to ouCen Nomahanna, 309
—tvftvee the iSamlwich Islands—sails upon a new tmek^nd discovers some
new islands, 31 1.

L,

La Lib^4 rteoHqukte^ 1. . ..

j&Vvieim, Greek and Knglisli, by the Rev* Thomas Dix^incks, reviewed 311—
authw which the Lexicon is .intended to^xplaiii, 312—the quantities of the

doUbtfhl vOWeb itnpertectljvnarked) ib,—his etymol^eal principles faulty,

314—improvements in rc^mi^ to the prepositions,, t6.~instances of vtTbal

erldfo end improvements, SlT—^nend chailH*ter of the work, 316.

M«

Man HaianH Stbftory hy ft* Vk Lesson, it—the contemplation of savage

lire inieresiind and useftil, i6.—personal character of the race termed by the

author the Oreanbm,, 19—of their food and cookcr^y, .21~*the maddening

limor obtained from the piper methysticum, undpr Uie^inniiehce of the mis-

sionaries, rarely used but as medicine, 24—the New Zealanders addicted to

mhibaOsm, t5—au^or's reason for deriving the iuhabitahts of the Caroline

from the MptuVol race, 23—reason tor thq. slow advance to civilization

of the 8outh-^Temw9» iL—clbathinff of the inhabitants of the Alar-

nuMi eiid jMhdwkh islahas, 29—^missiim of the Oceanians for oriiameht, 31

—

hdKS ofihiniSndTn^ tt— of the Tahitians, 34—^fuHii-

turd, S8-4nsirumeats war laid asidd fdk Iheir Eiirolieah fire ahgs, l5;Mhe
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nosc-flutef 37—religious notions, 38—their belief of a supreme Being, 39

—

of a future state, —manners and amusements, 4«0—the author’s assertion

of a resemblance between the New i^ealatiders and the ancient Spartans
unfounded, 4-1

.

Maxwell^ by Mr. Theodore Hook, reviewed, 155—account of the Dramatis
Persona?, 15(i—the events improbable, in their combination, the claims to

])opularity in a modem novel, 157—the talents of the author estimated, ib,

MHchine-breaking^ abstract advantages of machine opiration over manual labour
self-evident 191—conditional un&r certain circumstances, 192—still advan-
Ivigeoiis if discreetly regulated, —its elfects on the community in general
considered, 193—highly beneficial under due regulation, but counteracted by
Corn-laws, 194—how they act in checking the sjwead of benefit derivable from
machinery, 195—their ctfects on agricultural labourers and their employers,
190—how to effect the remedv,* 198—drain of the aristocracy on the popular
interests, 202—policy^of timely reform, 203.

]\fohammc(lan Divinity^ specimen in an extract from the copy of a manuscript
by Mohammed Bin Soleyman Al Jezwal^, 288.*

Sforhers and Daup^hters^ a Tale ^f the year 1830, reviewed, 419—reasons why
the novelist draws his inatq^lals from scenes of high life, 421 — conse-
quences of the law of primogeniture, 424—extracts, 425, et seq,

N. .

New resemblance between them and the ancient Spartans asserted by
M. Tjesson, 41.

North American Provinces^ Britii^i^ Considerations on the Value and Tmport-
aiKi'c of the, &c. by Major-general Sir Howard Douglas Bart, reviewed, 500.

Notables, Belgian, declare the Constitution acccpted,^with a majority of votes
against it, 162.

O.

Orang (hitan, its name in Africa, 291.
Oriental words, In European letters, remarks on the absurd custom of so writing
them by the English in India, 286.

P.

Pancha Tantra^ an Indian Collection of Stories, in Five Sections, 274.
Parkf Mungo, an erroneous statement by him, arising from his ignorance of

Arabic, 290.

Parliamentary Reform, resisted only by the corruptionists, 440—their prac-
tices enumerated, 445—their threats qnd pretensions answered, 446—the cant
of Tory protection, 448—definition of Badicalism, 4.50—character of the
Whigs redeemed by Uieir recent contluct, 45^— call upon the country for

exertion, ib,

mis-statement ofthe Quarterly Be^w, respecting Mr. Bentham’s
pljn for one, answered, 454.

^ ^
Poems, chiefly Lyrical, by Alfred Tennyson, 210—poetry, with other tfiings,

susceptible of improvement, ib,—epic no longer in demand, 212—to what tlie

superiority of Shakespear as a poet attribiKable, 213—modern poetry an im-

I

)rovemcnt on the ancient inasmuch as it is more metaphysical, 214—excel-
ence of Mr. Tennyson’s on that ground, 215—^his power of poetical transmi-
gration, 216.

Poland and France, illiberal anticipation of the failure of the Polish revolution
reprobated, 507—France disappointed in the result of hers, .508—the interest of
tlic French government opposed to that of the nation, 509—the struggle for

liberty^ .throughout Euro])e affected by it, f5.—question of policy whether
I^rance should advance in the support of the liberties of other countries, or
wait until they fall unaided, and in the consequence risk her own, 510.

Professional Morality in 1831, dec. by a Graduate of the University of Edin-
burgh, ^3—extraordinary encouragement given to medical quacks,
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accounted for by the ignorance of the public on medical sub.jeets, 465-*iinpossi-
bility of the same diseases being cured by precisely the sume means in dilfer-
eiit patients, 466—statement ol* the absurd quackery of St. John liOng,.46'J'

—

his ignorance exposed, 468.
Predpi'iartie, a small island in the Pacific, discovered by Captain Kotzebue.
Pyramids, questions respecting them. 263.

Q.

(2ttarteily Review, Article on Parliamentary Reform, reviewed, 440—its advo-

j

cacy of things as they arc, 411—astonislicd at the general call of the country
for Reform, 142'—its remarks on the pcnsion>list answered, 447—remarks on
its allusion to a re-action in the event of a recurrence of Tory domination,
452.

R.

Rameses the (Ireat, the Sesostris ^f Herodotus,a^ identified with the Of^nnan-
dyas of Diodorus, 416—Belzoni’s admiration of the Hypostylo hall at Karnac,.
built by him, —the palace of Abydos also constructed by him, 417—of his
numerous other works ?7j».

Revohtlion^ European, that of France and Poland, in tlie years 1788 and 1789,
resisted by England, Prussia, Austria and Russia, 246—division of Poland
tho three latter, ih,—question considered as to whether Iceland will be
deserted^ in her present struggle against Russia, <7/.^reasons why France
should aid in the liberation of Poland, 248—the principle of non*interference
considered, 249—tho interests of England, hovt connected with the freedom
of Poland, 250—hopes from the new ministry, 251.

Royal Asiatic Society, Transactions of the, reviewed, 261— subject of the first

memoir, the Chinese, 262—tlie antiquity of China, according to their state-
ments, incredible, 263—their calendai^ regulated by Chucn-Tiio prior to the
time of Abraham, ib ,—origin of the Chinese nation, according to the Insti-
tutes of Menu, 266—date of the emjjirc not earlier than two hundred grears

before Christ, ift.—Chi-hoang-ti the first emperor, ib ,—builds the groat wall
of China, ib ,—orders all the books of the learned to be burned, 267—probability
of Japan having been colonized from China, —notice of a singularity in the
Chinese language, ib,—brief notice of the wars and revolutions during the
dynasties oi Han, ib .—paper and ink invented during the dynasty of Han,
268—Buddhism introduced into China from India, ib.—division of the empire
A. D. 200, 269—a favorite subject of the Chinese plays, ib.—power of the

*
lords of the bed-chamber in the dynasty of Tang, i5.—custom ofcramping the
feet of the Chinese ladies, and presumed motive, t5.—estimate of the popula-
lion of China, 270—extracts from a Chinese preclamation, ib*—of the Banyan,
or Indian fig-tree, 273—of the Pancha Tantra, 274—account of the Triad
society in China, 277—reseinbl^ in many points the Socii^ty of Free Masons,
280—an fl«count of the Sauds, society or Act resembling the Quakers of
England, 281—peculiarities of the Batak race, 282—account of the Mohamme-
dan pop^ulation of Ceylon, ib,—P«ftry of the Chinese, 292.

S.

San^homhwuy, a kind ofMasonic Society in China, 278.

San-kwo^ the three nations into which the empire of China was divided, so

esUed S09*
Sanscrit^ little more than a dialect of the Greek language, 268.

SaudSf a religious sect in India resembling the Quakers of England, 281.

Scotland^ Treatise on the Election Laws in, &c. by Arthur Connell, Esq. 137.,

Parliamentary Representation of, 137—state of the population in 1821,

t5.->dUproportion between the number of electors and the population repre-

sented, ib.—great preponderance of representation on the part of the agncul-

tural interest, f5.—what meant by “ independent interest” in a Scotch county,

;|[4Q.«qnember8 for the bui^bs, how returned, 141 of the Scotch repre*
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settUtivejiy i44--importaiice of the vote by ballot fining ground in public

o|jinion, ifr.*<^propo8ed plan of reform for Scotland, 145—objections answered,
l46.

Sesostrit, identified with the Osymandyaa of Diodorus, 410
Shaketpear^ the^best means of elucidating the difficult passages in his plays, first

adopted by Capel, 60.

Small-pojCt date of its appearance in China long \»nor to that of its introduction
into Europe, 280.

tSfsriet «/dhnmMm Ltfe, &Ck Edited by Maty Russel ]Vnt(brd| reviewed, 395—
tmture, history and prMnt state of the country well calculated to afford sub-
jects ibr Uomancci 305—selected specimens of the stories quoted, S^, cl

Swings the Kent lliok-burner, Life and History of, reviewed, 208—thinks, from
the course of events around him, that something must he wrong, and attends
the Manchester Meeting, 209—wounded by a sabre cut, -sent to prison

fbr poaching, i4.—returned home just in tifae to find himself ruined bv the
tithes, 2l0—^harnessed tq th^ parish cart—wife dies—children seek shelter

in a hay-stack, which the* fire by accident, and Swing charged with llick-

burning. ?*.

T.

ihbUm dcla Pologne^ 8ic. p4r Leonard Chodzko, 245.

Tkwu Kwmg^ {Nresunied meatiiiig of, 270.

Timiutt XhttieSy Observations on the proposed alteration of the, &c. by Joliii

Ravans, 500—extracts froni, 506.
» Trade, disadvantage of continuing the importation of North American
timber in preference to iliat of the Baltic, 500— calculations of l^r Howard
Douglas respecting the British tonnage and iilen employed in the trade erru-

neousi 502—cons^uenoes of the yroposed alteration in the timber duties
considerinl, 504—Ministers dofeateil by the boroughmongers, and interested
•hip'^owners, on the question of their intended alteration, 507.

Tt^tions cf PciUstiHc^ by Harriet Martineau, revimved, 358—enumeration of
the heads, i5.«^xtracts and character, 359, ct srq.

iCfUnciedge, Soci^ for the Diffusion of, 365—classes of Us ^rioiis publi-

cations enumehited, 366—what expedient as the first subject of infermation
to the laboured, 369 --thd Subieels selected ill-chosen fer the classes to bo in.

ferm^d, 372—the committee ilbassorted for the purpose of its forniation^ dTo
—ttiP8 subjects rendered ifuintelligible to the labouring classes by the mode of
treating Uieui, 383—in.whsrt respects the labours or the Society have been
Servlcmble,

, ;
,

w.
^hree Ijeclures on the Hate of, by tlassau ^VilUani Senior, Ihl

—

reviewed, 2()4-pthe accordance of their XjSnteiits with the opinions dinuaed
* through the pages of this Review, on *i;he subject of Folltical Economy, f5.

—

their ^aracter, and references in support of it, 15.—objections to some of the
propositions contained in them, 205. «.

Water, remarks on its beauty, 400.

^eUkigtetn^ Duke of> critical remarks on his eulogium m the Marketer of the

late King, 124.

ing of the Metofif 28a-»»the minister resorts te panic to ellay th6 discontent

bi the pfepler 284-^riried to burltaque^ end tails, 235—paole ^ the Lord
Mtye? eleelM its eonsequences, th—arrengement of khe ciyu list e^unlly

by the ehaficgUor of the exchequert 238-^wnfiiA ef thk edmuiiatra-
hints to the flew admiiuitoatiea» 240 irthif* ,

wyqkitMk 9faniuisift bfi at e public Dinner to efllehiato the Palish

Revolution, ei&txact from it, 51L
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ABKRCBOMBIE, 438
Abershaw, Jerry, 328
Abraham, 191, 963
Acherrea, 415
Achilles, 216
Adams, 91
Addison. 65, 91
Adclimg, 76, 81
/'Rschincs, 312
iEschyliis, 312
Ahniosis, 412, 413
Ahriman, 39
Akenside, 214
AlbeVt, 148
Alexander, 32, 495
Allen, TI. E. 252, 254
Allix, It.-gen., 1

Ainenoph, 414
Amenophis, 414, 415
Amenothph, 409, 412, 413, 414,
Ainense,«4l3
Ames, 91

Amun, 417, 418
Amherst, Lord, 268
Aniosis, 413
Anacreon, 261
Anastasius, 438
Angelo, Michael, 9
Apollo, 291, 409
Appian, 51
Archias, 420
Ariosto, 73, 421
Aristotle, 283, 312, 383
ITmiais, 415
Arkwright, 134, 210,
Arnott, Dr. 383
Arrian, 273
Ascham, 73
Atkinson, 2il<

Atmou, 414, 417
Avicenna, 283
Aucante, 341
Auckland, lord, 454
Bacchus, 9
Bachelu, 265
Bacon, 65, 375, 387, 388, 393
Bailey, 58
Balugani, 183, 187
Bandello, 275
Bankes, Mr. 4t)d, 465
Baret, 58
Barker, Mr. 92, 397
Barrow, Mr. 266
BedM, date df, 464
Beaumont and Flmtefi IV4i 6M

415

Belknap, 91
Bcllct,3(r. 165
Belzoni, 185, 415, 416, 417, 435
Ben D^Lhi Bndulli iJazafmh, 435
Benexet, i359

Bengham, Mr., 310, 311
Bennett, Mr., 299, 300
Benthani, .Tereiiiy, I, 75, 135, 203,

3.51, 353, 3;>3, 354, 454^ 455
Bentley, 87
BerangAr, 261
Bhdwanl Dus, 28

1

Birbhan^ 281
Birkbccl>Dr. 1?)1

Blackstone, sir Wm 321, 454
Boccacio, 274, 275
‘Botle, Baron do, 136
Bocckli, 316
Boucher, Mr., 57
Bougait^ille, 19, 303
Bnurdaloue, 119

Boyle, 91

Brahma, 38
•Brasse, 312
Brissot, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337,

'139, 340, 341, 342, .343> 344,#345,

346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352,

354, 355, 366, 357
Bromhy, rev. J. II., 79
Brougham, Mr. 233, 329, 378, 391,
394

Brown, sir Thomas, 90
Brown, 185,

Browne, 396
Bruce, 25, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185,

J86, 687, 188, 189, 190
Brummell, 111
Brunswick, duke«i^ 250
Buccldhgh, dukc4>fy 143
Buhle, 354
Bulloker, 58 •

Buckingham, duke of, 491
Buonaparte, Napoleon, 43, 5k 134,

164, 202, 232, 242, 290, 291
Burckhardt, 185
Burke, 91, 125, 35k 355
Burney, Miss, 351
Burton, 73, 282
Busching,
Buttman, 319, 3l5
Byron, lord. *6, 75, 125, 213, 263,
326

. 311,

Cadmus, 961
Caesar, 43, 356
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Caligul^^ 348
Calingam, 38
Campbell, 219, 913, 320*

Capel, 59, 60
Carlyle, 285
Carr, 90
Cashin, Miss, 463

. Castleicagh, lord, fill

Caviglia, capt., 4>14

I Cicilius, 75

'

Chaiupolliun, M., 407, 408, 409, 410,

419, 413, 414, 415. 416, 417, 418,

419
Channing, Dr., 91
Chapman, 73
Charles I.. 240, 486. 497, 488, 489,

491, 492, 494. 500
, 11.86,104,264 .

II. of Spain, 27 »

, V. 153

, X.. 92, 171
Chaucer, 61, 64, 73, 317
Chi-hoang-ii, 966
Ching. 270, 972
C^lhodako, I^eonard, 245
Choo-foo-tze, 263 *

Chuen-hio, 263, 265
Clarendon, 495
Clarke, 185 t

, Dr., 189
Clavier, IMadamo, 122
Clav^6res, 357
Claude. 123
Cleaveland, 91

Cobbett, J. 1M74, 175, 177, 17C, 180
Cockeram, 58
Coftin, 185, 190
Colo, 58
Coleridge, Mr., 57, 913, 222, 486
C^olnian, 356
Columbus, 62, 92
Confucius, 267
Connell, A., 137
Cook, capt., 19, 30/
Cooper, 58, 296. 395
Coquerel, 31., 333
Corneille, 339
Coumba Killi, 290
Courier, Paul Iiouis. 119, 122
Courtenay, 3Ir. 390
Cowper, 91, 212
Cramer, 49, 46, 48, 49,
Crawley. Justice, 499
Crishna, 291
Croft, sir Herbert, 75
Croly. rev* O*. 103, 110, 116, 117
Crombie, 62
Cromwell, 338
Ctesiphon, 312
Curt&, 234
Cynui|‘9l6

D*Aguesscau, 357
D’Alembert, 340, 344
Daniel, 73
David, 291
Davis^ Mr. J. F., 262, 292
Davy, 91, 134
Day'and Martin, 395
DeFcw. 209
De Clorges, Dominique, 396
D’IsraeH, 3Ir. J.. 4h6, 488, 489, 491,

492, 494, 495, 496, 497
Dc Ijaub«^pine, marchioness, 348
DeliUC, 42, 43
Demusthenca, 312
Denon, 265, 266. 435
DeSacy, 289
De«Seinie, countess, 343
Desfbrges, 351
Diodorus Siculus, 973, 414, 415, 416
Dobell, Mr., 311
Dodd, Dr., 320
Dombri>w8ki,512
Domitian, 964
D'Orville, Sieur, 975
Douglas, sir K., 500
Drayton, 73
Dryden, 65, 91

*

Duclos, 340
Duepetiaux, E., 165
Dumont, S., 354
Dumpster, 144
Dupaty, 348
Duranton, M., 2S9
Dussaussay, ]}., 11

Duval, 328
Dwight, 91
Ebers, 420
Eccles, 370
Echard, 336
Eden^ Mr., 455
Eldon, lord, 325, 399
Eliot, sir John, 494, 496, 497

, lord, 496
E1ii.abcth, queen, 89, 419
DUenborougli, lord, 327^ '

EU;ri,Mr., 308
Eiyott, sir T., 86
Erostratus, ^7

[.
Eschscholz, Dr., 307
Euclid, 283, 388
Euripides, 312
Falkland, 495j
Farmer, 60
Fearn, 63
Ferdinand, grand duke, 178
Feme, air John, 71

, 73
Firouzabadi, 287
Fitzherbert, Mrs,, UO, 117, 118
Fletcher, Giles, 69

'

Fleuryi 836
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Florio, 56
Fo-hi, 263
Folard, chevalier, 43, 55
Fontaine, 274
Forbj^Mr., 90
Forsyth, 41
Fourcroy, 348
Fox, 91

, C. J., 105, 101, inr 125,
129

, G., 281
Franklin. 91

Frederick, Prince, 173
Fuller, 73, 86, 190
Gainsborough, 215
Galen, 283
Galloway, earl of, 143
Gascoigne, 73
Gay, 233
Geiilis, IVIadame, 357
George, IT., 130

, III., 129, 130
,1V., 103, 118, 128, 130, 132,

133 134
Gibbon, 90, 351, 357
Gibson, 58
Gilchrist,' US
Godwin, 396
Golding, 73
Goldsmith, Dr., 461
Gompertz, Mr. 391
Goodge, 73, 74
Goodall, Dr., 324
Goulburn, Mr., 235, 237, 239
Goupil, 342
Grant, F. W., 142, 143
Grattan, T. C., 146, 147, US, 1,53,

155

Gray, 420
Gi^bn, 73
Grey, lord, 243
Guerin, 274
Guillard, 337, 341, 343, 344
Guischardt, 55
Gustavus Adolphus, 86
Hacket, 73
Hall, cant. Basil, 81, 378
Hall, Mr., 397
Hallam, Mr., 494
Hamilton, 91, 488

, Gerard, 383
Han, 267, 268, 269
Hannibal. 42, 43, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49,

50, 51, 54, 55
Hampden, 338, 462, 496, 494, 495,
496

Hanson, capt., 265
Hanuman, 291
Hare, 91
Harrington, 73

Hayley, 3Jh
Head, F. B., 181, 18^, 189,

190
Helvetius, 333
Henri, 119
Henry, VII., 487
Herinapion, 409, 414
Herodotus, 51, 312, 336, 414, 416
Heron, 414. 417
Hincks, rev. T. D., 311,’ 3U, 315,
316 '

Hippocrates, 388 •
Hofer, Andreas, 460
Holme. Wilfrid. V
Homer, 38, 243, 312
Hone, Mr., 358 •

Hooke, TPlieodore, 155, 156, 157
Hooker, 65, 91
IIoppner,-|74
Horton, It? Wilniot, 191

g
orus, 409, 415,
oward, 352

Howell, 58, 73
How'itt, William, 456, 457, 461, 462
Hume, 125, 490
Hunter, 66
Hyde, 493, 495
Ireton, .338

Irving, 91
I^tab, 290
Jador, Mr., 165
James I., 89, 419
Jameson, 91
Jardinc, sir W., 45G
Jay, <»I,

Jellerson, 107
Jennings, Mr,, 90
Jesus, 290
.loddrcl, 60
Johnson, Dr., 56, 57, 58, .59, 60, 61, 62,

64, 6.5, 68.' 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 76,
77,78, 82, «7, 88. 89, 90, 91. 93, 181,
187, 189

Johnston. Sir Alexander, 282, 283
Jones, sir \V., 266, 268

Dr., 315
^onson, 6.5

Jubal Cain, 328
Junius, 58, 61

^ahumanna, 310
Kea King, 277
Kenmnrc, lord, 143
Kennett, 58
Kent, 91
Kersey, .58

Kigan, 63
Kintore, lord, 143
Kirwan, 89, 352, 353, 3.

Kosciusakos 5 12

Kotzebue, captain,**^^,.^295, 297» 299,
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303,307,308,310, 311 »

Kri|sen(ltern, admirnl. 984
•lAclisman, 2.01

Lndwvcat, 332
La Fontaine, 274
Ijabarpe, 339 « 340, 357
Landrake, 497
Landulpli, 497
Langl^, Captain, 303
Lantdown, MprauiS;, 353
La Perousc, 303
Laplace, 348
Latour, 349, 350
Lavalicre, 119
Lavoisier, 348
Uud, 486, 488,49^,493
Lawrence, TUoa., 221
Legh, 435
Ije Mercier, 348
Lcnnep, 313
Leonidas, 460
r.e88on, 11. P., 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 , 22, 23,
"

24, 25. 27, 29, 30, 32, 35, 3«, 37. 89,

39, 40, 41
Letronne, Mr., 45
Liancourt, L«, 353
Lillie, 73
Lillo, 356
Linguet, 339, 340, 341
-Livy. 42, 43, 44, 50, 54, 55, 336
Lloyd, H.E., 103, 118, 129
Lo(to, Jareme, 185, 189
Londonderry, Lord, 132, 13.3

Long, John St. Joko, 463* 407, 468
Longinus, 312
iDiiisXlV, 119

XVI, 125

XVI I r, 125
Lucian, 312
Lucretius, 214
Lushfngtony Mrs. Charles, 431

Lyndburet, Lord, 239
Maeaiiley, Mrs., 351

M'CuUocIi, Mr., 204
Macartney, Lord, "270

Mackie, cap!., 283
Madison, 91
Madoc, 62 «

Msb-Hr, 414
M8B»Amun, 418 ’

^
Mse-Phra, 414
Mienupthn, 418
Magellan, 35% 3.'i4

Maldoii, lord, 105, 107

Malesptni, 274,27.7

Malone, 60
Mandou, 418
Mandouei, 411,415,417,419

11,418
Manetbo. 408

,
411. 413, 4H 415, 416,

41% 4(0

Malto-Brun, 245
Malthus.Mr., 28, 135
Mansfield, lord, 355
Marat, 346, 347, 348
Marini, 310
Marlow, 73
Marmont, Marshall, 237
Marmontel, 339, 340, 357
Marskdll, 91
Marsden, \V;, 285
Martineau, 11., 358
Mason, Mr., 57, 60, 91, 356
Masillon, 119
Massinger, 274,356
Maty, Dr., 352
Maurice, Prince, 140
Maumot, 415
MCtit-heiU'Va* 414
Mela.!, 43
Melville, general, 42. 43
Meinnon, 414
Menephtlia Siphtha, 415
Meotille, 332
Menu, 266
Mephres, 414
Mcriam, Tecla, 186
Miller, genera), 30
Milne, Dr., 277
Milnor, 91

Milton, 65, 91, 210, 217, 348, 355, 350,

460
Minsheu, 58
Mirnbeau, 111, 357
Mitford, M., 395, 390, 397
Muhainmed Bin Solyman, 288
Moeris, 414, 416
Moliere, 337
Montes^n, 119
Montesquieu, 11, 40, 3.33, 48G
Montrol, M. F., 332
Moor, Alajor, 90
Moore, Mis H., 208

T.,261
More, 65
Miorrison, Dr., 270
•Moses, 9, 249
^iurray, Lindley, 68
'^anaFarnevIs, 290
Napi^eon, gee Buonaparte.
Nash, 73
Neal, Mr., 397
Nepos, Cornelius, 50
Neptune, 116
Noor, 243,264,347
Nevison, 328
Newton, 97
Noah, 9, 191

Noehden, Dr., 273
Nolleau, M., 340
Nomahanna, queen, 308^ 309, 310
North, lord, 344
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Northi Roger, 86
Nott,Mr., 301,302
Orimazes, 39
Osiris, 39
Ossia|^3]7
Osymandyas, 411,416^417
Ousireci, 415
Owen, 85
Paez, 185
Paine, Tom, 40
Paley. 443
Palsgrave, 58
Park, 290, 291
Parr, 91
Parry, captain, 440
Parsons, 87
Patsow, 312
Paulding, Mr., 397
Pearson, J., 291
Pcacham, 73
Pearce, 185, 190

^ Peel, Mr.. 132, 135, 236, 370
Penn, 396
Pepys, 420
Percy, 60

I Pcrouse, 303
Peticius, Cains, 264
Potion. 34t
Petrarcli, 175
Phamenoph, 414
Pharaoh, 406, 409, 41

1

Philips, 58
I Philopoeincn, 43
1 Pickering, Mr., 75

I
Pidcock, 156

/ Pindar, Peter, 187
Pitt, Mr., 117,208

i Plato, 283,336,388

I
Plautus, 75

? Plipy, 273
^ Plutarch, 79, 336, 421
. Polybius, 42. 43, 44. 45, 46, 47, 48,

50,51,55
" Polyphemus, 210

Pomareh, king, I, 301
? II,m
? Pompey, 43, 51

Poniatowski, 512
' Pope, 65, 355

Price, Dr., 354
Priestley. 351, 354
Procrustes, 79, 186
Protagoras, 346
Proteus, 28
Ptolemy, 283
Pym, 338, 486,494,495
Pythagoras, 263
Quintus Curtlus, 273
Riicfne,339
Raddimi, Mrs., 19
Radsiwil, 513

OF .NAMES, m
Raleigh, 6%
Rama, 291^
Ramerrir^S
Rameses, the Great, 408, 410, 411^412,'

414,41.5,417, 418
I, 415
Mse-Amun, 418

Ramsay, 91

Hay. 91
Raynal, 350
Revans, John, 500
Ricardo* Mr , 135
Richardson, Mr., 08
Richelieu, 493
Richmond, duke off 234
Ritson, 79 .

Rivarol,

Robert of Gloucester, 64
ofQrunne, 64

Robespierife, 340
Robinson, Mrs.. 105. 106
floland, Madame, 3.32

Romilly, Sir Samuel, 135
liollin, 336
Ross, captain. 440
Rothschild, 227
Rousseaii.^109, 222, 334, 350
Rowley, 64
Rudland, captain, 190

Ifcymer, 73
Saukville, 73
Saint-Pierre, 285
Sallust, 51
Salt, 185, 1.90,264,412
Sasyclies, 415
Sansovkio, 275
Scapula, 65
Scarlett, sir J.. 233, 37H
Scawen, Mr., 497
Schleusner, 65, 312
Scipio, 54 .

I, Schncideg312, 316
Schrevelius, 312, 313, 316
Scott, 212, 21.3, 395, 421
Sedgwick, Miss, 397*
Seager, 60
Selasse, VVelleta, 186
•Selkirk, 143
Seneca, 336

^Senior, N. W., 191
Seymour, lord admiral, 86
Seoosis, 416
Sesostris, 416, 417
Shakespeare, 59, 60, 65, 66» 79, 80, 86,

212, 219, 420
Sheridan, 82, 111, 112, 125
Shelley, 213, 223
Slierroan, John, 71
Si, 267
Siva, 38,39
Sidney, 65
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stem, iWS, 8fi4, 366

SUHtmf, 91
ISlnclidrt sir John, 139

Skinner, 68, 61

Smith, 91
Adam, 204

Sobieski, John, 612
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